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Pairs and Pairing
Any aspect of the language and style of
the Qurān in which pairs are perceived as
a structural element in the composition of
the Qurān (see    
 ), such as any form of parallelism or repetition, pairs of synonymous,
synthetic or antithetic terms or concepts,
double divine epithets (see   
) as well as aspects of the
number two or use of the dual form
(see   ).
Ethical dualism
Throughout the Qurān, an antithetic or
dual parallelism is observable in the
admonitions to humankind (see ), in the descriptions of an individual’s fate on the day of judgment (see
 ) as well as of the two
possible final destinations for people,

paradise (q.v.) and hell (see  
).
Admonitions to believe in and obey God
and his apostle (see   ;
; ), to repent (see
  ), to enjoin
what is right and to prohibit what is wrong
(see   ,  
), to be grateful (see   ), to do right and
to follow the right path as revealed to humankind are usually presented as a promise followed by a corresponding threat:
“He who follows the right path (see 
 ) does so for himself, and he who
goes astray (q.v.) errs against himself ”
( :; cf. also  :; :); “Those
who disbelieve and obstruct (others) from
the way of God will have wasted their
deeds. But those who believe and do the
right, and believe what has been revealed
to Muammad (see  
), which is the truth (q.v.) from
their lord, will have their faults pardoned
by him and their state improved” ( :-;
cf. also  :-; -, -; :-; :-;
:-; :-; :; :-; :);
“Whoever does good does so for himself,
and whoever does wrong bears the guilt
thereof ” ( :; cf. also  :;
:-; :; :-); “If you obey, God
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will give you a good reward; but if you
turn back… he will punish you with grievous affliction” ( :; cf. also  :;
:; see   ); “It is
better for you to repent. If you do not,
remember that you cannot elude (the grip
of ) God” ( :; cf. also  :-);
“Remember, your lord proclaimed: ‘If
you are grateful I shall give you more;
but if you are thankless, then surely my
punishment is very great’” ( :; cf. also
 :; :).
The choices that human beings face are
described as one between two paths, the
path of rectitude (sabīl al-rushd) or the
straight path (sabīl mustaqīm), on the one
hand, and the path of error (q.v.; sabīl alghayy), on the other: “Did we not give him
[i.e. humans] two eyes, a tongue, and two
lips, and show him the two highways?”
(al-najdayn;  :-; cf. also  :; :).
As a norm of distinction, the believers are
described as the “people of the right hand”
(aāb al-maymana⁄aāb al-yamīn) whereas
the unbelievers are described as the “people of the left hand” (aāb al-mashama⁄
aāb al-shimāl,  :-, -; :-; see
    ). By the same
token, the believer is compared to one who
can hear and see whereas the unbeliever is
said to resemble a person who is deaf and
blind (e.g.  :; :; cf. also  :-;
:; :; :; see   ;   ;  
). In those qurānic passages
where human responsibility appears to be
completely eclipsed and where human destiny is said to depend on the will of God, it
is God who either guides individuals
rightly or leads them astray ( :; :,
; :; :; :; :-), decreases or
increases people’s fortunes (rizq,  :)
and means (rizq,  :), has mercy (q.v.)
on people or punishes them ( :, ;
:; :; :; :; see  
).

Similar dual parallelisms are to be observed when it comes to the reckoning of
an individual’s deeds on the day of judgment. “On that day people will be separated so that he who disbelieves will bear
the consequence of his unbelief; and he
who does the right will straighten out the
way for his soul, so that God may reward
those who believed and did what was good,
by his grace. Surely he does not love unbelievers” ( :-; cf. also  :-;
:-; :-; :-; :; :-;
:); “[Only] those whose scales are
heavier in the balance will find happiness.
But those whose scales are lighter will perish and abide in hell forever” ( :-;
cf. also  :-; :-; see  
); “[Many] faces will that day be
bright, laughing and full of joy; and many
will be dust-begrimed, covered with the
blackness (of shame)” ( :-; see 
 ).
On the day of judgment, the evil-doer
will receive the book (q.v.; al-kitāb) containing the record of his deeds in his left hand
or from behind his back, whereas the obedient will be given it in his right hand
( :-; :-). The sijjīn, the books
where the deeds of the evil-doers are listed,
is contrasted with the illiyyūn, the book
where the deeds of the pious are listed
( : f.; see  ). An exception to this strict dual parallelism is to be
found in   where humankind is said to
be separated at the last judgment into
three classes, the “people of the right side”
(aāb al-maymana), the “people of the left
side” (aāb al-mashama) and “those preceding” (al-sābiqūn). “Those are the ones
brought near (al-muqarrabūn), in gardens of
delight, a multitude from the former
(times) and a few from the later (times)”
( :-). Those who belong to this
class — the first converts to Islam, the
prophets (see   ) or any person of outstanding virtue
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according to al-Zamakhsharī (d. ⁄;
Kashshāf, ad loc.) and al-Bayāwī (d. prob.
⁄-; Anwār, ad loc.) — are given the
highest reward in paradise.
Qurānic descriptions of humanity’s two
final destinations also evidence a pair
structure. A description of the joys of paradise or the torments of hell is, as a rule,
followed by the antithetic description of
the respective other. For example,
“Certainly hell lies in wait, the rebels’
abode where they will remain for eons,
finding neither sleep (bard) nor anything to
drink except boiling water and benumbing
cold: a fitting reward. They were those
who did not expect a reckoning, and rejected our signs (q.v.) as lies (see ). We
have kept account of everything in a book.
So taste (the fruit of what you sowed), for
we shall add nothing but torment. As for
those who preserve themselves from evil
and follow the straight path (al-muttaqīna),
there is attainment for them: orchards and
vineyards, and graceful maidens of the
same age (see ), and flasks full and
flowing. They will hear no blasphemies (see
) there or disavowals: A recompense from your lord, a sufficient gift”
( :-). The parallelism is, however, at
times, asymmetric. Depending on the context, either the description of hell or of
paradise is more detailed. Such an asymmetric antithesis is to be observed in  ,
where the fate of the unbelievers in hell is
described in four verses ( :, , ,
), whereas the fate of the believers in
paradise is described in eight verses
( :, , , , , , , ), whereupon there follows another description of
the garden of the same length ( :, ,
, , , , , ; cf. Gilliot, Parcours
exégétiques, -). Having two sets of
gardens for two classes of believers would
seem to be confirmed by the parallel two
classes of gardens in  :- (Abdel
Haleem, Context,  f.; see ).

  
Pairs of concepts and terms
Pairs of synonymous as well as synthetic
concepts are to be found in the description
of Muammad and earlier prophets as
“bearers of warnings and bringers of happy
news” (mubashshir[wa-] mundhir⁄mubashshir
nadhīr⁄bashīr [wa-]nadhīr;  :, ; :;
:; :; :; :; :; :; :;
:; :; :; :; :; :; see
;  ); of the book of
Moses (q.v.; kitāb Mūsā ) as a “way-giver and
a grace” (q.v.; imām wa-rama;  :;
:; see ); of the Torah (q.v.) and
the Gospel (q.v.) as containing “guidance
and light” (nūran wa-hudan⁄hudan wa-nūrun)
for humans ( :, ; :; cf. :); and
of the earlier revelations and the Qurān as
a “guidance and grace” (hudā wa-rama) for
those who believe ( :; :, , ;
:, et al.; hudā wa-bushrā,  :; hudā
wa-shifā,  :; hudā wa-dhikrā,  :).
To the prophets God gave “wisdom (q.v.)
and knowledge” (ukm wa-ilm,  :;
:, ; :; see  
). Another pair of terms frequently referred to in the context of earlier
revelations is “scripture and wisdom” (alkitāb wa-l-ikma,  :; :, ; :;
see    ). The pair
of terms “wealth and (male) children” (māl
wa-banūn⁄amwāl wa-banūn⁄amwāl waawlād⁄māl wa-walad⁄anām wa-banūn) signifies wealth of this world (e.g.  :, ;
:; :; :; :, ; :, et al.;
see ). As a pair of antithetic concepts, the verses to be understood clearly
(mukamāt) are contrasted with the parabolic verses of the Qurān (mutashābihāt) as
mentioned in  : (see ).
Contrasting pairs such as “heaven (see
  ) and earth (q.v.),” “sun
(q.v.) and moon (q.v.),” “day and night”
(q.v.; see also ,  ), “east and
west,” “land and sea,” “known and unknown (see    ),”
“before and after,” “life (q.v.) and death
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(see    )” — all signifying the entirety of creation (q.v.) or
“all” — are employed to describe God’s
unicity, omnipotence (see  
) and omniscience. To God
belongs all that is in the heavens and the
earth (mā fī l-samāwāt wa[-mā fī] l-ar,
 :, ; :, ; :; :; :,
et al.; cf. also  :); his kingdom extends
over the heavens and the earth ( :,
; :; :; :; :, et al.); God
holds the keys of the heavens and the earth
(maqālīd al-samāwāt wa-l-ar;  :; :);
he is the light (nūr) of the heavens and the
earth ( :); his are the armies of the
heavens and the earth ( junūd al-samāwāt
wa-l-ar,  :, ; see   ),
and his seat extends over heavens and
earth (wasia kursiyyuhu al-samāwāt wa-l-ar,
 :; see   ); and he provides people with food and sustenance
[from the heavens and the earth] ( :;
:; :; :; :; :; :, ).
The fact that God created the heavens and
the earth ( :; :; :; :; :;
:, , , et al.; variation: God created
the heavens and the earth and all that lies
between them [wa-mā baynahumā],  :;
:; :; :; :; :; :; :;
:; :) and that he brings to light
what is hidden in the heavens and the
earth ( :) indicate his omnipotence,
whereas his omniscience is indicated by
his knowledge which encompasses all that
is in the heavens and the earth ( :;
:; :; :; :; :; :,
et al.) — there is not the weight of an atom
“on the earth and in the heavens” that is
hidden from him ( :; :). His
omniscience is further indicated by the fact
that he knows “what is hidden and what is
evident” (al-ghayb wa-l-shahāda,  :; :,
; :; :; :; :; :; :;
:), what humans “hide and disclose”
(i.e.  :, ; :, ; :; :, ;
:; :; :; :; :; :), and

what was before humans and what lies behind them (mā bayn aydīhim wa-mā khalfahum,
 :; :; :; :). God’s unicity
is indicated by the fact that all things that
move on the earth and in the heavens bow
down before him ( :; :; :;
:; :; :, ; :; :; :; see
  ) and that his
semblance is the most sublime in the heavens and the earth ( :). By the same
token, the gods of the unbelievers are said
to be without any power over the heavens
and the earth, nor do they have any share
in them ( :; :; see 
 ). Moreover, God is the first
and the last (al-awwal wa-l-ākhir), the transcendent and the immanent (al- āhir wal-bā in,  :). God’s omnipotence is
further evident in that he created “the sun
and the moon” ( :; :; :; :;
:, et al.), and made “the day and the
night” an alternation ( :, ; :;
:; :; :; :; :, , et al.),
that he enables people to travel over “land
and sea” ( fī l-barr wa-l-bar,  :; :;
cf. also  :), that he gives life and
death ( :; :, ; :; :;
:; :; :; :; :; :),
makes happy and morose ( :), and
that he is the lord of the east and the west
(rabb al-mashriq wa-l-maghrib,  :; :;
rabbu l-mashriqayn wa-rabb al-maghribayn,
 :; rabbu l-mashāriq wa-l-maghārib,
 :; wa-lillāhi l-mashriq wa-l-maghrib,
 :, ).
Pairs of contrasts such as “sky and
earth,” “sun and moon,” “day and night,”
as well as of similar terms such as “fig and
olive” are also encountered in oaths: “I call
to witness the rain-producing sky and the
earth which opens up” ( :-); “I call
to witness the sun and its early morning
splendor, and the moon as it follows in its
wake, the day when it reveals its radiance,
the night when it covers it over, the heavens and its architecture, the earth and its
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spreading out” ( :-); “I call the night
to witness when it covers over, and the day
when it shines in all its glory” ( :-);
“I call to witness the fig and the olive”
( :). Idols are described as those who
can neither harm nor profit their worshippers (mā lā yaurruhu wa-mā lā yanfauhu,
 :; cf. also  :; :; :, ;
:; :; :; : f.; :; see
  ).
Contrasting this ephemeral world with
the enduring hereafter serves to admonish
humankind to concentrate on the latter
(see ). “O people, the life of
this world is ephemeral; but enduring is the
abode of the hereafter” ( :); “Whatsoever has been given you is the stuff this
life is made of, and (only) its embellishment. What is with your lord is better
and abiding. Will you not understand?”
( :; cf. also  :; :; :;
:-; :; :).
The contrasting pair of “light and darkness” describes the benefit which the
Prophet and the revelation bring to humankind: “An apostle who recites before
you the explicating revelations of God that
he may bring those who believe and do the
right out of darkness (q.v.) into light”
( :; cf. also  :); “It is he who sends
down resplendent revelations to his votary,
that he may take you out of darkness into
light” ( :; cf. also  :).

:; :); “all-forgiving and evermerciful” (ghafūr raīm,  :, , ,
, , ; :, ; :, , et al.; alraīm al-ghafūr,  :; al-ghafūr dhū l-rama,
 :; see ); “all-forgiving
and forbearing” (ghafūr alīm,  :, ;
:; :; alīm ghafūr,  :; :);
“all-forgiving and loving” (al-ghafūr alwadūd,  :); “benign and forgiving”
(afuww ghafūr,  :, ; :); “forgiving
and ever-merciful” (tawwāb raīm,  :,
; :; cf. :, ); “compassionate
and ever-merciful” (raūf raīm,  :;
:, ; :, ; :; :; :);
“ever-merciful and loving” (raīm wadūd,
 :); “just and merciful” (al-barr alraīm,  :); “all-knowing, all-wise”
(alīm akīm,  :, , , , , , ;
:, et al.; akīm alīm,  :, , ;
:; :; :; :); “all-knowing and
cognizant” (alīm khabīr,  :; :; :;
:); “all-wise and cognizant” (al-akīm
al-khabīr,  :, ; :); “sublime and
great” ([al-]aliyy [al-]kabīr,  :; :;
:; :; :); “great and most high”
(al-kabīr al-mutaāl,  :); “sublime and
supreme” (al-aliyy al-a īm,  :;
:); “powerful and mighty” ([al-]qawiyy
[al-]azīz,  :; :, ; :; :;
:; :); “worthy of praise and glory”
(amīd majīd,  :). Moreover, God is
humankind’s only friend and advocate
(waliyy shafī, cf.  :, ; mawlan naīr, cf.
 :; waliyy naīr, cf.  :, ; :;
:; :, ; :; see  
;   ;
).
Other combinations of adjectives referring to God complement each other, such
as “all-hearing and all-knowing” ([al-]samī
[al-]alīm,  :, , , ; :, ,
; :; :; et al.); “all-hearing and
all-seeing” ([al-]samī [al-]baīr,  :, ;
:; :; :; :, ; :; :);
“[God is] near and answers” (qarīb mujīb,
 :); “all-hearing and all-near” (samī

Double divine epithets
Double divine epithets occur frequently at
the end of verses, particularly in the longer
sūras. At times, these have little or no relevance to the verses they are attached to;
in other instances the phrases are appropriate to the context. Numerous pairs of
terms describing God consist of synonyms,
such as the double epithet al-ramān alraīm “most benevolent, ever-merciful” of
the basmala (q.v.) formula which occurs in
five further instances ( :; :; :;
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qarīb,  :); “judge and all-knowing”
(al-fattā al-alīm,  :); “the one and the
omnipotent” (al-wāid al-qahhār,  :;
:). Other pair epithets describe different aspects of God, such as “mighty
and all-wise” ([al-]azīz [al-]akīm,  :,
, , , , ; :, , , ,
et al.); “mighty and all-knowing” ([al-]azīz
[al-]alīm,  :; :; :; :; :);
“mighty and worthy of praise” (al-azīz
al-amīd,  :; :; :); “mighty and
ever-merciful” ([al-]azīz [al-]raīm,  :,
, , , , , , , ; :;
:; :; :); “mighty and all-forgiving” ([al-]azīz [al-]ghafūr,  :; :;
al-azīz al-ghaffār,  :; :; :);
“all-knowing and all-powerful” ([al-]alīm
[al-]qadīr,  :; :; :; :); “allknowing and forbearing” (alīm alīm,
 :; :); “infinite and all-knowing”
(wāsi alīm,  :, , , ; :;
:); “infinite and all-wise” (wāsi akīm,
 :); “responsive to gratitude and
all-knowing” (shākir alīm,  :); “allforgiving and rewarding” (ghafūr shakūr,
 :, ; :); “rewarding and forbearing” (shakūr alīm,  :); “benign
and all-powerful” (afuww qadīr,  :);
“self-sufficient and forbearing” (ghaniyy
alīm,  :); “self-sufficient and praiseworthy” (ghaniyy amīd,  :; :; :;
:; :, ; :; :; :; see
); “living self-subsisting (or: sustaining)” (al-ayy al-qayyūm,  :; :); “the
creator and all-knowing” (al-khallāq al-alīm,
 :; :); “compassionate and allwise” (tawwāb akīm,  :); “all-wise and
praiseworthy” (akīm amīd,  :); “allhigh and all-wise” (aliyy akīm,  :).

  ); he also
commanded Noah (q.v.) to take a pair of
every species into the ark (q.v.; cf.  :;
:). At the end of days God will create
people a second time: “We created you
from the earth and will revert you back;
and raise you up from it a second time”
(tāratan ukhrā,  :; cf. with variations
 :, ; :; :; :, ; :,
; :; :); “They say: ‘O lord, twice
you made us die, and twice you made us
live. We admit our sins (see ,  
). Is there still a way out?’” ( :).
Those who believe in God and his apostle
are said to receive twice as much of his
bounty and their reward will be duplicated: “What you give on interest to increase (your capital) through other people’s
wealth (see ) does not find increase
with God; yet what you give in alms and
charity (zakāt, see ) with a pure
heart (q.v.), seeking the way of God, will be
doubled” ( :; cf. with variations
 :, , ; :; :; :; :,
, ; :). By the same token, the punishment of those who commit acts of
shamelessness will be doubled: “O wives of
the Prophet (q.v.), whosoever of you commits an act of clear shamelessness, her
punishment will be doubled. That is easy
for God [to do]. But whoever of you is
obedient to God and his apostle, and does
right, we shall give her reward to her twofold; and we have prepared a rich provision
for her” ( :-; cf. with variations
 :; :; :; :). Similarly, the
unbelievers call for those who led them
astray to suffer double punishment: “They
will say: ‘O lord, give him who has brought
this upon us two times more the torment of
hell’ ” ( :; cf. also  :; :).
The number two also occurs in numerous
legal regulations (see   
). A borrower deficient of mind or
infirm or unable to explain requires two
male witnesses to draw up a debt contract

Aspects of the number two and uses of dual forms
The Qurān frequently mentions that God
created pairs of everything — humans,
beasts and even fruits ( :-; :;
:; :; :; :; :; :;
:; :; :; see  ;
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( :; see ). The same number of
witnesses is proscribed when one dictates
his last will ( :-; see ) as
well as in the case of divorce ( :; see
  ). Divorce is
revocable two times after pronouncement;
thereafter the husband has either to keep
the wives honorably or part with them in a
decent manner ( :). Following divorce, mothers should suckle their babies
for a period of two years if both parents
agree on this ( :; cf. also  :; see
-; ). Two honorable men are required to determine a livestock of equivalent value as atonement for
the one who purposely kills game during
pilgrimage (q.v.;  :; see also 
 ). The share of the male child
in inheritance is equivalent to that of two
female children ( :).
The number two also plays a role in some
of the qurānic parables such as the parable (q.v.) of the two men, one of whom
owns two gardens ( :-); the story
of the two gardens of the Sabaeans
( :-; see ), or the parable of
the two men ( :). Furthermore, we
have the episode of the two men who
feared God ( :) as well as those passages where God is said to have made two
bodies of water flow side by side (maraja
l-barayn), one fresh and sweet, the other
brine and bitter, and to have placed a barrier (q.v.) between them (cf.  :; :;
:; : f.; see ). The number
two also occurs in the creation account
given in  :-, which differs from the
other qurānic accounts of the creation of
the world in saying that God created the
earth in two days rather than the more
usual six; the creation of firm mountains
and the means of growing food was completed in four days and the creation of the
seven heavens in two days.
Contrast and dualism feature obviously
throughout  . The frequent use of the

dual has baffled commentators and scholars alike, who often argued that the dual
forms were demanded by the scheme
obtaining there for verse juncture (Nöldeke, Neue Beiträge, ; Horovitz, Paradies,
; Müller, Untersuchungen, ; see      ;
    ).
Wansbrough [ , -] argued that there
was a “juxtaposition in the canon of two
closely related variant traditions, contaminated by recitation in identical contexts or
produced from a single tradition by oral
transmission.” In their respective investigations of  , Neuwirth (Symmetrie und
Paarbildung) and Abdel Haleem (Context)
have shown that most dual forms are to be
explained by the grammatical context of
the sūra (see    ).
The addressees of the challenging question
of the refrain in the dual, for example,
“Which, then, of your lord’s bounties do
you deny?” — which is repeated thirty-one
times throughout the sūra — are humans
and jinn (q.v.), introduced in verses  and
 (for the pair of humans and jinn see also
 :; :; :, ; :; :-;
:). There are only two dual forms that
are not to be explained by the immediate
context. The use of duals in  :, “The
lord of the two easts and the two wests,”
refers to the two extreme points on the
horizon where the sun rises in the winter
and in the summer, and where it sets in the
winter and in the summer. As for the dual
form “two gardens” ( jannatān,  : and
), which is also not to be explained by
the immediate context, Neuwirth and
Abdel Haleem follow the suggestion of alFarrā (d. ⁄) that the notion of two
gardens represents perfect eternal bliss
(cf. Farrā, Maānī, iii, ).
Verse pairs
Pairs of verses which either together form
complete sentences or can be identified on
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the basis of exact parallelism or strict metrical regularity (see  ) are the
smallest stylistic entities of the Qurān
(Neuwirth, Studien,  f.). Examples of
pairs of verses characterized by strict
parallelism and a metrical regularity are to
be found in oaths (q.v.;  :-, -;
:-; :-), in eschatological scenes
( :-; :-; :-; :-), in
descriptions of the last judgment
( :-), and in ethical admonitions
( :-, -; see   
). Other pairs of verses fulfill only
one function such as metrical regularity or
strict parallelism. In another type of verse
pair the second verse consists of a mere
repetition of the first verse: “Surely with
hardship there is ease. With hardship there
is ease” ( :-; cf. also :-; :-;
:-; :-; :-). Other verse pairs
consist of antitheses: “But no, you prefer
the life of the world. Though the life to
come is better and abiding” ( :-; cf.
also  :-; :-; :-; :-;
:-). Pairs of verses in which the second
verse repeats or complements a portion of
the first verse are to be classified as synthetic parallelism: “Read in the name of
your lord who created, created man from
an embryo” ( :-; cf. also  :-,
-; :-; :-; see   
    ). Numerous
pairs of verses that are characterized by
synthetic parallelism also show grammatical and semantic parallelism: “Some of
them listen to you: But can you make the
deaf hear who do not understand a thing?
Some of them look toward you: But can
you show the blind the way even when they
cannot see?” ( :-). Parallel style is
also found within one verse: “Bad women
deserve bad men, and bad men are for bad
women; but good women are for good
men, and good men for good women”
( :); “Men should not laugh at other
men, for it may be they are better than
they; and women should not laugh at other

women, for they may perhaps be better
than they” ( :; see ;
). Other pairs of verses, although
not characterized by antithetic parallelism
themselves, constitute antithetic parts of
larger groups of verses: “Then he whose
scales [of good deeds] shall weigh heavier
will have a tranquil life. But he whose
scales [of good deeds] are lighter will have
the abyss for an abode” ( :-). An
example of an entire sūra being characterized by parallelism is  : “Say: ‘O you
disbelievers, I do not worship what you
worship, nor do you worship what I worship. Nor am I a worshiper of what you
worship, nor are you worshipers of what I
worship. To you your way (dīnukum), to me
my way (dīnī)’ ” (see ; ;
    ).
Sūra-pairs
The Indian Qurān commentator Amīn
Asan Ilāī (b. ), who, like most
twentieth-century Muslim thinkers (see
   :  
 ) considers the sūras
as organic unities, proposes that most of
the Qurān consists of “sūra-pairs” that
have closely related themes and complement each other. With this, he further
developed the idea of his teacher, amīd
al-Dīn al-Farāhī (-), who had
argued that each sūra has a central theme,
called amūd, around which the entire sūra
revolves. Ilāī holds that only adjacent
sūras may form pairs and, given that the
notion of complementarity underlies his
concept of sūra-pairs, he identifies several
types of complementarity, such as brevity
and detail, principle and illustration, different types of evidence, difference in
emphasis, premise and conclusion, and
unity of opposites. These pairs are then
said to constitute seven “sūra groups” (for
a critical appraisal, cf. Mir, Ilāī’s concept
of sura-pairs).
Sabine Schmidtke
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Parable
An illustrative story teaching a lesson. The
word for parable, mathal (pl. amthāl, often
used with a form of the verb araba⁄
yaribu, “to strike,” “to coin”), occurs numerous times in the Qurān and evidences
a much broader semantic range than does


the English word “parable.” For Arabic
literature in general, mathal can be translated by such terms as simile, similitude,
example, parable, allegory, proverb, motto,
apothegm, aphorism, fable and maxim (see
also ;   
 ). This range of meaning for
mathal also characterizes other Semitic languages, e.g. Hebrew māshāl; Aramaic matlā.
Although mathal generally describes any
item of discourse featuring one object or
event illuminating another (usually) less
tangible reality by comparison, some amthāl
in the Qurān do not involve comparison at
all (e.g.  :-; :). Furthermore,
some exegetes have included as amthāl stories involving the supernatural and paranormal, such as Adam naming the animals
( :-; see   ; 
), a crow instructing Adam’s son about
the burial of his brother ( :-; see
  ) and Jesus (q.v.) calling
down a table (q.v.) from God ( :-).
In their complex of meaning, amthāl comprise one of the most significant categories
of qurānic discourse (see  
   ; 
    ). A prophetic
adīth (tradition) includes amthāl among
the five main categories of qurānic revelation (see   ;
   ). A statement
attributed to Alī b. Abī ālib (q.v.; d. ⁄
) says that sunan, “patterns of behavior”
and amthāl comprise a fourth of the Qurān
(see ). The legal theorist al-Shāfi ī
(d. ⁄) held that valid legal analysis
(ijtihād) requires knowledge of the amthāl of
the Qurān (cf. Suyū ī, Itqān, chap. , iv,
; see    ).
Al-Suyū ī (d. ⁄) notes that, for
some, amthāl serve to clarify and support
doctrines and laws by making them concrete through comparison with known
events and objects in the everyday life of
the receptor (Suyū ī, Itqān, iv, ). They
assist in giving advice, in motivating and
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restraining behavior, and in reflecting upon
and determining truth by bringing to mind
something that can be pictured and sensed.
The Qurān insists, however, that only the
knowledgeable will fully grasp their meaning ( :; see   ; ).
If parable in its qurānic context can be
defined to include similitudes (extended
explicit comparisons), example stories (featuring positive or negative characters to be
emulated or avoided), parables (metaphors
extended in a narrative; see ;
) and allegories (featuring a
series of related metaphors), then the following amthāl can be classified as parables:
the fire [at night] ( :; see ); the
downpour ( :); the deaf, dumb, and
blind ( :; see   ;
  ;  
); the sprouting seed ( :); the
rock with thin soil ( :); the hilltop
garden ( :; see ); the freezing
wind ( :; see   ); the panting dog (q.v.;  :); the harvested bounty
( :; see ; ; ;   );
senses: dead and alive ( :); the futile
reach ( :); the smelting foam ( :);
the good and the corrupt trees ( :-);
the slave and the free man ( :; see
  ); the mute slave and
the just master ( :; see  
); the complacent town ( :;
see  ); the man with
two gardens ( :-); the water and
vegetation ( :); the light (q.v.) of God
( :; treated allegorically by exegetes);
the desert mirage ( :); the darkness
on the sea ( :); the spider’s (q.v.)
house ( :); the master and his slaves
( :); stark contrasts ( :-; see
  ); the unbelieving town
( :-); the slave with several masters
( :); the verdure that withers

( :); the upright crops ( :); the
book-laden donkey ( :); and the
blighted garden ( :-).
The most significant narrative parables
include “the man with two gardens,” “the
unbelieving town” and “the blighted garden.” Each occupies a prominent place in
its respective sūra. The first ( :-) is
clearly identified as a mathal. God provides
one of two men with two prosperous gardens supplied with abundant water. The
fortunate man turns greedy and brags to
his apparently landless colleague about his
garden’s produce, exuding confidence that
his future is secure. He fears neither God
nor the last judgment (q.v.; see also ;
). The other man, who professes never
to have associated anything with God,
warns him that his arrogance (q.v.)
amounts to unbelief (see  
;   ).
Though poor in this world, this good man
will receive God’s reward in the next (see
  ). He warns his
wealthy counterpart that his gardens could
be destroyed. When the gardens are suddenly destroyed, the hand-wringing proprietor expresses regret that he trusted in
anything but God. The moral of the tale
becomes explicit in  :: “Wealth (q.v.)
and sons (see ) are the adornment of the present world; but the abiding
things, the deeds of righteousness (see
 ), are better with God in reward, and better in hope.” Al-Suhaylī
(d. ⁄) transmitted a tradition in
which the historical details of this story are
given, including the names of the two
men, Tamlīkhā and Fū īs (Suhaylī, Tarīf,
).
The “unbelieving town” ( :-) also
starts out as a clearly labeled mathal. The
people of a city reject the messengers (see
) God sends, saying they are
simply citizens like themselves and not
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prophets (see   ). The people associate an evil omen
with the messengers and threaten to stone
them (see ; ). An
obedient citizen from the margins of the
city comes and affirms the mission of the
messengers. He urges the people of the
city to obey their message since the messengers serve without reward and have
received God’s guidance (see ;
). He then rehearses his own good
fortune in believing in the one God. He
enters paradise (q.v.) praying for his people
(see ; ). The city ends
in destruction while the thematic unit containing the parable ends with God’s lamentation over the people’s rejection of his
messengers ( :-). Two traditions
connect this parable with the city of
Antioch and name the three messengers.
One tradition makes the messengers disciples of Jesus: Simon, John and Paul (see
). It names the obedient citizen
abīb and reports that he was stoned to
death (see ).
While “the blighted garden” ( :-)
is not specifically designated a mathal, its
comparison is explicit: God has tried
Muammad’s opponents as he tried “the
people of the garden” ( :). These
people confidently resolve to get up in the
morning and harvest their garden, resolving to leave nothing for the poor (see
   ). But when they
approach their garden, they find it devastated. A just person among them chides
the others for not praising God (see ;
;   ).
They respond by confessing their guilt and
blaming each other. In the end they express hope for a restoration of an even better garden from God. The thematic unit
containing the parable concludes with
 :, “Surely for the godfearing shall be
the gardens of bliss with their lord.”

Exegetes have cited reports that the garden
actually existed in Yemen (q.v.).
Some typical features of qurānic parables follow. The truths they illustrate are
usually stated explicitly. Taken largely from
the agricultural and commercial worlds of
seventh-century Arabia, they tend to be
related by exegetes to historical events (see
   ). Many are
based on natural phenomena (see 
 ). Their themes include justice and
communal responsibility (see  
;    
 ), the proper stewardship of
wealth (see ), the protection
of the disadvantaged, the fleeting nature
of this world’s blessings, the certainty of
divine judgment, and the importance of
acknowledging the oneness and sovereignty of God. God is a prominent player
in most of the parables and they frequently
stress the oneness of God (see   
) — even when it is not the
main point of the comparison.
A.H. Mathias Zahniser
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Paradise
The abode of the souls of the righteous
after their death, heaven; also, the garden
of Eden. In the Qurān, descriptions of the
hereafter appear in relation to the arrival
of a day, “the hour” (al-sāa), “reckoning
day” ( yawm al-isāb), “the day of judgment” (yawm al-dīn), “the last day” (al-yawm
al-ākhir), or “the day of resurrection”
( yawm al-qiyāma), in which every individual
is resurrected and has to face up to his or
her deeds and be judged accordingly
( :, “… Every man shall be pledged
for what he earned…”). The descriptions
of heaven and hell, which are very often
adduced as opposites, are interwoven with
descriptions of deeds that lead to reward
or punishment; together they contribute to
an understanding of the way divine providence operates: the righteous are rewarded
and directed to the good abode, while the
evil doers are punished and find themselves
tortured in hell. All will happen when “the
day” or, “the hour,” comes ( :-;
:-; and more; see  ; 
;   ; 
).
The hereafter is portrayed in the Qurān
as an eternal physical abode (see ), and its permanent dwellers are presented as living, sensible human beings.
The descriptions use worldly concepts, of
the kind that can be readily understood by
humans. These, among more general aspects related to Islamic eschatology (q.v.),
are partially found in general books about
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Islam or in the few studies dedicated to the
subject. They are widely described in early
Islamic sources, either in the form of
adīths, dreams or theological and mystical
inquiries (see    ;
   ). The following
survey, however, is limited to the Qurān
and focuses on the qurānic verses that treat
the blessed part of the hereafter. Emphasis
has been put on philological aspects insofar
as the image of the qurānic paradise is
depicted through its names. The edifying
purpose of the heavenly delights is represented by listing the groups that will reside in paradise, the deeds that lead their
performers to the ultimate bliss and the
pleasures bestowed upon the blessed.
Following these lines, no comparison has
been made between the Meccan and
Medinan sūras (see   
).
The names of the gardens
Janna: In the Qurān the term used most
frequently for paradise is janna (cf. the
Hebrew gan, Gen :: “And the lord God
planted a garden [gan] in Eden”; see also
Katsh, Judaism, , especially note ). The
word janna means literally garden (q.v.) and
Muslim philologists and commentators
treated it as an Arabic word, derived from
the root j-n-n, which means “to cover, to
conceal, to protect.” Al-Rāghib al-Ifahānī
(fl. early fifth⁄eleventh cent.; Mufradāt, )
defines janna as any garden, the trees of
which hide the soil (a similar explanation is
offered by Abū l-Walīd Marwān Ibn Janā
[d. ⁄] in Sepher Haschoraschim, ).
Al-Rāghib al-Ifahānī further suggests that
the word janna was chosen to indicate paradise either because it resembles worldly
gardens or because its bliss is hidden from
people’s eyes, as stated in  :: “No soul
knows what comfort is laid up for them
secretly, as a recompense for that they were
doing” (Arberry, ii, ). The word janna
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also appears in the Qurān with reference
to the primordial garden, the dwelling
place of Adam ( :; see   )
and also in the meaning of a worldly garden ( :-).
Although most commonly used (over
eighty times), janna is not the only word in
the Qurān that conveys the idea of paradise. Its plural form, jannāt, appears over
forty times, of which about half occur in
combination with other terms: jannāt adn
(six times), jannāt al-naīm (seven times),
jannāt firdaws⁄al-firdaws (once each),
jannāt⁄jannat al-mawā (once each). Other
words presented in the commentaries as
indicating paradise are dār al-salām (twice),
dār⁄jannat al-khuld (once each), dār almuqāma (once), maqām amīn (once), maqad
al-idq (once), dār al-muttaqīn (once), dār alqarār (once), ūbā (once), illiyyūn⁄illiyyīn
(once each), rawa⁄rawāt jannāt (once
each), usnā (four times), as well as numerous verses in which al-dār al-ākhira⁄al-ākhira
is interpreted to mean paradise. This
variety of names underlies the numerous
traditions presented in the exegetical literature concerning the different facets of
paradise.
Firdaws: According to words ascribed to
al-Farrā (d. ⁄), firdaws is an Arabic
word (quoted in Jawharī [d. ⁄],
iā, iii, ; cf. Tāj al-arūs, viii, ). This
is, however, an exceptional opinion. The
commentaries on  : focus on the
foreign origin of the name, which means
garden in Greek or Syriac (Suyū ī, Durr,
iv, ; Tāj al-arūs, viii, ), and Ibn
Janā (Sepher Haschoraschim, ) connects
it with the Hebrew pardes (see 
). Various commentaries also
present a prophetic tradition, according to
which the janna consists of a hundred levels, among which the firdaws is the best.
God’s throne (see   ) is situated above the firdaws and from it spurt the
rivers of paradise ( abarī, Tafsīr, xvi, ;

Qur ubī, Jāmi, xi, ; Suyū ī, Durr, iv, ;
and see Zaghlūl, Mawsūa, iii, ; iv, ).
Another prophetic tradition states that the
firdaws consists of four gardens, two made
of gold and two of silver ( abarī, Tafsīr,
xvi, ; cf. Zaghlūl, Mawsūa, iv, , and
the commentaries on  : mentioned
below).
Adn: The biblical name Eden (Gen ) is
treated in Islamic sources as deriving from
the root -d-n, which means “to be firmly
established and have a long duration”
(al-Rāghib al-Ifahānī, Mufradāt, ; cf.
Qur ubī, Jāmi, x, ; Ibn Qayyim alJawziyya, ādī l-arwā, ; see also the
detailed study of adn in the meaning of a
mineral [madan] in Tamari, Iconotextual
studies, chaps.  and ). The plural form
( jannāt adn) is used to indicate width
(Qur ubī, Jāmi, x, ). Fakhr al-Dīn alRāzī (d. ⁄; Tafsīr, xx, , ad  :)
says that jannāt denotes the palaces and the
gardens, whereas adn conveys its eternity.
Commentaries on  : cite a prophetic
tradition proclaiming that in the janna
there is a palace, the name of which is adn.
It is surrounded by towers and meadows,
and has five thousand (or ten thousand)
doors. Each door opens onto five thousand
gardens (or twenty-five thousand beautiful
women), and only prophets (see 
 ), righteous people,
martyrs (q.v.; shuhadā; see also 
 ) and upright imāms (see
) are allowed to enter it (Qur ubī,
Jāmi, ix, ; Suyū ī, Durr, iv, ). As
stated about the firdaws, adn is also defined
as the center of the janna (Qur ubī, Jāmi,
ix, ; x, ; Suyū ī, Durr, iv, ; cf.
Zaghlūl, Mawsūa, iv, ). Other verses
that mention adn emphasize the luxuries
it offers.  :, for example, reads:
“Those — theirs shall be gardens of Eden,
underneath which rivers flow; therein they
shall be adorned with bracelets of gold
(q.v.), and they shall be robed in green
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garments of silk (q.v.) and brocade, therein
reclining upon couches — O, how excellent a reward! and O, how fair a resting
place!”
Illiyyūn⁄illiyyīn ( :-): Most commentaries deal with the location of the
illiyyūn, and combine it with the basic
meaning of the root of the word, namely
height and glory. Thus illiyyūn appears as
lofty degrees surrounded by glory; as the
seventh heaven (see   ),
where the souls of the believers stay; as
the lotus tree in the seventh heaven (see
;   ); as a green chrysolite tablet containing the deeds of people that hangs beneath
the throne; as the most elevated place, the
dwellers of which can be seen only as sparkling stars up in the sky; as the residence of
the angels (see ), or the celestial host
( abarsī, Majma, xxx, ; Qur ubī, Jāmi,
xix, -). Other terms derived from the
same root that indicate high degrees in
paradise are al-darajāt al-ulā ( :) and
janna āliya ( :; :).
Jannat⁄Jannāt al-mawā, “garden⁄s of the
refuge”: the abode of Gabriel (q.v.; Jibrīl)
and the angels, or of the souls of the
shuhadā (both in Wāidī, Wasī , iv, , ad
 :), or of green birds that contain
the souls of the shuhadā (Ibn Qayyim alJawziyya, ādī l-arwā, ), or yet, the
residing place of the believers in general
(Wāidī, Wasī , iii, , ad  :; see
  ). Nothing is said
about its location.
Dār al-salām ( :; :): the abode
(dār) of everlasting security and soundness
(salāma), or the janna (= dār) of God, salām
being one of God’s names (see  
 ; ), derived from his
immunity from any kind of evil (Wāidī,
Wasī , ii, ; cf. al-Rāghib al-Ifahānī,
Mufradāt, -; Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya,
ādī l-arwā, ; see   ).
Similar is the meaning given to the term

maqām amīn ( :), presented as the
future dwelling of the righteous, and
interpreted to mean the eternal world of
security and immunity from fear (q.v.) and
death (Muqātil, Tafsīr, iii, ; cf. Ibn
Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ādī l-arwā, -;
see ,   ).
Dār al-khuld occurs in  : in the
meaning of hell (see   ),
whereas jannat al-khuld is mentioned in
 : in the meaning of paradise, both
aiming at an eternal existence. Muqātil
(d. ⁄) gives the same meaning to dār
al-muqāma ( :). He defines the latter as
dār al-khulūd, the place where people stay
forever (Muqātil, Tafsīr, iii, ; cf. Ibn
Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ādī l-arwā, ).
Maqad al-idq ( :), the place of
goodness promised to the righteous: Ibn
Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. ⁄; ādī
l-arwā, -) considers it, as well as the
term qadam al-idq ( :), as one of the
names of paradise.
Jannāt⁄jannat naīm⁄al-naīm: The name
conveys the variety of pleasures (niam)
offered in paradise (Ibn Qayyim alJawziyya, ādī l-arwā, ; see ).
The commentaries that deal with the term
concentrate mainly on the issue of compensation. Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (Tafsīr, xxii,
, ad  :) deals with two kinds of happiness (see   ). One is the
removal of sins (see ,  
;   ) and
the other is the bestowal of reward. Naīm,
in al-Rāzī’s opinion, is to be understood as
the latter. In several cases naīm is identified
with firdaws (for example, Wāidī, Wasī , iii,
, ad  :).
Dār al-ākhira appears mostly in contrast
with the present world (al-dunyā).  :
juxtaposes the transience of the present
world with the stability of the hereafter
(al-ākhira), and defines the latter as dār alqarār.  :- mentions dār al-ākhira together with dār al-muttaqīn and jannāt adn,
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and  : defines it as the abode of life
(q.v.; ayawān), meaning either the abode of
eternal life, or the eternal abode (Wāidī,
Wasī , iii, -; cf. Ibn Qayyim alJawziyya, ādī l-arwā, ).
ūbā ( :): A common tradition, cited
by most commentators, states that ūbā is a
tree in janna (Wāidī, Wasī , iii, , ;
Jawharī, iā, i, ; cf. Zaghlūl, Mawsūa,
iii, ). An attempt to show a foreign origin may explain the statement that ūbā
means janna in the Ethiopian⁄Indian language (Wāidī, Wasī , iii, ; Suyū ī, Durr,
iv, ). Other explanations, however, treat
ūbā as an Arabic word, meaning good, the
eternal ultimate stage in janna (al-Rāghib
al-Ifahānī, Mufradāt, ; Tāj al-arūs, ii,
; for the usage of ūbā in Persian poetry,
see Schimmel, Celestial garden, -).
(Al-)usnā is often interpreted to mean
janna (for example Wāidī, Wasī , ii, ,
; iii, , , ad  :; :; :;
:), but also as the ultimate good and as
the vision of God (Tāj al-arūs, xvii, ; see
  ).

another outside. Al-Suyū ī (d. ⁄;
Durr, vi, ) presents a prophetic tradition,
according to which both gardens reach the
width of a hundred years walking distance
(cf.  :, which compares the width of
the janna to that of heaven and earth; for
Jewish parallels see Katsh, Judaism, ),
and both gardens have fruitful trees, flowing rivers, and wonderful fragrances. AlWāidī (d. ⁄; Wasī , iv, ) cites
al-aāk as saying that one garden is for
the believers who worshiped God secretly
and the other for those who worshiped him
openly. Verse  of the same sūra ( )
also mentions two gardens. Most commentaries refer to these two as additional gardens, assuming altogether the existence of
four gardens: two gardens of trees and two
of plants and seeds; two gardens for the
“foremost in the race” (sābiqūn) and “those
brought near” (al-muqarrabūn), two for the
“people of the right hand” (aāb al-yamīn;
see     ); the first
two (v ) are adn and naīm, the other pair
(v ) the firdaws and dār al-mawā; the first
two are of gold and silver, the others are of
sapphire and emerald (Qur ubī, Jāmī, xvii,
-; cf. abarī, Tafsīr, xvii, -; Suyū ī,
Durr, vi, -; for a stylistic analysis of
these verses, see Nöldeke, Koran, ;
Schimmel, Celestial garden, -; Abdel
Haleem, Context, -).

The number of the gardens
 : mentions two gardens awaiting
those who fear God. The commentators
offer several ways to distinguish one garden from another. Al-Qur ubī (d. ⁄;
Jāmi, xvii, ) cites the following explanations: one garden was created especially for
the individual, the other was inherited; one
garden is for the destined, the other for his
wives (see   ); one
garden is his home, the other his garden;
one has the lower palaces, the other the
upper ones. Abū ayyān (d. ⁄;
Bar, x, ) adduces similar ideas, among
which he suggests that one garden is for
those who obey God (see ), the
other for those who refrain from sin; one is
for the jinn (q.v.), the other for people. Alabarsī (d. ⁄; Majma, vi, ) mentions one garden inside the palace and

The inhabitants of paradise
Sūrat al-Wāqi a (“The Event,”  ),
which describes the day of resurrection
(q.v.), mentions three groups of people as
the future inhabitants of paradise: () “the
people of the right hand” (aāb al-maymana,  :), who are more commonly
referred to as aāb al-yamīn ( :, ,
, ; cf. The Babylonian Talmud, Tractate
Shabat, a); () “the foremost in the race”
(al-sābiqūn,  :); and () “those brought
near” (al-muqarrabūn,  :).
Aāb al-yamīn⁄al-maymana:  :-
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give a picturesque description of the rewards awaiting the aāb al-yamīn: “Mid
thornless lote-trees and serried acacias,
and spreading shade and outpoured
waters, and fruits abounding unfailing,
unforbidden, and upraised couches, perfectly we formed them, perfect, and we
made them spotless virgins, chastely amorous, like of age for the companions of the
right hand.” The commentaries explain
their name in three ways: those who, on
the day of judgment, will receive the record of their deeds in their right hand (cf.
 :; :; :; see ), those who
are strong, and those whose belief is illuminated by the light of God (all in Rāzī,
Tafsīr, xxix, , ).
Al-sābiqūn:  : reads: “And the outstrippers (sābiqūn), the first of the emigrants and the helpers (see  
), and those who followed them in
good doing, God will be well pleased with
them and they are well pleased with him;
and he has prepared for them gardens underneath which rivers flow therein to dwell
forever and ever.” The common identifications of the sābiqūn, adduced in the commentaries, are of two kinds: those who
lived prior to the arrival of Muammad
(Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxix, ) and those who contributed to Islam in its first stages. Among
the latter, the following are mentioned:
those who prayed toward both qiblas (see
), those who participated in Badr
(q.v.), those who took part in udaybiya
(q.v.) or, more generally, those who lived
during Muammad’s lifetime (all in
Wāidī, Wasī , ii, ). Fakhr al-Dīn alRāzī, who prefers to identify the sābiqūn as
those who performed the emigration (q.v.)
with Muammad, states that the sābiqūn are
the most elevated in paradise (Rāzī, Tafsīr,
xvi, , ad  :). In his commentary on
 :-, al-Rāzī (Tafsīr, xxix, ) defines
the sābiqūn as the most exalted among the
muqarrabūn, higher than aāb al-yamīn, the

most elevated among the muttaqūn (ibid.,
), and those who will reach paradise
without judgment (ibid., ).
Muqarrabūn: in  : Jesus (q.v.; Īsā) is
considered one of the muqarrabūn. In
 : the angels are the muqarrabūn, while
in  :- the muqarrabūn are identified
as sābiqūn, and the description of the rewards bestowed upon them seems the most
highly detailed in the Qurān: “In the gardens of delight … upon close-wrought
couches reclining upon them, set face to
face, immortal youths going round about
them with goblets, and ewers, and a cup
from a spring (see   ), no
brows throbbing, no intoxication (see
; ), and such fruits as
they shall choose, and such flesh of fowl as
they desire, and wide-eyes houris (q.v.) as
the likeness of hidden pearls, a recompense
for that they labored. Therein they shall
hear no idle talk (see ), no cause of
sin, only the saying peace.”
Other verses promise heavenly delights to
additional groups: Two groups often mentioned (over fifty times each), are () “the
godfearing” (al-muttaqūn⁄alladhīna ttaqū)
and () “those who believed and performed
righteous deeds” (alladhīna āmanū wa-amilū
l-āliāt; for detailed descriptions of the
bliss bestowed upon each of the groups see
 :- and  : respectively). Also
mentioned are “the inhabitants of paradise” (aāb al-janna, over ten times; see e.g.
 :; :), and the “pious” (abrār, six
times; see ).
Deeds that lead their performers to paradise
The general term “righteous deeds”
(āliā ) is mentioned about sixty times in
the Qurān, always as a guarantee to entry
into paradise.  :- read: “But those
that believe, and do deeds of righteousness,
them we shall admit to gardens underneath which rivers flow, therein dwelling
for ever and ever … and whosoever does
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deeds of righteousness, be it male or female (see ), believing — they shall
enter paradise …” (cf.  :, and see also
the description of the muminūn in  :-).
 :-, among other verses, emphasize
the belief in God and his messenger as a
guarantee of prosperity.  : restricts
good fate to “those who submit their will to
God,” namely Muslims, and implicitly
excludes Jews and Christians from being
potential dwellers in paradise (see 
 ;   ).  :- and  :- mention a
list of conditions, the fulfillment of which
is necessary to gain entry into paradise.
Other verses focus on particular deeds that
ensure reaching paradise, such as praying
( :; :; :; see ), almsgiving (q.v.;  :; :), belief in the last
day ( :; :), fear of the last day
( :), obedience ( :; :), gratitude ( :; see   ), patience ( :; see  
; ), restraint of rage and
forgiving the evil of other people ( :;
see ; ), fulfillment of
vows ( :; see ;  
 ;  
), support of the needy ( :;
see    ), participation
in the emigration (hijra,  :), in udaybiya (cf.  :), and in jihād (q.v.; i.e.
 :; :; :; :; :; :-).

( :; :), divine protection from the
evil day (cf.  :), praise of God (see
; ) and greetings of
peace ( :-; cf. :).  :
promises al-usnā and ziyāda “to the gooddoers” (lilladhīna asanū). Al-usnā is interpreted to mean paradise and ziyāda is
interpreted to mean looking at God’s face
(al-Rāghib al-Ifahānī, Mufradāt, ;
Wāidī, Wasī , ii, -; Suyū ī, Durr, iii,
-). The ability to look at the face of the
lord can be drawn from additional verses.
 : proclaims that those who do not
believe will be “veiled from their lord.” In
the commentaries on this verse several traditions are adduced to indicate that if veiling is a sign of divine anger, unveiling,
namely the permission to see God, is a sign
of divine contentment (Wāidī, Wasī , iv,
; see ). A more straightforward
verse is  :-: “Upon that day (resurrection day) faces shall be radiant, gazing
upon their lord.” (The issue of permission
to see God became controversial and was
widely discussed in theological and mystical circles; see Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya,
ādī l-arwā, -; Ājurī, Tadīq;
Gimaret, Ruyat Allāh; Baljon, ‘To seek
the face of God,’ -; Schimmel,
Deciphering, .) Further aspects of spiritual pleasures can be drawn from the
verses that deal with the fate that awaits
the martyrs (shuhadā): “Count not those
who were slain in God’s way as dead (see
  ;   ;
), but rather living with their lord,
by him provided, rejoicing in the bounty
that God has given them, and joyful in
those who remain behind and have not
joined them, because no fear shall be on
them, neither shall they sorrow, joyful in
blessing and bounty from God.…”
Sensual pleasures: The most frequently
mentioned reward (over fifty times) focuses
on rivers flowing beneath gardens.  :
describes four rivers flowing in paradise:

Rewards in paradise
The bliss bestowed upon the dwellers of
paradise may be divided into two types:
sensual pleasures and spiritual ones.
Spiritual pleasures: Here one can find general expressions, such as God’s pleasure
(riwān,  :; for the personification of
riwān in Persian poetry to mean the
heavenly doorkeeper of paradise, see
Schimmel, Celestial garden, -; see
    ),
forgiveness ( :), acquittal of evil deeds
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“… Rivers of water unstaling, rivers of
milk (q.v.) unchanging in flavor, and rivers
of wine — a delight to the drinkers, rivers,
too, of honey (q.v.) purified.…” (Schimmel,
Celestial garden, , points out that “The
idea of the four rivers which flow through
Paradise may have helped late architects to
conceive the canals as they flow through
the gardens of Iran and Mughal India, for
it was said by the court poets of this time
that every part of the royal garden was in
some way a similitude of Paradise.” See
also Tamari, Iconotextual studies, chap. .)
Thoroughly studied, but also criticized in
non-Islamic circles, is the topic of the
women granted the faithful as a celestial
reward in the qurānic paradise (see the
bibliographical references mentioned in
the notes of Wendell, Denizens of paradise). Compared to the carnal, sensuous,
highly detailed descriptions of women
awaiting the righteous adduced in adīth
literature, the qurānic text is restrained
(see    ). It mentions
purified women (azwāj mu ahhara,  :;
:; :), “wide-eyed houris” ([bi-]ūr īn,
 :; :; :; but see the exegesis
of these verses for the various understandings of the phrase), maidens with swelling
breasts, equal in age (kawāib atrāban,
 :) and amorous virgins equal in age
(abkār uruban atrāban,  :-).
Other rewards that await one in heaven
are young boys serving wine (wildān
mukhalladūn,  :; :; ghilmān,
 :), sofas to lean against (surur,
 :; :; :; :; :; :;
furush,  :; :; al-arāik,  :;
:; :; rafraf,  :), green garments of silk and brocade ( :; :),
gold⁄silver bracelets ( :; :; :;
:), fruit (thamara,  :; fākiha,  :;
:; :; :; :; :, , ;
:, ; :; fawākih,  :; :,
especially dates and grapes; see 
), wine that does not intoxicate (khamr,

 :; kas,  :; :; :; :;
:; sharāb,  :; :), vessels of
silver and goblets of crystal ( :),
plates⁄trays of gold ( :), pleasant
weather ( :), shade ( :; :;
:; :; :), provision (rizq,  :;
:; cf. :), palaces ( :), and
whatever the souls desire and in which the
eyes delight ( :; cf. :). Such
pleasures and those like them are often
defined as “[the great] triumph” ( fawz,
 :; :; :, , ; :; :;
:; :; :; :), mostly with
emphasis on their eternal existence.
These heavenly delights became an issue
that has often been used for polemical purposes against Islam. These descriptions
“angered theologians for centuries … the
large-eyed virgins, the luscious fruits and
drinks, the green couches and the like
seemed too worldly to most non-Muslim
critics” (Schimmel, Deciphering, , especially note ). The following words, ascribed to the so-called Abd al-Masī
al-Kindī (probably third⁄ninth cent.),
may give an idea about the nature of the
non-Muslim reaction: “All these [descriptions of paradise in the Qurān] suit only
stupid, ignorant and simple-minded people, who are inexperienced and unfamiliar
with reading texts and understanding old
traditions, and who are just a rabble of
rough Bedouins accustomed to eating desert lizards and chameleons” (cited in
Sadan, Identity and inimitability, , from
al-Kindī’s book, which, “transcribed by
Jews into Hebrew characters and translated from Arabic into Latin, taught the
Spanish Christians how to fight Islam in
the most vigorous and harsh way”; see also
notes  and ).
Conclusion
Although comparison between the Meccan
and Medinan sūras appears as one of the
central features in the examination of
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the Qurān, as it relates to paradisiacal
descriptions, such a comparison seems
superfluous. The components that comprise the descriptions of paradise of both
periods are similar, and even though the
issue of the last day is less prominent in the
sūras of Medina (q.v.), one common concept underlies all the descriptions. This is
the idea of a direct proportion between
deeds and rewards that furnishes the
eschatological status of the individual. It
can be considered the leitmotiv of all the
celestial descriptions found in the Qurān
and the key to understanding the spirit of
Islam.
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Parchment see   
; ; 

Pardon see 

Parents
Those who beget or bring forth children.
Terms designating “parents” in the Qurān
are wālidāni and abawāni, respectively the
dual form of wālid, “father, one who begets
a child” (the passive al-mawlūd lahu indicates “to whom the child is borne”; wālida,
“mother, one who brings forth a child,”
appears in both the singular and the plural;
umm⁄ummahāt also designate “mother”),
and the dual form of ab, “father” (the singular means “nurturer,” see RobertsonSmith, Kinship and marriage, ; Lane, ;
in certain verses the plural ābā means
“ancestors”).
Natural aspects of parenthood are particularly identified throughout the Qurān
with maternal functions, pregnancy, giving
birth (q.v.), breastfeeding and weaning (e.g.
 :; :; :; :; see also 
      ).
 :- calls upon divorced mothers to
fulfill their natural role as nurses whereas
the role of fathers is limited to supplying
the nursing mother and the nursling with
economic support (see ;
  ). Moreover,
maternal emotions of love (q.v.) and
solicitude find emphatic expression in the
qurānic story of Moses (q.v.;  :-;
:-; cf. Stowasser, Women, -;
Giladi, Infants, -). In two verses,  :
and :, Aaron (q.v.; Hārūn) calls his
brother “Mūsā ibn umma,” thus attributing
him to their mother (“to implore his
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mercy,” cf. abarī, Tafsīr; Zamakhsharī,
Kashshāf; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, ad loc.) rather
than to their father as could have been expected in a patrilineal system (see e.g.  :;
: where blood relatives are referred to
as ūlū l-arām, arām being the plural of
raim, “womb”; see also ;
). When, in  : and :,
Muslims are commanded to honor both
parents (see below), it is the (biological) role
of the mother that is emphasized (“His
mother beneath him in weakness upon
weakness”; cf. Pickthall, Koran; Ibn Kathīr,
Tafsīr, ad loc.), implying that it serves best
to justify or explain the commandment.
As reproduction is (implicitly) presented
as the goal of marriage ( :; :; see
  ;   ; ), both parents are
depicted as bringing up their children
( :,… kamā rabbayānī aghīran); fathers
are described as having intimate knowledge of their sons ( :) and seeking
comfort from their descendants as well as
from their wives ( :).
Several verses from the second Meccan
period onwards (see e.g.  :; :;
:-; also  :-; cf. Ibn Kathīr,
Tafsīr, ad  :: “For God made parents
the reason for the servants to come into
existence.”) contain a recurring formula in
which the commandment “to be good to
one’s parents” (wa-bi-l-wālidayni isānan) is
presented as second in importance only to
the commandment “to worship no god but
Allāh” (cf. Lev :-;  :; on the apparent influence of the Hebrew decalogue
on the Qurān in this regard, see Roberts,
Social laws, -; see also  
;   ;
   ). Nevertheless,
in cases of conflict, that is, when one’s parents “strive hard with you that you may
associate with me that of which you have
no knowledge” ( :), and submission to
God prevails, the duty to obey parents be-
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comes void (see also  :- from the
third Meccan period [Nöldeke] or early
Medinan [Bell]). This is exemplified particularly through qurānic references from
the second Meccan period onwards to the
conflict between Abraham (q.v.; Ibrāhīm)
and his people, including his pagan father
(e.g.  :; :-; :-).  :-
describes a dramatic clash in which
Abraham uses the expression of exasperation uffin lakum (“fie on you,”  :)
which, according to  :, Muslims are
never to direct at their parents (cf.  :).
In several verses (e.g.  :; :)
Abraham is depicted as praying for his
father, but unable to evoke divine response
( :). Noah (q.v.; Nū) prays similarly,
to no avail, for his sinful son ( :-).
In contrast to the tension between him
and his (polytheist) father, Abraham’s
relationship with his own (believing) son is
harmonious. Abraham is depicted as asking God to give him “[one] of the righteous” (mina l-āliīna) and is indeed granted
a “mild-tempered” (alīm) son who, being
“one of the enduring ones” (mina l-ābirīna;
see   ), is ready to obey
God’s command and be sacrificed for his
sake ( :-; see ; ;
).
Thus, Muslims are guided to prefer loyalty to God above the fulfillment of filial
duties, “to be witnesses for God, even
though it be against yourselves, or your
parents and relatives…” ( :). In any
case, they are warned, “neither their relations nor their [polytheist; cf. Jalālayn, ad
loc.] children will profit them on the day of
resurrection” (the Medinan  :; cf. Ibn
Kathīr, Tafsīr, ad loc.; see also the Meccan
 :-; :-). On the other hand,
“those who believe and whose progeny
have followed them in belief ” are assured
that God will “cause their progeny to be
united with them [in paradise; cf. Jalālayn,
ad loc.]” ( :; for a detailed discussion

see abarī, Tafsīr; ad loc.; also  :;
:; and Motzki, Das Kind,  n. ; see
also   ; ;
  ).
Attitudes of parents towards their children are also reflected in the Qurān, some
of whom are strongly criticized from the
point of view of monotheist morality (see
). Although sons (and property)
are acknowledged as signs of divine benevolence (see ; ), they are
also regarded as temptation for the believers (Motzki, Das Kind, ). For example,
there is a legend in which one of God’s
servants, al-Khir (cf. abarī, Tafsīr, ad
 :), kills a youth: “Have you taken an
innocent life, not in return for a life?”
Moses asks, adding: “Surely you have committed a thing unheard of ” ( :). The
unnamed servant of God then explains the
act by saying that “his [i.e. the youth’s]
parents were believers and we feared that
he might impose upon them arrogance
(q.v.) and unbelief ” ( :; cf. Ibn
Kathīr, Tafsīr, ad loc.: “Their love for him
might make them follow him in disbelief;”
see   ⁄ ).
In Mecca (q.v.), the Qurān had frowned
on help based on ties of kinship (see
O’Shaughnessy, Qurānic view, -), but
in the Medinan period, when blood ties
and the duties they impose are again
emphasized (see    ),
a few verses were dedicated to parentdescendant relationships from the
viewpoint of mutual socioeconomic responsibilities (see   
  ;    ;
). Reciprocal inheritance rules
find a relatively detailed formulation in
 : and :,  (see also ).
In  : Muslims are encouraged to support their parents economically, as well as
relatives and such members of the community as are in need, e.g. “orphans (q.v.),
the poor (see    ) and
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the follower of the way (see ).”
Prohibitions of marriage between,
among others, males and their own mothers (as well as their non-maternal wet
nurses, see ;  ), and
between males and their own daughters
(as well as their own wives’ daughters, see
) are enumerated in  : (see
 ).  :, wherein the
Prophet’s wives (see   
) are referred to as the “mothers”
of the believers, was understood to mean
that they were not allowed to remarry after
Muammad’s death (wa-azwājuhu ummahātuhum = wa-urmat azwājihi — urmat
ummahātihim alayhim, cf. abarī, Tafsīr, ad
loc.). See also .

grossly ludicrous and vastly inferior to the
Qurān in language, style and content (see
     ;
     ;
    ),
making the parodies themselves the object
of ridicule.
When the qurānic challenge to disbelievers to produce a discourse like it ( :-)
or to fabricate ten sūras (q.v.;  :) or
even one sūra ( :) like it was not met,
the Qurān affirmed that, even if humans
and jinn (q.v.) combined their efforts, they
would be unable to produce a similar
Qurān ( :; see ).
Islamic doctrine holds that the Qurān is
God’s speech (q.v.) and, as such, it is characterized by inimitability (q.v.; ijāz) and is
thus the prophet Muammad’s miracle
(q.v.; mujiza) and evidence of his prophecy
(see   ; 
 ; ;   
).
In Muammad’s lifetime, the most famous parodist of the Qurān was Musaylima (q.v.). Known in Muslim writings as
“the liar” (al-kadhdhāb), he claimed prophecy in Yamāma and held authority in eastern Arabia until he was killed in ⁄ in
the war against apostates (see )
waged by the first caliph (q.v.), Abū Bakr.
As recorded in al- abarī (d. ⁄) and
other Muslim sources, Musaylima’s parody
consisted of rhyming prose verses of unequal lengths (see  ), in
which oaths (q.v.) were often made, reference was made to the wonders of life and
nature (see   ), a God called
Allāh and al-Ramān was invoked (see
   ) and very few
regulations were posited (see  
,   ).
The parody has a hollow ring to it, even
when echoing a qurānic turn of phrase,
because it lacks a sublime subject. It has
been suggested, however, that the Islamic
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Parody of the Qurān
Literary composition attempting to imitate
the language and style of the Qurān.
Parodies of the Qurān (sing. muāraat alQurān) have been known in Islamic history,
but no authentic and complete texts of
them have come down to us. What Islamic
sources have recorded of them in snippets
shows imitation that is obviously weak,
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tradition has handed down “weak” examples of Musaylima’s prowess in order to
make him look ridiculous. This argument
contends that the Islamic tradition would
not have termed him the “Liar” and
expended the energy to make him the
object of ridicule if he had been incapable of producing good verses or good
rhymed prose in the style of the soothsayers, that could reasonably be compared
to the Qurān (cf. Gilliot, Contraintes,
-).
Ibn al-Muqaffa (executed in ⁄),
whose acclaimed prose writings and translations attest to his command of Arabic, is
said to have tried to imitate the Qurān but
apparently abandoned the attempt, acknowledging its difficulty (cf. van Ess,  ,
ii, -). Fragments of his polemic against
Islam and the Qurān are quoted in the
refutation of the Zaydī Imām, al-Qāsim b.
Ibrāhīm (d. ⁄) and citations from
the parody of the Qurān attributed to
him are quoted by the Zaydī Imām,
Amad b. al-usayn al-Muayyad-bi-llāh
(d. ⁄).
Another early attempt to imitate the
Qurān is attributed to Nashī l-Akbar
(d. ⁄), a Murjiite who was close to
the Mu tazilīs (q.v.): he is said to have died
while trying to write an imitation of the
Qurān (cf. van Ess,  , iv, ). Yet another early parodist was the renowned
poet Abū l- ayyib Amad b. al-usayn
(d. ⁄), known as al-Mutanabbī,
“the would-be prophet.” He parodied the
Qurān in his youth and led some beguiled
Syrian Bedouins (see ) in a revolt
that ended in his imprisonment in ⁄
and his recantation. In adult life, he often
dismissed that experience as a youthful
escapade.
The skeptical, blind poet Abū l- Alā alMa arrī (d. ⁄) was falsely accused
of parodying the Qurān in his al-Fuūl
wa-l-ghāyāt, a work which praises God and

offers moral exhortations. Only volume
one of this book is extant, displaying a
masterful style in rhyming prose disposed
in chapters ( fuūl), with paragraphs that
have endings (ghāyāt) with a regular rhyme.
In this work’s rhyme scheme, these paragraphs all end in one letter of the alphabet, which is different for each chapter;
additionally, each paragraph has sentences
that rhyme or partly rhyme in other letters.
This elaborate rhyming scheme, however,
is not that of the Qurān.
It is interesting to note that we have attestations of Muslims admitting the possibility of compositions better than the
Qurān up through the third⁄ninth century. Ibn al-Rawāndī (d. ca. ⁄-)
wrote in his Kitāb al-Zumurrud, “In the
words of Aktham al- ayfī, we find better
than: “Lo! We have given you al-kawthar
[ :]” (cf. van Ess,  , vi, -;
Gilliot, L’embarras). In the traditional
Islamic perspective,   is considered a
great marvel (cf. Gilliot, L’embarras; see
). Further, the Persian Mu tazilī
Murdār (d. ⁄) refused the inimitability of the Qurān (van Ess,  , iii, ) and
said that “people are able to bring something similar to this Qurān, or even more
eloquent than it” (cf. van Ess,  , v, , text
 for the Arabic; see also Abdul Aleem,
Ijazu’l-Qur’an for the names of some
poets who denied the linguistic inimitability of the Qurān, or who criticized
it and tried to surpass it in composition
and style).
The attempt at imitating the Qurān has
continued up until the present day. In ,
unknown individuals anonymously offered
four “sūras” on the Internet to meet the
Qurān’s challenge but, after Muslim protest, their website was closed by the server
in the United States, although it continues
in the United Kingdom.
Issa J. Boullata
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Parties and Factions
Divisions within groups. The Qurān has a
relatively rich and varied, but not precisely
differentiated, vocabulary which refers to
parties or factions within larger communities or groups (see  
   ). Although the
words and phrases concerned are sometimes used in the Qurān in an apparently
neutral way, for example, with reference to
groups among the believers themselves
(see   ), they are often
employed there in a derogatory sense or in
polemic against opponents. The opponents
are accused of dividing their religion (q.v.)
into factions, and a contrast is often made
with the actual or ideal unity of the believers (see    
). The value of the united community (umma) of the believers is stressed;
in some passages believers are urged
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not to take intimates or friends among
outsiders (e.g.  :; :; see 
 ) and marriage relationships with outsiders are regulated (see
  ; 
).
We do not receive the impression that the
parties and factions that are referred to
exist in any formal or organized sense and
their identity is usually not specified precisely. For instance,  : mentions a faction ( farīq) among “those who have been
given a part (naīb) of the book (q.v.),”
whereas two other passages which use this
latter phrase ( :, ) lump them all
together as “idolaters” (see  
) and followers of error (q.v.). In
other passages factions are alleged to exist
among opponents designated generally as
“idolaters” (mushrikūn; see also 
 ) or “hypocrites” (munāfiqūn;
see   ).
Although the Qurān does contain the
names of groups such as the “Emigrants”
(muhājirūn), “Helpers” (anār, see   ), and “believers”
(muminūn), they are not generally referred
to using the vocabulary of party and
faction.
Among the words indicative of divisions
and distinctions, the most obvious are izb
(pl. azāb, which Nöldeke postulated as a
loan word from Ethiopic; see 
), āifa, shīa (pl. shiya ) and
derivatives of the root f-r-q. All can be
understood with the general meaning of
“party” or “faction.” Other words occur
less frequently and sometimes their exact
meaning is unclear: for example, the plural
form zubur in  : is sometimes interpreted as “sects” or “factions” ( firaq,
awāif ) but how the word, which is understood as the plural form of zabūr, comes
to mean that is a problem (see ). In
some passages the different words appear
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to be used interchangeably and randomly — izb being a variant of āifa,
zubur of shiya, etc.
izb in its singular, dual and plural forms
appears nineteen times. The party of God
(izb Allāh) is victorious or successful
( :; :) while the party of Satan
(izb al-shay ān, see ) is lost ( :).
The single umma of the believers is contrasted with the splits among their opponents who have made their affair into
zubur, each izb rejoicing in what it has
( :-). Similarly,  :- appeals to
the believers not to be like the opponents
called mushrikūn who divided their religion
and became parties (shiya), each izb rejoicing in what it has.  : identifies the
azāb (ūlāika l-azāb) as a series of peoples
who had rejected the prophets sent to them
(see   ), and
the context of “the day of the azāb” in
 : suggests the same reference although it is frequently understood as an
allusion to the “battle of the ditch” in the
year ⁄ (cf. Paret, Kommentar, ,
wherein he posits that in  :- and
:, -, the expression “azāb” is used
in the Ethiopic sense of “pagans”; see also
   ).
Sūra , Sūrat al-Azāb (“The Clans”), is
explained in the commentaries and sīra
reports (material on the life of the Prophet;
see    ) as containing a
number of allusions to the events associated with the battle of the ditch when various parties (azāb) among the opponents of
the Prophet, are said to have united to
facilitate an attack on the Muslims in
Medina (q.v.). The Quraysh (q.v.) of Mecca
(q.v.), the Arab tribe of Gha afān, and the
Jewish tribe of Quraya (q.v.) within
Medina are especially mentioned (see
  ; ;  
 ).  : is often understood
as referring to some hypocrites (munāfiqūn)

who tried to persuade the followers of the
Prophet that the azāb had not really retreated and that they would come again,
while  : reflects the believers’ recognition that the coming of the azāb was
simply what the Prophet had promised
them.
Shīa (q.v.) and shiya occur eight times. It
sometimes seems to be a fairly neutral expression: Moses (q.v.) had a shīa ( :)
and there was a shīa of Noah (q.v.;
 :). On the other hand, the believers
are contrasted with opponents who have
“divided their religion and become parties” ( : and :: farraqū dīnahum
wa-kānū shiyaan; in the latter passage the
opponents are referred to as mushrikūn, cf.
 :).
Similarly, derivatives of f-r-q, which occur
frequently, sometimes appear with reference to the believers. The one occurrence
of firqa, which in Islamic literature is a
common term for a “sect,” refers to a unit
among the believers: “the believers should
not all go out together to fight; of every
firqa of them a āifa should remain behind
to acquire religious knowledge” ( :;
see   ;
).  :, too, refers to God’s
having turned in forgiveness to (tāba alā)
“the Prophet and the Emigrants and
Helpers who followed him in the hour of
difficulty (sāat al-usra) after the hearts of a
farīq among them had almost turned away”
(see ; ). There are
many passages containing formations from
f-r-q, however, which call upon the believers to avoid division and disagreement in
religion and which show those as characteristics of the opponents (e.g.  :
and  : cited above; also  :,
; :; :; see  
).
āifa and its dual forms appear twentythree times. It may be a more neutral
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expression, used more or less randomly to
refer to groups or parties among the People
of the Book (q.v.;  :, ), the believers
( :; :, etc.), the hypocrites (:,
; :; :, etc.) and others, in the past
and the present.
Stress on the divided nature of the opponents, therefore, may be seen as part of
the polemical language characteristic of
the Qurān. In non-qurānic and postqurānic Arabic, too, shīa, firqa, and āifa
often reflect the negative implications of
fragmentation and division contrasted with
the positive value of unity (umma, jamāa).
They are the product of fitna (strife within
the community) and in modern Arabic
al- āifiyya is a common translation of “sectarianism.” It may be that this echoes
Sunnī values in particular, since among the
Shī īs one does find al-shīa and al- āifa (the
latter also among the ūfīs), sometimes
qualified by an epithet such as al-muaqqiqa, used in expressions of self-designation
(see    ;  
 ). In the reports about early
Islam, too, the word shīa is used quite neutrally to indicate the supporters of a particular individual: not only was there a shīa
of Alī (see  .  ), but also of
Uthmān (q.v.), Yazīd and others. As for
hi b (party), the Khārijīs (q.v.) referred to
their non-Khārijī opponents as the parties
(azāb; on their derivation of this negative
connotation of azāb from the Qurān itself, see van Ess,  , ii, ; see also
   ;
  ). The
usage of izb (party) has been influenced
not only by the qurānic izb Allāh (which
has become the self-designation of the
modern Shī ī activist group, Hizbollah)
but also by modern concepts of political
parties.
The typical allusiveness of the qurānic
style (see     
) combines with its use of polemic

to make identification of the groups concerned, specification of their characteristics and even confirmation of their
existence, difficult. Polemic involves distortion and exaggeration of the opponents’
positions and standard polemical accusations, such as idolatry, following error, distortion of scripture (see  
 ; ), and inventing lies
about God (see ), are transferable between different opponents. Furthermore,
the terminology is not specific to the contemporaries of the Qurān. As is evident
from the examples cited above, words like
azāb and shīa are used in the Qurān with
reference to groups in the past as well as
the present and the same is true of designations like muhājirūn (“emigrants”) and
anār (“helpers”). In the Qurān, Lot (q.v.)
describes himself as “a muhājir to my lord”
(q.v.;  :) and the apostles of Jesus
(q.v.) call themselves “anār of God”
( :; :; see ). “Hypocrite,”
the usual understanding of munāfiq, is a
common term in monotheist polemic (e.g.
Matt  passim).
In the commentaries on the Qurān (see
   :  
) and other traditional Islamic
literature such as the material on the life of
the Prophet (sīra material), nevertheless,
the parties and factions alluded to in the
Qurān are identified in the context of
Muammad’s career. For example, the
azāb, as already indicated, are associated
with the battle of the ditch, while the
Emigrants and Helpers are identified as
groups among the supporters of the
Prophet.
The frequent occurrence and relative
richness of the relevant vocabulary, the
several accusations that opponents have
divided their religion, the emphasis on the
unity of the believers, and the measures
designed to distinguish the believers from
outsiders may reflect the appearance of the
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qurānic materials in a situation of intense
religious fragmentation and division. To
the extent that parties and factions really
existed beyond the realm of polemic, they
could be understood as indicative of a religious society prone to the generation of
numerous groups with the character of
nascent sects. John Wansbrough (Sectarian
milieu) identified the proliferation of barely
distinguishable confessional groups as
characteristic of the sectarian milieu out
of which he considered Islam to have
emerged to become eventually a major
distinct tradition within monotheism.
In certain historical situations the tendency towards internal divisions and splits,
which is a characteristic of the monotheistic (and perhaps other) religious traditions, may be intensified. The situation in
Palestine around the beginning of the
Christian era perhaps offers a parallel and
the tendency to fragmentation, observable
in certain modern right- and left-wing
political movements, may also be relevant.
Social and political circumstances as well
as the character of the religious movement
within which the divisions are generated
are important for understanding the phenomenon of sectarianism.
The literary description in works other
than the Qurān — for example works of
qurānic commentary and prophetic
biography — of the society in which the
Prophet lived does not explicitly support
the thesis of the sectarian milieu. To the
extent that groups within it are identified,
they are classified by their relationship and
attitude to the Prophet (muhājirūn, anār,
munāfiqūn) or as monotheists (Muslims,
Jews, anīfs; see ;   ;
see also   )
contrasted to idolaters (mushrikūn). With
some exceptions, we do not generally find
in this literature reports about the Prophet
arguing fine points of monotheist doctrine
or behavior with groups in his environment

or those groups being associated with one
or more identifying doctrines or practices.
This is in contrast with the way in which
parties like the Pharisees and Sadducees
appear in the gospels and other sources
from the early Christian period.
In contrast, the Qurān itself contains
numerous references to, and statements
about, typical monotheist issues such as
the validity of intercession (q.v.), belief
in the last day (see  ;
; ), the status of
Jesus (see ; ;
  ) and questions
of ritual purity (q.v.). This material can be
seen as indicative of a situation in which
these issues were topics of argument and
polemic between parties and factions
with common concerns and concepts.
While we should be careful about transforming the qurānic polemic too readily into statements of fact, its language
and ideas do seem consistent with a
society particularly subject to sectarian
tensions.
Gerald R. Hawting
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Partisan see   ;
  

Partition see ; ; 

  

Partners [of God] see 
 

Party of God see  
;   

Party of Satan see  
; 

Path or Way
That along which one passes to reach a
destination. The concept of the path or
way (of God) — expressed by derivatives
of several roots (sabīl, irā , arīq, minhāj) — pervades the Qurān and is related
to several basic notions of Islam such as
right guidance (hudā or hidāya; see ),
the religious law (sharīa; see   
) and jihād (q.v.). When the Qurān
uses this last notion (which connotes
“struggle” and is often rendered as “holy
war”) in conjunction with the concept of
the path or way of God, it is expressed
exclusively by the term sabīl and only in a
set phrase, “in the way of God” ( fī sabīli
llāhi). This phrase — with or without
“jihād” — occurs only in Medinan sūras
(q.v.; see also   
) and comprises about one-third of
the occurrences of sabīl. The analysis of
the contexts related to jihād shows that all
the basic aspects of the concept of “holy
war” had already been laid down in the
earlier qurānic passages (see also
; ).
The frequency of the above-mentioned
terms varies greatly — sabīl,  occurrences; irā , forty-five; arīq (or arīqa), nine;
minhāj, once — but, as a rule, they are
treated as synonyms by the Arabic lexicographers and commentators who explain
the meaning of any given one of these
terms through another. The only term that
expresses virtually nothing but the notion
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of “the way of God” is irā (the sole exception being  :), while only five occurrences of arīq are related to the notion in
question (see  :, ; :; :,
al- arīqa). About thirty occurrences of sabīl
are unrelated to this notion, the most frequent phrase being “a man of the road”
(ibn al-sabīl), a traveler who should be
helped (see ).
Several points are worth mentioning
about this group of terms. First, only one
occurrence of sabīl ( :) can be positively attributed to the early Meccan
period and it has nothing to do with the
notion of “the way of God.” All other
occurrences of such terms are divided
equally between the later Meccan and
Medinan sūras. Second, two of them (sabīl,
minhāj) belong to common Semitic stock
and some scholars suggest that they are
loan words from Aramaic or Hebrew (see
 ). A third term (irā )
is an established loan word from Latin (i.e.
strata). Third, three of them (sabīl, irā
and minhāj ) are the only qurānic utilizations of the corresponding root letters, an
uncommon event in Arabic (which generally uses multiple derivatives of the triliteral roots), and arīq ( arīqa), too, very
nearly falls into this category. All three
observations point in one direction,
namely, that the notion of the way, or path,
is a late addition to the vocabulary of the
Qurān (see     
;     
), most probably a replica of the
analogous biblical and post-biblical concept (see    ).
Let us now follow more closely the
process of the formation of the concept of
“the way of God” in the qurānic message.
The first stage is Meccan. If we take the
majority of the Meccan contexts, the
notion in question appears within the
concept of the prophetic mission as the
realization of the lord’s (q.v.) guidance of
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his creatures. The phrase “the way of
God” has several lexical manifestations
(e.g. irā Allāh,  :; sabīl Allāh, passim;
irā rabbika, “the way of your lord,”
 :). Additionally, one finds “the ways
of your lord” (subul rabbika,  :) and
“the way of the mighty, the glorious one”
(irā al-azīzi l-amīdi,  :; :). It is also
used with personal pronouns, as in “your
way” (irā aka,  :; sabīlika,  :;
sabīlaka,  :), “his way” (sabīlihi,  :,
; :), or “my way” (irā ī,  :;
sabīlī,  :).
There are several aspects of the notion
introduced in the later Meccan sūras. The
“way of God” is the result of the lord’s
guidance (cf.  :; :; :; :;
:). It is the “way of righteousness” (sabīl
al-rushd or rashād; cf.  :; :) and
also the “straight” or “even” path. Of the
two synonymous epithets, the first
(mustaqīm) is more frequent in the Qurān,
being used either with irā (twenty-one
occurrences; cf. especially the contexts of
 :, ; :) or with arīq ( :).
The second epithet is used either in the
attributive phrase irā sawiyy (cf.  :;
:), or in the genitive phrase: sawā alirā ( :) or sawā al-sabīl ( :;
:). Being originally “the way of God,” it
connotes the path of the true believers, of
the righteous or the blessed, an idea which
is also expressed in several other basically
synonymous ways ( :; :). All these
themes are continued in the Medinan sūras
as well, the only addition being that “the
way of God” is equated with the sunna
(q.v.) and the law ( :), which accords
with the general character of these sūras,
in which legal prescriptions are given (see
;   ;
 ;   
).
The set of basic qurānic notions is characterized by a kind of conceptual dualism,
in which almost every positive term has its

negative counterpart (see  
). This feature applies also to “the
way of God,” which is contrasted to the
other way, the way of the āghūt, usually
interpreted by Muslim commentators as
Satan (shay ān; see ). This latter way is
opposed to the way of God (cf.  :; see
), and is the way to hell (cf.  :;
:; see   ). It is the
path of error (q.v.; ghayy) opposed to the
path of righteousness (as in  :: “If
they see the path of righteousness, they
shall not choose it for [their] path; but if
they see the path of error, they shall choose
it for [their] path, because they disbelieved
our signs [āyāt] ”; see   ), as well as the way of the ignorant
( :; see ), of the wrongdoers ( :; see  ) and of
the wicked ( :; see ,  
). It is noteworthy that a number of
contexts show the interplay of the singular
and plural forms, an interplay which embodies the opposition of the single straight
path and many corrupt ways (see, for instance,  :: “And that this my path is
straight (irā mustaqīman); so follow it, and
follow not [other] paths (subul) lest they
scatter you from his path” (an sabīlihi; see
    ).
Yet, the concept of the two opposing
ways, one of God and the other of Satan,
one leading to paradise (q.v.) and the other
to hell, or of the one right path contrasted
with many wrong ways, is second in the
Qurān to another concept, that of the
right way and deviating from it, or, in other
words, losing it (alāla). This latter concept
is devoid of even the slightest trace of
dualism. This deviation is the result of one
and the same will, that of the lord, who
guides ( yahdī) whom he pleases and leads
astray ( yuillu) whom he pleases. At the
same time, unbelievers and Satan can
block (adda) people from the right path.
The exact understanding of the reasons
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which govern human choice between the
right path and the wrong path rests on
one’s interpretation of the complicated
problem of the relation between predestination and human free will in the Qurān
(see   ).
The second stage is Medinan. The new
idea generated in the Medinan sūras is the
notion of fighting or struggling “in the way
of God” ( fī sabīli llāhi), for God’s cause or
the idea of holy war ( jihād). In literary
Arabic the phrase fī sabīli, “in the way
of…” (which has a parallel in post-biblical
Hebrew bi-shebīl ), acquires the same technical prepositional meaning as “for the sake
of, because of ” (cf. Jastrow, Dictionary, s.v.).
It is not accidental, then, that in the
Meccan sūras the preposition, “fī,” is
used — instead of the phrase “fī sabīli” (see
 :: “Those who fight⁄struggle
[ jāhadū] for our cause [ fīnā], we will surely
guide [nahdī] to our paths [subulanā] ”).
Nonetheless, as it is used in the Qurān
almost exclusively in the above expression,
it has become inseparable from the concept of holy war in Muslim tradition. The
only exception relates to the conceptual
dualism mentioned above, as it juxtaposes
holy war with its opposite (see  :: “The
believers fight [ yuqātilūna] in the way of
God and the unbelievers fight in the way
of the āghūt. Fight therefore against the
friends of Satan [shay ān]; surely the guile
of Satan is ever feeble.”).
The phrase “in the way of God”⁄“in his
way” occurs in the Qurān forty-nine
times. The verbs most frequently used with
it connote “fighting”: qātala (fifteen occurrences, e.g.  :; :; :; :; :;
:) as well as jāhada and its derivatives
(fourteen occurrences, e.g.  :; :;
:; :; :). It is worth mentioning
that both substantives derived from this
latter root, jihād and mujāhid, which are so
full of symbolic meaning in subsequent
Muslim tradition, are already used in the

Qurān in this context (see for the former
 :; :; for the latter  :).
The qurānic usage stresses the readiness
to give one’s own life for the cause of God
as one of the most important aspects of
the concept of jihād and assures that those
who are killed “in the way of God” go
straight to paradise (see  :: “And say
not of those slain [man yuqtalu] in the way
of God, ‘They are dead’; rather they are
living, but you are not aware”; cf. also
 :, , ; :; :; see
).
At the same time, the qurānic message
specifies another possible way of participating in jihād, namely, by giving money
and everything one possesses for the cause
of God; the verb anfaqa “to spend” occurs
seven times in this context ( :, ,
; :; :; :; :). There is even
a synthetic formula coined in the Medinan
sūras which joins the two ways of jihād in
a unified concept, “to fight in the way of
God by one’s wealth and one’s life” ( jāhada
fī sabīli llāhi bi-amwālihi wa-nafsihi; cf.  :;
:, ; :).
These are the qurānic formulations of
the concept of jihād, from which Muslim
scholars developed an impressive theory of
holy war that was, in some variants of
Muslim doctrine, subsequently raised to
the status of the sixth “pillar” (rukn) of
Islam, next to the famous five (shahāda [see
  ], prayer [q.v.], fasting
[q.v.], almsgiving [q.v.] and pilgrimage
[q.v.]; see also ).
Summing up, the concept of “the way of
God” has two distinct meanings in the
Qurān, that of obedience (q.v.) to the
revealed law which governs all aspects of
the life of a true believer and that of
fighting and giving one’s wealth and life for
the cause of God which assures martyrs
direct access to paradise without waiting
for the day of resurrection (q.v.) and
without passing through the purgatorial
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stage of the “suffering of the grave” (adhāb
al-qabr, see  ;  
 ; ).

Patriarchs see  
;   ;
; ; 

Dmitry V. Frolov
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A social structure characterized by the
supremacy of the father in the clan or family. References to patriarchy in the Qurān
cluster around three concerns: () the roles
of patriarchal authority in ordinary social
relations (see  ), i.e.
roles circumscribed in various ways (see
; ); () the patriarch as an
ideal religious figure, expressed through
narratives (q.v.) and allegories drawn from
the biblical tradition (see 
   ; 
  ); and () the question as
to whether divinity could possess patriarchal attributes (see   
; ).
Patriarchal authority in ordinary social relations
While the Qurān highlights patriarchy as
a desired status, it also surrounds it with
limits. On more than one occasion the
Qurān mentions progeny in the same
sequence in which it lists other aspects of
worldly material wealth (q.v.; cf. e.g.  :,
; :; :, ; :; :; see also
; ; ). Clearly patriarchal kinship (q.v.) structures are privileged. Not having progeny, especially male
(see ), is a sign of misfortune, and
in the stories of patriarchs such as
Zechariah (q.v.) or Abraham (q.v.), God
reveals his merciful nature by offering sons
to his pious followers in their old age,
when they had despaired of the possibility
( :-; :-). Muammad himself was
of course without a male heir and in the
Qurān God compensates the Prophet for
this lack of proper patriarchal status with a
special domicile within paradise (q.v.;
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 ; see also    ;
   ).
The value of male progeny, as explicitly
stated in Zechariah’s case, is clearly connected to the need to assure the welfare of
the house of the patriarch after his passing
away. This obligation is evident in the
many edicts on honoring both parents,
which permeate the qurānic text ( :;
:; :). Likewise, when the social roles
of patriarchy are detailed (as in Sūrat alNisā, “The Women,” e.g.  :-, -),
the discussions deal with such central concerns to family law (see   
) as rules of inheritance (q.v.), marriage, polygamy (see  
), property (q.v.) rights and the
status of orphans (q.v.).
While the important passages in the
fourth sūra admit of a variety of interpretations (see    ), it
is impossible to understand them apart
from a conception of patriarchy as a type
of authority (q.v.) justified by social responsibilities, rather than simply by privilege.
Polygamy, for example, is discussed only in
connection with the need to protect orphans’ trusts ( :; see also ;
   ). Similarly, the
edicts on the prerogatives of men over
women are conditional on the ability of
men to maintain more exacting virtue (q.v.;
see also   , 
 ) and sustained financial
support for the family ( :, -; :;
see   ): the man is
forbidden to expel his wife, separate from
her or claim their common domicile without good cause, which is usually understood to be verifiable sexual infidelity
( fāisha,  :-; :-; see ).
As it sanctified the property of women,
the Qurān explicitly prohibits a man from
unlawfully claiming any part of a woman’s
inheritance or even claiming back his
“gifts” to her (see ), all of

which automatically become an inviolable
part of the woman’s property ( :-).
Generally, men are expected to be in control of their temper (see ); and all
further discussions of patriarchy which
detail social obligations beyond faith
(q.v.) itself make patriarchal authority
dependent on its ability to uphold domestic justice (see   ), as
well as to dispose income and charities
responsibly.
The patriarch as an ideal religious figure
Patriarchy also appears in the Qurān in
an idealized form, a form associated most
directly with the requisites of transmitting
common wisdom (q.v.) and proper religion
(q.v.). Allegorized in the stories of preIslamic patriarchs (see - 
  ), the prototypical character in this regard is the sage Luqmān
(q.v.). He instructs his son to adopt monotheism (see   ),
honor his parents, seek out rightful company, appreciate the divine source of all
life, worship (q.v.), bear adversity with fortitude (see ;   )
and stand up to derogation, while at the
same time maintaining modesty (q.v.)
throughout life ( :-).
Likewise, the Qurān portrays several
biblical prophets, such as Abraham, Noah
(q.v.), Jacob (q.v.), Zechariah and others as
having served mainly as transmitters of
monotheistic faith to their sons specifically
and to kin generally (e.g.  :-;
:-). The authority of patriarchy is
assaulted, however, when it conveys the
“wrong” wisdom. For example, the Qurān
frequently denounces habitual, unthinking
worship of idols (see   ;
  ), which their
worshippers justified by the fact that the
idols had been passed on to the tribe by
their forefathers (cf. e.g.  :; :-).
This dual approach to patriarchy as both
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a vehicle for and obstacle to disseminating
divine messages suggests that patriarchal
hierarchy could even be reversed, in accordance with the principle of progress in
human knowledge (see  
). This is evident in Abraham’s
assertion of a pedagogic posture toward
his own father. In that case, Abraham
leaves home as he asks God to forgive his
idol-worshipping father ( :-; cf.
:; see ). A late qurānic sūra further shows Abraham disavowing intercession (q.v.) and disowning his father
( :). The possibility of the son showing the way to the patriarch is likewise evident in the story of Joseph (q.v.), which
culminates in a complicated image of the
prophet raising his parents to the throne
while they simultaneously prostrate themselves in front of their young son ( :;
see   ).

affirms as a logical precept that an appropriate concept of a high God means that
God could not possibly be apprehended in
terms of human relations. Thus if God is
eternal (see ), the divine could
not have been “born,” and if God is omnipotent (see   ),
there is no need for God to emulate the
human methods of bringing forth life, e.g.
begetting progeny (cf.  ). The divine
simply brings being out of nothingness
( :; cf. :; :; see ).
Therefore patriarchal attributes, while
meaningful in terms of social relations,
social responsibilities and the requisites of
knowledge transmission (see 
    ), could, when
applied to God, only dilute or render
inconsistent the necessarily abstract conceptualization of the divine.
Mohammed A. Bamyeh

Patriarchal attributes and divinity
As it distinguishes Islam (q.v.) from both
Christianity (see   ) and pre-Islamic paganism, the
Qurān affirms from its earliest verses and
consistently thereafter a highly abstract
conceptualization of divinity. This requires
rejecting the notion that God can be apprehended with references to experienced
realities, including fatherhood. Indeed, one
of the main early theological differences
between Islam and Christianity (see
   ;  
 ) concerns the
Qurān’s denunciation of the concept of
“God the father” and its vehement assertion of the humanity of Jesus (q.v.), who is
regarded as a mere messenger (q.v.) rather
than God’s son (esp.  :; :, ; :;
:-, -; ). This stance can likewise be understood in the context of
Islam’s early battle against paganism,
which was defined by immediacy to divinity. From an early point the Qurān
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Peace
State of tranquility or quiet. Peace (alsalām) plays an important role in the
Qurān and in Muslim life, yet as a term
and a concept it is most commonly paired
with religious warfare, commonly termed
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jihād (q.v.). This is unfortunate, since the
word “peace” and related cognates from
the Arabic root s-l-m reflect a semantic
field of considerable depth and sophistication. Indeed, much of the emphasis and
language of the Qurān mirrors a similar
complexity found in Christian and Jewish
scripture (see    ).
In order to indicate the principal dimensions within this semantic field, four distinctive foci need to be examined: the
theological, eschatological, prophetic and
social.
Theologically, the justification for the
conceptual position of peace in Islam rests
finally and ultimately in the character of
God (see    ): it is
a spiritual quality attributed to his very
nature (al-salām,  :). Hence, God provides an inner peace to those whom he
guides (cf.  :-) and welcomes the true
believer to the garden (q.v.) of righteousness (see ) with “Enter it in
peace” (cf.  :-). God also bids greetings to be made to the Prophet with peace
( :). In a series of parallelisms on
peace designed for intensification (see
     ;
    ),
God begins peace with Noah (q.v.), delegates it to Abraham (q.v.), imparts it to
both Moses (q.v.) and Aaron (q.v.), instills it
in Elijah (q.v.) and concludes, with a
heightened flourish, by including all messengers as the beneficiaries of the divine
bestowal of peace ( :-). Moreover,
peace itself attends the coming down of
the Qurān on the Night of Power (q.v.;
 :-; see also   ) and tranquility (sakīna; see
) is a spiritual gift sent down by
God (cf.  :, ; :, ). In short, the
text gives ample justification for the Muslim claim that peace is a fundamental
component in God’s relationship with
humans.

Second, the Qurān elaborates considerably on peace in its language dealing with
matters of the end-time (see ; ): At the end of time,
the heavens will be rolled up like a scroll
( :), angels (see ) will descend
and God will reign ( :-). Then will
come the day when the book of deeds will
be opened (cf.  :; see 
) and each soul will stand on its own
before God in judgment (i.e.  :-;
:-; see  ; ); believers will no longer fear (q.v.;
 :) nor experience terror ( :-)
nor suffer grief ( :-; see 
 ). Significantly, they will have
joy (see   ) and peace
( :-) because, as believers in the
book (q.v.), all will be judged by its standard ( :-). The Qurān insists that
peace must be assumed to be the wish of
all people, even if it is quite possible they
might use it deceitfully ( :-). Such
language underscores the key role that
peace played in qurānic notions of the
future (cf.  :).
Third, a functional notion of peace
played a role both in defining Muammad’s career and in shaping his attitude
towards the people with whom he had to
deal. This is often reflected in the sūras
that treat his dealings with tribal peoples
(see ; ). In the late Medinan
period (see   
), the Bedouins are castigated for
their ignorance of the Prophet’s purposes
( :); they itch for a fight and then evaporate when the Prophet decides to negotiate the submission of the enemy (cf.
 :), as if fighting (q.v.) was an end in
itself. The urban wealthy, who make journeys in winter and summer to other places
(see ; ), should acknowledge that they could not do this without
God providing them both plenty and
peacefulness ( :-; see ;
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). Like all Muslims, Muammad
was enjoined to make peace between quarreling believers ( :), a requirement
made even more telling by the fact that
God is delighted with the believers when a
treaty replaces conflict with the unconverted Meccans ( :). As a governing
policy, the dictum, “But if the enemy incline toward peace, do you also so incline”
( :) must have posed difficult choices
for the Prophet, especially in determining
what “incline” might mean in any given
context. His decisions must have also been
made with one eye on the available history
of the prophets who went before him (see
;   ), for they are deemed examples
( :, , ). Indeed, it is evident that
the Prophet’s relationship to this provisional peace shifted considerably throughout his career. In the first Meccan period,
he appears as a warner (q.v.) and teacher
( :, ; see ); his role then
shifts to that of a deliverer à la Moses
( :, , ) in order to face the forces
that militate against the truth ( :) in
the third Meccan period. In the late
Meccan period, he reacts against violence,
and, finally, moves to military jihād during
the Medinan period ( :-).
Finally, peace operates in a social and
political milieu (see  
   ;  
 ). Peace is a matter of public
policy, as  : implies: “If they do not
back away from you, and offer you peace,
and temper their hands, then seize and kill
them.” This justifies fighting those who
attack ( :), those who fight against
Muslims ( :), but requires proper
intelligence about the motives of those
against whom war (q.v.) is carried out
( :). Judging from the Qurān, the
principles that guided the use of jihād indicate that it had no universally perceived
meaning; it functioned against a back-

ground of peace as one of the tools for
bringing about the formation of the community of believers (umma; see  
) and was applied contextually by
the Prophet. Hence it is probable that it
functioned primarily within the community’s task of establishing the umma. Only
later would it develop into a sophisticated
military element of state policy, which carried it in quite different directions, and
added several other layers of legal and
political interpretation to its history. Still,
enough has been said to indicate that
qurānic peace was of such complexity that
it could give rise to that history after the
time of the Prophet.
Earle H. Waugh
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People of the Book
People of the Book [i.e. scripture] is the
literal translation of ahl al-kitāb, a qurānic
term used to designate both Jews and
Christians (see   ;
  ) — collectively or separately — as believers in a
revealed book (q.v.).
When ahl appears in a construction with
a person it means his blood relatives (see
; ;    ),
but with other nouns it acquires wider
meanings, for instance, ahl madhhab are
those who profess a certain doctrine or
follow a particular school of law; ahl alislām are the Muslims (see   
;     
). The term ahl al-qurān, which appears in the adīth literature (see 
  ), refers, according to Ibn
Manūr (Lisān al-Arab, s.v. ahl ) to those
who memorize and practice the Qurān.
He adds that “these are the people of God
and his elect,” in other words, the
Muslims; as such, the term may at first
glance seem synonymous to “ahl al-kitāb.”
The term has also alternative forms that
do not change its fundamental meaning,
that is to say, people who possess a “book”
presumably of a divine origin or to whom
such a book or part of it “was given”
(alladhīna ūtū l-kitāb or alladhīna ūtū naīban
mina l-kitābi, e.g.  :-; :-, ;
:, ,; :, ; : and similar expressions: e.g.  :; :). The idea is
implied also in narratives (q.v.) wherein the
circumstances in which “the book” was
given to its respective recipients are mentioned (e.g.  :-, -; :). In all
these cases, the “giving” or “sending down
(tanzīl)” of the book means a special act of
grace (q.v.) on the part of God who chose
certain people, or communities, to be the
recipients and custodians of his word (see
  ;  

36
). The actual act of the transmission of the book to its recipients was
made through the mediation of a prophetmessenger (see   ; ). In the case of the Jews
this was Moses (q.v.; Mūsā,  :; :)
and in the case of the Christians it was
Jesus (q.v.; Īsā,  :-). It is possible to
regard other prophets, especially David
(q.v.; Dāwud,  :; :), as instrumental in delivering a book to the Jews (cf.
 :; see also   ).
Sometimes the books are specified by their
names (tawrāt, injīl, zabūr, respectively; see
; ; ) in addition to
being identified as “the book” (al-kitāb, e.g.
 :; :, ; :).
According to the Qurān, since the Jews
and Christians were chosen to be the recipients of the book, they were expected to
follow its contents and to be worthy of being its custodians ( :; :). On the
whole, however, the Qurān regards the
“People of the Book” as unworthy of this
particular divine attention and benevolence (see also ). This is chiefly
because they intentionally ignored the revelation given to Muammad, of which
they should have good knowledge ( :,
-). If the People of the Book were to
refer to the true book that was given to
them, they would find that it confirms
(muaddiq,  :; :-; :)
Muammad’s message. Acting obstinately,
however, they “concealed,” “changed” and
“substituted” ( :; :; :, ) the
true information in their book, in order to
justify their opposition to the Prophet, thus
joining hands with the polytheists (mushrikūn, e.g.  :; see ; 
  ).
The term ahl that the Qurān uses in order to describe a group of people — a
family, a tribe, a community (see 
 ;    
 ) — is used in the case of ahl
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al-kitāb in an almost unique way, conveying
the idea of a religious community which is
identified by its scriptures. The usual usage
of the term, which denoted people of a
certain locality (Yathrib, Medina, Madyan;
cf.  :; :, ; :; :; :;
see ) or mode of settlement (ahl alqurā,  :-; see ) or family (ahl [al-]
bayt,  :; :; :), was borrowed
by the Qurān to indicate a group of people who follow the teaching of a book, a
scripture of divine origin. This is made
very clear when the Qurān refuses to
accept the exclusive claim of the Jews to
the ancestry of Abraham (q.v.; Ibrāhīm):
“Abraham was not a Jew nor was he a
Christian but he was a anīf (q.v.), a
Muslim, and he was not one of the polytheists (see   ;
  ). Surely the
people who are nearest to Abraham are
those who followed him and this Prophet,
and those who have believed…” ( :-).
Although the Qurān attributes the ancestry of the Jews to Abraham’s grandson
Jacob (q.v.; or son,  :), the text is far
more interested in their and the Christians’
affiliation to the revealed scriptures. These
revealed scriptures are in the form of a
kitāb, a “book.” This term must have been
well known to the people of western
Arabia long before the time of the
Prophet, since it is used freely in the
Qurān (see    
; -   
;  ,  
-). In the light of recent scholarship that indicates a fair degree of interaction of Arabic-speaking peoples with
other Semitic linguistic communities, it is
likely that the word itself, ketāb hak-kāthūb
in Hebrew and kethābah in Aramaic, would
also have been well known in some circles
there. The Jews in Yemen (q.v.) and
Babylonia as well as the Aramaic (Syriac)
speaking Christians may even have used it

to denote the Bible in general. The Jews
used the term torah she-bi-ketāb to identify
the written law, the Pentateuch. Both parts
of this term were likely known in the
Arabian environment, and the Qurān
refers to them separately, kitāb and tawrāt,
in almost interchangeable fashion. It is
clear in the Qurān that the kitāb was actually a written text and it is possible to read
some qurānic references as indicating that
its revelation differs from the former
“books” only by the fact that it was orally
transmitted and not written down (see
;    ).
The majority of qurānic references, however, make clear that its message cannot be
different from that of its predecessors and
that it also had to be recorded in a book,
identical with, and also confirming and
bringing to perfection, the former books
(Watt-Bell, Introduction,  f.). “[God] has
sent down to you the book with the truth
confirming what was sent before it, and he
sent down the Torah and the Gospel aforetime as guidance for the people, and he
sent down the furqān” ( :-; see
). Nevertheless, in spite of this
clear identification, the term ahl al-kitāb is
still reserved in the Qurān for the followers of the Torah and the Gospel (injīl). In
one instance, the text is more specific,
when it identifies the Christians by the
term ahl al-injīl ( :).
Thus, the holy book of the Jews and the
Christians, the kitāb, assumed the place of
the locality or blood relations as the primary point of identification for a particular group of people. By doing so, the
Qurān followed its main doctrine of the
community of believers, namely the overarching structure created by the bond of
religion (q.v.). Just as the community of
Muammad’s followers was that of
muminūn (and, less frequently, muslimūn)
bound together by its revelation, the Jews
and Christians were religious communities
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as well, bound together by their respective
revelations.
Since the divine origin of these revelations was not questioned (though in their
present state these texts represent only a
defective version of the original), it follows
that ahl al-kitāb deserve special treatment
by the community of believers. Exegesis of
 : and : has elaborated upon a
seeming qurānic distinction between the
treatment of “People of the Book” and
“polytheists” (mushrikūn) as defeated military opponents of the believers (see
;   ).
Rather than the polytheists’ choice between death and “submission,” the believers may accept a settlement from the
“People of the Book” that allows them to
live within the Muslim polity without necessarily converting to Islam. But it is incumbent upon the community of believers
to use force of arms, if necessary, in order
to compel ahl al-kitāb to settle into the legal
status fixed for them ( :; Kister, An
yadin).
Most references to ahl al-kitāb in the
Qurān are polemical. These peoples (or,
frequently, the “disbelievers” from among
them) are basically the enemies of the
Muslims, who wish that the former accept
their revelation in the Qurān. They are
jealous of the Muslims because God had
chosen to send them a prophet as well
( :-). On the other hand, the Qurān
also seeks common ground between
Muslims and ahl al-kitāb. In  : we find
the assertion that “Jews, Christians and the
ābiīn (see ), whoever has believed
in God and the last day (see  ; ), and has acted uprightly (see  ;  
,   ),
have their reward with their lord (q.v.): fear
(q.v.) rests not upon them, nor do they
grieve (see   ).” The search
for common ground with the People of the

Book reflected in this verse appears even
more clearly in  :: “O People of the
Book, come to a word (that is) fair between
us and you, (to wit) that we serve only God,
that we associate nothing with him….”
The later qurānic revelations, given at
the time of intensive polemical encounters
at Medina, reduced the base for such common ground with the Jews and the
Christians to two: pure monotheism and
belief in the day of judgment (or the “last
day”). It seems, however, that these two
principles, even if the People of the Book
acknowledged them, were not enough to
outweigh the doctrinal differences between
the parties. The Qurān accuses both Jews
and Christians of polytheism, because of
the Christian doctrines of the Trinity (q.v.)
and of the divine sonship of Jesus and the
Jewish claim that Uzayr (see ) was the
son of God. The latter accusation is enigmatic and no satisfactory explanation has
yet been offered for it. The name of Uzayr
does not appear in this form in any Jewish
text, and the idea of God having a son is
not only completely alien to rabbinic
thought of the time, but it was also the
major area of conflict between mainstream
Judaism and Christianity. But since the
Qurān speaks about the sonship of Uzayr
as an apparently known and accepted fact
( :: “The Jews say that Uzayr is the
son of God and the Christians say that the
Messiah [al-masī] is the son of God…”), it
might mean that there was a concrete
group of people who called themselves
Jews and attributed sonship to a person
called Uzayr. The fact that the context of
this assertion is the sonship attributed by
the Christians to the Messiah (al-masī), is
likely significant. The preceding verse
( :) calls on the believers to fight
against those “who do not believe in God
or in the last day… of those who have
been given the book” (min alladhīna ūtū
l-kitāb). Following immediately is the verse
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about the polytheistic doctrines of the Jews
and the Christians. It is clear first, that the
Prophet is absolutely sure about the issue
of Uzayr and second, that this passage
does not speak about a difference of doctrine between the two communities but
about the difference in the appellation that
each one of them used for the son of God.
The Christians call him al-masī, the Jews
Uzayr. The solution of the riddle is rather
simple: The likely source of the name
Uzayr is the Hebrew word Ozēr, rather
than an Arabic diminutive. Taking into
consideration that the only way to render
the long ē in Hebrew is by the diphthong ay
in Arabic, Uzayr would represent the
transliteration of the Hebrew Ozēr into
Arabic. Ozēr in Hebrew means “helper,”
or even “savior.” The word appears in biblical and post-biblical sources alone and
together with words derived from the root
y-sh- denoting salvation, too. (At the beginning of the  Benedictions, the most important Jewish prayer, God is called: “king
[mēlek], helper [ozēr], savior [moshīa], protector [magen].”) In other words, the
Qurān, when speaking about Jews and
Christians as those to whom the book was
given, speaks about two similar groups,
both of whom believed in the son of God
as the savior, with only one difference: each
referred to him under a different title, the
Jews called him ozēr and the Christians
masī (see ).
The problem of Uzayr has a wider implication in regard to the question of the
identity of the Jews in the Medinan context (see ;   
). Based on the qurānic material
alone it is very possible that at least some of
these Jews (if not all of them) represented a
sect with a distinct messianic doctrine, who
regarded the Messiah as the son of God
and called him “the savior,” “the helper”
(ozēr, uzayr). This could well be the reason
why many times the term ahl al-kitāb refers

to both Jews and Christians, and one cannot always be sure if a certain reference in
the Qurān refers to Jews, to Christians or
to both. In all the thirty-one verses of the
Qurān with a direct reference to ahl alkitāb there are only two references that can
be identified as referring specifically to
Jews and to Christians, respectively. In
 :-, the People of the Book ask the
Prophet to bring down to them a book
from heaven (see ;   ); in doing so they
follow the example of their forefathers
who, even after they were given the evidence (bayyināt), made the golden calf (see
  ) and persisted with the rebellion (q.v.) against God, and his prophets.
The other case is  :, where ahl al-kitāb
are clearly Christians. Here the Qurān
urges them to speak about God with truth,
and not to exaggerate in their religion.
Jesus ( Īsā) was only a messenger of God,
even though he was created when God cast
his spirit (q.v.) into Jesus’ mother (see
). He is Īsā son of Maryam, that is to
say, not Īsā son of God. But even in these
two cases one cannot be sure that the
Prophet is not speaking about two very
similar groups, each of whom exalted Jesus
as a messianic figure and “son of God,”
but under two different titles: “Masī”
(Messiah) and Ozēr” (Savior). From the
qurānic references, it appears that the
“Naāra” were those who termed him the
“Messiah,” while the “Yahūd” called him
“Savior.” Both are attacked in the qurānic
discourse for saying that God has a son;
they differ only in the name which they use
to identify him. From this reading of the
qurānic references to the “Yahūd,” it
would appear that they should not be
equated with post-exilic Judaism which
had categorically rejected any association
with Jesus.
In what follows, the qurānic verses
dealing strictly with ahl al-kitāb will be
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summarized without reference to either
adīth or commentary, i.e. without exegetical interference. To begin, the second
and third sūras contain a number of
references.
 : — those who disbelieve from
ahl al-kitāb and the polytheists (mushrikūn)
do not like the fact that the believers
receive God’s goodness and favor.
 : — many ahl al-kitāb are jealous of
the Muslims and wish they would become
unbelievers.  : — the Qurān calls
on ahl al-kitāb to accept monotheism as a
common ground of belief with the
Muslims.  : — ahl al-kitāb cannot
claim Abraham for themselves since the
Torah and the Gospel were revealed only
after his time. (Since Abraham plays a
major part in both Judaism and Christianity, the verse cannot be identified with
either one.)  : — a group of ahl alkitāb wish to lead the Muslims astray (q.v.),
but they mislead only themselves.
 :- — ahl al-kitāb are asked why they
disbelieve in the signs (q.v.) of God and
confuse truth (q.v.) with falsehood (see ).
 : — there are some individuals from
ahl al-kitāb who are trustworthy, others who
are not. These even lie about God himself.
 :- — ahl al-kitāb disbelieve in
God’s signs and turn the believers away
from his path. The believers are warned
that some of those “to whom the book has
been given” wish to render them unbelievers.  :- — it would have been much
better if ahl al-kitāb were to believe but
most of them are transgressors. The
Muslims will defeat them. They are destined to permanent humiliation because
they disbelieved in God’s signs and killed
the prophets. But not all ahl al-kitāb are the
same: some recite God’s revealed verses
while prostrating in the night (see 
 ; ) and believe in
God and the last day. (Only the commentaries identify either Jews or Christians

with these verses.)  : — among ahl
al-kitāb there are those who believe in God
and in what was revealed to them as well as
in what was revealed to the Prophet. God
will properly reward them.  :- — reward and punishment (q.v.) depend on
one’s actions. They are not dependent on
the convictions of either ahl al-kitāb or the
Muslims.
The fourth sūra, al-Nisā (“The
Women”), includes three significant and
lengthy paragraphs.  :- — ahl alkitāb ask the Prophet to bring down for
them a book from heaven. This is a sign of
their audacity, for in the past they asked
Moses to give them a clear sign of God,
and even after they were struck by lightening they made the calf (al-ijl). God lifted
the mountain over them, ordered them to
keep the sabbath (q.v.), and took from them
“a firm compact” (see ). They
will be punished for violating the compact,
for their disbelief in the signs of God, for
their killing of the prophets, speaking
against Mary and for claiming to have
killed the Messiah, Īsā. In fact, they never
killed or crucified him (see );
instead, God caused him to ascend to him:
“And there are no People of the Book but
will surely believe in him before his death,
and on the day of resurrection (q.v.), he
will be regarding them a witness (see
;   ).” (This is the only clear reference to
Jewish material, though it is not clear
whether the reference here is to the events
of the past or to some current controversy.
 : contains a reference to those who
have differences of opinion about Jesus or
have doubts concerning him, and, having
no clear knowledge about him, they follow
uncertain opinions. This verse cannot be
attributed to either Jews or Christians but,
unlike the other verses of a historical
nature, this one seems to refer to the present and reflect differences of opinions
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regarding the nature of Christ among
Christians and Judeo-Christian groups.)
 : — ahl al-kitāb are warned not to
exaggerate in their religion and regard
Jesus only as a messenger (q.v.) of God and
his word conveyed to Mary from a spirit
which God cast into her. God is one, he is
exalted above having a son (see  
 ; ); he
has all that is in heaven and earth (see
  ). (The verse seems
to refer to the Christians but could well
hint at a controversy concerning the nature
of Christ among local Christian or pseudoChristian groups, perhaps a distant echo of
the debate in the institutionalized
Byzantine church.)
In the first relevant reference in the fifth
sūra ( :), ahl al-kitāb are informed that
God’s messenger has arrived revealing all
that they had been concealing from the
“book.” God sent the light (q.v.) to them
and a “clear book.”  : — ahl al-kitāb
are told that God’s messenger came to
make things clear for them and as a
bringer of good tidings (see  )
and a warner (q.v.).  : — ahl al-kitāb
are asked if they reproach the Muslims for
their belief in what has been sent to them
and what was sent before and for their belief in God. The implication is that whatever God has sent to them is identical with
whatever was sent aforetime.  : — if
ahl al-kitāb were to become believers God
would forgive their sins (see ;
,   ) and cause them to
enter paradise (q.v.).  : — ahl al-kitāb
are called upon to keep the Torah and the
Gospel; the Prophet’s revelation causes
many of them to increase their arrogance
(q.v.) and disbelief.  : — ahl al-kitāb are
urged not to exaggerate in their religion, to
speak only the truth about God, and to
beware of following the ways of those who
in the past have strayed from the straight
path. (The verse is reminiscent of  :,

but without the apparently Christian
references.)
In  :-, the Muslims are to debate
with ahl al-kitāb in a positive manner (see
  ) and stress the
common belief in the one God and in
what had been revealed to ahl al-kitāb (in
the past) and the Muslims (at present). A
book (kitāb) was revealed to the Prophet
similar to the other book that was revealed
in the past and in which ahl al-kitāb believe.
Some of them will believe in this book,
too. Only the unbelievers deny the signs of
God (see   ).
 : — God caused the Muslims to be
victorious over ahl al-kitāb, who were compelled to forsake their towers (ayāīhim).
(According to tradition the verse and its
context has to do with the “battle of the
trench [or ditch]” and ahl al-kitāb here refers to the Jews who fought against the
Prophet; see    .)
 : — ahl al-kitāb have no power over
any part of the bounty of God who is the
sole possessor of all his bounty, which he
bestows on whomsoever he wishes.
 : is a somewhat ambiguous passage
which deserves more extended attention:
The believers were victorious over some ahl
al-kitāb by the grace of God and caused
them (i.e. the disbelievers from the People
of the Book) to evacuate their homes and
forts after they had thought that these were
impregnable (and Muslims did not think
that the People of the Book could be defeated). God put fear in their hearts and
they destroyed their homes with their own
hands. For the Muslims this victory came
unexpectedly. (The verse is usually understood to refer originally to the expulsion of
the Jews of the Banū Qaynuqā [q.v.]
which was revised and extended after the
expulsion of the Jews of the Banū al-Naīr
[see  ,  -; cf. Bell, Commentary,
ii, -]. The verse speaks about those of
the “People of the Book who have disbe-
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lieved.” They were the ones whom God
expelled from their dwellings. The attribution of the reference to a certain clan of
Jews is a reasonable assumption; the
Qurān does not, however, use the word
“yahūd,” but the more general term ahl alkitāb. It is clear that the verse does not
speak about doctrinal differences but about
physical confrontation, which was given a
religious garb. The group of ahl al-kitāb
who took part in this confrontation are
defined only as “unbelievers” and there is
no other hint about their identity.)
 : is also one of those verses that
refer to ahl al-kitāb in the context of the
Prophet’s physical confrontation with his
opponents. It speaks about the hypocrites
(alladhīna nāfaqū) who promise “their brothers” from “those who disbelieve from
among ahl al-kitāb” that they will go into
exile with them if expelled and assist them
if attacked (see  
). The passage adds that they
are liars. (Again, according to the standard
histories, this verse refers to the hypocrites
of Medina before the expulsion of the
Banū al-Naīr. There is nothing in the
verse itself to back this presumption.
Again, the verse uses the general term “the
unbelievers from among the People of the
Book” which, without any polemical context, is far from being specific. Yet, it is
clear from the context and from the verses
immediately following this verse, that the
Qurān is speaking about a war [q.v.] in
which their opponents fought the Muslim
faithful “in fortified towns and behind
walls” [ :].)
Sūra  is completely dedicated to the
“unbelievers of the People of the Book”
and the polytheists. The eight verses of the
sūra speak about the union between these
two groups, who were given the opportunity for salvation when the “evidence”
(bayyina) of a true Prophet came to them
“reciting pure scrolls (or sheets)” ( yatlū

uufan mu ahharatan, see ; ).
Those who were given the book (alladhīna
ūtū l-kitāba) separated (or had differences of
opinion?) only after the evidence had come
to them. They were ordered to worship
God exclusively and observe the prayer
(q.v.) and the payment of zakāt (see
). Those of ahl al-kitāb (who
disbelieved) and the polytheists are the
worst of all creatures and are destined to
abide in the fire of hell ( jahannam; see 
 ). In comparison, those of
them who do believe and do good deeds
are the best of all creatures and are to
dwell eternally in the garden (q.v.) of Eden
wherein the rivers flow. (The sūra represents a summary of the Qurān’s attitude
to ahl al-kitāb: those who believe share the
good fortune of all other believers. By believing the Qurān means acceptance of
the Prophet as one who recites holy writing, as the evidence (ujja) and the practice
of the two main ordinances of Islam:
prayer [alāt] and the prescribed payment
of zakāt. Humanity is thus divided into two
camps: the saved ones are the believers
who are also the best of all creatures [khayr
al-bariyya] — they inherit heaven; and the
worst of all creatures, who are the unbelievers of ahl al-kitāb and the polytheists,
who inherit hell).
Except for a few cases, therefore, ahl alkitāb in the Qurān does not necessarily
refer to either Jews or Christians. Even if
such identification can be made, especially
in the case of Jews, it is not clear to what
kind of Jews or Christians the text refers,
unless there is clear reference to past history. It is very possible that, in addition to
rabbinic Jews (from Yemen and Babylonia?), the Prophet came into contact with
messianic groups who identified themselves
as yahūd. Based on the qurānic text it is
impossible to be more specific about the
identity of ahl al-kitāb with whom the
Prophet had ideological, doctrinal and
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physical confrontations. Part of them he
succeeded in making believers while
against others he had to fight to the end.
The main subjects of the doctrinal confrontations were, first, the validity and
truth of Muammad’s prophecy and, second, the meaning and true nature of
monotheism. Whether defined as Jews or
Christians, ahl al-kitāb were, by the end of
the Prophet’s lifetime, accused of having
forsaken the true monotheistic religion of
old prescribed in their books and of having
adopted polytheistic doctrines that put
them in the same camp as the mushrikūn (cf.
McAuliffe, Persian exegetical evaluation,
-). See also   ;
;   ; 
   .

H. Lazarus-Yafeh, Uzayr, in   , x, ; J.D.
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People of the Cave see   


People of the Ditch
The Qurān mentions the mysterious
People of the Ditch (aāb al-ukhdūd)
saying that “slain were the People of
the Ditch — the fire abounding in
fuel — when they were seated over it and
were themselves witnesses of what they did
with the believers” ( :-). The Qurān
adds that they were tortured in this way
only because they believed in God “to
whom belongs the kingdom of the heavens
and the earth, and God is witness over
everything” ( :-).
The expression “People of the Ditch” is
the single detail of this whole passage that
has been subject to differing interpretations. Consequently, most exegetical works
contain an interpretation of this phrase.
Some are based on a long adīth (see
   ) in which
Muammad tells the story of a boy who is
learning magic (q.v.) from a magician. But,
after meeting a monk (see 
 ), the boy became a true believer in God. Subsequently, the boy was
tortured by the king in order to make him
abandon his faith, and after his death the
king had ditches dug and burned those
who followed the boy’s religion (Muslim,
aī, iv, -, no. ).
In contrast, some other reports consider
this passage an allusion to the martyrdom
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of the Christians of Najrān (q.v.) by order
of the king Dhū Nuwās, which, according
to Christian sources, took place around 
.. (see   ).
Dhū Nuwās, the last imyarite king, converted to Judaism and changed his name to
Joseph (see   ; 
,   -). When
he learned that there were some Christians
in Najrān, he went there, intent upon forcing them to convert to Judaism. At their
refusal, Dhū Nuwās had one or more
ditches dug, in which wood was put and a
fire was lit. All of the Christians, numbering in the thousands (eight, twenty or even
seventy), refused to renounce their faith
and adopt that of the king, so they were
thrown into the fire alive. According to
certain reports, only one of the people of
Najrān, named Daws Dhū Tha labān, was
able to escape. He reached the Byzantine
court where he sought assistance. Some
reports refer to the dimensions of the ditch
or of the fire, or add that among the people slain there was a woman with a twomonths-old baby who miraculously spoke
and convinced her to accept the torment
(Muqātil, Tafsīr, iv, ).
According to some interpretations, the
expression “People of the Ditch” alludes
instead to three kings, Dhū Nuwās in
Yemen, Antiochus in Syria and Nebuchadnezzar in Iraq or Persia. A tradition
explains the qurānic passage as referring
to an Abyssinian prophet who summoned
his people to faith but the people, who refused to listen to the prophet, dug a ditch
and threw the prophet and his followers in
it (Majlisī, Biār, xiv, -). A report
attributed to Alī b. Abī ālib (q.v.; d. ⁄
) includes another version: the ditch
was dug by a Mazdean king who decided
to permit incestuous marriages, but when
his people opposed this innovation, the
king, failing to convince them, had them
thrown into the burning ditch.

Modern research has proposed other
interpretations. The story of the People of
the Ditch mentioned in the Qurān could
be an allusion to the men in the furnace in
Daniel : f., as already suggested by alabarī (d. ⁄; Tafsīr, xxix, -) and
other exegetes. Alternatively, it may refer
to the members of Quraysh (q.v.) slain by
the Prophet’s army at Badr (q.v.). It may
also simply be a generic allusion to those
damned to hell (Paret, Kommentar, -; see
  ;  
).
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People of the Elephant
The phrase in the first verse of  
(Sūrat al-Fīl, “The Elephant”), from which
al-fīl (“the elephant”) provides the term by
which that sūra is known. The verse is addressed directly to the prophet Muammad: “Have you not seen how your lord
has dealt with the People of the Elephant
(aāb al-fīl)? ” The short sūra of five verses
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is early Meccan (see  
 ) and it describes an expedition
in which one of the mounts was an elephant and which was miraculously annihilated by God, who sent flocks of birds
against the invading host. The sūra leaves
unknown both the identity of the People
of the Elephant, the objective of the invading force, and the motives behind the
expedition.
What was left obscure in the sūra was
illuminated with great precision by the
Arabic Islamic historical and exegetical
tradition. Aāb al-fīl were Abyssinians (see
); the leader was Abraha (q.v.);
the target was Mecca (q.v.) and the Ka ba
(q.v.); the name of the elephant was Mamūd, its “driver” (sāis) was Unays; the
guide of the expedition was Abū Righāl;
the elephant stopped at al-Mughammas
and would not proceed towards Mecca; the
route of the elephant, darb al-fīl, was
charted from Yemen (q.v.) to alMughammas; the Prophet’s grandfather,
Abd al-Mu alib, was involved in negotiating with Abraha; and even Quraysh (q.v.),
as ums, were associated with the failure
of the expedition of the People of the
Elephant against the Ka ba; Abraha died a
dolorous death and was carried back to
Yemen.
It is equally difficult to accept or reject
any of the above data as provided by the
Arabic Islamic tradition. Yet a modicum of
truth may be predicated since, as is clear
from the first verse of the sūra, the episode
was a recent one and was probably still
remembered by the Prophet’s older
Meccan contemporaries, who might well
have been the first tradents of the later
historical and exegetical tradition. Indeed,
the so-called “Year of the Elephant,” ām
al-fīl, marked the inception of one of the
Arab pre-Islamic eras (see -
   ). The Islamic
profile of the episode consisted in associat-

ing the year of the expedition with the
birth date of Muammad; Umm Ayman,
Muammad’s nurse, was said to have been
a captive from the defeated Abyssinian
host; and Muslims were expected to
stone the tomb of Abū Righāl at
al-Mughammas. The sūra itself yields only
the following: the expedition of the People
of the Elephant was a serious and important event; the destruction of the invading
host was theologically presented, effected
by God himself; and since the sūra was
addressed to the Prophet, the implication is
that he or his city or Quraysh benefited
from this divine intervention on their behalf. Hence, the failure of the expedition of
the People of the Elephant sheds much
light on the pre-Islamic history of Quraysh
and on the pre-prophetic period of
Muammad’s life.
Attempts to invoke the epigraphic evidence from south Arabia to shed light on
the People of the Elephant have failed.
The Murayghān inscription commemorated a victory, not a defeat, for the
Ethiopians and the site of the battle was
very far from Mecca. Additionally, these
attempts have been gratuitously plagued by
the involvement of the Prophet’s birth
date — traditionally considered 
.. — with the date of the expedition,
mounted by the People of the Elephant.
An alternative approach towards negotiating the imprecision of the sūra, namely,
the exegesis of the Qurān by the Qurān
(tafsīr al-Qurān bi-l-Qurān), has been more
fruitful and successful. Many medieval
Muslim scholars considered  
(“Quraysh”) not a separate sūra but a continuation of  . The unity of these two
sūras, however, had not been seriously considered until the present writer published
an article to that effect in . Accepting
the unity of the two sūras al-Fīl and
Quraysh, and setting them against the background of the history of western Arabia in

   
the sixth century, based on authentic contemporary sources, yield the following conclusions on the People of the Elephant and
their expedition:
They were Abyssinians, not Arabs, the fīl
being an African not an Arabian animal;
their leader was either Abraha or one of
his two sons who succeeded him, Yaksūm
or Masrūq; the destination no doubt was
Mecca and the Ka ba, referred to in verse
 :; the destruction of the Ethiopian
host may be attributed to the outbreak of
an epidemic or the smallpox. Its destruction was Mecca’s commercial opportunity
in international trade, now that it could
safely conduct the two journeys (see
; ): the winter journey to
Yemen and the summer one to Syria (q.v.;
bilād al-shām); let the Meccans, therefore,
worship the lord of the “house” (the
Ka ba; see ,  
), who made all this possible
( :-). The true motives behind the
expedition remain shrouded in obscurity
but they must be either or both of the following: () Retaliation for the desecration
of the cathedral⁄church, built by Abraha
in an ā; or () the elimination of Mecca
as an important caravan city on the main
artery of trade in western Arabia.
Whatever the motive behind the expedition of the People of the Elephant was, the
qurānic revelation that refers to them in
  remains the sole reliable evidence for
the importance of Mecca in the sixth century, clearly implied in the fact that the
ruler of south Arabia found it necessary to
mount a major military offensive against it.
The destruction of the Ethiopian host is
also the sole reliable evidence that explains
the enhanced prosperity of Mecca as a
result of long-distance international trade,
through which the future Prophet of Islam
benefited, materially and otherwise, in the
fifteen years or so, during which he led the
caravans before his prophetic call (see
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People of the Heights
Qurānic eschatological designation for
people not destined for hell. The term
al-arāf (pl. of urf ) in  : and  :
(where it appears in the construct,
asāb al-arāf: “the companions — or
people — of al-arāf ”) has been variously
understood as “elevated place, crest, to
distinguish between things, or to part
them.” Al-arāf (the name of the seventh
sūra of the Qurān) also signifies “the
higher, or the highest,” and “the first or
foremost,” hence the source of the English
term “[the People of ] the Heights,” and of
M.H. Shakir’s (Holy Qurān, -) translation as “the Elevated Places.” Finally, the
exegetical tradition has indicated a connection with the triliteral Arabic root for
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“knowledge” (-r-f; see e.g. abarī, Tafsīr,
xii, , ad  :, reporting a tradition
from al-Suddī: “It is named “al-arāf ”
because its companions ‘know’ — yarifūna — humankind.”).
The classical works of exegesis (see    :  
) list a number of interpretations
of both “al-arāf ” and “the people of “alarāf.” Al- abarī (d. ⁄) reports a tradition that identifies the “veil” (q.v.; ijāb)
of  : that separates those destined for
heaven (see ) from those destined
for hell (see   ) as both
“the wall” (al-sūr) and “the heights” (alarāf; abarī, Tafsīr, xii, , ad  :; cf.
Muqātil, Tafsīr, ii, -, ad  :; see
). A slight variation of this
tradition is that “al-arāf ” is the “wall” or,
alternately, the “veil,” “between the garden
and the fire” (q.v.; ibid.; see also ).
The exegetical tradition regarding the
identity of the “men” (rijāl) or the “companions” (aāb) of al-arāf is also multivalent: while some have posited angels
(q.v.; cf. i.e. abarī, Tafsīr, xii, , ad
 :), the majority has maintained that
these individuals are human beings (children of Adam: abarī, Tafsīr, xii, , ad
 :) — be they martyrs (i.e. those who
“were killed in the path of God”; cf.
abarī, Tafsīr, xii, , ad  :; see
;   ), or virtuous humans or people whose good and evil works
are equal (see  ;  ).
This latter understanding is arguably the
dominant one, as the “men” on al-arāf
( :) have been understood to be those
who “have not [yet] entered [paradise]”
( :): “the people of al-arāf ” (asāb alarāf ) have been viewed as persons whose
good and evil works are of equal quality
(see   ). Thus, they
should not merit paradise by the former or
hell by the latter (cf. e.g. abarī, Tafsīr, xii,
, ad  :) — nor merit it as prophets

or angels (see   ; ; cf. Rāzī, Tafsīr, xiv, ,
where the argument is put forth that the
People of the Heights cannot be martyrs,
as the description found in  :, that
“they will not have entered [heaven], but
they have an assurance” is explained as not
applying to prophets, angels or martyrs;
also, ibid., , where mention is made of
the view, attributed to al-udhayfa and
others, that the People of the Heights will
be the last people to enter heaven; see
   ;  ).
They are thus in the “intermediate” state
between salvation (q.v.) and damnation, for
 : (“When their gaze will be turned
towards the companions of the fire they
will say, ‘Our lord, do not put us with the
wrongdoing people’ ”) is also understood to
refer to these people of al-arāf (cf. abarī,
Tafsīr, xii, -, ad  :; see  
;   ;
; ). Finally, ūfī mystics have
used the term to express a condition of the
mind and soul when meditating on the
existence of God in all things (see 
  ).
Modern scholarship reflects the range of
interpretations to be found in the classical
exegetes. T. Andrae (Der Ursprung, ) wrote
that they were probably dwellers in the
highest degree of paradise “who are able
to look down on hell and on paradise.” Bell
(Men, ), however, finds no linguistic justification for this claim, unless an unusual
metathesis of the Arabic root letters of the
verb “to raise up” (r-f- < -r-f, of “al-arāf ” )
is assumed. Some interpreters imagined
that al-arāf was a sort of limbo, using the
term barzakh (q.v.) for the patriarchs and
prophets, or for the martyrs, and those
whose eminence gave them sanctity.
Western translations of the Qurān reflect
the lack of exegetical consensus regarding
the phrase “al-arāf.” While some translators of the Qurān prefer to retain the
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Arabic “al-arāf ” as the title of  , others
have attempted to translate the term, and
have used their translations as the title of
 : e.g. Arberry (-) used “The
Battlements” and “The Ramparts,” and
Pickthall (Koran, ) “The Heights” ( cf.
Dawood, Koran, -). Some rather more
involved translations are the “Wall
Between Heaven and Hell” (Ahmad Ali,
Qurān, ; e.g. his rendition of  ::
“On the wall will be the men (of alarāf )…”; and of  :: “The men of alarāf will call [to the inmates of Hell].…”).
Two earlier writers, Sale (Koran, ) and
Rodwell (Koran, -), had simply used
al-arāf as the title. Sale named   “Al
Araf ” and did not divide the sections. He
wrote, “… men shall stand on al araf who
shall know every one of them…”; and
“… those who stand on al araf shall call
unto certain men.…” Rodwell called it
“Al Araf ”: “and on the wall Al Araf shall be
men…” ( :; cf. his footnotes: “On this
wall [the name of which is derived from
Arafa, ‘to know’, with allusion to the employment of those upon it] will stand those
whose good and evil works are equal, and
are not, therefore, deserving of either
Paradise or Gehenna…”;  :: “… and
they who are upon Al Araf shall cry to
those whom they know…”). The French
scholar Kasimirski also retained the
name “al-araf ”, as the title of  , and he
rendered the relevant phrase of  ::
“… sur l’Alaraf.…”
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Jerusalem, in Scripta Universitatis atque bibliothecae
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People of the House
Literally, “(the) people of the house” (ahl
al-bayt), a family, a noble family, a leading
family and, most probably, also those who
dwelt near the house of God (see ,
  ), the Ka ba (q.v.).
Without the definite article “al-,” it means
“household” (see ; ;
     ).
In Shī ī (see     ) as
well as Sunnī literature the term ahl al-bayt
is usually understood to refer to the family
of the Prophet (q.v.). In the Qurān the
term appears twice with the definite article
( :; :) and once without it (ahl
bayt,  :).
According to the lexicographers, when
ahl appears in a construction with a person
it refers to his blood relatives (see 
  ), but with other nouns it
acquires wider meanings: thus the basic
meaning of ahl al-bayt is the inhabitants of
a house (or a tent). They used to call the
inhabitants of Mecca (q.v.; ahl makka) “the
people of God” as a sign of honor (for
them), in the same way that it is said “the
house of God” (bayt Allāh). Ahl madhhab are
those who profess a certain doctrine; ahl
al-islām are the Muslims, and so on (see
for additional examples, Lisān al-Arab,
s.v. ahl ).
The Qurān frequently uses ahl to denote
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a certain group of people. Sometimes the
word is connected with the name of a
place, and in these cases the term refers to
the inhabitants of that place, such as: ahl
yathrib, “the people of Yathrib” ( :) or
ahl al-madīna, “the people of Medina” (q.v.;
 :); ahl madyan, “the people of
Midian” (q.v.;  :; :). Sometimes
the term is used to denote the people of
unidentified locations such as ahl qarya,
“the inhabitants of a town or village”
( :; cf. :, ), ahl al-qurā, “townspeople, dwellers of the villages” ( :-;
:; :; see ). At other times the
word ahl refers to certain groups of people
typified or identified by some ethical or
religious characteristics, as in ahl al-dhikr,
“people of the reminder” ( :; see
) or ahl al-nār, “people of the (hell-)
fire” ( :; see   ). Or
it has the meaning of “fit for,” in which
case the word describes an individual, not
a group, such as ahl al-taqwā, “(a person) fit
for piety” (q.v.;  :), or ahl al-maghfira,
“(a person) fit for forgiveness” (q.v.;
 :).
The term ahl al-bayt falls into one or more
of these categories, namely people who
belong to a certain house in the literal or
socio-political meanings of the word. At
least in one case ( :), however, its
identification with the Prophet turned the
term into a major issue in qurānic exegesis
and tradition literature (see  
 :   ;
   ).

this is a thing strange” ( :). The angels
respond: “Do you think the affair of God
strange? The mercy and blessing of God
be upon you, O people of the house…”
(ramatu llāhi wa-barakātuhu alaykum ahla
l-bayti).
In  : — situated in the story of the
rescue of the infant Moses (Mūsā) by
Pharaoh’s (Fir awn) wife. The phrase appears without the definite article: Moses’
sister asks, “Shall I direct you to a household who will take charge of him (the
infant Moses) for you?…” (hal adullukum
alā ahli baytin yakfulūnahu lakum).
In  : — “God simply wishes to take
the pollution from you, O people of the
house and to purify you thoroughly”
(innamā yurīdu llāhu li-yudhhiba ankumu l-rijsa
ahla l-bayti wa-yu ahhirakum ta hīran).

The qurānic usage of ahl al-bayt is as
follows:
In  : — the story of Abraham
(Ibrāhīm) and the divine messengers.
When the patriarch’s wife is informed that
she is going to give birth to Isaac (Isāq)
and Jacob (Ya qūb), she reacts by saying:
“Alas! Shall I bring forth when I am old
and my husband here an old man? Verily

The first two verses,  : and  :,
were understood by almost all Muslim
commentators to mean family, in the first
case Abraham’s family and in the second
the prophet Moses’ family. In the case of
 :, however, the word bayt most probably means not a family but the Ka ba, the
house of God; thus the term ahl al-bayt
would seem to mean the tribe of Quraysh
(q.v.) or the Islamic community in general,
as suggested by R. Paret (Der Plan, ; cf.
Bell, Qurān, ii,  n. ; Lisān al-Arab).
The tribe of Quraysh was explicitly
called ahl al-bayt in an early Islamic tradition recorded by Ibn Sa d: “Quayy said to
his fellow tribesmen, ‘You are the neighbors of God and people of his house’”
(innakum jīrān Allāh wa-ahl baytihi; Ibn Sa d,
abaqāt, i⁄, , l. ). In this sense the term
assumes an even wider meaning: it includes all those who venerated the Ka ba.
This original meaning was neglected in
favor of the more limited scope of the
Prophet’s family, and  : became,
consequently, the cornerstone for both
Shī ī and Abbāsid claims to the leadership
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of the Muslim community (see 
  ). The Shī a (q.v.) claimed
that the verse speaks about the divine choice
of the Alid family and their preference to
all the other relatives of the Prophet. To be
sure, the idea of divine selection was
accepted also by the so-called non-Shī ī,
or Sunnī, tradition. Thus the Prophet is
made to say: “God created human beings,
divided them into two parties, and placed
me in the better one of the two. Then he
divided this party into tribes (see 
 ) and placed me in the best of
them all, and then he divided them into
families (buyūt, lit. “houses”) and placed me
in the best of them all, the one with the
most noble pedigree” (khayruhum nasaban;
Fīrūzābādī, Faāil, i, ). Within this concept of selection, there is a wide area of
variation. The tendency of the Shī a has
always been to carry the list of the divine
selection further down, so as to achieve
maximum exclusivity.
One of the most widespread traditions
quoted by Shī ī as well as Sunnī sources in
relation to the interpretation of  : is
the so-called adīth al-kisā. Through the
many variations on this adith, the idea of
the “holy five” was established. The
Prophet is reported to have said: “This
āya was revealed for me and for Alī (see
 .  ), Fā ima (q.v.), asan
and usayn.” When the verse was revealed, the tradition goes on to say, the
Prophet took a “cloak” or “cape” (kisā,
meaning his robe or garment; see
), wrapped it around his sonin-law, his daughter and his two grandchildren and said: “O God, these are my
family (ahl baytī) whom I have chosen; take
the pollution from them and purify them
thoroughly.” The clear political message in
this tradition was stressed by additions
such as the one in which the Prophet says:
“I am the enemy of their enemies (q.v.),”
or invokes God, saying: “O God, be the

enemy of their enemies” (authorities
quoted in Sharon, Ahl al-bayt,  n. ).
To the same political category belong the
various traditions which consider assistance and love for the ahl al-bayt a religious
duty and enmity towards them a sin. “He
who oppresses my ahl bayt,” the Prophet
says, “or fights against them or attacks
them or curses them, God forbids him
from entering paradise (q.v.).” In another
utterance attributed to the Prophet he says:
“My ahl bayt can be compared to Noah’s
(q.v.) ark (q.v.), whoever rides in it is saved
and whoever hangs on to it succeeds, and
whoever fails to reach it is thrust into hell”
(Fīrūzābādī, Faāil, ii, -; -).
Once the idea of the “chosen five” or the
selected family was established as the main
Shī ī interpretation of the term ahl al-bayt,
there was no reason why the idea of
purification (see  
;  ), which appears
in the qurānic verse, should not be connected in a more direct way to the divinely
selected family. In addition to ahl al-bayt,
one therefore finds terms such as al-itra
al- āhira and al-dhuriyya al- āhira, “the pure
family,” or also “the pure descendents,” an
expression that is more than reminiscent of
the holy family (i.e. Jesus [q.v.], Mary [q.v.]
and Joseph) in Christianity. And as if to
accentuate this point, Fā ima and Mary
are explicitly mentioned together as the
matrons of paradise and Fā ima is even
called al-batūl, “the virgin” (see  
; ; ), a
most appropriate description for the
female figure in the Islamic version of the
holy family (see McAuliffe, Chosen).
When the Abbāsids came to power, they,
too, based the claim for the legitimacy of
their rule on the fact that they were part of
the Prophet’s family. Concurrently, therefore, the meaning of the term ahl al-bayt
underwent modifications in opposite directions. While the Shī a moved towards the
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formulation of the idea of the “holy five,”
or the “pure family” described above, the
Abbāsids strove to widen the scope of this
family to include Abbās, the Prophet’s uncle, stressing that women, noble and holy
as they may be, could not be regarded as a
source of nasab and that the paternal uncle
in the absence of the father was equal to
the father (see ; ).
The extension of the boundaries of ahl
al-bayt under the Abbāsids followed an
already existing model. The adīths speaking about the process of God’s selection
stop at the clan of Hāshim to include all
the families in this clan, the ālibids as
well as the Abbāsids. Such traditions can
be even more explicit, specifying that the
families included in the Prophet’s ahl al-bayt
are “āl Alī wa-āl Jafar wa-āl Aqīl wa-āl alAbbās” (Muibb al-Dīn al- abarī,
Dhakhāir al-uqbā, ).
Not all the commentators accepted the
idea that the term ahl al-bayt in  : is
associated with the Prophet’s family in the
sense that the contending parties wished.
Alongside the above-mentioned interpretations, one finds the neutral interpretation that ahl al-bayt means simply
the Prophet’s wives (nisā al-nabī; see 
  ). And as if to stress the
dissatisfaction with the political and partisan undertones of the current exegesis,
one of the commentators stresses that ahl
al-bayt are the Prophet’s wives, “and not as
they claim” (Wāidī, Asbāb, -;
Sharon, Ahl al-bayt,  n. ).
As may be expected, a harmonizing version also exists which interprets the term
ahl al-bayt in such a way that both the
Prophet’s family and his wives are included. To achieve this end, the term ahl
al-bayt was divided into two categories: the
one, ahl bayt al-suknā, namely those who
physically lived in the Prophet’s home, and
ahl bayt al-nasab, the Prophet’s kin. The
qurānic verse, according to this interpreta-

tion, primarily means the Prophet’s household, namely, his wives. But it also contains
a concealed meaning (see ),
which the Prophet himself revealed by his
action, thus disclosing that ahl al-bayt here
included those who lived in his home, such
as his wives, and those who shared his
pedigree. They were the whole (clan) of
Banū Hāshim and Abd al-Mu alib.
Another version of this interpretation
states that the Prophet’s ahl al-bayt included
his wives and Alī (Lisān al-Arab).
In Arabic literature the term ahl bayt is
used generically to specify the noble and
influential family in the tribe or any other
socio-political unit, Arab and non-Arab
alike (see ). The nobility attached to
the term is sometimes stressed by connecting it to the word sharaf. The word bayt on
its own could mean nobility (wa-bayt alarab ashrafuhā) says Ibn Manūr (Lisān alArab, s.v. bayt). The usage of ahl al-bayt for
denoting leading families in the Age of
Ignorance (q.v.; jāhiliyya) as well as under
Islam was very extensive. Two examples
will suffice to make the point. Ibn al-Kalbī
(d. ca. ⁄) says that Nubāta b.
anala, the famous Umayyad general,
belonged to a noble family of the Qays
Ayalān “and they are ahl bayt commanding
strength and nobility” (wa-hum ahlu baytin
lahum bas wa-sharaf ). The same is said
about non-Arabs. Speaking about the
Byzantine dynasties (see ), Ibn
Asākir (d. ⁄) mentions ten ahl
buyūtāt. The Barmakids are referred to as
“from the noble families of Balkh” (min ahl
buyūtāt Balkh; references in Sharon, Ahl
al-bayt, -).
It is noteworthy that the usage of the
phrase “people of a⁄the house” (Ar. ahl
bayt) to denote the status of nobility and
leadership is not unique to the Arabic language (q.v.) or Arab culture. It is rather
universal: the ancient Romans spoke about
the patres maiorum gentum, namely, the elders
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of the major clans or houses. The tradition
concerning this Roman expression goes
back to the early days of the Roman monarchy, when the Roman senate was composed of  family elders: Tarquinius
Priscus, the fifth king of Rome (r. -
...), enlarged the number of senate
members by another  elders who were
called “the elders of the minor houses”
( patres minorum gentium; Elkoshi, Thesaurus,
). In the Bible, the usage of the word
“house” (bāyit) to denote a family is very
common. Moreover, in many cases, the
“house” is named after an outstanding personality, and has a similar meaning as the
Arabic ahl al-bayt (e.g. Gen :, ; Num
:; cf. Brown et al., Lexicon, b-a).
The most famous of such “houses” is the
“house of David” (bēth David). When used
in this way, the word has the same meaning
as the English “house” in reference to a
royal family or a dynasty in general.
It is only natural that under Islam the
members of the caliphs’ families were
called ahl al-bayt. Abdallāh, the son of
Caliph Umar, referring to his sister’s son
(the future caliph) Umar b. Abd al- Azīz,
says: “He resembles us, ahl al-bayt,” which
means to say that the Umayyads referred
to themselves as ahl al-bayt. In a letter
written by Marwān II to Sa īd b. Abd alMalik b. Marwān during the rebellion
against Caliph Walīd II (-⁄-), the
future caliph referred twice to the
Umayyad family as ahl bayt and ahl al-bayt
(for the reference see Sharon, Ahl al-bayt).
It may be concluded that once the caliphate had been established, the pre-Islamic
Arabic ( jāhilī) practice of calling the leading and noble families of the tribes ahl albayt was extended to each of the four
families of the first caliphs. But since Alī’s
caliphate was controversial, the definition
of his family as ahl al-bayt was not shared
by the whole Muslim community. The
Umayyads and their Syrian supporters (see

) questioned the legitimacy of Alī’s
rule, with the result that his Iraqi partisans
(see ) and the Shī a not only
emphasized the ahl al-bayt status of Alī’s
descendents but also gave the term a specific and exclusive meaning. In this way, ahl
al-bayt acquired a religious overtone, and
in time lost its generic meaning. Once the
term was attached to the Prophet’s person,
the road was open for qurānic exegesis,
originating in Shī ī circles, to establish its
origin in the Qurān itself. All the politically charged interpretations of the
qurānic phrase ahl al-bayt emerge because
its original meaning was either deliberately
or unintentionally forgotten. Yet one
should also take into account that such
interpretations of the term in connection
with the Prophet’s family would have been
impossible had the term not been used
generally as meaning family or kinsfolk.
On the other hand, it is doubtful whether
in the Qurān the term ahl al-bayt (with the
definite article) means family. R. Paret,
who differentiates between the general
term ahl al-bayt and the specific one, suggests that it literally meant “the people of
the house,” namely those who worshipped
at the Ka ba. In all cases in which the term
al-bayt appears in the Qurān, it refers only
to the Ka ba sanctuary ( :, , ;
:; :, ; :; :, , ; :;
:). Al-bayt may appear on its own or
with an adjective, such as al-bayt al-atīq
( :, ), al-bayt al-mamūr ( :) or
al-bayt al-arām (i.e.  :). Paret goes on
to suggest that the fact that the ahl al-bayt
under discussion ( :) is mentioned in
the context of cleaning from pollution falls
well within the idea of the purification of
the Ka ba by Abraham and Ishmael (q.v.;
Ismā īl), which can be found elsewhere in
the Qurān. One may therefore quite safely
conclude, Paret continues, that in the two
cases where ahl al-bayt appears in this form
in the Qurān, the original meaning must
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have been the “worshippers of the house,”
the Ka ba, as prescribed by Islam (Paret,
Der Plan, : “Anhänger des islamischen
Kaba-Kultes” ). Along this line of thought, it
would not be far-fetched to suggest that the
original meaning of the term before Islam
was the tribe of Quraysh in general and
that this is what is meant in  :. As to
 : the connection with the Ka ba is
less certain.
To sum up, the meaning of ahl al-bayt in
the Qurān follows the accepted usage of
the term in pre- and post-Islamic Arab
society. It denotes family and blood relations as well as a noble and leading
“house” of the tribe. Only in the case of
 : does the term seem to have another, more specific meaning.
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(), - (contains additional bibliography
on the topic); id., The Umayyads as ahl al-bayt, in
  (), - (also contains additional
bibliography).
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People of the Thicket
An English rendering of the Arabic phrase
aāb al-ayka that occurs in four Meccan
sūras ( :; :; :; :). No
consensus exists about the identity of these
people who suffered the fate of punishment by destruction for their unbelief (see
  ; 
). There are at least five different
theories about the identity of these people
who are associated with the prophet
Shu ayb (q.v.). Some exegetes consider
them to have been the inhabitants of a
place called Madyan (see ) or, secondly, a subgroup of a people called Madyan; it is also posited that they are another
people altogether, a second people to
whom the prophet Shu ayb was sent (i.e. in
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addition to Madyan), while a fourth alternative suggests that al-ayka was a village
(balad), namely, the village of al-ijr
(which is also the title of a qurānic sūra,
 ; see ). The fifth theory that is put
forward suggests that they are simply
Bedouins (ahl al-bādiya, people of the desert;
see ). Lexicographers define ayka
and its plural ayk as tangled vegetation or a
dense forest or wood, hence the English
“thicket” or, in Muammad Asad’s translation, “wooded dales.” Others add that it
consisted of a particular palm tree, al-dawm
in Arabic (see  ). The early exegete Muqātil b. Sulaymān (d. ⁄; see
   :  
) explains that al-dawm is in fact
al-muql (Theban palm; Tafsīr, ii, ).
This inability to identify precisely the
People of the Thicket is further complicated by the variant readings for al-ayka
(see    ). Al-Farrā
(d. ⁄) discusses the disappearance of
the alif in two of the four verses which
mention the aāb al-ayka. According to
him, al-asan al-Barī (d. ⁄), Āim
(d. -⁄) and al-A mash (d. ⁄)
all read al-ayka with an alif throughout the
entire Qurān. The people of Medina
(q.v.), however, read in two cases (in
 : and  :) layka instead of alayka (Farrā, Maānī, ii, ; see also    ;  
  ). Abū ayyān
(d. ⁄) neatly summarizes this discussion, referring to the analogy of Mecca
(q.v.) as makka in  : and bakka at
 :, adding that “layka” was rejected by
the major exegetes. Abū ayyān explains
that the alif of the definite article was not
written down, and that caused the fata
(the vowel “a”) to be shifted to the letter
lām. As a consequence, the hamza (the
glottal stop) was dropped completely in
these two verses (see  ).
This resulted in some scholars’ thinking

that layka was derived from the radicals
l-y-k (instead of -y-k). That suggestion, in
turn, gave rise to the notion that Layka was
a village located in the larger area of alAyka (Abū ayyān, Bar, vii, ).
Whatever the identification or the linguistic meaning of the word al-ayka may
be, the qurānic importance of the People
of the Thicket reflects their exemplification
of a typical Meccan theme: a people who
disregarded their prophet and who consequently perished. The People of the
Thicket are but one of such peoples whose
plight ended in destruction for not heeding
God’s message. The leading classical exegete al- abarī (d. ⁄) narrates that
these people received a particularly harsh
punishment since God first sent fire on the
People of the Thicket for seven days, from
which there was no refuge. After the fire,
God sent a cloud as if to protect them and
to offer them relief by the suggestion of
water, but, in the end, they were annihilated by the fire that came out of the cloud
( abarī, Tafsīr, vii, -; likewise the
Khārijī Hūd b. Muakkam, Tafsīr, ii, 
and the Shī ī al- ūsī, Tibyān, ; see
;     ).
Beeston (“Men of the Tanglewood”) provides some evidence that they were members of the Dusares cult of ancient
northwestern Arabia, a vegetation deity
(see -   
). Speyer (Erzählungen, ), on the
other hand, suggests that ayka may refer to
the tamarisk that Abraham (q.v.) had
planted near Beersheba (Gen :; see
  ).
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People of Tubba

see  ;

 

Permitted see ;  


Persecution see ;


Perseverance see   

Persian Literature and the Qurān
The influence of the Qurān on Persian
language and literature has been pervasive
but at the same time, diffuse and often mediated, making it difficult, in the absence of
methodologically rigorous studies of the
matter, to quantify or assess precisely.
Persian poetry and prose belles lettres of the
fourth⁄tenth to fifth⁄eleventh centuries,
though of “Islamicate” expression, looked
for the bulk of its subject matter to the preIslamic Middle Persian traditions of minstrelsy and lyric poetry, advice literature
(andarz), epic and romance (which typically
assert the values of the old Sasanian nobility over and above, or in addition to,
Islamic ones) as well as translations of
Sanskrit and Parthian tales. Persian poetry
did, of course, adapt particulars from
Arabic literary models: for example, the
imitation of the nasīb and raīl of the pre-

 
Islamic Arabic qaīda (see  
;    
) by Manūchihrī (d. ca. ⁄)
and, later on, the reworking of the MajnūnLaylā cycle by Niāmī (d. ⁄) and
scores of subsequent Persian, Turkish and
Urdu poets (see   
).
The Arabic Qurān, being in another
language and in an inimitable category (see
;  ;
     )
above literature, rarely provided the initial
inspiration for Persian literary texts,
though it did help shape the lexical, stylistic and moral contours of the emerging
literature of Islamicate expression in
greater Iran, especially through Persian
translations and tafsīrs of the text beginning in the fourth⁄tenth century or even
earlier (see    ;
   :  
;   
 ;   
). The practice, however, of professional poetry within the milieu of the
princely courts — the source of most literary patronage — was often regarded as
inherently secular or even un-Islamic,
which initially discouraged the extensive
incorporation of scriptural or religious
subjects in literature. Some early Persian
poetry, patronized by the eastern Iranian
feudal nobility (dihqāns), evinces a strong
concern with sukhun (modern sukhan), wellconsidered and carefully crafted speech of
philosophical or ethical nature (see
   ;  
 ). In the fifth⁄eleventh century
religious poetry, of either popular expression (e.g. the quatrains of the ūfī saint
Abū Sa īd-i Abī l-Khayr [d. ⁄]; see
   ) or sectarian bent
(the qaīdas of the Ismā īlī preacher Nāir-i
Khusraw [d. ca. ⁄]; see  
 ), achieved canonical status
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within specific textual communities. Sanāī
of Ghazna (d. ca. ⁄), appealing
consciously to the example of assān b.
Thābit (d. before ⁄), managed to
attract the patronage of the mysticallyminded religious scholars (ulamā) in
Khurasān. Here Sanāī achieved a reputation for combining the practice of poetry
(shir) with the preaching of religion (shar)
and was subsequently able to secure the
patronage of Bahrāmshāh to pursue such
mystico-didactic poetry at the Ghaznavid
court (Lewis, Reading, -; see 
   ). The tension
between court and cloister nevertheless
remained a concern two hundred years
later, as revealed in the belabored distinction that Sul ān Walad of Konya (d. ⁄
) makes between the poetry of professional poets and the poetry of saints
(Mathnawī-yi waladī, - and -; see
).
By the end of the sixth⁄twelfth century,
allusions (talmīāt) and quotations (iqtibās)
from Qurān and adīth (see  
 ) jostled with Greek philosophy
and Iranian mythopoesis for authority, as
indicated in the following verse (bayt) of
Jamāl al-Dīn-i Ifahānī (d. ⁄): rah bi
Qurān ast kam khwān harza-yi Yūnāniyān⁄al
akhbār ast mashnaw qia-yi Isfandiyār, “The
path is through Qurān; do not read the
nonsense of the Greeks so much!⁄The
source is akhbār; do not listen to the story of
Esfandiyar.” The conscious and direct appeal to qurānic authority in Persian poetry
reached its peak in the seventh⁄thirteenth
to eighth⁄fourteenth centuries. Subsequent
to this, qurānic motifs tend to assume
more metaphorical and elastic qualities, in
part because of the aesthetic ideals of the
“Indian” style of poetry but also because
the Qurān had so thoroughly permeated
the tradition that qurānic allusions might
evoke famous secondary or tertiary literary
texts in Persian, rather than pointing the

reader to the Qurān itself. From the
Safavid era onwards, Shī ī sacred history
and ritual, as embodied in the mythopoetics of usayn’s martyrdom (see  
 ;    ;
) and the passion play (taziya),
informs the poetry of religious expression
whereas the gradually secularizing literary
canon of the late nineteenth and twentieth
centuries reflects nationalist and modernist
agendas as well as the influence of European letters (see also   
).
The Arabic element in Persian language and
literature
The bulk of the Iranian nobility appear to
have converted to Islam in the third⁄ninth
century, until which time Zoroastrians (see
) continued composing works in
Middle Persian, an Indo-European language written in a script derived from
Aramaic. By the fourth⁄tenth century
(neo-) Persian had itself emerged as a
vibrant literary language, written in the
Arabic script (q.v.) and widely patronized
throughout the eastern areas of greater
Iran (Khurasan, Afghanistan and
Transoxania).
The frequency of occurrence of lexemes
of Arabic origin in Persian has been calculated (though on the basis of a rather
limited corpus) at only about % in the
fourth⁄tenth-century and % in the
sixth⁄twelfth-century. The ratio of Arabic
loanwords to native Persian lexemes in the
entire lexicon has, however, been calculated for texts of the fourth⁄tenth century
at about  to % and for the sixth⁄
twelfth century at around % ( Jazayery,
Arabic element, ). The increased penetration and use of loanwords from Arabic
reflects at least in part the influence of the
Qurān on Persian literature and society,
though this naturally depends a great deal
on the topic and genre of writing. During
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the Safavid era Arabisms come into vogue
in bureaucratic language and the volumes
of religious writing (in which the vocabulary of Arabic and the Qurān are proportionally higher) while Arabic itself
paradoxically waned as a living literary
language in Persia (Perry, Persian in the
Safavid period, , ). In the middle of
the twentieth century, it was estimated that
words of Arabic origin occur at an average
frequency of approximately %, though
the percentage is far below this in poetry
and higher for technical subjects relating to
religion, philosophy or law ( Jazayery,
Arabic element, ). Since that time, however, conscious efforts to use Persian roots
for calques and new coinages (e.g. Qurānpazhūhī, or “Qurānic studies,” a term from
the s), encouraged by the Persian
Academy of Language (Farhangistān) in
Iran, have gradually led to a perceived
(though as yet seemingly undocumented)
decrease in this percentage.
Since lexical and morphological borrowing from Arabic occurred through a variety
of social nexuses and institutions (military
garrisons, government administration and
registers, princely courts, religious courts,
mosques and ūfī lodges, the Niāmiyya
colleges, etc.; see ), this does not
measure the direct influence of the Qurān,
per se. Persian poetry borrowed from
Arabic poetry the obligatory use of rhyme
(see  ), the conventions and
terminology of rhetoric (see 
  ) and prosody and the basic categories and thematics of the qaīda
and the ghazal (which latter, however,
Persian poets adapted from a thematic into
a specific fixed-form genre). Likewise, certain metaphors, motifs or rhetorical conceits can be traced to particular literary
models or Arabic proverbs (see the catalogues in Shamīsā, Farhang-i talmīāt, and
Dāmādī, Maāmīn-i mushtarak; see ). Among the most influential Arabic

models for classical Persian literature we
may note the panegyric qaīdas of alMutanabbī (d. ⁄); the wine (q.v.)
odes of Abū Nuwās (d. ⁄); the literary anthologies of al-Tha ālibī (d. ca.
⁄); the artistic prose works of Ibn
al-Muqaffa (d. ⁄) and Badī alZamān al-Hamadhānī (d. ⁄); the
philosophic and scientific treatises of Abū
Alī Ibn Sīnā (d. ⁄) and al-Bīrūnī
(d. ⁄; see    ;
     
); and works of mystico-didactic
orientation by authors such as al-Qushayrī
(d. ⁄) or especially al-Ghazālī
(d. ⁄). It should be noted that several of these figures were ethnic Iranians
and⁄or composed some of their works in
Persian, a fact that doubtless played a role
in facilitating the assimilation of Arabic
literary traditions into Persian.
Arabic courtly literature may therefore
have played a larger role than the Qurān
itself in the Arabicization of Persian literature. Nevertheless, adoption of the
Arabic script, adaptation of Arabic literary
forms and the acceptance of a large body
of Arabic-origin lexemes into both literature and everyday speech may all be read
as indices of the oblique influence of the
Qurān on Persian, insofar as the Qurān
created the prerequisite conditions for
Arabic to become an administrative, religious, scientific and literary lingua franca
in greater Persia.
Translations of the Qurān in Persia
Though some poets of the seventh⁄
thirteenth century, such as Sa dī and
Rūmī, would routinely compose original
macaronic verse in Arabic and Persian,
those literate in Persian (including
Persophilic Turks, Mongols and Indians as
well as ethnic or native Persian-speakers;
see     ;
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) might nevertheless remain
imperfectly tutored in the Arabic of the
Qurān. We are told that Shaykh Amad of
Jām (Spiritual elephant, -), before his repentance at the age of twenty-two (ca.
⁄), was unable to recite even the
al-amd (a familiar name in Iran for  ,
Sūrat al-Fātia; see ; ). In one
ghazal, Sanāī portrays a beautiful boy who,
though newly repentant and celibate,
previously spent his time at the taverns
(the kharābāt, often associated with the
Magians⁄mughān), had never before managed to memorize a short sūra like  
and had in fact been so debauched that he
would even invent short pseudo-sūras to
declaim as if by heart (Sanāī, Dīwān,
-; see ;   
).
We may infer from such statements that,
while a basic knowledge in Arabic of at
least some sūras of the Qurān was expected of literate Persian-speaking Muslims (to say nothing of the large number of
Persian scholars of religion and law, many
of whom trained in Arabic in the Niāmiyya and other madrasas from the fifth⁄
eleventh century onward; see  
 ;    ),
there was nevertheless a need to translate
the Qurān for Persian Muslims. Many
Persians apparently preferred to encounter
the text in Persian, with the help of Persian
commentaries and bilingual dictionaries⁄
guides such as the Wujū-i Qurān written in
⁄ by Abū l-Fal ubaysh of Tiflis.
Abū Bakr-i Nayshābūrī, who wrote his
Tafsīr-i sūrābādī circa -⁄- in
simple, fluent Persian prose, indicates that
had he written it in Arabic, it would have
needed a teacher to give an accurate and
agreeable Persian translation (targum,
Sajjādī, Guzīdaī, ). Abū l-Futū-i Rāzī
indicates in his voluminous Qurān commentary, Raw al-jinān wa-rū al-janān (composed over the years -⁄-) that

he chose to write a commentary in Persian
and one in Arabic but began with the former, for which there was more demand
(Sajjādī, Guzīda ī, ). From Sul ān
Walad’s remark in ⁄ (Rabābnāma,
) that all the legal schools allow the ritual prayers (namāz) to be recited in Persian
and that the anafīs allow this even for a
person who is capable of reciting them in
Arabic, it would seem that Persian was preferred even for rote liturgical situations (see
;    ).
Medieval sources attribute the first
Persian translation of a portion of the
Qurān — the Fātia, for use in the alāt
prayers (see  ) — to the
first Persian believer, Salmān-i Fārsī, who
supposedly attained the Prophet’s tacit approval for this practice (see  
 ). Salmān is said to have
translated the Arabic basmala (q.v.) using an
entirely Persian lexicon, as bi nām-i yazdān-i
bakhshāyanda. However apocryphal the
Salmān story may be, Abū anīfa, whose
eponymous legal tradition was dominant in
pre-Safavid Iran, did permit translation of
the Qurān for those who did not know
Arabic well and although this position was
not universally accepted, a large number of
Persian translations of the Qurān exist
from both the medieval and modern
periods.
A fragmentary Persian translation (of
 : through  :) tentatively dated
to the early fourth⁄tenth century documents an intermediate stage in the transition from popular accentual to the new
quantitative Persian metrics. This translation (Rajāī, Pulī) presents the Arabic text
of the Qurān broken into blocks (perhaps
paragraphs or pericopes), each followed by
the corresponding passage in a sonorous
Persian that alternates between rhymed
prose, quasi-accentual and quantitative
metrics. This translation does not demonstrate a strong concern for consistency
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in the Persian, ranging from an exact rendering in some places, to paraphrase in
others, to a somewhat free interpretation
in still others. Indeed, in another very
early interlinear Persian translation
(Riwāqī, Qurān-i quds), which is otherwise
quite accurate, the Persian of the basmala
often changes from sūra to sūra, becoming
variously:

elegant and accurate Persian translation of
the Qurān. The Samanid ruler, Manūr
b. Nū (r. -⁄-), received a fortyvolume manuscript in Arabic of alabarī’s works from Baghdād but finding it
difficult to read it, commissioned several
Transoxanian scholars to translate it to
Persian. Probably because it was an official
state project, and to avoid any theological
objections, al-Manūr sought and received
fatwas declaring the permissibility of
translating the book for those who do not
know Arabic. This “translation” of alabarī’s tafsīr remained prestigious and
influential but did not by any means end
the market for new Persian tafsīrs, scores
of which — from various theological
standpoints — survive from the medieval
and early modern period (see MuammadKhānī, Tafsīr-i Qurān; see  
 :   ),
some of them consisting primarily of a
Persian rendering of the qurānic text,
such as the Tafsīr of Abū af Najm alDīn-i Nasafī (d. ⁄). Mention should
be made of Maybudī’s popular ūfī tafsīr,
Kashf al-asrār wa-uddat al-abrār (written
⁄), which incorporates the commentary of his teacher, Anārī of Herat
(see below), and features a three-step exegesis: first a literal translation of the sūra
in question, then a traditional grammaticolexical analysis and explanation of the circumstances of revelation (see 
 ) and, finally, a mysticalesoteric reading (see ; 
   ).
Many theoretical works on fiqh, lay manuals about ritual observance (not a few in
verse) and compilations of fatwas were
composed in or translated to Persian,
beginning no later than the Ghaznavid
period but becoming especially important
in the Safavid era, when they assisted in
the Shī īfication of the populace. Such
works often contain translations and

bi nām-i khudā-yi mihrbān-i ramat-kunār
bi nām-i khudā-yi rūzī-dādār-i ramat-kunār
(e.g.  )
bi nām-i khudā-yi mihrbānī-yi bakhshāyanda
(e.g.  )
bi-nām-i khudā-yi rūzī-dahanda-yi bakhshāyanda
(e.g.  )
We might predict lexical variety from one
Persian translation of the Qurān to another on the basis of regional or dialectical
idiosyncrasies but such internal variation
quite possibly reflects the fluidity of the
Islamic homiletic tradition and the authority of orally delivered, or perhaps even
prompt-book Persian “targums” for individual sūras, as delivered by different
popular preachers in Iran. Al-Jāi (d. ca.
⁄) tells of a contemporary, the popular bilingual preacher Mūsā b. Sayyār
al-Aswārī, who would read a verse of the
Qurān aloud to his class and then comment upon it in Arabic to the Arabs, sitting
together at his right, and then turn to the
Persians, sitting at his left, and repeat his
comments for them in Persian (Bayān, i,
).
In addition to stand-alone translations,
many Persian works of exegesis also contain translations of the Qurān. The midfourth⁄tenth century Tarjuma-yi tafsīr-i
abarī, a loose adaptation of material from
al- abarī’s (d. ⁄) commentary and
his history, which might be more accurately described as “the Samanid Persian
Commentary project,” also includes an
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glosses of some Qurān verses (see
Barzigar, Fiqh, -). Though the
Islamic Republic of Iran has placed
greater emphasis on the study of Arabic in
the curriculum, perhaps a dozen new
Persian translations of the Qurān appeared in the s and s.

(tamīn) into the opening line of verse in
his Makhzan al-asrār (ca. ⁄?): bism-i
a[ ]lāhi l-ra[a]māni l-raīm⁄hast kilīd-i dar-i
ganj-i akīm, “In the name of God, the merciful, the compassionate⁄is the key to the
door of the treasure of the wise one.” This
practice was frequently emulated by subsequent poets composing in this same
meter (sarī), some of whom repeat the
phrase as a litany throughout ten or more
opening lines of the poem (Khazānadārlū,
Man ūma, -).
Immediately following the opening invocation and doxology, the poet typically
includes sections in praise (nat) of the
Prophet (an additional section dedicated to
the imāms often appears in the works of
Shī ī authors; see    ;
; ;  
) and a subsequent section
recalling the Prophet’s mirāj (see ). These sections occasionally reference or allude to phrases in the Qurān
(e.g. qāba qawsayn,  :), though they
draw in the main on extra-qurānic elaborations. Illumination and illustration (see
;  
) were an integral feature of
the Persian literary tradition, at least for
manuscripts produced by royal courts, and
some themes from the Qurān and its associated lore regularly recur in the miniature tradition, including the prophet
Muammad riding Burāq on the mirāj and
Joseph (q.v.) being rescued from the pit (see
;   ).
Though illustrations of the Prophet and
Alī do occur (e.g. Mīrzā Alī’s depiction of
the Prophet and Alī with asan and
usayn in the ship of faith, ca. ,
included in the Houghton⁄Shāh ahmāsp
Shāhnāma; see  .  ), the scenes
depict extra-qurānic material, probably to
avoid the iconic representation of sacred
scripture.
Furthermore, one may point to specific

Formal features and imagery of the Qurān in
Persian poetry
Persian prose texts of the fourth⁄tenth to
fifth⁄eleventh centuries generally ignore
rhetorical artifice and ornamentation. By
the seventh⁄thirteenth century, however,
rhymed prose (saj) became de rigeur in
Persian belles lettres, largely inspired by the
secular example of Hamadhānī’s Maqāmāt,
and relying heavily on the morphological
parallels of loanwords from Arabic. The
application of saj to devotional texts,
such as the Munājāt (intimate prayers) of
Abdallāh Anārī of Herat (d. ⁄),
may also reflect the stylistic inspiration of
the Arabic Qurān or a Persian translation
(e.g. Rajāī, Pulī) which tried to create similar prose cadences and rhymes in Persian.
Persian narrative poems conventionally
begin with a section (amd) of several lines
invoking and praising God. These doxologies, especially in the early period, tend not
to emphasize the terminology of specific
Islamic doctrine and theology but to expound God’s transcendence in a generalized Persian vocabulary. It had, in fact,
already been the practice to begin Middle
Persian texts with the formula “In the
name of God” (pat nām-i Yazdān), though
the practice received further authority
from the Qurān as well as the specific
wording of the Arabic basmala, which
usually appeared as a prefatory formula on
the opening page of Persian texts. Niāmī
moved the conventional basmala from its
place at the head of the text as a disconnected prose formula and embedded it,
with some metrical elasticity, as a quotation
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images or concepts which stem from the
Qurān but occur in various literary contexts, both sacred and profane, without
necessarily evoking a specific verse of the
Qurān. Examples of this might include
allusions to Isrāfīl and the blast of the
trumpet of resurrection (q.v.; multiple
qurānic references, e.g.  :; see also
). The generative letters kāf
and nūn, which joining together form the
divine command kun, “Be!” as e.g. in the
phrase kun fa-yakūn in  : (see ; ), are evoked in the
opening line of Asadī’s Garshāspnāma (written ⁄), as follows: sipās az khudā
īzad-i rahnamāy⁄ki az kāf wa nūn kard gītī bipāy, “Thanks to God, the guiding lord⁄
who by the letters B and E set up the
world.” Discrete ideas and images from the
Qurān are most commonly used as complementary terms in similes and metaphors. Niāmī’s Majnūn, for example, finds
himself in a garden with flowing rivers, like
Kawthar, reminiscent of   and the
definitions of al-kawthar elaborated in the
adīth and tafsīr literature (see ;
  ).
Historical and exegetical works, such as
the so-called translation of al- abarī’s
tafsīr, provided details about the lives of the
qurānic prophets in Persian from at least
the middle fourth⁄tenth century. Nevertheless, Persian panegyric poetry through
the fifth⁄eleventh century contains infrequent mention of the prophets, with the
exception of Nāir Khusraw’s poetry in
praise of Alī and the Fā imid imāms,
which alludes often to the stories of the
prophets (Pūrnāmdārīān, Dāstān-i
payāmbarān, -). Persian imitations of the
Arabic “stories of the prophets” (qia alanbiyā) genre are common, the most popular being the fifth⁄eleventh century prose
work of Abū Isāq Ibrāhīm of Nayshābūr,
though there are also some in verse. Entire
poems are also dedicated to single pro-

phetic figures, such as Moses (q.v.),
Solomon (q.v.), etc. Niāmī’s portrayal of
Alexander (q.v.) in his Iskandarnāma draws
upon the qurānic Dhū l-Qarnayn ( :
f.) for the image of Alexander as explorer⁄
conqueror, but also relies on the Alexander
romance of pseudo-Callisthenes and medieval Persian literature of Zoroastrian
provenance for the image of Alexander as
philosopher and prophet.
The depiction of Jesus (q.v.) in Persian
poetry derives primarily from the Qurān
and tafsīr as well as from the qia al-anbiyā
literature and Arabic poetry (Aryān,
Chihra-yi masī, , ). It is worth noting
the existence of a complete Judeo-Persian
translation of the Pentateuch from 
.. (there are also earlier fragmentary versions), and Judeo-Persian poems in praise
of Moses, Solomon and other Hebrew
prophets from the fourteenth century onward; Jewish Persian scholars appear to
have been consulted by Bīrūnī and others
and may constitute an independent source
of Isrāīliyyāt (i.e. Jewish and Christian lore;
see   ;  
;   ;
   ) for Persian literature
(Rypka, History, -). Despite their
familiarity with all these ancillary sources,
Persian mystical poets nevertheless continued to think of the Qurān as the Ursource for human knowledge of the
prophets. The qurānic encounter between
Moses and an unnamed servant (later
identified with Khir; see   ⁄ )
endowed by God with knowledge that
gives him superior insight ( :-; see
  ) is often upheld as a paradigm of the relationship of a
disciple to his ūfī master. Sul ān Walad
(Mathnawī-yi waladī, -) compares the
relationship between Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī
(d. ⁄) and Shams-i Tabrīzī (disappeared ca. ⁄) in terms of Moses
and Khir. Rūmī, meanwhile, sees the
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Qurān as primarily a vehicle to attain
similar prophetic insight, when he speaks
(Mathnawī, i, -) of the mystic “states of
the prophets, those fish of the pure sea of
divine majesty… When you escape into the
true Qurān, you mix with the soul of the
prophets.”
The Joseph narrative, described as “the
best of stories” (asan al-qaa) in  :
(see ), was the primary
qurānic narrative reflected in longer
poems in Persian. In the late fifth⁄eleventh
century two renditions of the story of
Joseph (Yūsuf ) and Potiphar’s wife (invariably named Zulaykhā in the Persian texts,
drawing on extra-qurānic lore) appeared:
a prose version doubtfully attributed to
Abdallāh Anārī in the Anīs al-murīdīn washams al-majālis and a verse recitation, formerly attributed to Firdawsī but perhaps
by Amānī (fl. fifth⁄eleventh cent.). That
this story was not thought of as a literary
adaptation of the Qurān text but rather as
an elaboration of the Isrāīliyyāt and a
springboard for the poet’s imagination can
be seen in both the famous mystical elaboration by Jāmī (d. ⁄), which goes
far beyond and changes the focus of the
“best of stories,” and the politically progressive rendition of ⁄ by the
Tajik poet, Hoziq of Bukhara.

story-tellers (quā), ūfī manuals and
other vernacular and oral sources,
however much these may all have seen
the Qurān as their ultimate locus of
inspiration.
Ritual use of the Qurān is, naturally,
attested in Persian literature, especially
with respect to healing and funerals (e.g.
Shaykh Amad, Spiritual elephant, story ;
see ;    ).
Sa dī (Gulistān, ) tells several jokes about
muezzins and others reciting the Qurān
poorly or in an ugly voice. One man with a
particularly bad voice explains he receives
no salary but chants for the sake of God;
for God’s sake, don’t chant, he is told.
āfi (d. ⁄), who claims the ability
to recite the Qurān by heart in all fourteen
canonical recitations (chārdah riwāyat,
Dīwān, i, ; see   
), documents the still very common
practice of swearing an oath upon the
Qurān in everyday speech (āfi, Dīwān, i,
; see ): nadīdam khwushtar az shir-i
tu āfi ⁄bi-Qurān-ī ki andar sīna dārī, “I have
never seen poetry more beautiful than
yours, afi!⁄By the Qurān which you
carry within your heart!” Elsewhere,
humorously consoling himself over the
inability of pious ascetics to comprehend
his debauchery (rindī), āfi alludes to the
belief that demons flee from people who
recite the Qurān (Dīwān, i, ; see ;
; ). Recitation of the verse
wa-in yakād ( :) was believed to act as
a prophylactic to the effects of the evil eye
(see ), as a line of Humām-i Tabrīzī
(d. ⁄) attests: dar āl wa-in yakād bar
khwānd har kas ki na ar fikand bar way, “Immediately whenever anyone cast a glance
upon him, he would recite wa-in yakād.”
Poetry and secular prose attest a Persian
vocabulary for the uttering of pious formulas, which though perhaps derived from
the exegetical or theological literature, assumed a vernacular form of expression

Direct references to the Qurān in Persian literature
From the seventh⁄thirteenth century, mystico-didactic poetry became the dominant
(though not exclusive) genre of Persian
poetry, frequently presenting the stories of
the prophets (including the biography of
Muammad; see    )
and the saints (aq āb or abdāl ) in verse. Such
poetry might be thought of as the most
intense locus of qurānic influence on
Persian, though it draws as much, if not
more, upon adīth and sīra, the Isrāīliyyāt,
the homiletic traditions of official preachers (kha īb), street preachers (wāi ) and
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(see  ,   ). We
find phrases such as istirjā-kunān (Bayhaqī,
Tārīkh, ), meaning “while reciting the
verse innā lillāh wa-innā ilayhi rājiūn,” as per
 :. Rūmī’s Mathnawī (i, ) argues the
primacy of intention when it comes to the
utterance of the istithnā, a term derived
from lā yastathnūna ( :), meaning the
recitation of in shā Allāh as enjoined in
 :-: ay basī n-āwarda istithnā bi guft⁄
jān-i ū bā jān-i istithnā-st juft, “The soul of
many a person is one with istithnā even
without verbalizing the istithnā aloud.”
The word qurān itself appears frequently
in Persian poetry, pronounced, of course,
according to Persian phonology (e.g. qorān)
and behaving as a nativized Persian word,
without the Arabic definite article (al-).
Shī ī translators of the text into Persian,
following the descriptive adjective given in
 : and  : typically title it Qurān-i
majīd. A Middle Persian word, however,
meaning book or document, nubī (the medial labial consonant is unstable, appearing
also as nupī or nawī ), also appears in classical Persian poetry as an alternate proper
name for the Qurān (“the scripture”; see
;    ). In ⁄
Asadī-yi ūsī writes in his Garshāspnāma ():
nubī mujiz ūrā zi īzad payām, “The scripture
inimitable, his message from God.” Sanāī
(Dīwān, ) says: jam kard īn rahī-t shir-i tu
rā⁄cun nubī rā guzīda uthmān kard, “This
servant of yours gathered your poetry, just
as Uthmān compiled the scripture” (see
   ). Several lines
of Rūmī’s Mathnawī begin with the phrase
dar nubī…, “In the scripture…,” such as
this line (vi, ) which glosses the phrase
yuillu bihi kathīran wa-yahdī bihi kathīran
from  : as follows: dar nubī farmūd k-īn
Qurān zi dil⁄hādi-yi baī u baī rā muill, “In
the scripture [God] said that this Qurān,
with respect to the heart (q.v.)⁄guides
some and misleads some” (see ;
;   ).

 
Quotations from the Qurān in Persian literature
Perhaps because of the difficulty of setting
quotations from Arabic of more than a
word or two within one of the established
Persian meters, poets frequently allude to
particular verses of the Qurān by an
abbreviated name, often deriving from the
commentary tradition, though Persian
poetry does not always use qurānic verses
in a particularly pious context. In an early
poem about the virtues of Alī, Kisāī of
Marw (b. ⁄) refers in one line to the
āyat-i qurbā ( : and  :) and in
another to the āyat al-kursī, a conventional
name for  : (but sometimes alluding
to  :; see ;   ). He
even quotes a few phrases from the Qurān
in Arabic (Kisāī, , ). Sa dī (Būstān, )
writes around ⁄: basā kas bi rūz
āyat-i ul khwānad⁄chu shab āmad sipah bar
sar-i khufta rānad, “Many a person will read
the peace (q.v.) verse in the daytime⁄
When night comes, he’ll charge the army
against the sleeping [foe].” This allusion to
the āyat-i ul, or “peace verse,” has been
identified with  :- (e.g. fa-aliū bayna
akhawaykum), though  : (al-ul khayrun) has also been suggested (see also
; ;   ).
Nāir-i Khusraw seems to intend two separate verses,  : and  :, by his reference to the āyat-i bayat in the following
line: yik rūz bikhwāndam zi Qurān āyat-i
bayat⁄k-īzad bi Qurān guft ki bud dast-i man az
bar, “One day I read the verse of allegiance
from the Qurān how God said in the
Qurān that my hand was the upper one.”
The Perso-Arabic phrase yār-i ghār, “the
friend in the cave (q.v.),” alluding to  :
as well as the extra-qurānic amplifications
of the story of Abū Bakr accompanying
the prophet Muammad on his migration
to Medina (q.v.; see also ;
  ), is proverbially
and hyperbolically used in Persian poetry
to describe exemplary friendship or dis-
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cipleship (see   ).
As noted above, Arabic prosody differs
considerably from Persian and it requires
some versatility to set extended Arabic
phrases within the metrical constraints of
Persian verse. Poets nevertheless managed
to find ways to do this without altering the
qurānic text, except for slight licenses
(such as elision of the definite article al-),
and, of course, vocalizing the words according to Persian phonology and prosody.
The first to include citations from the
Qurān extensively was Sanāī, who in the
context of discussing the mirāj, for example, embeds mā zāgha l-baar from  : in
one poem (Dīwān, ), and weaves the
words alladhī asrā and aqā from  : into
another (Sanāī, adīqa, ). A ār (d. ca.
⁄) manages within a Persian hemistich of only fifteen syllables (Dīwān-i A ār,
) to incorporate two Arabic quotations,
of six and of five syllables in length, respectively, from the “light (q.v.) verse”
(āya-yi nūr,  :): ay chirāgh-i khuld az īn
miskhāt-i mu lim kun kinār⁄tā shawī nūrun alā
nūrin ki lam tamsas-hu nār, “O lamp (q.v.) of
the highest heaven, avoid this gloomy
niche⁄That you may become “light upon
light” though “no fire (q.v.) touched it.” In
part due to the subject matter, but also in
part due to the fact that it constitutes two
perfect feet of the ramal meter, Rūmī
quotes the phrase mā ramayta idh ramayta
from  : in at least ten separate places
in his Mathnawī.
Persian poems quoting extensively from
the Qurān or focusing on qurānic themes
came to be seen tongue-in-cheek as Persian
scripture. An illuminated manuscript of
Jāmī’s Haft Awrang copied probably in
Mashhad between -, introduces the
poem Yūsuf u Zulaykhā (folio b-a) with
three lines inset in a roundel, including the
following hemistich: na m-īst ki mīrisānad az
way payām, “It is verse that conveys a message of revelation.” Sanāī’s adīqat al-

aqīqa incorporates many Arabic phrases
quoted from the Qurān and for this reason
has even been described as Qurān-i pārsī,
the “Persian Qurān.” The Mathnawī of
Rūmī has likewise been styled as such, in
lines variously ascribed to Jāmī or Shaykh
Bahāī (Nicholson, Mathnawī, vii, xi, and
Schimmel⁄trans. Lahouti, Shukūh-i shams,
-) and the following or similar lines are
frequently included as a frontispiece or
title-page to nineteenth century printings
of the Mathnawī:
man chi gūyam waf-i ān ālī-jināb⁄nīst
payghambar walī dārad kitāb
mathnawī-yi mawlawī-yi manawī⁄hast
Qurān-ī bi laf -i pahlawī
How suitably to praise his eminence?⁄Not
prophet, yet he has revealed a book!
The mystic Mathnawī of Mawlawī⁄is a
Qurān expressed in Persian tongue!
A variant reading of this line appears
playfully blasphemous: man namīgūyam ki
ān ālī-jināb⁄hast payghambar walī dārad kitāb,
“I am not saying of his eminence⁄he is a
prophet. Yet he has a book (q.v.)!”
Rūmī’s Mathnawī often performs a nontraditional exegesis of the Qurān by juxtaposing various qurānic verses together.
In discussing amza, the Prophet’s uncle,
and his bravery in battle, the Mathnawī (iii,
) poses this question: Na tu lā tulqū biaydīkum ilā⁄tahluka khwāndī zi payghām-i
khudā, “Have you not read ‘Do not cast
yourselves by your own hands in⁄ruin’
from the message of God?” A few lines
further on, Rūmī alludes to this same verse
 :, as tahluka (obviously for the hapax
legomenon al-tahluka, “ruin”), and quotes a
conjugated Arabic verb (lā tulqū) from it,
while alluding in the following line to another verse ( :) from an entirely different sūra, by quoting its initial Arabic
verb (sāriū): ānki murdan pīsh-i chashm-ash
“tahluka”-st⁄amr-i “lā tulqū” bigīrad ū bi
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dast⁄⁄w-ānki murdan pīsh-i ū shud fat-i
bāb⁄“sāriū” āyad mar ū rā dar khatāb
(Mathnawī, iii, ): “He whose eyes see
dying as ‘ruin’⁄Will seize hold of the command ‘do not be cast’⁄⁄And he who sees
dying as an opening door⁄‘Vie with one
another’ will be addressed to him.”
The mystical ethos infecting much of
Persian poetry for the last  years contrasts the restrictive and prescriptive outlook of the ascetic (zāhid; see ),
the preacher (wāi ), the jurisprudent
( faqīh; see    ), the
judge (qāī), the vice officer (mutasib) and
other figures of qurānic and Islamic authority, with the more expansive attitude of
the lover (āshiq; see ), the mystic
(ārif ), the rogue (rind) and so on. By and
large, it is the latter group whose interpretation and daily implementation of the
Qurān is recommended as closer to the
inner meaning (manā), in contradistinction
to the outward form (ūra). For this reason,
one must read the Qurān with spiritual
insight and open eyes (Mathnawī, vi, ).
Rūmī compares the meaning of the
Qurān to a human body — the soul of
both are hidden within and might not be
discovered by people who live in very close
proximity to it, even for a lifetime (Mathnawī, iii, -). Thus, literalists see only
words in the text of the Qurān, remaining
blind to the illumination of the scriptural
sun (Mathnawī, iii, -). āfi (Dīwān, i,
) rails against the hypocritical use of religion and the Qurān, urging us to drink
wine and act disreputably, but not to wield
the Qurān as a weapon, as others do in
their duplicity (dām-i tazwīr ma-kun chun
digarān Qurān rā). A work of expressly
ethico-didactic intent, Sa dī’s Gulistān, does
quote from the Qurān and adīth more
than forty times but also argues that “the
purpose of the revelation of the Qurān is
the acquisition of a good character, not the
recitation of the written characters”

(Gulistān, ; see ). Thus, canonical
works of classical Persian literature which
frequently cite and appeal to the authority
of the Qurān argue on the whole for an
interiorization of the Qurān in the life of
the believer as opposed to a rigid or institutional imposition of scriptural laws.
Franklin Lewis
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Pharaoh
Title of the ancient rulers of Egypt.
Pharaoh (Ar. firawn) means literally “(the)
Great House” in Egyptian and was perhaps pronounced something like pārĕ ō or
pār eō. It designated part of the palace
complex at Memphis and came, through
metonymy, by the mid-second millennium
..., to refer to the king of Egypt himself, just as “the Porte” came to refer to the
Ottoman sultan some three millennia later.
The Arabic rendering, firawn, corresponds
most closely to the Syriac ferōn and because current scholarship considers it
unlikely that pre-Islamic poetic references
to Pharaoh are authentic, the term seems
to have entered Arabic literary culture
through the Qurān. According to the traditional chronology of the qurānic revelations, the term appears as early as the first
Meccan period (see   
;  ).
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The term occurs in the Qurān seventyfour times; it never appears in Sūrat Yūsuf
( , “Joseph”), the Joseph (q.v.) narrative,
where “king” is used instead (see 
 ), but occurs repeatedly in the
many references to Moses (q.v.; and Aaron
[q.v.] and the Children of Israel [q.v.]) in
Egypt (q.v.). The story of Moses and
Pharaoh takes its place among the many
in the qurānic corpus that depict former
human civilizations refusing to believe
their divinely sent prophets or revelations,
as a result of which they were destroyed
(see  ; 
 ;  
). The lesson for Muammad’s
contemporaries is that they, like Pharaoh’s
people (āl firawn or qawm firawn) and the
people of Ād (q.v.) or Thamūd (q.v.), the
peoples of Noah (q.v.), Lot (q.v.), Midian
(q.v.) and others, will be destroyed by God
if they continue refusing to believe their
prophet (see   ; ;   ).
Pharaoh is an evil king but his people as a
whole are condemned in more than a
dozen verses. The “people of Pharaoh,” or
“house of Pharaoh” (āl firawn), did not
believe God’s signs ( :; :, ). They
imposed upon the Israelites (banū isrāīl) the
worst of punishments: destroying their
sons while allowing the women to live
( :; :). In  :, however, it is
Pharaoh himself who sets this policy in
response to the complaints of his notables
(al-malau min qawmi firawna). As a result,
the “people of Pharaoh” suffer the most
severe punishment of the fire (q.v.;
 :-). This eternal fate (see ;
  ) does not contradict their destruction by drowning (q.v.;
 :; :; :; :; :).
The ubiquitous qurānic paradigm of the
destroyed or “lost⁄past peoples” (al-umam
al-khāliya) who did not obey God (see
; ) did not hinder

developments in plot and detail in the various renderings of the theme within the
Qurān. In  :, Pharaoh declares at
the moment of his doom in the sea: “I
believe that there is no god aside from the
one in which the Children of Israel believe,
and I am a submitter (wa-anā mina
l-muslimīna).” Despite his submission, however, according to  :, Pharaoh will
lead his people to hellfire (see  
) on the day of resurrection (q.v.).
The example of Pharaoh’s profession of
belief was used in the kalām discussions of
whether the conversion of a sinner on the
point of death was possible (cf.  :; with
relation to the case of Pharaoh, see van
Ess,  , iv, ; see   
). Although most classical exegetes
judged his conversion to be too late, others,
such as Ibn al- Arabī (d. ⁄),
deemed Pharaoh to have been saved
through his final act of conversion (see
Gril, Personnage, , -, ). In the
Qurān, Pharaoh is cruel and arrogant,
transgressing limits ( :, ; see
;   ).
He considers Moses bewitched (masūr,
 :), or mad (majnūn,  :; see
; ). When his advisors set out
to prove Moses and his signs wrong, they
are quickly convinced of the reality and
unity of God, as a result of which Pharaoh
threatens to mutilate and crucify them
( :; :; :). Pharaoh accuses
Moses of being ungrateful for having
grown up in the royal court ( :-)
and threatens anyone who will choose a
god aside from himself ( :).
In  :, Pharaoh’s sins are enumerated
(see ,   ): he exalted
himself overly much, divided the people
into groups or castes, tried to weaken one
of these by killing their sons, and generally
caused corruption. Hāmān (q.v.; cf. biblical
book of Esther) is Pharaoh’s only named
advisor ( :, ) but Moses comes to
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Korah (q.v.; Qārūn; cf. Num :-) along
with Pharaoh and Hāmān with divine
signs and proofs ( :; :-).
Pharaoh commands Hāmān to build a
tower that will reach into heaven so that
Pharaoh can prove Moses’ claims about
God false ( :; :-). Pharaoh’s
claim to power is associated with the power
and sustenance of the Nile ( :). He
proclaims in  :, “I am your highest
lord” (anā rabbukum al-alā). His wife, however, unlike the wives of Noah and Lot,
demonstrates her righteousness by praying
that God deliver her from Pharaoh and his
sinful people and build her a house in “the
garden” (q.v.;  :-). As these examples
illustrate, there is a great deal of variety in
the qurānic accounts of Pharaoh; there is
need for much further research into the
qurānic intertextuality of the many renditions and references to the story of Moses
and Pharaoh in Egypt.
The exegetical literature expands these
brief qurānic references and mininarratives into long and wonderful tales in
which both known (scriptural) and other,
surprising (i.e. non-scriptural) characters
and personages and themes extend the
breadth and depth of the story. In later
Islamic literatures, especially Arabic literature, Pharaoh became a symbol of
arrogance and evil.

Freedman (ed.), The Anchor Bible dictionary,  vols.,
New York , v, -.

Reuven Firestone
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Philosophy and the Qurān
Introduction
Although not a philosophical document in
the strict sense, the Qurān has been at the
center of the most heated philosophical
and theological controversies in Islam.
Now, if by philosophy is meant wisdom
(sophia) or rather love of wisdom, as understood by Pythagoras, who coined the
term philo-sophos, the Qurān itself attests to
the merit of acquiring wisdom (q.v.; ikma)
as a gift from God. For as  : puts it:
“He [God] gives wisdom to whomever
he wills,” adding that indeed “whoever
receives wisdom has received an abundant good” (see -; ;
).
More specifically, ikma refers in a number of verses to the Qurān itself as a
divine revelation (see  
;    ) to
Muammad ( :; :; :) or to his
predecessors, such as Luqmān (q.v.;
 :), David (q.v.;  :) and Jesus
(q.v.;  :; :). In the latter two verses,
Jesus is said to have been taught by God
the Torah (q.v.) and the Gospel (q.v.) as
well as the ikma, which appears to refer to
the “sapiential” books of the Hebrew Bible
(i.e. “wisdom literature”), generally attributed to Solomon (q.v.). In one verse
( :), Jesus is simply reported to have
said: “I have come to you with the wisdom,” and to have brought “the clear
proofs” (see ).
The broader meaning of the term philosophy in ordinary usage may be said to
correspond to the activity of speculation,
reflection or rational discourse in general.
Thus, the Oxford dictionary defines “to philosophize” as “to speculate, theorize, moralize,” whereas Aristotle tended to describe
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wisdom (sophia) as the study of certain
principles and causes, and first philosophy
(i.e. metaphysics) as the study of first principles and causes (Metaphysics,  f.: bk.
A.b ln. f.).
In the Qurān, the terms reflecting (tafakkur), considering (na ar), pondering (itibār)
and reasoning (aql) are frequently used in
what can only be described as a teleological context, intended to illustrate God’s
creative power (see ), his sovereignty (q.v.; see also   )
and the rationality of his ways (see
), as we will see in the next section, which deals with philosophical methodology and the Qurān.
There is thus a prima facie case for the correlation of philosophy and the Qurān, as
this article proposes to show. As a matter of
history, however, there were from the earliest times vast differences of opinion among
Muslim exegetes (see   
:   ), jurists
and other scholars, on the justifiability of
applying rational discourse, the paramount
expression of philosophical methodology,
to the text of the Qurān, whether in the
form of exegesis (tafsīr) or interpretation
(tawīl). Al- abarī (d. ⁄), one of the
earliest and most learned commentators of
the Qurān, prefaces his commentary by
referring to those scholars who were reluctant to engage in exegesis “out of fear of
error (q.v.), inadequacy or liability to sin”
( abarī, Tafsīr, i, ). He then quotes a saying of Ibn Abbās (d. ⁄), cousin of
the Prophet, to the effect that “he who discusses the Qurān by recourse to opinion
(ray), let him occupy his place in hell.”
Without endorsing this opinion in full,
al- abarī (Tafsīr, i, ) comments that this
prohibition bears on “exegesis (tafsīr) by
recourse to reprehensible but not praiseworthy opinion.” He, then, invokes the
authority of Ibn Mas ūd (d. ⁄-) and
other scholars in support of the permis-

sibility of tafsīr and quotes  :, which
reads: “It is (i.e. the Qurān) a blessed book
that we have sent down to you, that they
may ponder its verses and that those possessed of understanding may remember”
(see ; ; 
 ). This is followed by
 :, which reads: “We have given
humankind every kind of parable (see
) in this Qurān that perchance
they might remember.” These verses,
al- abarī comments, show that “the
knowledge of tafsīr and the exposition of
its senses is obligatory.” For, “pondering,
taking stock, remembrance and piety
(q.v.),” he adds “are not possible without
the knowledge of the meanings of the
[qurānic] verses, grasping and understanding them.” He then speaks of the two
varieties of sound tafsīr: () that which rests
on the traditions of the Prophet, provided
they are well-accredited and sound (see
;    ); and ()
that which meets the rules of the soundest
demonstration (burhān) and is grounded in
the knowledge of the meaning of words
(see    ; 
), poems (see  
), proverbs and different dialects
(q.v.) of the Arabs (q.v.). To this doubly
logical and linguistic criterion should be
added, according to al- abarī, material
derived from the ancients (salaf ), including
the Companions of the Prophet (q.v.), their
immediate successors and other learned
scholars (see ).
On the second question of interpretation
(tawīl), al- abarī reviews the conflicting
interpretations of  :, which refers to
those parts of the Qurān which are precise in meaning (mukamāt) and those
which are ambiguous (q.v.; mutashābihāt),
then goes on to state: “As for those in
whose heart there is vacillation, they follow
the ambiguous in it, seeking sedition and
intending to interpret. No one, however,
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except God knows its interpretation. Those
well-grounded in knowledge say, we believe
in it; all is from our lord.” Whether the
phrase “those well-grounded in knowledge” should be conjoined to God raises a
serious grammatical question that was at
the center of the controversy which pitted
liberal and conservative scholars against
each other (see   ). According to al- abarī (Tafsīr, i, ),
Mālik b. Anas (d. ⁄) and Āisha,
wife of the Prophet (see   
;    ), chose
the reading which stops at God; whereas
Ibn Abbās and Mujāhid b. Jabr (d. ⁄
) allowed for the conjunction of God
and those well-grounded in knowledge.
Al- abarī himself appears to opt for the
first reading, reserving the knowledge of
the ambiguous parts of the Qurān to God.
As for the distinction between the mukamāt
and mutashābihāt parts, he holds the view
that al-mukam is that of which the learned
know the interpretation; whereas almutashābih is that of which no one but God
has any knowledge, which is essentially a
restatement of what  : explicitly states.
The only clarification he offers is that “ambiguous” references bear on such questions
as “the time of the (second) coming of
Jesus, son of Mary (q.v.), the coming of the
hour, the end of the world and such like”
( abarī, Tafsīr, i, ; see  ;
).

(q.v.; see also ;   ) and the nature of right and wrong
(see   ), is purely accidental;
the method(s) used by traditional philosophers to arrive at these conclusions is
entirely different. The crux of the methodological relation, on the other hand,
consists in the degree to which the Qurān
calls upon the believers to “consider, reflect
on, or ponder” the creation, as a means of
discovering the secrets of this creation,
leading up to the knowledge of God, his
omnipotence, his wisdom, and his sovereignty in the world. Thus,  : asks:
“Have they not considered the kingdom of
the heavens (see   ) and the
earth (q.v.) and all things that God has created?” In  : f., it is asked: “Will they
not consider the camels, how they were
created (see ); heaven how it was
raised up, the mountains, how they were
hoisted and the earth, how it was leveled?”
(see  ;  
;   ).
In these and similar verses, a teleological
message is more explicitly preached: by
reflecting on the creation of the heavens
and the earth, “people of understanding”
are said to perceive that the creation of
the heavens and the earth is not in vain
( :-). In  :, it is stated that:
“Indeed, in the creation of the heavens
and the earth, the alternation of night
and day (see   ); in the
ships that sail the seas with what profits
humankind; in the water (q.v.) which
God sends down from the sky to bring the
earth back to life (q.v.) after its death
[…] — surely in these are signs (q.v.) for
people of understanding” (see also 
 ).
In a number of verses, such as  : (cf.
 :), people of “understanding” or of
“perception” are urged to “ponder” or
take stock ( fa-tabirū) of the wonders of
creation and the calamities which befall

Philosophical methodology and the Qurān
The investigation of the relation of philosophy to the Qurān compels us to distinguish between two aspects of this
relation, the methodological and the substantive. As regards the latter, any correspondence of the qurānic teaching with
the classical philosophical tradition on
such questions as the origin of the world
(see ), the nature of God (see
   ), human destiny
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the unbelievers (see  ;
  ), by recourse to the God-given light of reason. In
token of this divine light, God is said in
 :- to have taught Adam (see 
 ), his deputy on earth (see ),
the names of which the angels themselves
were ignorant (see ).
The Qurān also speaks of people who
reason ( yaqulūn), and accordingly are
capable of obeying God or worshiping
him (see ; ). In fact,
the expressions “they reason” or “you reason” occur forty-six times in the Qurān. In
this context, it is assumed that, prior to
revelation, as a well-known tradition of the
Prophet (adīth) has it, humankind partook of a natural religion (dīn al-fi ra) into
which they were born and were subsequently made Jews, Christians or Muslims
by their own parents (see 
   ; ;
  ).
No wonder, then, that the Qurān has
defined the rules of debate between rival
groups in terms of rational argument or
good counsel (see   ). Thus, the Prophet is urged in
 : to “call to the way of your lord
(q.v.) with wisdom and mild exhortation
and argue with them in the best manner”
(see ; ). It is this
call, which, following the period of conquest, was historically at the basis of the
debates with Christians. The earliest such
instance is the debate between a Christian
and a “Saracen” on the question of free
will and predestination (see  
). This debate is attributed
to Theodore Abū Qurra (d. ⁄),
Bishop of arrān, or his teacher, St. John
of Damascus (d. ⁄), the last great
doctor of the Orthodox Church (cf. Sahas,
John of Damascus). Another instance is the
debate in which Abū Ya qūb b. Isāq
al-Kindī (d. ca. ⁄) has given a

“Refutation of the Christian Trinity,”
which has survived in the rebuttal of the
Jacobite Yayā b. Adī (d. ⁄). The
Mu tazilī (see  ) al-Jāi (d. ⁄
-), al-Kindī’s contemporary, has pursued the same theme in his own “Refutation of the Christians.” An anti-Islamic
polemical tract which pitted the Nestorian
(see   ) Abd
al-Masī al-Kindī against the well-known
Muslim scholar, Abdallāh al-Hāshimī,
had a broader impact, since it denigrated
the Islamic rites of pilgrimage (q.v.), the
qurānic account of the pleasures reserved
to the righteous in paradise (q.v.) and
the expeditions of the Prophet against
Quraysh (q.v.; cf. Muir, Apology; see   ; ; ).
Apart from his anti-Trinitarian polemic
(see ;   
), Abū Ya qūb b. Isāq al-Kindī
was the first Muslim philosopher to espouse the cause of the total compatibility
of philosophy and Islam. For him, philosophy is the highest human art, which
seeks “the knowledge of the first or true
one (al-aqq) who is the cause of every
truth (q.v.).” Now, in so far as the aim of
both philosophy and revelation, embodied
in the Qurān, is the pursuit of truth, it
follows, according to al-Kindī, that the
“seeker of truth” should be willing to look
for it from whatever source, even if that
source was “races (q.v.) distant from us and
nations different from us,” by whom he
undoubtedly meant the Greeks (Fakhry,
History, ; see   ). He concedes, however, that although
religious truths belong to an order of
“divine wisdom,” which is higher than
“human wisdom,” the truths preached by
the prophets (see   ) are not different from those taught
by the philosophers.
Contrary to the claims of his predecessors or contemporaries, such as Mālik b.
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Anas (d. ⁄) and Amad b. anbal
(d. ⁄), al-Kindī then goes on to
argue that the Qurān itself, which embodies that higher divine wisdom, is not averse
to the use of reasoning or argument which
is the core of the method used by the philosophers. To illustrate this point, he refers
to a passage in the Qurān which bears on
the mystery of resurrection (q.v.), questioned by the infidel (see )
who asks: “Who brings the flowers back to
life, once they are withered?” In response
the Qurān states: “He who originated
them the first time and has knowledge of
every creation” ( :) and goes on to
add: “It is he who produces fire from green
trees for you” and as such is able to bring
the contrary from its contrary, fire (q.v.)
from green trees, life from its opposite, and
is accordingly able to create or re-create as
he pleases. Thus, al-Kindī concludes, “the
truth to which Muammad, the truthful,
may God’s blessings be upon him, has
summoned, added to what he has received
from God almighty,” can be demonstrated
by recourse to rational arguments, which
only the fool can question. “People of
sound religion and intelligence” cannot,
therefore, doubt the need to resort to rational discourse or interpretation (tawīl) in
the attempt to understand the ambiguous
passages of the Qurān. He then illustrates
this point by referring to  :, which
reads: “And the stars and trees prostrate
themselves” to God, to show how everything, including the outermost sphere,
referred to in this verse as the stars, submits to God (Fakhry, History, ; see
  ).

   ). In concrete historical terms, the earliest controversies centered on such questions as grave sin (kabīra;
see ,   ), faith (q.v.;
īmān) and free will and predestination
(qadar). Although those controversies had
definite political undertones, the arguments that bolstered them were ultimately
grounded in the qurānic text (see 
  ). The first of these questions was raised by the Khārijīs (q.v.), who
split from the main body of the army of
Alī, the fourth caliph (d. ⁄; see 
.  ), charging him with committing a grave sin (kabīra), by exposing his
legitimate claims to the caliphate to question, upon consenting to the so-called arbitration (q.v.), following the battle of iffīn
(q.v.; ⁄). The Khārijīs’ charge against
Alī was later generalized to apply to any
Muslim who committed a grave sin, political or other: such an individual was considered to become thereby an apostate
deserving of death ( Alī himself was killed
by a Khārijī at the mosque of Kūfa in
⁄; see ). In the heat of
ensuing controversy, the Murjiīs trod a
moderate path, arguing that genuine faith
cannot be determined in this life but
should be deferred — hence their name of
Murjiīs or “Deferrers” — and accordingly
should be left to God (see ).
Almost simultaneously, the Qadarīs raised
the question of free will and predestination, designated by the ambiguous term of
qadar, meaning human or divine power
(see   ).
This last question had a profound political significance during the early Umayyad
period. The early Qadarīs, such as Ma bad
al-Juhanī (d. after ⁄) and Ghaylān
al-Dimashqī (d. ⁄), challenged the
Umayyad caliphs’ claims that their actions,
however vile or cruel, were part of the divine decree (qaā wa-qadar) and could not
for that reason be questioned. Although

The earliest theological controversies
Al-Kindī, who was known for his Mu tazilī
sympathies, lived at a time when theological controversies had defined to some
extent the course which philosophy and
theology (kalām) were to take (see -
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both Ma bad and Ghaylān were killed by
the order of the caliphs, Abd al-Malik
(r. -⁄-) and Hishām (r. -⁄
-), respectively, the former ruler,
assailed perhaps by understandable doubts,
is reported to have put the whole question
of qadar to the eminent religious scholar,
al-asan al-Barī (d. ⁄), whose response has survived in a famous “Treatise
on qadar” (cf. Fakhry, Fikr, i, -). In this
treatise, al-asan al-Barī draws extensively on the Qurān, which, according to
him, supports unquestionably the thesis of
free will, or human qadar, as a prerequisite
of religious obligation (taklīf ) — a thesis
which is also endorsed by reason or sound
commonsense. For “God almighty,” he
writes, “is too just and equitable (see   ) to cause the human
servant to be blind and then order him to
see, then tell him: ‘Or else, I would punish
you’; cause him to be deaf and then say to
him: ‘Hear or else I will torture you’ ” (see
  ;   ). For “this is too obvious,” al-Barī
adds, “to be misunderstood by any reasonable person” (Fakhry, Fikr, i, ). He then
proceeds to inveigh against the false interpretations, proposed by those who continue to question these propositions, by
whom he undoubtedly meant the “determinists” ( jabriyya), such as Jahm b. afwān
(d. ⁄), irār b. Amr (of the middle
second⁄eighth century) and others.
The significance of this treatise, despite
the doubts concerning its authenticity, is
that it is the earliest instance of recourse to
the Qurān in the attempt to resolve the
controversy over the question of qadar, destined to become one of the pivotal issues
in philosophical and theological circles.
Interestingly enough, al-asan al-Barī,
who quotes the Qurān extensively, does
not refer to the adīth in this treatise but
supplements the qurānic quotations by
commonsense or rational arguments.

Other scholars of the period, such as
Mālik b. Anas (d. ⁄), founder of one
of the four Sunnī creeds (madhhabs; see
;    ), tended to
reject absolutely the application of deduction or independent reasoning to qurānic
questions. Asked once what he thought of
the qurānic references to God’s sitting on
the throne (as in e.g.  :; :; :; see
  ; ),
Mālik is reported to have answered “The
sitting is well-known; its modality is unknown. Belief in it is a duty and questioning it is a heresy [or innovation] (bida).”
This rigid traditionalism and deference to
the authority of the revealed text was outstripped in the next century by Ibn anbal
(d. ⁄), founder of another one of the
four creeds, when in ⁄ the Abbāsid
caliph al-Ma mūn (r. -⁄-) proclaimed two doctrines to be official — i.e.
the preeminence of Alī (see  
 ; ) and the createdness of
the Qurān (q.v.; khalq al-Qurān) — a pronouncement that set the stage for the
notorious mina or inquisition (q.v.). When
the concurrence of all the religious judges
and scholars in the Mu tazilī thesis of the
creation of the Qurān was demanded, Ibn
anbal rejected this thesis with utter
single-mindedness. Jailed, scourged and
humiliated in a variety of ways, he refused
to change his stand that the Qurān was
the “eternal and uncreated speech (q.v.) of
God” (see also   ;
).
By Ibn anbal’s time, however, the impact of Greek philosophy was beginning
to be felt in theological and philosophical
circles. The translation of the first three
parts of Aristotle’s Organon, i.e. the Categories, the Interpretations and the Prior analytics, as early as the eighth century by
Abdallāh b. al-Muqaffa (d. ⁄) — or
his son Muammad, presumably from
Persian — had opened the door wide for

   
theological and philosophical discussions
in an unprecedented manner. (Some time
after, even the grammarians felt compelled to jump into the fray and question
the authority of Aristotelian logic as
superfluous.)
Greek philosophy and Aristotelian logic
had been at the center of theological
controversies among Syriac-speaking
Jacobites and Nestorians centuries before
at Antioch, Edessa, Qinnesrin and Nisibin,
and contacts between Muslim and Christian scholars had been common since at
least the time of the above-mentioned St.
John of Damascus. Not surprisingly, the
first theological movement in Islam was
spawned as early as the second⁄eighth
century by Wāil b. A ā (d. ⁄), disciple of the illustrious al-asan al-Barī.
This rationalist movement was fully
developed by the great theologians of the
third⁄ninth century, Abū l-Hudhayl (d. ca.
⁄), al-Naām (d. ca. ⁄),
al-Jubbā ī (d. ⁄) and others. Even
contemporary philosophers, like the aforementioned al-Kindī, were sympathetic to
the Mu tazilī cause. The teaching of that
school centered around the two principles
of divine unity and justice, which the
Mu tazilīs supported by recourse to reason,
which they, like the philosopher al-Kindī,
believed to be perfectly compatible with
the teaching of the Qurān. They also
believed, like the philosophers in general,
that right and wrong can be determined
by reason and are not, as their opponents
contended, matters of divine injunction
or prohibition (see ;
). Divine revelation, embodied
in the Qurān, simply confirms the validity
of such principles and this confirmation is
a divine grace or favor (lu f ) that God “dispenses to humankind, so that whoever perishes would perish after a clear proof [had
been given] and those who survive would
survive after a clear proof ” ( :).
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The Asharī onslaught on the philosophers
Some of the philosophers who succeeded
al-Kindī did not evince the same deference
to the revealed text. Thus, Abū Bakr alRāzī (d. ca. ⁄) rejected the whole
fabric of revelation as superfluous and held
that the God-given light of reason was sufficient for solving human philosophical,
moral and practical problems (see 
  ). The source of all wisdom was, for him, Greek philosophy, as
expounded particularly by Plato, “the master and leader” of all the philosophers.
Al-Rāzī substituted, on essentially philosophical (Platonic) grounds, five co-eternal
principles, i.e. the creator (bāri), the soul,
space, matter and time, for the unique God
of the Qurān.
By the fourth⁄tenth century, the philosophical scene was dominated by the
names of the great system-builders and
Neoplatonists, al-Fārābī (d. ⁄) and
Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna) (d. ⁄), who
constructed an elaborate metaphysical and
cosmological scheme, which they presented
as an alternative to the Islamic system of
beliefs. This Neoplatonic scheme had a
remote resemblance to the qurānic worldview and was received from the start with
suspicion by the traditional scholars and
the masses at large.
The arch-enemies of the Neoplatonists
during this period were the Ash arī theologians, whose leader, Abū l-asan alAsh arī (d. ⁄) had been, up to the
age of forty, a Mu tazilī theologian of profound erudition. His disenchantment with
the Mu tazila, we are told, was inspired by
a call of the Prophet to tend to the (Muslim) community (ira ummatī). Without
abandoning the Mu tazilī methodology of
rational discourse, al-Ash arī was thoroughly committed to anbalī traditionalism. The leading Ash arī theologians of
the fifth⁄eleventh and sixth⁄twelfth centuries, such as al-Bāqillānī (d. ⁄),
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al-Baghdādī (d. ⁄), al-Juwaynī
(d. ⁄) and al-Ghazālī (d. ⁄
) pursued al-Ash arī’s line of antiMu tazilism and Neoplatonism in an
unabated manner.
Al-Ghazālī and al-Juwaynī, his master,
were the most notable standard-bearers of
the Ash arī onslaught on the Muslim philosophers, represented by al-Fārābī and
Ibn Sīnā, with Aristotle as their master.
Al-Ghazālī accuses those philosophers of
irreligion (kufr) on three scores: the eternity
(q.v.) of the world, God’s knowledge of
particulars and bodily resurrection. Thus,
when they profess to prove the existence of
God as creator of the world, the philosophers, according to him, are guilty of dissimulation (talbīs) since an eternal universe
does not require a creator. They also
impugn the perfection of God when they
limit his knowledge to that of universals
and are finally unable to demonstrate the
resurrection of the body. On all those
scores, none of the arguments of the philosophers are convincing or conclusive and
the only recourse left to the conscientious
searcher, according to al-Ghazālī, is the
Qurān, whose authority on all these questions is indisputable. For the Qurān stipulates in unmistakable terms that God is the
sovereign and all-knowing creator of the
world in time (q.v.) and ex nihilo, who is
able to do whatever he pleases. He is, in
addition, the sole agent, who operates
directly and miraculously in the world
without reference to secondary or natural
causes (Ghazālī, Tahāfut, question ).

“Decisive treatise,” Ibn Rushd begins by
defining philosophy as the art of “investigating entities and considering them in so
far as they manifest the maker; I mean in
so far as they are made.” From this premise, he draws the inference that “existing
entities actually manifest the maker… and
the more complete their status as made
(manūa) is known, the knowledge of their
maker is more complete” (Ibn Rushd, Fal,
). After reviewing a series of qurānic
verses, which call on humankind to “consider” or “reflect on” creation, he concludes that scripture (al-shar), by which he
clearly means the Qurān, has not only
exhorted humankind to investigate “existing entities” but has actually regarded such
investigation as obligatory.
As a good jurist, to whom we owe a
major juridical treatise, Bidāyat al-mujtahid,
the “Primer of the accomplished scholar,”
Ibn Rushd proceeds next to draw a close
analogy between juridical and rational
deduction (qiyās) and to defend the use of
the latter as perfectly legitimate. In fact,
rational deduction is more appropriate
than juridical. For, as he asks, who indeed
is more worthy of our esteem than he who
investigates the very nature of existing
entities insofar as they manifest their
maker — by whom he obviously meant
the philosopher.
Now, whoever wishes to know God, as
the maker of existing entities, must begin
by mastering the rules of deduction and
distinguishing between the three modes of
deduction, the demonstrative used by the
philosophers, the dialectical used by the
theologians (al-mutakallimūn) and the rhetorical used by the masses at large. These
rules, as everybody knows, are embodied in
Aristotle’s logical treatises, especially the
Posterior analytics, known in Arabic sources
as Kitāb al-Burhān, the “Book of Demonstration.” Ibn Rushd is emphatic that, of
these modes, the demonstrative is the

Ibn Rushd’s anti-Asharī polemic and the defense
of Aristotle
The philosopher who pursued those questions relentlessly and confronted alGhazālī’s onslaught head-on was the great
Aristotelian philosopher and Mālikī judge,
Ibn Rushd (Averroes; d. ⁄) of
Cordoba, Spain. In his Fal al-maqāl,
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highest. Fully conscious of the aversion to
the study of logic and the other so-called
“foreign sciences” in theological and popular circles, Ibn Rushd proceeds to defend
such a study on the ground that the conscientious searcher cannot dispense with
the assistance of his predecessors, “regardless of whether they share in our religion
or not” (Ibn Rushd, Fal, ). Moreover,
logic, being simply a tool or “instrument of
thought,” has no specific religious character or national affiliation. Accordingly, it
is our duty, he states, to look into the books
of the ancients (by whom he meant the
Greeks; see ;  
  ), and to examine what
they have said about existing entities, and
then determine the extent to which it conforms with the “principles of demonstration.” “If we find,” he writes, “that some of
it is accordant with the truth, we should
receive it gladly from them and thank
them. If, on the contrary, it is not accordant with truth, we should draw attention
to it, warn against it and excuse them”
(ibid., ). In stressing the “formal” character of deduction or logical discourse, Ibn
Rushd cites the example of the lawful
slaughter (q.v.) of animals, which is entirely
independent of the instrument (āla) used
(see also   ;   ; ).
It is to be noted that, in drawing a parallel between juridical and rational deduction, Ibn Rushd exploits skillfully the
ambiguity of the term qiyās, which derives
from a root meaning “to measure” and
does not occur in the Qurān at all (see
). Juridical qiyās had been
used from earlier times as a means of
enunciating legal decisions on matters on
which the Qurān was silent, by recourse to
the method of analogy, accurately denoting resemblance (shabah) rather than deduction. What justified analogy in legal
decisions was actually the reason (illa)

which the parallel cases had in common.
Thus, jurists, on the whole, were not willing to proceed beyond particular cases.
Their procedure was, in other words,
purely inductive; whereas rational qiyās was
deductive and conformed to the syllogistic
rules Aristotle and the Greek logicians had
laid down. Al-Kindī, the first genuine
Islamic philosopher, had used a more
accurate term to translate the Greek syllogismos, i.e. al-jāmia, which, over time, fell
out of use and was replaced by the ambiguous term qiyās.
Deduction or qiyās was thus recommended by the philosophers who, like the
Mu tazilīs, were willing to apply the
rational canons of proof to the qurānic
text. Faced with the anthropomorphisms
and incongruities of that text, the two
groups felt compelled to resort to another
rational device, interpretation (tawīl),
which, as we have seen, the Qurān had
allowed where “ambiguous” verses were
concerned.
Of the philosophers, no one exploited the
method of interpretation in his theological
treatises as thoroughly as Ibn Rushd. After
explaining that by interpretation is meant
eliciting the real meaning underlying the
figurative connotation of scriptural terms,
Ibn Rushd proceeds to argue that this
method is explicitly recommended in that
famous passage ( :) which speaks of the
Qurān as a revelation from God, “with
verses which are precise in meaning
(mukamāt) and which are the mother of
the book (q.v.) and others which are ambiguous (mutashābihāt).” The latter are then
said to be the object of interpretation by
“those in whose heart there is vacillation”
and are in quest of sedition. Contrary to
al- abarī’s already-mentioned reading,
however, Ibn Rushd proposes the conjunction of both “God and those wellgrounded in knowledge,” referred to in
the last part of the verse, as equally com-
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petent to undertake the interpretation of
the ambiguous parts.
By those well-grounded in knowledge,
Ibn Rushd is categorical: only the philosophers, or “people of demonstration” as he
calls them, are meant. That definitely
excludes the two lower classes: that of the
theologians, the “dialectical,” and the
masses at large, the “rhetorical” class.
In his other theological treatise, al-Kashf
an manāhij al-adilla, the “Exposition of the
methods of proof,” written in ⁄ as
a sequel to the Fal, Ibn Rushd lays down
the rules or “canon of interpretation,” as
he calls it, in a systematic way. The texts of
scripture (shar), he explains, fall into two
major categories: () Those which are perfectly explicit and do not need any interpretation, corresponding to that part the
Qurān has called “precise in meaning”
(mukamāt); and () Those in which the intent of the scripture is one of allegory or
representation and which fall into four
parts: (a) in which the allegory or representation (mithāl) is too abstruse to be
understood by any except the especially
gifted; (b) which is the opposite of the former and in which the allegory or representation is readily understood; (c) which is
readily recognized to be an allegory, but
the significance of that allegory is known
with difficulty; and (d) which is the opposite of the former, or that in which the
significance of the allegory is readily recognized. The sense in which it is an allegory is, however, only known with difficulty
(see ).
The first part (a), Ibn Rushd goes on to
explain, should be accepted at face value
by the theologians and the masses at large.
The second part (b) may be interpreted
but its interpretation should not be divulged to the public (see ; 
  ). The third part (c) may
be divulged as a means of explaining the
allegorical intent of scripture and the rea-

   
son why it is expressed in the form of an
allegory. The fourth part (d) may not be
interpreted for fear that such interpretation may lead to “wild opinions,” such as
those in which the ūfīs and their ilk are
liable to indulge (see   
).
Logic as an instrument of thought
In matters of both interpretation and
deduction, it is clear that logic plays a preponderant role. āhirī scholars, however,
such as Ibn azm (d. ⁄), Ibn
Qudāma (d. ⁄) and Ibn Taymiyya
(d. ⁄) were averse to the use of
logic or deduction in any form or guise.
Some commentators of the Qurān, such
as al-Zamakhsharī (d. ⁄), tended to
accord grammar a more preponderant role
than logic in their qurānic exegesis. The
Ash arīs, despite their anti-Mu tazilī and
anti-philosophical sympathies, did not
exclude the use of deduction or logical
methods of proof in theological disputations altogether. This is illustrated by alAsh arī’s own treatise, Istisān al-khaw fī
ilm al-kalām, “Vindication of the use of
theological discourse” and al-Ghazālī’s
own attitude to logic in his anti-philosophical works. Here, as is explicitly stated in
Tahāfut al-falāsifa, the “Incoherence of the
philosophers,” a clear-cut distinction is
made between logic as an “instrument of
thought” and the philosophical sciences,
such as physics and metaphysics (see
   ). The former is
perfectly innocuous from a religious viewpoint; whereas the latter contains the bulk
of the philosophers’ pernicious propositions which are “in conflict with the fundamentals of religion (i.e. Islam).”
In fact, apart from this friendly concession, al-Ghazālī bequeathed to posterity
a very lucid and systematic treatise on
Aristotelian logic entitled the Miyār al-ilm,
“Criterion of knowledge.” Even more to
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the point, he developed in another treatise,
al-Qus ās al-mustaqīm, the “Straight balance,” a variety of logic which may be
termed qurānic, which, according to him,
was proposed by God, taught by Gabriel
(q.v.) and used by both Abraham (q.v.) and
Muammad (Ghazālī, Qus ās, ).
This qurānic logic rests on three principles, according to al-Ghazālī: () the
principle of parallelism; () that of concomitance; and () that of disjunction. He
illustrates the first principle by referring to
Abraham’s challenge in the Qurān to
Nimrod (q.v.), who arrogated to himself
the title of divinity in these words
( :): “God brings the sun (q.v.) from
the east, so bring it up from the west!”
Being unable to meet this challenge, Nimrod’s arrogation of divinity is logically
confuted.
The second principle of concomitance is
illustrated by reference to the qurānic dictum, “Were there in them both [i.e. the
heaven and earth] other gods than God,
they would surely have been ruined”
( :). Since they have not been ruined,
we are justified in concluding that there is
no god but God. The logical form of this
argument, according to al-Ghazālī, is that
of the conditional syllogism: If A then B;
but not-B, therefore not-A. An instance of
the third principle of disjunction is the
question asked in the Qurān: “Say, who
provides for you (see ) from the
heaven and the earth?” followed by the
answer: “Say, God and you or we are
either rightly guided or in manifest error”
( :). From this, we are justified in
inferring that God is the provider and we,
as well as the infidels who question this
proposition, are in manifest error.
It is not without interest to note that, in
developing this system of qurānic logic,
al-Ghazālī actually refers to his two other
treatises of conventional logic, Miyār al-

ilm, the “Criterion of knowledge” and the
shorter Miakk al-na ar, the “Touchstone of
speculation,” in which, he says, he had refuted the ten deceptions of Satan (see
), which he does not list (Qus ās,  f.).
The chief advantage of the principles he
has given in al-Qus ās consist, according to
him, in the fact that they are bound to confirm our faith in Muammad as the infallible teacher (see ), as
against the Shī ī imām (q.v.), who is in temporary occultation, as al-Ghazālī has also
asserted in his autobiography, al-Munqidh,
the “Deliverance from error.” Moreover,
the logic of the Qus ās, he goes on to argue,
will be found to be suitable “for measuring
(or testing) the arithmetical, poetical, physical, juridical and theological sciences, as
well as any real science, which is not purely
conventional” (ibid., ).
Notwithstanding this wild claim, it is
clear, we believe, that a careful analysis of
this alleged qurānic logic would reveal that
it differs little formally from the traditional,
Aristotelian scheme al-Ghazālī himself had
expounded in the “Criterion of knowledge” and elsewhere. The only difference
between the two systems consists simply in
the type of qurānic instances he cites to
illustrate his specific logical points. The
syllogistic rules in both cases are really
the same.
God, his existence and his attributes
The most overwhelming impression the
Qurān leaves on its reader is God’s utter
uniqueness, his omniscience and his sovereignty or lordship. In the prefatory or
opening sūra (Sūrat al-Fātia; see ),
God is described as the “Lord of the
worlds… master of the day of judgment”
( :, ) and in the near-final Sūrat alIkhlā ( ), God is said to be “the only
one, the everlasting, who did not beget
and is not begotten. None is his equal”
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( :-). This last point is stated more
dramatically in these words: “Nothing is
like unto him” ( :).
As regards God’s existence, the Qurān
provides its readers with ample evidence
which later theologians and philosophers
were able to exploit to the full in formulating systematic proofs of his existence. In
the process, they were divided into three
groups: () Those who favored the argument from temporal creation (udūth) or
the argument a novitate mundi; () those who
favored the argument from contingency
( jawāz) or possibility (imkān); and () those
who favored the teleological proof, or the
argument from providence, as Ibn Rushd
was later to call it.
The Ash arīs and the Mu tazilīs, who believed the world to consist of compounds
of atoms and accidents, which do not
endure for two instants of time, argued
that the world was created by an act of
divine fiat (amr), which the Qurān has
expressed in these words: “Be and it [the
world] comes to be” ( :, etc.). AlKindī, who was the first philosopher to
formulate the first argument, held that
both the world and its temporal duration
are finite, and accordingly must have a
beginning (mudath). As such, the world,
being mudath, must have an originator,
mudith, who created it in time.
The argument from contingency was
developed by Ibn Sīnā, who argues in his
al-Shifā, the “Book of healing” (and that of
al-Najāt, “Salvation”), that the series of
existing entities, being contingent or possible, terminates in a being who is noncontingent or necessary, whom he calls for
that reason the necessary being; otherwise
that series would go on ad infinitum, which
is absurd (Najāt,  f.). The Ash arī alJuwaynī opted for this argument in his lost
Ni āmiyya treatise, as we are told by Ibn
Rushd.

Ibn Rushd favored the teleological argument, which is supported by the most
overwhelming evidence and is truly characteristically qurānic. This argument,
which is the most accordant with the precious book, as Ibn Rushd has put it, rests
on the premise that everything in the world
is necessarily ordered in accordance with
the dictates of divine wisdom, so as to
serve the existence of humankind and their
well-being on earth. Thus, he invokes
verses  :-, which ask: “Have we not
made the earth as a wide expanse, and the
mountains as pegs and [have we not] created you in pairs?… Have we not built
above you seven mighty heavens; and created a shining lamp (q.v.); brought down
from the rain-clouds abundant water?”
Similarly, he invokes  :, which reads:
“Blessed is he who placed in the heavens
constellations (see   )
and placed therein a lamp and an illuminating moon (q.v.).” He finally cites verses
 :-, which read: “Let humankind
consider its nourishment. We have poured
the water abundantly; then we split the
earth wide open; then caused the grain to
grow therein, together with vines and
green vegetation… for your enjoyment and
that of your cattle” (cf. Ibn Rushd, Kashf,
,  f.; see ;  
).
All these and similar verses prove, according to Ibn Rushd, the existence of a wise
creator, who has determined willfully that
the world and everything in it was intended
to be subservient to the existence and wellbeing of humankind.
A closely related argument that is embodied in the Qurān, according to Ibn
Rushd, is that of invention (ikhtirā). This
argument is supported by a series of verses,
such as  : which reads: “Surely, those
upon whom you call, beside God, will
never create a fly, even if they band
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together” (see   ;
  ), or  :, which
reads: “Have they not considered the
kingdom of the heavens and the earth and
all the things God has created?” Having
been invented or created, Ibn Rushd concludes, the world must have an inventor or
creator, who brought it into being, in the
first instance.
For these and other reasons, Ibn Rushd
was critical of the first two traditional
arguments. To begin with, the argument
from the temporal creation of the world as
formulated by the Ash arī in particular and
the mutakallimūn in general, rests on the two
premises of temporality (udūth) and the
atomic composition of existing entities.
Now, neither of these premises is demonstrable in a conclusive way and each is too
abstruse to be readily understood by the
learned, let alone the masses at large. As a
good Aristotelian, Ibn Rushd was opposed
to the thesis of atomic composition of substance as well as the creation of the world
in time, expressed in the Arabic sources
as temporality (udūth), the antithesis of
eternity.
Secondly, the argument from contingency
or possibility runs counter to the incontrovertible maxim that everything in the
world is causally determined by its wise
creator, or maker, who did not abandon it
to the vagaries of chance (ittifāq; Ibn
Rushd, Kashf,  f.). Here and elsewhere,
Ibn Rushd inveighs on two fundamental
grounds against al-Ghazālī and the
Ash arīs in general for repudiating the concept of causality: That whoever repudiates
the necessary causal correlation between
existing entities (a) repudiates divine wisdom, and (b) repudiates the very concept
of reason, which is nothing but the faculty
of apprehending causes (Ibn Rushd,
Tahāfut, ).
As for the attributes of God, the Muslim
philosophers and theologians alike were

inspired by the qurānic verse which states:
“Were there other deities than God, they
[i.e. the heavens and the earth] would have
indeed been ruined” ( :); as well as
 :, which reads, “God did not take
to himself a child and there was never
another god with him; or else each god
would have carried off what he created,
and some of them would have risen
against the others.”
The anti-Trinitarian implications of the
first part of the second verse are not difficult to see. Accordingly, as mentioned
above, many of the debates with, or polemical writing against, the Christians,
turned on the question of the Trinity. The
Neoplatonists among the philosophers,
such as al-Fārābī and Ibn Sīnā, inspired by
the teaching of Plotinus (d.  ..), built
their cosmology and metaphysics around
the pivotal concept of “the one” or “the
first” [being]. Thus, al-Fārābī, the founder
of Muslim Neoplatonism, opens his opus
magnum, al-Madīna al-fāila, the “Virtuous
city,” with a discourse on the first (being),
who is the first cause of all existing entities,
is free from all imperfections and is entirely
distant from everything else. In addition,
he has no equal or partner (sharīk), has no
opposite and is therefore utterly unique.
His uniqueness, al-Fārābī goes on to argue,
follows from the fact that “his existence,
whereby he is distinct from all other existing entities, is nothing other than that
whereby he exists in himself ” (Fārābī,
Madīna, ). In short, God’s uniqueness is
synonymous with his existence, which is
identical with his essence.
Another sense of unity, as applied to the
first being, is then given as indivisibility,
from which al-Fārābī infers that he is indefinable since the parts of the definiendum
are reducible to the causes of its existence
or its components, which in the case of the
first being is impossible.
Other Neoplatonists, including Ibn Sīnā,
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followed al-Fārābī’s example in asserting
the unity, indivisibility and indefinability of
the first being, whom Ibn Sīnā calls the
necessary being. Ibn Sīnā, however, denied
that the necessary being has an essence,
exposing himself to the vehement strictures of Ibn Rushd, Aquinas and others,
who regarded the identity of existence and
essence in God as incontrovertible. That
identity was in a sense the hallmark of
God’s uniqueness.
The other attributes, known collectively
as the seven attributes of perfection, consisted of knowledge, life, power, will,
speech, hearing and sight. Those attributes
were regarded by the philosophers and the
Mu tazilīs, despite allegations by their
opponents to the contrary, as identical
with the divine essence (dhāt), whereas the
Ash arīs regarded them as distinct from
that essence. The most heated controversy
raged around the two active attributes of
speech and will. With respect to the first
attribute, the controversy centered on the
question of how God’s eternal speech can
be embodied in a temporal document, i.e.
the Qurān. With respect to the second
attribute, the question was asked: How can
God will the creation of the universe in
time, without a change in his essence?
In response to the first question, the
Mu tazilīs simply asserted that the Qurān,
as God’s speech, was created in time — rejecting the rival anbalī thesis of its eternity — on the ground that this would
entail a multiplicity of eternal entities.
For them, the only eternal entity is God,
who is entirely one and whose attributes
are identical with his essence. For that
reason, the Mu tazilīs labeled themselves
as the “people of divine unity and justice.”
The anbalīs and the Ash arīs, relying
on the qurānic references to the Qurān
as the “preserved tablet” (q.v.;  :) and
the “mother of the book” ( :; :;
:) insisted that, as Amad b. anbal put

it: “The Qurān is God’s eternal (qadīm)
and uncreated speech,” a position to which
he stuck adamantly, despite the persecution
and vilification to which he was exposed,
in the wake of the afore-mentioned inquisition (mina) imposed by the caliph
al-Mamūn.
Faced with the problems which the creation of the world in time raised, the
anbalīs took an entirely agnostic line,
whereas the Ash arīs took the more sophisticated line of proposing that God created
the world in time by an act of eternal will.
That thesis was rejected by the philosophers on the ground that, as Ibn Rushd
was to argue in his rebuttal of al-Ghazālī,
God’s eternal will entails logically an eternal creation, which the Ash arīs rejected.
For the world to come into being in time,
subsequent to God’s willing it from all
time, entails the absurdity that an infinite
lapse of time intervened between his willing and his action due to some outward
impediment or some deficiency on his part.
It follows, as Ibn Rushd argues, that the
world, as the product of God’s willing and
doing, must be supposed to have existed
from all time, or as the Latin scholastics
were later to put it, to be the product of
God’s creatio ab aeterno, or eternal creation.
For, of the two modes of creation or origination of the world, the “continuous” and
the “discontinuous” (dāim and munqa i), as
Ibn Rushd calls them, the former — continuous — creation (idāth dāim) is more
appropriately predicated of God, whose
creative designs can never be thwarted by
any impediment or deficiency (Ibn Rushd,
Tahāfut, ).
Notwithstanding, Ibn Rushd was never
fully reconciled to the concept of eternal
will, as predicated of God. He accuses
al-Ghazālī of conceiving of divine will as
analogous to human will and asserts that
the modality of God’s will, like the modality
of his knowledge, is unknowable (ibid., ).
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The other attributes of life, power and
knowledge, asserted so dramatically in the
Qurān, did not, on the whole, raise serious
problems. Hearing and sight were likewise
asserted on the authority of the Qurān
which speaks of God as all-seeing (baīr)
and all-hearing (samī). For the philosophers, such as al-Kindī and Ibn Rushd,
those two attributes are predicable of God
on the ground that his knowledge encompasses all objects of cognition, whether
intelligible or perceptible.

be), the antonym of laysa — and the
parallel term muhawwi — from the Arabic
pronoun huwa, “he,” or its Syriac
equivalent — to express God’s role as the
creator of the world out of nothing.
The Neoplatonists, as we have seen, substituted for the concept of creation that of
emanation (udūr, fay), derived ultimately
from Plotinus, founder of Greek Neoplatonism, and his successor, Proclus. The
universe, according to the emanationist
view, is not the product of God’s creative
power or will, in the strict sense, but an
eternal and necessary emanation or
procession from God’s very substance.
According to this emanationist view, God
(the one or first, i.e. being) generates, by an
eternal act of overflowing, the first intellect
(nous), followed by a series of intellects,
culminating in the tenth or active intellect,
followed by the soul (psyche) and finally
matter. The lower world consists of an
infinite variety of compounds of form and
matter, whose simplest ingredients are the
four elements of Aristotelian physics, fire,
air (see   ), water and earth.
The philosophers questioned whether the
Qurān explicitly supports the mutakallimūn’s concept of creation (khalq), ex nihilo
and in time. Ibn Rushd, who rejected the
Avicennian thesis of emanation while retaining the concept of eternal creation
(idāth dāim), as we have seen, argues that a
number of verses in the Qurān, such as
 :, imply, on the surface, the eternity of
the universe. That verse reads: “It is he
who created the heavens and the earth in
six days, and his throne was upon the
water,” which implies the eternity of water,
the throne and the time that measures
their duration. Similarly, verse  :,
which states that “he arose to heaven while
it was smoke,” implies that the heaven was
created out of a pre-existing matter, which
is smoke, rather than out of nothing as the
mutakallimūn claim (Ibn Rushd, Fal,  f.).

The creation of the world
The Qurān speaks of God’s creative
power in the most dramatic terms. He created the world in six days and then sat
upon the throne ( :; :; :: :);
he creates by a sheer act of divine fiat, for
if he wills anything, he bids it to be and it
comes to be ( :; :; :; :).
He has created “everything in truth”
( :; :), for “we have not created
the heavens and the earth and what lies
between them as sport,” as  : puts it.
What the purpose of creation is, is left undefined but in  :, it is stated, “I have
not created the jinn (q.v.) and humankind
except to worship me.” The mutakallimūn,
almost without exception, interpreted the
Qurān to mean that God created the
world ex nihilo and in time. A variety of
terms are used in the Qurān to highlight
God’s creative might, such as creator
(khāliq), cleaver ( fā ir), originator (badī,
mubdi), fashioner (bāri) and so on.
Although the philosophers did not question the fact of creation or bringing the
world into being, they tended to steer clear
of the term khāliq (creator) and khalq (creation) and to substitute for the first such
terms as bāri (al-Rāzī), āni (Ibn Rushd),
mudith (al-Kindī) and for the second ibdā
(Ibn Sīnā), idāth or ījād (Ibn Rushd), and so
on. Al-Kindī went so far as to coin the two
terms muayyis — “maker,” from aysa (to
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What rendered the concept of eternity
entirely nefarious from the Ash arī point of
view in particular and that of the mutakallimūn in general was the contention that it
appeared to entail a limitation of God’s
power to act freely, to create or not create
the world at any time of his own choosing.
The philosophers, including Ibn Rushd, as
we have seen, rejected this contention on
the ground that eternal creation was more
in keeping with God’s perfection. It ensured that creating the world involved no
change in his essence and that his power,
being infinite, could not be barred by some
impediment or deficiency from bringing
the world into being from all time.
Contrary to the philosophers, God’s
creation of the world, like his other actions or decisions, was represented by the
mutakallimūn as miraculous, or independent
of any conditions other than the divine
will, spoken of in the Qurān as the divine
command (amr). For this reason, they were
led to reject the Aristotelian concept of
necessary causation, insofar as it entailed
that other causes or agents, whether voluntary or involuntary, operated in the
world beside God. For al-Ghazālī (Tahāfut,
), who held that God is the sole agent,
that claim runs counter to the consensus
of the Muslim community that God is able
to do whatever he pleases in a miraculous
way.
On the question of the end of the world,
the philosophers tended to assert the posteternity (abadiyya) of the world, as a counterpart to its pre-eternity (azaliyya, qidam).
They were charged on this account by alGhazālī with heresy (q.v.) or innovation
(q.v.; tabdī ), rather than the more serious
charge of irreligion (takfīr; see  
). For the philosophers, whether
Neoplatonists, like Ibn Sīnā, or Aristotelians, like Ibn Rushd, the post-eternity of
the world was a consequence either of the
eternity of prime matter and time (as

Aristotle held) or the eternal procession of
the universe from the one (as Plotinus
held). The two major exceptions were alKindī, who adhered, as we have seen, to
the qurānic view of creation in time and
ex nihilo (udūth) and al-Rāzī, who maintained a central metaphysical conception
of five coeternal principles (see above: matter, space, time, the soul and the creator; cf.
Fakhry, History, ). Al-Rāzī adhered to a
picturesque view of the creation of the
world by the creator (al-bāri) out of the
three co-eternal principles of space, time
and matter to serve as the stage upon
which the soul’s infatuation with a sister
co-eternal principle, matter, could be
requited. Once the union of these two
sister-principles is achieved, the soul is led
eventually to rediscover its original essence
as a denizen of the intelligible world,
through the therapeutic function of philosophy; the material world will then,
according to al-Rāzī, cease to exist and
the soul will in Platonic fashion regain its
original abode in the higher world (Fakhry,
History, ).
The mutakallimūn without exception rejected the thesis of post-eternity as inimical
to God’s unlimited creative power. Their
position was in line with those qurānic
verses, such as  :-, which explicitly
indicate that nothing remains forever: once
the world is destroyed or ceases to exist, all
perishes except the “face of your lord” (see
  ).
Ethics and eschatology
The Mu tazilīs were the first genuine moral
theologians of Islam. Their ethical speculation bore, from the start, on such fundamental issues as the justice of God, the
nature of right and wrong, the capacity
(isti āa) or power of the agent to act freely
and the genuine meaning of responsibility
(q.v.) or accountability, as a logical corollary of free will.
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The precursors of the Mu tazilīs in the
first⁄seventh century, known as the Qadarīs, were the first to challenge the traditionalist view that all human actions are
predetermined by God, for which the human agent cannot be held responsible. The
early Umayyad caliphs, as we have seen,
welcomed the determinists’ view as a
means of justifying their repressive policies, contending that, however cruel or
heinous, their crimes or transgressions
were part of the divine decree (qadā),
which cannot be questioned.
For the Mu tazilīs, who rationalized what
was in part a natural response to the political excesses of the Umayyads, God, who is
just and wise, cannot perpetrate or sanction actions which are morally wrong. To
substantiate this claim, they undertook to
demonstrate that God was truly just, that
human actions are known to be right or
wrong in themselves, and that the human
agent is both free and responsible for his
deeds and misdeeds.
Despite their rationalist stand on these
issues, the Mu tazilīs sought a basis for
these propositions in the Qurān. Apart
from this, a careful perusal of the qurānic
verses which bear on all three questions
would reveal that the textual evidence is
equally weighted in favor of both indeterminism and determinism and allows for
divergent interpretations, as in fact the history of Islamic theology (kalām) shows.
Although justice is not predicated in positive terms of God, there are numerous
verses in the Qurān, which assert that:
“God [or your lord] is not unjust to the
[human] servants” (cf.  :; :). In
 :, :, etc., God is said “not to
guide the unjust people [aright],” and in
 :, God is said to “enjoin justice,
charity and giving to kinsmen (see ),” reinforced by the statement that
“he forbids indecency (see ;

  ), wrongdoing and oppression (q.v.).”
Overwhelmed by the parallel spectacle
of God’s absolute power and majesty, as
depicted in the Qurān, the determinists
( jabriyya) and traditionalists could not reconcile themselves to the notion of God
submitting, like human agents, to a higher
canon of right and wrong. In fact, they
adhered to the maxim that right is precisely what God commands, evil what he
has prohibited, and accordingly his actions
cannot be described as either just or unjust. As al-Ghazālī has put it, to predicate
justice or injustice of God is as frivolous as
predicating playing or frolicking of the
wall or the wind.
The Mu tazilīs insisted from the start,
however, that responsibility entailed the
ability of the agent to discriminate between good and evil, right and wrong. In
addition to such discrimination, the agent
should be able to choose freely; otherwise
no merit would attach to his actions, which
would be no different from mechanical or
involuntary reactions, such as convulsions,
trembling or the like.
The two qurānic terms on which the
Mu tazilīs seized to describe the intrinsic
property of goodness or badness predicated of human actions were al-marūf,
“approved,” and al-munkar, “disapproved.”
Demanding or commanding the “approved” and prohibiting the “disapproved”
were then posited as one of their five fundamental principles (see  
,   ).
If we turn to the qurānic text, we will
find that right actions are, in general, spoken of as acts of obedience ( āāt), vicious
actions as acts of disobedience (q.v.;
maāin). The term applied frequently to
the first category of action is birr, “righteousness,” khayr, “goodness,” qi , “equity,”
or marūf, “approved,” whereas the term
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applied to the second category is ithm,
“wickedness,” wizr, “burden, sin,” or
munkar, “disapproved” (see  ;
 ).
In a number of verses, the Qurān speaks
in laudatory terms of people who discriminate between those two categories. Thus,
 : reads: “Let there be among you a
nation calling to goodwill (al-khayr), bidding the right (al-marūf ) and forbidding
the wrong (al-munkar). These are the prosperous.” In  :, the People of the Book
(q.v.) are commended as those “who believe in God and the last day, bid the right
and forbid the wrong, hastening to do the
good deeds.” In the next verse, it is stated
“that whatever good they do, they will not
be denied it. God knows well the godfearing” (see ). The deontological implications of this and similar verses are clear;
the distinction between good and evil, right
and wrong is explicit and God’s pleasure or
displeasure consequently is explicit, too.
As for human responsibility for freely
chosen actions or, as the Qurān puts it,
what an individual has “earned” or
“acquired” (kasaba and iktasaba), the
Qurān is categorical that the righteous
and the wicked are bound to meet with
their appropriate punishment or reward in
the hereafter (see ). Thus,
 : reads: “Whatever calamity might
hit you is due to what your hands have
earned (kasabat).”  : reads: “Fear a
day when you will be returned to God;
then each soul will be rewarded [fully] for
what it has earned, and none shall be
wronged.” Similarly,  : reads: “God
does not charge any soul beyond its capacity. It will get what it has earned and
will be called to account for what it has
acquired.”
Set against these and similar verses, there
are numerous verses in the Qurān which
support the contrary or determinist thesis,

according to which God’s decrees are
irreversible and unquestionable. Thus,
 : reads: “We have created everything in measure (bi-qadarin)” and  :,
which reads: “Everything with him is
according to a certain measure.” Finally,
 : reads, “No disaster befalls you
on earth or in yourselves but is in a book
before we created it.”
The concepts of measure and book in
these and other verses clearly indicate that
human actions, as well as their consequences, are part of the divine decree and
will not escape God’s ineluctable reckoning
on the day of judgment. The book in question appears to be identified with the “preserved tablet” ( :), on which the
Qurān was originally inscribed and is the
embodiment of the divine decree, which
admits of no alteration (see 
;   ). This
is forcefully brought out in  , called
appropriately Sūrat al-Burūj, “The Constellations,” which asks rhetorically in verse
: “To whom belongs the dominion of the
heavens and the earth?” adding “God is
witness of everything” (see 
 ). Then, after assuring the
righteous of their well-earned reward in
heaven, and the unbelievers of their eventual consignment to hell, the supreme prerogative of God, “the lord of the glorious
throne,” is reasserted and the wicked are
reminded that “the vengeance (q.v.) of
your lord is surely terrible.” ( :).
As far as the theological controversy is
concerned, the early determinists, such as
Jahm b. afwān (d. ⁄) and alusayn b. Muammad al-Najjār (d. middle of the third⁄ninth century), as well as
the whole class of Ash arīs, adhered to a
theodicy in which God’s creative power
was absolute and his decrees irreversible.
Thus, al-Ash arī writes in Kitāb al-Ibāna,
the “Book of clarification”:
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We believe that God Almighty has created
everything by bidding it to be, as he says
[in  :]: “Indeed, when we want a
thing to be, we simply say to it ‘Be’ and it
comes to be; that there is nothing good or
evil on earth except what God has preordained;… that there is no creator but
God and that the deeds of the creatures
are created and pre-ordained by God, as
he says [in  :]: “God created you and
what you make.”

have no share in the production of their
actions, which the Mu tazilīs had attributed to them, considering people to be free
agents. To moderate the extreme determinism of Jahm b. afwān and his followers, however, they made a purely verbal
concession, based on those qurānic verses,
which, as already mentioned, speak of
acquisition or earning (kasaba, iktasaba) the
merits or demerits of the actions by the
agent. They continued to hold, nonetheless, that God creates both the choice and
the action.
In the field of eschatology, the Qurān
had depicted the fate of humans in the
hereafter in such dramatic terms, especially in the Meccan sūras, that pious souls,
especially among ascetics and mystics (see
; ), were later obsessed
with the spectacle of hell and its horrors
drawn in these sūras; while others, especially poets, dwelt on the delectable pleasures of the garden (q.v.), reserved for the
righteous in the life to come. Thus, a number of sūras bear such expressive titles as
“The Earthquake” (Sūrat al-Zalzala,  ),
“The Calamity” (Sūrat al-Qāri a,  ),
“Worldly Increase” (Sūrat al-Takāthur,
 ), “The Chargers” (Sūrat al- Ādiyāt,
 ), “The Clear Proof ” (Sūrat al-Bayyina,  ) and “The Overwhelming Day”
(Sūrat al-Ghāshiya,  ) to highlight the
picture of hell and its horrors (see 
 ). People on the last day are
said to be “like scattered butterflies and
the mountains like tufted wool” ( :-)
and “faces on that day shall be downcast,
laboring and toiling; roasting in a scorching fire; given to drink from a boiling
spring” ( :-; see   ). By contrast, the righteous are
promised the most bounteous rewards in
glowing terms, as in  :-: “Faces on
that day shall be blissful; well-pleased with
their endeavor; in a lofty garden; wherein

As regards the universal sway of providence, al-Ash arī continues:
We believe that good and evil are the product of God’s decree and pre-ordination
(qaā wa-qadar)… and we know that what
has missed us could not have hit us, or
what has hit us could not have missed us
and that the creatures are unable to profit
or injure themselves without God’s leave
(Ash arī, Ibāna,  f.; McCarthy, Theology,
 f.).
The leading Ash arī doctors of the next
two centuries, such as al-Bāqillānī (d. ⁄
), al-Baghdādī (d. ⁄), alJuwaynī (d. ⁄) and al-Ghazālī
(d. ⁄), developed and systemized
the teaching of the master. To rationalize
this deterministic view, they developed an
“occasionalist” theory according to which
the world consists of indivisible particles
(atoms) and accidents, which God continuously creates and recreates as long as he
wishes their compounds to endure. When
God wishes them to cease to exist, he just
stops the process of continuous creation or,
as some Ash arīs had put it, he creates the
accident of annihilation ( fanā) but in no
substratum and then the world would cease
to exist at once. Justice and injustice, as
al-Ash arī had taught, consisted in what
God commands or prohibits, and humans
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no word of vanity is heard (see );
wherein is a flowing spring; wherein are
upraised couches, and cups passed round
(see   ), and cushions in
rows, and carpets spread out.”
For the Muslim philosophers, life after
death raised the most acute questions (see
   ; ; ). Some, like al-Kindī, concurred with
the mutakallimūn in adhering to the thesis of
bodily resurrection and the attendant pleasures or tortures of paradise or hell, as embodied in the Qurān. In support of this
thesis, al-Kindī quotes  : f., which
refer to God’s supreme power to “bring the
bones back to life, once they are withered
and to bring opposites from opposites,” as
he does in causing fire to come from green
trees ( :).
Other philosophers, such as al-Fārābī
and Ibn Sīnā, while conceding the immortality of the soul, were embarrassed by the
qurānic thesis of bodily resurrection.
Accordingly, they tried to interpret this
resurrection in a variety of ways, which the
mutakallimūn found unacceptable. For alFārābī, the soul’s fate after leaving the
body will depend on the degree of its
apprehension of true happiness and its
vocation as an inhabitant of the intelligible
world. Upon separation from their bodies,
souls will partake of a growing measure of
happiness, as they join successive throngs
of kindred souls in the intelligible world.
Those souls, however, whose happiness
consisted in clinging to bodily pleasures in
this world, will continue to pass from one
body to the other endlessly. Wayward souls
will continue to be embodied in lower
material forms until they have degenerated
to the bestial level, whereupon they will
simply perish. What adds to the misery of
such wayward souls, as they pass through
this cycle of transmigration, is the perpetual agony which they will suffer upon

separation from the body and its pleasures,
for which they will continue to yearn, until
they perish completely (Fārābī, Ahl almadīna, ).
Al-Fārābī’s spiritual disciple and successor, Ibn Sīnā, was committed to the view,
adhered to by almost all the Muslim philosophers, especially the Neoplatonists
among them, that the soul’s perfection
consists in achieving “conjunction” (ittiāl)
with the active intellect. This is the precondition of true happiness and the warrant of the soul’s becoming, once it fulfilled
its intellectual vocation, a replica of the
intelligible world to which it originally belonged, prior to its descent into the body.
Those souls which have fallen short of this
condition, by virtue of their attachment to
the body and its cares, will suffer misery
consequent upon the unwanted separation
from the body. But once they are freed
from this misery by attaining the level of
apprehension proper to them, they will be
able to partake of that intellectual pleasure
which is “analogous to that blissful condition proper to the pure, living entities (i.e.
spiritual substance) and is greater and
nobler than any other pleasure” (Ibn Sīnā,
Najāt, ).
Ibn Sīnā, however, recognizes in addition
to this intellectual condition of which the
soul will partake upon separation from the
body a scriptural (sharī) one, that resurrection “which is received from scripture
(shar) and can only be demonstrated by
recourse to the holy law (sharīa) and assent
to prophetic reports” (ibid., ). “Thus,
the true law,” Ibn Sīnā writes, “which
Muammad our Prophet has brought us,
has set forth the nature of the happiness
and misery in store for the body” (ibid.,
; see   ). Ibn Sīnā does
not call into question this bodily happiness
but continues to hold that there is a
higher intellectual happiness which the
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“metaphysical philosophers” are intent on
seeking in “proximity to God,” which the
mystics ( ūfīs) have placed at the center
of their teaching and which is confirmed,
according to Ibn Sīnā, by the “true holy
law” of Islam.
Ibn Rushd, despite his divergence from
Ibn Sīnā and the Neoplatonists generally,
tended to agree with this conciliatory
position. Resurrection or survival after
death (maād), as he prefers to call it, is a
matter on which “all the religious laws or
creeds are in agreement and which the
demonstrations of the philosophers have
affirmed.” After distinguishing three
Islamic views of happiness and misery,
which although generically different only
in point of duration, degree of corporality
or spirituality, he goes on to argue that the
crass corporal resurrection entertained by
the vulgar is untenable. According to that
view, the soul, upon resurrection, will be
reunited to the same body it dwelt in during its terrestrial existence. How is it possible, he then asks, for the same body
which was reduced to dust upon death,
then changed into a plant on which another man has fed, and then turned into
semen which gave rise to another person,
to enter into the makeup of a resurrected
person? It is more reasonable, Ibn Rushd
holds, to assert that the risen soul will be
united on the last day to a body, which is
analogous, but not identical, with its original body (Ibn Rushd, Tahāfut, ). In fact,
religious creeds are in agreement regarding
the reality of survival after death, he goes
on to explain, but are nevertheless in disagreement on its modality (ifa). Some
creeds, by which he probably meant the
Christian, regard it as spiritual, whereas
others, by which he meant Islam, regard it
as doubly corporeal and spiritual. If, however, we probe the difference between the
various creeds on this question, we will
find, he argues, that they are reducible to

the mode of “representation” (tamthīl) or
idiom used by each one of them in describing the misery or happiness reserved to the
wicked or righteous in the life to come. To
the extent that corporeal representations
are more effective in commanding the assent of the masses at large, they are preferable to purely spiritual representations that
are appreciated only by the intellectually
gifted, including the philosophers in general. Thus it appears, he writes, “that the
(corporeal) representation found in this our
own region (i.e. Islam) is more effective in
leading to understanding, where the majority of humankind are concerned, and in
moving their soul in that direction…
whereas spiritual representation is less
effective in moving the souls of the masses”
(Ibn Rushd, Kashf, ). Illuminationist
(Ishrāqī) philosophers, such as al-Shīrāzī
(d. ⁄), who recognized the harmony of philosophy and mysticism
( ūfism) for the first time in Islamic history,
tended to follow the lead of Ibn Sīnā on
this and similar questions.
Conclusion
This article has shown that the Qurān
speaks in the first place of wisdom (ikma),
both in the Greek sense of sophia and the
Semitic or biblical sense of divine revelation to Muammad, Jesus and the Hebrew
prophets. In the second place, it urges the
believers to contemplate the wonders of
creation, to reflect, to consider and ponder
the mysterious ways of God. Such contemplation, reflection, consideration and
pondering are the hallmarks of the philosophical method as it was applied to the
theological and ethical questions which
preoccupied the mutakallimūn and the philosophers from the earliest times.
The major problems around which controversy in theological and philosophical
circles turned centered on such questions
as the existence of God, the creation of the
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world, the destiny of humans in the hereafter and the rationality and justice of
God’s ways as creator and providential
ruler of the world. As the controversy between the philosophers and the theologians
intensified, the latter split into two rival
groups, the pro-philosophical, led by the
Mu tazilīs, and the anti-philosophical, led
by the anbalīs and the Ash arīs. Naturally
enough, both groups sought support in the
Qurān for their conflicting interpretations
of those ambiguous passages which bear
directly or indirectly on the problems in
question. Some theologians and jurists
confined the prerogative of interpreting
the so-called “ambiguous” passages of the
Qurān to God; others, including some
philosophers, extended this prerogative to
the learned or specially gifted, as Ibn
Rushd has done.
The status of the Qurān itself and
whether it was created in time (makhlūq) or
was eternal (qadīm) raised, from the third⁄
ninth century on, the most acute questions
and led to endless recriminations between
some theologians, such as the Mu tazilīs,
and those jurists and tradition-mongers
(muaddithūn), such as Ibn anbal and his
followers, who insisted that the Qurān was
“the eternal and uncreated word of God,”
relying in the last analysis on those passages in the Qurān itself which speak of
the “mother of the book” and the “wellpreserved tablet,” in reference to the original codex on which the Qurān was
inscribed since all time. The Ash arīs, who
sought an intermediate position between
the Mu tazilīs and the anbalīs, tried to
resolve the conflict by distinguishing between the “significations” (dalālāt) of the
words in which the Qurān is expressed
and the actual words themselves, written
(see     ;
   ; ;
   ) or recited (see
   ), which could

not as such be eternal or uncreated, since
they belonged to the category of perishable accidents. Some philosophers, including Ibn Rushd, subscribed to this view. In
popular Muslim consciousness, however, it
is fair to say that the anbalī view, which
stresses the sanctity and inimitability (ijāz)
of the qurānic text, may be said to have
triumphed, and the Qurān continues today to be regarded by the vast majority of
Muslims as the miraculous word of God
(see ; ). Contemporary
scholars, such as the late Pakistani Fazlur
Rahman (d. ) and the Egyptian Nar
āmid Abū Zayd, who attempted to draw
a line of demarcation between the human
and divine aspects of the qurānic text, or
to apply the canons of literary or “higher
criticism” to that text (see 
    ),
have been either reprimanded or declared
infidel (kāfir; see    :
   ;
-  
  ). This has served as a
warning to other contemporary liberal
scholars or philosophers to avoid this
highly sensitive subject altogether.
Majid Fakhry
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alladhīna ttaqū, are mentioned among the
future dwellers of paradise (q.v.;  :;
:). The most comprehensive definition
of the term birr is given in  :: “It is
not piety (al-birr) that you turn your faces
to the east and to the west. [True] piety is
[this]: to believe in God and the last day
(see  ; ;
), the angels (see ), the
book (q.v.), and the prophets (see 
 ), to give of one’s substance, [however cherished,] to kinsmen
(see ), and orphans (q.v.), the needy
(see    ), the traveler
(see ), beggars, and to ransom the
slave (see   ), to perform the prayer (q.v.), to pay the alms (see
). And they who fulfil their covenant (q.v.), when they have engaged in a
covenant, and endure with fortitude misfortune, hardship and peril (see  
; ), these are they who are
true in their faith (q.v.), these are the truly
godfearing (al-muttaqūn; see also ).”
This list touches upon interpersonal relationships as well as human-divine relationships, and in this sense it agrees with
the definition of piety as it appears in
Webster’s new twentieth century dictionary:
() devotion to religious duties and practices; () loyalty and devotion to parents,
family, etc.
For a more profound understanding,
however, of the references to piety in the
Qurān, one should examine the qurānic
correlation between birr and taqwā. The
ending of  : mentions the muttaqūn,
“the godfearing,” and refers to them as
those who fulfill all the duties presented in
the first part of the verse, namely those
who practice birr.  : is even clearer
about the similitude between birr and
taqwā: “… Piety (al-birr) is not to come to
the houses from the backs of them (see
-    ); but
piety is to be godfearing (al-birru mani

Piety
Exhibiting loyalty to parents (i.e. filial
piety) or manifesting devotion to God. The
concept of piety in Arabic can be conveyed
by the non-qurānic terms wara and zuhd,
and the qurānic words birr, taqwā and isān.
(For zuhd as ethics, see Kinberg, Zuhd; see
also    . Isān is often
used to express filial piety and understood
by the commentators as birr; see Rahman,
Major themes, .) The following focuses on
the terms birr and taqwā, which are treated
in the Qurān as crucial components of
true belief (see   ).
Those who practice birr, the abrār, and
those who have taqwā, the muttaqūn, or
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ttaqā); so come to the houses by their doors,
and fear God; haply so you will prosper.”
In both verses cited above, comparisons
are made between the true believers and
the others, either Jews and Christians (see
  ;  
) or the pre-Islamic Arabs
( jāhilīs; see   ; 
,   -) and the
early Muslims who did not have the sharīa
(see   ;    )
to follow (Qur ubī, Jāmi, ii, , ). Birr,
in both verses, presents duties, the performance of which indicates true belief, defined as being godfearing or possessing
taqwā. Furthermore,  : mentions birr
and taqwā as two complementary elements
of proper conduct: “… Help one another
to piety (al-birr) and fear of God (al-taqwā);
do not help each other to sin and enmity
(see ,   ; ). And
fear God; surely God is terrible in retribution” (see also  :). The commentators
on this verse distinguish one term from the
other by stating that birr implies duties one
should perform whereas taqwā refers to
actions from which one should refrain
(Wāidī, Wasī , ii, ). This may be used
to illuminate the way the two terms relate
to each other and to clarify the way the
Qurān understands piety. Birr is the inclusive term for ethics; it underlies the
pleasing conduct in daily communal life; it
is anchored in and stimulated by the feeling of fear of the one God (taqwā), which is
fear of the consequences of actions that
violate the values included under birr (see
also   , 
 ).

meant by zuhd, in   (), -; F. Rahman,
Major themes of the Qurān, Chicago .

Leah Kinberg
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man in the Koran, Tokyo ; L. Kinberg, What is

Pig see  

Pilgrimage
A journey to a holy place, and the religious
activities associated with it. The words
most often translated as pilgrimage, both
in the Qurān and with regard to Muslim
ritual (see    ), are
ajj and umra. The word ajj occurs nine
times in five different verses (in  :,
three times; in  :, three times; and
once each in  :,  : and  :),
umra twice in one verse only ( :) but
there are also a number of related nominal
and verbal forms for each. With reference
to Muslim practice, ajj is sometimes distinguished as the major pilgrimage, umra
as the minor, but whether one is speaking
of the Qurān or of Muslim practice, the
word pilgrimage is not really an adequate
indication of what ajj and umra involve.
The English word commonly suggests a
journey to a sacred place made as a religious act. The focus is on the journey
itself, even though the pilgrim may participate in religious ceremonies and rituals
once the object of the pilgrimage has been
reached. Those who make ajj and umra, it
is true, have nearly always traveled long
distances to Mecca (q.v.) in order to do so,
and a substantial part of the journey has to
be made in the sacral state known as irām,
but it is the rites and ceremonies that are
performed after arriving that really constitute the ajj or the umra. If consideration
is restricted to the relevant qurānic passages without reference to Muslim practice,
it is questionable how far they evoke the
idea of pilgrimage as journey, although it
could not be ruled out that traveling to
perform ajj or umra is envisaged.
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The traditional Arabic lexicographers
associate the verbal forms ajja and itamara
with the idea of travelling to a place (especially the sanctuary; see  ) for the
purpose of a visit (ziyāra) but that possibly
reflects standard Muslim practice and may
not be an accurate guide to the basic
meaning of the words. The roots -j(-j) (or
-w-j ) and -m-r occur in other Semitic languages apart from Arabic but it is difficult
to determine basic meanings for them. The
use of cognate words to elucidate the
meaning of ajj and umra is complicated by
the fact that Semiticists sometimes use
Arabic materials influenced by Islam to
attempt to clarify the vocabulary of, say,
Hebrew or south Arabian. -j(-j), it has
been suggested, has a number of possible
meanings including procession, round,
dance or festival. It has been argued that
basically it refers to the act of dancing or
processing around an altar or other cultic
object, and that that relates to the ritual
of the circumambulation ( awāf ) of the
Ka ba, which is an important part of both
ajj and umra. In the Bible the Hebrew aj
is usually translated simply as festival or
feast, although it could involve the participants in journeying to the place, Jerusalem or elsewhere, where the aj was to be
held (e.g. Exod :-; Deut :). In that
light the Arabic ajj might be understood
as a “pilgrim festival.” The root -m-r is
harder to document in any sense securely
related to the Arabic umra.
As well as the nine qurānic attestations
of ajj,  : proclaims ijj (sic) al-bayt (bayt
referring to the house or sanctuary associated with Abraham; see ; ,
  ) as a duty owed to
God for anyone who can find a way to it
(mani sta āa ilayhi sabīlan). This is the verse
that is understood as establishing the
obligation ( far) for every Muslim to make
ajj at least once in his lifetime; possible
justifications for failing to meet the obliga-

tion are discussed in commentary on the
phrase “for anyone who can find a way to
it.” Generally, ijj is seen as no more than a
dialectical variant of ajj without significance as to meaning, although there are
some attempts to make distinctions in
meaning between the two vocalizations.
 : uses the verbal forms ajja and
itamara (man ajja l-bayta awi tamara).  :
has the noun ājj, apparently indicating
someone making ajj, in the context of a
rhetorical question: “Do you count providing water for him who makes ajj, and habitation of al-masjid al-arām (see 
 ), as comparable with believing
in God and the last day and making jihād
(q.v.) in the way of God (see   ;
 ; )?” The references
to ajj and umra sometimes occur in the
context of more extended passages which
contain regulations for those making them
or which relate in some way to the sanctuary at which they take place. The qurānic
verses do not, however, contain sufficient
detail to enable us to use them as a blueprint even for those rituals to which they
allude, and there are many aspects of the
Muslim sanctuary and its pilgrimage ceremonies to which no allusion is made in
the Qurān. The detailed Islamic regulations regarding these pilgrimages, therefore, do not depend primarily upon
qurānic passages.
Furthermore, it sometimes seems that
there is a degree of tension between
Muslim practice or legal doctrines and
some of the qurānic materials. The commentators, naturally, attempt to interpret
the verses and the more extended passages,
and to address the problems which they
raise, with the Muslim forms of ajj and
umra in mind. They assume that the passages are concerned with the Ka ba at
Mecca and its related sacred places and
that they not only refer to, but to some
extent provide a warrant for, the ajj and
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the umra as we know them from Muslim
law and practice (see    ).
In some cases, however, the qurānic
materials are problematical from that point
of view, and much of the interest in reading the commentaries on the verses relating to ajj and umra consists in observing
how the texts are accommodated to later
Muslim assumptions. In general, it seems
that while there are definite points of contact (e.g. in terminology and some proper
names) between the qurānic passages and
the pilgrimages as we know them from
Muslim law and practice, it cannot be said
that all the scriptural passages fit easily
with the normative Muslim forms of ajj,
umra, and the sanctuary with which they
are associated. The following examples
illustrate some apparent disjunctions and
some of the interpretative strategies that
seem to be adopted in order to overcome
them.
 : reads: “Al- afā and al-Marwa
(see   ) are among the signs
(shaāir) of God. Whoever makes ajj of
the sanctuary (al-bayt) or umra, no wrong
attaches to him if he makes circumambulation of the two (lā junāa alayhi an
ya awwafa bi-himā). Whoever performs
something good voluntarily (wa-man
ta awwaa khayran), God recognizes and
knows (it).” Commentators here unanimously identify al- afā and al-Marwa as
the two small elevations known by those
names in Mecca, the former just to the
south-east, the latter to the north-east, of
the mosque which contains the Ka ba,
about  yards apart. The ritual of the
Muslim ajj and umra includes a seventimes-repeated passage between al- afā
and al-Marwa, part of which has to be
covered at a faster than walking pace. For
that reason the ritual is ordinarily referred
to as the say (literally, “run”). The commentators, usually without discussion,
identify the Islamic say with the circum-

ambulation implied in the Qurān’s an
ya awwafa bi-himā even though the Islamic
ritual here can only questionably be described as a circumambulation. In discussions of the ritual in adīth (see 
  ) and jurisprudence ( fiqh)
it is usually referred to as say but awāf is
not infrequent. The major issue discussed
in connection with this verse, however, is
why it is stated that “no wrong attaches to”
(lā junāa alā) the person who makes the
awāf of al- afā and al-Marwa when it is
virtually unanimously accepted in Islam
that the ritual is an integral part of both
ajj and umra. A well-known report tells us
that Urwa b. al-Zubayr asked Āisha (see
   ) whether it meant
that no wrong accrued to a person who
did not make the awāf between them,
an interpretation which she strongly
rejected.
There are several variant reports intended to explain how something which is
regarded as meritorious, and by most as
obligatory, should be described as incurring no wrong ( junā is often glossed as
ithm, “sin”; see ,   ).
Most attempt to do so by referring, with
variant details, to a group, which before
Islam avoided al- afā and al-Marwa
because they were associated with idolatry
(see   ;   ) and therefore had
qualms about making the awāf of them in
Islam. The wording of the verse was intended to reassure them that God did not
disapprove of the rite once its idolatrous
associations had been removed. Another
“occasion of revelation” (see  
) report refers to a group that
did make this awāf before Islam and were
puzzled when God ordered the awāf of the
Ka ba ( : is understood to mean that)
but did not mention the two hills. They
asked the Prophet whether there was anything wrong in making the awāf of al- afā
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and al-Marwa and then the verse was
revealed.
Some claimed that the passage between
the two elevations is not an obligatory part
of the ritual of ajj and umra and, in
addition to suggesting that the verse may
be read “there is no harm in not making
circumambulation of the two,” wanted to
see its concluding words, “whoever voluntarily does something good, God is
thankful and cognizant,” as a reference to
the voluntary nature of this say⁄ awāf.
That was rejected by the majority who
insisted that the ritual is an integral part
of both ajj and umra, and said that the
concluding words of the verse allude to
those who make a voluntary ajj or
umra — it has nothing to do with al- afā
and al-Marwa. Among those who insisted
that the ritual was obligatory, there were
differences of opinion about the consequences of failing to perform the passage
between al- afā and al-Marwa when making the obligatory once-in-a-lifetime ajj
(ijjat al-islām): can missing it be compensated for by a recompense ( fidya) of a
blood offering (see ) like some of
the other rites, or does it require a return
to Mecca in person to perform it? There
are conflicting views on this point.
Similar problems arise concerning the
command at the beginning of the long
verse  :: “Complete the ajj and the
umra for God.” Commentary on this
phrase is fundamentally concerned to establish the distinction between ajj and
umra (what rituals each involves) and with
the issue of whether, as the wording might
imply, the umra is obligatory (far wājib)
like the ajj, or merely voluntary as the
majority view in Islam holds.
Some proponents of the voluntary nature
of umra read that word in the nominative
case, giving the sense, “complete the ajj
but the umra is for God….” Others who
hold this understanding of the voluntary

nature of umra maintained the standard
reading, with umra in the accusative, but
argued that “complete” (atimmū) means
“complete it when you have undertaken to
perform it.” To the accusation that that
could mean that the ajj also is voluntary,
they responded by arguing that it is  :
and not this verse which establishes the
obligatory nature for every Muslim of at
least one ajj. Those who held the umra to
be obligatory preferred the standard reading and supported their argument with
adīths in which the Prophet included
umra among the obligatory things
required of a Muslim. Their opponents
rejected the validity of those adīths
and countered with ones proclaiming
the opposite.
The continuation of  : then presents a different problem regarding the accommodation of the text to extra-qurānic
considerations. One immediately noticeable and surprising feature in the commentaries is the amount of attention given
to the meaning of the expression “if you
are detained” (fa-in uirtum) in the regulations about what should be done if you are
unable to fulfil the verse’s initial command
to “complete the ajj and the umra for
God.” Generally it is agreed that this
means, “if you are detained when you have
undertaken to make ajj or umra.” In that
case, according to the verse, the person
prevented from fulfilling the injunction
made at its opening must make “a convenient [animal] offering” (mā staysara mina
l-hady; see   ) and
must remain in the sacral state of irām
(“do not shave your heads”) until the animal offerings arrive at the time and place
for slaughter (q.v.; attā yablugha l-hadyu
maillahu). There is, however, quite complex discussion about the circumstances
that may lead to detention. Does it mean
only such things as illness (see  
), injury to one’s mount, and
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financial difficulties (see   
); does it refer only to detention by an
enemy (see ) or a human agent
such as a ruler; or does it cover all of these
possible causes? Those questions are related to the fact that it is widely accepted
that this verse was revealed at the time
when the Prophet and his companions
were prevented by his Meccan opponents
from completing an intended umra on
which they had started (see  
). Most of the reports about
that incident say that the Prophet ordered
his companions to slaughter the animal
offerings (hady) at al-udaybiya (q.v.)
where they had been stopped. Most agree
that al-udaybiya was outside the sacred
territory (the aram; see  ), that the Prophet did not imply
that he and his companions had any further obligations once the hady had been
slaughtered, but that in the following year
he went to Mecca and performed an umra
(known as umrat al-qaā or umrat al-qaiyya,
“the umra of completion”). This tradition
seems to conflict with the regulations set
out in  : concerning someone who is
“detained” from completing ajj or
umra — that abandoning the sacred state
should not take place until the animal
offerings reach their time and place for
slaughter. The complex and detailed discussions in the commentaries on this verse
display varying attitudes as to whether
priority should be accorded to the tradition about the Prophet’s behavior at aludaybiya, to the regulations set out in the
verse (and further elaborated by some of
the scholars), or to practicality. Generally
the Mālikīs emphasize the importance
of the tradition about al-udaybiya as a
model for someone intending to make
umra but who is then prevented from completing it through detention by an enemy.
Anyone detained by any other cause must
not leave the consecrated state (except in

the case of an illness the treatment of
which necessitates this) until he has
reached Mecca and performed an umra.
Al- abarī’s (d. ⁄; Tafsīr, ad loc.)
account of the Mālikī understanding of
 : and of the way in which they relate
it to their doctrine is, however, hard to understand and does not seem completely
logical. Others give priority to the wording
of the verse and some attempt to harmonize it with the udaybiya tradition by
excluding detention by an enemy from the
cases covered by fa-in uirtum. In general,
the complex arguments of the commentators on this part of the verse may be understood as the result of their attempts to
interpret it in the light of existing practice,
law and other material regarded as relevant for determining practice.
A further example of the difficulties
which arise when attempting to interpret
the qurānic material with the Muslim rituals in mind is provided by  :-.
 : tells believers that after making
ifāa ( fa-idhā afatum) from Arafāt (q.v.)
they should remember God by al-mashar
al-arām; the next verse orders them to
“then” make ifāa from where the people
make it (thumma afīū min aythu afāa
l-nāsu). In the Muslim ajj rituals, Arafāt, a
hill about twenty-five kilometers to the east
of Mecca, is the site of the ceremony of
the wuqūf, without which, according to several traditions and legal authorities, ajj is
invalid. The wuqūf, the “standing” ritual,
takes place on the flat ground on the side
of the hill towards Mecca on the th of
Dhū l-ijja. Outside the Qurān the name
of the hill often occurs in the form Arafa,
and the commentators discuss and offer
various explanations for the seemingly
feminine plural form of the name in the
Qurān and for its etymology: associating it
with the verb arafa, “to know, to recognize,” they relate various stories involving
earlier prophets (especially Adam or
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Abraham) who recognized people or things
there (see   ).
The attempted identification of al-mashar
al-arām is more complex and, to some extent, inconsistent. Al-mashar is understood
to mean the same as al-malam, “a place in
or by which something is known, a place in
which there is a sign” — here, a place in
which rituals of the ajj take place. Statements attempting to locate al-mashar alarām give various specifications. Common
to many of them is the idea that it is associated with al-Muzdalifa, the destination
of a procession (ifāa) from Arafa in the
Muslim ajj. The simplest statement is of
the form “all of al-Muzdalifa is al-mashar
al-arām.” Others are more specific but at
the same time more confusing, while some
seem to indicate a much wider area. For
example, Ibn Umar is reported to have
said when he stood “at the furthest part of
the hills ( jibāl) adjoining Arafāt” that “all
of it is mashāir to the furthest point of the
aram.” In notable reports cited by alabarī, Ibn Jurayj seems not to know the
location of al-Muzdalifa while Abd alRamān b. al-Aswad said that he could not
find anybody who could tell him about
al-mashar al-arām. Al- abarī comments on
these traditions in ways which limit their
apparent significance. The verbal noun
ifāa, literally a “pouring out” or “pouring
forth,” is understood as referring to a sort
of hasty procession when the pilgrims pour
forth from one place, where they have been
gathered together, to another. The name is
given to various “processions” involved in
the ajj ceremonies, but it most commonly
refers to that to al-Muzdalifa from the
plain in front of the hill of Arafa. At alMuzdalifa the pilgrims spend the night
before going to Minā on the next day. It
may be this which leads to the attempts to
identify al-mashar al-arām in connection
with al-Muzdalifa. There is then a problem
with the command, “then make ifāa from

where the people make ifāa,” at the beginning of  :, since it comes after the
phrase “when you have made ifāa from
Arafāt” in  :. Some understand the
same ifāa, i.e. that from Arafāt to alMuzdalifa, to be referred to in both passages and see the latter command as
addressed specifically to the Quraysh (q.v.)
of Mecca who, in the Age of Ignorance
(q.v.; jāhiliyya), belonged to a group called
the ums. The ums, we are told, regarded it as beneath them to go outside the
aram at the time of the ajj. Since Arafāt
lies outside the sacred area, they would not
go to join in the ifāa thence like the rest of
the people. That explains the apparent
difficulty of having the command introduced after the allusion which suggests that
the duty had already been fulfilled.
Another approach is to see the ifāa commanded in the second passage as different
from that in the former: while the former is
that from Arafa to al-Muzdalifa, the latter
is that from al-Muzdalifa to Minā (sometimes called the daffā ). The command is
understood as addressed to the Muslims
generally while “the people” (al-nās) is
interpreted as a reference to Abraham.
Al- abarī himself prefers this second possibility even though it is a minority one and
even though it involves explaining how the
collective nās could refer to a single individual. His reasoning is that he does not
think that God would say “when you have
made the ifāa” in the previous verse and
then begin this one with the words “then
make ifāa” if the same ifāa was meant
both times.
In  : the “numbered days” (ayyām
madūdāt) on which we are commanded to
remember God are generally identified as
the so-called ayyām al-tashrīq of the Muslim
ajj, the three days spent at Minā following
the slaughter of the animal offerings there.
The following statement that no sin (ithm)
is incurred by those who “make haste in
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two days” (man taajjala fī yawmayn) nor by
those who “delay” (man taakhkhara), so long
as there is fear (q.v.) of God, is generally
understood to mean that there is nothing
wrong with departing from Minā after two
days nor with doing so after three. Since
the latter is the normal accepted practice,
however, that raises the same question
which we have seen asked about the
qurānic reference to al- afā and alMarwa: why would God say that no sin
is incurred by doing something regarded
as a normal part of the ajj rituals? An
alternative way of interpreting this
verse — that it is alluding to the Muslim
belief that a properly accomplished ajj
frees the pilgrim from some or all of his
sins, and that that applies whether one cuts
short the ayyām al-tashrīq or remains at
Minā until they have finished — is probably to be understood as an attempt to
avoid the difficulty inherent in the previous
interpretation.
The mention in  : of the “first house
(bayt)… at Bakka,” which is naturally
understood as a reference to the Ka ba at
Mecca (Makka), involves the commentators in variant explanations as to why the
Qurān uses the form Bakka. It seems obvious that all of the suggested explanations
are simply attempts to account for something of which the commentators had no
real knowledge, and the way in which it is
done — e.g. by reference to the crowding
(izdiām, a word the root of which is said to
have the same meaning as that of bakka) of
the people in the circumambulation of the
Ka ba — again illustrates the way in which
the commentators attempt to relate the
qurānic material to the Muslim pilgrimage
rituals.
Finally in this connection there may be
noted the difficulties the commentators
have with the expression al-ajj al-akbar,
“the greater ajj,” in  : (“a proclamation from God and his messenger to the

people on the day of al-ajj al-akbar”). Here
there is considerable diversity in interpretation of the phrase: some wish to explain
it as referring to a particular day or particular days of the ajj rituals — the day of
the “standing” at Arafa, the day of the
slaughter of the victims, etc.; most associate it with the ajj led by Abū Bakr immediately following the conquest of Mecca by
the Prophet, but some with the “Farewell
Pilgrimage” (q.v.) led by the Prophet himself in the last year of his life, and they give
variant explanations of why the one or the
other should be called al-ajj al-akbar; yet
others explain it by reference to the distinction between the “major” pilgrimage (the
ajj ) and the “minor” pilgrimage (the umra
which may, allegedly, be called al-ajj alaghar), or between a ajj combined with an
umra and a ajj performed alone. Again it
seems obvious that the commentators have
no real understanding of the phrase but try
to make sense of it by aligning it with
Muslim practice and, in this case, with traditions relating to the life of the Prophet.
It might be argued that, in spite of disjunctions of the sort illustrated above, the
qurānic materials nevertheless reflect
institutions and practices that are not radically different from those of Islam. Much
of the qurānic terminology, after all, is
used also in Muslim law and ritual practice, and the few proper names that occur
(al- afā, al-Marwa, Arafāt) are those of
places in or near Mecca. On the other
hand, it might be thought that the relative
paucity and lack of detail of the qurānic
verses concerning ajj and umra make it
impossible to judge the extent to which
they envisage the same rites in the same
places as does classical Islam. Not only are
some rites and places which are of major
importance in Muslim practice (e.g. Zamzam, Minā, the wuqūf, the stoning ritual;
see ;   ) not
mentioned at all in the Qurān, those
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names which do occur may not indicate
the same things as they do in classical
Islam. The traditional accounts of how the
Meccan sanctuary and the rites associated
with it came to be incorporated into Islam
assume a basic continuity. According to
tradition, the Prophet took over the Ka ba
and the other places in the vicinity of
Mecca and did not radically change the
rituals which at the time constituted the
ajj and the umra. He cleansed them of
the idolatry which polluted them and restored the pristine monotheism which had
existed when Abraham built the Ka ba
and summoned humankind to make ajj
and umra, but apart from that he made
only minor and marginal alterations
(see ).
Some scholars have suggested that the
changes involved in the identification of
the Meccan sanctuary as the Muslim sanctuary were more significant. Following
Snouck Hurgronje and Wellhausen, many
have argued that the evidence points to a
unification of a number of originally distinct and independent holy places and rituals in a way that focused them on the
Ka ba at Mecca. According to that view,
the ajj originally had nothing to do with
Mecca or the Ka ba but concerned Mount
Arafa and other holy places at some distance from Mecca. It was the umra which
was originally the ritual associated with the
Ka ba.
The phrasing of  : with its apparent
concern to reassure the hearers that awāf
of al- afā and al-Marwa was an acceptable part of ajj or umra has sometimes
been explained by reference to that idea: it
reflects an early stage in the process in
which the rituals of the umra came to be
incorporated in the ajj and perhaps mirrors the objections of those who questioned the validity of that incorporation.
(For a different approach, see Burton,
Collection, , , -.)

A particularly difficult passage in  :
might also reflect such a development.
Following the section, discussed above,
which establishes rules for those “detained”
from meeting the command to “complete
the ajj and the umra for God,” we then
read: “and when you are in security, then
whoever enjoys⁄benefits from the umra
to⁄for⁄until the ajj (man tamattaa bi-lumrati ilā l-ajji), then [there is incumbent
upon him] a convenient [animal] offering
(mā staysara mina l-hady).”
“When you are in security” ( fa-idhā amintum) is understood as meaning “when the
circumstances which detained you no longer pertain.” Commentary then concerns
itself with the knotty issue of what is
meant by the tamattu referred to in the following phrase. In their discussions commentators and other traditional scholars
also use the forms muta and istimtā and
they reflect a variety of understandings of
what the phrase means. The relevant
phrase in  : (man tamattaa bi-l-umrati
ilā l-ajji) is difficult to translate, and attempts to interpret it reflect ideas current
in Islamic practice or legal theory.
What most interpretations have in common is that tamattu (or istimtā or muta)
involves a premature abandonment of the
consecrated state on the part of the pilgrim. For example, one of the most common understandings of the concept is that
the pilgrim has begun by intending to perform both umra and ajj and has stated that
intention when he adopted irām. On arriving at Mecca before the ajj has started
he performs an umra and then leaves the
state of irām, thus removing restrictions
regarding such things as toilet, dress and
sexual activity (see   ;
 ). He remains in this normal, desacralized state until the time for
the ajj arrives, when he once more enters
irām and remains in the sacralized state
until the ajj is over. For that break in irām
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he is liable to the penalty of an offering or
something in lieu of it.
The issue is a contentious one and the
traditions report disputes about it among
the Companions and Successors (see
   ). In spite of
this qurānic verse which treats tamattu in a
rather matter-of-fact way even though it
does say that an offering must be made by
anyone who takes advantage of it, and in
spite of traditions which tell us that the
Prophet told his Companions to avail
themselves of muta (but one often involving a different understanding of it to that
just summarized) at the time of the
Farewell Pilgrimage, there are reports that
some Companions and caliphs (see
) disapproved of and even forbade
it. The caliph Umar figures prominently
in such reports. Nevertheless, the Sunnī
schools of law (madhhabs) all recognize the
validity of the procedure and the Shī īs (see
   ) even recommend
it as the preferred way of performing ajj.
A related verbal form occurs in  :
(mā stamtatum bihi minhunna), where it
clearly refers to the sexual enjoyment of
women by men, and the word muta is more
widely known as the name of a form of
temporary marriage (q.v.), where the contract specifies for how long the marriage
will last (see also   ).
This form of marriage, as is well known, is
generally rejected by Sunnī Islam but it is
accepted as valid by the Shī a. In order to
distinguish between it and the muta that
may be involved in making pilgrimage it is
sometimes called mutat al-nisā and the latter mutat al-ajj. Traditional scholarship
and many modern scholars have insisted
on the essential distinctness of the two
forms of muta. A ā b. Abī Rabā is
quoted as insisting that the muta connected
with ajj is so called because it involves
making umra during the months of the ajj
and “enjoying” or “benefiting from” the

umra for (or until?) the ajj; it is not so
called, he insists, because it makes permitted the enjoyment of women (wa-lam
tusamma l-muta min ajli annahu yuallu bitamattui l-nisā). Some modern scholars,
however, have argued that the two mutas
were originally closely connected, essentially that the premature abandonment of
irām in the case of mutat al-ajj was intended to allow the pilgrim to resume normal sexual activity and that the temporary
liaisons allowed by mutat al-nisā were
associated with the making of ajj. The
evidence and competing views have been
extensively investigated by Arthur Gribetz.
It may be that this qurānic passage also
reflects the merging in early Islamic times
of the previously distinct rituals of ajj and
umra. The preferred way of performing
ajj and umra — whether both separately,
both combined, or one of them only — is
much discussed and variously evaluated in
Muslim law. A few scholars have gone further and envisaged more radical discontinuities in the development of the Muslim
sanctuary and the rituals associated with it.
Some have suggested the transference not
only of ideas but also of ritual practices
and nomenclature from other places to
Mecca at a time in the emergence of Islam
considerably later than the death of the
Prophet. The qurānic materials are not
inconsistent with such theories which,
however, really depend on other evidence
regarding the development of the sanctuary and the rituals associated with it in
early Islam.
Gerald Hawting
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and whoever’s deeds weigh light will enter
hell ( :-). While the overall purport
of the sūra (q.v.) seems clear, verse  and
the term hāwiya in particular have puzzled
commentators. It reads fa-ummuhu hāwiya,
which may be construed as “Then his
mother will be hāwiya (adj.)”; “Then his
mother will be a hāwiya (indefinite noun)”;
or “Then his mother will be Hāwiya (definite proper noun),” alternatively “Then
Hāwiya will be his mother.” In recognition
of the difficulty of rendering the verse
accurately, Bell (Qurān, ii,  n. ) retains
the term hāwiya, then explains it in a footnote. Paret describes the passage as “a
bizarre play on words” (Paret, Kommentar,
).
There are three main explanations of this
verse in Islamic tradition (see abarī,
Tafsīr, xxx, -; abarsī, Majma, x,
-; Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, ad loc.).
The most widely accepted is that hāwiya is
a proper noun, one of several names of
hell, and that umm here is used metaphorically to mean “refuge,” as in  :: wamawāhu l-nāru, “Then his refuge will be
hell.” According to the second interpretation, attributed to the Companion Abū
āli (see    ),
umm here means umm al-ras, “the crown of
the head,” and the verse as a whole, “The
crown of his head will fall,” referring to
sinners’ being pitched into hell head first.
The third interpretation, attributed to
Qatāda (d. ca. ⁄), connects the verse
with the idiomatic expression hawat ummuhu, literally, “his mother has fallen,”
said of a man in a dire situation, something like the English expression “his goose
is cooked.” Al-Zamakhsharī (d. ⁄)
adds that hawat ummuhu, “May his mother
fall!” is a curse (q.v.) wishing for a man’s
demise. This is similar to the more common curse thakalatka ummuka, “May your
mother be bereft of you!” According to
this interpretation, the verse would mean,

Pit
Deep abyss. The qurānic term hāwiya, the
“pit, abyss,” is related to the verb hawā,
yahwī, “to fall,” and is generally understood
as one of the names of hell (see  
). It occurs once in Sūrat alQāri a (“The Great Calamity,”  ), a
text which depicts the cataclysmic events of
the apocalypse (q.v.;  :-) and the
weighing of humankind’s deeds on the day
of judgment ( :-; see  ;  ;  ; 
 ;   ). Two parallel conditional sentences
describe the fate of humankind as a result
of this weighing: Whoever’s deeds weigh
heavy will enter paradise (q.v.;  :-)
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“Then his mother will fall,” figurative for
“Then he will perish.”
Sprenger (Moammad, ii, ) held that
this last interpretation was the correct
explanation of the word. Fischer (QorānInterpolation; Zu Sūra ,) also adopts
this view and further suggests that the sūra
originally ended with  :. In his view, a
later reader, puzzled by verse  and interpreting hāwiya as referring to hell, added
the following two verses to make this clear:
wa-mā adrāka māhiya — nārun āmiya, “But
how should you know what that is?! A
scorching fire.” Goldziher (Introduction, 
n. ) endorses Fischer’s interpretation and
remarks that a true, critical edition of the
Qurān should note such interpolations.
C. Torrey (Three difficult passages, -)
rejects Fischer’s explanation for several
reasons. It is unlikely, in his view, that the
Companions or early Muslims would have
been mystified by the Arabic usage of this
passage, as opposed to being puzzled by its
content or interpretation. The attention to
rhyme and rhetorical construction
throughout the sūra (see  
 ;     
;     
), including the odd modifications
to produce a rhyme in -iya, paralleled in
the forms kitābiya ( :, ) and sul āniya
( :), also in rhyme position — and,
we may add, isābiya,  :,  and
māliya,  : — suggests that the final
passage is not incongruous with the rest of
the sūra (ibid., -). Torrey interprets
the phrase as an intentional pun, rather
than an interpolation designed to explain a
misunderstood expression, drawing both
on the expression hawat ummuhu but at the
same time interpreting hāwiya as a name
for hell. Torrey (Three difficult passages,
), holding that the most probable hypothesis when an odd theological term
appears in the Qurān is that it is a foreign,
borrowed term, suggests that hāwiya is a

borrowing from Hebrew hōwā, “disaster”
(Isa :; Ezek :; see  ;    ). Bell
(Qurān, ii,  n. ) accepts Torrey’s analysis, minus the Hebrew connection, adding
a note to his translation explaining the untranslated term hāwiya: “i.e. childless; a
phrase implying that the man will perish,
or at least meet misfortune. The added
explanation, however, takes hāwiya as a
designation for Hell.” Paret agrees with the
first part of Torrey’s interpretation but
considers the link with Hebrew questionable. Jeffery objects to Torrey that the biblical passages in question do not describe
hellfire specifically and are therefore unlikely to have served as a basis for this text.
On the argument that this is a very early
passage, he considers it unlikely to be related to the Jewish tradition but to the
Christian tradition instead (see  
;   ).
He proposes, tentatively albeit, two
Ethiopian words from the root combination -w-y, ewāy, meaning “the fiery red
glow of the evening sky,” or we, meaning
“fire, burning coal” ( Jeffery, For. vocab.,
-). These are both unlikely because the
Ethiopic  corresponds to the Arabic  and
not h. Jeffery also notes that Mainz suggested the Syriac ewāyeh, “his life,” referring to the Messiah (cf. Mainz, Review,
; see ); this is also unlikely, for the
same reason.
Bellamy (Fa-ummuhū) proposes an emendation of  :, suggesting that it should
read fa-ummatun hāwiya, meaning, “Then a
steep course downward” (sc. into hell shall
be his). In other words, he understands
hāwiya here to mean “falling” or “dropping
off precipitously.” This emendation is implausible for several reasons. First, it upsets
the parallelism between the two conditional sentences in  :-. Just as the
pronoun huwa (“he”) in the apodosis of the
first conditional sentence (verse ) refers
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back to man (“whoever”) in the protasis
(verse ), so does the attached pronoun -hu
in ummuhu (“his mother”) in the apodosis of
the second conditional sentence (verse )
refer back to man (“whoever”) in the protasis (verse ). Removing the pronoun upsets the balance between the two. Second,
from the perspective of form criticism, the
emendation would render this passage odd
in comparison with similar oracular texts
in the Qurān.
The construction X * mā X * wa-mā adrāka
mā X: * Y, “X. What is X? And how do you
know (lit. ‘what made⁄let you know’) what
X is? (X is) Y” (see Sells, Sound and meaning, -) is a standard form in the oracular stylistic repertoire of pre-Islamic
soothsayers (q.v.). The full form consists of
() the mention of an obscure or ambiguous term, () a rhetorical question concerning that term, () a second, more emphatic,
rhetorical question concerning that term,
and () a definition or explanation of that
term. Repetition of the initial term necessarily creates a strong rhyme and rhythmical pattern. In the Qurān, the full form
occurs only three times ( :-; :-;
:-). In other passages, () is omitted,
producing the pattern X * wa-mā adrāka mā
X: * Y ( :-; :-; :-; :-;
:-; :-; :-). In yet other passages, () is omitted, producing the pattern
X * mā X: * Y ( :, , , ). The passage under examination exhibits a reduced
form of the mā adrāka construction: fa-ummuhu hāwiya * wa-mā adrāka mā-hiya * nārun
āmiya, “And how should you know what
that is?! A scorching fire” ( :-). It
differs from other instances of the mā
adrāka construction in that it does not actually repeat the ambiguous term (hāwiya),
substituting the pronoun hiya, “she, it,”
instead: wa-mā adrāka mā-hiya. This feature
probably helped suggest to Fischer (QorānInterpolation) that verses - represent
an interpolation. The use of reduced

forms of this construction is, however,
quite common, and the use of the pronoun
here may be due to the presence of the
same construction in full at the beginning
of the sūra (verses -).
This construction is characterized by
what Sells (Sound and meaning) terms semantic openness: The initial term, which is
then defined, is necessarily ambiguous. For
this reason, Sells leaves qāria and hāwiya
untranslated in his discussion of this sūra.
Bellamy’s emendation renders the initial
term ummatun hāwiya, “a descending path,”
or “a steep course downward.” An indefinite noun modified by an adjective would
be an anomaly with regard to this oracular
form in the Qurān. Most initial terms occurring in the mā adrāka construction are
definite nouns, unmodified: al-āqqa
( :-), al- āriq ( :-), al-aqaba
( :), al-qāria ( :-), al-u ama
( :-). Other terms are nouns without
the definite article but nevertheless definite
and unmodified: saqar ( :-), sijjīn
( :-), illiyyūn ( :-). Ambiguous
terms that consist of two words are all constructs: aāb al-maymana ( :), aāb almashama ( :), aāb al-yamīn ( :),
aāb al-shimāl ( :; see   
 ), yawm al-fal ( :-), yawm
al-dīn ( :-), laylat al-qadr ( :-; see
  ). It is unlikely that the
ambiguous phrase presented, questioned
and then defined would be a noun modified by an adjective. Adjectives are circumscribing, narrowing modifiers and most
often occur in the definitions that follow
the rhetorical question rather than in the
ambiguous terms themselves. For example,
sijjīn and illiyyūn are both defined as kitābun
marqūm…, “an engraved book” (q.v.;
 :-, -); al- āriq is defined as alnajmu l-thāqib, “the piercing star” ( :-;
see   ); al-u ama is
defined as nāru llāhi l-mūqada, “the kindled
fire (q.v.) of God” ( :-) and, here, the
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term in question (al-hāwiya) is defined as
nārun āmiya, “a scorching fire” ( :).
The emendation is thus probably wrong:
hāwiya is not an adjective modifying the
previous noun but a predicate; the ambiguous initial term is the final word hāwiya
alone. It is worth adding that several of the
other ambiguous terms in such passages
also have the form fāila (see  
 ), such as al-āqqa ( :-)
and al-qāria; as do ambiguous terms
occurring in oracular passages which do
not exhibit the mā adrāka construction, such
as al-wāqia ( :), al- āmma ( :) and
al-ghāshiya ( :). Three other terms that
occur in this construction and are devoid
of the definite article all appear to be
proper nouns. The terms saqar ( :-)
and sijjīn ( :) are names for hell and
illiyyūn ( :) is a name for heaven. The
term hāwiya is likely to be a proper noun
referring to hell.
It is well known that many verse-final
words in the Qurān are modified in form
to fit the rhyme scheme (see 
; Suyū ī, Itqān, ii, -; Müller,
Untersuchungen; Stewart, Saj ) and Ibn alāigh al-anafī (d. ⁄) cites hāwiya
as an example of this phenomenon. In his
view, hāwiya is an instance of a rare or odd
word’s being used in place of a common
one for the sake of rhyme (Suyū ī, Itqān, ii,
). In my view, hāwiya, literally “falling
(fem.),” is a cognate substitute understood
as equivalent to huwwa, mahwan, or mahwā,
all meaning, “pit, chasm, abyss.” Many
such cognate substitutes appear frequently
in the Qurān: talīl ( :) for alāl
(Müller, Untersuchungen, -; see ;
); lāghiya ( :) for laghw (ibid.,
-; see ); amīn ( :; :) for
āmin (ibid., -), and so on. Modifications
for the sake of rhyme are evident in several
verses of Sūrat al-Qāri a ( ) itself. As
Sells (Sound and meaning) has shown in
detail, rhyme and rhythm are crucial fea-

tures of the sūra, so it is reasonable to
suggest that such modifications occur. In
verse , the active participle rāiya, literally
“approving, pleased,” appears with the
meaning of the cognate passive participle
mariyya, “approved, pleasant.” The pronoun hiya occurs as hiyah in final position
in verse ; the two words mā and hiyah
are also joined here to form one rhythmic
unit or foot: mā-hiyah. Hāwiya would be
an additional cognate substitute. Moreover, the morphological pattern of
hāwiya — fāila — occurs frequently in such
cognate substitutions: kāshifa ( :) for
kashf (Müller, Untersuchungen, -); kādhiba
( :) for kadhib (ibid., -; see ); bil- āghiya ( :) for bi- ughyānihim (ibid.,
-); and al-rājifa ( :) for al-rajfa
(ibid., -). A parallel example is the term
al-u ama, also a name for hell, that occurs
in a mā adrāka construction ( :-). It
appears to be a cognate substitute for a
form such as al-ā ima or al-a āma and
conveys the general meaning of “the
crusher.”
The most plausible interpretation of the
term ummuhu is that which takes umm as a
metaphorical term for (destined, final) refuge or abode (see ; ; 
 ). This interpretation
is in keeping with other passages of the
Qurān that state that while heaven is the
dwelling place of those who have faith
(q.v.) and do good works, hell is the refuge
or final place of the evildoers (see 
 ). The most common term used
in this fashion is mawā, “refuge,” which
refers to the abodes of humankind in the
afterlife: heaven in  :, :; : and
hell in  :, , ; :, ; :;
:; :, ; :; :; :; :;
:; :; : ; :; :; :.
Similar terms include mathwā, “abode,”
which refers to hell in  :; :; :;
:; :, , ; :; :; :;
mihād, “cradle, bed,” which can also refer
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to hell (cf.  :; :, ; :; :;
:); and maāb, “end, goal, place where
one ends up,” which refers to hell in
 :, :. Torrey (Three difficult passages, ) states that the use of the term
“contained the grimly ironical assurance
that (the hearer’s) acquaintance with
Hāwiya would not be merely temporary;
she would be his permanent keeper and
guardian.” In any case, perhaps closest to
umm in this context is mawlā, “master,” used
to refer to hell in  :: “Your refuge is
hell (al-nār); it will be your master, and
what an evil destiny it is!”

Abraham (maqām Ibrāhīm) is cited twice in
the Qurān.  :, “Take the station of
Abraham as a place of prayer” (q.v.; wattakhidhū min maqāmi Ibrāhīma muallan) and
 :, “In it [the house of God, i.e. the
aram sanctuary in Mecca] are clear signs
(q.v.), the station of Abraham.” Most have
read  : as an imperative (referring
to the Muslim community), rather than in
the past tense wa-ttakhadhū, “and they
took.”
Opinions vary about the area to be considered as the station, whether, for example, it is all of the sacred territory of
Mecca or, more narrowly, the aram (see
  ; ).
Most, however, have identified the station
with a stone bearing the footprints of
Abraham located within the aram a short
distance from the Ka ba (q.v.). Identifying
the station with a stone, however, leaves a
grammatical awkwardness due to the preposition min, “from,” in  :. The verse
could be rendered “Take within the station
of Abraham a place of prayer,” or “Take a
part of the station of Abraham as a place
of prayer.”
For those who identify the station as a
stone, there are a number of stories about
how Abraham’s footprints came to be impressed on it. For some, Abraham stood on
a stone (or a water jug) when Ishmael’s
(q.v.) dutiful second wife once washed
Abraham’s head. But following a more
commonly held story, while Abraham and
Ishmael were building the Ka ba,
Abraham stood on the stone in order to
reach the upper parts of the Ka ba walls.
According to a third story, Abraham stood
on the stone when he called upon humankind to perform the pilgrimage (q.v.;
 :). A fourth version has Abraham
praying at the stone as his qibla (q.v.), turning his face to the Ka ba door (see especially Firestone, Journeys).
A adīth (Bukhārī, aī, , alāt, ; ed.
Krehl, i, ; trans. Khan, i, ) links the
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Place of Abraham
A location in Mecca (q.v.) at which
Abraham (q.v.) is believed to have stood
and⁄or prayed. The station or place of
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revelation of  : to Umar b. alKha āb who, during the Prophet’s farewell
pilgrimage (q.v.), said, “O messenger of
God, if only we were to take the station of
Abraham as our place of prayer.” Shortly
thereafter  : was revealed (see 
  ;   ). Other adīths (Bukhārī, aī, ,
alāt, ; ed. Krehl, i, ; trans. Khan, i,
, ; ii, ) report that the Prophet
performed the circumambulation ( awāf )
around the Ka ba and offered a two-raka
prayer (see   ;
   ) behind the
station (of Abraham) and then performed the traversing (say) of afā and
Marwa (q.v.).
The stone identified as the station is some
 cm wide and  cm high and has been
placed in different locations within the
aram in the course of the centuries. For a
time it was placed in a box on a high platform to keep it from being swept away in
floods. The stone cracked in ⁄ and
the Abbāsid caliph al-Mahdī (r. -⁄
-) had it repaired with gold braces. In
⁄ the broken pieces of the stone
were thoroughly restored (as reported in
detail by al-Fākihī, an eyewitness [see
Kister, A stone]; al-Fākihī noted some
imyar letters on the stone; see 
,   -; 
).
In the nineteenth century the station was
a little building with a small dome, while
the Saudi reconstructions of the aram in
the mid-twentieth century have replaced
that building with a small hexagonal glassenclosed structure, within which the stone
can be seen. (For photographs of the station as it was about one hundred years ago,
see Nomachi and Nasr, Mecca, , ,
-; Wensinck and Jomier, Ka ba, plates
ix and x; Frikha and Guellouz, Mecca, -,
-.)
Robert Schick
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Plagues
Supernatural events inflicted upon the
Egyptian Pharaoh (q.v.; firawn) and his
nation and delivered by Moses (q.v.).
Reference to the Egyptian plagues appears
in the Qurān approximately twenty times.
Identification of the actual plagues themselves appears only once ( :).
The most detailed qurānic accounts of
Moses’ interaction with the Egyptian
Pharaoh appear in  :- and
 :-. These largely resemble the
account in the biblical book of Exodus
(Ex :-:), in which God sends Moses
to free the Israelites from slavery in Egypt;
when Pharaoh refuses to acquiesce, God
sends down ten plagues as punishment and
as enticement for him to relent. In the
Qurān, the plagues appear not as
“plagues” but as “signs” (q.v.; āya, pl. āyāt).
The difference in nomenclature points to
the Qurān’s understanding of their function, a function different than that in the
Bible. In the Qurān it seems the main
purpose of these āyāt is not to punish
Pharaoh for refusing to free the Israelites
(see   ). Rather, these
events are first and foremost signs attesting
to God’s omnipotence and omnipresence,
which Pharaoh has previously refused to
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acknowledge. In fact, the account of
 :- suggests that the freeing of the
slaves is itself punishment; Pharaoh, we are
told in  :, had become exceedingly
rebellious (see ; )
against God and so God sent Moses and
his brother (see ) to him with God’s
signs. Other qurānic references to Moses
and the signs mention neither the slaves
nor their redemption at all. This omission
indicates that the bringing of signs that
would prove God’s power (see  
) to Pharaoh, and not the freeing of the slaves per se, was Moses’ main
charge ( :; :; :-; :; :,
; :; :; :; one exception to
this appears in  :).
Because of this different understanding
of the purpose of these events, some decidedly non-plague events are included in the
Islamic lists. The Qurān, in  :, puts
the number of signs at nine but does not
specify what they are. In  :, the
Qurān identifies five of these, though
without any further elaboration, as wholesale death, locusts, lice, frogs and blood
(cf. the ten plagues in the Bible). Qurānic
exegetes present various explanations of
the remaining four. Some scholars identify
these with four other signs mentioned in
the Egyptian context: famine (q.v.), dearth
of everything ( :), Moses’ hand turning white and his staff turning into a serpent ( :-; abarī, Tafsīr, ix, -;
Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, iv, ; see ). Others
maintain that the four are Moses’ hand,
staff, and tongue — presumably a reference to his speech impediment — and the
sea — presumably a reference to its splitting and allowing the Israelites to walk
through unharmed while the Egyptians
drowned ( abarī, Tafsīr, xv, -). Yet others replace Moses’ tongue with generalized
obliteration (ibid.).
Horovitz ( , ) points out that Psalms
:- and the first century .. Jewish

historian Josephus (in his Antiquities, book ,
chapter ) recount only nine plagues, as in
the Qurān, rather than Exodus’ ten. Both
lists differ from the Qurān’s list as well as
from each other.
Shari L. Lowin
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Planets and Stars
Celestial bodies. Not unexpectedly, references to celestial phenomena in the Qurān
were influenced by the contemporary
knowledge of these phenomena in the
Arabian peninsula. The ancient Arabs,
prior to their contacts with Persian, Indian
and Greek science (beginning in the
second⁄eighth century), had developed
over the centuries their own popular rather
than “scientific” knowledge of the sky and
celestial phenomena (see -
   ;  
 ). From the third⁄ninth century
onward, Arabic lexicographers collected
this astronomical information in special
monographs, the so-called anwā-books.
The ancient Arabs knew the fixed stars and
the planets, though the current words for
“star,” kawkab and najm, were used indiscriminately and with no distinction between the two. Several hundred stars
were known by name (cf. Kunitzsch,
Untersuchungen) and there were indigenous
names also for the planets (cf. Eilers,
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Planetennamen). Seasons (q.v.) and periods of
rain and drought were connected with the
observation of the acronychal settings and
simultaneous heliacal risings of certain
stars or asterisms, the so-called anwā (cf.
Pellat, Anwā), while the stars were used
for orientation (ihtidā) in the migrations
of the Bedouins (see ) by night
(see   ; ). But from
all this lore only one star is mentioned
in the Qurān by name, al-shirā (see
below, under “Defined stars”; see also
).
Vocabulary
It is noteworthy that many words used in
the Qurān in connection with celestial
phenomena later became part of the technical vocabulary in Arabic-Islamic “scientific” astronomy. Such words are burj (pl.
burūj ), “the constellations,” or “signs,” of
the zodiac ( :; :; :; in  :
[ fī burūjin mushayyadatin], however, burūj is
used in the sense of “towers”); fajr, “dawn”
( :, etc.; see ,  ); falak,
“sphere, orbit” ( :; :; cf. Hartner,
Falak); gharaba, “to set” (i.e.  :, ),
and derivations ( ghurūb, “setting”:  :;
:; and maghrib, “place of setting, west”:
 :, etc.); khasafa, the moon (q.v.) “is
eclipsed” ( :); kawkab (pl. kawākib),
“star” ( :, etc.); manāzil, “stations,” or
“mansions” of the moon ( :; :; cf.
Kunitzsch, al-Manāzil); mashriq, “east”
( :, etc.); najm (pl. nujūm), “star”
( :, etc.; also in  :, where the preferred interpretation of al-najm is “star[s]”
rather than “plants,” or “grasses” [q.v.];
cf. Paret, Kommentar, ); al-qamar, “the
moon” ( :, etc.); al-shams, “the sun”
(q.v.;  :, etc.); shihāb (pl. shuhub), “fire”
( :; :; :-; but in context rather
more specifically “shooting star, meteor”);
alaa, “to rise” (i.e.  :, etc.) and derivations ( ulū, “rising”:  :; :; and
ma la, “rising” of the dawn:  :; also

  
ma li, “place of rising” of the dawn:
 :); and ufuq (pl. āfāq), “horizon”
( :; :; :).
Items of astronomical interest
The order of the universe
God has created the heavenly abode as
“seven heavens,” samāwāt ( :; :;
:; :; :; :), which are arranged in layers one above the other,
ibāqan ( :; :), or in paths or
courses, arāiq ( :; see  
). While, on the one hand, this strongly
reminds one of Greek cosmology (q.v.)
with the famous spheres superimposed
above each other, it is, on the other hand,
unlikely that any echo of this AristotelianPtolemaic theory had ever come to the
knowledge of seventh-century Arabia.
Also, the Greek system needs eight spheres
for the sun, moon, the five planets and the
fixed stars, whereas the Qurān speaks of
only seven. So the qurānic seven heavens
do not seem to belong to cosmology or
astronomy, but rather to theological speculation and may be compared to the seven
heavens mentioned in the “Testament of
the XII Patriarchs” (Lev ) and in the
Talmudic literature (see  
 ). Similarly it remains an open
question whether the courses ( arāiq) of
 : really refer to the courses of the
sun, the moon and the five planets. Very
interesting in this connection is also
 :: “[God created] … and the sun
and the moon, each of them moving in a
sphere” (… wa-l-shamsa wa-l-qamara wakullun fī falakin yasbaūn; cf. also  :).
This seems like an echo of Greek cosmology: each celestial body moves in its own
sphere. But here again we hesitate to understand the Qurān’s statement in such a
strict scientific sense. The sun, moon and
the stars are, at his command, “made to
serve [humans]” (musakhkharāt,  :; cf.
:; :; :; :). Sun and moon

  
were created as a means for calculating
time (q.v.) by years and months (usbānan,
 :; or bi-usbān,  :; cf. :). For
this purpose, God divided the moon’s
course into “mansions” (manāzil,  :;
:) and the heavens into “constellations,” or, more specifically, “the zodiacal
signs” (burūj,  :, :). It remains undetermined whether the Qurān here refers
to the complete system of the twenty-eight
lunar mansions as developed in later
Arabic writings or to some unspecified
mansions only. The oldest known text
showing the complete list of the twentyeight lunar mansions is reported by Abd
al-Malik b. abīb on the authority of
Mālik b. Anas (d. ⁄-; cf. Kunitzsch,
Abd al-Malik). As far as the constellations
are concerned, what evidence we have for
seventh-century Arabia indicates an awareness of only some of the constellations of
the — originally Babylonian — zodiac.
The complete system of twelve constellations or, respectively, signs, became
known only after contact with Greek science (cf. Hartner-Kunitzsch, Min aa).
Further qurānic citations indicate that
observation of the new moons (al-ahilla)
was used to determine time and the date
for pilgrimage (q.v.;  :). The stars
served for orientation by night (ihtidā) on
land and sea (i.e.  :; :; cf. also
 :; :; see ). Mention is
frequently made of a “fire” (shihāb, pl.
shuhub) in the sky, which is thrown at some
satans trying to listen secretly to the discourse of the angels ( :-; :-;
:; :-; see ; ). It is quite
probable that this “fire” in the sky
describes shooting stars, i.e. meteors.
Shihāb later became the still current
Arabic term for “shooting star.” The
“myth of the shooting stars” (Sternschnuppenmythus; cf. Ullmann, Neger, -) became
a favorite motif in post-classical Arabic
poetry.
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Unspecified stars
In several of the oldest sūras (see    ), oath formulas
(see ;     
) appear — such as “By the heaven
with its constellations” (wa-l-samāi dhāti
l-burūj,  :), “By the sun and its light in
the morning” (wa-l-shamsi wa-uāhā,
 :), “By the moon when it is full” (wal-qamari idhā ttasaqa,  :) — which are
all easily understandable. In some cases,
however, an oath is sworn by some star
which remains undefined, as in “by the
heaven and the one coming by night”
(wa-l-samāi wa-l- āriqi,  :), where the
ambiguous phrase, “the one coming by
night” (al- āriq), may refer to a star or, as
some say, to the morning star, which would
be Venus. But al- āriq is explained in  :
as “the star brightly shining” (al-najmu
l-thāqibu), which — by analogy to  :,
where thāqib is the epithet of shihāb, a
shooting star — may also here describe a
shooting star or meteor. The setting of any
star could be meant by  :: “By the star
when it sinks” (wa-l-najmi idhā hawā);
alternatively, it could specifically refer to
the setting of the Pleiades (al-najm is reported as an Arabic name for the Pleiades;
cf. Kunitzsch, Untersuchungen, no. ),
or — if hawā is interpreted as a sudden,
quick, falling — as a meteor shooting
down.  :, “I swear by the mawāqi of
the stars” ( fa-lā uqsimu bi-mawāqii l-nujūmi),
is also ambiguous: mawāqi could be the
places where the stars set on the western
horizon, or places where meteor showers
come down. Further undefined celestial
phenomena are the star (kawkab) seen in
the night by Abraham (q.v.;  :; see
Gilliot, Abraham) and the eleven stars
(kawkab) seen by Joseph (q.v.), together with
the sun and the moon ( :; on this topic
cf. Joseph’s dream in Gen :; see also
  ; ).
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Defined stars
Only once is a star mentioned in the
Qurān by its old Arabic name: “Has the
one who turned away [from God’s message] not been informed that ( :) …
and that he is the lord of al-shirā? ” (waannahu huwa rabbu l-shirā,  :). Al-shirā
is the star alpha Canis Maioris, Sirius, the
brightest fixed star in the sky. The implication is that Sirius was adored by some
Arab tribes in the Age of Ignorance
(q.v.; jāhiliyya), the time before Islam (cf.
Kunitzsch, al-Shi rā); here it is now stressed
that God, the creator of all beings, is also
the lord of Sirius, so that the adoration of
stars has come to an end (see 
 ;   ;
). A clear case is also  :-,
where an oath is sworn by the five planets
(i.e. Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn; cf. Ibn Qutayba, Anwā, , -;
Ibn Sīda, Mukhaa, ix, ,-; Ibn alAjdābī, Azmina, -): “I swear by the
[stars] retrograding,⁄travelling [and] hiding” ( fa-lā uqsimu bi-l-khunnas⁄al-jawārī
l-khunnas). These three epithets refer to the
characteristic qualities of the planets: retrogradation, their travelling (as opposed to
the fixed stars, which always keep their
position relative to each other; similar
terms are sometimes found in later literature: al-kawākib al-jāriya,  , i,  [col.
b, ll. -]; al-nujūm al-jāriyāt, Ullmann,
Naturwiss., ) and their “hiding” in the
light of the sun when they come near it
(cf. Ibn al-Ajdābī, Azmina, ,).
Paul Kunitzsch
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Pledge
Something given as security for the satisfaction of a debt or other obligation; the
contract incidental to such a guaranty. The
term commonly translated as “pledge”
appears three times in the Qurān in three
different forms: rahīn ( :), rahīna
( :) and rihān ( :). Al-Qur ubī
(d. ⁄), in his Jāmi, reports that the
term in  : is also read by Ibn Kathīr
and Ibn Amr as ruhun, by Āim b. Abī alNajūd as ruhn and by Abū Alī al-Fārisī as
rahn (see    ;    ; 
  ).
Exegetes interpret the uses of “pledge” in
 : and  : as being parallel. In
his Tafsīr, Abū l-Layth al-Samarqandī
(d. ⁄) interprets both verses to refer
to the day of resurrection (q.v.) on which
all souls will be pledged and weighed for
the works of each person (see  ;
 ;  ). Ibn Kathīr
(d. ⁄; Tafsīr, ad loc.) says the meaning of both verses is that a person cannot
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carry the sins of another with his good
deeds (see ,   ).
Modern interpretations (see  
 :    ) also stress that these verses
militate against the idea of saintly or prophetic intercession (q.v.; see also ;
  ).
 : is the focus for exegesis about the
legality of giving a pledge or “pawn” in the
case of an exchange when no witness or
writer is present to draw up a document of
the exchange (see   ;   ). AlQur ubī ( Jāmi, ad loc.) defines a pledge as
the legal retention of a specific object, in
lieu of a document, until the price is paid.
Legal theorists raise several points of dispute beyond this basic characterization (see
   ).
In his Akām on  :, Ibn al- Arabī
(d. ⁄) reports that Mujāhid, based
on a literal reading of  :, is of the
opinion that a pledge can only be used
when an exchange is made while traveling
(see ). Ilkiyā l-Harrāsī (d. ⁄
; Akām al-Qurān, ad loc.) cites a report
that the prophet Muammad once made a
pledge to a Jew (see   ) in
Medina (q.v.), thus demonstrating that
pledging while not traveling is permitted.
There is also disagreement over the legal
status of the pledge once it is in the hands
of the party receiving it. According to
al-Shāfi ī (d. ⁄), the pledge is only
in lieu of a document of contract. The
recipients of the pledge, therefore, are not
responsible for its upkeep; but neither are
they allowed usufruct or confiscation of the
pledge if the contract for which the pledge
is made is not fulfilled by the giver of the
pledge. The anafīs and Mālikīs hold that
the party receiving the pledge is responsible for its upkeep, may use and benefit
from the pledged item, and is entitled to
keep the pledge if the giver of the pledge

does not fulfill the contract in the specified time (see   
).
Other areas of dispute include: whether
an item jointly owned may be pledged by
only one of the owners or by both of them
for different transactions; whether a debt
(q.v.) can be pledged; to whom the pledge
can be entrusted; the circumstances in
which a slave or a slave’s manumission
may be pledged (see  
); and what happens when the
person receiving the pledge dies before
the fulfillment of the contract (see
). See also  for
“pledge” in the sense of testament, commitment or covenant.
Brannon M. Wheeler
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Poetry and Poets
Composition in metrical and rhymed language; and those who compose such compositions. By the time the Prophet was
born, Arabic poetry had long been the key
cultural register of the language. Other
literary forms, particularly oratory and
story telling, had important cultural roles
but it was poetry that dominated (see
-    ;
    ;
    ). It is
uncertain when this poetry (shir), which
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has no functional parallel in any of the
other Semitic languages (see 
), first came into being, but it is reasonably clear that its original forms, rhyme
patterns, meters and thematic conventions
were largely fixed by the early part of the
fifth century .. (the time of the earliest
surviving pieces). There were to be developments after that, but they built on the
foundations already in place. In later times
the overarching themes were thought to be
panegyric, lampoon, lament, love, description, self-glorification and aphoristic sayings; but such broad categorizations give
little idea of the detailed thematic richness
we find in the surviving corpus.
It is clear that most of this poetry is
essentially tribal poetry; that the tribes
were nomadic and dependent on their
camels and, to a lesser extent, on their
horses, sheep and goats (see ;
 ); that they lived in the desert
and semi-desert and the surrounding
mountains (see ; ; );
that the tribes frequently fought each other
(see ; ;  
); that life was at all times perceived as hard and dangerous; that intratribal and intertribal relationships had led
to a complex code of conduct both for
men and for women (see  
   ;  ); that there was an ethical code
based on the notion of muruwwa (see
   ); but that, in contrast, with few exceptions, religious ideas
were relatively little developed (see
;  ,  
-), with the vagaries of a rarely
benevolent fortune and the ever-present
menace of death and, particularly, untimely death consuming the tribesman’s
thoughts (see ). There was an ambivalent view of settlements (see ): they
were the source of necessities not found
in the desert and of imported luxuries

such as wine (q.v.; see also );
but they were thought to be unhealthy
places.
There were also poets in the settlements
themselves; for example, al-Samawal b.
Ādiyā at Taymā, Adiyy b. Zayd at alīra, and an older contemporary of the
Prophet, Umayya b. Abī l- alt at al- āif.
None of the poets of the settlements, however, achieved the fame and status of the
great Bedouin poets. It was to the latter
that the Lakhmid rulers of al-īra and
their rivals the Ghassānids of southern
Syria turned when they wanted some
panegyric (see ; 
 ). By the beginning of
the seventh century .. their patronage
enabled successful poets such as Maymūn
b. Qays al-A shā to become itinerant troubadours. Al-A shā was not the only master
poet to be a contemporary of the Prophet.
Others were Zuhayr b. Abī Sulmā, Labīd
b. Rabī a, Āmir b. al- ufayl and Durayd
b. al- imma. There were many more not
of the highest rank.
Some seventy-five years ago, Gibb (Arabic
literature) succinctly summed up some of
the key reasons for the success of preIslamic poetry:
[But] its appeal lies far more in the fact
that, in holding the mirror up to life, it presented an image larger than life. The passions and emotions and portrayals were
idealized in content and expression — in
content because it presented the Arabs to
themselves as they would have liked to be,
immeasurably bold and gallant and openhanded, and in expression because these
ideal images were clothed in rich, sonorous and evocative language, and given
emotional intensity by the beating rhythms
and ever-recurring rhyme (p. ).… All of
these subserved [the poet’s] main purpose,
so to stimulate the imaginative response
of his audience that the poem becomes a

  
dialogue between them, a dialogue in
which the audience are alert to grasp the
hints and allusions compressed within the
compass of his verse and to complete his
portrait or thought for themselves (p. ).
Factors such as these were instrumental not
only in ensuring the success of the poetry
in its own time but in providing it with an
appeal that still grips Arabic-speaking
hearers today.
None of this is likely to have troubled the
Prophet greatly, but there were two aspects
of poetry that must have been deeply disturbing to him. The first is that it was a
short step from lampoon to obscenity or,
much worse, to the uttering of curses (see
). Poets’ invective was common and
caused much ill will. The second aspect is
more complex and more serious. From the
beginning the Arabs had linked their poets
with magic (q.v.) or, at least, preternatural,
non-human forces (see ; ;
). There is ample evidence that
poets (and likewise kāhins, soothsayers
[q.v.]) were believed to have a preternatural driving force, given various names:
khalīl (euphemistic “friend, companion”;
see   ), jinn and
even shay ān — the Greek daimōn. We do
not rely on late sources for evidence on
this. Al-A shā, for example, several times
refers to his demonic alter ego by the pet
name misal, “the eloquent tongue.”
It is against this background of the preternatural and of magic that one should
view what the Qurān has to say about
poetry and the poets. The key words found
in the text are shāir, “poet” ( :; :;
:; :), shir, “poetry” ( :),
majnūn, “possessed by a jinn” ( :; :;
:; :; :, ; :; :; :,
; :), jinna, “possession by a jinn”
( :; :, ; :, ) and also
kāhin, “soothsayer” ( :; :). Be-
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cause of overlapping ( :, for example,
has the phrase shāir majnūn), they involve
nineteen passages, which fall into two
kinds: () Those in which unbelievers are
depicted as declaring that a prophet is a
poet, a soothsayer, or possessed; and
() those in which there is a strong denial
of such claims.
Most of the passages are found in sūras
thought to be early or middle Meccan,
though there are also three from the late
Meccan period (see   
). They are obviously of a polemical kind, though a surprising number are
linked to eschatological material (see
). There is no Medinan passage of this kind. The objections are normally put into the mouths of Muammad’s
Meccan opponents (see  
), though in the case of majnūn,
two of the passages refer to Pharaoh (q.v.)
and Moses (q.v.), and two to Noah (q.v.)
and his opponents. The general picture is
therefore that Muammad is not alone as a
prophet in facing such objections. The passages specifically referring to shāir (and
also kāhin), however, relate to Muammad
rather than anyone else. The objections of
the Prophet’s opponents are vividly summed
up in  :: “No! They say, ‘Tangled
nightmares. No! He has invented it. No!
He is a poet. Let him bring us a sign, just
as the ones of old were sent with signs’.”
The slightly earlier  :- is a particularly striking passage. First, there is a
firm denial that Muammad is either a
kāhin or majnūn. This is then countered by a
suggestion by his anonymous opponents
that he is a shāir: “So give the reminder
(q.v.). By the grace of your lord you are
neither a soothsayer nor one possessed. Or
they say, ‘A poet for whom we await the
ill-doings of fate.’ Say, ‘Wait. I shall be one
of those waiting with you’.” In addition to
using three of the key words, the passage
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has rayb al-manūn, “the ill-doings of fate,” a
phrase that has various parallels in preIslamic poetry.
The conclusion to be drawn from such
passages is that there was a great deal of
verbal sparring and polemic on both sides
in Mecca (q.v.) and that the Prophet’s
opponents did not hesitate to call him “a
poet,” a “soothsayer,” “one possessed” (and
much else that is of no direct concern
here). This makes good sense if the words
are being used because of their pejorative
background. The alternative suggestion
that Muammad’s opponents could not
differentiate between poetry, the utterances
of kāhins and passages from the Qurān
does not bear close scrutiny.
The Qurān also makes it clear that
poetry is not an appropriate vehicle for the
transmission of God’s message by the
Prophet.  :- runs: “We have not
taught him poetry. That is not proper for
him. This is only a reminder and a recitation that is clear, that he might warn those
who are alive and that the word may be
proved true against the unbelievers.” In
short, not only was the Prophet not possessed, either as a poet or anything else; in
addition, poetry was not suitable as the
register of the revelation (see 
 ;   
).
These passages thus determine the position of the Prophet and the revelation
vis-à-vis poetry but they say nothing about
other poets. For that we must turn to the
final section of   and in particular
to  :, which gives the sūra its
name — “The Poets.” Verses - are
usually thought to be Medinan (whereas
the rest of the sūra is considered to be
middle Meccan) but there is no cogent
reason for this view, apart from the final
verse.

  
“Shall I tell you of those on whom the satans descend? They descend on every sinful liar (see ). They listen, but most of
them are liars. And [there are] the poets,
those who go astray (q.v.) follow them.
Have you not seen how they wander in
every valley, and how they say what they
do not do? That is not the case with those
who believe and do righteous deeds and
remember God often and help themselves
after they have been wronged. Those who
do wrong will surely know by what overturning they will be overturned”
( :-).
The passage is usually thought of as beginning at  : but in view of the verses
on shāir and majnūn mentioned above, it
seems likely that the reference to alshayā īn, “satans,” in verse  is a typically
oblique introduction to verse . Clearly
poets are denounced but, as the passage is
rhetorical (see   
), the strength of the comment is
very much a matter of interpretation. The
view that it is a severe one seems to rely to
some extent on views formed on the passages already discussed. If, however, one
takes the view that  :- refer to
the poets rather than to “those who go
astray,” one may reasonably take the view
that it exempts at least some poets from
stricture.
The possibility offered by  : that
some poets might be or become righteous
fits in with the evidence of the sīra, the
biography of the Prophet (see  
 ), and stories about the poets
themselves, though there is much that cannot be taken at face value. It would appear
that the well established, though minor,
poet assān b. Thābit, of the Medinan
tribe of Khazraj, composed poetry for
the new community from the year ⁄
onwards (though quite what material this
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was is now difficult to determine: at a
conservative estimate % of his Dīwān is
spurious). Also active on behalf of the
Muslims was Bujayr b. Zuhayr b. Abī
Sulmā, who eventually persuaded his
brother Ka b b. Zuhayr to drop his opposition to Islam. Ka b then came to the
Prophet, submitted and recited his eulogy
Bānat suād, much to the delight of Muammad. Bujayr is alleged to have warned
Ka b that at the conquest of Mecca
Muammad had ordered the execution of
“some of those who had satirized and insulted him” (cf. Ibn Isāq-Guillaume, ).
On the other hand, the Prophet appears to
have taken no action against other hostile
poets. Thus Āmir b. al- ufayl, who was
implacably opposed to Islam, came on a
deputation from the Banū Āmir to visit
the Prophet in ⁄. Despite being rumored to be involved in a plot to kill
Muammad, he was allowed to leave
Medina, though he died on the way back
to his tribe, probably through an illness
picked up in Medina. We may also note
that somewhat later, when Āmir’s fellow
legate, Arbad b. Qays, was killed by lightning, Arbad’s half-brother Labīd, apparently by then a devout Muslim, saw
nothing wrong in composing a series of
laments for him.
On this basis the simple interpretation of
 :-, to wit that it shows some disapproval of poets, though with a let-out
clause in  :, seems the most reasonable. That did not stop many commentators in later periods from taking a much
dimmer view. This is not surprising as
poets regularly got themselves into trouble
for foul-mouthed satire or even inadvertently offending those in temporal or
religious authority.
Alan Jones
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Polemic and Polemical Language
Discussion of controversial [religious] matters or allusion to them. Polemic in the
Qurān consists primarily of argumentation directed against pagans (see    and  
), Jews and Christians (see 
 ;   ). Yet, polemical language may
also be employed in other contexts, for
example when addressing erring or recalcitrant Muslims (see ; ).
Polemic in the sense of argumentation or
the refutation of others’ beliefs is a prominent element in the Qurān since in the
course of his mission Muammad encountered various types of opposition and criticism (see   ). It is
easy, however, to underestimate the extent
to which the Qurān contains polemical
language since certain words or passages, if
taken literally or at face value, would cease
to be polemical (see next section; see
     ;
   ; ).
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Such an underestimation could be the consequence of preferring a literal reading as
more in keeping with the solemnity and
sacrosanct nature of scripture; nevertheless, elements such as hyperbole and lampooning are undeniably present in the
Qurān (see    
; ).
The process of refuting others’ beliefs is
often inseparable from the parallel process
of defending one’s own. For religious
groups, this activity is an important part of
identity-formation and boundary-drawing
to the extent that a group defines itself by
dissociating itself from others. In relation
to the chronology of revelation (the traditional account of Muammad’s life is
here accepted in its broad outlines; see
   ), this process is progressive. Thus, the arguments
against pagans mainly in the Meccan
period might constitute common ground
with other monotheistic faiths, whereas the
arguments deployed against Jews and
Christians in the Medinan period are by
definition more distinctive, serving to reinforce an Islamic identity over and against
Judaism and Christianity. Among scriptures, the Qurān offers a particularly good
example of this process since it reflects the
fluctuating relations which Muammad
and his followers had with the pagans,
mainly in Mecca (q.v.), and with the Jews
and Christians, mainly in Medina (q.v.).
Furthermore the Qurān appears to have
interacted in a very direct manner with its
environment to the extent that it reflects
a response to questions addressed to
Muammad by specific individuals (see
  ).
The nearest qurānic equivalents to the
word “polemic” are the third-form verbs
derived from the roots jadala and ajja (the
former being rather more prevalent), both
meaning to argue or dispute (see 

 ). Argument or disputation are activities usually attributed to
Muammad’s opponents and generally
considered blameworthy (e.g.  :; :;
:); in these instances both verbs might
best be translated as “wrangling” (but
it should be noted that jadal — or
“debate” — does not necessarily have negative connotations; indeed, a treatise on
the qurānic modes of jadal, i.e. the rhetorical devices employed in debating or disputing, was written by the anbalite Najm
al-Dīn al- ūfī [d. ⁄]; cf. Suyū ī,
Itqān, iv, ; Zarkashī, Burhān, ii, ;
McAuliffe, Debate with them). Disputing
about God or his signs (q.v.) is considered
particularly reprehensible (e.g.  :;
:; :; :). The Qurān says that
every people (umma) disputed with the messenger (q.v.) who was sent to them ( :)
and many of the arguments which are
reported as having taken place between
former prophets and their peoples (see e.g.
 :-; see   ) have a bearing on Muammad’s
disputes with his contemporaries, whether
they be doctrinal (e.g. relating to the oneness of God or the final judgment; see
 ) or moral (e.g. exhorting to
honesty [q.v.] in transactions; see 
  ;   ,
  ). They are
therefore to be considered an integral part
of the qurānic polemic. The polemical
function of these passages is reinforced by
the frequent references to the punishment,
whether temporal or otherworldly (see
  ; 
 ), which was visited on the
recalcitrant disputants.
The relationship between the qurānic
polemic and pre-Islamic monotheistic
polemic is of interest but rather too complex to be explored in any detail here (see
 ,   -;
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-    ).
John Wansbrough has sought to situate the
qurānic polemic, along with the polemical
material in the sīra literature (i.e. the
“biography of the Prophet”; see  
 ), within the broader JudeoChristian tradition (see  
 ). To this end he identified
twelve main themes and their pre-Islamic
antecedents: prognosis of Muammad in
Jewish scripture; Jewish rejection of that
prognosis; Jewish insistence upon miracles
(see ) for prophets; Jewish rejection of Muammad’s revelation (see
  ); Muslim
charge of scriptural falsification (see
); Muslim claim to supersede
earlier dispensations (see );
the direction of prayer (see );
Abraham (q.v.) and Jesus (q.v.) in sectarian
soteriology (see ; ;    );
Solomon’s (q.v.) claim to prophethood;
sectarian Christology; the “sons of God”;
and the “faith [q.v.] of the fathers”
(Wansbrough, Sectarian milieu, -; see
  ; ;
).

may incorporate any one or more of the
following:
— exhortation (see ), e.g.
 :: “O Children of Israel (q.v.)!
Remember my favor I bestowed upon you
(see ; ); fulfill your covenant
(q.v.) with me and I shall fulfill my covenant with you, and fear (q.v.) none but
me”;
— rebuke or criticism, e.g.  :: “When
they come to you, they say: ‘We believe,’
but in fact they enter with disbelief and
they go out the same”;
— arguments, e.g.  :: “We know
indeed that they say: ‘It is a man that
teaches him.’ [But] the tongue of him they
mischievously refer to is foreign, while this
is a clear, Arabic tongue” (see 
; );
— challenges, e.g.  :: “They say:
‘None shall enter paradise (q.v.) unless he
be a Jew or a Christian;’ those are their
vain desires. Say: ‘Produce your proof
(q.v.) if you are telling the truth’ ” (see
);
— refutations of accusations against
Muammad, e.g.  :-: “Your companion has neither gone astray nor erred,
nor does he speak out of his own desire”;
— discrediting opponents by means of a
critical aside or by declaring them to be
liars (see ), e.g.  :-: “Behold they
say, out of their own invention: ‘God has
begotten children’; but they are liars!”;
— threats or warnings of temporal or
otherworldly punishment, e.g.  ::
“Those who molest the Prophet will have
a grievous chastisement”;
— declarations of woe, e.g.  :: “Woe
to those who write the book (q.v.) with their
own hands and then say: ‘This is from
God’ ”;
— curses, e.g.  :: “Those who disbelieve and die in a state of unbelief, on
them is God’s curse (q.v.) and the curse of

Language and style
The form and style of the Qurān is
integral to its import and impact (see 
    ), and
polemic by definition seeks to have an
impact on those whom it addresses.
Elements of polemic are not confined to
any particular sections of the Qurān, and
there is a constant interplay and overlap
between polemic and other elements such
as eschatology, signs controversies and narrative (see ), as has been demonstrated by Robinson with reference to
the early Meccan sūras (q.v.; Robinson,
Discovering, -). Polemical elements in
the Qurān, which are often parenthetical,
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angels (see ) and of all humankind”;
— satire, e.g.  :: “His similitude (see
) is that of a dog (q.v.): if you
attack him, he lolls out his tongue, and if
you leave him alone, he lolls out his
tongue. That is the similitude of those
who reject our signs”;
— rhetorical or hypothetical questions, e.g.
 :: “What is wrong with them, that
they do not believe?”;
— exclamations, e.g.  :: “We have
placed you on the earth and given you
therein a provision for your livelihood, but
little do you give thanks!”;
— emphatic denials or denunciations, e.g.
 :-: “He thinks his wealth (q.v.) will
give him immortality (see ). By no
means! He will certainly be thrown into
the consuming one (see  
)!”.
The range of qurānic terminology
associated with polemic is too broad to be
treated here. As far as the content of the
polemic is concerned, this terminology
could perhaps most usefully be analyzed in
terms of clusters of words related to central concepts such as being astray⁄turned
away (from guidance or the truth [q.v.]);
immorality and unrighteousness; enmity
and hostility (to God, Muammad and⁄or
the Muslims; see ); hypocrisy (see
  ); haughtiness
and pride (q.v.; see also ); rebellion (q.v.; see also ) or
stubbornness (see   ); and stupidity or ignorance (q.v.).
A striking feature of the qurānic polemic, particularly in its admonitory or
exhortatory passages, is the regular
occurrence of paired opposites: believers
and unbelievers, truth and falsehood,
guidance and error, paradise and hell (e.g.
 :-; :-; :; see  
). These binary oppositions serve
to confront the listener with a stark choice,

and generally incorporate an implicit or
explicit warning about the consequences of
making the wrong one. Another common
feature is a reciprocity or parallelism between the attitude of unbelievers or hypocrites to God and his attitude to them; thus
they seek to deceive God but in fact he
deceives them ( :); they forget him
and so he forgets them ( :); they plot
but so does God ( :; :), and so on.
Polemical passages may be directed at
particular groups of people (see headings
below) or at particular beliefs or forms of
behavior. Far from being a dispassionate
discourse on morals, the qurānic condemnation of a given behavior often constitutes
an accusation that such behavior is being
engaged in, and the emphasis falls as much
on the perpetrators as on the behavior
itself. This is in accordance with the
Qurān’s tendency to emphasize the practical and the concrete rather than the
abstract. It may, for example, describe
those who are engaging in a particular
form of morally reprehensible activity as
“those in whose hearts there is a disease”
(alladhīna fī qulūbihim maraun, e.g.  :;
see ;   ), or it
may declare or call down God’s curse
on them, or refer to their unenviable destiny in the hereafter. The eschatological
dimension shows the qurānic concern not
just to describe or condemn, but also to
motivate humans to avoid or desist from
such behavior.
As indicated above, polemic is not necessarily to be taken at face value, as is clear
from its frequent association with elements
such as satire, encompassing features like
hyperbole and caricature, and from its frequent use of metaphorical language (see
). The Qurān contains many
examples of the use of irony or satire to
ridicule opponents: those who were
charged with the prescriptions of the


Torah (q.v.) but failed to carry them out are
compared to “a donkey laden with huge
tomes” ( :); poets (see  
), with whom Muammad’s opponents sought to identify him, are described
as “wandering distractedly in every valley”
( :); the pagans who attribute
daughters to God prefer sons for themselves, and are grief-stricken when they
receive tidings of a baby girl ( :-; see
; ; ); those
who are reluctant to fight have rolling eyes
or almost swoon at the mention of battle
( :; :; see ; 
 ; ); and there is probably a lampooning element in the accusation that, for Christians, God is not just
one of a trinity or tritheism but “the third
of three” ( :; see ). Examples
of the use of metaphorical language include the description of the unbelievers as
deaf, dumb and blind (e.g.  :; see
  ;   ;   ; ), or
as having a veil, seal or lock on their hearts
(e.g.  :; :; :).
The classification of parts of the Qurān
as polemical may require identifying those
passages where particular terms are not
intended as a straightforward objective
description. For example, the term aduw,
“enemy,” would not be considered polemical when used to describe a military opponent, but becomes so when the situation
is rather more ambiguous, or when the
foremost aim is condemnation, as where
particular persons are branded as, for instance, “enemies of God” (e.g.  :; cf.
:, the “party of Satan”; see ;
  ). If one applies the
same principle to a central religious concept such as “polytheism⁄polytheist”
(shirk⁄mushrik), it becomes apparent that an
analysis of polemic in the Qurān could
have considerable significance for the
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interpretation of particular terms or
concepts.
Polemic against polytheists, unbelievers and
hypocrites
The terms “polytheist” and “unbeliever”
correspond closely to the qurānic terms
mushrik and kāfir (the latter term also incorporating the sense of ingratitude, i.e. in
the face of God’s favors; see 
 ). These terms and their
cognates, however, sometimes appear to be
used interchangeably (e.g.  :; :), and
on occasion both terms have a more comprehensive semantic application. For
example, both are at times applied to
Christians or Jews (see next section). In
these cases, as in subsequent Muslim
tradition, the accusation of “polytheism”
(shirk) or “unbelief ” (kufr), is directed at
self-professed monotheists, the point being
not that they are literally to be equated
with outright idolators or polytheists but
that certain aspects of their belief or practice are seen as compromising the divine
oneness. Kufr is sometimes closely associated with various types of reprehensible
behavior, in fact certain types of behavior
may be taken as an indication that the perpetrator is an unbeliever; Izutsu (Ethical
terms, -) has shown how central this
concept is, and how closely related to
almost all other negative ethical values or
qualities. It is therefore inappropriate to try
to define these terms too narrowly or precisely; an a priori assumption of absolute
precision or consistency in qurānic usage
would lead to difficulties and apparent
contradictions.
For obvious reasons, it is mainly in the
Meccan portions of the Qurān that the
objections raised by Muammad’s pagan
opponents are reported and refuted. The
major themes in the qurānic argumentation at this stage are: the insistence on the
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oneness of God and the corresponding
denial of any associates; the affirmation of
the last day (see ), bodily resurrection (q.v.) and the final judgment; and
the denial of various accusations made
against Muammad.
Some of the arguments employed are
fairly simple. For example, in the face of
the pagans’ denial of bodily resurrection,
the Qurān frequently argues that if God
were able to create them in the first instance, then he is capable of bringing them
back to life for the purpose of judgment
(q.v.; e.g.  :-; :; see ;
   ). In support of the
oneness of God, the Qurān asserts, “if
there were in them [i.e. the heavens and
the earth] deities other than God, both
would have been ruined” ( :). Other
cases provide examples of fairly extended
or multifaceted arguments. For example, in
the face of demands for a miracle on the
part of Muammad’s detractors, several
arguments are employed in defense of
Muammad’s alleged failure to produce
one. In the Qurān, God declines to
appease the critics by effecting miracles for
various reasons: because they still would
not believe (e.g.  :); in order to
emphasize Muammad’s human, nondivine status ( :-; see ); and because the Qurān should be
sufficient for them ( :-). Muslims
have traditionally linked this theme with
the phenomenon of the “challenge” contained in several qurānic passages (e.g.
 :-; :), which call on Muammad’s critics to produce something
comparable to the Qurān. Muslims
understood this as implying that the
Qurān itself constituted Muammad’s
miracle, as later elaborated in the doctrine
of qurānic inimitability (q.v.; ijāz).
The Qurān reserves some of its harshest
strictures for unbelievers and polytheists,

especially the latter. For example, shirk is
described in the Qurān as the only sin
which cannot be forgiven ( :, ; see
; ,   ) and
the mushrikūn are described as “unclean,”
and are therefore prohibited from entering
the sacred mosque (q.v.) in Mecca ( :).
Unlike Jews and Christians, unbelievers
and polytheists appear to have no redeeming features. Frequently, God’s curse is pronounced on them and⁄or allusion is made
to their destination in hell (e.g.  :).
The term munāfiqūn, “hypocrites,” is almost exclusively Medinan and over time is
increasingly used to denote a specific
group of people. At Medina these people
come to be numbered among Muammad’s staunchest opponents, along with
unbelievers and polytheists; indeed, they
are sometimes explicitly paired with one of
these categories (e.g.  :; :), or with
“those in whose hearts there is a disease”
( :; :, ). As with unbelievers,
their destiny in hell is frequently proclaimed (e.g.  :; :). The terms
nifāq and riā are both used to denote the
abstract quality of hypocrisy, but by and
large the main function of the term
munāfiqūn appears to be to serve as a condemnatory label to draw attention to a
group of people in Medina who are
opportunistic and therefore fickle in their
support of the Muslims. The Qurān is, in
effect, warning the Muslims of this as well
as warning the hypocrites of the consequences of their actions; actual hypocrisy
and dissembling is only one of several reprehensible forms of behavior for which
they are criticized in the Qurān.
Polemic against Jews and Christians
In the Medinan period the Qurān increasingly recognizes the followers of Judaism
and Christianity as communities in their
own right (see   
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 ; ;  
   ). This is not the
place to speculate on precisely which
groups of Christians and Jews (although in
the case of the latter the picture is somewhat clearer) may have been present in
the Arabian peninsula in Muammad’s
time (see  ,  
-; -  
 ); but the Qurān does appear
at times to have been addressing particular,
possibly heretical, groups of Jews or
Christians (e.g.  : attributes to Jews the
belief that Uzayr⁄Ezra [q.v.] is the son of
God, a belief to which no Jewish or other
extra-qurānic attestation has been found),
and at others to reflect the beliefs of particular groups (e.g. the Nestorian emphasis
on Jesus’ humanity or the Docetists’ denial
that he was really crucified). Attempts
to demonstrate any direct influence of
specific groups, however, remain highly
speculative.
The qurānic material relating to Judaism
and Christianity or Jews and Christians is
not all polemical, and indeed there are
some verses that could be described as conciliatory; but a sizeable proportion of it,
probably the majority, is. Certain criticisms
are directed at both Jews and Christians,
sometimes under the rubric People of the
Book (q.v.; ahl al-kitāb or alladhīna ūtū
l-kitāb), a category which denotes primarily
but not exclusively Jews and Christians,
while others are directed at one to the
exclusion of the other. References to the
People of the Book generally consist of
exhortations (e.g.  :; :), didactic
questions (e.g.  :, ), or criticisms of
their behavior (e.g.  :, ). Although
some verses appear to distinguish between
good and bad People of the Book (e.g.
 :, ), the prevailing opinion appears
to be that most of them are unrighteous
(e.g.  :; see   ; 
 ). Yet other verses speak of

“those who disbelieve from among the
People of the Book” (e.g.  :; :;
:), showing that the categories of kāfirūn
and People of the Book are not mutually
exclusive. There is some ambiguity concerning the question of whether conversion to Islam is expected or demanded of
the People of the Book. Their respective
scriptures and faiths are at least implicitly
affirmed (e.g.  :, -; :), but at
times there seems to be an expectation that
People of the Book should believe in the
Qurān, and verses expressing a desire for
this vary from the wistful (e.g.  :) to
the threatening (e.g.  :). This ambiguity, and the use of terms such as kufr and
shirk in connection with Jews and Christians, has given rise to disagreement
among Muslim interpreters as to whether,
in fact, Jews and Christians who remain in
their respective faiths can attain salvation,
despite the apparent confirmation of this
in  : and  :. Criticisms which are
directed at both Jews and Christians, although not necessarily to the same degree,
include distorting, forgetting, misinterpreting or suppressing parts of their scriptures
(e.g.  :, ; :, ; see  
); desiring to lead Muslims
astray (e.g.  :; :); failing to believe
in Muammad’s message (e.g.  :; :);
being religiously complacent or exclusivist
(e.g.  :; :); being divided amongst
themselves (e.g.  :; :); elevating
their religious leaders to quasi-divine status
(e.g.  :; see ); and failing to follow their own religious teachings properly
(e.g.  :).
In general, the qurānic polemic against
Jews is harsher in tone and more ad hominem than that against Christians. The most
sustained passage on the Children of Israel
(banū Isrā īl, the most common designation
of the Jews) takes up about half of the
longest sūra in the Qurān (beginning from
 :). Commencing with exhortation,
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the passage becomes increasingly condemnatory, recalling the Jews’ past (and by
implication present) stubbornness, disobedience and ingratitude. Just as stories
of the former prophets and their opponents (see  ) are clearly
targeting Muammad’s contemporaries in
their criticisms of those opponents, so this
passage dissolves the distance between
past and present by directly associating
Muammad’s Jewish contemporaries with
the misdeeds of Jews almost two millennia
previously. Thus, in a passage generally
believed to refer to an event recorded in
Deuteronomy :- and Numbers :-,
the Qurān declares: “Remember when
you killed a man and fell into dispute
among yourselves about it…. Thenceforth
were your hearts hardened: they became
like rocks or even harder” ( :-; see
McAuliffe, Assessing). In one of the more
strongly worded passages concerning Jews
it is stated that “those of the Children of
Israel who disbelieved were cursed… evil
indeed were the deeds which they committed… God’s wrath is on them, and in
torment will they abide forever,” and it is
concluded that Jews, along with polytheists, are “strongest in enmity to the believers” ( :-).
Arguments directed at Christians often
concern religious doctrine. The Qurān
appears to refute the Trinity (e.g.  :,
although strictly speaking the verses in
question refute tritheism); the divine sonship of Jesus (e.g.  :); the divinity of
Jesus (e.g.  :); and the crucifixion (q.v.;
 :-). Some of these doctrines are
declared tantamount to kufr or shirk (e.g.
 :; :, -), thus blurring the distinction between Christians and
polytheists⁄unbelievers in much the same
way that the distinction between People of
the Book and unbelievers is blurred in the
verses cited above.
Even more than in the case of polemic

against unbelievers, it is important to
observe the chronology of revelation when
assessing passages relating to Jews and
Christians. An example of this is the
apparent denial of the crucifixion, often
cited in Muslim-Christian polemic but in
fact revealed in the early Medinan period
when Jews, not Christians, were considered
to be the main opponents of the Muslims.
This denial is therefore to be understood
primarily as a reproach to the Jews and a
refutation of their claim to have killed
Jesus. A few (e.g. Ayoub, Islamic Christology, -; Zaehner, Sundry times, )
conclude that this leaves open the possibility of interpreting the verse as affirming
the role of God, while denying that of the
Jews, in bringing the crucifixion to pass.
The fact that the Qurān contains conciliatory as well as polemical material
relating to Jews and Christians raises the
hermeneutical question of the relationship
between the two types of passages. In view
of the fact that the chronological progression in the Qurān is generally in the direction of greater hostility towards and
criticism of these groups, many of the
classical scholars (see   
:   ) took
the later, more confrontational verses as
abrogating the earlier, more conciliatory
ones (e.g.  :, among other verses, was
generally taken to abrogate  :; see
). Furthermore, the dividing line
between good and bad People of the Book
was generally taken to coincide with the
dividing line between those who either
accept Islam or would do so if they were to
hear about it and those who do not or
would not. In the modern period (see
   :  
 ), exegetes tend to
place rather less emphasis on abrogation,
so other approaches emerge. Those who
continue to hold an overwhelmingly negative view of Christians and Christianity
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may distinguish between an ideal, metaChristianity posited in the Qurān and the
actual Christianity with which Muammad
and other Muslims down to the present
have come into contact (see McAuliffe,
Qurānic). Modernists (e.g. Ayoub, Nearest
in amity, ) prefer to take the more
positive verses (e.g.  :) as of universal
application while interpreting the negative
verses as having limited and temporary
application, for example in conditions of
warfare (see ) or hostility between
Muslims and others.
Because of its ongoing relevance
throughout history, polemic against Jews
and Christians raises another hermeneutical question, namely that of how far or in
what respects the qurānic material applies
to a changed environment. If individual
qurānic verses respond to the particular
beliefs of Muammad’s Jewish and Christian contacts, as appears to be the case in
at least some instances, then the question
arises as to how far it is appropriate to
apply those verses to later Jewish or
Christian groups. Some have suggested
that the Qurān refutes heretical Christian
beliefs (e.g. tritheism, adoptionism, the
physical generation of the Son) rather than
the orthodox doctrines of the Trinity,
Incarnation, etc. In practice, however, the
vast majority of Muslim commentators
have assumed that the Qurān does refute
the Trinity, the Incarnation, and the
Christian doctrine of divine sonship,
especially as these are understood to contradict the central Islamic tenet of the oneness of God.

has been extensive; Muslim polemical
writings often echo or reproduce qurānic
vocabulary and phrases. This section will
be confined to religious polemic, where
the qurānic influence has been most in
evidence.
Heresiographical and other types of work
incorporate various accusations against
those outside the Jewish and Christian traditions, for example charges of atheism
(ilād), heresy (q.v.)⁄Manicheanism (zandaqa) or materialism (dahriyya). It is
Christians who, however, have been the
target of the bulk of Muslim polemical
literature. This is in part because of the
shared border with Christendom and the
resulting fact that the Muslims’ most significant military opponents were generally
Christians, right down to the modern
period. Christians also formed the most
numerically significant communities under
Muslim rule, in the case of many of the
central Islamic lands evolving from a
majority to a minority over the course of a
few centuries. In addition, from the earliest
period it was often Christians, such as John
of Damascus (d. ca. ⁄), who initiated
religious debates, thereby prompting a
response from Muslims. Many refutations
of Christianity were composed, often under the rubric al-radd alā l-naāra. There
was also a lesser amount of anti-Jewish
polemic, and some overlap between the
two in that biblical criticism, insofar as it
pertained to the Hebrew Bible or the Old
Testament, could be directed equally at
both communities.
The Muslim polemic, although not devoid of ad hominem and, from about the
ninth century, rational and philosophical
arguments based on Greek (especially
Aristotelian) philosophical categories (see
   ), was heavily
dependent on the Qurān, a dependence
which accounts for a high degree of consistency in this literature. Thus the main

Post-qurānic polemic
The Qurān has had an immeasurable
impact on subsequent Islamic literature
(see    ). It
would be impossible to quantify the stylistic influence of the polemical material in
the Qurān but it is safe to assume that it
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areas of criticism were scriptural integrity
and the related accusation of suppressing
predictions of Muammad and conveying
false doctrine, and the overriding claim
was that of abrogation (generally in the
sense of Islam abrogating or superseding
previous religions, but also applied internally to the biblical text). There was, however, also some knowledge and criticism of
empirical Christianity, i.e. the actual practices of various Christian groups and the
doctrinal and other differences between
them. The polemic is not to be found in
any one genre; aside from polemical works
proper, treatments of other religions can
be found in Qurān and adīth commentaries (see    ), theological treatises (see   
), works of fiqh ( jurisprudence; see
   ), heresiography, historical and geographical compendiums (see
   ), belles
lettres, and poetry.
Not surprisingly, the majority of those
who undertook systematic refutations of
Christianity were theologians. Among
them, Mu tazilīs (q.v.) were especially
prominent (e.g. Abū Īsā al-Warrāq, d. ca.
⁄, al-Jāi, d. ⁄ and Abd
al-Jabbār, d. ⁄), and instrumental in
introducing more sophisticated, philosophically based arguments. Unfortunately earlier works by some of the founding figures
of Mu tazilism have not survived, for these
might have given a clearer picture of the
influence of Muslim-Christian controversies on the development of Islamic theology. What is clear is that certain Christian
doctrines had a bearing on internal Muslim disputes. There was, for example, a
parallel between the Christian concept of
the Logos and the Muslim doctrine of the
uncreated Qurān (see  
 ), and between the hypostases
of the Trinity and the question of the
independent existence of the attributes of

God (see    ). While
Mu tazilī tenets had the effect of distancing Islam from those Christian doctrines,
the mainstream Ash arī theology, which
was formed in reaction to the Mu tazila,
considerably narrowed this distance.
One of the most significant figures for
both the anti-Christian and anti-Jewish
polemic is the Andalusian āhirī theologian Ibn azm (d. ⁄), whose major
work, Kitāb al-Fial fī l-milal wa-l-ahwā wal-nial, has continued to be influential
down to the present. This work is notable
for being the first Muslim source to incorporate a thorough, systematic treatment of
the biblical text. His relatively detailed
knowledge of the text (although it is likely
that he relied on secondary sources to
some extent) enabled him to list alleged
contradictions, absurdities, errors, lewdness, and anthropomorphisms (see
) in the Bible. He
argued strongly for the view that tarīf
(scriptural corruption; see )
entailed extensive textual alteration, and
not just misinterpretation as some other
scholars had held. Like others before him,
however (notably Alī b. Rabbān al- abarī;
d. ca. ⁄?), in his Kitāb al-Dīn wa-ldawla, he claimed to be able to identify
biblical predictions of Muammad in the
extant text. Despite his considerable
knowledge of both the biblical text and
Islamic sciences (see 
   ) Ibn
azm lacked philosophical sophistication
and, not surprisingly for a āhirī, had an
extremely literalistic approach to scripture.
With few exceptions, the writings of later
polemicists such as Ibn Taymiyya (d. ⁄
) and Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. ⁄
) were largely derivative, often relying
heavily on Ibn azm.
The Muslim anti-Christian polemic was
mainly intended for a Muslim audience
and (as with the Christian anti-Muslim
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polemic) was unlikely to convince the
opponent because it relied on internal (i.e.
Islamic) categories, in particular the doctrine of tarīf which presupposed a different understanding of revelation from the
Christian one. This is seen most clearly in
the qurānic assumption that God revealed
the gospel (q.v.; injīl ) to Jesus in the same
way that he revealed the Qurān to
Muammad, which posits an Aramaic gospel consisting purely of God’s own words.
Contemporary Muslim polemic tends to
draw more on sources external to the
Qurān, in particular higher biblical criticism which can be used to demonstrate
that the Bible is not “revealed” in the sense
that Muslims generally understand revelation, i.e. the verbatim word of God (q.v.)
preserved without any alterations. Two
works which have been particularly influential in the modern period are Rahmat
Allah Kayranawi’s Izhar ul-haqq, which
emerged from the nineteenth-century
Indian Christian-Muslim public debates
(munā arāt), and the twentieth-century
Egyptian scholar Muammad Abū Zahra’s
Muāarāt fī l-narāniyya. Despite benefiting
from higher criticism, however, the modern polemic is not demonstrably superior
to the classical works and indeed often
shows an inferior knowledge of empirical
Christianity. See also .
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struggle between the followers of
Muammad and his opponents (see
  ) to suggest that
politics was at play in the first attempts to
announce its message. Moreover, the
Prophet was awarded authority (q.v.) in the
form of an oath of allegiance (baya, e.g.
 :, ; see ;  
), in which his followers promised to fight for the cause of God (see 
 ;   ) until
death (bayat al-riwān; Ibn Isāq, Sīra, iii,
) and early writers of history, such as
Ibn Sa d (d. ⁄; abaqāt ), do depict
the Prophet as a regional hegemon, receiving delegations and tribute in exchange for
protection (see   ;
   ;   
).
Those who succeeded Muammad as
leaders of the Muslim community worked
to consolidate and expand the domain of
Islam, e.g. Abū Bakr (r. -⁄-) in the
wars of apostasy (q.v.) and Umar b. alKha āb (r. -⁄-) in the conquest
of Byzantine and Sasanian lands. It was
conquest (q.v.) that led to the formation of
a state ruled by a caliph (q.v.) and local
governors and administered by magistrates
and functionaries ( judges and secretaries).
None of this, however, can be said to bear
a clear connection to qurānic inspiration
(see   ) or even
a loose one in the manner in which the
Israelite monarchy was viewed through the
words of Deuteronomy :-:. The
interest of theological literature in the
leadership of the Muslim community was
limited to sectarian debate (kalām or ilm
al-firaq; see Madelung, Imāma; see
   ; ;
;    ); and
the collections of prophetic reports (adīth;
see    ) and law
( fiqh), while speaking to the moral parameters of Islamic rule (e.g. Bukhārī, aī,

Political Science see  
  

Politics and the Qurān
This article will discuss the use of the
Qurān to justify or contest rule. Three
areas will be considered: () quasi-political
themes in the Qurān; () the politicization
of the Qurān in early Islam; and () the
possibility and limitations of human rule
alongside or in addition to the Qurān as
divine communication.
Some preliminaries: As an institution
governing a territory, administering its
peoples and resources and legislating a
socio-political order, the state as organ of
rule came into being in early Islam not
from qurānic directive but from the
experience and consensus of the first
Muslims (see    
 ;    ).
Strong emphasis is given in the Qurān to
obedience (q.v.) to God and the messenger
(q.v.) of God (and, at one place, to those in
power, ūlū l-amr [ :], a heavily exploited phrase which early exegetes
understood as those with knowledge and
intelligence, not political authority, e.g.
Mujāhid, Tafsīr, i, ; see 
 ; ; ).
The Qurān makes enough mention of
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Kitāb al-Akām; Muslim, aī, Kitāb alImāra), say nothing about the concept or
details of political organization. The formulation of a theory connecting rule and
religion was left to a genre of literature of
Greek and Persian provenance known as
“mirrors-for-princes,” i.e. advice literature,
in which it was argued that salvation (q.v.)
in the next world was contingent upon
socio-political prosperity in this one,
mainly for two reasons. First, sociopolitical chaos was not conducive to performing the religious obligations by which
one attained salvation and, secondly, the
revealed law — the commands and prohibitions of God that define the Muslim
community — could only be enforced by
well-established rule, including various
organs of governance and bureaus of
administration. It was al-Māwardī (d. ⁄
), above all, who articulated this vision
of Islamic rule, both its theory and form of
governance, in Tashīl al-na ar wa-tajīl alafar (“Raising awareness and hastening
victory”) and al-Akām al-sul āniyya (“The
laws of Islamic governance”), respectively.
It should be mentioned, however, that
such connections between governance
(siyāsa) and revelation (sharīa) were never
above suspicion, playing a role in SunnīShī ī debate (see Heck, Construction,
ch. ).

Muammad Izzat Darwaza the Qurān
speaks to all aspects of human life, including the state and its financial, judicial,
military and missionary tasks (see
) — a specifically qurānic
political program implied, as he sees it, in
the reference of  : to the book (q.v.)
and iron, i.e. divine justice and the coercive
force needed to ensure public order
(Darwaza, al-Dustūr al-qurānī,  f.; cf.
Muqātil, Tafsīr, v, , , who associates
iron with warfare; and al- Āmirī, Ilām, ,
who characterizes both prophecy and
human rule as divine endowment [mawhiba
samāwiyya]; see ;   ;   ). To
that end, he adduces a number of verses
(q.v.) purported to have called for political
leadership after the death of the Prophet
(Darwaza, al-Dustūr al-qurānī,  f.) and
marshals forth in the body of the work an
array of verses on the basis of which he
constructs a qurānic vision of political
organization.
Despite the range of opinion about its
political content, the Qurān is clear about
the connection between socio-political
prosperity and obedience to the message of
God as conveyed by his messengers. Denial
of the divine message leads to destruction
at the hands of God (e.g.  :; see
 ). This is the way of
God (sunnat Allāh,  :), to bring to
naught those who sow corruption (q.v.) on
earth (e.g.  :, ). By underscoring the
demise of former nations (umam khāliya)
that failed to heed God’s messengers (e.g.
 :-, ; see ; ;
), the Qurān signals rhetorically (see    ) to its
audience the consequence they will suffer
if they fail to respond gratefully to the
prophet Muammad (see  
). The prophetic mission is
God’s claim upon a people to live in gratitude and faithfulness, making it a matter of

Quasi-political themes in the Qurān
There is no agreement that the Qurān
even has a political message. For
Qamaruddin Khan (Political concepts) the
qurānic message is not political but moral
(see    ), a summons
to submit to the one God and a life of faith
(q.v.). He claims that the Qurān in no way
sanctions one political form (i.e. monarchy,
theocracy, democracy, etc.) and that those
who derive a political message from the
Qurān exploit its verses out of context
for their own goals. In contrast, for
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survival to comply with prophecy once
announced ( :-). It is no exaggeration to say that the example of former
nations has considerably influenced
Muslim political consciousness through the
centuries (e.g. Māwardī, Alām, : wa-qaa
man ghabara min al-umam wāi ), ensuring
religion a central place in formulations of
political prosperity (e.g. Juwaynī, Ghiyāth
al-umam).
The terms traditionally used for political
governance (siyāsa) and political order
(ni ām) are absent from the Qurān but all
things in heaven and earth are subject to
God’s administering command ( :,
yudabbiru l-amra mina l-samāi ilā l-ari; cf.
 :, ; :; see   ; ). Responsibility for
living in conformity to God’s administration (tadbīr, equated with governance
[siyāsa] in classical Islamic political
thought) has been divinely entrusted to
humankind, signified in the idea of
khalīfa — e.g.  : and  :, verses
which indicate that this idea, whether
understood as successor to former nations
or delegate of God on earth, implies a test
of fidelity to the will of God (for the different interpretations of this term by the
early exegetes, see al-Qāī, Khalīfa; for its
political appropriation by Umayyad and
Abbāsid rulers, see Crone and Hinds,
Caliph, and al-Qāī, Foundation; for an
historical overview of the institution of the
caliphate, see Sourdel et al., Khalīfa).
This responsibility, now on Muslim shoulders, was foreshadowed in () God’s plan
for Adam to be caliph on earth ( :; see
  ) and () the divine trust
(al-amāna) accepted by humankind prior to
creation (q.v.;  :, its rejection by the
rest of the created order making it the distinctive mark of human beings) in recognition of God as their sovereign lord (q.v.;
 :). Since, however, humankind was
destined to be subject to Satan’s tempta-

tions (see ;   ), there
was need for warning and guidance
(see ; ;  
): Prophecy thus stands at
the heart of the proper ordering of human
affairs, serving to orient humankind not
only to its final destiny in the next world
(see ;   ) but to prosperity in this one, as
summarized by Muqātil b. Sulaymān
(d. ⁄; Tafsīr, ii, ): “When God
sends a prophet to humankind and they
obey him, the land and its people prosper
(alaati l-ar wa-ahluhā). Disobedience
[results in] the corruption of sustenance
(q.v.; fasād al-maīsha) and the destruction of
the land’s people.” A moral society is, after
all, a blessing from God ( :): “That
there be [made] of you a nation that calls
for the good, commanding the right and
forbidding the wrong. Those are the ones
who thrive (al-mufliūn; see  
,   ).”
This is not to imply that prophets are to
exercise rule themselves; Muammad is
reminded on several occasions that he is
merely a bearer of good tidings (see 
) and a warner (e.g.  :). Rather,
prophets are to witness to the rule of God,
the main instrument of which is scripture
(kitāb; see ), along with rule (ukm)
and prophecy (nubuwwa, e.g.  :; :;
:). Muqātil (Tafsīr, i, , )
understands ukm as knowledge and understanding, which, by arbitrating human
differences (cf.  :), bring about sociopolitical harmony under divine truth
(q.v.) — a qurānic idea first embodied
tangibly in the Constitution of Medina,
which recognizes differing communal
norms within one polity (see Zein alAbdin, Political significance).
All dominion is envisioned as God’s
(lillāhi mulku l-samāwati wa-l-ari, e.g.
 :; :-; less frequently malakūt, e.g.
 :, :, :). It is in that sense that
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the political program of the Qurān is
essentially other-worldly or eschatological,
i.e. oriented to the final day when all judgment (q.v.) will be truly divine ( :; see
āmid, Uūl, , for whom the eschatological message of the Meccan verses
forms a necessary backdrop to the
divinely — i.e. other-worldly — oriented
polity of the Medinan ones; see ;
;    ).
While dominion is God’s alone ( :;
:), he distributes it as he wishes ( :),
for instance to Saul (q.v.;  :) and
David (q.v.;  :). Dominion in human
hands cannot, however, be reduced merely
to power over others but is conceived as
the application of divinely bestowed
knowledge (e.g.  :; :; :) that
will lead humankind to the religious and
moral life ordained by God and destined to
be fully realized on judgment day ( :;
cf. :; see  ). Humans
may have been entrusted with rule (e.g.
 :; :) but God alone is true king
(al-malik al-aqq, e.g.  :; see 
 ).
The qurānic depiction of dominion as
divine kingship recalls the imagery of the
Psalms (q.v.), which are themselves shaped
by conceptions of kingship of the ancient
Near East. In the Psalms, it is the temple
that represents God’s heavenly throne as
symbol of ultimate authority (e.g. Ps
:-). In the Qurān, God is the final
judge (akam), seated on his throne and
ruling his creation from its inception (cf.
 :). He strikes those who transgress his
order (cf.  :; see  
;   ), sets a path to be followed ( :),
ensures the just settlement of dispute
( :; cf. :), is the enemy of unbelievers ( :), lord of east and west ( :,
), and his rule protects his subjects from
the chaotic forces of unbelief (cf.  :;
see   ).

It is in this sense that the prophet
Muammad acts as emissary (rasūl) from
the heavenly court, sent to give warning of
impending judgment (e.g.  :) similar
to that meted out to former nations. There
is thus no break between divine and prophetic authority (e.g.  :; cf. :),
making obedience to the prophetic message (risāla) the singular means of avoiding
doom. Following that message will result in
true rule and prevent strife and corruption
in the land, thereby ensuring prosperity
rather than the destruction that former
nations met as their fate for failing to heed
God’s messengers ( :) and choosing
instead to follow the command of earthly
potentates ( :). Human beings, custodians of divine communication, are worthy of rule ( :; cf. :; :): Indeed
God uses human rulers to restrain humankind from sowing corruption in the land
through mutual aggression ( :, a
theme taken up vigorously in classical
Islamic political thought; see Heck, Law)
and even allows a human hierarchy regardless of moral standing (cf.  :). Rule in
itself, however, is no guarantee of success,
for even the wicked rule over one another
(cf.  :). Humans, as problematic creatures given to strife and factionalism, need
recourse to a higher standard to establish
socio-political harmony. Although offering
no details of political organization, the
Qurān is quite clear that the processes of
rule and arbitration are never to ignore the
designs of God.
Thus, human beings, created weak
( :), must be reminded of their divinely entrusted responsibility, which happens periodically through prophetically
established covenants (mīthāq,  :; with
the Israelites,  :, ; :; with the
Christians,  :; with the prophets,
 :, :; see   ;
  ; ). Such covenants are never limited to
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monotheistic worship (q.v.) but include
socio-moral norms (e.g.  :, where the
covenant with Israel demands honoring
one’s parents [q.v.] and relatives, care for
orphans [q.v.] and the dispossessed [almasākīn] and kindly speech to others; cf.
 :; see    ).
These covenants, accompanied by divine
knowledge (e.g. scripture and prophetic
wisdom), impose upon their recipients an
obligation to carry out God’s program, an
obligation neglected with grave consequences ( :; :-; :). Rejecting
covenant results not only in unbelief and
infidelity ( :) but also in a disregard
for God’s interest in human welfare, ultimately bringing about corruption in the
land ( fasād fī l-ar, cf.  :; :, a
phrase denoting the very antithesis of the
qurānic vision of socio-political prosperity). Human welfare, ordained by God,
nevertheless depends on human willingness
to bring it about by cooperating with God’s
revelation.
It will be important to recount briefly the
mythic narratives of the Qurān (see
     ), i.e.
the stories of former nations, which highlight the clash between godly and human
rule — the central political theme of the
Qurān that provides meaning for
Muammad’s own struggle with the peoples of his day who rejected or did not fully
accept his message and who are negatively
characterized in various ways: faithless
ingrate (kāfir), polytheist (mushrik; see
  ), recipient of
previous scripture (ahl al-kitāb, i.e. “people
of the book [q.v.],” usually identified as
Jews and Christians; see  
) and, more generally, hypocrite
(munāfiq; see   ),
transgressor ( ālim) and sinner ( fāsiq; see
,   ). They, too, like the
former nations, are destined to perish for
refusing the message of God conveyed to

them by the prophecy of Muammad.
This is not to discount the rhetorical purpose of such narrative, i.e. a literary technique to encourage acceptance of the
recited message. Rather, it is to say that the
Qurān is not naive about the use of power
to shape human society for a godly end ( fī
sabīl Allāh). The former nations’ rejection
of prophecy justifies struggle ( jihād), even
armed struggle, against the opponents of
Muammad (see ). In turn, the
Muslims, whom God has chosen as final
successors to former nations, must prosper
by struggling for the way of God against
those who mock or deny him (see ; ), making prosperity, i.e. political
success, the litmus test of obedience to
God.
In other words, socio-political prosperity
is a heavy burden, envisioned by the
Qurān not only as the performance of
moral and religious obligations but also as
a ritual performance meant to recall and
resonate with the mythic narrative of
the Qurān. The political ritual of
Islam — ibāda mulkiyya in the words of alĀmirī (d. ⁄; Ilām, -) — has
been diversely imagined by Muslims:
eschatologically (Khārijīs), legally (Sunnīs),
hierarchically (Shī īs), esoterically
(Ismā īlīs), ideally (the vision of philosophers such as al-Fārābī; see 
  ) and sociologically (the
position of state-aligned intellectuals, e.g.
Qudāma b. Ja far, al-Māwardī, Ibn
Khaldūn; see    
). But, for all, it is the means of
sanctifying the Muslim community by recalling God’s promise of sustenance and
support until the end of time (Māwardī,
Naīat al-mulūk, ), in contrast to the former nations that he brought to ruin — the
mythic narrative recorded in the scrolls
(q.v.) of previous scripture as a reminder
(dhikrā, see ; ) to all
and heeded by some (ahl al-dhikr,  :;
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:). The qurānic narrative thus makes of
politics — the quest for socio-political
success — a salvifically driven drama that
re-enacts the revealed message. Failure to
imagine socio-political prosperity in recollection of the mythic narrative puts divine
favor at risk and, for some, may demand
acts of heroic sacrifice, i.e. martyrdom (see
), by which to restore what is understood to be a relation with God gone
awry (for an example of a martyr culture
in opposition to the world, see Sharāra,
Dawla, esp.  f.). Alternatively, it may
demand a re-reading of the Qurān such
that political reality be understood in light
of qurānic narrative. An example of this
from the classical period can be found in
the work of Abū ayyān al-Tawīdī
(d. ⁄; Imtā, ii, ), who at a time of
political flux in the Islamic world made the
claim on the basis of  : that the ruler
(malik), no less than prophet, is heaven-sent
(mabūth), and that to the great astonishment of the vizier (kaannī lam asma bihādhā qa ). Of the many examples of this
in the modern period, one can point to the
work of the Syrian sheikh and parliamentarian, Muammad al-abash, who places
emphasis on the benefits (maāli) and
prosperity to accrue to Muslims from a
greater engagement with the modern
world, as a qurānic mandate (see Heck,
Religious renewal; cf. al-amd, al-Siyāsa).
At play throughout the Qurān, the political drama of former nations is more or less
coherently narrated across its seventh,
eighth and ninth chapters: the first revealed in Mecca, the last two in Medina.
Accounts begin in   (Sūrat al-A rāf, “The
Heights”) as follows: God alone is protector ( :), since it is he who arbitrates on
judgment day ( :-). Unbelievers seek
out the protection of demons (shayā īn,
 :), a theme recalling the fall of Adam
and Eve ( :-) and the resulting human
struggle to resist demonically inspired

temptation ( :-) and strife ( :).
Those who do sin and transgress God’s
decrees fail to recognize his exclusive authority ( :, an tushrikū bi-llāhi mā lam
yunazzil bihi sul ānan — sul ān identified as
God’s book by Muqātil, Tafsīr, ii, ); they
are the nations of jinn (q.v.) and humans
occupying hell ( :, umam… mina l-jinni
wa-l-insi fī l-nār; see   ).
God as lord of all ( :) wills that there
be no corruption in the land after it has
been made good ( :, lā tufsidū fī l-ari
bada ilāihā; cf.  :), having sent a
series of messengers to various peoples for
that purpose (to call them to monotheism
[tawīd] according to Muqātil, Tafsīr, ii, ):
Noah (q.v.; Nū), Hūd (q.v.), āli (q.v.)
and Shu ayb (q.v.). In each case, the
worldly leaders of the day (mala, a tribal
term that Muqātil, Tafsīr, ii, , , identifies with the arrogant, al-kubarā, alladhīna
takabbarū an al-īmān; see ) reject
the purported messenger ( :, , ,
and , respectively) for speaking against
the beliefs of the community (e.g. milla in
the case of Shu ayb,  :; on such community-identifying terms, see Amed,
Key). Each in turn ( :-, -,  and
) responds that he is a messenger of
God, sent to convey his message and offer
counsel (naīa, for the reform of the affairs
of the nation in question, e.g.  : in the
case of Shu ayb; ulamā would later claim
this role of socio-political counsel, called
nu, e.g. Ibn Taymiyya, Siyāsa, ). The people, led by their arrogant leaders (Muqātil,
Tafsīr, ii, , see this as oppression [q.v.] of
the weak [uafā] by the strong, i.e. preventing them from the benefits of God’s
message; cf.  :, where, in hell, the
weak ask the arrogant why they misled
them), inevitably disavow the messengers
of God and are destroyed by his judgment
(understood by Muqātil, ibid., , as a fitting punishment), which, however, creates
the possibility of successor nations (khulafā,
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 :, , understood by Muqātil, ibid.,
, as successors in punishment [adhāb]).
Up to this point, however, the settled peoples of the world (ahl al-qurā; see )
refuse to believe, thus foregoing the material blessings (barakāt) that accompany
fidelity to God ( :).
Such narration (al-qaa,  :; cf. :;
see ), mytho-historical staging
for Muammad’s own prophetic mission,
culminates in the account of Moses (q.v.)
and Pharaoh (q.v.): the archetypical clash
of godly and worldly power. Moses is
God’s messenger to Pharaoh and his court
(mala,  :). Pharaoh takes on the characteristics of God, accusing Moses of sowing corruption in the land and claiming to
be the one who subdues the world (cf.
 :): The problem here is not human
rule itself but denial of God’s ultimate
sovereignty. Moses convinces the reluctant
Israelites that God will destroy their enemy
and make them the latest successors to custodianship of God’s message ( :).
Indeed, after the destruction of Pharaoh
and his folk, the Israelites do inherit the
earth, east and west (suggesting the entire
earth,  :). It is they, finally, who form
a community (umma) of truth and justice
( :) and yet they, too, eventually
divide into twelve tribes or nations and do
wrong ( :), signaling the judgment to
be passed against the Israelites as against
former nations ( :). The religious
divisions of humankind in general and the
Israelites specifically are attributed by alabarī (d. ⁄) to political aspiration
( alab al-riāsa) and the desire of humans to
subject one another (istidhlāl min baihim
li-ba, abarī, Tafsīr, i, -, where it is
explained that the Muslims, on account of
divine guidance [hidāya], refrain from these
differences and on judgment day will serve
as witness against the former nations for
rejecting the messengers sent to them; see
    ;

  ). The belief
that religious divisions are the product of
political ambition is echoed in the fourth⁄
tenth-century letters of the Ikhwān al- afā
(“Brethren of Purity”; Rasāil Ikhwān alafā, iii, -; cf. also Māwardī, Adab aldīn, -, where weak rule is shown to be
the source of religious innovation and division, and id., Naīat al-mulūk, -, where
the ruler is expected to defend creedal
orthodoxy against theological innovations
understood as breaches of socio-political
harmony; see ; ).
The turn has now fallen to Muammad,
as foreshadowed in previous scriptures,
who legislates by commanding the right
and proscribing the wrong (al-amr bi-lmarūf wa-l-nahy an al-munkar; cf. Cook,
Commanding right, -) and by establishing
the lawful (alāl) and unlawful (arām, see
  ), making of
Muammad the messenger to all people
from the one God to whom belongs sovereignty over the heavens and the earth (cf.
 :-). As if to bring the story full circle, the Qurān has Muammad declare
that God alone is his protector ( : in
echo of  :; see ), presumably in the face of those groups who, as we
see in the following two chapters, have set
themselves against him.
That the account of Muammad’s
struggles in   (Sūrat al-Anfāl, “The
Spoils”) and   (Sūrat al-Tawba, “Repentance”) is to be read as fulfillment of the
historical narration of   is confirmed by
 :, which queries whether the news
(q.v.; naba ) of former nations had not
reached the ears of Muammad’s opponents. The themes of   are thus reworked into the context of Muammad’s
own mission, helping to explain the nature
of the opposition. There is a call to obey
God and his messenger ( :; cf. :
where people are reminded not to betray
the trust [amāna] given to them and  :,
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where hell is the judgment upon those who
oppose God and his messenger). The enemies of Muammad are compared to
Pharaoh ( :). In the end it is God who
rules all through his book (cf.  :, ).
Strife — the seduction of the devil and
source of religious division — will be
avoided once all opposition has been subdued and all religion has been handed over
to God ( :). Thus is a godly nation
born out of struggle with ungodly opposition, both polytheists (i.e. mushrikūn or at
least those polytheists who have broken a
treaty made with Muammad [ :-, cf.
:]; see    ) and recipients of previous scriptures who neither believe nor recognize the
lawful and unlawful in their own scriptures
( :), making them tantamount to
mushrikūn by associating other lords with
God in denial of his singular sovereignty
( :-; see   ).
In other words, failure to heed one’s scripture leads to socio-moral breakdown. This
new nation is composed of people who
believe, command right and forbid wrong,
are committed to both prayer (q.v.) and the
payment of alms ( :; see ),
leave their homes (i.e. separate from the
wayward) and care both for one another
( :) and for the weaker members of
society (cf.  : and : on the distribution of spoils and alms, respectively, and
 : and : on concern for the downtrodden [mustaaf ]; see ; 
 , ).
It is worth noting the resemblance of
such qurānic narrative to the biblical
oracles against the nations and oracles of
restoration (Ezek :-: and :-:
and Jer :- and :-:), where
judgment was passed against the nations,
including Israel, for cultic, not political,
deviance and hope was offered for a new
Israel and even a new temple and cult (Ezek
:-:). Is, then, the qurānic concern
for unity under God’s rule as mediated by

the prophet Muammad a socio-political
concern or a cultic one? Is it for political or
cultic reasons that God has sent his final
messenger to a nation destined to succeed
all previous ones ( :)?  : mentions dispute over ritual (mansak; see 
  ),  : and  : over
the Sabbath (q.v.) and  : over bodily
injury. Does the rule of God as announced
by the Qurān include the political or is it
more properly limited to ritual (ibādāt),
social affairs (muāmalāt, e.g. commercial,
criminal and family law; see 
 ; ) and morals
(akhlāq)?
At least one group in early Islam, the
Khārijīs, made no separation between the
political and the ritual. In a context in
which revelation is believed to be operative, differences must be mitigated or
removed for the sake of a communal purity
that is itself a pre-condition for further
revelation. In other words, when a nation
fails to carry out the work (amal) commanded of them by God, the possibility of
further divine communication is jeopardized and previous communication is rendered suspect. Hence, qurānic charges of
scriptural distortion (see ;
   )
against recipients of previous scripture
were also accusations of socio-moral
impropriety. Parallels to this can be found
in the Judeo-Christian tradition: The
Israelites had to undergo purification in
anticipation of God’s manifestation on
Mount Sinai (Exod :-:, especially
:-); and the community at Qumran — for whom prophecy was not at all
closed — maintained a strict code of ritual
and legal purity as a pre-condition for further divine communication. The Qurān,
for its part, states that the mushrikūn are a
pollutant (najas) and are not to go near the
sacred mosque (q.v.;  :). Pollution (rijs,
 :; see   ;
 ) — construed as transgres-
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sion of ritual practice, dietary laws (see
  ), sexual norms (see 
 ), etc. — poses a problem
for further disclosure of revelation ( :,
wa-idhā mā unzilat sūratun na ara bauhum ilā
bain, hal yarākum min aadin…). This suggests that qurānic reference to the rule or
reign of God has nothing to do with political decision-making but implies rather the
unity of communal purpose that the cultic
maintenance of God’s presence amidst his
people entails.
Still, scripture is God’s mode of decisionmaking, which is not limited to the book
sent to Muammad (see  
 ), but includes both the Torah
(q.v.) and Gospel (q.v.;  :-). The claim
is made by one exegete ( abarī, Tafsīr, iii,
) that these verses were revealed in response to a group of Jews who questioned
Muammad about two adulterers and thus
failed to follow the judgment — stoning
(q.v.) — that their own scripture called for
( abarī, Tafsīr, iii, -): Those who do
not make decisions according to God’s revelation are ingrates, transgressors, wicked
( :, wa-man lam yakum bi-mā anzala
llāhu fa-ūlāika humu l-kāfirūn;  : uses
alīmūn and  :, fāsiqūn).
The political potential of such verses was
certainly not lost on al- abarī (d. ⁄),
who narrates a story of a group of Khārijīs
who inquire of Abū Mijlaz whether
 :- could be applied to the political
leaders of the Muslims (umarā wa-wulāt
al-muslimīn), considered to be in sin simply
for their assumption of rule, which in
Khārijī opinion belongs only to God.
Clearly aware of the Khārijī angle of their
inquiry (as was al- abarī who explains it),
Abū Mijlaz responds by saying that Islam
(q.v.) is their religion even if they sin and
that the verses in question were revealed in
reference to Jews, Christians and polytheists. The question is not settled, however,
since faithless ingratitude (kufr) does not
properly apply to these groups, leading

al- abarī to demonstrate that  :
(kāfirūn) applies to lapsed Muslims, while
 : ( ālimūn) and  : ( fāsiqūn) applies
to Jews and Christians, respectively, and
that the unbelief into which lapsed
Muslims have fallen is not of the kind necessitating excommunication, which would
make it licit to take their life (ibid., iii,
-; see ) — an argument that
has not swayed Islamist groups today from
using such verses to justify attacks against
Muslim leaders who fail to implement the
rule of God to Islamist satisfaction.
It cannot be denied that God alone
decrees the final fate of his creatures
( :) as the most just of judges
( :) but this capacity is shared by
prophets and humans in general, who are
called to judge with justice (al-adl, e.g.
 : and :; or al-qis ,  :) and truth
(aqq) without partiality (hawā,  :), as
a check against transgression (baghy,
 :). Such standards are associated
with the scripture itself (ukm al-kitāb, cf.
 : and :), which, as the highest
standard of arbitration, serves to reconcile
differences and to end conflict (e.g.  :;
cf. : and :), while all quarrels are
to be settled by God’s final verdict on
judgment day ( :-). If it is indeed
the word of God (q.v.; kalām Allāh) that
must rule, to prevent strife and ensure
prosperity, then the extent to which
humans are capable of interpreting the
divine will and thus meriting a share in
rule remains the central if elusive question
for politics and the Qurān.
The politicization of the Qurān in early Islam
The ideological use of the Qurān for
political purposes, i.e. its politicization,
occurred early. As the word of God, the
Qurān is the emblem of Islamic legitimacy par excellence and has been used to
that end by standing governments and rebels alike, by activists and theorists, and in
defense of both hereditary rule and elected
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politics. Given its divine origin, scripture
acts as an alternative authority, making it
an interest of a state with a religious dispensation to supervise the text, as can be
seen in both the earliest and more recent
periods of Islamic history, e.g. () the
establishment of a single recension of the
qurānic text (muaf [q.v.]) by the third
caliph, Uthmān (r. -⁄-), who
outlawed variant versions (see 
  ;    ;
   ) to the resentment of the so-called Qurān reciters
(qurrā; see    ), a
decision that, according to Sayf b. Umar
(d. ⁄), led them to seek his assassination (Sayf b. Umar, Kitāb al-Ridda, -);
and () the decision by Abd al-amīd II
(r. -) to make the printing of the
Qurān (q.v.) an Ottoman state monopoly
and to set up a commission under the highest religious office of the state (shaykh alislām) for the inspection of all printed
copies. Even states without a religious dispensation may seek to manage the Qurān,
as seen in the Turkish Republic’s interest in
promoting a Turkish translation of the
Qurān with commentary (Albayrak, The
notion; see    ).
The diverse political ends that the
Qurān has served, from earliest Islam until
today, have been possible simply because it
is, as the word of God, beyond human
control. Can the Qurān be subordinated
to human interpretation? To what extent
can it accommodate human decisionmaking? Is the Qurān itself to determine
political rule or is it to be located within a
constellation of human conceptions of
rule? Is the Qurān to shape the political
order or is it to be placed at the service of
the political order? On the one hand, the
qurānic announcement of the absolute
sovereignty of God has been taken very
seriously by some Muslims, especially those
with Khārijī leanings. On the other, the

absence of any qurānic details on political
organization has made apparent to most
Muslims the need for non-revealed guidance in the realm of politics. The politicization of the Qurān, from its beginning,
centered upon the possibility of its interpretation and thus subordination to human
judgment — a vast topic which here can
only be glimpsed in the traces left to us in
the chronicle written by the third⁄ninthcentury historian, al- abarī (Tarīkh).
The death of the Prophet gave rise to a
struggle over the nature of Islamic society
and leadership, imagined variously as succession to the Prophet and as delegated
agent of God on earth. The extent to
which the Muslim community was to be
politically organized under central rule was
also in question. All parties involved, both
recognized caliphs and their opponents,
cited qurānic verse in support of their
cause. In his letter to a group of apostates,
the first successor to the Prophet, Abū
Bakr, couched in abundant qurānic citation his argument that Islam will survive
the death of its Prophet ( abarī, Tarīkh,
; trans. x, -), while one of his supporters, Abū udhayfa, mobilized military
enthusiasm against the apostates by calling
out to the Muslims as the people of the
Qurān (ibid., , trans. ). Later, the
widow of the Prophet, Āisha (see 
 ī ), in a letter to the people of
Kūfa, reportedly argued for Medinan
hegemony against the emerging center of
power in southern Iraq under the leadership of Alī b. Abī ālib (q.v.; r. -⁄
-), the cousin and son-in-law of the
Prophet and fourth of the rightly-guided
caliphs, by calling the people to uphold
the book of God against the killers of
Uthmān, quoting  :- and  : on
the importance of communal unity (ibid.,
; trans. xvi, -). In response, Alī is
reported to have asserted his adherence to
the book (i.e. of God) as arbiter and imām
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(ibid., ; trans. xvi, ), unsuccessfully
attempting to use a copy of the Qurān as
a symbol of reconciliation (ilā) for the
divided community (ibid., , ;
trans. xvi, , -).
The real test for the relation of the
Qurān to Islamic rule came at the battle of
iffīn (q.v.) between the partisans of Alī
(see  ) and those of Mu āwiya, founder
of the Umayyad dynasty (r. -⁄-)
who based his claim to lead the Muslim
community on his right to avenge the
blood of Uthmān as closest kin (see 
; ). In the course of the
battle, which had swayed in favor of Alī,
the soldiers of Mu āwiya reportedly raised
copies of the Qurān (maāif ) on the tips
of their spears as a symbol of their desire
for arbitration (q.v.; abarī, Tarīkh, ;
trans. xvii, ). Alī hesitated at first, claiming that Mu āwiya and his followers were
without religion and without Qurān (here
in the indefinite — perhaps alluding to one
of many recitations [qirāāt] of the Qurān)
and that he had fought them in the first
place so that they might adhere to rule by
“this book” (li-yadīnū bi-ukm hādhā l-kitāb,
ibid., ; trans. xvii, ). Eventually, a
group within his partisans, the vociferous
advocates of rule by the Qurān later
known as Khārijīs, urged him to respond
to this offer of judgment by the book of
God (ibid., ; trans. xvii, ). While the
trick played by Mu āwiya to get the better
of Alī is well-known, the story of the arbitration between the two raised significant
issues about the relation of the Qurān to
Islamic rule.
After calling Alī to submit to the rule of
the Qurān, these first Khārijīs challenged
his claims to personal charismatic authority, especially his attempts to associate
himself with the character and prestige of
the Prophet (ibid., ; trans. xvii, ; cf.
Mubarrad, Kāmil, ii, ; Sayf b. Umar,
Kitāb al-Ridda, ), protesting that their

oath of allegiance to him did not imply
special privilege (cf.  Chron  and  Kings
:-:, where David and Solomon,
respectively, are rebuked for pursuing
lordly status based on worldly power);
rather, he was like them in all respects,
acting as their recognized leader and not
in any way an inspired figure. With the
arbitration between Alī and Mu āwiya
exposed as a hoax, this group withdrew
from Alī’s partisans, accusing him of failing to submit fully to the rule of the
Qurān and of permitting human judgment over the book of God (Mubarrad,
Kāmil, ii, -; abarī, Tarīkh, -,
esp. , where one Khārijī ends his accusation of Alī with the following: “Our
lord is not to be set aside or dispensed
with. O God, we take refuge in you from
the introduction of things of this world
into our religion, a smearing [idhān] of the
affairs of God and a disgrace [dhull] that
brings down his wrath upon his people.”).
Their position crystallizing in opposition
to Alī, whom they attack — on the basis of
 : — for his failure to repent, the
Khārijīs would go on to proclaim a highly
pietistic, strongly individualistic and
qurānically centered religiosity ( abarī,
Tarīkh, ; trans. xvii, ): Considering
themselves the only true Muslims for their
freedom from sin (i.e. defined as the use of
human judgment in the affairs of God; see
), they dispensed with — at
least in principle — the need for a leader
(i.e. human rule; cf. Crone, Statement);
authority was for them to be purely consultative among their members (see
), all of whom, it is to be
presumed, were entirely faithful to the
voice of the Qurān, while their oath of
allegiance, to God alone, required them to
adhere strictly to the principle of commanding the right and forbidding the
wrong.
Ibn Abbās (d. ca. ⁄-), dispatched
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by Alī to the Khārijī rebels, was faced with
a stubborn refusal to listen to his use of
analogical reasoning to justify the arbitration (on the basis of  :, which calls for
arbitration to reconcile a couple in conflict;
abarī, Tarīkh, ; trans. xvii, -;
Mubarrad, Kāmil, ii, -). The Khārijīs
responded by insisting that, while human
discretion is permissible where God has
delegated authority, it is not for his servants
to judge what he has decreed, namely that
Mu āwiya and his party should repent or
be killed, a judgment based on  : which
calls for the killing of those who do not
repent of their failure to acknowledge the
singular sovereignty of God.
At stake here are essentially two very different notions of qurānic interpretation
with consequences for political authority.
For these first Khārijīs, no human interpretation of the Qurān was possible,
ensuring its unequivocal if problematic
status as final arbiter and leader of human
society (see Ibn Abī Shayba, Muannaf, viii,
-, nos. , , -, , where the
Prophet is made to predict the coming of
the Khārijīs as a people whose engagement
with revelation is limited to an oral recitation unmediated by human judgment; see
also no. , which describes Khārijī insistence that communal differences be
decided solely by the rule of the book of
God [ukm al-kitāb]; nos.  and , which
explain their defense of divine rule alone
as a ploy to do away with human governance [imra or imāra]; and no. , which
cites Khārijī neglect of ambiguous [q.v.;
mutashābih] verses of the Qurān as evidence of their rejection of interpretation).
For Alī and his partisans, the human being
formed the cognitive link between the
Qurān and communal decision-making, as
exemplified in Ibn Abbās’ use of analogy
and Alī’s own argument that the Qurān is
merely dead script between two covers and
that it does not speak but rather that

humans speak through it ( abarī, Tarīkh,
; trans. xvii, ; see ). For that,
he was accused of giving authority over the
book of God to humans (ibid., ; trans.
xvii, ), an accusation he recognized but
defined as a failure of judgment, not sin,
while accusing the Khārijīs in turn of disrupting the governance necessary for
Muslims to fulfill their pact with God
(citing  :-) by making of the Qurān
something it was not intended to be (citing
 :, essentially accusing the Khārijīs of
polytheism). Both sides cite the Qurān
(ibid., ; trans. xvii, ) as proof texts
to justify two different conceptions of
scripture, one subject to human interpretation and the other effective without it.
The Khārijīs, in a later encounter with
Ibn al-Zubayr, accused Uthmān of having
introduced innovations into the religion
and of opposing the rulings of the book
( abarī, Tarīkh, ; trans. xx, -), a
transgression they identify with Uthmān’s
attempt to create a dynastic rule officiated
by his close kin and based on central
control of the proceeds of the Islamic
conquests. In short, the corruption that
the Qurān so vehemently denounces is
understood by both the representatives of
the nascent Islamic state and their Khārijī
opponents as disobedience (q.v.) to God,
the difference being that for the former
disobedience to God included disobedience to properly constituted and divinely
endowed human authority.
This first debate over the relation of the
Qurān to human rule must be seen in the
context of changing social conditions,
especially the emergence of an increasingly centralized state with control over the
material wealth of the community, which
meant in the case of early Islam the considerable proceeds of conquest which had
turned many of the first Muslims into
landowners of vast estates (see Kenney,
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Emergence), while depriving others from a
share of the spoils of victory according to
seniority in the cause of Islam, as had been
the case under the Prophet and his first
two successors. One report claims that it
was Alī’s refusal to permit the Muslim
fighters to plunder the property of conquered peoples that first provoked Khārijī
resentment (Sayf b. Umar, Kitāb al-Ridda,
). Under Alī’s policy, conquered lands
were to be administered and taxed by state
officials and not distributed as tribal booty
to Muslim fighters, who were now to receive a salary fixed by the state. It was thus
partly the consolidation of Islamic rule in
worldly terms that brought about the
politicization of the Qurān, the strongly
eschatological (other worldly) coloring of
its verses serving as a platform for opponents of the state to protest its policies:
How could there be worldly rule in light of
the rule of God as inaugurated and announced by the Qurān? It was not merely
a question of the qurānic narrative of former nations but the presence of the
Qurān itself in the midst of the believing
community. If revelation — God’s word
and not human effort — was to be the
effective agent of grace (q.v.) and guidance,
any other rule would be automatically disqualified on the grounds of being worldly:
Those whom the rapidly changing social
conditions of early Islamic society had
marginalized from an increasingly centralizing power and dispossessed of a share in
the growing wealth of the Muslim community found a strong ally in the Qurān.
In short, Khārijī shame at being marginalized in a changing socio-political order
came to be associated with qurānic condemnations of sinful worldliness and
human governance identified as the object
of God’s wrath, transforming scriptural
rhetoric into a political program. Human
governance, now defined as godless, is to
be attacked in order to ensure avoidance of

the historical catastrophe that beset former
nations. Social marginalization becomes
imagined as religious anxiety over the possibility of suffering the horrifying consequences of human dismissal of the
prophetic message. Amidst such developments, the only way to display piety (q.v.) is
by attacking the state and those who award
it authority, now depicted in eschatological
terms as the foes of God (see ), as
seen in an early Khārijī poem ( Abbās, Shir
al-khawārij, no. ):
I did not want a share from him, only
aspiring in killing him that I succeed
and relieve the earth of him and those
who wreak havoc and turn from the truth.
Every tyrant ( jabbār) is stubborn. I consider
him to have abandoned the truth and to
have legislated misguidance (sannat alalāl). Verily do I sell myself to my lord,
quitting their hollow words, selling my
family and wealth, in the hopes of a place
and possessions in the gardens of eternity
(q.v.; see also ).
It would not be totally inaccurate to dismiss Khārijī use of the Qurān as a means
to defend their material interests, as
Mu āwiya did ( abarī, Tarīkh, , ),
but it is still important to link their material
interests to their conception of revelation
and its corresponding view of all worldly
goods as sacrificial offering to God (see
). It was not just a matter of control of communal resources but also of the
divine consumption of the lands and property of the conquered peoples as preparation for the rule of God signaled by
revelation, as suggested by  :-, which
Sālim b. Dhakwān (Epistle, ; cf. ) cites
in support of fighting against any association (ishrāk) of the worldly with the divine.
By comparison, this attitude is well illustrated in the book of Joshua, where the
voice of God commands the Israelites not
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only to conquer the land but to plunder its
wealth and kill its inhabitants — men,
women and children — as a holocaust
offering to the lord (e.g. Josh :-; :,
-; :-; :-; see also Num :-
and Deut :-). The rule of God is to be
prepared by the elimination of all that
stands in its way, a mission contingent
upon the uncompromised purity of a community consecrated to the sacralizing,
sanctifying, all-consumptive and annihilating voice of God as announced by the
book of the law of Moses ( Josh :-;
:-). The qurānically inspired militancy
of the early Khārijīs served as an expression of vengeance on the worldly powers of
the day, now Muslims and not merely
forces hostile to Islam, who were both an
affront to the reign of God and a threat to
socio-political harmony, as expressed by
the proto-Khārijī Ibn Budayl as grounds
for fighting Mu āwiya ( abarī, Tarīkh,
-, citing  :-).  :-, a rhetorical foil to encourage listeners to choose
the way of God over that of Satan ( āghūt;
see   ), speaks of fighting
(q.v.) and killing as a religious activity
(associated with prayer and fasting), a
scriptural theme that became a way of life
for the early Khārijīs, who passed sleepdeprived nights reciting the Qurān and
long days in battle until death ( abarī,
Tarīkh, -), both activities understood
as a means of drawing closer to God by
lowering the barrier between this world
and the next.
Recent studies on the Khārijī phenomenon (see Donner, Piety and eschatology;
al-Jomaih, Use of the Qurān; Higgins,
Qurānic exchange; Heck, Eschatological
scripturalism) have raised important questions about their conception of revelation,
their eschatological point of view and their
desire to die in battle against the enemies
of God. The reports about them as well as
their own point of view as represented in

their poetry ( Abbās, Shir al-khawārij ) suggest that their rejection of any mediating
barrier between the voice of God and its
reception by humans worked to create an
inherently antagonistic relation between
the divine and the human, in which violence against the world was the only form
piety might take and in which one’s death
in battle against the enemies of God — lethal martyrdom — is considered a fair
exchange (shirā) for a place in eternity
absolved of the sinful impurities of this
world. Martyrdom as a pure offering to
God in an act of violence — the desire to
die in battle — becomes an effective
means of winning God’s favor by disassociating oneself from the sinful ways of a
Muslim community that, having established itself as a worldly power, now falls
into the category of former nations that
rejected the rule of God.
In pursuit of their Islamic utopia, the
Khārijīs separated from what they viewed
as a wayward Muslim community ( abarī,
Tarīkh, -; trans. xx, -) and pursued
a campaign of terror against those who
admitted sin by refusing to condemn
Uthmān’s rule, killing at random men,
women and children, even ripping open
the wombs of pregnant women ( abarī,
Tarīkh, -; trans. xxi, ) and crucifying villagers (ibid., ; trans. ). Such
violence may reflect gang tactics (Khārijī
initiates were required to kill [istirā] as a
test of loyalty and, when asked by state
authorities to hand over the guilty, claimed
collective responsibility — e.g. abarī,
Tarīkh, ; trans. xvii, : “All of us were
their killers and all of us consider your and
their blood to be licit”). Violence (q.v.)
does, however, serve to promote protest
(e.g. the American and French revolutions).
Indiscriminate violence can also serve to
define the boundaries of a scripturally
based community (cf. the New England
Puritans who in  carried out genocide
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against the Pequot Indians in order to, in
their own words, eradicate their memory
from the face of the earth). Whatever the
case may be, it would seem that the Khārijī
conception of revelation, free of human
mediation, motivated them to purify the
Muslim community of its sinful turn to
human authority and protection (wilāya,
e.g. Uthmān, cf. abarī, Tarīkh, ; trans.
xx, ; or Abd al-Malik, cf. abarī,
Tarīkh, -, trans. xxi, ). The Qurān
had declared that no such protection
should be sought in anyone other than
God ( :) and in imitation of the
Prophet, the early Khārijī leader, Nāfi b.
Azraq, declared that one should seek protection only in God ( abarī, Tarīkh, ;
trans. xx, ). Those who did not have a
negative opinion of the leaders of the
nascent Islamic state stood in sin for seeking protection in human beings. Sin for the
Khārijīs, then, meant any positive association with human governance.
It is difficult to make sense of Khārijī
activism without assuming an open-ended
conception of revelation, in which the
word of God continues to command and
guide. Indeed, the Qurān depicts itself as
open-ended ( :-, see Madigan,
Qurān’s self-image). This does not mean a
completely oral definition of the Qurān
but a scriptural corpus that was not entirely fixed — cf. Khārijī accusations
against Uthmān of having torn up books
of the Qurān, a reference to his destruction of versions of the Qurān that differed
with his official recension, to which Alī
responded with the claim that the decision
was made after consultation (shūrā, a principle of human decision-making based on
 :) among the Companions of the
Prophet (q.v.; abarī, Tarīkh, ; trans.
xxi, ). Notwithstanding the theological
diversity in early Khārijism, its earliest
form illustrates how scriptural rhetoric,
originally a gloss on a community’s self-

understanding of survival amidst hostile
forces, is transformed into a historical
record of battle and bloodshed on behalf
of God — scriptural rhetoric as litmus test
of militancy (see Donner, Piety and eschatology, ; cf. abarī, Tarīkh, ; trans.
xx,  and Ibn Abd Rabbihi, Iqd, i,
-, esp. , which culminates in the
report of Mirdās Abū Bilāl al-Khārijī,
“There was no sect or innovating group
with more penetrating insight than the
Khārijīs, nor greater effort [ijtihād], nor
more reconciled to death. Among them
there was one who was stabbed, and the
spear went through him, and he continued
to make his way toward his killer, saying,
‘I have hastened to you, O lord, that you
might be pleased’ ”). This aspect of the
Khārijī phenomenon — political re-enactment of scriptural rhetoric — remains
current today. For example, Sayyid Qu b
(d. ) passionately sought to persuade
Muslims to listen to qurānic recitation (see
   ) as its first
audience did and imagine themselves to be
faced with the choices the first Muslims
faced in meeting the enemies of the
Qurān (e.g. ilāl, i⁄, -; cf. Arjomand, Unity and diversity). While such
qurānic commentary served Qu b’s purposes of associating his enemies, particularly the Egyptian state, with those of the
Prophet, his words do show this very important connection between the experience
of direct revelation and political empowerment against political injustice, whether
real or perceived. Later echoes of the
Khārijī mindset include the culture of
martyrdom and jihād on the IslamicByzantine frontier during the second⁄
eighth and third⁄ninth centuries (see
Bonner, Aristocratic violence; Heck, Jihad
revisited) and the contemporary phenomenon of self-sacrificial violence, also
known as suicide attacks, advocated by
contemporary extremist groups that use
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terrorist means to achieve their goals.
The interpretation of qurānic narrative
as primarily a clash between worldly and
godly rule first came to play in the assassination of Uthmān. Having penetrated
the inner confines of his house in Medina,
his assassins found him alone with a copy
of the Qurān as his only defense ( abarī,
Tarīkh, -; trans. xv, -). They are
reported to have refrained from killing him
immediately, choosing instead to debate
with him about the nature of legitimate
rule. For Uthmān, rule was legitimate in
itself, having been established by God. As
for his status as a Muslim ruler, Uthmān
declares himself a believing Muslim, who,
according to Islamic law, may be put to
death only in three cases — apostasy, unlawful sexual relations and the killing of an
innocent Muslim (see ), none of
which Uthmān had committed. Most importantly, he argues, rebellion (q.v.) instead
of reform — even in the name of correcting innovations made in the rulings of the
Qurān — jeopardizes the enforcement of
the law upon which political order, stability
and socio-moral cohesion stand. The
rebels, for their part, also couch their
argument in legal and scriptural terms,
although it is clear that their dissatisfaction
lay in their marginalization from power
and wealth at a time when the concerns of
a centralizing state increasingly trumped
the egalitarian ones of Islam (see Marlow,
Hierarchy). They understood the worldly
character of Uthmān’s reign as a form of
injustice, tyranny and the failure to rule
competently, which put at risk the wellbeing of society as a whole and robbed the
people of the sound government necessary
for peace and prosperity. Quoting  :-,
which calls for the death of those who sow
corruption on earth, the rebels labeled
Uthmān as a brigand or highway robber
(see ) who had disrupted the peace,
terrorized the innocent and deprived peo-

ple of their right to life and unhindered
pursuit of their affairs. In short, Uthmān
represented for them worldly rule as
opposed to the godly rule called for by
the Qurān and followed under the leadership of the Prophet.
Notwithstanding the connection this
account has to later legal discussions over
the laws of rebellion (akām al-bughāt; see
Abou El Fadl, Rebellion), it does demonstrate the potential of the Qurān as a tool
of protest against the state, regardless of
the actual complaints of the opposition.
This is further illustrated in the rebellions
of the Umayyad period (-⁄-).
The reasons behind the revolt of alMukhtār (d. ⁄) may have included
vengeance (q.v.) for the blood of the family
of the Prophet (q.v.; i.e. usayn’s death at
Karbala; see also    )
and defense of the weak (manumitted
slaves; see   ) but it was
announced as a summons to rule by the
book of God and sunna (q.v.) of the
Prophet ( abarī, Tarīkh, , -, ;
trans. xx, , , ), in addition to
messianic claims (the Islamic mahdī also
featured prominently in early rebellions
but is not a qurānic term). Similarly, the
rebellion of Ibn al-Ash ath (d. ⁄),
while motivated by the state’s treatment of
the army under his command, resorted to
the Qurān as a cloak of legitimacy. The
first oath of allegiance given to Ibn alAsh ath by his soldiers is set alongside complaints against incompetent leadership,
unfair distribution of spoils, disavowal of
the arch-representative of state concerns,
al-ajjāj (d. ⁄), and support of Ibn
al-Ash ath’s effort to expel him as governor
of Iraq ( abarī, Tarīkh, -; trans. xxiii,
-), but the second one includes a summons to the book of God and sunna of the
Prophet, disavowal of the imāms of error
and struggle against those who violate
what is sacred (ibid., ; trans. xxiii, ).
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Finally, although colored by the concerns
of a settled and culturally diverse society
(see Sharon, Revolt), the Abbāsid revolution that brought an end to Umayyad rule
was ideologically inspired by an oath of
allegiance to the Hāshimī family in terms
of fidelity to the book of God and sunna of
the Prophet along with the chosen one
(al-riā) from the family of the messenger
of God ( abarī, Tarīkh, , ; trans.
xxviii, , ).
This invocation of the Qurān by rebels
against the state encouraged an official
response that properly constituted rule was
part of God’s design for humankind, even
apart from the prophetic heritage. To do
this, rulers and their ideologues turned
primarily to the genre known as “mirrorsfor-princes” to account for the existence of
the Islamic state. In short, non-qurānic
arguments were advanced to demonstrate
that political rule was a necessary part of
the Muslim responsibility to meet the
qurānic directive to be prosperous in
contrast to former nations.
With no clear outline of political organization in the Qurān and adīth, early
Muslim rulers — Umayyad and Abbāsid
alike — were compelled to construct nonqurānic arguments for political rule: as
divinely determined ( jabr) and thus worthy
of obedience in the case of the Umayyads
(see al-Qāī, Religious foundation) or as
the effective agent of a just (adl) and harmonious association (itilāf ) in the case of
the Abbāsids (see Heck, Law). Such nonqurānic arguments for rule did, however,
draw widely upon qurānic material, as
well as reports of early Arabo-Islamic history. It was, then, this state-sponsored
genre of literature that did much to bring
the revealed and non-revealed into a single
epistemological framework of Islamic civilization, e.g. al-Māwardī, Naīat al-mulūk,
i.e. “advice to rulers.” This title echoes the
advisory mission of the prophets of  ,

thereby suggesting that it and similar works
offered to the rulers of the day — like
prophets to former nations — wisdom
(q.v.) that led to prosperity. In his introduction, the author claims that he is right
in drawing upon a variety of sources of
knowledge, both revealed and nonrevealed, even the wisdom of former
nations, to show the legitimacy of political rule:
We are not, however, singular in our use of
our own ideas in our book, nor do we rely
in anything we say on our own opinion
(hawā) but justify (natajj) what we say by
the revealed word of God (qawl Allāh almunazzal), the majestic and exalted, and
the reports of his messenger (aqāwīl rasūlihi)
that narrate his practices (sunan) and precedents (āthār), and then the ways of kings
of old (siyar al-mulūk al-awwalīn), past
imāms and the rightly-guided caliphs,
[along with the wisdom of ] ancient philosophers (al-ukamā al-mutaqaddimīn) of
former nations (al-umam al-khāliya) and past
days, since their words are worthy to be
imitated, their traces to be followed and
their model to be emulated (Māwardī,
Naīat al-mulūk, ).
Human wisdom, then, could be harnessed
for the revealed goal of socio-political
prosperity.
Similarly, the Umayyad al-Walīd II
(r. -⁄-), in a letter designating his
two sons to succeed him, argued that
prophecy and rule are two divinely
ordained institutions ( abarī, Tarīkh,
-; trans. xxvi, -), suggesting that
the ruling office of caliph is part of God’s
plan in its own right (comparable in that
sense to pre-modern European arguments
for a divine right of kings) and drawing out
in detail, including qurānic citation, the
reasons for considering rule a necessary
pillar of socio-political prosperity, not least
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of which is its function as effective agent of
legal order, both religious and public (ibid.,
; trans. xxvi, ; for Umayyad use of
qurānic material in state letters, see alQāī, Impact of the Qurān; cf. Dähne,
Qurānic wording).
For their part, the Abbāsids drew upon
the Sasanian heritage to articulate a theory
of political authority (sul ān) and sovereignty (q.v.; mulk), understood, along with
the Qurān, as the basis of legitimate
Islamic rule. Long before the appearance
of Islam, the Sasanians coined the adage
that “there can be no rule without religion
(q.v.) and no religion without rule” (lā
mulka illā bi-dīn wa-lā dīna illā bi-mulk). It
is this fundamental link between religion
and rule that informs the testimony of
the Abbāsid al-Manūr (r. -⁄-)
to his son and successor al-Mahdī
(r. -⁄-), particularly its emphasis
on strong rule as a combination of political
authority (sul ān) and holy writ (qurān). He
says that for the protection of authoritative
rule, God has ordered in the Qurān double the penalty on those who stir up corruption in the land (quoting  :), and
that sovereignty is the strong rope of God,
a firm bond and the unshakeable religion
of God (in reference to  : and
 :); in short, he encourages his son to
protect and defend an Islamic sovereignty
as buttressed by the revealed law ( abarī,
Tarīkh, ; trans. xxix, -). The idea of
the essential role of political sovereignty in
ordering the affairs of the world so suited
the tastes and needs of Abbāsid caliphs
that the idea became current that God
worked to arrange worldly order by political power (sul ān) even more so than by
revelation (qurān, e.g. Qudāma b. Ja far,
Siyāsa min kitāb al-kharāj, ; Māwardī, Adab
al-dīn, : inna llāh la-yazau bi-l-sul ān
akthar mimmā yazau bi-l-Qurān). That idle
and rebellious humans had to be coerced
by a strong power to live in political order

was considered by the ruling powers
through the Abbāsid period and beyond as
essential to God’s designs of ordering his
creation, willingly or not (i.e. either out of
longing or fear,  :), in function of his
quality of subduing (qahhār) all forces to his
will (e.g.  :; for this connection of
God’s coercive power to political sovereignty, see Heck, Law). This attempt to
link religious and political authority is
nowhere more clear than in the chapter
of early Abbāsid history known as the
Inquisition (q.v.; al-mina), in which elevation of the human authority of al-Mamūn
(r. -⁄-) depended on reduction
of the Qurān to a created, rather than
uncreated, status (see Nawas, al-Mamūn; cf.
Cooperson, Biography, -; see
   ).
The possibility of human rule alongside the
Qurān
The themes discussed in the previous section recur in various ways throughout
Islamic history, especially the recognition
of the need for non-revealed sources
of decision-making in the political
arena — i.e. how to understand human
judgment (ray) as an Islamically sanctioned agent of political organization, as
well as pre-Islamic local custom (urf ) in
public administration, like methods of taxcollection, that Muslim rulers had left intact (see  ). It was not only a
matter of granting a share in Islamic rule
to the human intellect (aql), which, in
“mirrors-for-princes” works, was seen as
the partner of religion in preserving justice
and socio-political prosperity, but also of
claiming, as works of jurisprudence did,
that Islam did not abrogate all pre-Islamic
custom (see ), which was given
a legal value of its own (e.g. al-shar min
qablinā, a source of law used to justify the
claim that the five principles [panchasila] at
the heart of Indonesian political organiza-
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tion not only approximate but actually
meet the requirements of Islam’s revealed
law; see Mujiburrahman, Indonesia), not
to mention a panoply of other jurisprudential devices, such as discretion (istisān),
that allowed rulers to enact law without
insult to the final authority of the Qurān.
Explications centered upon the question
of human judgment (ray). Was it to be
permitted in areas concerning public good
(malaa) about which the Qurān was
silent? At stake was not only the relation of
the divine to human society but also that of
political to religious authority. Given the
Qurān’s reminder to carry out God’s
design for creation, the Muslims’ centurieslong struggle to formulate rule has had to
maneuver between social recognition of
the need for and benefit of human rule
and scriptural recognition that all rule
belongs ultimately to God. While a host of
factors are at play in conceptions of rule,
specific to Islam is this interplay between
the social and scriptural (see Jad ān, Mina,
esp.  f.). The rule of the last Shah of
Iran, for example, was contested partly on
grounds of his preference for the social (i.e.
the Persian heritage of monarchy) over the
scriptural (identified in the Iranian case
with Shī ī notions of clerical jurisdiction
over public affairs; see Arjomand, Shi ite
jurisprudence; and Calder, Accommodation and revolution). Likewise, in Egypt,
Anwar Sadat’s alliance with the West
clashed violently with increasingly bold
notions among Islamists of a sovereignty
(ākimiyya) that belonged to God alone
(see Faraj, Farīa, trans. esp. -).
The tension between the social and scriptural cannot, however, be limited to the
post-colonial clash between secular
nationalism and religious fundamentalism,
since it was recognized very early that
political governance cannot stand on the
texts of revelation alone. Among the first
to treat this question was Ibn al-Muqaffa

(d. ⁄) in an epistle to the Abbāsid
al-Manūr (r. -⁄-). To establish
the legal authority of political leadership
(ray al-imām), Ibn al-Muqaffa (Risāla,
-), a state official and convert to Islam,
had to navigate between two groups: ()
those claiming to be released from obedience to the ruler when it involved disobedience to God (i.e. a political ruling contrary
to scripture; la āata lil-makhlūq fī maiyat
al-khāliq), a position essentially placing sovereign authority (sul ān) in the hands of the
people by awarding them the choice to
decide which ruler to obey and which of
his commands to follow, in the end rendering all equals (na āir) in political decisionmaking with destructive consequences for
rule itself (a likely reference to the Khārijī
position, resurrected by Sayyid Qu b, see
below); and () those advocating complete
submission to the ruler in all matters
without concern for obedience or disobedience to God, with the claim that the
ruler alone is privileged with knowledge of
and competence in such things (a position
essentially placing the command of the
ruler above that of the revealed text,
reformulated by Ayatollah Khomeini in
contemporary Iran, see below). To resolve
these two positions — the first representing
the scriptural, the second the social — Ibn
al-Muqaffa drew an important distinction
which was to echo in Islamic politics
through the centuries: that the ruler is not
to be obeyed in anything that goes against
clear scriptural directives in the Qurān
and sunna, such as prayer, fasting, pilgrimage (q.v.), penal sanctions (udūd) or dietary
restrictions but must be obeyed in all his
rulings where no scriptural precedent
(athar) exists.
Although treated extensively by theorists
in the classical period, such as Abū Yūsuf
(d. ⁄), Qudāma b. Ja far (d. ⁄)
and al-Māwardī (d. ⁄), this question remains a concern today. On the
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Sunnī side, Yūsuf al-Qaraāwī — a
Qatar-based muftī with associations to the
Muslim Brotherhood — argues, like Ibn
al-Muqaffa , that God mercifully did not
disclose clear and decisive rulings for all
human affairs, an action that would have
rendered human intelligence useless
(Qaraāwī, Siyāsa, ). Indeed, most of
Islamic law requires human judgment,
while the clear and decisive rulings
(qa iyya) of revelation are very limited
(Qaraāwī, Siyāsa, ). Thus, in matters
where no revealed text exists, the governing ruler can apply his judgment (ray alākim al-siyāsī) for the sake of the public
good (al-maāli al-mursala). His argument,
an explanation of the fifth of the twenty
principles expounded by asan al-Bannā
(d. ), the founder of the Muslim
Brotherhood, demonstrates that there is an
area of life, namely governance, that God
has left to humans and that can thus
change with circumstance and custom.
The result is a division of the world’s
affairs into religious ones (al-umūr altaabbudiyya) that are ruled by the revealed
texts and customary ones (al-umūr alādiya) that fall to human judgment. He
does, however, part ways with Ibn
al-Muqaffa — who justified human judgment alongside revelation by awarding a
privileged status to the ruler’s intellect (aql
al-imām) — by binding valid use of human
judgment to the consultation (shūrā) of
religious scholars, whose immersion in the
study of revealed law (al-sharīa) guarantees
that the ruler’s judgment conforms with its
intentions (maqāid, an important concept
in modern Islamic political thought; see
Heck, Religious renewal). Thus does alQaraāwī offer an updated version of traditional Sunnī jurisprudence and its use of
analogical reasoning (qiyās) to apply revelation to political problems with no textual
precedent: Worldly rule, although in-

formed by human judgment, remains subordinate to godly authority.
Strikingly, al-Qaraāwī, using  :-,
views human judgment — illuminated by
revealed texts — as the means for reconciling differences among Muslims, whereas in
the Qurān it was the book above all that
arbitrated human differences. He claims,
like Ibn al-Muqaffa , to be navigating between two extremes (Qaraāwī, Siyāsa, ),
those who say the ruler’s judgment abrogates divine rulings (akām shariyya) and
those who refuse to acknowledge any
human rule not explicitly designated by a
revealed text. Rather, for al-Qaraāwī
(Qaraāwī, Siyāsa, -), although different
degrees of correct judgment exist, there is
a need for human judgment — no matter
how much one has memorized textual
precedents (aādīth wa-āthār) — for the sake
of governance and justice (idārat shuūn albilād wa-tadbīr amr al-ibād wa-iqāmat al-adl
baynahum) since Islam is both a religious
and political order (iqāmat al-dīn wa-siyāsat
al-dunyā).
Similarly, while couching his words in
qurānic verse, Ayatollah Khomeini, the
first supreme leader of the Islamic
Republic of Iran, argues for governance
by the book as determined by the authority
of the Shī ī jurist (wilāyat al-faqīh; see
Khomeini, Islamic government). Another
leading cleric at the time of the Islamic
revolution, Ayatollah Montazeri, drew a
distinction, like al-Qaraāwī, between religious ruling (hukumat-i shari) and the customary ruling (hukumat-i urfi) — the
difference being that Montazeri judges
non-religious rulings to be non-binding
without the endorsement of the jurists who
represent the hidden but infallible Imām of
Twelver Shī ism (see Arjomand, Shi ite
jurisprudence), while al-Qaraāwī ties the
validity of such rulings to the intentions of
the revealed law. In fulfillment of this the-
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ory, the Constitution of the Islamic
Republic of Iran, while replete with
qurānic citation, essentially puts all authority in the hands of the jurists and
Khomeini in particular, as spelled out in
principles  and  (see Mayer,
Fundamentalist impact; cf. Abū l-Fawāris,
Risāla, for an early Ismā īlī use of Islamic
scripture to justify infallible human leadership). In one of his last acts before his
death in , Khomeini amended the
Constitution to further enhance the authority of the human, even if privileged,
judgment of the jurist over all affairs of
state and society.
In contrast, elevation of the Qurān over
human affairs has been promoted in postcolonial times by the Muslim Brotherhood.
The Muslim Brotherhood’s political
thought and activity, since its founding in
, ranges from militant fundamentalism
to participation in elected politics (for their
history, see the pioneering but now limited
work of Mitchell, Society of Muslim Brothers).
Moreover, other, more violent, contemporary extremist groups that use violence
to achieve their goals (such as al-Jamā a
l-Islāmiyya and al-Jihād, which latter
merged in  with al-Qā ida) were inspired partly by Muslim Brotherhood rhetoric and its promotion of a qurānically
shaped society, as witnessed in the writings
of the group’s founder, asan al-Bannā
(see Five tracts), and its most celebrated figure, Sayyid Qu b (see Haim, Sayyid Qu b;
Haddad, Qurānic justification; Carré,
Mystique, - [trans. text on the Islamic
economic and political model, ad  :],
 [on the shūrā]). The writings of these
two figures promote a qurānically-based
divine sovereignty for the sake of a greater
egalitarianism which, in the writings of
Qu b, takes a revolutionary form against
the perceived tyranny of Nasserist rule
(i.e. the pan-Arabist and left-leaning social-

ist ideology of the Egyptian president
Gamal Abdel Nasser, r. -). The
goal was socio-political coherence and
identity — especially against post-colonial
secularizing⁄westernizing tendencies in
Egypt and the Islamic world — through
scriptural adherence.
Drawing upon the work of the Islamist
ideologue and founder of the Pakistanbased Jamā at-e Islāmī, Abū l-A lā
l-Mawdūdī (whose formulation of an
Islamic political constitution contributed to
the Islamization of Pakistani politics; see,
for example, his First principles, parts of
which became law under Ziyā l-aqq’s
military dictatorship in the s; for the
legacy of Mawdūdī, see Zaman, Ulama,
-), Qu b insisted that sovereignty belongs to God alone (Adāla, trans. ). In
general, he does not seek to accommodate
human judgment but envisions a fundamental clash between revealed sovereignty
(ākimiyya) and non-revealed rule, which he
labels as human ignorance (q.v.; jāhiliyya;
Qu b, Adāla, trans. ; see also  
). Human interpretation of
scripture and thus the possibility of human
rule must be accordingly reduced; religion
(dīn) becomes the system (ni ām) of rule
(Qu b, Adāla, trans. ). In echo of
 :-, frequent references are made to
God’s program (manhaj) and way (shira, cf.
abarī, Tafsīr, iii, , for a discussion of
the scope of this way, i.e. whether in reference to the many ways revealed by God to
different communities or the way of the
Muslim community specifically, etc.), the
conclusion being that association of Islam
with any human system, such as democracy, socialism, monarchy, etc., is entirely
unacceptable (Qu b, Adāla, trans. , ).
Rulers are only to be obeyed to the extent
that they themselves submit to the sovereignty of God and apply his revealed law
(Qu b, Adāla, trans. -), departure from
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which deprives them of the right to obedience (Qu b, Adāla, trans. ): “… hearing
and obeying is conditional upon following
the book of God Almighty.” The result is a
marked restriction on the employment of
human judgment in rule (Qu b, Adāla,
trans. -): “… he becomes a ruler only
by the absolutely free choice of the
Muslims [a reference to Mawdūdī’s idea of
theo-democracy]… after that his authority
derives from his undertaking to enforce the
revealed law of God without claiming for
himself any right to initiate legislation by
an authority of his own.” Consultation
(shūrā), limited to those learned in religion,
does, however, remain a principle of
Islamic governance (Qu b, Adāla, trans.
). Also, in echo of Ibn al-Muqaffa ,
permission is given to the leader whose
authority is based on the revealed law of
God to make new decrees for the sake of
the common good, provided such decrees
do not violate a revealed text (na), e.g. the
imposition of taxes not mentioned in the
Qurān, which, however, are not to be collected for maintaining state institutions but
in service of a greater social justice in line
with qurānic principles (Qu b, Adāla,
trans. ; see ).
From such pointed rhetoric has emerged
a call for jihād against all worldly rule,
epitomized in the work of Abd al-Salām
Faraj (d. ), who was executed with the
four assassins of Egypt’s president, Anwar
Sadat, killed after he had signed a peace
treaty with Israel. Faraj’s now famous treatise, al-Farīa al-ghāiba, “The neglected
duty,” begins by quoting  :, which
calls for the submission of believing hearts
(see ) to divinely revealed truth in
contrast to former nations, whose hearts
had hardened against the book of God. He
claimed that the Egyptian state had come
to be ruled by laws of unbelief, a reference
to the adoption of western law (see Faraj,
Farīa, trans. ), making of its rulers

apostates deserving of death. What is new
here is not the insistence on an Islamic
state as a necessary condition for the performance of God’s precepts or the identification of Muslim rulers with the
pre-Islamic Age of Ignorance but rather
the intensely militant rejection of any humanly tinged rule. In the manner of the
first Khārijīs, Faraj quotes  :: “Those
who do not rule by what God has revealed
are infidels,” as prelude to his identification
of the Muslim rulers of his day with the
Mongols, who ruled without sufficient
attention to Islamic law (Faraj, Farīa,
trans. -). There is simply no room for
human governance in Faraj’s treatise but
an insurmountable gap between political
rulings (al-siyāsāt al-mulkiyya) and qurānic
rulings (akām; Faraj, Farīa, trans. , commenting on Ibn Kathīr’s exegesis of
 :).
There is thus, for Faraj, no action — not
charity, not participation in elected politics, not the Islamic education of
society — that can take precedence over
jihād (understood by him solely as armed
struggle) against worldly rulers, for the
worldly must be subdued, the godly
exalted. Given that human governance is
a contradiction in terms for this militant
brand of Islamism, accommodation is
impossible. War, not merely Islam, is the
solution, and Faraj devotes the latter half
of his work to Ibn Taymiyya’s position on
jihād. Picking up the theme of   (Sūrat
al-Tawba, “Repentance”), Faraj declares
that in the Islamic age, worldly power must
be brought to an end not through natural
phenomena, as God has done in the case
of former nations, but through the armed
struggle of belief against unbelief (Faraj,
Farīa, trans. , ). In other words, it
has now become the duty of Muslims to
act on behalf of God and annihilate those
nations that fail to heed his message. Seen
in that light, it is hardly surprising that
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Sadat’s assassins claimed to have killed
Pharaoh.
In light of Islamist esteem for the writings
of Ibn Taymiyya (d. ⁄), it is necessary to ask how closely his thought corresponds to Islamist goals today. He does
give an elevated status to scripture as guarantor of Muslim identity after the fall of
the caliphate to the Mongols in ⁄;
but, unlike Faraj, he was a jurist who
worked within the framework of traditional Islamic jurisprudence. As will be
outlined, his post-Mongol protest, unlike
Faraj’s post-colonial one, was not against
human rule per se but communal heterodoxy that he viewed as a threat to the
unity of a Muslim community bereft of
the office of caliph.
In his most famous work, al-Siyāsa alshariyya, Ibn Taymiyya recognizes the
social dimension of rule, arguing that
political office (wilāya) is a religious necessity (Siyāsa, -) since the social chaos
resulting from its absence would prevent
people from performing the precepts of
the religion. He supports his position philosophically by claiming that only via
human congregation (ijtimā) can human
welfare be attained, since humans are
mutually dependent for their survival, and
that human congregation most effectively
serves the good when it is ordered under
and enforced by political rule (Ibn
Taymiyya, Siyāsa, -). Ibn Taymiyya
thus affirms the necessity of human rule
even when not in complete conformity to
the divine will. His model of public administration, while aspiring to justice as
based upon the Qurān and sunna (al-adl
alladhī dalla alayhi al-kitāb wa-l-sunna; Ibn
Taymiyya, Siyāsa, ), is not based on scripture alone. The work begins by quoting
 :, which states that God sent down
not only the book and balance (see
  ), by which
humans might act in accordance with the

divine will, but also iron as a mighty power
for the benefit of humankind, i.e. rule as
the effective agent by which human society
in its diversity might be made, even
coerced, to live in political harmony.
The work’s self-stated goal is to explain
 :-, which calls for justice in arbitrating human affairs and obedience to those
holding command (ūlī l-amri). Ibn
Taymiyya argues on the basis of qurānic
citation for a complementary notion of
God’s guidance, embodied in scripture,
and political rule. Hence, although he
draws heavily upon the Qurān and the
sunna, his words are directed to state officials (e.g. provincial governors, taxcollectors, military commanders, state
ministers and secretaries, etc.; Ibn
Taymiyya, Siyāsa, ). While revelation is
meant to shape the socio-political order,
the qualifications for election (ikhtiyār) to
office are ambiguous. They essentially boil
down to two criteria (Ibn Taymiyya, Siyāsa,
-): () strength (quwwa), meaning effectiveness, e.g. in war, and () trust (amāna),
meaning pious commitment to govern
justly in accordance with revelation (shar).
Since, however, these two criteria so rarely
coexist in a single person, effectiveness may
trump pious commitment, depending on
the office in question, making it preferable
to appoint an effective military commander or judge even if he is personally
immoral ( fājir, Ibn Taymiyya, Siyāsa, , )
or does what the Prophet has forbidden
( yamal mā yunkiruhu al-nabī, ibid., ) — in
other words, offends against divine revelation. Ibn Taymiyya cites in support of this
examples from the first community of
Muslims and a saying of the Prophet
(Siyāsa, ), “Indeed God supports this religion with an immoral man.”
Ibn Taymiyya’s call to jihād is not, then,
aimed against impious individuals entrusted with the governance of Muslim
society. Constituted authority, even if
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straying from Islamic perfection, is validated by its end: social harmony and
human welfare. Jihād is directed not at
political rule but heterodox Islam, particularly the Nuayrī sect. Ibn Taymiyya’s
concern with Mongol rule must be seen
within the context of the ritual pluralism of
post-Mongol Islam, which had long existed
in Islam but became a more significant
concern in the absence of the caliphate.
For him, the Mongol invasions were providential (Ibn Taymiyya, Rasāil,  f.), a test
by which God separates hypocrites from
true believers, as he tested the first Muslims
by external attack (illustrated in  :;
again, the attempt to relate political developments to qurānic narrative). Such external hostility was, he claimed, to be
welcomed as part of the divine plan to
expose Muslim groups given to ritual innovation (bida), which posed the greatest
threat to the religion, making it necessary
to identify not religiously imperfect political authorities but ritually heterodox
Muslims, along with infidels (kuffār), as
legitimate objects of jihād (Ibn Taymiyya,
Siyāsa, ; id., Fiqh al-jihād, ). Reading
this concern alongside his vision of political rule as described in the previous paragraph, it is possible to conclude that the
use of Ibn Taymiyya by radical Islam today
grossly distorts his thought, which must be
seen as a legal development aiming to articulate the theory of jihād anew in the midst
of altered social circumstances where
Islamic identity was no longer imagined
and guaranteed in terms of political authority but by means of ritual and communal
practice. The main thrust behind his work
is not eschatological violence against
worldly power in witness to the rule of
God symbolized by Islamic scripture, nor is
it political rebellion against constituted
authority in the name of an Islamic rule
based exclusively on scripture, but rather
the unity of religious and communal iden-

tity in the face of its own ritually pluralistic
membership (see Heck, Jihad revisited).
The Qurān has been drawn upon no less
effectively in support of democracy and
even secularism (see Esposito and Voll,
Islam’s democratic essence). New concepts
of authority, based upon an individual’s
encounter with scripture (ijtihād) apart
from traditional authority, are at play in
the modernizing exegesis of such figures as
Muammad Abduh (d. ), who was
himself aware of the political consequences of his work (see Jomier, La revue
“al- Orwa al-Wothqa”). His tabling of
tradition, while meant to spur a legal and
religious dynamism necessary to meet the
challenges of modernity, widened the
scope of qurānic interpretation for political ends, opening the door to both fundamentalist and reformist uses of Islamic
scripture. The contemporary use of the
Qurān by fundamentalist Islam having
been given above, here the reformist point
of view will be illustrated by the writings of
three Egyptian thinkers.
Amidst much controversy (Enayat,
Modern political thought, -), Alī Abd alRāziq (d. ) argued in al-Islām wa-uūl
al-ukm (-, chapter  of book , entitled Risāla lā ukm, dīn lā dawlā) that the
mission of the Prophet was limited to a
message (i.e. to bear good news and to
warn, citing several qurānic verses to that
effect, e.g.  :; :; :; :-)
and did not include the creation of a polity: Muammad may have struggled to
defend his message, even using force to do
so, but never did he undertake to coerce
people into a polity, there being no evidence for such — Abd al-Rāziq challenges
his audience to find any — between the
two covers of the Qurān or in the sunna.
Since governance is a worldly affair (here
Abd al-Rāziq inverts traditional arguments for religious supervision of worldly
affairs), God has given it to human minds
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to manage their worldly affairs according
to what they see best in light of their
knowledge, interests and tendencies. Abd
al-Rāziq certainly recognizes the necessity
of government (on the basis of  : and
 :) but denies that it is an article of
faith or that it is limited to the forms
known to Islamic history — caliphate and
despotic government in his opinion. Even
if the installation of the state is viewed as
an act of political wisdom, Islamic ideals
can still be guaranteed by the spiritual
message of the Prophet and not control
of the state (Enayat, Modern political
thought, ).
Abd al-Rāziq’s ideas came at a chaotic
moment for Muslim identity — the collapse of the Ottoman empire and the
height of colonial domination along with
largely unsuccessful attempts to develop a
pan-Islamic institution to deal with Muslim
affairs globally. His thought must be seen
as an attempt to facilitate an Islamic reconciliation with the strongly modernizing
tendencies of his day. In contrast, the writings of Muammad Sa īd al- Ashmāwī
(b. ) are a counter to the increasingly
bold fundamentalism of a post-colonial
Egypt in search of national identity and
civil society. He maintains in al-Islām alsiyāsi (-), against fundamentalist condemnations of Egyptian rule as apostate,
that Egyptian law is in point of fact in
full harmony with the principles of the
revealed law of Islam. For him, the paucity of legal norms enshrined in the
Qurān — only  of some , verses
have a legal character, he claims — supports the original meaning of sharīa at the
time of qurānic revelation as a way and
not as a collection of legal details. It has
thus been left to the Egyptian state to work
out a rule of law, and as a high-ranking
judge, al- Ashmāwī displays his intimate
knowledge of Egyptian law, which, he
argues, in no way contradicts the dictates

of the Qurān. He says at one point that
the Islamist position that truly Islamic rule
must be limited to the book of God confuses revelation (al-sharīa), i.e. the qurānic
way, with law ( fiqh), which is a process by
which jurists and judges apply their own
efforts of judgment (ijtihād) to legal matters. Indeed, for al- Ashmāwī, Islamist
exploitation of the Qurān for political
ends is a danger for Islam and should cease
since Egyptian law has not been tainted by
any innovation (bida) but remains consistent with Islamic revelation.
Finally, Muhammad Khalaf Allāh
(d. ) presses the qurānic theme of
consultation (shūrā, citing  :) in alQurān wa-l-dawla (-) as the Islamic
mode of political decision-making.
Drawing on Muammad Abduh, Khalaf
Allāh insists that those in authority (ūlū
l-amr, cf.  :) should be identified with
those to whom the Muslim community has
entrusted responsibility for making laws
and overseeing the governance of society.
But this should not be done, however, in
the manner of divinely constructed offices
held by figures claiming a personal right to
rule, but by political officials chosen by the
community — and thus removable by the
community — who govern not religious
but worldly affairs after the manner of the
Prophet and his Companions, namely
through consultation (a position reminiscent of the Indonesian Nurcholish
Madjid’s idea that the oneness of God
[tawīd] should actually prevent Muslims
from viewing the state in sacred terms;
see Madjid, Islamic roots of pluralism). In
this light, religious leaders have no inherent right to this legislative role. Their
task — as was the Prophet’s — is to explain beliefs (aqāid), worship (ibādāt) and
the norms of social affairs (muāmalāt) but
they, like the Prophet, enjoy no mandate
to legislate worldly affairs on the basis of
revelation.
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Khalaf Allāh, it should be added, is perhaps most known for his employment of
literary methodology in scriptural exegesis,
by which he argues that the Qurān is
not a record of historical facts (see
;    )
but an exhortation to the Islamic faith (see
   :  
 ). His entire oeuvre,
then, confirms the thesis that Muslim recognition of the role of human (i.e. nonrevealed) decision-making in the political
organization of society’s affairs follows
closely upon willingness to allow human
interpretation of the Qurān. It is thus the
possibility and parameters of exegesis (see
   :  
), as debated across Islamic history from Alī b. Abī ālib to Muammad
Khalaf Allāh, that stand at the heart of
politics and the Qurān.
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Poll Tax
A tax per head, usually levied on every
adult male of a given age. The Arabic
term, jizya, used for the poll tax levied on
non-Muslims, specifically the People of the
Book (q.v.) living under Muslim rule (ahl
al-kitāb, also identified eventually as
“protected people,” ahl al-dhimma), does
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have a qurānic origin ( :: … attā yu ū
l-jizyata an yadin wa-hum āghirūn, i.e.
“… until they pay the jizya from their
wealth [lit. from hand], submissively”).
There is no evidence in the Qurān, however, of a tax per head (alā l-ras) as assumed by later jurists (e.g. Mālik, Muwa a,
-; Abū Ubayd, Amwāl, -). The
tax per capita as finally established in
Islamic law seems to have derived from
a Sassanian practice (khāk bar sar, Abū
Ubayd, Amwāl, , no. ; cf. abarī,
Tarīkh, i, ; see Lokkegaard, Islamic
taxation, -; for the adoption of the
Byzantine poll tax in Egypt, see al-Dūrī,
Nu um, ) developed by Muslims through
the course of the conquests, first being applied to all members of a conquered
locale — men, women and children (Abu
Ubayd, Amwāl, , no. ) — and then
limited to mature males (ālim, ibid., ,
no. ; , no. ; see   
). The poll tax varied according to
the terms of the treaty between the Muslims and the local peoples (see abarī,
Tarīkh, i, ; cf. Morony, Iraq, -), was
assessed according to one’s wealth (q.v.; see
Cahen, Djizya), was first applied to nonMuslim Arabs and then gradually extended, by the Prophet’s example (sunna,
Abū Ubayd, Amwāl, , no. ), to nonArab non-Muslims living in the conquered lands (ibid., , no. ), including
Zorastrians (majūs; see ) as well as
Jews ( yahūd; see   ) and
Christians (naārā; see  
). There also seems to have
been a connection, at least initially, between the payment of this tax and socioprofessional status, for it is reported that
the large Christian tribe (see  
), the Banū Taghlib, refused to pay
the jizya on the grounds that they were
Arabs (q.v.), not farmers; presumably to
avoid the humiliation (aghār) of being classified with those who work the land, they

were granted the right to pay, instead, the
Muslim tax (adaqa), although at twice the
normal rate (ibid., ; cf. Mālik, Muwa a,
, who explains the distinction in religious terms: “The Muslim tax was levied
on Muslims as a means of purifying them
[ta hīran lahum] … and the jizya was levied
on the People of the Book as a means of
subordinating them [aghāran lahum, i.e. to
Muslim rule]).
It has been demonstrated rather persuasively that the exegetical tradition on
 : bears no relation to the historical
conditions of the verse (see Rubin, Qurān
and tafsīr; see    ); the
verse does seem to have been used by later
exegetes as a point of departure for elaborating differences — theological and
legal — between Muslims and non-Muslims (e.g. Ibn al-Jawzī, Zād, , for whom
the verse is a confirmation of the abrogation of previous religions with the appearance of Muammad’s religion [dīn
Muammad]; see also McAuliffe, Fakhr alDīn al-Rāzī; see   
 ). Nevertheless, the rationale
generally given for the poll tax — a compensation ( jazā) in exchange for enjoying
the protection (dhimma) of Muslim
rule — does demonstrate a certain conceptual continuity with the qurānic term
jazā (cf. abarī, Tarīkh, i, : … maa
l-jazā an aydīhim alā qadri āqatihim, i.e.
“… with compensation from their wealth
[lit. from their hands] according to their
ability [to pay]”). Claims for continuity,
however, between the qurānic sense of the
term and its later legal and exegetical use
rest on the identity of those people specified as being obligated to pay the jizya,
namely those who have been given the
book (min alladhīna ūtū l-kitāb), widely assumed to be non-Muslim recipients of
God’s revelation (i.e. People of the Book)
in contrast to those who are without
knowledge of God’s oneness (mushrikūn,
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see Rāzī, Tafsīr, ad  :; see 
 ).
Rubin (Barāa) has concluded that jizya at
 : connotes financial compensation for
the loss of income sustained by the rupture
of commercial relations with non-Muslim
traders who are prohibited, at  :, from
approaching Mecca (q.v.). This does seem
to be borne out in  : itself, the opening
words of which claim that the people
obliged to pay the jizya do not believe in
God or judgment day (lā yuminūna bi-llāh
wa-lā bi-l-yawmi l-ākhir; see  ). Book (q.v.; kitāb), while connoting
divine knowledge (see  
) and authority (q.v.), can also
serve as a metonymy for treaty, the terms
of which were fixed in writing (a kitāb) and
included some kind of payment of tribute
(see   ). Jizya, in
fact, occurs in such a context in Ibn Sa d’s
history ( abaqāt, i,  f.), where the term
for the missives (kutub) sent by Muammad
to other groups and rulers connotes both
letter and pact. Were, then, the people
named in  : the so-called People of
the Book (ahl al-kitāb) or merely tribal
groups of varied character which had
entered into alliance with the tribal overlordship of Muammad and his Muslim
partisans while not sharing their monotheistic beliefs? Simonsen (Studies, -)
argues — on the basis that there is no
qurānic connection between dhimma and
jizya — that  : applies to all nonMuslims dwelling within the reach of
Medinan hegemony, whether monotheists
or not (see ).
In favor of the identification of the jizyapayers of  : with the People of the
Book, support can be drawn from the
verses subsequent to  :, which serve a
doctrinal polemic against the claim of Jews
that Ezra (q.v.; Uzayr) is the son of God
and that of Christians who say that Jesus
(q.v.) is ( :), and against the undue

attribution of divine authority awarded
by both groups to their religious leaders
(ittakhadhū abārahum wa-ruhbānahum arbāban
min dūni llāh,  :). Later exegetes understood  : to indicate the failure of
Jews and Christians to affirm fully God’s
oneness (e.g. Muqātil, Tafsīr, ii, ;
Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, iii, ; Ibn al-Jawzī,
Zād, iii, ; see   
). Moreover, the fact that the
concept of the protection (dhimma) of God
and his Prophet was not limited in the earliest period to the People of the Book, as
Simonsen demonstrates, need not negate
the more specific application of jizya to
them apart from the mushrikūn. Finally, the
usage of min alladhīna ūtū l-kitāb elsewhere
in the Qurān does indeed suggest recipients of previous revelation (e.g.  :; see
  ).
The occasion for the revelation of  :
(see   ) is thought
to have been the Prophet’s expedition in
⁄ to Tabūk ( abarī, Tafsīr, xiv, ) in
the northwestern region of the Arabian
peninsula (cf. Bakhit, Tabūk), conducted
in anticipation of a Byzantine-sponsored
attack (see   ).
While the attack never materialized, the
Prophet took the opportunity to conclude
pacts with tribal groups near the Gulf of
Aqaba. The use of jizya for non-Muslim
and specifically Jewish, Christian and
Zoroastrian groups only after the expedition to Tabūk seems to be confirmed by
the reports of Ibn Sa d (d. ⁄; cf.
Simonsen, Studies, -). The suggestion
has been made that the appearance of jizya
was linked to the Medinan policy towards
tribes already accustomed to payment of
tribute (q.v.) to Byzantine and Sassanian
overlords (Schmucker, Untersuchungen,  f.),
and it is in that sense that this tribute became a sign of obeisance (wa-hum āghirūn,
cf.  :) to the growing socio-political
hegemony of Islam (see  

 
   ;  
 ).
Most significantly for our understanding
of the Qurān, it must be noted that the
concept of jizya at  : does serve a program of Muslim confessional definition
vis-à-vis other groups, in both the formative and classical periods of Islam. The
qurānic occurrence of the verse in a
Medinan context ( : Sūrat al-Tawba,
“Repentance”), where concerns for the
formation of the Muslim polity and corresponding confessional demarcations of
religio-political identity were urgent, suggests that the qurānic jizya can best be understood in terms of a confessional tax
levied upon tribal and other groups unwilling to meet the requirements of membership in Islam (it is also used in this sense in
the rules of jihād [q.v.], where those refusing the call of Islam are offered the chance
to pay the jizya in exchange for cessation of
hostilities). Such boundaries were embodied in both religious and fiscal terms, and it
is in this sense that taxation (q.v.) of other
groups served Islam in its definition of
such confessional lines. The context in
which  : occurs is quasi-creedal in
coloring (see ). The exegetes
understood it in this way, although they
developed its original connotation (see
above). In addition, the administrative history of the term also confirms its confessional orientation: While jizya was used
interchangeably in the earliest period with
the term for the land-tax (kharāj, e.g. “jizya
on the land” or “kharāj on the head”; see
Cahen, Djizya), the two terms became
gradually disassociated when ownership
of the lands of conquest — through conversion of the tenants to Islam or sale of
their land to Muslims — was no longer
solely identifiable with non-Muslims
(a policy believed to have first been instituted by the Umayyad Umar b. Abd
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al- Azīz, r. -⁄-; see Gibb, Fiscal
rescript).
Paul L. Heck
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Polysemy in the Qurān
The plurality of senses that words can
have. It is the property of words in all natural languages to have more than one
meaning, for polysemy is an essential condition of a language’s efficiency: a finite set
of lexical elements is used to express a potentially infinite set of situations. Arabic
words in the Qurān also have this property
and many words in the Qurān have been
classified as polysemous in the exegetical
tradition (see    :
  ). In fact, some
exegetes suggest that all words in the
Qurān contain several meanings or levels
of meaning (see   
  ;   
 ).
The possibility of ambiguity or equivocation is, however, a counterpart of
polysemy — although contextual, syntactic
and lexical clues in practice reduce this
possibility. For example, mutual appropriateness reduces a word’s semantic pertinence so that only part of the semantic
field of a word is used; the remainder is
excluded or repressed. The Qurān, however, inhibits this reduction. It is a referential text that often does not provide a
great deal of context. This difficulty was
alleviated somewhat by biographical materials (sīra; see    ), the
circumstances of revelation literature
(asbāb al-nuzūl; see   ) and other narrative texts that

   
offered historical explanations or allusions
that emphasized monosemy and, by providing a context frequently missing in the
Qurān itself, word sense disambiguation.
Early works on the gharīb, i.e. difficult
words such as hapax legomena, foreign and
dialectal words (see  ;
), also emphasized monosemy by
providing mostly simple glosses.
On the whole, the Islamic exegetical tradition embraced polysemy in the Qurān.
Although the Qurān was thought to have
a divine origin and Arabic came to be
viewed as a divine language, not a “natural” one, polysemy was not considered a
defect (see   ;
 ). Rather, polysemy in
the Qurān became one of its miraculous
features (see ; ). The
issue was not whether the Qurān was
polysemous but rather how to express and
limit the polysemy. As a result, polysemy
has been represented or imposed in several
different but overlapping ways throughout
the history of reading and interpreting the
Qurān (see    ).
The question remains whether the polysemes discovered by the exegetes are deliberate or merely imposed upon the
Qurān for theological and other reasons
(see    ).
Wujūh al-Qurān
The most obvious works dealing with polysemy are those of wujūh (polysemes and
homonyms) and na āir (synonyms or analogues). Wujūh refers to words employed
several times in the Qurān but with at
least two and perhaps as many as forty different meanings (Abdus Sattar, Wujūh,
). The distinction between homonymy,
which refers to words of different origins
or roots that coincide phonetically, and
polysemy, which refers to words of related
origin but whose roots or derived forms
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have several discernable senses, is essentially arbitrary. Synchronically, homonymy
is a kind of polysemy but even diachronic
homonymy can become polysemy and vice
versa because the criteria for distinguishing
between homonymy and polysemy are
themselves somewhat arbitrary. In any
case, it is a distinction that those qurānic
exegetes who discussed wujūh did not generally make. Wujūh is a branch of the sciences of the Qurān (ulūm al-Qurān; see
   
) and finds sanction in several prophetic adīths (see   
): “The Qurān… conveys [many]
meanings (wujūh); so impute to it the best
of its meanings” (Zarkashī, Burhān, ii, ).
And, “a jurisprudent’s ( faqīh) jurisprudence is not comprehensive until he sees
many wujūh in the Qurān” (Suyū ī, Itqān, i,
; see    ).
Muqātil b. Sulayman (d. ⁄) is credited with authoring the first wujūh and
na āir work (cf. Nwyia, Exégèse, -;
Gilliot, Elt, -). His methodology,
largely followed by later authors in this
genre, is to provide a gloss or brief definition for each of the meanings (wujūh) of a
word and then to list other analogous
qurānic passages (na āir) — that is, those
in which the word is employed with the
same meaning. Important early wujūh
works are those of Ibn Qutayba (d. ⁄
), al-Dāmaghānī (d. ⁄), and Ibn
al-Jawzī (d. ⁄). Of course, the subject is treated by al-Zarkashī (d. ⁄)
and al-Suyū ī (d. ⁄) in their works
on the sciences of the Qurān. None of
these works are systematic examinations of
qurānic vocabulary. Rather, the words
chosen by these exegetes are religiously
significant ones. It should also be noted
that in these works, the terms wujūh and
na āir are themselves somewhat polysemous (Rippin, Lexicographical texts,
-). By the time of al-Zarkashī, the

existence of wujūh in the Qurān had
acquired its most important theological
implication: it is one “of the miracles
(mujizāt) of the Qurān since one word
imparts twenty aspects (sing. wajh), or more
or less; and one does not find that in the
speech of mankind” (Zarkashī, Burhān,
i, ).
Polysemy in the Qurān has, at least at
times, been created by the exegetical tradition itself, which even has the Qurān “inventing” new meanings for some words.
See, for example, the development of the
association of “sleep” with bard, “cold,” in
order to “solve intra-qurānic and Qurān
versus dogma conflict” (Rippin, Qurān
⁄, -; see   ;
  ). If such is the case, one
can legitimately ask whether the exegetes’
rich tradition of finding polysemes in
the Qurān is more a product of the
exegetes’ ingenuity than a deliberate feature of the Qurān. Certainty may well be
restricted to those words for which there
are other reasons for assuming polysemy,
such as the use of puns in the Qurān (see
).
Levels of meaning in the Qurān
As a technical term wujūh connotes that
category of words that are used in different
ways in different passages of the Qurān,
but proved to be an inadequate rubric under which to discuss words, expressions
and phrases, which have multiple meanings within a single passage. Several other
overlapping rubrics were developed and
employed in various ways by Sunnī, Shī ī
and ūfī exegetes (see   
;    ).
Generally, all the methods that they developed were based on the premise that the
passages of the Qurān had several levels
of meaning, though the deeper levels
should not be allowed to negate the single,
literal meaning.
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One of the more significant ways of accounting or allowing for polysemy (at least
at the level of expressions and phrases as
opposed to individual words) was introduced by using the distinction between the
mukamāt and mutashābihāt given in  :.
Whether these two words are polysemous
in the Qurān is uncertain but in the explanations of later exegetes they are certainly understood to be. Some argued,
Abū Ubayd (d. ⁄) for instance, that
they refer to the abrogating and regulative
passages, and to the abrogated and nonregulative passages, respectively (see
), while others saw them as
the clear and unclear passages, respectively
(see ). Of more immediate significance is that mutashābihāt came to mean
verses that were polysemous. For instance,
al-Jaā (d. ⁄) states that the
mukamāt permit only one meaning but the
mutashābihāt may have several. The meanings and aspects (wujūh) of the latter must
be understood in reference to the former,
though not all of them could be known
( Jaā, Akām, ii, -).
Tafsīr and tawīl are another pair of terms
employed to convey the notion of several
levels of meaning (see   
:   ). Tafsīr
came to mean the exegesis that was concrete, exoteric, and⁄or based on tradition.
Tawīl came to mean exegesis that was
abstract, esoteric, and⁄or based on personal opinion (ray). Thus, al- abarī’s
(d. ⁄) exegesis is tafsīr and alQushayrī’s (d. ⁄) La āif al-ishārāt is
tawīl. The distinction between terms was
only theoretical, however, since exegetes
such as the ūfī al-Sulamī (d. ⁄)
labeled their works as tafsīrs and alabarī’s work was originally entitled as
tawīl — again the terminology of polysemy is itself polysemous. Also for some
exegetes, tafsīr permitted only one meaning
(la-yatamilu illā wajhan wāidan), whereas

tawīl allowed more (Suyū ī, Itqān, ii, ).
Thus, tawīl allowed for unrestricted polysemy. In practice, however, even tafsīr was
polysemous. Al- abarī cites a tradition
from Ibn Abbās in which he states, “Tafsīr
has four aspects: an aspect which is known
to the Arabs (q.v.) through their speech, a
tafsīr of which no one can plead ignorance,
a tafsīr which the learned know, and a tafsīr
known only to God” ( abarī, Tafsīr, i, ;
Eng. trans. i, ). Furthermore, al- abarī’s
tafsīr, though based on traditions, often
accepts that all the diverse opinions found
in the earlier exegetes are correct (cf.
Gilliot, Elt, -).
The most prominent binary distinction
that allowed for polysemy is the one
between āhir and bā in. In his discussion of
the seven arfs, al- abarī cites a tradition
in which Muammad says “Each of the
arfs has an outward meaning ( ahr) and an
inward meaning (ba n). Each of the arfs
has a border, and each border a lookout”
( abarī, Tafsīr, i, -; Eng. trans. i, ; cf.
Gilliot, Elt,  f.). Generally, āhir refers to
the exoteric, outer, obvious, or literal
meaning and bā in to the esoteric, inner,
concealed, or symbolic meaning.
Theoretically, āhir had but one meaning
and was associated with tafsīr, while bā in
could be multivalent and it, along with
everything else that was not āhir, was
subsumed under tawīl. Shī īs and ūfīs
placed a great deal of emphasis on bā in.
The Imāmī Shī ī exegete al- abā abāī
(d. ) expanded the levels of polysemy
by suggesting that inner meaning itself
could have up to seven inner meanings
( abā abāī, Mīzān, i, ). The classical
formulation, however — which seems to
incorporate the tradition from Ibn Abbās
and the āhir-bātin distinction — recognized that every qurānic verse had, not two,
but four separate meanings. The ūfī Sahl
al-Tustarī (d. ⁄) lists āhir (literal),
bā in (symbolic), add (prescriptive) and

  
ma la (anagogical). “The āhir is the
recitation; the bā in the understanding; the
add the permitted and forbidden (q.v.;
things in the verses); the ma la the control
of the heart (q.v.) over what is intended by
them by way of comprehension from God”
(Tustarī, Tafsīr, ; cf. Böwering, Scriptural
senses, ; see ; 
 ;   
). These four levels of meaning
came to be accepted in various forms by
Sunnī scholars also. For example, alZarkashī states: “The outward interpretations (ibārāt) are for the general public;
they are for the ear. The allusions (ishārāt)
are for the special ones; they are for the
intellect. The subtleties (la āif ) are for
the friends [of God; see  
]; they are glimpses. And the
essences (aqāiq) are for the prophets (see
  ); they are
the submission [to God]” (Zarkashī,
Burhān, ii, -). Similarly, the benefits of
hearing the Qurān are fourfold and suit
the listeners’ capabilities. Those who hear
it merely from a reciter benefit from the
knowledge of its precepts; those who hear
as though from the Prophet benefit from
his admonitions (see ) and the
demonstrations of his miracles so that the
heart delights in the subtleties of his oration; and those who hear it as though from
Gabriel (q.v.) glimpse hidden things (see
   ) and promises
disclosed in it (to the Prophet); those who
hear as though from God are extinguished
by it and their attributes effaced — they
gain the attributes of truth (taqīq) through
glimpsing the knowledge, source, and truth
of certainty (Zarkashī, Burhān, ii, ).
Despite these fourfold levels of meaning,
most exegetes essentially recognized only
two such levels. Even al-Tustarī, in practice
if not in theory, uses the typical literalallegorical distinction; he combines āhir
and add, and bā in and ma la (Böwering,
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Sahl al-Tustarī, ). In any case, none of
these various ways of constructing polysemy in the Qurān need be considered
mutually exclusive. Mukam versus
mutashābih, tafsīr versus tawīl, āhir versus
bā in, in each of these binary oppositions
it is theoretically only the latter which is
open to multiple (levels of ) meanings
(Wansbrough,  , -).
Herbert Berg
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Polytheism and Atheism
The worship of many gods; the belief in
no god. Although the concept of atheism
was unknown to the qurānic audience, the
human tendency to ascribe divine tendencies to something other than the one, true
God was not. The qurānic allusions to
“polytheism” have been variously understood: idolatry on the part of pre-Islamic
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Arabian tribes; the pre-Islamic Arabs’
ascription of divine attributes to lesser
beings, perhaps even within a monotheistic
framework; or, alternatively, a polemical
accusation that Jews and Christians had
distorted aspects of their earlier revelations. The following is an overview of
the qurānic attitude towards these two
aspects of human denial of God’s
omnipotence — the ultimate act of
ingratitude.
Polytheism
The qurānic Arabic term for polytheism is
shirk. The central dogma affirmed in the
Qurān is that of monotheism (tawīd), and
shirk, as its antithesis, takes the brunt of
qurānic doctrinal criticism. The Qurān’s
rejection of shirk is categorical and absolute
(a concise statement is found in the short
 ). It is the only sin for which, even
theoretically, there is no forgiveness (q.v.):
“God will not forgive the act of associating
[anything] with him, though he might forgive anyone he likes anything other than
that” ( :, ; see ,  
). The Arabic phrase for “anything
other than that,” mā dūna dhālika, also connotes “anything less than that” — again
implying that shirk is the greatest of all sins,
all other sins being “less” than it. The ancient Arabian sage Luqmān (q.v.) is represented in the Qurān, in a sūra ( )
named after him, as admonishing his son
against committing shirk: he calls shirk “a
great wrong indeed” ( :). The same
sūra exhorts one to respect and obey one’s
parents (q.v.) but forbids one to commit
shirk should one’s parents put pressure on
one to do so ( :-; see also  :).
Shirk nullifies good deeds (q.v.): on the day
of judgment (see  ) the
polytheists (mushrikūn; sing. mushrik) will
discover that any good deeds they might
have done have been wiped out ( :;
:).

  
Definition
The literal meaning of shirk is association.
As a technical term in the Qurān, therefore, shirk means to set up associates or
partners of God — the one true
God — such that they are taken to be
equal or comparable to the godhead. This
definition would cover the positing of any
deities besides God, whether they are one
or many in number, whether they are believed to partake of his essence (shirk fī
l-dhāt) or share his attributes (shirk fī l-ifāt,
see    ) and whether
they are held to be equal to or less than
him. And it would cover both crass idolatry
(see   ) and
metaphysical dualism. According to the
Qurān, shirk can be both conceptual and
practical. Actually, to hold the belief that
deities other than God exist and that the
universe and its workings cannot be explained until more than one God are taken
to exist or possess the attributes that properly belong to him alone — that is, to reject monotheism in principle and affirm
polytheism in principle — is conceptual
shirk, whereas to regard any being or power
other than God as being worthy of receiving obedience (q.v.) that is rightfully due
only to God and to do so even when one
affirms belief in monotheism in principle,
would be practical shirk.
Forms
A number of pre-Islamic nations come
under strong criticism in the Qurān for
their polytheistic beliefs (see -
   ;  ,
  -). For example,
the nation of Abraham (q.v.) counted heavenly bodies like the sun (q.v.), the moon
(q.v.), and the stars (see  
) among deities, and these and other
deities were represented by statues that
were worshipped (see   ).
 :- recounts Abraham’s debate with
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his polytheistic nation, in which he refuses
to accept such heavenly bodies as deities.
Another debate of Abraham’s, which is
followed by his demolition of temple idols,
is reported in  : f. The pagans of
Arabia proudly called themselves the
descendents of Abraham and the qurānic
reference to Abraham’s uncompromising
opposition to idolatry therefore gave a particular pungency to the qurānic criticism
of Arabian polytheism. Other nations besides Abraham’s that are criticized in the
Qurān are those of Noah (q.v.;  :;
see also  :), Ād (q.v.;  :-) and
Thamūd (q.v.;  :-). The Egyptian
Pharaoh (q.v.) of Moses’ (q.v.) time claimed
to be a god ( :) and so did the king
with whom Abraham debated ( :).
According to certain qurānic verses
( :; :), following one’s base desires to such an extent that one becomes
their slave also amounts to shirk (see
).
The Arabian polytheism of Muammad’s time is sometimes called henotheism, which is belief in the existence of
many deities alongside a supreme God.
The Arabs believed that there was a
supreme God who had created the universe: “If you were to ask them, ‘Who created the heavens and the earth?’ they
would assuredly say, ‘God’ ” ( :; see
;   ). The Arabs
thought, however, that God could be
approached only through a number of
lesser deities. “We worship them [other
deities] only so that they may bring us
close to God” ( :). “Say, ‘Who gives
you sustenance (q.v.) from the heavens and
the earth (q.v.; see also   ;
  ; 
 ) — or who has power over hearing and vision (see   ;   ;  
; ; ), and who brings the

living from out of the dead and the dead
from out of the living (see   
; ; ), and who
administers things?’ At this they will say,
‘God’ ” ( :; see also  :). A distinctive feature of Arabian shirk was angel
worship. The Arabs believed that the
angels (see ) were the daughters of
God through whom God might be approached and persuaded to bless the devotees; and on the last day (see 
), the angels were expected to
intercede with God on their devotees’
behalf.  :- mentions three such
goddesses by name (al-Lāt, al- Uzzā, and
Manāt; see  ).
The Qurān is critical of the Christian
Trinitarian belief (see  
; ): “Those people
have certainly committed an act of disbelief who have said, ‘God is one member
of a trinity’” ( :; also  :; for an
understanding of the mushrikūn of the
Qurān as Christians who had transgressed
the tenets of their religion, see Hawting,
Idea of idolatry, esp. chaps.  and ; see also
  ). It seems that
some Jews (see    ), in their
exaggerated veneration of Ezra (q.v.), deified the reformer-prophet, and  :
refers to this. The same verse refers to the
deification of Jesus (q.v.) by Christians and
the next verse accuses the People of the
Book (q.v.) of setting up their scholars (see
) and monks (see 
 ) as “lords (see ) besides
God.” According to qurānic commentators, the accusation refers to the fact that
the Jews and Christians had, at certain
times in their history, come to regard their
scholars and monks as a more authoritative
source of legislation or guidance (see
; ) than the revealed scriptures (see ;   
) themselves and this amounted to
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shirk, or was seen as a form of shirk, since
they thereby accorded their scholars and
saints the position of legislator that belongs
to God (see    ; 
 ). It should be noted, however, that while the Qurān accuses the
People of the Book of committing certain
acts of shirk, it does not call them mushrikūn.
The distinction derives from the fact that
the People of the Book in principle reject
polytheism and avow monotheism (tawīd)
as their fundamental belief, and the
Qurān accepts that avowal. It is for this
reason that Islamic law treats the People of
the Book as a category by itself. Incidentally, many Muslim scholars point out that
sometimes Muslims themselves commit
acts of shirk (saint worship in some Muslim
societies is cited as an example; see ;
  ).
Causes
There are, the Qurān suggests, several
causes of shirk. Power — especially absolute power — leads some to think that they
are God-like, and they have been accepted
as such by those subject to them (see
  ). The king with
whom Abraham debated declared himself
to be god “because God had given him
kingly power” — that is, instead of being
grateful for the gift, he set himself up as a
deity because he had, he thought, absolute,
god-like power ( :; see  
). Certain phenomena of nature
inspire feelings of awe, wonder or admiration, leading people to regard them as deities; examples are the sun, the moon and
the stars ( :-; see ). And,
as noted above, people may become slaves
of their base desires and passions, seeking
always to satisfy them; in so doing they
commit a kind of shirk. No matter what its
cause, shirk represents the human beings’
failure, caused by ignorance (q.v.) or per-

  
versity (see ; ;
  ), to see the
truth, evidenced in all of existence, that
there is only one God.
Arguments against shirk
The Qurān offers several arguments
against shirk. First, the stability and order
prevailing throughout the universe is proof
that it was created and is being administered by one God and that no one has
any share in his power (e.g.  :-). In
 :-, which contains a series of arguments against shirk, the polytheists are repeatedly asked after every argument: “Is
there a god alongside God?” An impartial
reflection on the universe leads one to the
conclusion that “He is the one who is God
(ilāhun) in the heavens and God (ilāhun) in
the earth” ( :); “Had there been several gods in them [heavens and earth],
these would have been disrupted” ( :).
Second, human beings have an instinctive
distaste for shirk, which is borne out by the
fact that at times of crisis they forget the
false deities and call upon the one true
God for help. Thus, even idolaters, while
traveling on the high seas, would, when
their ship is overtaken by a storm, call
upon the one God, forgetting their other
deities. But as soon as they reach the
safety of the shore, they start associating
other beings with God ( :; see also
 :-; :-; see  
). Third, shirk takes away
from human dignity. Human beings have
been honored by God, who has given them
charge of the physical world, and for them
to commit shirk would be to disgrace their
position in the world. “Do you worship
what you sculpture?” — that is, would
you worship something you carve out with
your own hands? Finally, there is the combined evidence of the prophetic messages
throughout human history, for the essential
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doctrine preached by all the prophets was
that of tawīd (cf.  : [Noah; q.v.];
: [Hūd; q.v.]; : [ āli; q.v.]; :
[Shu ayb; q.v.]). Here it should be pointed
out that prophecy in Islam begins with
Adam (see   ;
  ). This means that, as
prophet, Adam preached monotheism, so
that tawīd is not a later discovery made by
the human race but the very first lesson
that God taught human beings.  :-
recounts the event that took place in preexistence and according to which God
brought forth all human beings who were
ever to be born, making them testify that
he alone was their lord (see ).

view, the Quraysh (q.v.) of Mecca (q.v.)
could ward off the qurānic criticism that
their affluence (which, according to the
Qurān, was really a gift from God; see
  -; ) was
meant to put them to the test (see )
and that they were expected to make
responsible use of the resources put at
their disposal.
But even though  : may not be cited
to prove the existence of atheists in Arabia,
the qurānic concept of tawīd would, by
definition, negate atheism: just as the
Qurān rejects the idea that there can be
two or more gods, so it would reject the
idea that there is no god; the Islamic declaration of faith (see   ) as
cited in several places in the Qurān does
not stop at lā ilāha, “there is no god,” but
goes on to affirm the existence of one
God, illā llah, “except God.” See also
-    .

Atheism
 : is sometimes cited as referring to
atheism. The verse reads: “And they say,
‘This worldly life of ours is all there
is — we die and we live, and nothing but
time destroys us.’ But they have no knowledge of it; they are only speculating.” Yet
the view that there existed, at the time of
the prophet Muammad, individuals or
groups of people who denied the existence
of divinity altogether, is highly implausible.
The verse is best interpreted as referring
to the pre-Islamic view of the Arabs (q.v.)
that the rise and fall of nations is governed
not by any definite moral laws, as the
Qurān maintained, but by the impersonal
hand of fate (q.v.; see also ). In
criticizing this view, the verse is affirming,
by implication, that societies rise and prosper or decline and perish, strictly in
accordance with moral laws laid down
by God (see    ).
Denying the relevance of morality to prosperity and success in the world, the Arabs
claimed that the rise and fall of nations
was due to the perpetually moving wheel
of fortune that first raised a nation to the
top and then brought it down. On this
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Pomegranates see ;
  

Pool see 
Poor see    

Popular and Talismanic Uses
of the Qurān
Several terms (ilasm, pl. alismāt or alāsim;
ruqya, pl. ruqā; sir) connote this topic and
the subject itself includes a wide range of
practices all based on the materialization⁄
actualization of the Qurān, whether tapping the power inherent in verbal performance or creating physical renderings of
divine speech. These materializations and
actualizations of the Qurān are often designated para-liturgical, that is, those uses of
the Qurān outside the contexts of formal
Islamic rites (alāt, tajwīd; see ;
   ). They include
the range of personal prayer (duā, see
 ); spells, incantations
and verbal charms (ruqya); physical talismans (ilasm) and amulets (q.v.; awīdh)
and other healing applications of the
Qurān conveyed by using liquids (maw,
nushra); divining (istikhāra, fal) through
interpretation of the qurānic text, as well
as divining through the incubation of
dreams (ruyā) which are interpreted (tabīr)
using the qurānic text (see  
); and physical representations of
qurānic contents in calligraphic arts (stone
and plaster bas relief, metal engraving,
mosaic and inlay of objets d’art and decoration of objects in daily use, painted murals,
textile embroidery, wall hangings and carpets, poster art and other ephemera; see
    ;
 ,   ;    ). The para-

  
liturgical uses of the Qurān are most often
applied for protection from disease,
accident, or conscious malefic intention;
protection and blessing of interior and
exterior physical space (especially the
domicile or place of business; see ,
  ); success in defensive as well as aggressive warfare (see
; ; ); material wellbeing and accrual of wealth (q.v.); fertility
(human, animal, and agricultural); individual, familial, and communal welfare,
particularly that of children; and knowledge of the meaning and outcome of specific events or the destiny of a given life
within the unfolding of sacred history (see
   ; ; ;
  ).
The Qurān and spiritual mediation (wasīla) and
intercession (shafāa)
Talismanic and popular uses of the Qurān
find their meaning within the framework
of spiritual mediation in Islam. Spiritual
mediation or intercession (q.v.) by God
with himself and by the prophet Muammad and the ahl al-bayt, the “People of (the
Prophet’s) House” (see   
;    ), through
God’s permission (wasīla,  :; :;
shafāa, e.g.  :; :; :; :;
:; :), to improve, ameliorate, and
sustain one’s circumstances in life is a belief
which had currency throughout medieval
Islam and continues at the popular level
into the modern era (Padwick, Muslim devotions, -, -). Muslims having recourse to spiritual mediation operate
within a specific context of divine blessing
(q.v.; baraka), which can be conveyed and
absorbed by association with sacred persons (prophets, saints, etc.; see 
 ; ) and through
objects which have absorbed the holiness
of persons (clothing, hair and bodily
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detritus, personal belongings or objects of
ritual use), as well as contact with places of
birth, habitation, or death which become
objectified in devotion as sanctuaries and
sites of pilgrimage (see  
 ). Popular and talismanic uses of the Qurān draw upon
both the reifying power of qurānic speech
(q.v.; its ability to cause and maintain all
things in existence; see   ;
) and the physical transmissibility of qurānic baraka (O’Connor,
Prophetic medicine, -). The verbal and
material object which is perhaps the most
universally accessible vehicle of divine
blessing and amelioration to Muslims, of
course, is the Qurān itself. It is at the same
time a vehicle of worship and of spiritual
and material action, encompassing parameters most often inappropriately segregated by scholarship as religion (q.v.) and
magic (q.v.).

the proper role of the poetesses⁄poets
(shāir⁄a, shuarā; see   )
and priestesses⁄priests (kāhin⁄a, kahana) of
the pre-Islamic era and, in the transition to
the rise of Islam, came to be circumscribed
by its new dispensation (Serjeant, Islam,
-). Recast in the mould of Islam,
these arts flourished without any marked
discontinuity, and only later would be characterized by the fourth⁄tenth-century
proto-Ismāīlī authors of the Rasāil Ikhwān
al-afā as “permitted” or licit magic (al-sir
al-alāl), those arts which served Islam,
such as the permission to perform magic
accorded by God to various prophetic figures in the Qurān (e.g. Solomon’s Godgiven power to command the winds and
the armies of the jinn,  :-, :-;
see ;   ) and “forbidden” or illicit magic (al-sir al-arām), those
arts which opposed Islam, or attempted to
operate independently of Islam, such as
malefic magic, cursing, and other evils
(Bürgel, The feather, -; Ikhwān al-afā,
Rasāil, iv, -, ).

Magic (sir) and the uses of the Qurān: Licit and
illicit “magic” in Islam
Based on qurānic references and other
early accounts (such as Ibn al-Kalbī’s Kitāb
al-Anām, “Book of idols”), sir, or “magic⁄
sorcery,” in pre-Islamic belief and practice
seems to have included invocation of
spirits or demons ( jinn), spirit possession,
exorcism of such spirits, soothsaying and
divining by arrows and lots and geomantic
omens, talismanry, cursing and healing by
verbal, gestural, and material action (see
; ; ; ; ; ; -
   ). The range of
activities associated with the word sir in
Islamic times include active and practical
magic (spells, tying of knots, invocations,
talismans, cursing and healing; see 
 ) as well as intuitive systems of
extraordinary knowledge (soothsaying,
divining, and geomancy; Fahd, Divination,
-, -). All the activities of sir were

… This is the licit or permitted magic (alsir al-alāl) which is the mission toward
God, may he be praised, by means of the
truth and the speech of sincerity. And false
magic is that which is the opposite, such as
the works of the opponents of the prophets
and the enemies of the sages… whose laws
protected the weak among men and
women against the fascination (sir) of
their minds by falsehood.… This is illicit or
forbidden magic (al-sir al-arām) which
has no stability in it, nor continuance, and
is that which is without proof or trustworthy demonstration… (ibid., iv, -).
Examples of such forbidden practices
would be widespread belief in or use of the
“evil eye,” whether the source is human
malice or that of the jinn, and other forms
of cursing, as well as preventing malefic
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magic, or counter-magic ( :,  ,
 ; for medieval examples see Ibn
Qayyim al-Jawziyya [d. ⁄], ibb,
-, ; Ibn Bisām [fl. third⁄ninth century], ibb, , -, , , -;
uyūī [d. ⁄], ibb, -; and for
the modern Muslim world, see Ibrahim,
Assaulting with words, chap.  [Arabic sir];
Flueckiger, The vision, ; Ewing,
Malangs, ; Bowen, Return to sender).
The Qurān groups a variety of practices
all loosely associated with pre-Islamic or
foreign religion (see  
  ;  ,   -) under the category
of magic or “sorcery” ( : for “the
devils…, who taught sorcery [sir] to people, which, they said, had been revealed to
the angels of Babylon, Hārūt and Mārūt
[q.v.]”). Although classical definitions of
“magic” in Islam are focused on the
qurānic proscriptions against the “sorcery” of “knot-tying,” “soothsaying,” and
demonic possession as in the style established by pre-Islamic oracular⁄gnomic
poets and priests, an interrelated group of
more or less licit magical and theurgic disciplines were categorized as the “occult
sciences” (al-ulūm al-ghaybiyya) by their
practitioners. These magical sciences recoded the Greek or foreign sciences (philosophy, mathematics, celestial mechanics,
physical and natural law, and medicine)
within an Islamic creationist universe (see
   ; 
  ;   
;   ;
; ). Included are beliefs in the inherent power of sacred places
and objects pre-Islamically expressed in
divine images, shrines, altars, and sacred
trees, wells, stones, and Islamically expressed in the use of talismans (qurānic
and other) and the cult of saints (Schimmel, Mystical dimensions; Eaton, Political and
religious authority; Hoffman, ūfism; Ernst,

Eternal garden). Pre-Islamic star worship (see
  ) will become the
Islamic interpenetration of astrology with
many medieval “occult” and physical sciences, such as astrological medicine, the
twin disciplines of astronomy-astrology,
astrological talismanry and amuletry (ilm
al-khawā wa-l-alāsim), astrological alchemy (al-kīmiyā), astrologically coded
numerology (q.v.) and geomancy (ilm aljafr and ilm al-raml; Nasr, Alchemy; id.,
Introduction; id., Spiritual message; SavageSmith⁄Smith, Islamic geomancy). Pre-Islamic
divination by arrows and animal remains
( :; :) becomes Islamic divining
with the Qurān (istikhāra, fal), dream incubation, and interpretation (tabīr al-ruyā;
Donaldson, The Koran; Lamoreaux, Early
Muslim tradition; Glassé, Concise encyclopedia,
s.v. Istikhārah). The pre-Islamic poetic⁄
priestly role of spirit possession and
mediumship is channeled through Islamic
manipulation, conjuring, and exorcism of
spirits, angels, and demons ( jinn) through
qurānic spells used with material substances, especially physical representations of the Qurān and the divine names
(al-asmā al-usnā; see   
) from the Qurān (Ibn Qayyim
al-Jawziyya, ibb; uyūī, ibb; Ibn Bisām,
ibb). Pre-Islamic cursing and malefic action by spells, such as the tying of knots,
become Islamic verbal charms (ruqya) for
healing and protection from the evil eye
drawn from qurānic contents accompanied by knot-tying and other gestures like
spitting and blowing (Ibn Qayyim alJawziyya, ibb; uyūī, ibb; Ibn Bisām,
ibb; also Robson, Magical use).
In the realm of “popular” devotion, the
sources for “magic” in Islam strongly overlap with those for talismanic and popular
uses of the Qurān, since most “licit”
magic in Islam centers on magical and material uses of the Qurān, particularly in
medieval Sunnī and Shīī texts (see 
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  ) on prophetic medicine
(al-ibb al-nabawī) and books of qurānic
material efficacy (kutub khawā al-Qurān,
cf. ājjī Khalīfa, Kashf, iii, , no. ;
Ghazālī, al-Dhahab al-ibrīz) and popular
medieval and modern chapbooks or manuals on qurānic devotions, dream divination, prophetic medicine and qurānic
healing (handbooks of medicines and
treatments of illness reported by the
Prophet, such as Luqa al-amān fī l-ibb (or,
Luqa al-manāfi fī l-ibb, “Beneficial selections from medicine”) by Ibn al-Jawzī
(d. ⁄), and two works simply entitled al- ibb al-nabawī (“Prophetic medicine”) by al-Dhahabī (d. ⁄) and
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. ⁄);
and the early Shīī compendium, ibb alaimma (“Medicine of the Imāms”) by Ibn
Bisām (ca. third⁄ninth century; see
O’Connor, Prophetic medicine, -;
Fahd, Khawā ). The Qurān in Muslim
life and practice is, thus, the central arena
for observing the permeability of “licit
magic” in Islam. As Islam’s most religiously authoritative, rigorously liturgical,
and legally conservative source (see
   ;  
 ), the Qurān also comes down
to the present as Islam’s most intimately
negotiated, vernacularly creative, and magically effective venue of religious action
(Primiano, Vernacular religion, -).

knowledge) or to invoke divine mediation
as in physical protection (q.v.) and healing.
The difference is in the style, context, and
intention of performance, as well as the
ritualization of objects, rather than in the
contents, which are often the same or similar (see    ). The
essential qurānic justification for the amuletic and talismanic use of the Qurān refers to its God-given purpose as a healing
and a mercy (q.v.; shifāun wa-ramatun,
 :; cf. Owusu-Ansah, Islamic talismanic
tradition, ), and that “no human deed [is]
more effective in escaping God’s wrath
than the recounting of the dhikr of God,”
i.e. divine speech in the Qurān (Nana
Asmau, Medicine, -; see ;
). Muslim qurānic spelland talisman-makers, although bracketed
by ongoing medieval legal debate (OwusuAnsah, Islamic talismanic tradition, -) and
modern rationalist dismissal (see     
), draw upon the range of positive
juristic and popular opinion that it “cannot be the act of unbelieving (kufr), if the
process brings benefit and especially if
the content is from the Qurān” (El-Tom,
Drinking the Koran, -; see  
). The rationalist and reformist
orientation of much contemporary public
Muslim discourse draws on such staunch
late medieval legal authorities as Ibn
Taymiyya (d. ⁄), whose Kitāb Iqti ā
al-sirā al-mustaqīm mukhālafat aāb al-jaīm,
“Book of the necessity of the straight path
against the people of hell,” portrays
qurānic “intercession” and other paraliturgical uses of the Qurān as “human
distortions… and deformations of true
tawīd ” (Waardenburg, Official and popular religion, -; see   ). A
century or so later, al-uyūī wrote his own
version of the already established talismanic genre, al- ibb al-nabawī, “Prophetic
medicine,” in which he draws a fine line

Paraliturgical uses of the Qurān: Expressions of
kufr or tawīd?
The liturgical and paraliturgical uses of
the Qurān are not as easily separable.
Often, the methods, material, and purposes of the paraliturgical uses of the
Qurān overlap with those of its liturgical
uses. The distinction tends to be made
when the physical form of the Qurān, or
any part of its verbal contents, is used as
an object of inherent power, to achieve
either superhuman faculties (such as fore-
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between faithful recitation and recitation
that lapses into shirk, “associating anything with God” (see  
).
The umm al-Qurān [“mother of the
Qurān,” i.e. Sūrat al-Fātia, the opening
chapter] is the most useful of all to recite,
because it contains glorification of God
(q.v.), together with worship of him alone,
and calling on him for help. It is said that
the exact point at which the cure is actually
effected when reciting the āyāt is at the
words, “Only you do we worship, and
only you do we ask for help” ( :).
The Prophet, may God bless him and
grant him peace, said, “Combining the
recitation of āyāt [qurānic verses] with
charms is shirk.” The reason for this statement is that in this case, shirk is being associated with the recitation of the āyāt.
And so indeed it is. But when the recitation
of āyāt is free from shirk, then it is alāl
[“permitted⁄lawful”] for Muslims to do so
(see   ). There is
nothing to prevent the recitation of āyāt
over a sick man, provided that there is no
shirk involved.…
It is probably that this prohibition of something that was known to work was because
some people believed that the cure came
from the very nature of the words themselves. At a later stage, this prohibition was
lifted. When Islam and the search for truth
became established in their hearts, then he
gave them permission to use such recitation, provided that they understood that it
was God who effected the cure — or not…
(uyūī, ibb, ).
Despite this juristic dissonance and the fact
that talismanic and popular uses of the
Qurān have declined greatly due to the
rise in education and literacy, and the impact of secularism, westernization, and
modernization in the post-colonial Muslim

  
world, the need for an affective and immediate experience of God through
materializations⁄actualizations of his
speech continues to express itself among
Muslims today in a variety of living responses to the qurānic text. Contemporary
male and female Muslim religious healers
(frequently but not exclusively ūfīs, who
are both likely to command the written
technology of the Qurān and knowledge
and experience of its talismanic applications; see    ;
   
) have used virtually the same
sources (qurānic verses, the divine names
or attributes of God in the Qurān, and
adīth which support qurānic talismanry⁄
spellmaking; see    )
to justify popular and talismanic use of
the Qurān as have those Muslims who
disapprove or disavow such activities
(Flueckiger, The vision; Bowen, Muslims
through discourse; El-Tom, Drinking the
Koran; Ewing, Malangs of the Punjab;
Eaton, Political and religious authority;
Hoffman, ūfism).
Popular, folk, and vernacular religion and the uses
of the Qurān
Before addressing specific aspects of the
talismanic and popular uses of the Qurān,
some discussion of method in the study of
people’s religion is appropriate. Although
the use of the term “popular” as in “popular religion” is invoked in the very title of
this article, its academic use continues to
spark divergent reflections on the nature of
religion as a social phenomenon. It usually
is the second of a pair of opposite or complementary terms implying a hierarchical
and dichotomized view of religion, such as
official and popular religion, or normative
and popular religion, paralleling other
dichotomizations, such as orthodox and
heterodox religion (see ), and elite
and folk religion. “Official, normative,
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orthodox, elite” all yield meanings which
place the religion and people who practice
it so identified at the center of authority
and legitimacy, and their complementary
opposites “popular, heterodox, folk” at the
margins, without authority or tinged with
the flavor of illegitimacy (Waardenburg,
Official and popular; Lewis, Saints and
Somalis; id., The power of the past; Patai,
Folk Islam). There is an implicit assumption in both scholarly and popular awareness of religion that there is some central,
institutionalized, and validated form which
is “real” religion, and then there are all the
subversive things that ordinary believers
think and do. “Real religion” for scholars
has been overwhelmingly re-posited in the
texts of religion, particularly those texts
said to be divinely revealed, accompanied
by the authoritative commentary, legal,
and moral literature derived from revealed
or inspired religion (see  
 ;    :
  ). One of the
inherent consequences of the tendency
of these dichotomous terms to elevate
textual⁄institutional religion and the
hierarchy of religious professionals to a
centrist, even megalithic, dimension is the
corresponding devaluation of the religion
of ordinary believers and everyday life.
Focus upon the Qurān in everyday life,
however, tends to break down this dichotomization of religion by seeing the intersection of official and folk or normative and
popular, orthodox and heterodox, in the
objectification and materialization of the
divine speech of the Arabic Qurān (see
also ). The function and
meaning of the Qurān in everyday life
and everyday speech (see  ;    ;
   ), as well as its
more technical uses in para-liturgical devotions and talismanic practices, render the
heart of Islam visible to view, that is, the

intimate and personal bond between every
individual believer, their immediate community, and the umma as a whole, with the
substance of divine “healing and mercy,”
as the Qurān describes itself ( :).
The vernacular religious creativity and
interpretive negotiations of actual believers
in the para-liturgical uses of the Qurān,
include the ulamā or Islam’s religious
hierarchy (Primiano, Vernacular religion,
; see ). It is medieval and modern Muslim “scholars” who make “elite”
materials available to the masses, interpreting primary sources — Qurān and the
adīth which discuss its uses in everyday
life (see    : 
  ) — and
channeling them into “popular” devotional
literature, like prayer manuals, prophetic
medical texts, charm- and talismanmaking booklets, as well as editions of the
Qurān marked with methods for divination and dream interpretation (Donaldson,
The Koran, ; El-Tom, Drinking the
Koran, ; Perho, The Prophet’s medicine;
see    ;     ).
Literature on popular and talismanic uses of the
Qurān
Throughout the Islamic middle ages and
into the modern era, as the above examples have shown, vernacular qurānic healing practices have been widely and
fervently espoused in Muslim practice (if
not theory) and have generated an extensive body of “how-to” literature. This instructional literature informed and guided
local practitioners on the procedures and
methods of interpretation of all these
qurānic arts and included a variety of
sub-genres such as encyclopedias of dream
interpretation, chapbooks of qurānic
prayers⁄spells for magical effect and manuals on the creation of qurānic talismans
and “erasures.” The use of qurānic speech
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in magical images of power and blessing,
as talismans against harm and amulets for
sickness, forms part of a range of vernacular expression encompassing a diverse popularly disseminated talismanic literature
and practice, leaving an extensive manuscript and print record in recipe books and
how-to manuals into the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries which have been reprinted or lithographed up until the present day. Books of instruction, such as the
Majma al-dawāt, as well as professional
practitioners of these extra-canonical
qurānic “sciences” were numerous
throughout medieval Islam and into the
modern era. Special Qurāns have been
published with marginal notation on methods of divination and apposite verses for
magical or talismanic use. Treatises on the
preparation and use of qurānic talismanry
and prophetic medicine interacted with
and were influenced by the variety of
“occult” works of magical medicine such
as Alī b. Sahl al- abarī’s Firdaws al-ikma,
“Paradise of wisdom,” one of the earliest
works of Arabic medicine, completed in
⁄, as well as the magical cures included in larger works such as Muammad
b. Zakariyyā al-Rāzī’s tenth-century “Book
of the magician” (Kitāb al- āwī) and his
“Book of natural sciences” (Maqāla fī mā
bad al-abīa), as well as the genre of occult
medicine, the kutub al-mujarrabāt, “books of
the tested,” that is, magical techniques
“tested” by experience, such as the Mujarrabāt of Amad al-Dayrabī (d. ca. ⁄
) and Abū Abdallāh Muammad b.
Yūsuf al-Sanūsī (d. ⁄).
This genre of medieval literature and
chapbooks (al-mujarrabāt) on the paraliturgical uses of the Qurān evolved, analyzing the text according to its extraordinary properties (khawā) and applying
those properties to talismanic uses of the
divine names and other materials in the
Qurān (see Fig. ). A variety of sub-

categories were established in these texts:
ilm al-khawā, for the knowledge derived
from the extraordinary qualities inherent
in the divine names and other materials in
the Qurān; ilm al-ruqā, for qurānic spell
magic; ilm al-fal, for the reading of omens
using the Qurān; manipulations of number and letter, known either as ilm al-jafr or
ilm al-urūf, and applied to the divine
names or other words or letters of the
Arabic in the Qurān; and finally, ilm altabīr, or the incubation and interpretation
of dreams and visions (ruyā). Dictionaries
and encyclopedias of dream symbolism
and poetic expositions of divining through
their systematic interpretation were generated from the early Islamic middle ages,
such as those ascribed to Ibn Sīrīn (d. ⁄
), Ibrāhīm b. Abdallāh al-Kirmānī
(fl. late second⁄eighth cent.), and extant
manuscripts of Ibn Qutayba (d. ⁄),
and Amad al-Sijistānī (d. ⁄),
as well as late medieval manuals by alQayrawānī and al-Dīnawarī (fl. late
fifth⁄eleventh cent.), the ūfī al-Kharkūshī
(d. ca. ⁄), and the philosopher Ibn
Sīnā (d. ⁄). These medieval divining and dream sources were used into
modern times (Westermarck, Ritual and
belief, -; Fahd, Divination, -;
Lamoreaux, Early Muslim tradition, -).
Qurānic talisman recipes: The magic square
A specific example of talismanic literature
falling under the heading of ilm al-urūf is
that detailing recipes for “magic squares”
in which Arabic phrases, words, and letters
from the Qurān, especially the names or
attributes of God, angels (see ),
prophets or their numerological equivalents are placed in a grid of squares, or
other geometric shapes (Ibn Bisām, ibb,
-; Lane, Manners and customs, -;
Westermarck, Ritual and belief, i, -;
Doutté, Magie et religion,  f.; for an example of a talismanic chart containing
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such magic squares, see Fig. ). Magic
squares, and other number⁄letter
talismans, were a popular expression of the
learned systems of Islamic alchemy (ilm
al-mīzān, or science of “balance,” and
mīzān al-urūf⁄mīzān al-laf , or “balance of
letters⁄speech,” in the alchemical corpus
of Jābir b. ayyān; see Kraus, Jābir, ii,
-, -, -). Magic squares
were also a part of ūfī and Shīī texts
which connect the cosmogonic nature of
divine speech and Arabic orthography (see
 ) with mystical numerology
(ilm al-urūf, also called al-sīmiyā, in Ibn
Khaldūn, Muqaddima, -; abr. trans.
Rosenthal, The Muqaddimah,  f.; cf.
number⁄letter correspondences in Ikhwān
al-afā, Rasāil, iv, -). Finally, texts of
neo-Pythagorean philosophy and magical
talismanry also created systems of mystical
numerology and magic square recipes (ilm
al-jafr in Ibn Sīnā, al-Risāla al-nayruziyya;
see Nasr, Introduction, -; and Amad
al-Dīn al-Būnī [d. ⁄], Shams almaārif wa-laāif al-awārif ).
Nineteenth-century qurānic talismanry
manuscripts of the Asante in west Africa
(now Ghana), and the Sokoto caliphate
(now northwestern Nigeria), incorporate
verbal performance, or incantational
prayer, along with visual⁄physical representations of divine speech in magic
squares, or “seals⁄rings” (khawātim, sing.
khātim; Lane, Manners and customs, -,
; Robson, Magical use, ; OwusuAnsah, Islamic talismanic tradition, -;
Nana Asma’u, Medicine, -). The
khātim serves a variety of purposes and is
immediately effective upon the written
execution of the square. When inscribed
with God’s names, these “seals” command
effect, whereas with other qurānic passages they only supplicate, indicating a
hierarchy of power in the different forms
of divine speech privileging divine names
(al-asmā al-usnā, the “beautiful names,” as

well as the ism akbar, the “great” or secret
name of God), as most powerful and magically efficacious. Magic squares, employing
divine names or other qurānic materials,
continue as vernacular healing and protection devices into the modern era and are
still reported to be present in some contemporary Muslim healing rituals where
they are used as both diagnostic tool and
talismanic prescription (Flueckiger, The
vision, , -). Emphasis on number⁄
letter mysticism in recent ūfī devotional
texts published in the West continues the
medieval legacy of esoteric interpretation
(see ) and application of the
powers of the divine names and alphabetic
components of divine speech. Contemporary manuals of qurānic spells or talisman making, and other books of magical
healing in the mujarrabāt genre are in print
and available for consultation by contemporary male and female professional and
lay practitioners throughout the Muslim
world (Robson, Magical use; Donaldson,
The Koran; El-Tom, Drinking the Koran;
Hunzai, Qurānic healing; Flueckiger, The
vision; Chisti, ūfī healing).
Uses of the Qurān in historical and living
contexts: Oral uses of the Qurān
Qurānic talismanry and popular uses of
the Qurān begin with para-liturgical uses
of the spoken and performed Qurān such
as tajwīd (melodic recitation of the Qurān),
dhikr (recitation of divine names and brief
qurānic phrases), ruqya (qurānic spellcasting and spoken charm-making), nushra
(performance of qurānic verses or chapters accompanied by spitting and⁄or blowing of their essence onto the client), and
the endemic use of qurānic phrases in
daily speech. What makes these performances “popular” or “talismanic” is not
their contents, but the context and purpose, which is traditionally for protection⁄
prevention of illness or accident, healing,
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fertility, and material abundance. In
pre-modern Islamic culture, illness, for
example, was attributed to physical and
metaphysical (spiritual⁄magical) causation.
Regarding the relationship between the
“heart” (q.v.) and the body, God’s messenger (q.v.) said:

is lapses or weakening in faith and, correspondingly, health and well-being rest upon
“spiritual” nourishment (Suyūī, ibb,
-).

Every disease has a cure… the illnesses of
the body and those of the heart are
alike.… For every illness of the heart God
created, he also created a cure that is its
opposite. When someone whose heart is
sick recognizes his disease and counters it
with it opposite, he will recover, by God’s
leave” (Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ibb, ).
Healing is a manifestation of divine mercy
and provides a vehicle for repentance and
gratitude (see   ;
  ). These
texts on prophetic medicine define two
basic types of illness: those of the body
and those of the heart. Bodily illnesses can
be treated in practical ways (through
cleansing, abstaining from food and drink
or purging, or use of curative or restorative
herbs⁄simples) and also in spiritual ways
(through interior prayers, invocations of
the divine names of God, verbal spells, and
physical charms).
Illnesses of the heart, on the other hand,
are spiritual, emotional, and mental both
in origin and in cure. They are caused by
heart sickness, defined as emotional and
mental states such as suspicion (q.v.), doubt
(see ), and loss of faith, or
they can be caused by sins of commission
(see ,   ) such as desire
or allurement (Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya,
ibb, -). “Spiritual” illness included what
modern western medicine would identify
as mental or emotional illness, since in
Islamic understanding the ultimate causation of mental or emotional unease (anxiety, depression, stress, doubt, uncertainty)

The Prophet says: “I dwell with my lord
(q.v.), and he gives me my food and drink
(q.v.).” The Qurān is the largest repository
of spiritual nourishment… the stronger
one’s faith, love for his lord, joy and gratitude to be in his presence — the more
ardent and fervent his yearning to meet
his lord — the stronger becomes his certitude ( yaqīn), contentment and satisfaction
with his lord’s will.… Such renewed spiritual strength compensates immeasurably
for the patient’s needs (Ibn Qayyim alJawziyya, ibb, ).
adīth literature collected in a genre
of medieval texts entitled “prophetic
medicine” prescribed using the Qurān for
the prevention and healing of disease,
especially for “spiritual illness.” The
prophet Muammad is said to have recommended: “Make use of two remedies:
honey (q.v.) and the Qurān,” which is
“a cure for [the disease of ] the hearts”
( :; cf. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ibb,
). Shīī medical texts also invoke the
power of the Qurān in the healing and
protection of the faithful. Related from
adīth of the sixth imām, Jafar al-ādiq
(d. ⁄), who replied regarding a
query as to the use of a charm for scorpion
and snakebite, as well as the spell (nushra)
for the insane and enchanted who are in
torment:
…there is no objection to the charm and
invocation and spell if they are taken from
the Qurān. Whomsoever the Qurān does
not cure, God does not cure him. Is there
anything more effective in these matters
than the Qurān [citing  :; :]?…
Ask us, we will teach you and acquaint you

  
with the verses of the Qurān for every
illness” (Ibn Bisām, ibb, ).
Even physical illness was often categorized
as having non-physical causality, such as
ascribing the condition of epilepsy to spirit
possession which required an exorcism
using qurānic verses to accomplish “the
rehabilitation of one’s sanity and the
revival of his faith” (Ibn Qayyim alJawziyya, ibb, -). “Spiritual remedies”
are the antidote to spiritual disease, and
the “light” (q.v.) of the Qurān ( :) is
the “antithesis of darkness (q.v.) and gratitude is the opposite of denial” (kufr; ibid.,
; see   ).
Qurānic recitation, or tajwīd, in which
Muslims “adorn the Qurān with their
voices” has both informal curative as well
as more formal ritual performance contexts. “It is speech and intonation to which
God the almighty has added perfume”
(Suyūī, ibb, ). Support for auditory use
of the Qurān makes listening to recitation
the cure of infants, beasts, and all those
distressed in spirit: “So give good news
(q.v.) to my servants (see ) those
who listen to the word and then follow the
best of it” ( :-). Listening to recitation is described in the prophetic medical
texts as the “calmer of hearts, food of the
spirit. It is one of the most important
psychological medicines. It is a source of
pleasure, even to some animals” (Suyūī,
ibb, ). Dhikr (recitation of divine names
and phrases from the Qurān) is recommended as a specific remedy against preIslamic sorcery (sir) by the Prophet as
“faith and nearness to his lord is the divine
medicine (dawā ilāhī) that no disease can
resist… invoking the divine attributes
(dhikr) will sharpen one’s hearing and sight
and sustain his faculties” (Ibn Qayyim alJawziyya, ibb, -). The divine attribute
whose recitation will guarantee health is
reported to be “the absolute living one”
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(al-ayy al-qayyūm, cf.  :; :; :),
which the Prophet describes as “the
opposite of all ailments and sufferings…
therefore, calling upon his attribute, the
living controller, will surely cure the illness” (Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ibb, ).
The active performance of reciting whole
sūras is considered efficacious as well, and
can be classed in the same category as
qurānic spell-making, since frequent repetition and ritual preparation are involved.
Medieval and early modern talismanic
texts prescribe sūra recitation for fertility
( ), protection from the evil eye and the
like ( , , , ), providence ( ),
forgiveness (q.v.) for sins⁄spiritual healing
( , ), peaceful sleep (q.v.;  ),
finding⁄restoring what is lost⁄forgotten
( ; Nana Asmau, Medicine).
The repetitive chanting of qurānic formulae and particularly the divine names
becomes a normative institution in ūfī
practice throughout the Islamic middle
ages and into modern times. Individual
ūfī teachers who became founders of ūfī
communities often recommended a particular form of dhikr practice (silent or
voiced, individual or group recitation, usually male-only or female-only groups; see
Schimmel, Mystical dimensions; Netton, ūfī
ritual; Raudvere, Book and roses). The melodic nature of qurānic recitation is amplified in dhikr to increase and intensify the
emotional impact and transformative
nature of its performance and its audition
(sometimes including rhythmic music, then
known as samā, and sometimes with voices
alone). It often takes a call⁄response pattern of group performance, with the ūfī
master or a munshid, or “song” specialist,
leading and the community following
either at the ūfī lodge or in private homes
(Waugh, Munshidun of Egypt). In south Asia,
a sub-genre of dhikr in the form of devotional “song” is the qawwālī, sung in Persian or Urdu interspersed with Arabic
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phraseology from the Qurān. Qawwālī sessions function similarly to dhikr sessions,
although the group attending may be a lay
Muslim audience as well as members of
the ūfī community (Qureishi, ūfī music).
Contemporary ūfī literature, particularly
in the West, has a strong emphasis on the
textual interpretation of the Qurān as a
form of spiritual healing. Books on ūfī
healing as well as audio tapes of dhikr by
ūfī communities intended for a broad
popular Muslim audience (and potential
converts to the mystic path; see  
 ), illustrate the spiritual message of the qurānic script and create analogies between the orthography (q.v.) of the
Qurān when linked to the bodily postures
of prayer and dhikr practice (Nasr, Spiritual
message; Chisti, ūfī healing; see also Bawa
Muhaiyaddeen on prayer in Banks and
Green, Illuminated prayer).
Among the spoken uses of the Qurān
applied to healing is the use of specific
short chapters or verses of the Qurān as a
form of spell (ruqya) and charm. For example, the recitation aloud of the Fātia
(q.v.), or opening chapter of the Qurān,
accompanied by “blowing them on the
affected person, followed by his spittle
upon the victim — God willing, such reading will incur the reaction of evil spirits
and cause the elimination of their evil act”
(Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ibb, ; Suyūī,
ibb, -, ; Robson, Magical use,
-). Regarding the basic question of the
lawfulness of such uses of the Qurān, a
Muslim asks the Prophet: “You see all these
amulets (ruqā) we carry, prayers we recite,
medicine we take, and other preventive
routines we use for recovering from
illness — Do any of them obstruct God’s
decree?” And the Prophet replied, “They
are part of God’s decree” (Ibn Qayyim
al-Jawziyya, ibb, ). The Prophet is also
reported to have similarly recited the
Throne Verse ( :; see  

) and the two “refuge-taking” chapters
( , ), and blown into his hands and
wiped his face and body so as to physically
spread the healing benefit of the sūras over
his person for protection (Suyūī, ibb,
-, ). The phrases of refuge-taking
in the final two chapters of the Qurān are
universally applicable to all purposes of
protection whether against accident, illness, acts of nature, demonic powers, the
evil eye, spiritual dangers from the lower
self (nafs), the evil which God has created,
and finally from God himself: “I take refuge with thee from thyself ” (Padwick,
Muslim devotions, -). The Prophet recommended further the combination of
recitation of qurānic prayers as spells
(ruqya) along with plant⁄mineral materials
to form compound “natural and spiritual
cures” (Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ibb,
-). The basmala (q.v.) which opens
every chapter of the Qurān but one is also
a focus of prayerful invocation: “I beseech
thee by virtue of every mystery which thou
has set in ‘In the Name of God the
Merciful, the Compassionate’ ” (Padwick,
Muslim devotions, ; see also Ibn Bisām,
ibb, ). ūfīs have delved into the components of these qurānic phrases and
created a system of visualization and meditation which isolates and emphasizes each
individual letter and orthographic sign
and grammatical function of the written
Arabic of the Qurān (see  
 ). From a collection of prayers
on the basmala is this interiorization of
every element of the phrase, starting with
its first letter, by Abd al-Qādir al-Jīlānī:
“O God, I ask thee by virtue of the bā of
thy name, the letter of ‘withness,’ the conjunction with the greatest Object of
Desire, and the finding of all that was lost
and by the point beneath the bā guiding to
the secrets of thy everlastingness and thy
pre-eternal and sole Being…” (Padwick,
Muslim devotions, ). Belief in their power
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and efficacy by generations of Muslims
seems to have provoked even magical
applications of them, such as the belief in
“laying on” the divine names. “Thy names
of moral beauty (al-asmā al-usnā) to which
all things upon which they are laid are subdued” (from Khulāat al-maghnam of Alī
asan al-Attās); and “All thy names of
moral beauty which, falling upon anything
cause its body to be subdued” (from
Amad b. Alī l-Būnī, Majmuāt al-azāb;
see Padwick, Muslim devotions, , ).
Another application of the physical
transmissibility of qurānic baraka is the
technique of nushra, which involves
qurānic recitation over water that is then
used by the sick person for washing him⁄
herself (Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ibb, ;
uyūī, ibb, , Robson, Magical use, )
or it can be recited over food that is then
eaten and the qurānic virtue is absorbed
by the body as well as the soul (Nana
Asmau, Medicine, -, ). Although
not necessarily involving oral recitation of
the sacred text, yet another method of
“imbibing the Qurān” is through the use
of “magic medicine bowls,” vessels on
which qurānic verses are inscribed and
from which the believer drinks to accrue
their benefit (see Figs.  and ). Nushra relies upon the materialization of the baraka
of recitation as a physical “residuum” of
qurānic baraka. Although this practice is
reported in the context of disapproval,
such reports clearly indicate a living practice and can be understood in relation to
the Companions of the Prophet (q.v.) who
are said in the adīth and sīra (hagiographical) literature (see    )
to have collected the Prophet’s washing
water, fingernail and hair clippings, for
their traces of baraka. The residual baraka
of this prophetic “wash” and qurānic
“wash” are clearly connected to the larger
phenomenon of qurānic erasure (maw).
The extension of this baraka from physical

traces of blessing to that conveyed by the
verbal articulation (and breath) of qurānic
recitation is found in its use when accompanied by magical gestures conveying the
personal life force or essence of the performer (such as spitting and blowing) which
the Qurān itself disallows as pre-Islamic⁄
pagan magic. The inclusion within the
body of the sunna of traditional magical
methods regardless of their forbidden status in the Qurān is a paradoxical aspect of
the “magical” use of the Qurān. Through
recitation⁄prayer, the Qurān seems to invest the breath of the Prophet physically
with its essence or baraka which is transmitted via touch. “The messenger used to
recite Sūrat al-Ikhlā [“God’s oneness”;
 ]… and then blow into the palms of
his hands and wipe his face and whatever
parts of his body his hands could reach”
(Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ibb, ; Ibn
Bisām, ibb, ). In another report, it is
blowing the essence of Sūrat al-Fātia, the
opening chapter, which is believed to convey the healing virtue of the whole Qurān.
Via words, breath, and saliva of the believing lay healer, following the example of the
Prophet, this medicinal recitation is an exorcism of evil spirits encompassing both
spiritual and physical efficacy:
If one’s faith, soul (q.v.) and spirit (q.v.) are
strong, and if he adapts himself to the
essence of the opening chapter, and by
God’s leave, by reciting its holy words and
blowing them on the affected person followed by his spittle upon the victim, God
willing, such reading will incur the reaction
of evil spirits and cause the elimination of
their evil act” (Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya,
ibb, ).
Somewhat later, Ibn al-Qayyim cites a
statement from the Prophet that combines
the application of saltwater with blowing
his “blessed breath” and reciting the
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Qurān to heal a wound. A contemporary
south Indian Muslim woman healer marshals her spiritual “medicine” in exorcising
patients possessed by spirits (manifested as
loss of speech, rational capacity, deep depression, and immobility, or conversely,
unnatural physical strength) using qurānic
recitation accompanied by “blowing” duā,
or personal prayers, for healing intercession which include qurānic formulae,
verses, or divine names, over the person
and even inside the mouth (Flueckiger,
The vision, -).
Uses of the Qurān in historical and living
contexts: Written uses of the Qurān
The divine names, their component parts,
and the phrases in which they occur in
the Qurān become part of a medieval
“science of letters,” or number⁄letter mysticism, and a “science of names” (ilm alurūf, jafr, abjad, sīmiyā; Massignon, Essay,
-; Canteins, Hidden sciences, -;
Nasr, Spiritual message, -), and, at the
same time, objects of devotion as prayerful
litanies (wird), elements of ritual practice
(dhikr), and, above all, items in a rich visual
field (Nasr, Spiritual message), in ūfī and
Shīī “calligrammes” such as those employed by the urūfiyya and Bektāshiyya
(Wilson, Sacred drift, , -, ; Safadī,
Islamic calligraphy, , -; Dierl, Geschichte
und Lehre, ).
He who loves God empties his heart of all
but him: the alif [first letter of the Arabic
alphabet, and first letter of the name of
God] of Allah pierces his heart and leaves
no room for anything else.… One need
only “know” this single letter in order to
know all that is to be known, for the Divine
Name is the key to the Treasury of Divine
Mysteries and the path to the Real. It is
that Reality by virtue of the essential
identity of God and his sanctified Name.
That is why in ūfīsm meditation upon

  
the calligraphic form of the Name is used
as a spiritual method for realizing the
Named (Nasr, Spritual message, ; see
).
Beyond its ritual and devotional importance, qurānic calligraphy spans the formal Islamic arts of qurānic manuscript
illumination (Lings, Quranic art; see
  ), it
defines formal architecture and public
buildings as Islamic space (see  
   ), and it
enters into the diversity of “folk” or vernacular arts. Qurānic vernacular art
forms include sewing and embroidery, such
as the kiswa, the house-sized black cloth
draped over the Kaba that is embroidered
in qurānic phrases in black and gold, and
smaller wall hangings embroidered with
divine names or qurānic verses that are
used in Muslim homes or businesses, as
well as such unique regional expressions as
the ajj (see ) murals which
adorn the outside of Egyptian homes (and
some apartments), which developed at the
turn of the twentieth century and are
found from Cairo to the villages of upper
Egypt (Campo, Other sides, -, -;
Parker and Avon, ajj paintings). This use of
qurānic calligraphy protects the physical
space and the members of the household
from external evils by framing the entryway, the outside walls which face the street,
around windows, and along outside staircases leading to and surrounding the front
door (in the case of apartments).
The religious meaning of Muslim space,
whether private or public, has been
established by the presence and elaboration of traditional qurānic calligraphy on
the outside, as well as the use of divine
names and⁄or phrases⁄verses from the
Qurān in textile wall-hangings, poster art
and other ephemera on the inside (Metcalf,
Making Muslim space). Unlike the Sunnī
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mainstream, contemporary ūfī and
Muslim sectarian communities in North
America have begun to make extensive use
of their own new and unique forms of
qurānic iconography, that is, qurānic calligraphy and image-making as doctrinal
teaching and meditation tools, a kind of
“visual” dhikr, which is disseminated
through their devotional texts and journals
and can be purchased as poster art for
home use. Medieval ūfī and Shīī “calligrammes” from the Arabic, Persian, and
Turkish styles of qurānic calligraphy are
re-invented and elaborated with a religious
use of representational images unknown in
earlier Islamic visual arts. A whole new
wedding of word and image can be seen in
the colorful poster art by Bawa Muhaiyaddeen for his Philadelphia-based ūfī
Fellowship, and Īsā Muammad for his
originally Brooklyn-based AfricanAmerican Muslim group, the Ansarullah
Community, first known as the Ansar Pure
Sufis (see Bawa Muhaiyaddeen’s
“Heartswork” posters and companion
commentary texts, published by the Bawa
Muhaiyaddeen Fellowship; also poster art
published by the Ansarullah in their devotional journal, The Truth: Nubian bulletin,
and in the founder’s extensive commentary
literature; see O’Connor, Islamic Jesus;
id., Nubian Islamic Hebrews).
Qurānic amulets and talismans are written on diverse materials (e.g. leather, parchment, paper); embroidered on cloth (see
Fig. ); or engraved, for example, on clay,
bone, or stone (see Fig. ), and selected
from verses which address profound needs
or desires. Traditional categorizations of
qurānic verses are found in Arabic talismanic manuals: āyāt al-if , “verses of
protection,” such as the Throne Verse
( :); āyāt al-shifā, “verses of healing,”
such as  ; futū al-Qurān, “verses of opening or victory,” such as the first verse of the
sūra of victory ( :); āyāt al-arb,

“verses of war or overpowering enemies”;
āyāt al-laīf, “verses of kindness” which protect against enemies; and verses which contain all the letters of the Arabic alphabet
( :; :) against all fear and sorrow
and all disease (Robson, Magical use, -;
id., Islamic cures, -; Donaldson, The
Koran). Medieval compendia of prophetic
medicine, extracted adīth (Sunnī and
Shīī) advising on healing uses and benefits
of written qurānic amulets and talismans
(Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ibb; Suyūī,
ibb; Ibn Bisām, ibb) and texts as late as
the nineteenth-century include references
gleaned and organized from these earlier
medieval authorities (Owusu-Ansah,
Islamic talismanic tradition; Nana Asmau,
Medicine).
The metaphor of “qurānic tincture”
can be used to describe the infusion of
qurānic contents and methods of discourse throughout not only the religious
sciences of qurānic study proper but the
philosophical and occult sciences as well.
The phenomenon of qurānic “erasure,”
an amuletic use of writing all or part of the
Qurān, is another type of “qurānic tincture” of an altogether more medicinal
nature found documented in the prophetic
medical corpus and texts on qurānic
magic and healing, as well as manifested in
the living practice of religious healers
throughout every region of the Muslim
world (O’Connor, Prophetic medicine,
-). Medieval prophetic medical texts
state that “there is no objection to writing
qurānic verses, washing the contents in
water, and giving it to the sick person to
drink” (Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ibb, ;
Ibn Bisām, ibb, , , ). The Berti, as a
contemporary example of this form of
qurānic healing, are a modern Muslim
people of the northern Sudan, whose leaders or fakis (from the Arabic faqīh, or
learned jurisprudent) perform the traditional Islamic social and educational roles
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in a society with little general knowledge of
Arabic and incomplete Islamic acculturation (Holy, Religion and custom; El-Tom,
Drinking the Koran). These social and
educational roles are complemented and
even subsumed by their functions as
healers, diviners, dream interpreters,
and providers of amulets based upon
qurānic magic. It is in this socio-religiomagical milieu that qurānic “erasure”
has meaning.

“The Family of Imrān,” because it invokes
the creative act of conception and God’s
absolute power of realization (see 
      ): “It
is he who forms you ( yuawwirukum) in the
wombs (al-arām) as he wishes. There is no
god but he, the almighty and all-wise”
( :; El-Tom, Drinking the Koran, ;
cf. Donaldson, The Koran, ).
Two nineteenth-century collections of
Islamic talisman texts in Arabic using the
Qurān — one group from the Asante on
the Guinea coast of west Africa (OwusuAnsah, Islamic talismanic tradition), and another from the daughter of Shaykh Usman
dan Fodio, Nana Asmau, writing in what
is now northwestern Nigeria — recommend the use of erasure — called here
“text water⁄writing water” — of specific
verses in order to call upon their divine
powers (Nana Asmau, Medicine). The
erasure of the following verses is recommended to the Asante:  :- for travel,
 :- for blessing,  :- for sovereignty,  :- for victory,  :- for
beneficence (cf. Owusu-Ansah, Islamic
talismanic tradition, -, , ⁄note ).
Sūrat Yā Sīn ( ) and other specific
sūras used in both talismanry and erasure,
employ diverse materials for magical writing (stone, clay, iron, silver, copper, cloth,
animal bones, particularly shoulder blades
and neck vertebrae — used in their own
right as a form of divining called scapulomancy) and the liquids for “erasure” (rose
water, musk, saffron, ink, honey, mint juice,
grape juice, grease; cf. Donaldson, The
Koran, -, ; Robson, Magical use,
). Nana Asmau surveyed existing
manuals of prophetic medicine in her day
and created a poetic list of suitable amuletic and talismanic uses, simply entitled
“Medicine of the Prophet,” including erasure of certain sūras into water ( , ,
), the recitation of other sūras over food
( ), and the preparation of written

“… Another important activity of the faki
is to write some Koranic verses on both
sides of a wooden slate (loh) using a pen
made of a sharpened millet stalk and ink
(dawai) made of a fermented paste of soot
and gum arabic. The written text is then
washed off with water which is drunk by
the faki’s clients. The water is referred to as
mihai (from the verb yama, to erase) and,
following al-Safi [Native Medicine in the Sudan
:], I have translated this term as
‘erasure’” (El-Tom, Drinking the Koran,
).
Although the Berti’s only partial knowledge of Arabic may produce an “occultation” of the Arabic text of the Qurān and
encourage an instrumental approach to it
by the believer, the process of interpretation of the text through the agency of the
faki is as much an Islamic one as any found
in other more fully acculturated (i.e.
Arabized) settings. The interpretation is
one which operates relatively innocent of
received tradition, however, and returns to
the text unencumbered by previously
established meanings. The example of an
erasure created and prescribed to induce
pregnancy in a woman who has not borne
children shows a magical qurānic application in which human creation of life via
the power of divine speech is possible. This
fertility erasure is based upon writing a
single verse from  , Sūrat Āl Imrān,
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amulets⁄talismans from others to be worn
on the person ( , , , , ).
These texts and contemporary anthropological accounts of qurānic talismanry
and erasure report not only drinking
the remedy but incorporating it into
food — by, for example, inscribing it
directly onto unleavened bread — and
eating it oneself or giving it to one’s animals to eat for fertility, ease in calving,
recovery from illness (Owusu-Ansah,
Islamic talismanic tradition, ; see Flueckiger, The vision, , , for feeding a
qurānic charm written on a chapati to
dogs as surrogates for “errant husbands
or disobedient children”). Qurānic
amuletry⁄talismanry and spell-making
were often applied to animal illness and
infertility of the herds⁄flocks. Shīī collections of Imāmī medicine directly paralleled Sunnī prophetic medical texts, only
being drawn from medical adīth ascribed
to the ahl al-bayt, the People of the [Prophet’s] House, namely the Prophet and his
descendants through Alī (see  . 
) and Fāima (q.v.). From one such
early collection (ca. second⁄eighth cent.)
comes a talisman for the relief in labor and
safe delivery for a mare of her foal.

the popular use of the Qurān is not shirk,
or associating anything with God, since the
power to heal comes only from him (cf. e.g.
 :; :; :). With such qurānic
charms and erasure for the benefit of
animals, however, are also found the unIslamic practices of inscribing qurānic
words or letters on living animals and sacrificing them as a form of magical transference and expiation, or “scapegoating,”
often associated with malefic or cursing
magic (Owusu-Ansah, Islamic talismanic
tradition, ; Flueckiger, Vision; see
  ; ).

Write this invocation for an old and noble
mare at its time of delivery on the parchment of a gazelle and fasten it to her at her
groin: “O God, dispeller of grief and remover of sorrow, the merciful and compassionate of this world and the next, have
mercy on [the owner of the mare], son of
so and so, the owner of the mare, with a
mercy which will make him free of mercy
from other than you. Dispel his grief and
sorrow, relieve his anxiety, keep his mare
from harm, and make easy for us its
delivery (Ibn Bisām, ibb, ).
Such an amulet resonates and paraphrases
several qurānic contexts which affirm that

Divinatory uses of the Qurān: Dream incubation
and dream interpretation
Another type of recitation of the qurānic
text which most jurists have judged as
transgressing the legal limits of the Qurān
is the “reading” of the Qurān associated
with forms of divination which attempt to
“read” the future. The Qurān is used in
“popular” practice for two types of divination: the incubation of dreams by performing special rakās, or additional personal
prayers before sleeping while asking for
God’s guidance in the form of fal, a sign
or omen; and “cutting” the Qurān, or
istikhāra, “asking for the best choice” or
“seeking goodness” from God (Lane,
Manners and customs, -; Westermarck,
Ritual and belief, ii, -, -; Donaldson,
The Koran, -; Fahd, Divination, -).
Dream interpretation rests on a single
qurānic proof text, saying that believers
will receive “glad tidings (al-bushrā) in the
life of this world and in the next” ( :),
which the Qurān distinguishes as true
dreams versus a ghāth alām, or “confused
dreams” ( : of [ jinn-inspired] poets,
and  : referring to Pharaoh’s [q.v.]
dreams; Lamoreaux, Early Muslim tradition,
-). Dream experiences in Islam are
modeled on prophetic characters in the
Qurān, Abraham (q.v.; Ibrāhīm), who re-
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ceives the message from God to sacrifice
his son, understood to be Ishmael (q.v.;
Ismāīl; Muslims are spiritual descendents
of Ishmael, not Isaac [q.v.]), in a dream
( :, ); the prophet Joseph (q.v.;
Yūsuf ), who possesses the faculty of dream
interpretation and knowledge of the
“unseen” (al-ghayb; see   
), “revealed by inspiration” (way;
see   ) by
God ( :-; also  :, ); and
Muammad, who receives during sleep
dreams (manām) and visions (q.v.; ruyā )
which are listed as among God’s “signs”
(q.v.; āyāt in  :; cf. :, :) and
what is assumed by some Muslim theologians to be his dream night journey and
ascension (q.v.), the isrā⁄mirāj ( :, ;
Fahd, Divination, -; Lamoreaux, Early
Muslim tradition, -). The importance of
dreams and visions are, thus, established
for Muslims by the qurānic prophets, and
are enshrined as part of the interpretive
tradition of the Qurān by the subsequent
generations of early Muslim Qurān and
adīth scholars. From a scholarly point of
view, divinatory literature becomes a legitimate form of Qurān commentary with
adīth collections devoting chapters to the
interpretation and meaning of dreams
(tabīr al-ruyā; Lamoreaux, Early Muslim
tradition, -). The popular techniques
which mine the Qurān for its guidance
about hidden truths are founded on the
evolution of popular manuals of dream
divining and encyclopedias of dream
interpretation (see Lamoreaux, Early
Muslim tradition, - for his appendix on
early Islamic dream manuals) and are
called istikhāra, “cutting the Qurān,” and
fal, “divination” or omens. Readers of the
Qurān, in the sense of divination, are
often women, but in urban contexts may
be professional “readers” who combine
other techniques (e.g. astrology, numerology) with divining the Qurān in order to

assist believers with the decisions facing
them. According to practitioners, “cutting”
the Qurān allows believers to access the
hidden knowledge and guidance inherent
in revelation: “And with him are the keys of
the secret things; none know them but he:
he knows whatever is on the land and in
the sea” ( :). The basics of the technique allow one to open the text of the
Qurān spontaneously, and “randomly”
select a verse by pointing and not looking.
The client’s query regarding any serious
matter — a prospective journey, an upcoming business or employment situation,
a health question, the timing of an event,
be it a medical or surgical treatment, a
marriage, a divorce, a partnership,
etc. — guide the “reader’s” interpretation
of the qurānic verse(s). Fal seems to be
similar to istikhāra but more detailed, being
the reading of whole passage for the purpose of learning the final outcome.
Although medieval texts on the special
characteristics (khawā) of the Qurān
include brief reference to these divining
techniques, the literature on divining mentions that even some Qurāns were edited
and published with marginal notations
which would guide its use for divination
and dream interpretation (Donaldson, The
Koran, -). Although “fortune-telling”
was clearly part of the anti-magic and antisorcery statements of the Qurān, the focus
on dream incubation and dream interpretation associated divination with categories
of prophetic and inspired experience.
Dream messages could be divinely inspired, but required careful analysis to sift
the true guidance from false and misleading images. Popular practitioners of this
type of consultative use of the Qurān
were often, but not exclusively, at least persons with a basic command of Islam’s written technology and knowledge of the
manuals of popular practice and encyclopedias of dream interpretation drawn
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from earlier medieval sources (Nana
Asmau, Medicine; Flueckiger, The vision;
Bowen, Return to sender).

both for protection⁄blessing and, in the
West, for advertisement to attract Muslim
customers. From a younger generation of
contemporary Muslims comes a variety of
popular and talismanic uses of the Qurān,
frequently as a legacy of their mothers
and grandmothers. A recent example is a
highly educated and professionally employed Iranian living in the United States
of America whose mother keeps a Qurān
suspended above the refrigerator so that
the food will not spoil. Equally, the protective value of qurānic medallions in
Muslim belief still holds true even among
those who are otherwise highly secularized.
These and untold other examples are
continuing testament to contemporary belief in the power of the Qurān as divine
speech and in its efficacy to create, sustain,
and direct the world. The most pervasive
influence of the instrumentality of the
Qurān is its impact on everyday speech
(see Piamenta, Islam in everyday Arabic, for
the impact of qurānic expressions on native Arabic speakers, also applicable to the
use of Arabic qurānic expressions by nonArabic speakers). Devout Muslims invoke
God’s name in the basmala when entering a
room or house, opening a book, starting a
trip, upon drinking or eating, before getting into bed, when entering the market or
the mosque, in fact, as a blessing on any
everyday act of life (Padwick, Muslim devotions, -). Equally common is performing
the taliya, or “calling down blessings,”
on the prophets of Islam, especially
Muammad and his family, and the ūfī
saints and Shīī imāms (ibid., -; see
). Perhaps, greater than any qurānic
response in daily life is that of giving praise
(q.v.; tamīd; see also ) and glory
(q.v.) to God (takbīr). Each of these accompanies the ups and downs of daily life as
acts of humility and gratitude, keeping
believers grounded in their relationship
with God as creatures to creator (ibid.,

Popular and talismanic uses of the Qurān in the
modern Muslim world
adīth and the devotional prayers of 
years of Islamic culture have generated a
wide ranging modern popular print literature in diverse Islamic languages
grounded in medieval Islamic source texts
(primarily in Arabic and Persian) on prophetic medicine (al-ibb al-nabawī) and
qurānic “magic,” i.e. the instrumental use
of the Qurān as recitation and written
text, performed⁄embodied in Islam’s
religious material culture. Examples of
qurānic instrumentality have been
observed since the nineteenth century and
through the twentieth by ethnographers,
anthropologists, and scholars of prophetic
medicine and qurānic healing among
Middle Eastern Muslims (Doutté, Westermarck, Lane, Robson, Donaldson, and
Maghniyya), and throughout the larger
Muslim world (Ewing, Hoffman, OwusuAnsah, Mack and Boyd, Padwick, El-Tom,
Holy, Flueckiger, Bowen, Campo, and
Hunzāī), as well as among immigrant,
expatriate, and indigenous Muslims in the
West (Metcalf, O’Connor). These include
qurānic medallions worn on the person
engraved with names of God, the Throne
Verse (āyat al-kursī,  :) or other particular verses for protection (āyāt al-if , or
āyāt al-laīf, verses of divine “kindness” as
protection from one’s enemies) and success
or victory in any endeavor ( futū al-Qurān).
In contemporary Muslim communities,
qurānic talismans are hung from taxi-cabs’
rearview mirrors or a miniature Qurān is
mounted on the dashboard, or, more often,
in the rear window spaces to protect
against accident. Posters or woven hangings with qurānic verses or names of God
are used inside or in storefront windows
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-). Varieties of commonly performed
talismanic uses of the Qurān stem not
from a deviation from the Islamic tradition
but arise at the center of its religious
authority. Whether as oral performance in
spoken invocations, verbal formulae, or
supplicatory prayers, or as material representation in medallions, wall plaques,
written amulets or their residuum (the
“erasures”), the verbal and material images
of the Qurān have the ability to manifest
constantly the protective and providential
powers of divine speech. See also 
  .
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Popular Media and the Qurān see
   

Pork see   ; 
 

Portents
Anticipatory sign, warning or threat; also,
marvel. While the Qurān is explicit in its
condemnation of any belief that an impersonal fate (q.v.), rather than God, controls human destiny (q.v.; see also 
 ), and does not condone the efforts of soothsayers (q.v.) and
other pre-Islamic “fortunetellers” (see
; ; -
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   ;  ,
  -), it is adamant
that there are signs that humans must
heed. Perhaps the most notable of these
exhortations (q.v.) is the warning to heed
the “signs of the hour” (ashrā al-sāa; cf.
 :; see  ; ; ; ).
Although it has no root in Arabic, āyāt
(sing. āya; prob. borrowed from Syriac or
Aramaic; see Jeffery, For. vocab., -; for
biblical uses of the Heb. cognate, cf.
Numbers :; Joshua :; Exodus :;
Deuteronomy :; Psalms :; I Samuel
:; see  ) is a multivalent term for “portents” that appears
 times in the Qurān, and may connote
“signs” (q.v.), “miracles” (see ) and
“verses” (q.v.). Such qurānic utterances
serve to signal the wonders (see )
or omens God bestows upon the world to
demonstrate his power, wisdom (q.v.), judgment (q.v.) or wrath (see ). As natural marvels, such as the rain that sustains
life (q.v.;  :; see also ;
), the fruits of the palm and
vine ( :; see  
;  ), or the ships
(q.v.) that appear like mountains on the
seas ( :), portents elicit the aweprovoking magnitude of God’s creation
(q.v.). These tokens not only appear as cosmic and natural wonders but also as the
extraordinary works of prophets and messengers through whom God guides his creation (see ;  
; ; ;
). Examples of this type of portent
include demonstrations of Moses’ (q.v.)
white hand and slithering staff ( :-;
see ), and Jesus’ (q.v.) enlivening of the
clay bird ( :). The verses (āyāt) of the
Qurān that relay such portents also call
humans to recognize God’s power and
might (see   ). Left
unnoticed or worse, rejected, these same

portents, whether embedded in nature (see
  ), prophetic action or revelation itself (see  
), will bring forth terrifying
demonstrations of divine wrath (see
) upon those who fail to interpret
what the sign truly signifies. The Qurān
recounts numerous tales of individuals and
communities pummeled for their neglect
or denial of those clear signs a merciful
God bestows upon his creation (see
  ;  ). In turn, the denunciations
and punishments themselves serve as portents for those tempted to follow the same
course of action. One might say the entire
Qurān, from a single verse to the broader
images it provokes, stands as a sign signifying simultaneously divine glory and wrath.
The Qurān emphasizes repeatedly the
abundance and clarity of divine portents
available for those who wish to see them
(see   ). What is not
clear, however, is whether one must “believe” or “understand” already in order to
fathom the true meaning of the sign (see
  ;  
; ;  
). The portents manifest “for
those who understand,” or for “those who
believe” ( :; :; :) are presumably the same signs rejected by those who
already disbelieve ( :; :; :),
which suggests the signs themselves have
demonstrative, rather than persuasive,
value.
Kathryn Keuny
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Possession and Possessions
Ownership, the act of holding something
or someone as property; the enjoyment or
acquisition of the right to exercise control
over something, and the objects thus controlled. In the Qurān, the idea of possession is frequently conveyed by the verb
malaka, “to possess, to have, to own, to
exercise sovereignty over,” and its nominative derivatives, such as mulk⁄malakūt,
“property, dominion, fiefdom,” and, by
extension, “sovereignty”; mālik, “owner,
possessor”; and malik, “sovereign, ruler,
king” (see   ). Similar
meanings are associated with the word rabb,
“lord (q.v.), master,” that is applied to God
throughout the Qurān either independently or in conjunction with the object of
his sovereignty, e.g. “lord of the heavens
(see   ) and lord of the
earth (q.v.), lord of the worlds” ( :; cf.
:; :; :; :; :, etc.), “lord
of Sirius” (q.v.;  :), “lord of the
mighty [heavenly] throne” ( :; see
  ), “lord of the east and the
west and what is between them” ( :),
“lord of the daybreak” ( :; see )
and “lord of humankind” ( :). Also
common are constructions with the possessive particle li⁄la, “to [God belongs], his
is…” (see e.g.  :; :; :). As one
may expect, in the Qurān, possession is
essentially the prerogative of God, although he may occasionally grant it to his
servants (see ), be they human
beings or angels (e.g.  :; :; see
).
Possession is one of the principal manifestations of God’s absolute power (see
  ) over the universe
and its inhabitants. In many passages these
divine attributes (see    -
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) go hand in hand and are, to some
extent, interchangeable. God’s power
inevitably implies his uncontested ownership of all created beings and vice versa
(see ). While God can bestow
possession of a certain property or rank
upon individual creatures, as the ultimate
ruler of his worldly domain (mālik al-mulk,
 :; cf. :; :; :; :), he can
also dispossess them at will in order to
remind them of the transitory status of
worldly possessions and of their true
source ( :; see ; ). The
Qurān never tires of throwing these ideas
into sharp relief: “lord of the worlds”
( :); “to him belongs whatsoever is in
the heavens and whatsoever is in the earth”
( :); “glory be to him in whose hand is
the dominion of everything” ( :);
“you give the dominion to whom you will
and you seize the dominion from whom
you will” ( :), etc. God’s sovereignty is
not limited to this world. He is the wielder
of the judgment day (mālik yawm al-dīn,
 :; cf. :; see  )
and, according to many exegetes, also
of the hereafter ( abarsī, Majma, i, ;
see ;  
).
In several eloquent passages the Qurān
condemns polytheists for their misguided
belief that their deities possess the power
to hurt or benefit their worshippers (see
  ;  
). Unlike God, who owns life
(q.v.), death (see    )
and the ability to effect the resurrection
(q.v.) of decomposed bodies and moldering
bones, these pagan deities have no power
to give or take life. Nor are they capable of
raising human beings from the dead.
These are the exclusive prerogatives of
God, who has created both the pagan
deities and their worshipers. He alone has
“no associate” (sharīk) in his absolute and
uncontestable sovereignty (q.v.) over this
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world ( :-). He alone is the possessor
of the “most beautiful names” ( :;
:; :), whose perfection sets him
apart from his imperfect creatures. This
message is brought home in a memorable
passage from  :, which presents God
as the absolute and undisputed master of
reality: “That is God, your lord; to him
belongs the dominion⁄possession (al-mulk);
and those you call upon, apart from him,
possess not so much as the skin of a datestone!” The same idea is reiterated in
 :: “Have they [the unbelievers] a
share in the dominion? [Certainly not!]
They can give not a single date-spot to
the people!”
While human beings are allowed by God
to enjoy their earthly possessions — “heaps
of gold (q.v.) and silver, horses of mark,
cattle and tillage” and the sensual delights
of this world (see  ; 
 ;   ) — they are constantly reminded that
this life is but a respite granted to them by
God, who will eventually become their
“fairest resort” ( :). When the day of
reckoning comes, their wealth (q.v.) and
relatives will be of no avail to them (see
; ); only their obedience (q.v.) or disobedience (q.v.) to God
will count. According to  :, the ungrateful evildoer (see  
;  ) is like “a servant possessed by his master (mamlūk), having no possession of his own (lā yaqdiru alā
shayin)”; the righteous person, on the other
hand, is like one “whom we [God] ourselves have provided with a provision fair.”
In a passage reminiscent of Psalm :,
God promises to reward his faithful servants in the hereafter by bequeathing to
them “the [entire] land” (usually understood as paradise [q.v.]; cf.  :).
In this life, human beings are God’s
“vicegerents (khalāif ) on the earth” (see
) and their possessions and social

ranks (see     
) are a means by which God tests
their loyalty (q.v.) to their maker ( :).
Thus, human possession is distinct from
that of God by its transience and inconstancy. Ancient Arabian tribes (see 
 ; ; - 
  ) were given abundant
wealth and splendid palaces, but their
ungodly ways and stubborn belief in their
self-sufficiency vis-à-vis God brought
divine wrath upon them (see ).
Following their refusal to amend their
ways, God withdrew his favor from the
wrongdoers, dispossessed them and wiped
them from the face of the earth (see
 ). Their tragic end
serves as a reminder to later generations
(q.v.) that God’s bounty and solicitude for
the well-being of his human subjects call
for continual gratitude. This idea is eloquently stated in  :-: “Have they not
seen how we have created for them of what
our hands wrought cattle that they own
(lahā mālikūna)? We have subdued them to
them, and some of them they ride and
some they eat; other uses they have in
them, and beverages (see  
;   ). What, will they
not be thankful?”
In elaborating on the meaning of the
phrase “they own” (mālikūna), the Yemeni
exegete al-Shawkānī (d. ⁄) explains that it means that God has granted
humankind full and coercive control
( ābiūna qāhirūna) over their domestic animals. This is viewed by the commentator
as a sign of God’s benevolence toward his
human servants, for he could have created
the animals wild so that “they would run
away from them [the people] and they
would have been unable to subdue them.”
Instead, argues al-Shawkānī, God has
made the animals part and parcel of human beings’ estate⁄possession (ārat fī
amlākihim), over which they exercise full
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sovereignty (mulk; Shawkānī, Tafsīr, iv, ;
cf. abarī, Tafsīr, xxiii, -). This idea is
reiterated over and over again throughout
the Qurān, as in e.g.  :: “Have you
not seen that God has subjected to you
whatsoever is in the heavens and the earth,
and he has lavished upon you his benefits
(niamahu), outward and inward” (cf.
 :; :).
Possession of worldly goods by people
entails responsibilities, which are stipulated
in the numerous passages of the Qurān
that constitute the foundation of the legal
norms pertaining to property rights under
Islam (see    ). The rich
are enjoined by God to share their wealth
with the poor (see   
) generously but not to squander it
either: “And give the kinsman his right,
and the needy, and the traveler (see ); and never squander; the squanderers
are brothers of the satans” ( :-).
Wives, “those of weak intellect,” and orphans (q.v.) are entitled to their share in
the property of their husbands and guardians (see   ; ;
  ; ), who are commanded to treat them
equitably ( :-; see  
). In one instance, the injunction
to share one’s wealth with others appears
alongside the two principal articles of the
Islamic creed — an eloquent evidence of
its importance for the nascent faith:
“Believe in God and his messenger (q.v.),
and expend what he has made you stewards of; for those of you who have believed
and expended is (in store) a great reward”
( :; cf. :; see   ;
). Statements such as this one make it
abundantly clear that all worldly possessions held by human beings ultimately belong to and come from God, who lends
them to his servants for appointed terms.
Therefore, hoarding what is effectively
God’s property for one’s private gain is

strongly condemned: “Those who hoard
gold and silver and do not expend them
in the way of God (see ;
) — to them give the good tidings of
a painful chastisement (see 
 ), the day they shall be
heated in the fire of jahannam (see 
 ) and therewith their
foreheads and their sides and their backs
shall be branded: ‘This is what you
hoarded for yourselves: therefore taste
you now what you were treasuring!’ ”
( :-).
The Qurān contains a number of stipulations regarding the proper relations
between male and female slaves (“those
whom your right hands own”) and their
masters, in everyday life and at manumission (see   ; ;
   ). Within the
household, the masters are commanded to
treat their human property kindly ( :,
, ; :; :, , etc.; see 
). At manumission, the owners
are enjoined to “contract them [freed
slaves] accordingly… and give them of the
wealth of God that he has given you”
( :). Again, the idea is that, in the
final account, all wealth and possessions
come from God, who lends them temporarily to his servants.
In the later exegetical tradition (see
   :  
) pertaining to passages that deal
with divine sovereignty over the world, one
finds a debate over the semantic nuances of
mālik, “owner, possessor,” as opposed to
malik, “sovereign, king.” At issue with
medieval commentators was the respective
scope of each of these terms. Some (Abū
Ubayd, d. ⁄, and al-Mubarrad,
d. ⁄) argued that the latter was
more encompassing (ablagh), as the king’s
(malik) writ overrules the sovereignty of
any individual owner (mālik) within his
realm (mulk). Others (al-Zamakhsharī,
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d. ⁄) considered the word “owner”
(mālik) to be more comprehensive when
applied to God, in so far as he can be
regarded as the ultimate “owner” of all
human beings, be they kings or commoners. Hence, the title “owner” is more comprehensive than “king” when applied to
God, while the title “king” is more comprehensive than “owner” when applied to
human beings ( abarsī, Majma, i, -).
According to al-Shawkānī, each term carries connotations that are unique to it and
missing from its counterpart; therefore the
dispute around their respective scope is
futile. From the viewpoint of the Asharī
doctrine (see    )
of divine attributes, however, the term
mālik, “owner,” when it is applied to God,
should be regarded as his attribute of
action (ifa li-filihi). The term malik (“king,
sovereign”), on the other hand, should be
seen as an attribute of the divine essence
(ifa li-dhātihi; Shawkānī, Tafsīr, i, ).
In his “rationalist” commentary on the
Qurān the great Muslim theologian and
exegete Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. ⁄)
argues that God’s status as the “sovereign”
(malik) of the universe indicates that he is
located outside it, since he cannot be “sovereign of himself.” This conclusion, in his
view, is corroborated by  :, according
to which “None is there in the heavens and
earth, but comes to the all-merciful as a
worshipper (abd).” If, argues al-Rāzī,
everything on earth and in heaven worships God, he of necessity should be
located outside and above it, for otherwise
he would have been the worshipper of
himself, which is logically impossible (cf.
Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxi, -). For the accusation
of the “possession” of humans by malevolent forces, see ; ; 
 .
Alexander D. Knysh
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Post-Enlightenment Academic
Study of the Qurān
The modern study of the Qurān, meaning
thereby “the critical dispassionate (i.e. nonpolemical) search for knowledge, unconstrained by ecclesiastical institutional
priorities” (Rippin, Qur’an. Style and contents,
xi n. ), insofar as it is a living tradition of
learning and the basis of all contemporary
research, cannot be assessed in its entirety
in a single entry. Rather, the present entry
can merely aim at specifying the major
trends of research and the overall development of modern scholarship. The selective
bibliography below is limited to writings
of a general character, collections of
papers and literature dealing specifically
with the modern study of the Qurān and
its methodology.
The study of the Qurān has never
ceased being a primary concern in the
realm of Islamic studies during the past
two centuries. Given the outstanding
importance of the Qurān in Islam, it is
likely to remain so in the future. The
interest of scholars in the Qurān, however, has shifted its center of attention
from time to time, depending on the prevailing Zeitgeist as well as on the ensuing
challenges and results of ongoing
research.

-
Nineteenth century
The academic study of the Qurān in the
West around the middle of the nineteenth
century was largely stimulated and influenced by two German works, G. Weil’s
Historisch-kritische Einleitung () and Th.
Nöldeke’s Geschichte des Qorāns (). Both
writings, but above all Nöldeke’s, set new
standards for future research and went
beyond the achievements of previous literature. As an illustration of the contemporary state of the art in Europe, suffice to
say that, in , Solvet’s Introduction à la
lecture du Coran merely offered to the French
public a new translation of G. Sale’s
Preliminary discourse (this discourse was part
of Sale’s influential book The Koran commonly called Alcoran of Mohammed… to which
is prefixed a preliminary discourse, which had
already been published in London in
; see -  
 ). The treatise of Sale
offers a general overview of the contents of
the Qurān, the basic tenets of the Muslim
faith (q.v.; see also ) and a rough
sketch of pre-Islamic Arabia and the developments of early Islam (see -
   ;   ). In itself, it draws mainly on material
contained in E. Pococke’s Specimen historiae
arabum () but more importantly, and in
marked difference to the accounts of Weil
and Nöldeke, Sale does not yet treat the
text of the Qurān in its own right nor does
he deal in detail with the formal, linguistic
and stylistic elements of the text.
G. Weil in his Historisch-kritische Einleitung,
which is only a short treatise that devotes
some forty pages to the Qurān as such,
took up the Muslim division between
Meccan and Medinan sūras (see    ; ; )
in order to establish a chronological framework of revelation (see  
;   ).
In doing so, he became the first to attempt
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a reassessment of the traditional dating of
the sūras and to divide the Meccan material into three further periods, something
which was then fully elaborated and
improved upon by Nöldeke. Although
Weil and Nöldeke considered matters of
content while establishing a chronological order of revelation for the Meccan
sūras — e.g. similarity of content and terminology in individual sūras was seen as
evidence for their mutual correlation and
their approximate time of origin — both
scholars also stressed the importance of
formal and linguistic elements of the
qurānic text for defining the criteria
according to which the three Meccan
periods could be distinguished (see e.g.
     ;
;    ;
). This four-period dating
system, consisting of three Meccan periods
and the Medinan period, proved influential
for decades to come. It considerably influenced the future conceptual analysis of
the Meccan segments of the Qurān and
even led to the re-arrangement of the
Meccan sūras in a number of twentiethcentury translations of the Qurān in western languages (cf. Blachère, Introduction,
 f.) and was also initially adopted for
the French translation by R. Blachère. The
idea of re-arranging the text of the
Qurān, including the division of single
sūras into unities of differing chronological
status, ultimately led to the complex undertaking of R. Bell in his translation of
the Qurān “with a critical re-arrangement
of the Surahs” (-; see also below;
see    ).
Of the studies mentioned so far, Nöldeke’s Geschichte des Qorāns ( ), since its
appearance in a second enlarged edition
in the first decades of the twentieth
century — considerably augmented by
three other scholars — has proven to be
the decisive standard text to which all
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modern scholars interested in the Qurān
must refer. It is still a helpful tool today,
especially as many of its shortcomings have
been detected, discussed and revised. The
elaboration of the four-period dating system is presented in the first volume of  .
The second volume, written by Nöldeke’s
pupil F. Schwally, contains a detailed analysis of the collection of the Qurān (q.v.;
see also    ; ).
The third volume, by G. Bergsträsser and
O. Pretzl, treats the history of the qurānic
text and is mainly concerned with variant
readings and the later-established “readings” (qirāāt) known from Islamic tradition
(see    ).
In some sense, the third volume of
 can be considered as the indispensable
preliminary to the final task of an edition
of the Qurān according to the most exacting standards of the philological method,
that is, an edition based on ancient manuscripts, the entire available Islamic literature on the subject (see 
   ) and,
most importantly, accompanied by a critical apparatus that would list all known
variant readings and orthographical peculiarities (cf. Bergsträsser, Plan eines Apparatus Criticus). Nothing, however, has
come of this and an edition of the Qurān
that follows the above-mentioned critical
methodology remains a desideratum. The
final contribution of research in this direction, pre-dating the publication of the
third volume of  by one year, is Jeffery’s
Materials for the history of the text of the Qurān
(). Since then, individual contributions
for the history of the text have been made
in a number of articles but no major work
has been published which would offer a
synthesis of the material. Also, ancient
manuscripts of the Qurān, going back to
the first and second Islamic centuries, and
which have become known in the meantime, have not yet been published properly

and still await detailed analysis (cf. Puin,
Observations). It is noteworthy, however,
that in his multi-volume Arabic-German
edition of the Qurān (Gütersloh  f.)
A.Th. Khoury decided to include many
variant readings in the commentary, although he made no effort to be comprehensive (the contributions of Antoine Isaac
Silvestre de Sacy, the first European to
study al-Dānī, and those of Edmund Beck
for the study of the variant readings of the
Qurān should likewise not be overlooked).
Nöldeke’s  and the work of Schwally,
Bergsträsser and Pretzl shaped in any case
much of the modern study of the Qurān
in its later developments, directing it
mainly towards the study of the formal,
stylistic and linguistic aspects of the text, as
well as towards the study of the terminology of the Qurān and to its semantic and
conceptual analysis. Yet many topics of
future research were, as seems natural, not
yet raised in the  . It is also important to
note that Nöldeke’s pioneering work, notwithstanding its undeniable scientific merits, is littered with less-than-sympathetic
remarks about what he (as well as other
Orientalists of his formation and generation) thought of the scripture to which
he devoted his studies, in particular its
aesthetic qualities (see Wild, Die schauerliche. . . Öde). In this respect, his generation
stood too much under the spell of ancient
literature which pervaded the minds of
nineteenth-century European philologists
and which made them incapable of truly
appreciating texts stemming from different
cultural contexts. The nearest Nöldeke
came to esteeming the Arabic literary heritage was in his fondness for pre-Islamic
poetry, in which he discovered a likeness
between the Bedouin (q.v.) worldview and
that of the ancient Germanic tribes (see
also   ; ). In many
of their judgments on the Qurān, however, Nöldeke and his successors come
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perilously close to T. Carlyle’s famous
statement, “it is a toilsome reading as I
ever undertook. A wearisome confused
jumble, crude, incondite; endless iterations,
long-windedness, entanglement (…).
Nothing but a sense of duty could carry
any European through the Koran” (On
heroes,  f.). The modern study of the
Qurān during the last part of the twentieth century has contributed much to
changing this attitude, yet the works of the
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
scholars were chiefly responsible for the
fact that only in the recent past did it become widely acknowledged in the West
that the Qurān could be esteemed as a
piece of highly artful literature, possessing
considerable and distinctive aesthetical
qualities, as well as beauty of expression.
Another shortcoming of the  , and perhaps the one that most limits its merits
from our viewpoint, is the relatively marginal role accorded to Islamic learning
and heritage. This is not to be seen as an
entirely negative factor, or only as a drawback, because, for one thing, to begin to
treat the Qurān as a text in its own right
and to attempt to judge and evaluate it on
its own premises, independently of what
the Islamic scholarly tradition had to
offer, was a great step forward in the
understanding of the Qurān. Furthermore, the Arabic literature available to
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
scholars was very limited and simply insufficient, if compared to today’s wealth of
accessible material. Yet this method of setting aside or overriding, if necessary, the
data of the Islamic tradition in favor of the
intrinsic evidence of the qurānic text manifests a major methodological flaw. The
reason for that is the eclectic, and therefore
often arbitrary, use made of the Islamic
tradition. On the one hand, the  authors
often did not follow the Islamic tradition
concerning the origin, chronology, order

and semantic value of the textual constituents of the Qurān but, on the other
hand, in trying to establish an independent
framework and in attempting a fresh interpretation of the qurānic event, they did
take the Islamic tradition into account.
Within the context of this latter approach,
the tradition was especially consulted on
two accounts: for the qurānic depictions of
the historical circumstances of the revelation (viz. the life of the Prophet and the
vicissitudes of his community; see 
  ) and for the details found
in classical Islamic works elucidating the
emergence of the Qurān as a document in
a historically definable context. Nöldeke
himself had become aware of this problem
through his acquaintance with the studies
by H. Lammens, whose writings emphasize
the non-historicity of the Islamic tradition
and, consequently, the futility of making
use of it at all. Nöldeke thus felt compelled
to defend the value of the Islamic tradition
in historical matters and stressed that the
Medinan period, at least, was “in the clear
light of history” (“mit der Übersiedlung
nach Jathrib betreten wir hell historischen
Boden,” Die Tradition, ). The methodological flaw involved here is, however,
undeniable. Disclosing this weakness and
its wide-reaching implications was to
become a distinctive feature of the modern
study of the Qurān during the twentieth
century.
The latter half of the nineteenth century
is marked by an increasing number of treatises produced in the wake of Weil and
Nöldeke. Many of those are distinguished
by the fact that they adopt the principles
of research developed by the German
Orientalists but reach different conclusions. This is the case — to name but a
few — with the respective writings of
W. Muir, A. Rodwell, H. Grimme and
H. Hirschfeld. Although these scholars
came to different and conflicting conclu-
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sions, all (with the debatable exception of
Rodwell) certainly enhanced the critical
study of the Qurān along the lines of
philological research. Muir and Rodwell,
in their treatises of , each developed
a chronological sequence and re-arrangement of the sūras. Muir’s re-arrangement
distinguishes six different periods, proposing five Meccan periods, which he defined
by recourse to the successive stages of
Muammad’s career as a prophet (see
  ). Grimme,
on the contrary, attempted to order the
sūras on the basis of doctrinal characteristics, with only two Meccan periods and
one Medinan (cf. Watt-Bell, Introduction,
). Finally, Hirschfeld, in his New researches
into the composition and exegesis of the Qoran
() introduced still another sequence of
the qurānic passages. This scheme is likewise based on the content of the sūras and
their respective messages, which were assigned by Hirschfeld to one of six “modes”
(confirmatory, declamatory, narrative,
descriptive, legislative, parable).
In contrast to the preceding studies, in
which the sūras (q.v.) were largely taken for
granted as textual unities and thus as entities of the same origin and chronological
status, Rodwell and Hirschfeld also tried to
identify single passages within the sūras
that belong together thematically and
hence also chronologically. This idea
was then carried forward and implemented, in varying degrees, by R. Bell
and R. Blachère. In Bell’s re-arrangement
of the sūras, incorporated into his translation of the Qurān, he not only tried to
break the sūras up into short coherent passages but even into single verses (q.v.) or
verse groupings. This was done according
to his famous hypothesis that all sūras had
undergone various processes of revision
and that during the collection of the
Qurān the leaves or papers that contained
the text were partially disordered. He also

suggested that something written on the
back of these papers was then, by mistake
as it were, inserted in the context of a sūra
to which it did not belong (see Watt-Bell,
Introduction, -; also Merrill, Bell’s critical analysis; Bell’s evidence for his dissections of the single sūras is available in
greater detail in his posthumously published Commentary). Less radically, Blachère
in the first edition of his translation of the
Qurān (-) adopted, with minor
modifications, the chronological scheme of
the Meccan sūras as laid down in  and
thus produced his own “reclassement des
sourates.” This scheme, however, was
abolished in the second edition ()
and Blachère retained the traditional
(Islamic) order.
It needs to be emphasized that none of
the studies carried out during the second
half of the nineteenth century ever
reached the influence of Nöldeke’s  in
modern scholarship; nor were their results
accepted as easily and widely. This is
doubtless because Nöldeke’s initial periodization and the ensuing evaluation of
the qurānic text on the basis of his chronology steers the middle course between
being too indiscriminate on the one hand
and being too sophisticated on the other.
Compared to that, Muir’s six periods or
Hirschfeld’s six “modes” seem somewhat
over-detailed and thus of difficult application in further research. Another reason for
the dominance of Nöldeke’s scheme in
modern scholarship has been the fact that
the second edition of  appeared only
after the publication of the late nineteenthcentury treatises and thus already includes
the critical discussion or even refutation of
rival accounts. What is more, given the
hypothetical nature of every such reconstruction of the origin of the Qurān,
which is based on circumstantial evidence
drawn primarily from formal, linguistic
and stylistic features, the more detailed the
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proposed partition of the qurānic text, the
more difficult it is to argue for both its accuracy and its ability to do justice to other
sorts of reasonable hypotheses. Having
proposed a dissection of the qurānic text
into tiny passages of accidental sequence
and thus rendering a meaningful reconstruction of its internal chronology virtually impossible, R. Bell then faced this
problem in its most extreme form.
From the present point of view, therefore,
the late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century attempts at rearranging the
qurānic text do not seem very convincing.
The character of most such rearrangements is too hypothetical to be assessed
properly. Also, there is essentially no evidence that is extra-qurānic but contemporaneous with the period of qurānic
origins that could validate or refute the
proposed hypotheses. We are thus left
with the impression that much of what
was said in favor of a certain rearrangement of the qurānic text often does not
appear improbable — but neither is there
any compelling evidence for its validity.
One final drawback of first establishing a
chronological order of the qurānic
textual material and then attempting its
interpretation on the very basis of this
scheme has been summarized by
A. Rippin (Quran. Style and contents, xxii)
as follows:

It is not by accident, therefore, that the
majority of studies pertaining to the form
and structure of the Qurān and to single
sūras conducted since the second half of
the twentieth century no longer try to
establish a fixed chronological order or
rearrangement of sūras, on whatever
basis. Rather, such studies tend to limit
themselves to phenomenological description of the qurānic wording (Müller,
Untersuchungen), re-propose the unity of the
Meccan sūras as distinctive and not incidentally composed entities (Neuwirth,
Studien) or attempt to solve problems of
textual coherence by recourse to the vast
Islamic literature on the subject (Nagel,
Einschübe; see    
).
Before concluding the survey of nineteenth-century scholarship, it must be
stressed that the dominant trend in
qurānic studies, namely the reconstruction of the textual history of the Qurān
chiefly on the basis of its internal features
and with the assistance of the Islamic
tradition for its historical context, is less
noticeable in works concerned with the
history of early Islam, in particular the life
of the Prophet. Clearly, the Qurān plays a
major role in this field too, being the foundational document of the new religion.
The best example of such scholarship, one
that drew upon the Islamic tradition and
the bulk of the exegetical material (as far
as it was known at the time and much
more than was done in the works reviewed
above) is probably A. Sprenger’s threevolume biography of Muammad ().
Here, Sprenger went a long way towards
combining the qurānic data with the lore
of tradition. In this, he was much assisted
by the sources at his disposition in Indian
libraries. Although both form and content of the Qurān are not to the fore in
Sprenger’s study, it nevertheless contains
much that directly pertains to the study of

Using the chronological framework produces a systematic picture of the development of semantic information which may
then be used to re-date elements which do
not fit into the basic scheme. Certainly
such a method has its circularity (…), but it
is often held out that such a study might
prove persuasive if it combined a number
of such thematic and semantic elements to
produce a single cohesive and coherent
pattern; a study of this type, however, has
not yet been undertaken.
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the Qurān. Sprenger’s study is thus, in this
respect, far ahead of other writings of his
time but his work was never granted the
place in the modern study of the Qurān it
justly deserves.
The heritage of Western nineteenthcentury scholarship on the Qurān was to
determine the course that modern research
took during the first half of the twentieth
century. Some lines of continuity and lasting influence have already been mentioned: for example, the quest for the role
of Islamic tradition in establishing the
external and contextual framework for
the historical process of the revelation, or
Bell’s fragmentation of the qurānic text as
the ultimate consequence of applying formal and stylistic criteria in detecting coherent, if minute, passages of textual and
thematic unity. The main thrust, however,
behind nineteenth-century research was
towards the philological treatment of the
text, its individual constituents and the interest in both the significance and origin of
single terms or concepts. It is along these
lines that much of the ensuing research
evolved.

;   ).
One topic that aroused the interest of
numerous scholars during much of the
twentieth century was the significance of
the so-called “mysterious letters” (q.v.)
which were first dealt with in Nöldeke’s
 . Many hypotheses as to their possible
meaning were then advanced, starting
with O. Loth and leading to the extensive
articles by H. Bauer and E. Goossens.
Before that, we find the remarks made by
H. Hirschfeld in his New researches, and further contributions were added by A. Jones,
M. Seale and J. Bellamy. It is fair to say,
however, that no truly convincing solution
to the origin and relevance of the “mysterious letters” has yet been found, although
many hypotheses which were advanced do
not lack ingenuity and demanded much
effort in order to establish them. Interest in
this subject abated in recent years and few
new hypotheses have been put forward
since (cf. Massey, Mystery letters).
Another thread of research which had its
origins in the late nineteenth century and
was then carried on for many decades in
the twentieth century concerns the language used in the Qurān and, by implication, the language originally spoken by the
Prophet. The subject was raised to prominence by K. Vollers who in his Volkssprache
und Schriftsprache im alten Arabien argued that
the Qurān was first recited in colloquial
Arabic lacking the case-endings, whereas
the known text of the Qurān was a result
of the work of later philologists trying to
purge the wording from all traces of dialect and to generate a text conforming to
the rules of classical Arabic, the language
used by the ancient poets. This view found
some adherents (P. Kahle, G. Lüling) but
was more often rejected (e.g. R. Geyer, Th.
Nöldeke, F. Schwally). Since then it has
been largely agreed upon, following a
number of further articles and discussions
in monographs exploring the ramifications

First half of the twentieth century
Topics dominant in early twentieth century-scholarship were the linguistic aspects
of the qurānic wording, its variant readings (see    ) and its
foreign (i.e. of non-Arabic origin) vocabulary (see  ;      ), the
significance of single qurānic terms and
concepts, the order and chronology of the
textual parts and their integrity (see 
    ; 
   ), and the influence of the older monotheistic faiths
upon the content and message of the
Qurān (including the pivotal role of biblical and apocryphal lore; see ;
   ;  
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of this argument (e.g. R. Blachère [Histoire,
i, -], C. Rabin, J. Fück [Arabiya]), that
the original language of the Qurān, in
accordance with what we find in the
standard text, consists more or less of the
so-called koinè used in inter-tribal communication and ancient poetry, with some
traces of the Meccan dialect left in the
peculiarities of the qurānic orthography
(see ; ; 
;    
).
Both the detailed study of the “mysterious letters” as well as the quest for the original language of the Qurān clearly betray
the language-oriented direction of much of
modern research after the beginning of the
twentieth century. The outcome of both
fields of study may seem, especially if one
considers the intellectual labor involved,
rather disappointing: the “mysterious letters” have remained mysterious, though
less unfamiliar, and the present linguistic
form of the Qurān is widely accepted as
being that from the time of its origin onwards. Much more promising, therefore,
proved the interest twentieth-century
scholars took in the terms used in the
Qurān. Here a field of study was opened,
yet not without having antecedents during
the late nineteenth century, which offered
the possibility of combining interest in linguistic features with a closer study of the
message of the Qurān, as both are inevitably linked to each other in the semantic
potential of single terms. Among the first
writings in this field, preparing the way for
further research in the twentieth century,
were the Arabic-English glossary of the
Qurān by J. Penrice (Dictionary, ) and
the analysis of commercial terms used in
the Qurān and their relation to qurānic
theology by Ch. Torrey (Commercialtheological terms, ; see  
;    ).
The studies which then appeared in the

first half of the twentieth century shifted
their interest to the etymological background of qurānic key-terms, their connections to the use in earlier monotheist
religions and the proper names found in
the Qurān. The most influential and
stimulating writings in this regard are
the relevant passages in J. Horovitz’s
Koranische Untersuchungen (), as well as
A. Mingana’s “Syriac influence” (),
K. Ahrens’s Christliches im Qoran () and
A. Jeffery’s Foreign vocabulary ().
Interestingly, the shift in the study of
terms and concepts towards their possible
origin in Jewish, Christian or JudaeoChristian usage reflects the growth of an
area of study which might be said to be the
true novelty of early twentieth-century
scholarship on the Qurān. Turning away
from a purely language-centered approach
or the attempt to understand the qurānic
message intrinsically on the sole basis of its
textual constituents and stylistic phenomena, the qurānic terms, narrations, legal
prescriptions (see ; 
  ), elements of eschatology
(q.v.) and theology were now increasingly
compared to, and set into relation with,
corresponding items in the Jewish and
Christian traditions. Although the problem
of the exact relationship of emergent
Islam and its Prophet with Judaism and
Christianity had already been raised by A.
Geiger (Was hat Mohammed), A. Sprenger
(Moammad’s Zusammenkunft), and Th.
Nöldeke (Hatte Muammad christliche
Lehrer), no immediate attempt had been
made to trace the tokens of Jewish and
Christian influence on nascent Islam in the
Qurān. Beginning with Hirschfeld’s
Jüdische Elemente () and Schapiro’s (incomplete) Haggadische Elemente (), however, this approach soon developed into a
major area of study through the monographs by W. Rudolph (), H. Speyer
(), J. Walker () and D. Sidersky
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(). More importantly still, the field of
qurānic studies at this point merged with
the more generally-oriented and less
Qurān-centered history of early Islam, a
field in which two influential writings had
appeared just at that time, namely R. Bell’s
The origin of Islam in its Christian environment
() and Ch. Torrey’s The Jewish foundation of Islam ().
Without exaggeration, the research into
the supposed Jewish or Christian roots of
early Islam and hence of its scripture may
be said to be the lasting heritage of early
twentieth-century qurānic studies, having
had by far the most wide-reaching influence until the present day. Although only
few would today claim either that Islam
came into being in a predominantly
Christian environment or that its foundations are predominantly Jewish, the research carried out in order to support these
assertions did indeed produce much evidence for the actual relationship between
the monotheistic faiths. In addition, the
studies generated during the first decades
of the twentieth century drew attention to
the great amount of biblical lore which we
find in the Qurān and sharpened our view
of how biblical and apocryphal material is
adapted and presented in the Qurān. With
much-reduced claims as to the origin of
Islam and its scripture or its historical indebtedness towards Judaism and
Christianity, the study of the interrelatedness of the three great monotheistic religions and their scriptures has never
stopped, producing many writings in the
s (D. Masson, J. Henninger, J. Jomier,
A. Katsh) and beyond (K. Cragg, M. Seale,
U. Bonanate). This approach was accompanied by research into the connection of
the qurānic message to Near Eastern
realms of a more marginal nature
(Qumran, Samaritan Judaism) and to the
pre-Islamic pagan Arab religion (see
  ; ;

  ). In the latter
half of the twentieth century, a number of
monographs were published concerning
various biblical figures — such as Adam
(see   ), Abraham (q.v.) and
Mary (q.v.) and, above all, Jesus (q.v.) — as
portrayed in the Qurān (M. Hayek,
H. Michaud, G. Parrinder, H. Räisänen,
N. Robinson [Christ in Islam], O. Schumann). The quest for the presence of
Jewish and Christian elements in the
Qurān is likely to continue in the time to
come under the aegis of an increasingly
active inter-confessional dialogue.
Reviewing the field of Western qurānic
studies in the first half of the twentieth
century, one will become aware of the fact
that, with the notable exception of the
aforementioned study of Jewish and
Christian elements in the Qurān and the
revised edition of  , no syntheses or allencompassing monographs were produced.
Rather, scholarship followed different
tracks of research which either led to a
great number of interconnected articles, as
in the case of the mysterious letters or the
quest for the original language of the
Qurān, or to monographs dealing with a
particular subject such as the study of the
origin and etymology of qurānic terms. In
this vein, the first half of the twentieth
century was chiefly a period of research
into problems of limited range and of a
fervent collection of data. Putting it somewhat more positively, one could also say
that in this time tools for further study
were devised in a number of thematically
defined fields which, however, all have their
bearing on the whole. Another good example of this type of approach is A. Spitaler’s
Verszählung des Koran (). Therefore, during this period — despite the waging of
two world wars in the geographic center of
the academic study of the Qurān — time
was not lost in modern qurānic studies.
The s and s can thus be
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considered a period of the most intense
and prodigious research concerning the
Qurān, although the majority of its results
lay scattered in learned journals, academy
transactions, miscellanea and collections of
studies. The true amount of what was
achieved step by step in this period only
became apparent in post-World War II
scholarship, after a certain tendency
towards the accumulation of the widelydispersed material had set in among
French and British scholars.

and its relative independence, or isolation,
from many other fields of related interest
such as anthropology, religious studies,
social studies and literary criticism. The
biggest contribution to qurānic studies had
been made, up to that time, only by the
methods of biblical and theological studies.
It is true that most of the fields like anthropology and religious studies were
newcomers to Western scholarship in the
twentieth century and could not be
expected to be immediately adopted or
acknowledged by the modern study of the
Qurān. Yet up to the present day, Islamic
studies generally tends to lag behind the
developments in fields of related interest,
something which might, in part, be excused by the fact that the rather impenetrable and boundless mass of material of
all sorts that confronts the scholars of
Islam does not easily permit them to turn
their attention towards cognate disciplines.
As it is, however, the increasing influence
of relevant disciplines and a steadily growing array of new methods, perspectives
and approaches has characterized the
modern study of the Qurān since the
second half of the twentieth century.
Another novel feature of post-war
qurānic studies has been a new interest in
the actual content of the qurānic text and
a changed understanding of how to elucidate the semantics of qurānic terms and
concepts. Both approaches disentangled
themselves, to varying degrees, from similar attempts that were made earlier in the
twentieth century and showed their provenance to be the then dominant philological mode of research. As to the first point,
i.e. the new examination of the contents of
the Qurān, one could refer to the writings
of T. O’Shaughnessy, whose studies of
qurānic theology appeared from 
onwards. Similarly, a number of scholars
set about examining the ethical doctrines
of the Qurān (M. Draz, S. al-Shamma,

Second half of the twentieth century
This period is, at its beginning, distinguished by the publication of three influential general works dealing with the
phenomenon of the Qurān as a whole,
namely R. Blachère’s introduction to the
first edition of his translation (, independently published in ), A. Jeffery’s
The Qurān as scripture () and R. Bell’s
Introduction to the Qurān (, rev. ed. by
W.M. Watt in : Watt-Bell, Introduction).
Thus there were now three comprehensive
and up-to-date monographs available
which, in many respects, brought together
the manifold results of scholarship from
the earlier half of the twentieth century.
At the same time, the gist of  became
known to the non-German speaking world
via these writings. For decades to come, the
books by Bell, Blachère and Jeffery remained, together with the  , the standard reference texts for everybody involved
in qurānic studies.
Curiously, but perhaps not surprisingly,
the monographs by Blachère, Bell and
Jeffery drew upon much of the earlier
twentieth-century research and offer in
many ways a synthesis of the previous
achievements, yet at the same time their
writings also mark the end of a still
homogeneous tradition of scholarship.
The hallmarks of that tradition were the
importance of the philological approach
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M.D. Rahbar, D. Bakker, I. Zilio-Grandi;
see    ), its eschatology (R. Eklund, S. El-Salih, T. O’Shaughnessy) or its inherent anthropology
( J. Bouman, T. Izutsu, J. Jomier, S. Wild).
Others researched details of communal life
and ritual (K. Wagtendonk) as present in
the Qurān, albeit the first influential study
of that kind appears to be R. Robert’s
Social laws of the Qurān (; see inter alia
 ;   
; ; ). As to the
second point, i.e. a changed understanding
of the semantics of qurānic terms and
concepts, it is largely agreed upon that the
pioneering works of T. Izutsu brought
major progress in the field of semantic
studies, especially as his approach takes up
methods of modern linguistics. Izutsu aims
at analyzing the meaning of terms in context and does not look for a meaning inherent in the terms themselves. In doing so, he
superseded the earlier research carried out
in the field of semantic studies, although
Izutsu’s method is only seemingly in direct
opposition to the former philological
method and its stress on etymology (cf.
Rippin, Quran. Style and contents, xvi f.).
A third, particularly important novelty of
twentieth-century qurānic studies consists
in the discovery of the general contextuality of the qurānic wording, that is, the
difficulty of drawing a line between the
meaning of the text in itself — a concept
now considered by many as erroneous in
principle — and the creation of its meaning(s) in the process of interpretation and
exegesis (see    :
  ;  
 :    ). The only meaning a text is
considered to possess is thus the meaning
which is accorded or ascribed to it in the
process of actual reception and exegesis.
From around the middle of the twentieth
century, therefore, scholars in the field

of qurānic studies tended, hesitantly at
first, to develop a contextual view of the
Qurān. Consequently, less stress was laid
on the intrinsic character of the text, the
meaning of individual terms and the question of the origin of its material, as had
been the case during the first half of the
twentieth century. Rather, attention was
devoted to the ways in which the Qurān
was embedded in the wider realm of
Islamic learning and the emergence of its
meaning(s) from Islamic tradition and the
endeavors of the exegetes. This increasingly led scholars to analyze the close ties
between the Qurān and exegesis, Islamic
tradition (see    ),
Islamic theology and Arabic philological
studies devoted to the terminology and
vocabulary of the Qurān. This clearly
signified a major step forward, with the
result that many elements of the qurānic
wording were understood more thoroughly
and in greater detail by making use of the
vast quantity of Muslim scholarship dealing with all facets of the text (see     ).
The first immediate outcome of the
change of perspective in the modern study
of the Qurān towards its contextuality and
the significance of Muslim exegesis was the
growing interest in qurānic exegesis. This
field, of prime importance as it always was
in the culture of Islam, was up to the second half of the twentieth century almost
wholly, and inexplicably, missing from the
agenda of Western scholars, with the notable exception of I. Goldziher’s pioneering Richtungen der islamischen Koranauslegung
() and some dispersed comments in
the writings of early twentieth-century
Orientalists. The concentrated and still
ongoing effort, however, of a large number
of scholars, especially after the work of
J. Wansbrough (see below), has resulted in
considerably more research being done
in the vast field of Muslim exegesis than in
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the field of qurānic studies proper. But as
said before, it would by now be practically
impossible to differentiate between the
study of the Qurān and the study of its
exegesis, both being so closely related as to
permit no meaningful separation between
these two fields of research. On the contrary, one could even argue that, in contrast to the traditional self-perception of
modern scholarship, the academic quest
for the understanding of the Qurān is in
itself nothing but a further continuation of
Muslim exegesis, which, to a certain extent, uses different means and is stimulated
by other guiding principles. The more that
becomes known of Muslim exegesis, however, the closer we are brought to admit
that there is actually little of what modern
qurānic scholarship claims as its own
achievement that was unknown beforehand or is original to the “modern postenlightenment academic” approach.
Recognizing the importance of Muslim
exegesis for the modern study of the
Qurān is also part of a larger discussion
among scholars. This discussion revolves
around the question of what role the
Islamic scholarly tradition can, or should,
play in the study of the Qurān and early
Islam in general, one of the chief matters
of debate in research of the last quarter of
the twentieth century. From late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century
scholarship, the modern study of the
Qurān inherited an approach that tended
to set the Islamic tradition aside or use it
only in closely circumscribed areas, such as
reconstructing the historical context in
which the revelation took place (see above).
In contrast to that, later twentieth-century
research has shown that in Islamic tradition and learning, all fields are closely interrelated and that it might prove difficult,
if not impossible, to single some of its parts
out as valuable or historically reliable and
others as irrelevant. Rather, as a matter of

principle, there is no irrelevant or nonvaluable notice which might not further
our understanding of the whole. This is
not to say that some parts of that tradition
may not indeed be more valuable or historically accurate than others but, as most
scholars would admit, we are lacking the
necessary means to decide in the majority
of cases whether this is true of a certain
piece of tradition or not.
The growing familiarity of Western
scholars with the immense wealth of material stemming from the formative and classical periods of Islam and pertaining more
or less directly to the historical context of
early Islam and the coming into being of
the Qurān has also generated another
important insight: namely, that only a
small part of the available material, if collated and seen together with all relevant
bits and pieces, seems to allow a single
historical reconstruction which might be
considered reasonably more certain than
others. M. Cook (Early Muslim dogma,  f.)
has called this the “indefinite tolerance of
the source-material for radically different
historical interpretations,” which is why we
“know how to maintain rival theories; but
we can do little to decide between them.”
The methodologies, however, which are
capable of discerning the value, or tendency, of the source material have become
more refined in the past years and the
study of early Islamic tradition is a vivid
topic in recent research. It is here that
qurānic studies has come into close contact with the study of the life of the
Prophet and the history of his community.
Given that the Qurān as a historical document cannot be understood irrespective of
the setting of its genesis, this merging of
qurānic studies with the quest for the evolution of early Islam is bound to remain an
important element of future research.
In some sense, the perceived need to confront the qurānic data with everything that
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is known from the Islamic tradition about
the historical context of revelation in order
to elucidate the significance and meaning
of the Qurān runs parallel to the urge towards incorporating data from the exegetical tradition. For this latter trend aims at
the elucidation of the Qurān’s significance
and meaning via the semantic universe
created by the Muslim exegetes. Although
the implications of the studies of J. Wansbrough, A. Rippin and U. Rubin have still
to be worked out fully, their work shows
that the exegetical tradition may eventually prove vital for establishing the very
textual history of the Qurān during the
first decades of Islam and for understanding the origin of Islam itself. Both these
developments — the turn towards tradition
and towards Muslim exegesis — in the
modern study of the Qurān are ultimately
the result of the basic insight within later
twentieth-century scholarship, that a noncontextual understanding of the Qurān
will prove impossible and its attempt futile.
One is obliged to add that the opposite
attempt has been made — to clarify the
material of Islamic tradition and its depiction of early Islam by starting with the
qurānic data and not vice versa, notably
by R. Paret and W.M. Watt. Yet this has
merely shown that the “historical” references contained in the Qurān and those
which might tell us something about the
context of its revelation are too limited and
ambiguous in meaning to permit a largescale use of the Qurān for the reconstruction of the setting and context of its
origination.
Apart from the exegetical tradition and
the source material concerning the life of
the Prophet and the history of early Islam,
later twentieth-century qurānic studies
also drew attention to the relations between the Qurān and the fields of jurisprudence and legal theory ( J. Burton,
M. Schöller). In this respect, it is hoped

that the attitudes of early Muslim legal
scholars towards the qurānic text and the
use they made of it may tell us something
about the role of the Qurān in early
Islamic society and hence allow the formation of an idea of the function(s) it fulfilled
in its original setting. This could also bear
upon the problem of its presumed time
and place of origin, a matter which has
been put into question in twentieth-century scholarship (see below). In the same
vein, the modern study of the Qurān in
the second half of the twentieth century
returned to the philological study of the
Qurān, yet with more stress on the aspects
of grammar and syntax and less on the
semantic properties of the text (A. Ambros,
M. Chouémi, Cl. Gilliot [Les citations],
F. Leemhuis, W. Reuschel, R. Talmon,
C. Versteegh; see   
;     
; but cf. also the ground-breaking
work of A. Neuwirth, who focuses less on a
philological⁄atomistic approach than on
philological analysis of individual sūras
as paralleling elements of monotheistic
liturgy; cf.    
 ;   
); a computer-aided analysis of
the entire text of the Qurān along morphological, grammatical and syntactical
features is presently in preparation (cf.
Edzard, Perspektiven,  f.; see    ). In returning to
the linguistic analysis of the qurānic wording, a huge advance was made over the
achievements of early twentieth-century
scholarship. This is not only because the
wealth of relevant Arabic literature now
available compares so favorably with that
of the earlier part of the twentieth century.
Rather, it is chiefly because the vast Arabic
grammatical and philological tradition,
still largely unexplored and virtually inaccessible to the non-specialist, has now become the object of serious scrutiny. This
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thread of research also serves as an important corrective to recent work which, under
the weight of theoretical models, new
approaches and methodological premises,
carries the risk of losing touch with the
linguistic side of the Qurān whose study
is, after all, a basic requirement for its adequate understanding and interpretation.

enance and hymnic in character, representing the “Ur-Qurān” and proclaiming the
message of Muammad’s Judeo-Christian
mission. It was then changed, in the processes of redaction, to conform to the later
orthodox, post-prophetic Islamic views.
Another layer, the so-called “one-sense
layer,” was of post-prophetic Islamic provenance from the outset and should serve to
turn the meaning of the “two-sense layer”
towards the later views by being inserted at
appropriate places in the text. Much of
what is proposed by Lüling is astute and
based on broad learning. His general thesis, however, remains unconvincing to most
scholars primarily for two serious weaknesses which neither Lüling nor anyone
else is likely to remove in the future.
First, Lüling’s reconstruction requires the
consequent assertion that the entire Islamic
tradition pertaining to the history of early
Islam is a gigantic fabrication created to
cover up a different story. Given what we
know and considering the enormous
amount of preserved information, this
assumption is most unlikely and strains
credulity. The second drawback, equally
decisive, derives from the fact that in his
reconstruction of the text of the presumed
“Ur-Qurān” Lüling not only changed, in
many instances, the vocalization of the text
but also its consonantal structure, its word
sequence and entire words (something to
which he resorted to an even greater extent
in later writings). Although this was done
with great ingenuity, the obvious risk in
tampering with a text in order to fit a theory was carefully formulated by G.R.
Hawting in his review of another of
Lüling’s books (rvw. of Die Wiederentdeckung
des Propheten Muhammad, in   [],
): “It seems to me that the argument is
essentially circular and that since there is
no way of controlling or checking the recomposed Ur-Qurān, there is a danger that
it will be recomposed to suit one’s own pre-

Unresolved proposals
The last novelty of later twentieth-century
qurānic studies to mention is the publication of some hypotheses regarding the
origin of the Qurān which contest the
Islamic tradition as well as the results of
modern scholarship. The value of these
hypotheses, some of which had a greater
influence on the academic discussion than
others, is still a matter of debate and is
likely to remain so. Most scholars of Islam,
however, presently concur that none of
these hypotheses will eventually prove correct. Yet it must be admitted that, to date,
no large-scale refutation of any of them
has been produced; nor can all the arguments put forward be dismissed very easily.
The positive effect, in any case, of the proposed hypotheses has been one of resuscitating the modern study of the Qurān
and stimulating increased efforts in that
direction. The current state of affairs,
perhaps even the very fact of this encyclopedia, is the welcome result of this
stimulus.
The first study to challenge the conventional view regarding the origin of the
Qurān was published in  by G. Lüling
as a reworking and enlargement of his
Ph.D. dissertation of . He has since
repeated and pursued his basic claims in a
number of other studies. Put succinctly, he
comes to the conclusion that the qurānic
text consists of different layers which were
subjected to several redactions. The basic
layer of the text, the so-called “two-sense
layer,” was originally of Christian prov-
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conceptions about what one will find in it.”
In other words, anyone familiar with how
easy it is to change the meaning of an
Arabic consonantal text by systematically
modifying vocalization and⁄or consonant
markings will admit that this may open the
gates of semantic hell, so to speak. Taken
to extremes, one could as well replicate the
Cairo phone-book as a ūfī chain of mystical succession. Applying such textual modification to the Qurān can be done but, in
the absence of supporting evidence from
contemporary documents, it can neither be
confirmed nor falsified. Therefore, the
value of Lüling’s hypothesis, whatever its
merits in matters of detail, depends upon
how much weight modern scholarship is
willing to concede to conspiracy theories
that do not admit of falsification.
In  a study was published with the
title Die syro-aramäische Lesart des Koran. Ein
Beitrag zur Entschlüsselung der Koransprache,
whose author writes under the pseudonym
Ch. Luxenberg. Similar to Lüling’s hypothesis but without recourse to his work, the
meaning of many terms and passages of
the Qurān is here traced back to an original Syriac wording, in the process of which
the original meaning of the respective
qurānic terms and passages, lost or suppressed in the Islamic tradition as we know
it, is “rediscovered” (see   
). Although it seems too early to
venture a decisive judgment upon this publication which was accorded a methodically rigorous review (cf. Gilliot, Langue et
Coran, -), it is clear that Luxenberg’s
proposal suffers from the same weaknesses
as does Lüling’s account: the complete silence of the Islamic tradition with respect
to his proposed origin of the Qurān and
his resort to the modification of the consonantal text in both vocalization and consonant marking (for a positive appraisal of
Luxenberg’s thesis, see Gilliot, Langue et
Coran; id., Le Coran. Fruit d’un travail

collectif ?; cf. also van Reeth, L’évangile du
prophète).
With Lüling’s  study having remained largely unknown outside the
German-speaking academic world, the
major watershed in the modern study of
the Qurān occurred in  when three
highly controversial monographs were
published, namely J. Burton’s Collection
of the Qurān, M. Cook’s and P. Crone’s
Hagarism, and J. Wansbrough’s Quranic studies. These studies all present a novel reading and⁄or reconstruction of early Islam
and the history of its scripture. For the
study of the Qurān, Burton’s and Wansbrough’s monographs are of particular
importance, especially as the conclusions
reached by these two British scholars are
diametrically opposed to each other. In
Wansbrough’s account we are told that the
canonical form of the Qurān, i.e. the text
in its present form, was not established
prior to the end of the second⁄eighth century and does not entirely go back to the
time of the Prophet. From Burton’s study,
on the other hand, it can be inferred that
the collection of the canonical text predates the death of the Prophet and was
known in this form ever since. Both claims,
albeit entirely irreconcilable with each
other, contradict the mainstream Islamic
tradition which states that the canonical
text of the Qurān was eventually ratified
only during the two decades following the
death of the Prophet and up to the caliphate of Uthmān (q.v.; r. -⁄-).
Together with the strongly original theses
of Hagarism which was published at the
same time, the monographs by Burton
and Wansbrough created the first major
impetus to qurānic studies in many
decades.
An important difference between the
accounts of Burton and Wansbrough and
the aforementioned hypotheses of Lüling
and Luxenberg lies in the fact that neither
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Burton nor Wansbrough set about modifying the qurānic text. Rather, in the case
of Burton it is precisely the fact that the
Qurān contains some difficult and seemingly contradictory passages that are hard
to understand which serves as argument
against any later redaction (that easily
could have done away with all such difficulties; see ; ;
 ). In the case of Wansbrough, the belief that the present text of
the Qurān achieved canonical status during the first Islamic centuries is questioned,
yet no attempt is made to question the
accuracy of the transmitted text beyond
the variant readings current in the Islamic
tradition. A greater difficulty faced both
Burton and Wansbrough with regard to the
Islamic tradition concerning the origin of
the Qurān, although Burton’s hypothesis
seems to be easier to reconcile with what
the sources tell us than does Wansbrough’s.
Nevertheless, both negate the historicity
of much of the traditional material on
Islamic origins and thus constitute variants
of conspiracy theories. The early Islamic
biographical literature, for example, is
called by Wansbrough ( , ) a “pseudohistorical projection.” Yet, both Burton
and Wansbrough make valid points, which
cannot be side-stepped in research, and
there is indeed some evidence in the
Islamic tradition which supports their
hypotheses. The general, somewhat paradoxical, effect upon many readers of their
studies appears to be that much of what
Burton and Wansbrough present in order
to reach their respective conclusions is
admitted by most to be sound and important for the course of future scholarship,
yet their conclusions are not.
J. Wansbrough’s hypothesis, being more
contentious and radical, has received more
attention from the scholarly community
than Burton’s proposal. The consensus
reached after an initial analysis of Wans-

brough’s study praised his method and his
recourse to typology and criteria of biblical and literary criticism. His conclusions
about the origin of the Qurān were, however, received with great skepticism or outright denial. Few were convinced that the
generation of the Qurān was protracted
until the end of the second⁄eighth century.
Indeed, especially considering the evidence
of qurānic epigraphy from the first two
centuries of Islam (see  
 ;   
;     
), it is hard to see how the history of
early Islam could have evolved if its scripture was still in the making and the product of a gradual evolution. His inability to
offer an alternative scenario is a weakness
of Wansbrough’s hypothesis (cf. rvw. of 
by A. Neuwirth, in  - [],  f.)
and in his second treatise — which further
expounds his basic proposal — Wansbrough explicitly denies any attempt at
historical reconstruction: “My purpose…
is not historical reconstruction, but rather,
source analysis” (Sectarian milieu, ix). For the
understanding of the Qurān, however,
Wansbrough’s hypothesis signifies that the
text in its present form cannot be traced
back to the Prophet or to any single individual. Rather, in this view, the Qurān
consists of the redaction and collection of
material (“logia”), dealing with Islamic
“salvation history” (see ;
   ) that was first
generated in various sectarian communities, and finally accorded canonical status
as an authoritative text. Passages or logia
which were not included in that canon remained part of the various fields of the
Islamic tradition, chiefly prophetic biography (sīra), adīth and commentary
(tafsīr). Wansbrough maintains that, with
virtually no evidence about the details of
the presumed redaction and collection at
our disposal, every attempt at trying to
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establish a chronology of the individual
parts of the qurānic text, or at reconstructing the Formgeschichte of the Qurān, is
impossible in principle; the actual origins
of the qurānic data must remain unknown. The stylistic features and the literary form of the qurānic text itself are of
no help in determining its date of origin
and its authenticity (cf. Wansbrough,  ,
). Finally, with the Qurān offering almost no material useful for historical purposes, the chronological framework known
from the Islamic tradition appears merely
as an historical order “introduced into
what was essentially literary chaos”
(Wansbrough,  , ).
Notwithstanding the controversial validity of Wansbrough’s overall thesis concerning the genesis of the Qurān as scripture
and its evolution in time, his treatise
opened up many ways of research for the
first time which then heavily influenced
the ensuing efforts of scholarship. He was
the first to use the exegetical commentaries
of the second⁄eighth century systematically and to conceive of a typology and
terminology in order to better understand
what the early Muslim exegetes were actually doing. Or put differently, he pushed
the contextual approach to the Qurān to
its limits, making the notion of “the
Qurān” as a body of texts which can be
interpreted and analyzed within the traditional paths of “historical criticism,”
almost meaningless. A. Rippin, who in a
number of articles defended the merits of
Wansbrough’s approach, rightly observed
of Wansbrough’s work that “the theories
proffered about the origins of the Qurān
have tended to overshadow the others” (id.,
Methodological notes, ), resulting in an
ultimate misconception of his approach
and the dismissal of his method and its
achievements for the sake of denying the
validity of his overall conclusion. Indeed,
it might be supposed, and there is some

rumor to that effect among contemporary
scholars of early Islam, that Wansbrough’s
hypothesis of a cumulative creation of the
Qurān and its gradual evolution into
scripture in a sectarian setting of broadly
Near Eastern monotheistic stamp might
still be safeguarded if the period of the
Qurān’s origin is no longer placed in the
first Islamic centuries but ante-dated to the
time prior to the Prophet’s mission (see
). It then would also become compatible with Burton’s well-argued hypothesis
that the Qurān had already reached its
present form and structure in the time of
the Prophet. To clarify this issue will be a
major challenge for the modern study of
the Qurān in the years to come. In doing
so, it will be imperative to work with all the
literary sources at one’s disposal, yet at the
same time avoid the temptation of creating
new texts out of those presently known in
order to fit one’s own theories.
Prospects of further research
Many of the aforementioned research
trends as they developed in the second half
of the twentieth century will undoubtedly
determine the further course of the study
of the Qurān in the foreseeable future.
The seminal works of Burton and, above
all, Wansbrough are especially likely to
exert ever more influence upon qurānic
studies and the methods used therein. The
contextual approach towards the Qurān,
placing its study in close connection to the
study of the various related fields of
Islamic learning (Tradition, exegesis, law,
grammar), will probably continue to dominate most academic efforts. There is still
much optimism and vigor in qurānic studies, and justly so. Illustrative of this is the
fact that  witnessed the publication,
after some  years of modern Western
scholarship on the Qurān, of the first volume of the first periodical devoted exclusively to qurānic matters, Journal of qur’anic
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studies; it is noteworthy that in the editorial
of its first issue, the field of qurānic studies
is called, albeit somewhat disrespectfully
towards the achievements of the past, “an
evolving discipline.”
Apart from the trends inherited from late
twentieth-century scholarship, however,
there are a number of areas in qurānic
studies whose importance has not yet been
fully recognized and whose status remains
unsatisfactory in the wider realm of the
modern study of the Qurān. Mention
could be made here of the obvious connections of the Qurān and the origin of
Islam to the pre-Islamic, Arab pagan world
and the ties with the non-monotheistic
population of south Arabia (see 
,   -). Although some important work has been
done in this field (M. Bravmann, R.B.
Serjeant, S. Noja, G.R. Hawting), it seems
that not everything of relevance has yet
come to light. There is still, one is led to
think by the available evidence in Islamic
tradition, a slight overstating of the influence of monotheistic religions on the formation of the Qurān and early Islam and
a possible underestimation of the impact of
the indigenous, non-monotheistic Arabic
culture. This, of course, is partly inherited
from the quest for the origins of Islam as
conducted in the first half of the twentieth
century, but also stems in part from the
weight accorded to the monotheistic
background in the more recent works of
J. Wansbrough, A. Rippin and others. At
any rate, archaeological fieldwork and the
data of epigraphy, not yet fully exploited in
qurānic studies, does yield some distinctive
evidence about the impact of the Arab
pagan culture upon early Islam. Another
field to stimulate research in this direction,
also until now insufficiently explored, is the
study of Muslim eschatology and the rich
imagery pertaining to the nether world
as known from the Qurān and early tra-

dition. Here, many elements lead the
observer towards Arab pagan notions and
even to concepts current in ancient Egypt,
yet away from the patterns of thought normally considered to be part of the monotheistic groups of the Near East in early
Islamic times (cf. ; ; 
 ).
The last, but not the least, area of
qurānic studies which possesses considerable potential for further research is the
role and place of the Qurān in Islam as
a token of piety, symbol of faith and
liturgical document. Little work has been
done so far on the art of qurānic recitation (K. Nelson; cf. Sells, Approaching; see
   ; 
,   ; ) and the
related field of Islamic learning as a subject of study in its own right (see 
   ). The pioneering study of the recited Qurān seen as
a “phonetic phenomenon” in its various
religious and liturgical uses is, for the time
being, N. Kermani’s Gott ist schön. Das ästhetische Erleben des Koran (; the work of
A. Neuwirth has also contributed to the
understanding of the Qurān as a liturgical
document; cf.    ;
     ). In
addition, the role of the qurānic text in
calligraphy (q.v.; see also  
 ) and epigraphy (above all in
inscriptions on buildings and tombstones)
has never been researched systematically
nor has the presence of qurānic terms and
allusions in Arabic poetry and language
(see    ), in particular in Arabic phraseology and daily
speech, received proper attention (cf.
Piamenta, Islam in everyday Arabic speech; see
also    ; 
   ; for some discussion of the impact of the Qurān on
non-Arabic Islamic literature, see 
;   
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 ;   
 ;   
  ;  
   ). The degree
to which the culture of Islam is being pervaded by the wording of its scripture is
remarkable and sets it apart from most
other comparable systems of high culture.
The more remarkable, then, that this
realization has yet to enter the agenda of
Western qurānic studies. It is hoped that
this hitherto neglected area of research
within qurānic studies, as a part of the
wider phenomenology of Islamic culture
and religion, will be developed more
quickly in the future than it has been in
the past.
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Poverty and the Poor
The quality or state of being indigent and,
often, in need of material assistance in
order to survive; those who are indigent.
While modern discussion has concentrated
on qurānic almsgiving (q.v.) and its voluntary or involuntary character (see bibliography below), the broader themes of
poverty and the poor reveal the image of a
community of believers bound together in
a network of generosity and benefaction
(see     
).
Feeding the poor (lit. “hungry”; see
) is a trait of the “companions of
the right hand” ( :-; see  
  ) and of the righteous
who “give food, though it be dear to them”
( :). Prescribed for the pilgrimage
sacrifice ( :; see ;
), feeding the poor is also a way
to expiate sins ( :, ; :; see ,
  ;  
). Medieval lexicography and
modern philology have both connected
zakāt with “purification” (z-k-y); and
purification (see  ;   ) similarly figures in
the qurānic requirement for alms ( :,
here adaqa). But not only must goods be
purified, they must circulate, vertically and
downwards (cf. esp.  :). At  :, ribā
(lit. “usury” [q.v.]) refers to some kind of
bad circulation, contrasted with a good
kind called zakāt. The exegetes identified
ribā here as a gift given in the hope of
receiving a greater gift in return, a practice
of Arabia before Islam (Ibrāhīm al-Nakhaī
in abarī, Tafsīr, ad. loc.; cf. Qurubī,
Jāmi, xiv, - on the ambiguity here
between the vocabularies of sale and gift;
see   ; -).
The Qurān lists the recipients of various
benefactions, including alms ( :,
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adaqāt ); distribution of spoils ( :; see
); presents made at the division of
an inheritance (q.v.;  :); and generosity
tout court ( :, isān;  :, khayr). Most
of the recipients named in these lists are, in
effect, types of poor, including orphans
(q.v.), sojourners (see ), prisoners
(q.v.), slaves (see   ),
debtors (see ) and (aspiring) warriors
(see ; ;  
). The most frequently recurring
categories, however, are kin (dhū l-qurbā; see
), the poor (al-miskīn) and the
wayfarer (ibn al-sabīl). This triad constitutes
a spectrum of persons who are known and
those who are unknown, with the poor
(miskīn) as the ambiguous case. By contrast,
faqīr⁄fuqarā (“poor, destitute”) can refer to
the neediness of the human condition,
contrasted with God’s self-sufficiency
( :), and to humanity’s need for God
( :). Elsewhere, the fuqarā are at the
center of the community (al-fuqarā almuhājirīn,  :; see Décobert, Le mendiant,
on the fuqarā as the “inner” and the masākīn as the “outer” poor; see ).
Finally, they are deemed the meritorious
poor who, because they do not reveal their
condition, are worthy recipients of charity
( :, ).
In pre-Islamic Arabia there was a belief
that the owner of surplus property (q.v.)
must give all or part of it away (Bravmann,
The surplus; id., Spiritual background; see
-    ). In
the Qurān, fa l, usually understood as
“grace” (q.v.; see also ), sometimes
retains this sense of surplus wealth (q.v.;
e.g.  :; :; :-). Where it does,
we find exhortations to reciprocate the
divine fa l through human generosity.
This occurs in the one place where an
individual — usually understood as
Muammad himself — is addressed as
“poor” (āilan,  :).
Radical conclusions have been drawn

from the qurānic teachings on poverty. It is
the adīth (see    )
and the legal literature (see   
) which introduce the notion of a
core of wealth which one may not give
away. Moreover, the qurānic aqq, “claim,
right, duty,” seems, when it comes to donations, to inhere in the object given. So the
community of believers consists of “Those
upon whose wealth there is a recognized
right (aqq malūm) for the beggar and the
deprived” ( :-; cf. :). Poverty
and the poor appear intermittently in the
“biography of the Prophet” literature (sīra;
see    ) and that on the
military exploits of the early Muslims
(maghāzī; see   ),
especially regarding the earliest community at Mecca (q.v.) and the military
expeditions at the end of Muammad’s
life, when individuals provided arms,
mounts and supplies to those who lacked
the means to join the fight. Emphasis is
placed on these themes in some modern
discussions of earliest Islam (i.e. Watt,
Muhammad at Mecca and Muhammad at
Medina, and Ibrahim, Merchant capital).
Finally, it should be added that Islam arose
at a time when, as Brown (Poverty and leadership) has now shown, poverty had a new
significance for the urban, Christian
Mediterranean and Near East (see
  ; ;
    ;
;   ).
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Power and Impotence
Ability to act or the possession of controlling influence over others; the lack of
either of these capacities. In the Qurān,
the notion of power revolves around two
principal foci: (a) the possession of control,
authority and influence over others; (b) the
capacity to act, to create, to destroy, to
fight, to win and to impose one’s will. The
lack of these qualities results in impotence.
These various connotations of the English
word “power” are conveyed in the Qurān
and qurānic commentaries by such Arabic
terms as sulān, mulk, qahr, izza, nufūdh,
quwwa, ghalaba, istiāa, āqa, bas, and a few
others (cf. Dāmaghānī, Wujūh, i, - for
sulān; ii,  for mulk; ii, - for izza; ii,
- for quwwa; ii,  for ghalaba; i, -
for istiāa and āqa; i,  for bas). For those
that fall under rubric (a), i.e. the possession
of authority over others, see the article
. The present entry will focus
primarily on meanings covered under
rubric (b) as listed above.
In the qurānic text, the ability to give
and take life (q.v.; see also   
), to exert power and control over
nature (see   ; )
and human beings, to vanquish one’s
enemy (see ; ) and to
impose one’s will on others is attributed
primarily to God. As the ultimate wielder
of power, he can delegate this ability to
those of his creatures whom he chooses,
especially to prophets and kings (see
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  ;  
). The enemies of the qurānic
prophets are routinely humbled and
destroyed by God, who unleashes against
them the destructive powers of nature (see
 ). The prophets, on
the other hand, are miraculously protected
by God’s superior power against the rage
of their adversaries, be they individuals or
entire tribes (see e.g. ; ;
; , etc.). God can “empower” or
“enable” (azzaza, aazza, makkana) certain
nations, rulers and kings as a reward for
their righteousness ( :; :; :;
:; :; :, etc.; see  
;   ). Thus, God gave Alexander the
Great “power in the earth and bestowed
upon him a way of access to every thing”
( :; see ). Alexander then
used this power to construct a rampart of
iron and brass to protect an oppressed
people from the depredations of Gog and
Magog (q.v.). Likewise, God granted
Solomon (q.v.) power over natural forces
and the evil ones (shayāīn; see ) in
order to elevate him above the other
worldly rulers of his age (cf.  :-).
God’s bestowal of power on certain rulers,
however, may infuse them with false pride
(q.v.) and arrogance (q.v.) and eventually
lead them to destruction (see e.g. ;
; ). Therefore, the Qurān
repeatedly emphasizes that whatever
power these individuals may have possessed was always derivative, ephemeral
and subject to withdrawal without notice,
as demonstrated by the story of Moses and
Pharaoh ( :; :-).
In and of themselves, rulers and kings
have no power whatsoever. As in the Jewish and Christian exegetical traditions,
impotence is a distinguishing feature of the
human race, especially those among its
representatives who seek to arrogate the
rights that belong to God alone, such as
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Pharaoh, Nimrod (q.v.), Goliath (q.v.), and
so on. When Nimrod claimed the power to
give life by copulating with his concubines
(q.v.), and to take it away by executing his
subjects (see ), Abraham challenged him to bring the sun (q.v.) from the
west and “the unbeliever was confounded”
( :). Likewise, when Pharaoh, in his
inordinate arrogance and vain pride attempted to weaken and denigrate the
Children of Israel (q.v.), God empowered
them (numakkin lahum fī l-ar ) by giving
their leader, Moses, the ability to upset
Pharaoh’s cruel designs ( :-).
God and his messengers will always triumph over their misguided opponents, for
“Surely, God is all-strong, all-mighty”
( :) and there is “nothing in the heavens (see   ) or the earth
(q.v.) that he is incapable of doing” (mā
kāna llāhu li-yujizahu min shayin,  :). In
addition to God’s singular capacity to punish, test and protect his creatures, he alone
has the power to provide them with the
right guidance (see ; ).
Neither humans nor jinn (q.v.), even if they
were to join forces, are capable of producing “the like of this Qurān” ( :),
which God revealed through his Prophet
(see ; ;
     ). At
the same time, God’s prophets are impotent, like their fellow human beings, unless
God decides to empower them. For example, in  : Zechariah (q.v.) bemoans
his decrepitude and consequent inability to
produce a child (cf. also  :-, in
which God’s absolute sovereignty over
earthly existence is expressed in his ability
to give male and female children [q.v.] to
whom he pleases, while rendering other
people barren). The idea of God’s absolute
power over the destinies of his human
servants is brought into sharp relief in
 :: “God [is he who] has created you
of weakness, then after weakness has

appointed strength, then after strength
appointed weakness and gray hairs; he creates what he wills, he is the one who wills
and has power” (see the commentary of
al-Shawkānī, Tafsīr, iv, -; see 
      ). In
 :- we find an illuminating summary
of the various manifestations of divine
omnipotence: “You give the power to
whom you will, and withdraw the power
from whom you will; you exalt whom
you will and abase whom you will (see
  , ); verily you
have power over all things. You cause the
night to interpenetrate the day, and the day
to interpenetrate the night (see  
); you bring forth the living from the
dead and the dead from the living; you
provide for whom you will without reckoning (see ; ).” Here, as in
many other passages of the Qurān (e.g.
 :-, -, , ; :-, etc.), God’s
ability to bestow life and take it away at
will is often mentioned alongside his capacity to create natural objects and phenomena for the benefit of humankind. Thus,
he makes the crops grow and winds (see
  ) blow; he has studded the
firmament with stars (see  
) to guide travelers (see ); he
has subdued the sea and made it a source
of sustenance (q.v.) and finery for men and
women (see   ); he has
created domestic animals which serve
human beings as nourishment (see 
 ;   ) and means
of transportation, etc. God’s capacity as
creator of the universe, giver of life, sustainer of human beings, and eventually
their judge (see  ; 
 ) is used throughout the
Qurān as an argument against the pagan
opponents of the Prophet (see 
 ;   ):
“Have they not considered that God, who
created the heavens and earth without
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being exhausted by the creation of them,
has [the] power to bring the dead to life?
Yea, verily over everything he has power”
( :).
As one of God’s critical attributes (see
   ), which is reflected in such divine epithets as “the powerful” (al-qawī, cf. Gimaret, Noms divins,
-), “the overpowering” (al-qahhār, cf.
Gimaret, Noms divins, -), “the dominator” (al-ghālib, cf. Gimaret, Noms divins,
-), “the [all-] mighty” (al-qādir, cf.
Gimaret, Noms divins, -), “the great”
(al-azīz, cf. Gimaret, Noms divins, -),
etc., power has loomed large in Muslim
exegetical tradition since its inception (see
   :  
). References to God’s exclusive
ability to grant power (al-mulk) to whomever he wishes ( :) were construed by
some Muslim exegetes as a prediction of
the later Muslim conquest of the
Byzantine and Sasanian empires (see e.g.
abarī, Tafsīr, iii, ; abarsī, Majma, iii,
-; Qurubī, Jāmi, iii, ; cf. Ibn Kathīr,
Tafsīr, iii, ; see   
; ). In elaborating on
this verse, some modern Muslim commentators — for instance, Muammad
al-Sharāwī (d. ), former minister of
Pious Endowments of the Republic of
Egypt — pointed out that unjust and despotic rulers (see ) were deliberately appointed by God to punish a given
Muslim community for abandoning the
principles of “true Islam,” as well as the
inability of its scholars (see ;
  ) to provide
proper guidance to their followers
(Sharāwī, Tafsīr, xvii, , ). According to al-Sharāwī, God’s absolute and
unrestricted power to provide for whomsoever he wills “without reckoning”
( :), explains why certain Arab nations
were blessed with oil riches, even though

they may not have deserved them due to
their indolence (ibid., ). Such interpretations are readily embraced by certain
Islamic parties and movements, which
advocate the removal of some contemporary Middle Eastern regimes as morally
“corrupt” and, therefore, religiously
“illegitimate.”
In the classical exegetical tradition,
 : was sometimes used as an occasion
to debunk the Christian doctrine of the
divinity of Jesus (q.v.). Thus, according to
al- abarī (d. ⁄), while God indeed
empowered Jesus to perform certain
miraculous deeds, like raising people from
the dead (see ), healing various
diseases, breathing life into clay birds and
predicting future events, he nevertheless
withheld from him such a uniquely divine
prerogative as the absolute and unrestricted power over the created world,
including both its sustenance and the natural phenomena therein, e.g. the ability to
change night into day and vice versa
( abarī, Tafsīr, iii, ). In a similar vein,
al-Suyūī (d. ⁄; Durr, vi, ) used
 : to vindicate God’s exclusive ability
to know things that are concealed from all
his creatures (see    ), including the prophets, namely, the
day and time of the resurrection (q.v.) and
final judgment; the ability to foresee the
falling of rain, to divine the contents of
the womb and to predict the destiny of
the human fetus as well as its final resting
place (see ; ;
). See also  
; .
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  , respectively), the
following discussion shall focus on derivatives of -m-d and the hapax legomenon,
awwiba ( :; for the name of the
qurānic Prophet, which is derived from
-m-d, see    ).
In the Qurān, praise is closely related to
other proper human responses to God,
such as gratitude and glorification. God is
the only one worthy of praise (amd), being
the lord (q.v.) of the worlds⁄all existence
(rabb al-ālamīn,  :) and of the heavens
(see   ) and the earth (q.v.;
 :; cf. :, wherein people who
want to be praised for things they have not
done are promised a painful doom; see
  ;  
; cf. Bravmann, Spiritual background, -, for a discussion of the attribution of amd to human heroes in early
Arabic literature; see - 
  ). He is the originator
( fāir) of the heavens and earth who uses
angels as his messengers ( :; see
; ; ;
), and who has not taken a son
( :; see   ).
He has revealed the book (q.v.; i.e. the
Qurān to Muammad;  :; see
  ), kept his
promise and bequeathed the earth to
humankind ( :; see ).
He saved Noah’s (q.v.) people from those
who would oppress them ( :; see
), he preferred David (q.v.) and
Solomon (q.v.) over many of his believing
servants ( :), and he takes grief away
from those in paradise (q.v.;  :; see
also   ). God should be
praised evening (q.v.) and day ( :;
:; see ,  ; ; ),
and “when you arise” ( :). He is
praised both in the heavens and on the
earth ( :) and in the hereafter ( :;
see ).

Praise
To express approbation of, or to glorify
(especially God); also, to magnify, as in
song. A number of qurānic lexemes convey this concept, but with varying nuances;
derivatives of the following triliteral roots
are the most prominent qurānic terms
connoting “praise”: -m-d, sh-k-r, s-b-,
-w-b — although, generally, sh-k-r denotes
thanking or thankfulness, and s-b-, glorification or exaltation, rather than
“praise” proper. Occasionally, however, the
second verbal form of s-b- is used in conjunction with the verbal noun, amd, a
combination that may be rendered in
English as “to proclaim praise” — i.e.
 :; :. With the exception of sh-k-r,
God is never the active agent: i.e. God is
the object of praise, rather than the one
praising. For example, God is the “allthankful,” shakūr ( : or also shākir,
 :) — but the “all-laudable,” amīd
( :; but cf. Gimaret, Noms, - and
- for a range of the classical exegetes’
understandings of these divine names; see
   ). As sh-k-r and
s-b- have been dealt with elsewhere (see
   and
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 : includes “those who praise
[God]” (al-āmidūn) in a list of descriptors
put in apposition to the believers to whom
the good news (q.v.) is to be announced.
Also in this list are “the repentant” (altāibūn; see   ),
“the worshippers” (see ), “those
who fast” (see ), “those who bow,”
“those who prostrate” (see  
), “those who command the
good and forbid the evil” (see  
;   , 
 ) and “those who keep the
limits of God” (see  
). And  : indicates that to be
among those who proclaim God’s praise is
to be among those who prostrate themselves. Although the manner in which
humans should praise God is not specified,
the seeming specification of times of praise
(morning and evening — although this
mention of day and night may also be a
figure of speech indicating that there is no
time that God should not be praised; see
  ) and the indication that
bowing or prostration was associated with
the proclamation of God’s praise evoke
Jewish and Christian liturgical practices (cf.
i.e. Jammo, Structure,  f., for an overview
of the east Syrian liturgy and its relations
to Jewish practices; cf. esp. the “Lahu
Māra,” instances of bowing and prostration, and the attribution of singing God’s
praises to cherubim and servants of God,
but the proclamation of his holiness to
seraphim; also Codrington, Syrian liturgy,
- indicates that the “praise” of God,
esp. Psalm , is included in the morning,
evening and night recitations of the divine
office). Certain qurānic passages in which
praise of God is evoked are also reminiscent of Jewish and Christian scriptural
and⁄or liturgical formulae: “He is God.
There is no god but he. His is the praise
in the beginning and the end. And his is
the judgment; to him you will return”

( :); “All in heaven and earth exalt
God; his is the kingdom and his is the
praise; and he has power over everything”
( :; see i.e. the aforementioned Ps :
“Praise God all you nations; glorify him, all
you peoples…”; cf. Gal :; and the final
doxology of the Lord’s prayer, as contained in the fourth century C.E. Apostolic
Constitutions “For yours are the kingdom,
the power and the glory forever”; cf.
Catechism of the Catholic church, pt. , sect. ,
no. ; see also    
 ;    ;
; ).
If the object of praise is often God (or,
alternatively, the lord, e.g.  :), those
who should be engaged in the act of praise
are God’s servants (q.v.) — humankind.
Like the glorification of God, however,
the praise of the lord is not restricted to
humans: in fact, there is nothing that does
not proclaim his praise (wa-in min shayin illā
yusabbiu bi-amdihi,  :) — even thunder ( :) and the angels (i.e.  :) do
so. In  :, the mountains and the birds
are ordered to praise God (awwibī) along
with David. Although the exegetical consensus on the signification of awwiba is
“glorification” (sabaa, in the sense of
“return” — i.e. repeat, respond; cf.
Muqātil, Tafsīr, iii, ; abarī, Tafsīr, xx,
-; Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxv, ), al- abarī
(d. ⁄) reports a variant reading that
is given the understanding of “behave”
instead of “praise⁄repeat” (Tafsīr, xx, ).
He also includes a tradition that attributes
the word to Abyssinian origins (ibid.; see
 ). Al-Rāzī (d. ⁄
) reports that a “special movement”
may be involved in this action (Tafsīr,
xxv, ).
Post-qurānic developments
“To God belongs the praise” (al-amdu
lillāhi, i.e.  :) is a frequent qurānic
refrain. Like the basmala (q.v.) and the
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qurānic glorification formula (subān
Allāh,  :), this amdala (see ) often appears in Muslim prayer formulas (q.v.), and has entered the common
language of Arabic speakers (and nonArab Muslims; see   
;  ,   ).
Finally, indicative of its centrality to Muslim spirituality, “praise” of God is an
important part of the ritual formulations
of the ūfī dhikr (“remembrance [of
God]”; see ;   
; ).
Clare E. Wilde
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Prayer
Islam presents three primary terms for
prayer, alāt (ritual prayer), duā (personal
supplication) and dhikr (mystical recollection; see ; ; 
  ), all of which are rooted
in the qurānic language. These qurānic
terms were eventually chosen to designate
principal Muslim prayer practices which
derive many of their characteristic features
from the encounter of Islam with the cultural environment of the Middle East, particularly in the early centuries of its
development, as well as that of territories
Islam eventually conquered. This article
will concentrate upon the concepts and
practices of prayer that can be traced in
the Qurān as read against the background
of Muammad’s biography, while disregarding the analysis of post-qurānic
developments in the very rich and variegated tradition of prayer in Islam (see
 ;   
;  ,   ).
Muammad’s proclamation of the Islamic
scripture occurred in an environment that
was fully familiar with ways of worship
rooted in the Arab tribal cult and in some
measure aware of normative and sectarian
forms of prayer practiced in the organized
religions of the Middle East (see 
,   -;
-    ). In
addition to a variety of gnostic, esoteric,
magic (q.v.) and mystical rituals, these included organized rites of prayer, whether
performed as individual duties or communal liturgies, that were perceptible in
the general religious environment in which
Muammad’s own awareness of worship
(q.v.) and prayer emerged (see ;
    ).
These obligatory prayer rites of organized
religions included () the three daily
prayers, recited at dawn (q.v.), in the
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afternoon (q.v.) and in the evening (q.v.) by
the followers of rabbinic Judaism privately
or in assemblies (see   );
() the prayer rhythm of eastern Christian
monasticism whose monks observed seven
offices each day in their assemblies or
churches (see   ;
; ; ); () the five
prayers offered individually at fixed times
of the day by the followers of Mazdaean
Zoroastrianism (see ); and () the
four times of prayer and prostration (see
  ) prescribed for
the daily ritual of adoration by the ordinary followers of Manicheanism. Marked
by fixed times (see ,  ), these
forms of prayer had many other characteristic manifestations, such as sacred space
for worship (see   ;
; ,  
), cosmic orientation of the actual
performance of prayer (see ),
purification in preparation for prayer (see
  ; 
), solemn recitation of passages
from sacred texts or chanting of hymns,
invocative or meditative use of prayer formulas, bodily postures of standing and
bowing in adoration, and conformity of
the repetitive performance of prayer to the
natural rhythm described by night and day
(see   ).

of the qurānic message and an ongoing
practice, it encapsulates the personal
prayer of Muammad at its core. Prior to
his prophetic call, the orphan and merchant Muammad (see ;
) shared the religious ideas of his
clan (see ;   ): his
uncle, Abū Lahab Abd al-Uzzā, was a
staunch adherent of the Arab tribal religion (cf.  :) and his guardian and
protector, Abū ālib, never adopted Islam.
Muammad himself took part in the
pagan rites at the Kaba (q.v.; cf.  :)
and sacrificed a white sheep at the shrine
of the goddess al-Uzzā ( :-; cf.
Macdonald and Nehmé, al-Uzzā, ; see
  ). He believed in
the world of demons ( jinn,  :; :)
whom the Arabs (q.v.) of Mecca (q.v.) believed to be God’s comrades and next of
kin (:; :), to whom they offered
sacrifices (cf.  :) and from whom they
sought protection (q.v.;  :; see also
; ).
As can be judged from the earliest layers
of the qurānic proclamation, Muammad’s personal prayer was based on
ecstatic inspiration and visions (q.v.) by
night ( :; cf. :-; :-). He had
to defend himself against the accusation of
being one of the soothsayers (q.v.; sing.
kāhin) possessed by the alter ego of a
demon ( :; :; :; :; see
). The utterances of his prayer
were cast in rhymed prose (q.v.), marked by
abrupt phrases capturing cryptic meanings. He sought refuge from demonical
whisperings ( :-) and disclaimed
being an angel (q.v.), possessing the treasures of God or knowing the unseen
( :; :; see ;  
 ;   ).
He felt inspired by a holy spirit (q.v.;
 :; :-) and experienced God
as speaking to him directly, by revelation
(see   ) and

The personal prayer of Muammad
Prayer is one of the most central features
of the Qurān. It forms the core of
Muammad’s experience of God and is
the foundation of his qurānic proclamation. Prayer was practiced daily by the
nascent Muslim community and included
recitation and characteristic gestures of
standing and bowing in adoration.
Eventually developed as a consistent communal ritual, it has come to constitute an
essential part of everyday Muslim life
throughout the ages. Both as a foundation
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from behind a veil (q.v.), or indirectly
through the intermediary of an angel
( :), identified as Gabriel (q.v.;
 :-; cf. :). He claimed to have
received revelation as did the earth (q.v.;
 :) and the bee ( :; see 
) or the prophets of old ( :; see
  ), such as
Noah (q.v.;  :), Moses (q.v.;  :)
and Joseph (q.v.;  :). He introduced
qurānic passages by abstruse oaths (q.v.),
following the old Arab custom of invoking
idols (see   ) or natural
forces as well as emulating the oracular
style (saj) of the pre-Islamic soothsayer in
the wording of the qurānic proclamation
(see also   ).
Muammad swore by the name of God,
e.g. “By God!” (tallāhi,  :), and, “But
no! By your lord!” ( fa-lā wa-rabbika,  :;
see ), and solemnly uttered oaths by
the setting of the stars, “But no! I swear
( fa-lā uqsimu) by the setting of the stars”
( :; see   ). He
swore by the powers of nature (see 
 ), e.g. the heaven and its constellations (wa-l-samāi dhāti l-burūj,  :; see
  ), the star (wa-l-najm,
 :), the sun (q.v.; wa-l-shams,  :) and
the moon (q.v.; wa-l-qamar,  :), and
invoked particular times of day by oaths,
e.g. the daybreak (wa-l-fajr,  :), the
night (wa-l-layl,  :), the forenoon
(wa-l- uā,  :) and the twilight (wal-shafaq,  :).
Raised unaware of revealed religion
(cf.  :), he never read the Bible
( :; see   
; ; ; ; ;
; ) but came into contact
with Jews and Christians ( :).
Through his wife Khadīja (q.v.), he was
related to Waraqa b. Nawfal, a man known
as a anīf (q.v.) and one seeking a more satisfying religion than the old Arab polytheism (cf. Rubin, anīf, -). Until the

breakthrough to his prophetic call, identified by Muslim tradition with the divine
command to “recite!” (iqra,  :), received in an experience of retreat (taannuth) on Mount irā outside Mecca,
Muammad’s prayer was a personal one
(Ibn Hishām, Sīra, -; cf. Kister, Altaannuth, ; Calder, inth, ). After
a short period of hesitation, however, he
began to proclaim in Mecca the religious
insights he had forged in the furnace of his
personal prayer. Soon a small group of followers, most of them young and of little
social standing, accepted his message and
formed a nascent community which began
to engage in communal prayer. This communal prayer eventually adopted characteristic elements that became constitutive
for a prayer ritual, known as al-alāt. The
transition from Muammad’s personal
prayer practice and the communal prayer
of his nascent community to a central and
consistent ritual developed in two major
stages, separated by the decisive change of
the direction of prayer (qibla) in Medina
(q.v.) in the year ⁄.
alāt, the common Arabic term for ritual
prayer, does not occur in pre-qurānic
poetry and clearly shows Aramaic influence in its particular qurānic orthography
(cf. Spitaler, Schreibung, ; see 
;    )
and etymological derivation from the
Syriac, “eloā,” which in its basic meaning
denotes the act of bowing (Nöldeke,  , i,
; Jeffery, For. vocab., -; see 
). In the Qurān, the noun
“alāt” occurs in the singular  times
( times with the definite article, twice in
a genitive construction, cf.  :, and
 times with a pronoun affixed), while
it occurs only  times in the plural. In
addition, there are  occurrences of various forms of the verb allā (second verbal
form, with the meaning “to perform the
alāt”), which is derived from the noun,
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alāt. A small number of derivatives of the
verb allā imply forms of prayer observed
by pre-Islamic Arabs and hence suggest an
Arab usage of both the verb ( :;
:) and the noun ( :; :) for
manifestations of prayers antedating
Muammad’s proclamation of the Qurān.
These usages and the set way in which the
definite noun, al-alāt, is employed in the
Qurān, indicate that the Arabic form of
the word was already understood in
Muammad’s environment, and did not
originate in the Qurān (see  ;     
).
In some instances the verb is constructed
together with alā (as in the extra-qurānic
eulogy, taliya, commonly used after the
Prophet’s name) with reference to “blessing” (q.v.) bestowed by God and his angels
( :, ). In this sense, “blessing” is
understood as God’s very own prayer upon
his creatures rather than the calling down
of God’s blessing (cf. Goitein, Prayer, ;
pace Padwick, Muslim devotions, -). By
an analogous turn of phrase, Muammad
is told in the Qurān, to bless those who
have confessed their sins, “pray upon them
(alli alayhim), your prayers⁄blessings
(alātaka) are a comfort for them” ( :;
cf. :). He is, however, ordered, “do not
pray over one of them (lā tualli alā aadin
minhum) when he dies” ( :), with reference to the denial of the funeral prayer
(alāt al-janāza) for a deceased hypocrite
(munāfiq, cf. Adang, Hypocrites, -;
see    ; ;
  ). Finally,
prayer received as a divine blessing may be
meant in the case of the ancient Arab
prophet Shuayb (q.v.;  :; cf. Paret,
Kommentar, ).
The Qurān makes a unique mention of
muallā, “place of prayer” with reference to
“Abraham’s station,” i.e. the central sanctuary of Mecca ( :; cf. Paret,

Kommentar, ; see   ).
This term muallā is applied in the
Prophet’s biography, however, to the large
and open place of prayer in Medina (cf.
Wensinck, Mu allā, ) where congregational prayers were performed on the
two major Muslim festivals, the breaking of
the fast (īd al-fir; see ; )
and the feast of the sacrifice (īd al-a ā).
From the early centuries until today, the
two public feast-day prayers (alāt al-īdayn)
have been performed in the Muslim world
in the forenoon, beginning after sunrise
and ending before the sun reaches the
zenith (see    ). This practice, not cited in the
Qurān, may nevertheless retain a trace of
some of the oldest forms of the alāt observed by Muammad and his early community (cf. Becker, Zur Geschichte, -).
The muallā is also cited in tradition, but
not in the Qurān, as the place where, during a drought, Muammad would offer
prayers for rain with his hands raised high
to the sky (alāt al-istisqā), echoing Noah’s
promise of plentiful rain ( :-) and
Moses’ plea for water (q.v.;  :).
Further, there is no qurānic reference to
the particular prayer, also observed in the
forenoon, in the case of an eclipse
(kusūf⁄khusūf ) of the sun or moon, termed
alāt al-kusūf (“prayer of the eclipse”),
though it too appears to reflect some of
the older forms of the alāt.
Rather than in the Qurān itself, the earliest forms of Muammad’s practice of the
alāt may be detected in accounts preserved
in the traditional, historical and exegetical
literature (cf. Rubin, Morning, ; see
   ;  
 :   ;
   ). If some of these
fragmentary accounts can be trusted,
Muammad used to go to the Kaba in the
morning and, in daylight, performed the
prayer of forenoon (alāt al- uā) some
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time after sunrise (cf.  :: “By the sun
and its morning brightness,” wa-l-shamsi
wa- uāhā ). The Meccans did not object to
this practice because they themselves were
used to praying near the Kaba after sunrise. In addition, it was the custom of the
Bedouins (see ), coming to town
early in the morning to sell their wares, to
extol God (takbīr) and bow in prayer (sujūd)
at the Kaba after completing their business in the markets (q.v.). As the sun sank
toward the horizon, however, Muammad
and his companions had to scatter secretly
in the ravines on the outskirts of Mecca to
pray the afternoon prayer (alāt al-ar) before sunset (cf.  : for the use of ar in
an oath). They were prevented from praying at the Kaba possibly because in the
time from late afternoon until before sunset the Meccans would perform their rites
of circumambulation (awāf ) at the sanctuary (cf. Muranyi, Zwischen, ). Another
explanation suggests that Muammad’s
performance of the ar prayer was perceived by the Meccans as an alien practice
modeled on the Jewish mināh (Goldziher,
Bedeutung, ; Rubin, Morning, ).

stage the communal prayer practice is not
yet organized as a full-fledged ritual, but
nevertheless includes a number of characteristic liturgical features to which reference is made in scattered statements of the
Qurān. The alāt was performed in the
standing position (qiyām, e.g.  :) and
included acts of bowing (rukū, e.g.  :)
and prostration (sujūd, e.g.  :).
The physical postures of bowing and
prostration are frequently mentioned in the
Qurān (with sujūd and its cognates found
much more frequently than those of rukū ).
On occasion, they are used in tandem
( :; :; :; :, ; :) as
well as interchangeably (e.g. rākian,
 :, with the act of David’s [q.v.] prostration in repentance identified as bowing;
and sujjadan,  : and :, with bowing
while entering a gate called a prostration).
The faithful followers of Muammad are
depicted in the Qurān as bearing a mark
on their faces “from the effect of prostration” (min athari l-sujūd,  :). The precise ritual distinction between two gestures,
namely () bowing as inclining the head
and upper body with the palms of the
hands placed at the level of the knees and
() prostration as falling down on one’s
knees with the forehead touching the
ground, found its specific technical definition only in post-qurānic times (cf. Tottoli,
Traditions, -). Sujūd was known
among the peoples of the Middle East in
pre-Islamic times as a gesture of respect at
royal courts and as an act of adoration in
Christian worship. Pre-Islamic poetry cites
a few examples of prostration (sujūd) before
a tribal chief in recognition of his superiority and as an expression of one’s submission (cf. Tottoli, Muslim attitudes, -).
The act of prostration hurt the pride
(q.v.) of the Arabs ( :; :; cf. :;
:; :-) because it appeared to them
as a humiliating gesture and an alien practice (cf. Kister, Some reports, -).

The evolution of a communal prayer
Rather than chart the genesis of the alāt
in relation to the possible chronological
sequence of Muammad’s qurānic
proclamation — a sketch of which was
offered in the article on  
  (Böwering, Chronology,
-) — the present article will assemble
the characteristic elements of the two
stages of development, i.e. those before
and after the change of the qibla. In the
first stage, which covers Muammad’s prophetic career at Mecca as well as the earliest phase of his career in Medina until
shortly after the battle of Badr (q.v.), the
communal prayer practice of the nascent
Muslim community evolves out of
Muammad’s personal prayer. At this
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Muammad, however, was uncompromising in commanding his early community to
fall down before God in prayer, “O you
who believe, bow down and prostrate yourselves (arkaū wa-sjudū) and worship your
lord” ( :). In the Qurān, prostration
was depicted as an act of adoration to be
given only to God and not to any work of
his creation (q.v.), such as the sun or the
moon ( :). On account of this, the
angels prostrating before Adam (cf.
Schoeck, Adam, -) upon the divine
command and Iblīs’ refusal to do so
( :; :-; :; :; :; :-;
:-; see ; ; 
 ) created an exegetical dilemma
for the commentators on the Qurān. It is
difficult to establish the angelic adoration
of God as a qurānic prototype for the
human prostration in the alāt because the
Qurān does not make this linkage explicitly. The angels, however, are depicted in
the Qurān as a heavenly host ( :;
:), “brought near to God” (muqarrabūn,
 :, ; :; :), who stand rank
on rank around the divine throne ( :;
:; :; see   ; 
 ), which some of them also
carry ( :). They glorify and sanctify
God (e.g.  :) and do not grow weary
“glorifying ( yusabbiūna) God night and
day and never failing” ( :; cf. :). It
may be possible, however, to perceive in
the postures of standing and bowing the
physical analogue for the actual words of
glorifying God, whether in case of the
angelic adoration of God or in the human
observance of extolling God’s praise
(tasbī, tamīd, takbīr).
In fact, this exclamatory praise (subāna,
mentioned  times in the Qurān) is pronounced by the qurānic, “Glory be to
God!” (subāna llāhi,  :; :; :;
:; :; :; :; :), or with
other designations for God by, “Glory be to
my⁄your⁄our lord!” (subāna rabbī,  :;

subāna rabbika,  :; subāna rabbinā,
 :) or with pronouns, eg.  :
(subānaka) and  : (subānahu). The
qurānic glorification also introduces the
verse ( :) interpreted in the commentary literature as referring to Muammad’s
night-journey and ascension (q.v.), which in
the post-qurānic tradition serves as a backdrop for the divine institution of the alāt.
Employed together with, “High be he
exalted!” (taālā, e.g.  :; :; :;
:), the exclamation, “Glory be to
him!,” stresses God’s utter transcendence
above creatures and complete dissociation
with any partners, in particular when it is
linked with the phrases, “above what they
associate” (ammā yushrikūna,  :; :;
cf. Paret, Kommentar, ) and “beyond what
they describe” (ammā yaifūna,  :;
:; : :, ; :). On occasion, the qurānic glorification is paired
with the laudatory exclamation (tamīd),
“Praise belongs to God!” (al-amdu lillāhi,
mentioned  times in the Qurān, e.g.
 :; cf. : and :). The famous
magnification of God (takbīr) by the exclamation, “God is great!” (Allāhu akbar,
originally meaning greater than all demons), however, is not mentioned verbatim
in the Qurān yet is signaled in  : and
:. Another exclamation, “Blessed be
God!” (tabāraka llāhu,  :; :; :),
extols God as the creator and ruler (see
  ) of the universe
( :; :; :; :) as well as the
benefactor of Muammad ( :, ).
Two qurānic glorifications ( :, )
effectively illustrate the transition from
Muammad’s personal prayer to the communal prayer of the nascent community, as
they express the summons addressed to
Muammad, “Proclaim your lord’s
praise!” (sabbi bi-amdi rabbika,  :;
:; :; :; :-; cf. sabbihu,
 :), and then directed to his community, “O believers, remember God oft,
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and give him glory!” (sabbiūhu,  :-;
see also ;  
; ; ).
In addition to the angelic glorification of
God, two other powerful qurānic scenarios are actualized in the alāt. The postures
of standing and bowing in prayer are
linked quite explicitly in the Qurān with
the fear of judgment (q.v.) in the world to
come (see ;  
) and the hope in God’s mercy
(q.v.) and forgiveness (q.v.;  :; :-;
:-). As such, both postures give a bodily
expression in prayer to the ultimate
account each human being must give
before God on judgment day (see 
), i.e. standing to receive the final
verdict in the presence of the divine majesty and bowing down to seek the divine
pardon. It is as if the essential body movements of prayer capture and telescope the
ultimate moment of a person’s encounter
with God. Another scenario calls to mind
the natural adoration divinely invested in
the creation of the universe. In the Qurān,
bowing and prostrating in prayer mirror
the rhythm of nature built into the cosmos,
for “to God bow ( yasjudu) all who are in
the heavens and the earth, willingly or
unwillingly, as do their shadows in the
mornings and the evenings” ( :; cf.
:-). The most powerful verse expressing this cosmic prayer is  :, “Have
you not seen how to God bow ( yasjudu) all
who are in the heavens and on the earth,
the sun and the moon, the stars and the
mountains, the trees (see 
 ) and the beasts?” It is
also tempting to see in references to God’s
face a qurānic imagery related to prayer,
as for example, in  :, “wherever you
turn, there is the face of God” (q.v.; wajhu
llāh, cf.  :; :; :). Although
 : links those performing the alāt
with those “seeking the face of their lord”
(ibtighāa wajhi rabbihim; cf.  :; :-),

a phrase possibly comparable with the
biqqesh pene yhwh of the Hebrew Bible (cf.
Baljon, To seek, -), the expression is
employed predominantly with almsgiving
(zakāt) for God’s sake and without expectation of recompense (see   
, esp. -).
The inclusion of Qurān recitation as an
essential element in the communal prayer
( :) provides another example of a
prayer practice of the Prophet (cf.  :)
to which his followers eventually joined
themselves (see   
). In the form of the morning
prayer, it came to be called “the recital of
dawn” (qurān al-fajr,  :), “witnessed”
(mashhūdan,  :) by the angels (?) in the
early morning. Hence the Prophet is cautioned to begin each Qurān recitation by
protecting himself against the forces of evil
(see   ), “When you recite the
Qurān, seek refuge in God against the
accursed Satan” ( :; cf. :-; :).
According to Islamic tradition the Prophet
is said to have used this formula frequently
when beginning the alāt (cf. Goldziher,
Abhandlungen, i, -). In all likelihood, the
opening chapter of the Qurān (Sūrat alFātia,  :-; see ) was deliberately composed to serve as a fixed and
mandatory recitation for the communal
prayer (cf. Goitein, Prayer, -).  :-
confirms that the Qurān recitation was
accompanied by acts of prostration, “What
ails them who do not believe (see 
 ), and when the Qurān is
recited to them they do not bow (lā
yasjudūn)? ” When the Qurān is recited,
people “fall down on their faces in prostration” (sujjadan,  :), just as the patriarchs “fell down prostrating and weeping”
(q.v.; sujjadan wa-bukiyyan,  :) when the
signs (q.v.) of the all-merciful (see  
 ) were recited to them.
Muammad is commanded, “do not
raise your voice in your prayer (lā tajhar
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bi-alātika), nor be hushed therein, but seek
for a way between that” ( :), while
his followers are told, “when the Qurān is
recited, give ear and be silent” ( :).
An explicit command for the mandatory
communal performance of the prayer is
stated by the direct summons to Muammad, “command your people to observe
the alāt” ( :) and “content yourself
with those who invoke their lord” ( :).
A group of his followers also join Muammad in prayer at night: “your lord knows
that you keep vigil nearly two-thirds of the
night or a half of it, or a third of it, and a
party of those with you” (āifatun min
alladhīna maaka,  :; see ).
Such nocturnal prayers were a most distinctive mark of the early communal
prayer at Mecca. These night vigils formed
an essential part of Muammad’s prayer
practice and were adopted by his followers.
When he labored to convey or chant a
qurānic passage ( :-), Muammad is
commanded directly, “Keep vigil in the
night!” (qumi l-layla,  :). The observance of prayer at night (tahajjud), cited
only once in the Qurān by this term, is set
in the context of the alāt ( :), and
explicitly enjoined on Muammad: “and
as for the night, keep vigil a part of it”
(wa-mina l-layli fa-tahajjad bihi,  :), and
“bow down before him and glorify him
through the long night” ( :). Reciting
the Qurān during the night vigil is called
“an extra” (nāfilatan,  :) of Muammad’s prayer practice, a vocabulary later
used in Islamic law to define supererogatory prayers (alāt al-nawāfil; see  
 ). Muammad is commanded
to “proclaim the praise of your lord… in
the night and at the setting of the stars”
( :-), to pray “nigh of the night”
(zulafan mina l-layl,  :), to “proclaim
your lord’s praise in the watches of the
night (min ānāi l-layl), and at the ends of
the day” (arāfa l-nahār,  :), and to

“perform the prayer at the sinking of the
sun to the darkening of the night” (li-dulūki
l-shamsi ilā ghasaqi l-layl,  :). This nocturnal practice is observed by his godfearing followers (see ; ), “who pass
the night ( yabītūna li-rabbihim) prostrate to
their lord and standing” ( :).
Similarly, the dwellers of paradise (q.v.),
while previously living on earth, kept night
vigils: “little of the night would they slumber and into the last hours of the night
(wa-bi-l-asār) would they seek forgiveness”
( :-). Traditional accounts, included
in the qurānic commentary literature,
add that the zeal in observing these
vigils caused Muammad’s followers to
suffer from swollen feet (cf. Wensinck,
Tahadjdjud, ).
It is possible that the practice of night
vigils was adopted from Christian ascetic
precedent (cf. Bell, Origin, ; see
) because  : states, “some
of the People of the Book (q.v.) are a
nation upstanding, that recite God’s signs
in the watches of the night (ānāi l-layl),
bowing themselves.” This practice appears
to be meant also by  :-, probably
referring to Christian hermits, as “men
whom neither commerce nor trafficking
diverts from the remembrance of God”
( :). Night vigils may also have been
intended by the “worship” (qunūt) adopted
by Muammad’s followers, “who worship
in the watches of the night” (a-man huwa
qānitun ānāa l-layl), bowing and standing
( :; cf. :; :). It has to be
noted, however, that the language of qunūt
is rooted in pre-Islamic imprecations (cf.
Goldziher, Zauberelemente, ) and
interpreted by the traditional commentary
literature in a great variety of ways (cf.
Bashear, Qunūt, -; see also ). In the Qurān, the language of
qunūt also expresses the cosmic scenario of
prayer: “To him (God) belongs whosoever
is in the heavens and the earth; all worship
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him” (kullun lahu qānitūna,  :; cf. :;
see ). Furthermore, it is in line
with the practice of two biblical characters
cited in the Qurān, namely Mary (q.v.),
“O Mary, worship your lord (uqnutī li-rabbiki), and prostrate and bow with those
who bow” ( :), and Abraham (q.v.),
“Abraham was a nation worshipping God”
(ummatan qānitan,  :). The extraqurānic sūrat al-qunūt in Ubayy’s codex
(cf. Nöldeke,  , ii, ), however, lacks
an explicit reference to both nocturnal
prayer and qunūt, yet is replete with the
vocabulary of prayer.
In the early phases of Muammad’s prophetic career, the times of prayer are indicated by a rich variety of terms which
stand in contrast to the standardized
vocabulary for the five daily times of
prayer (mīqāt) developed in post-qurānic
Islamic law. In addition to the variable
vocabulary for the prayer at night, the
prayer times during the day reflect the
general plethora of temporal vocabulary
employed in the Qurān (see ). The
Qurān states explicitly that the communal
prayer was performed “at the two ends of
the day” (arafayi l-nahār,  :) or “at the
ends of the day” (arāfa l-nahār,  :),
vaguely meaning morning and evening.
But the Qurān does not explicitly specify
whether these ends actually mean sunrise
and sunset or dawn and dusk or possibly
the morning just after sunrise and the evening just before sunset. The implication of
“the ends of the day” seems to be before
sunrise and after sunset, but  : clearly
says “before sunset” (qabla l-ghurūb). In
addition, the two times, “in the morning
and evening” ( :; :; :) are
expressed by a varying vocabulary for
“morning,” ghuduww ( :), ghadāt
( :), bukra ( :), ibkār ( :),
and for “evening,” ashiyy ( :), aīl
( :), pl. aāl ( :).  : explains these two “ends” as “before the

rising of the sun and before its setting”
( :), which would mean at dawn and
in the evening before sunset. These varying
expressions clearly reflect a slowly evolving
understanding of the two preferred prayer
times at “the two ends of the day.” There
is no qurānic evidence to indicate whether
“the two ends of the day” can be synchronized with the above-mentioned traditional
accounts about Muammad’s observance
of the alāt al- uā and the alāt al-ar.
Similarly, the question remains conjectural
whether the insistent condemnation by
Islamic tradition and law of a alāt performed at the precise moments of sunset,
sunrise or when the sun stands in the
zenith as an ancient Arab cult of sunworship actually preserves a trace of such
an early prayer practice concealed in “the
two ends of the day” (cf. Wensinck,
Animismus, -).
Much of his inspiration for the performance of prayer Muammad drew from the
prophets of old, the qurānic models of
prayer who, from Adam through Noah,
Abraham and Israel (q.v.), “fell down prostrate [in prayer], weeping” ( :). They
bade their people to pray, as did e.g.
Ishmael (q.v.; Ismāīl,  :), Isaac (q.v.)
and Jacob (q.v.;  :), or called out in
the darkness (q.v.) invoking God, as did
Jonah (q.v.;  :). Abraham offers a
heart-wrenching prayer to his lord for a
pure heart (q.v.), imploring his creator as
the one who provides for him (see
; ), guides and heals him
(see ; ;  
), will make him to die, give him
life, forgive his sin and offer him paradise
( :-). Beseeching God, he asks that
the privilege of performing the prayer be
granted to him and his progeny ( :,
cf. :). Moses appeals to his lord to open
his breast, unloose the knot upon his
tongue and grant him Aaron (q.v.) as a
helper to glorify God and remember him
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abundantly ( :-), while God addresses him directly in solemn terms,
“Verily I am God; there is no god but I;
therefore serve me and perform the prayer
of my remembrance” (wa-aqimi l-alāta lidhikrī,  :). Both Moses and his brother
Aaron are bidden: “Take you, for your
people, in Egypt (q.v.) certain houses; and
make your houses a direction (qiblatan) for
men to pray to; and perform the alāt; and
give good tidings to the believers” ( :;
see  ). The feeble and grayhaired Zechariah (q.v.) begs his lord
secretly to grant him a son ( :-;
:-), and Jesus (q.v.), God’s servant (see
) as yet in the cradle and made
blessed by God, is enjoined to pray as long
as he lives ( :-).

tubiūna)… and when you come to noon
(wa-īna tu hirūna).” On the other hand, the
middle prayer may have been introduced
in emulation of the mināh, observed by the
Jews of Medina in the afternoon as one of
their three prayer times (shaarīth, morning;
mināh, afternoon; and arbīth, evening, cf.
Mittwoch, Zur Entstehungsgeschichte,
-). In general, Western scholarship (see
-  
  ) tends to interpret “the
middle prayer” as referring to the noon
prayer (alāt al- uhr, cf. Houtsma, Iets,
-; Paret, Grenzen, -; pace Goitein,
Prayer, -, the plural al-alawāt rather
than the dual in  : notwithstanding).
Qurānic commentary, on the other hand,
prefers to interpret “the middle prayer” as
that of the afternoon (alāt al-ar), as it
occupies the middle position in the eventual five prayer times, that were codified as
a religious duty by Islamic law. In any
event, the addition of the middle prayer
appears to have been accompanied by a
decrease in the nocturnal prayer, because a
variety of reasons are now given as dispensations from the lengthy night vigils
( :).
Regularization of the prayer ritual is also
presupposed by dispensations for altered
ways of performing the prayer, known
traditionally as “the prayer of fear” (alāt
al-khawf ), when those facing hostilities
from foes alternate bowing in prayer with
those standing guard with weapons in
hand ( :; see ; ;
;   ). Another
feature of the regularization of prayer is
the insistence on its punctual performance
by “those who carefully observe their
prayer” (alā alātihim yuāfi ūna,  :;
:; :; cf. :-) and the reprimand
for those who are heedless in performing
the alāt (cf.  :-). Furthermore, the
Qurān now explicitly makes the alāt mandatory also for women, commanding them,

The institution of the ritual prayer
In the few years before and after the emigration (q.v.; hijra) of Muammad and his
followers to Medina, the ritual prayer
(alāt) developed into a central religious
discipline of the Prophet’s growing community and shows clear signs of becoming
a consolidated ritual institution. This understanding may be derived from the direct
statement that the alāt is enjoined as “a
timed prescription” (kitāban mawqūtan,
 :), regulated in its performance and
standardized in its choice of terms through
the set phrases of alāt al-fajr and alāt alishā for the morning and evening prayers
respectively ( :), performed “at morn
and eventide” ( :-). A new time of
“the middle prayer” (al-alāt al-wusā,
 :) is now added in Medina, a time
also implied by the “midday heat” ( ahīra;
see ;   ), though not the
midday prayer, in  :. That this prayer
was actually performed at midday may be
inferred from  :-, which summons
Muammad’s community to give glory to
God “when you come to evening and when
you come to morning (īna tumsūna wa-īna
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“Perform the prayer!” (aqimna l-alāta,
 :), and addressing them, “Remember that which is recited in your houses!”
( :), and putting them on an equal
footing with men in observing this obligation (cf.  :; see   
; ; ).
Early in the Medinan phase of the
qurānic proclamation, the giving of the
greeting of peace (q.v.; taslīm), cited in
the second verbal form, “and give the
salutation of peace” (wa-sallimū taslīman,
 :; cf. :, ) became the liturgical
salutation closing the alāt. Already in the
Meccan phase, “salām” (meaning “safety,
salvation, peace, salutation”) is mentioned
frequently and employed in the greeting,
“Peace be upon you!” (salāmun alaykum,
 :; :; :), given by the angels
to the blessed of paradise (see ).
Abraham exchanges “Peace!” (salām,
 :; :) with his guests and, threatened by his father (see ), takes leave
from him with, “Peace be upon you!”
(salāmun alayka,  :) while Moses dismisses Pharaoh (q.v.), “Peace be upon him
who follows the right guidance!” (wa-lsalāmu alā mani ttabaa l-hudā,  :). Now
in Medina, however, Muammad follows
the precedent of the Jewish tefillā (cf.
Mittwoch, Zur Entstehungsgeschichte, )
and includes the utterance of the salutation of peace as an essential feature of the
prayer ritual. In addition, the observance
of the alāt is now frequently connected in
consistent language with the giving of the
zakāt (“alms-due”), a set phrase that occurs
about two dozen times in the Medinan
sūras (cf. Nanji, Almsgiving, -). The
qurānic command, addressed to Muammad’s community, “perform the prayer
and give the alms-due” (wa-aqīmū l-alāta
wa-ātū l-zakāt,  :, mentioned about two
dozen times), clearly demonstrates by its
in-tandem use the existence of two
consolidated communal institutions,

linked together and firmly established,
the ritual prayer and the communal tax
(see ).
The regularization of ritual prayer can
also be inferred from the preparatory rites
which were added during Muammad’s
qurānic proclamation at Medina. During
this Medinan phase, the Qurān records
specific instructions about ritual purification through ablutions to be observed in
preparation of each ritual prayer ( :;
:) as well as dispensations for travelers
(see ) who may shorten the alāt
( :) and use sand as a sign of purification in the absence of water (tayammum,
 :; :). There is no specific instruction
to keep the head covered during prayer,
most likely because this was commonly
done and implicitly understood. The
qurānic injunctions to wash the face (q.v.),
the hands (q.v.) up to the elbows, the head
and the feet (q.v.) up to the ankles, were
based on the perception of ritual impurity
(see also ) resulting from
sexual defilement ( junuban,  :; :; see
  ) or intoxication (sukārā,
 :; see ; ). They laid
the ground for the detailed rituals of wu ū
(minor ablution) and ghusl (major ablution)
developed in the post-qurānic legal literature of Islam (cf. Burton, Qurān,
-). Behind these stipulations lies the
perception that water has the power to
drive off demons (cf. Goldziher, Wasser
als Dämonen, ) as well as the solemn
qurānic assertion that the Qurān is a
sublime book only to be touched by “the
purified” (al-muahharūn,  :-; cf.
Jeffery, Qurān, -).
Another preparatory element of the alāt
is the public summons to prayer ( :),
instituted by Muammad in Medina and
expressed in the Qurān by derivatives of
the verb nādā (third verbal form), “to call,”
foreshadowing the appearance of the word
for the distinct muezzin’s call (adhān) that
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came to be the widely-used term for the
Muslim call to prayer (actually consisting
of two calls, adhān from the minaret and
iqāma in the mosque; see ). According to Islamic tradition, the Prophet
ordered that the believers be convoked by
Bilāl, the first muezzin, and that the summons to prayer be called out rather than
sounded by horns, announced by wooden
clappers or signaled by lighting a fire. In
Medina, the summons to prayer served in
particular as an invitation to the prayer on
“the day of assembly” ( yawm al-jumuati,
 :) on Friday (see  ), the
pre-Islamic market-day, mentioned only
once in the Qurān (cf. Goitein, Muslim,
-; Brockelmann, Iqāmat a - alāt,
-). This public prayer is observed on
Friday at midday in mosques throughout
the Muslim world, although the Friday is
not treated as a day of rest like the
Sabbath (q.v.). In Muslim thought, God is
always active conducting the affairs of the
universe and never sits still, not even resting from his work of creation on the seventh day ( :; cf. Nagel, Koran, -).
The congregational prayer is preceded by
a sermon (khuba), given in two parts, generally from a pulpit (minbar⁄mimbar), with
the preacher standing upright and leaning
on a staff or a lance (cf. Becker, Kanzel,
; Goldziher, Chatib). The absence of
any reference to khuba (and minbar) in the
Qurān, however, does not preclude the
possibility that it actually formed an
essential part of the congregational prayer
in Muammad’s time, as did the sermon
that followed the alāt on the morning of
the two big feast-days, as well as the special
alāt in the cases of a drought or an eclipse.
The most crucial institutional development of the alāt at Medina, however, was
the change of the prayer direction (qibla)
toward the Kaba, the central sanctuary of
Mecca, that can be traced to the year

⁄ after the hijra. This is the year the
battle of Badr took place ( :), after
which Muammad began to dissociate
himself from the local Jewish tribes. The
explicit qurānic directive ( :-) must
be understood against the background of
Semitic prayer practices and their specific
and particular orientations: the Jews
offered their prayers in the direction of
Jerusalem (q.v.), the Syriac Christians
prayed eastward (see  
) and the Essenes turned
toward the rising sun. On account of
extra-qurānic evidence, it is certain that,
immediately after the hijra, Muammad
prayed toward Jerusalem in accordance
with Jewish custom, but then changed
radically. This fact agrees with  :-
which records his opponents’ rebuke for
his having turned in prayer in the opposite
direction ( :; see  
). The radical change of the
qibla required Muammad’s followers in
Medina to turn a half-circle and reorient
their prayer toward the sanctuary of
Mecca, “the holy mosque” (al-masjid alarām,  :, cf. :, ), generally
identified with the Kaba (cf. Hawting,
Kaba, -). The significance for the institutional reorientation of Islam of changing the qibla cannot be underestimated: it
visibly symbolizes the shift from a religion
confirming the scriptures of the “People of
the Book” (i.e. Jews and Christians) to an
autonomous and newly directed religion,
reconfirming the natural monotheistic
religion of Abraham centered on the
Kaba of Mecca, now both the new and
the original focus of Islam.
In Medina, Muammad faced the task of
uniting Meccan Emigrants (muhājirūn) and
Medinan Helpers (anār; see 
 ) into one community (umma),
observing a common prayer ritual and facing in unison in the same direction of
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prayer. In the context of his fall-out with
the Jews of Medina and his reorientation
toward Mecca as the center of the old
Arab religion of Abraham, the Meccan
sanctuary (the foundations of which were
laid by Abraham and Ishmael according to
 :; cf. Firestone, Abraham, -) supplants Jerusalem as the direction of prayer.
The fact of this reorientation, however,
does not solve the question of what the
prayer direction might have been during
the Meccan period of the qurānic proclamation before the hijra (for this complex
question, cf. Wensinck, ibla, -). It
may have been to the east in imitation of
Christian prayer practice or to the Kaba
itself as noted in the traditional account
that Muammad did not dare turn his
back to the sanctuary in his prayer. More
likely, as also noted in the Islamic commentary literature, Jerusalem may have
been Muammad’s prayer direction in
Mecca, a direction in agreement with the
architectural orientation of the semicircular wall (aīm), enclosing the space of
Ismāīl’s tomb (lit. “womb,” ijr), which at
one time formed an integral part of the
Kaba (see   
;     
). The institutional reorientation of
the direction of prayer in Medina roughly
coincides with the time when Muammad
instituted the fast of the month of Ramaān ( :-) that replaced the previously
adopted Jewish custom of the Ashūrā fast
observed on the Day of Atonement (cf.
Wagtendonk, Fasting, -). It also occurs
in the time frame of the battle of Badr,
after which the Jewish tribe of the Banū
Qaynuqā (q.v.) was expelled from Medina.
From this time on, the prayer direction
toward the Kaba in Mecca has remained a
cornerstone of the Muslim ritual performance of the alāt and is architecturally
indicated in every mosque by the “niche”

(mirāb). The latter term, however, does
not appear in the Qurān in this architectural sense (cf.  :, ; :; :; pl.
maārīb,  :).
According to qurānic evidence, there is
no certainty that Muammad and his community observed the duty of the alāt five
times a day as Muslims do today and have
done over the centuries. Neither the number of the five daily prayers nor their exact
times of performance had been fixed by
the end of the qurānic proclamation. In
all likelihood, while in Mecca, Muammad
and his nascent community kept night
vigils and performed prayers in the morning and evening. In Medina, a middle
prayer was added, while the nocturnal
prayers diminished. After a period of
uncertainty in the decades after Muammad’s death, the living tradition and then
the literature of Islamic law codified a firm
duty of the alāt at five specific times of the
day. These designated times, known by the
technical term mīqāt (“appointed time,” cf.
Wensinck, Mīāt, -), came to be specified as the prayer at daybreak (alāt al-fajr),
at noon when the sun has left the zenith
(alāt al- uhr), in the afternoon when the
shadows equal their objects (alāt al-ar), at
dusk after sunset (alāt al-maghrib), and at
nightfall when the twilight has disappeared
(alāt al-ishā). The alāt al-witr, not mentioned in the Qurān but frequently attested in Islamic tradition, presupposes the
fixation of the five daily alāts and came to
be observed as a voluntary prayer between
the night prayer and that of daybreak (cf.
Monnot, alāt, ). The term mīqāt, taken
from the Qurān, appears to indicate that
the alāt continued to be understood as an
encounter with God, prefigured by Moses
meeting and conversing with God at “an
appointed time” ( :-, ; cf. Speyer,
Erzählungen, -; -; -; cf.
:, meeting with the sorcerers) and
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foreshadowing “the appointed time” of the
ultimate encounter of each individual with
God on judgment day ( :; :;
:). Only once is the term used in the
plural, mawāqīt, and that for the observation of the new moon ( :).
The answer to the establishment of five
daily observances of the alāt, which cannot be found in the Qurān, is given in
Muslim tradition by two legendary
scenarios depicting its divine institution:
() during the Prophet’s ascension to
heaven (al-mirāj), God himself charged
Muammad to impose five daily prayers
on his community, or () the angel Gabriel,
mentioned in the Qurān as the angel of
revelation ( :), came down from
heaven five times in one day and, by example, taught Muammad the performance of the five daily prayers. The
recourse to such legends in Islamic tradition points to both the absence of clear
stipulations with regard to the five daily
prayers in the Qurān and the necessity of
establishing an authoritative basis for the
divine institution of the mandatory five
daily prayers. Western scholarship, on the
other hand, has suggested three principal
explanations for the fixation of five daily
prayers: () the five daily prayers are the
result of duplications of the evening prayer
(into alāt al-maghrib and alāt al-ishā ) and
the midday prayer (into alāt al- uhr and
alāt al-ar, cf. Houtsma, Iets, -). This
explanation is particularly reinforced by an
Islamic tradition on the authority of
Abdallāh b. al-Abbās (d. ⁄-), arguing in the opposite direction, namely that
the Prophet himself combined several
alāts in Medina so as not to overburden his
community (cf. Wensinck, alāt, ); () the
five daily alāts were patterned on the binding duty of five daily prayers observed in
Zoroastrianism (Goldziher, Islamisme, ;
cf. Boyce, Zoroastrians, -); () the five
daily prayers were most likely chosen as a

just median between the three services of
the Jewish synagogue and the seven
“hours” observed by Christian monks (cf.
Goitein, Prayer, -). For the postqurānic developments, cf. Wensinck, alāt,
; Monnot, alāt, -.
The language of prayer in the Qurān
As stated above, it may be possible to trace
two stages of development in the genesis of
the alāt: () from the Meccan phase of the
qurānic proclamation until the change of
the qibla in Medina, Muammad’s personal prayer inspires an evolving communal prayer, which included group prayers
in the morning and evening as well as during night vigils; and () with the change of
the qibla in Medina, this communal prayer
practice is transformed into a firmly instituted ritual, including three prayer
times, morning, evening and a median
prayer, as well as stipulations for preparatory and alternate rites. It is much more
difficult, however, to coordinate the diverse
Arabic terminology for various manifestations of prayer in the Qurān. Little research has been done on the semantic
fields of duā, dhikr and alāt and their possible interrelatedness in the Qurān. It is
obvious, however, that the derivatives of
the roots for both duā and dhikr are employed more than twice as frequently in the
Qurān as those for alāt. Among these
three semantic fields, the vocabulary of
duā appears to represent the earliest layer
of prayer language in Arabic as illustrated
by the invocation of pre-Islamic deities
(which has left more than a dozen traces in
the Qurān, e.g.  :; :; :, ;
:, ; :; :; :; :, ;
:; :; :; :; :, ; :;
:; see   ; 
  ) as well as by the frequent
occurrence of oaths in the Qurān that belong to the stock of Muammad’s invocation of God (cf. Hawting, Oaths, -).
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In its pre-Islamic usage duā could be
employed both negatively and positively. A
person could call upon an Arab deity with
an invocation that could be directed either
for or against someone, and hence could
be turned into supplication for a blessing
or imprecation for a curse. This doubleedged signification is conveyed in the
Qurān as in  :, “humanity prays for
evil as he prays for good” ( yadu l-insānu bi
l-sharri duāahu bi-l-khayr). The Qurān
warns that the invocation of unbelievers,
directed to their false gods, goes astray and
receives no answer ( :; :-), contrary to the invocation of the true God,
“who alone is truly called upon” (lahu
dawatu l-aqq,  :) and says, “I am near
to answer the call of the caller, when he
calls me” (ujību dawata l-dāi idhā daānī,
 :). In the Qurān, the duā becomes
the invocation of the one true God to
whom one directs both an appeal for divine succor in times of misfortune and a
supplication for good fortune ( :-).
The classical example of this two-sided
plea for divine assistance can be found in
the first sūra of the Qurān (al-Fātia,
 :-), which begins with the invocation
of God’s name and ends with the doubleedged plea for guidance on the path of
divine favor and protection against divine
wrath (see   ; ). God is
the true hearer of prayer, literally, “the
hearer of the invocation” (samīu l-duā,
 :; :; see   )
and answers the pleas of the prophets, as
in the cases of Abraham, who is granted
progeny in his old age ( :-; :),
and Zechariah, whose secret supplication
for a son is answered ( :-; :-).
The phrase for the hearer of prayer,
which appears only in the context of these
two qurānic passages, combines the language of duā and alāt (cf.  :- and
:-): Abraham asks his lord, “make me
a performer of the prayer” (muqīma l-alāt)

and “accept my plea” (wa-taqabbal duāī,
 :), and Zechariah “invoked (daā) his
lord” while he was “standing in prayer”
(qāimun yuallī,  :-). The intersection
of these two semantic fields of prayer in
prophetic narratives (q.v.) of the Qurān
may illustrate the assimilation of duā, an
early Arab way of prayer, with that of alāt,
the prayer practice adopted by Muammad from a tradition rooted in the Aramaic background, despite the fact that
duā and its derivatives are rarely found
in sūras (q.v.) judged as belonging to the
first Meccan period.
A fusion of duā and alāt with the semantic field of dhikr could be reflected in
the qurānic injunctions to pronounce the
prayer in a moderate voice. With regard to
alāt, Muammad is commanded, “do not
raise your voice in your prayer (lā tajhar
bi-alātika), nor be hushed therein, but seek
you for a way between that” ( :).
With regard to duā, his followers are told,
“invoke your lord (udū rabbakum), humbly
and secretly” (khufyatan,  :). With regard to dhikr, Muammad is commanded,
“remember your lord (wa-dhkur rabbaka) in
your soul, humbly and fearfully, without
raising the voice” (dūna l-jahr,  :).
Another indicator for the blending of these
three semantic fields for prayer in the
Qurān may be detected in the linkage of
the roots of duā and dhikr with specific
prayer times in the Qurān, not unlike in
the case of alāt. For example, with regard
to duā,  : refers to “those who invoke
their lord at morning and evening,” while
with regard to dhikr,  : records the
divine command to Muammad to remember God “at morn and eventide.”
Finally, the close relationship of alāt to
dhikr can be observed in  : referring
to the prosperous believer as one who
“mentions the name of his lord and prays
(dhakara sma rabbihi fa-allā)”; in  :
when Moses is asked to “perform the
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prayer of my remembrance” (wa-aqimi
l-alāta li-dhikrī); in  : which cautions
against Satan desiring “to bar you from the
remembrance of God (dhikr Allāh) and
from the prayer (al-alāt)”; and in  :
including the rebuke for standing lazily in
the prayer (al-alāt) while “not remembering God (wa-lā yadhkurūna llāh) save a little.”
The license given to those deluged by rain
(see ) or suffering from sickness or
prevented from observing the precise hours
of prayer in times of war, however, appears
to separate the alāt from the dhikr: “when
you have concluded the prayer (al-alāt),
then remember God ( fa-dhkurū llāh), standing and sitting and on your sides” ( :).
In the Qurān, the term dhikr denotes primarily the act of “recalling God to mind,”
“reminding oneself of God,” “mentioning
God’s name” or “remembering God”
which imply both a vocal mention and a
mental memory of the presence of God
through recital by the tongue and commemoration in the heart ( :; :;
:, cf. McAuliffe, Heart, -). The
recited word of the Qurān is linked directly with dhikr when the Qurān refers to
itself as “remembrance, reminder” (dhikr,
 :; cf. :; : ; :; :; dhikrā,
e.g.  :; tadhkira, e.g.  :; :;
:; see    ), an identification most expressly encapsulated in
the oath, “By the Qurān, containing the
reminder” (dhī l-dhikr,  :). Furthermore, other revealed scriptures also are
called dhikr, as shown by those possessing
them being designated “People of the
Remembrance” (ahl al-dhikr,  :; :),
in parallel to the standard phrase, ahl alkitāb (“People of the Book”). Underlying
the term dhikr in the Qurān, privileged by
the divine promise of reciprocity, “remember me and I will remember you” ( :),
there is the explicit exercise of mentioning
or recalling God’s name in prayer, vocally

or mentally. This can be inferred from
many qurānic passages, such as “and
mention⁄remember the name of your
lord” ( :; :; cf. :; :; :),
“mention⁄remember your lord when you
forget” ( :), “men and women who
mention⁄remember God oft” ( :),
“the hearts of those who believe are at rest
in God’s remembrance” ( :), “O
believers, mention⁄remember God incessantly” ( :) or “let neither your possessions (see ; ) nor your
children (q.v.) divert you from God’s remembrance” ( :).
In conclusion, it may be said that, in
comparison to the sacred books of humanity, “there is perhaps no Scripture that is so
totally a Book of Prayer as is the Qurān”
(Roest Crollius, Prayer, ). The Qurān is
permeated by a powerful inner dynamic
that makes this scripture in its entirety a
book of prayer, not only because it contains various prescriptions and descriptions
of prayer and includes a great number of
prayers, hymns and invocations, but more
importantly because it reflects a religious
experience of prayer rooted in the heart of
the Prophet and reiterated by the tongues
of his followers throughout the ages as
God’s very own speech (q.v.) in matchless
Arabic (see   ; ).
Only by listening again and again to the
Qurān as a recited text, “honey begins to
flow from the rock” (ibid., ). In the
experience of the Muslim, God speaks to
human beings through the Qurān and
human beings, reciting the Qurān, address
themselves to God. Each in its own modality, dhikr, duā and alāt, return the word to
God in the thought of recollection, the
word of invocation and the action of ritual
worship.
Gerhard Böwering
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Prayer Formulas
Invocations for every circumstance of life,
both personal and social. There are
numerous expressions of prayer in Islam,
prayer being fundamentally one with the
faith and the practice of Muslims (cf.
 :-, among numerous other verses).
The life of the believer is immersed in a
multitude of invocations, which operate as
expressions of sincere faith as well as simple stereotyped formulaic phrases. The life
of an observant Muslim can be compared
to an extended liturgy, as expressed by the
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title of Ibn al-Sunnī’s (d. ⁄) Amal
al-yawm wa-l-layla, “The work [or the liturgy?] of the day and the night,” not only
because of the five canonical prayers (see
), but because of the numerous
invocations to God for every occasion.
Even the ordinary sounds of daily life, such
as the braying of a donkey, can prompt a
prayer (“I take refuge in God from Satan
the outcast,” Ibn al-Sunnī, Amal, ).
Other examples of the way in which the
use of prayer formulas suffuses daily life
are the invocation of the name of God
(see ) before conjugal union, as
well as in matters of personal hygiene
(Ibn al-Sunnī, Amal, ).
A distinction can be made between “traditional,” “common” or “canonical” expressions of praise and petition (including
the codified, or ritual, formulas), and those
which are left to the individual’s own initiative. It should be noted that the former
category encompasses all those formulas to
be found in the Qurān, as well as those
reported to have come from Muammad
(or his Companions, etc.; see 
  ). To this category belong
prayers (sing. dua) found in both the sunna
(q.v.) and adīth, i.e. the “Book of good
manners” in Ibn Abī Shayba’s (d. ⁄)
Muannaf or the “Book of work of day and
night” in al-Nasāī’s (d. ⁄) al-Sunan
al-kubrā (see    ), as
well as those contained in special collections such as Ibn Abī l-Dunyā’s (d. ⁄
) al-Tahajjud wa-qiyām al-layl, and
especially Ibn al-Sunnī’s Amal al-yawm wal-layla (cf. also the Egyptian polymath alSuyūī’s [d. ⁄] Dāī l-falā fī adhkār
al-masā wa-l-abā).
The second grouping, those of the individually formulated duas, may also contain material attributed to Muammad,
but this material is integrated into longer
prayers that are freely and spontaneously
composed. When compared to Christian-

ity, for example, Islam has relatively few
“prayer” books (probably because of the
importance of the five daily obligatory ritual prayers), yet some books of this type
are well-known. Among them are the socalled “Psalms of Islam” (al-aīfa al-kāmila
al-sajjādiyya, or al-aīfa al-sajjādiyya al-ūlā;
Pers. Zabur-i āl-i Muammad ), attributed to
the fourth imām (q.v.), Zayn al-Ābidīn Alī
b. al- usayn, also called al-Sajjād (d. bet.
⁄ and ⁄; cf. Sezgin,  , i,
-). These “Psalms” contain supplications such as “asking for the best”
(istikhāra), the invocation on the beginning
of Ramaān (q.v.), bidding farewell to
Ramaān, etc. (see bibliography for details
on translations of, and commentaries on,
al-Sajjād’s work, as well as other popular
collections of prayers).
As freely expressed prayers are more
common in ūfism (cf. van Ess, Review,
; see    ), a third
category of dua may be added: the ūfī
formulations (see below; cf. Gramlich,
Sendschreiben, -; Ghazālī, Iyā ).
Expressions of praise (q.v.) represent the
true meaning of prayer (see also ; ;   ).
Mention can be made of the amdala,
“Praise be to God” (“al-amdu lillāh”),
which expresses human gratitude for God’s
favors (see ; ; 
 ). This phrase opens the
first chapter of the Qurān, Sūrat al-Fātia
(see ), and is found about forty times
within the Qurān. Similarly, the invocation of the name of God, the basmala, “In
the name of God, the compassionate [forgiving??], the merciful” (“bismi llāh,” in its
full form, “bismi llāhi l-ramāni l-raīm” ),
places all human activity under the divine
will. This invocation is found at the beginning of each sūra (q.v.) except for one.
Furthermore, there is the takbīr: “God is
great,” (“Allāhu akbar”), which bears witness
to the absolute transcendence of God (see
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). One could add
mention of the profession of faith: “There
is no god but God,” (lā ilāha illā llāh; see
  ), contained particularly
in the call to prayer, as well as the talbiya,
spoken at the time of pilgrimage (q.v.):
“Here I am! O God! Here I am! I come to
you! There is none beside you! I come to
you; to you be all glory, all grace and all
power! There is none beside you” (Labbayka
allāhumma labbayka; labbayka lā sharīka laka;
labbayka. Inna l-amda wa-l-nimata [laka]
wa-l-mulka laka, lā sharīka laka”).
Duā as prayer of petition — not always
considered of great importance by some
theologians — is expressed in certain fixed
forms, such as in the prayer asking for rain
(alāt al-istisqā, cf.  :) or in the prayer
for the dead, spoken before burial (q.v.;
alāt alā l-mayyit, cf.  :), which adopts
the invocation pronounced by the Prophet
himself as reported by Abū Hurayra, or,
finally, the prayer of fear (alāt al-khawf, cf.
 : and :-), which was said in the
past by Muslim armies as they went into
battle against the enemy. Many prayers of
petition, however, have different forms,
which are left to the individual’s own
initiative.
In everyday life, there are numerous invocations for every occasion, such as those
addressed to a sick person: “May God heal
you” (Allāh yashfīka); to someone who is
doing work: “May God give you strength”
(Allāh yaīka l-āfiya, or, in the Maghreb,
Allāh yaīka l-aa); about someone who
has died: “May God have mercy upon
him” (Allāh yaramuhu); to a father, about
one of his children: “May God keep him
for you” (Allāh ikhallīlak iyyāhu), etc.
The ritual expressions of prayer are primarily those of the canonical prayer, the
alāt, where the recitation of the first sūra
of the Qurān, Sūrat al-Fātia, is of tremendous importance. This constitutes the
prayer par excellence, recited on all of life’s

occasions: it is used at events of personal
importance, as well as communal ceremonies, like marriages and funerals, or circumcision (q.v.). It is also recited at the
initiation of an individual into the Muslim
community. Called umm al-kitāb (“the
mother of the book” or “the standard of
the book,” depending on the interpretation), commentators have written much on
the benefits of its recitation. During this
prayer, particularly on Fridays (see 
), numerous classic expressions are
repeated, such as “God is great” (Allāhu
akbar) or “Glory to God” (subāna llāh).
This prayer is recited in accordance with a
fixed ritual, which can be shortened when
one is on a journey (q.v.;  :).
One should include here an elaborated
form of the tashahhud, the profession of
faith: “To God salutations, prayers, pious
formulas. Peace be upon you, the Prophet,
as well as the mercy (q.v.) of God and his
blessings. May peace also be upon us and
upon the righteous servants of God. I testify that there is no god but the one God,
there is none beside him, and I testify that
Muammed is his servant and his messenger” (al-taiyyāt lillāh wa-l-alawāt wal-ayyibāt; al-salāmu alayka ayyuhā l-nabī
wa-ramatu llāhi wa-barakātuhu; al-salāmu
alaynā wa-alā ibādi llāhi l-āliīn; ashhadu
anna lā ilāha illā llāha, lā sharīka lahu wa-ashhadu anna Muammadan rasūluhu; see
  ; 
 - ; ).
Like Sūrat al-Fātia, which opens the
Qurān, the two sūras which close the
book, Sūrat al-Falaq (“The Dawn,”  )
and Sūrat al-Nās (“People,”  ) are frequently employed. They are called “the
two that procure refuge” (al-muawwidhatān)
because they employ the formulas “aūdhu
bi-rabbi l-falaq” (“I seek protection from the
lord of the dawn” — or, from the “lord of
hell,” according to the commentators; see
  ) and “aūdhu bi-rabbi
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l-nās” (“I seek protection from the lord of
humankind”). They have given birth to the
very frequent formula, “I seek protection
(q.v.) from God” (aūdhu bi-llāh), by which
the believer places him- or herself in God’s
hands when faced with danger. “I entrust
myself to God” (tawwakaltu alā llāh, cf.
 :) is another closely related formula.
Yet another type of invocation consists
of the recitation of the divine names, or
attributes, of God (see   
) — some of which are
qurānic: “the merciful,” “the strong,”
“the powerful,” etc. (see  
). There are many lists of these
names. According to tradition, there are
ninety-nine names. The hundredth is said
to be the “true name,” which people cannot comprehend.
One qurānic verse,  :, has particular importance. Termed “the throne verse”
(āyat al-kursī), it is very often recited (see
  ). Certain commentators
say that it encompasses the name of God
that cannot be spoken.
Finally, certain ūfi formulations are used
by mystics: huwa (“he”) and al-ishq (“love”),
to which are added the ceremonies (dhikr
or a ra) of the litanies whose precise
forms may vary among different brotherhoods. One of the most common customs
is the continually repeated utterance of
the divine name Allāh, “God” (see
).
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Book IX of the Revival of the religious sciences, Tokyo
, Cambridge, UK  (rev. ed.); Ibn Abī
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Coran, in G. Dporival and D. Pralon (eds. and
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Provence , -; R. Gramlich, Das
Sendschreiben al-Qušayriš über das Sufitum, Stuttgart
, chap. , Das Bittgebet (dua), - and
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children the Qurān (cf. Bobzin, Reformation,  n. ; see     ). From this one can draw
the conclusion that Muslims were not
generally interested in allowing nonMuslims to participate in theological
debates on the character of the holy book
(see    ; ). In any case, as “protected
persons” (sing. dhimmī) living among
Muslims, Christians and Jews must have
possessed a certain basic knowledge of the
most important teachings of the Qurān,
not only through their constant contact
with Muslims, but also because the Arabic
language was deeply influenced by numerous qurānic words and idioms (see
   ; 
  ;  , 
 ). Although there is a considerable amount of both Jewish and Christian
polemical literature against Islam, it is
nevertheless remarkable that the character
of the Qurān as God’s word and revelation (see   ; 
 ) did not stand at the
forefront of theological debates. The
questions of the unity of God (see 
  ), the authenticity
of the Jewish-Christian scriptures (see
;   ) and
the proofs of Muammad’s prophethood
were debated much more frequently (see
  ; ;
   ; 
  ). If Jews and Christians
wrote in Arabic on subjects of central
importance, such as the Qurān, they had
to express themselves quite carefully in
view of potential Muslim sensitivities.
Hence, it is not surprising that the number
of Arabic treatises by Jewish and Christian
authors that deal exclusively with the
Qurān is relatively low (cf. Steinschneider,
Polemische, -).

Pre- Preoccupations of
Qurānic Studies
Introduction
The Qurān refers in various ways to the
teachings of the Christians and Jews,
which it partially adopts, partially corrects
or completely rejects (see  
;   ;    ; 
 ). Thus it is not surprising that, from the beginning, the Qurān
also became the object of Christian and
Jewish interest. Furthermore, the fact that,
for centuries, the polemical debate received the most attention, is not surprising.
In the context of the times, this formed an
understandable first stage for later attempts
at a more scientific-objective treatment of
the Qurān, attempts which only began in
early modern times. Conditions for this
later development were, on the one hand,
easier access in the west to the original
Arabic text of the Qurān, and, on the
other hand, the development of Arabic
philology to the standard of classical studies, which is inseparably linked with the
names of Joseph Justus Scaliger (d. )
and Thomas Erpenius (d. ).
According to the so-called covenant of
‘Umar (ahd Umar), i.e. that of the second
caliph (q.v.), Umar b. al-Khaāb, nonMuslims were forbidden to teach their
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Christian-Arabic studies
Already in the third⁄ninth century the
Nestorian scribe Abū Nū al-Anbārī wrote
a ‘refutation of the Qurān’ (Tafnīd alQurān), which, however, is little known (cf.
Graf,  , ii, ). Of greatest influence
on the attitude of Christians to the Qurān
was the polemical treatise in defense of
Christianity published under the pseudonym Abd al-Masī b. Isāq al-Kindī
(not to be confused with the famous
philosopher Abū Yūsuf al-Kindī, d. after
⁄), which was conceived as a
response to the invitation of the Muslim
Abdallāh b. Ismāīl al-Hāshimī. This socalled “Apology of al-Kindī” (Risālat Abd
al-Masī al-Kindī ilā Abdallāh al-Hāshimī; cf.
Graf,  , ii, -) was in all likelihood
written in the third⁄ninth century. It is a
matter of debate whether the unknown
author was a Jacobite (according to
Massignon, al-Kindī; d’Alverny, Deux
traductions, ) or a Nestorian (Graf, ibid.;
Troupeau, al-Kindī). Within the scope of
his elaborate discussion of Islam the
author also addresses the Qurān (al-Kindī,
Risāla, ed. Tien,  f.; cf. ibid., ed. Tartar,
Dialogue,  f.); the information about its
origin and compilation deviates on some
points from the orthodox Islamic view,
however, and it does not always seem to be
reliable (cf. Nöldeke,  , iii,  f. and ).
Above all, however, the author wants to
prove the inauthentic and unoriginal
nature of the Qurān, arguing that the
contents of the Qurān were strongly
influenced by a certain Christian monk
named Sergius, alias Nestorius, who had
wished to imitate the Gospels. After his
death two Jews, Abdallāh b. Salām and
Kab al-Abār, had also added materials
from Jewish sources. In any case, the
argumentation of the Risāla reveals its
author’s own precise knowledge of the
Qurān, from which he frequently makes
exact quotations.

Al-Kindī’s Risāla had a significant effect,
particularly in the west. It belonged to the
Arabic texts on Islam that, in Toledo
during a visit to Spain in - .., the
Cluniac abbot Peter the Venerable
(d.  ..) arranged to be translated into
Latin, along with the Qurān (cf. Kritzeck,
Peter the Venerable; Bobzin, Reformation,  f.);
thereby, the Risāla, under the title “Epistula
saraceni et rescriptum christiani,” became a
part of the so-called ‘Corpus Toletanum.’
This Corpus would, for centuries, prove to
be for European scholars the most important basis for their knowledge of Islam.
One century later, the Rescriptum christiani
was integrated by Vincent of Beauvais
(Vincentius Bellovacensis; d. ca. ) into
his encyclopedic work Speculum historiale
(written bet. -; first ed. Strasbourg
); from this source it reached Theodor
Bibliander’s  edition of the Qurān
(see below). As an original part of the
‘Corpus Toletanum,’ the Risāla was later
used by authors like Dionysius Carthusianus (see below), Nicholas of Cusa (see
below) and others.
Another important polemical work,
which also deals in some detail with the
Qurān, is the so-called ‘Baīrā legend’
(cf. Gottheil, Christian; Abel, Baīrā). It
seems to follow in this respect al-Kindī’s
Risāla, when it recounts a similar tale about
a Christian monk called Sergius, who was
supposedly the teacher of Muammad
and, thus, the real inspirer of the
Qurān (cf. Graf,  , ii,  f.; see
  ; ).
Of later authors the Coptic scholar alāfī Abū l-Faāil b. al-Assāl should be
mentioned (d. bef.  ..; Graf,  ,
ii, ). Within the scope of an apology for
the New Testament scriptures, he also
concerns himself with the Qurān, which
he characterises as a source of revelation
(Graf, ibid., ). In the twelfth⁄eighteenth
century, annā Maqār, in a polemical
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treatise against a Muslim scholar, proceeded with more precision against the
Qurān (Graf,  , iv,  f.). From
among the Maronites, mention should be
made of Yuannā al- awshabī (d. ;
Graf,  , iii,  and -; Steinschneider, Polemische, ), who wrote a book
Munāqa āt al-Qurān (“On the contradictions of the Qurān”), and also Petrus b.
Dūmī Makhlūf (d. ca. ; Graf,  ,
iii, -), with his work Miftā al-bīa
(“The key of the church”). The ArmenianCatholic theologian Mkrtič al-Kasī
working in Aleppo (late seventeenth⁄early
eighteenth century) wrote two treatises
which dealt critically with the Qurān,
namely al-Nāsikh wa-l-mansūkh fī l-Qurān
(“On the abrogating and abrogated verses
in the Qurān”; Graf,  , iv, -) as
well as idq al-Injīl wa-kidhb al-Qurān (“On
the truth of the Gospel and the falsehood
of the Qurān”).
Western theologians also availed themselves of the Arabic language from the
seventeenth century onwards: the Franciscan Dominicus Germanus de Silesia
(d. ; cf. Graf,  , ii,  f.; Bobzin,
Ein oberschlesischer Korangelehrter) in his
work, Antitheses fidei, printed in Rome in
; the Jesuit Jean Amieu (d. ), who,
from , lived in Syria (Aleppo⁄Beirut)
and wrote a refutation of the Qurān
(Graf,  , iv, ); or the Capuchin
Franciscus of Romontin (d. ca. ) who
wrote an as yet unprinted refutation of the
Qurān with the title Īqān al-arīq al-hādī ilā
malakūt al-samawāt (Graf,  , iv, ) at
the request of Pope Innocent IV.

Damascus, ) chapter on the “heresy of the
Ishmaelites” (thrēskeia tōn Ismaēlitōn; cf.
Sahas, John of Damascus). In the text he also
addresses the Qurān from which he knows
the names of different sūras (like, for
example, “The Young Cow” =  , Sūrat
al-Baqara; “The Women” =  , Sūrat
al-Nisā; “The Table” =  , Sūrat alMāida). Included, however, are also names
which are not traditional in Muslim
sources: “The Camel (q.v.) of God” (but cf.
 :; :; :). From some of these
sūras he mentions certain regulations, e.g.
the permission of polygamy with up to 
wives ( :; see   ;
;    )
and the possibility of the dismissal of wives
( : f.). Above all, however, John
presents the marriage of Muammad to
Zaynab bt. Jahsh, the wife of his own
adoptive son Zayd b. Hāritha, in  : f.,
as an example of his immorality. The
reputation of John of Damascus and the
wide distribution of his writings ensured
that this episode became a steadfast
constant of Christian polemical arguments
against Islam, in the east (e.g. with alKindī), as in the west (e.g. Eulogius, see
below), long before the appearance of the
first complete Latin Qurān translation in
the west (see   
).
The work of the Byzantine author
Niketas of Byzantium became similarly
influential (d. after  ..; but cf. Sahas,
John of Damascus,  n. , where his dates
are given as - ..). He wrote one of
the oldest Byzantine polemical treatises
against the Qurān (Anatropē tēs para tou
Arabos Mōamet plastographētheisēs biblou; ed.
J.-P. Migne,  , cv, cols. -; Ger.
trans. Förstel, Schriften zum Islam). Not on
account of his own knowledge of the
original Arabic (Khoury, Théologiens
byzantins,  f.), but rather on the basis of
a Greek Qurān translation already

Eastern authors writing in Greek
The text written by the orthodox theologian John of Damascus (d. bef.  ..) in
his Liber de haeresibus (although its authenticity is controversial) would become just as
influential as al-Kindī’s Risāla, with its
hundredth (or st; cf. Sahas, John of

- 
available to him (Trapp, Gab es eine
byzantinische Koranübersetzung?), in the
second segment of his book he deals in
detail with   to , from which he quotes
numerous verses verbatim. The rest of the
sūras are treated only summarily. The
sūras, the first of which he does not
consider to belong in the Qurān, he labels
logos, mythos or mytharion, and calls them by
their mostly translated, but now and then
also simply transcribed, names. Most
frequently cited are translated verses which
refer to biblical figures, especially, of
course, Jesus (q.v.). All together Niketas
views the Qurān as an “unreasonable,
unsystematically thrown together, shoddy
piece of work, filled with lies, forgeries,
fables and contradictions; his language is
neither that of a Prophet, nor does it
correspond with the dignity of a religious
book or legal code” (Güterbock, Der Islam,
 f.). Especially important is the misinterpretation of al-amad ( :), one of the
qurānic attributes of God, that Niketas,
following the Greek translation of the
Qurān at his disposal, reproduces as
‘entirely compact’ (holosphyros, variant:
holosphairos, ‘completely round’). He
thereby provides the Qurān with a
materialistic image of God, which is
completely foreign to it in principle. This
view was taken over by later theologians,
as, for example, Euthymios Zigabenos
(fl. twelfth century ..) in his Panoplia
dogmatikē (“Dogmatic panoply,” Migne,  ,
cxxx, B), or in the so-called ‘abjuration formula’ for Muslim converts (Migne,
 , cxl, -; cf. Montet, Rituel d’abjuration, ).
From the time of the Palaiologues
(fourteenth⁄fifteenth century), who deal
with the Qurān in more detail, later
Byzantine authors belong completely to
the tradition of Latin authors (see below,
Ricoldo).
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Western authors writing in Latin
Use of the Qurān in Latin began on the
Iberian peninsula, not surprisingly because
of the strong presence there of Muslims.
What is more surprising is that the Spanish
Christian theologians in their polemic
against the Qurān quite evidently fell back
on arguments which had their origin in the
tradition of eastern Christianity. Thus the
author Eulogius of Cordoba (d.  ..)
in his Liber apologeticus martyrum (Migne,  ,
cxv, col. ) quotes  : to criticize
Muammad’s adulterous behaviour (see
  ) — in exactly
the same way as al-Kindī had already done
in his Risāla and John of Damascus had
done before him. The Jewish apostate
Peter Alphonsi (Rabbi Moses Sephardi,
d. after  ..), who was one of the
significant mediators of Arabic science to
the occident, in his Dialogi in quibus impiae
Judaeorum opiniones… confutantur also
addressed the teachings of Islam, whose
implausibility he tried to demonstrate with
some correctly translated qurānic citations
( :; :; : f.,  f.; :;
:; :; :-; :-, ; cf. Monnot,
Citations coraniques).
The most important basic work for the
qurānic knowledge and qurānic criticism
of late-medieval authors was made, at the
instigation of Peter the Venerable (-
..), by the English scholar Robert of
Ketton (or Robert of Chester; more precise
dates unknown). This was a quite inexact
Latin paraphrase of the Qurān. Its influence, through the Basel printed editions
of  and , and the translations
based on it in Italian (), German (;
) and Dutch (), however, extended
far into the seventeenth century (cf.
Bobzin, Reformation,  f.). Peter the
Venerable himself wrote a shorter Summa
totius haeresis saracenorum, a longer (now
incomplete) treatise Contra sectam saracenorum and one Epistula de translatione sua
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addressed to Bernard of Clairvaux (d. 
..), writings which, together with the
paraphrase of the Qurān and the Rescriptum christiani from the Risāla of al-Kindī,
became part of the so-called ‘Corpus
Toletanum.’ Peter understood the Qurān
as a ‘law’ (lex) or ‘collection of regulations’
(collectaneum praeceptorum), but held it to be
inferior to the Bible, because it was compiled from ‘Jewish fables and heretical
gossip’ (tam ex fabulis Iudaicis quam ex haereticorum neniis confecta; Summa). He maintained that, even if some words seem
identical in the Bible and Qurān — as,
for example, “word,” “mind” or
“envoy” — nevertheless, as he works out
clearly, quite different concepts underlie
them. In his argumentation he quotes only
relatively rarely directly from the Qurān,
and occasionally from the Rescriptum
christiani. The Annotationes accompanying
the qurānic paraphrase, which were only
partly reproduced in Bibliander’s edition of
 (i, -; cf. d’Alverny, Deux traductions,  f.), have but recently come to be
appreciated as informative pointers to the
employment of the Qurān and Islamic
commentaries by Mozarabic Christians
(Burman, Religious polemic,  f.). They
begin with a list of the so-called “beautiful
names” of God (al-asmā al-usnā) and also
contain a clue to the linguistic resemblance
of Arabic with Hebrew. For example, the
word ‘Azoara’ for the Arabic al-sūra is
explained with reference to the Latin vultus
‘face’ (i.e. <Arabic ūra! ) which points to
the fact that the difference between the
sibilants s and  probably no longer existed.
Evidently, the anonymous treatise Liber
denudationis sive ostensionis aut patefaciens (also
known under the title of Contrarietas alfolica;
cf. d’Alverny and Vajda, Marc de Tolède,
 f.), which exists in a unique manuscript
(Paris, BN Lat. ), and also follows an
Arabic model, should be viewed in connection with the second complete qurānic

translation by Mark of Toledo (d. after
 ..; cf. Bobzin, Reformation,  f.). It
contains about  explicit Qurān citations,
which, like the entire book, are translated
in a very literal fashion. Furthermore, the
sūras are usually designated by their titles
and, in addition, different names are also
used for the same sūra, as is familiar from
the Islamic tradition. Regarding the origin
of the Qurān, the familiar adīth (cf.
Nöldeke,  , i,  n. ) is cited (see 
  ), namely, that the Qurān
would be “revealed” to Muammad “in
seven aruf, of which every one would be
good” (descendit Alchoranus super me in septem
litteris, et quicquid satis est sufficit; Liber denudationis, chap. , par. , ed. Burman, Religious polemic, ). The Latin text explains
that these seven readings (see  
 ) — this is what is meant here
by litterae — are associated with the names
Nafe (Nāfi), Ebou Omar (Abū Amr),
Homra ( amza), Elkessar (al-Kisāī), Asser
(Ā im), filius Ketir (Ibn Kathīr) and filius
Amer (Ibn Āmir), who are also the
founders of seven so-called “canonical”
readings (see    ;
   ). The text
explains that they were not, however,
contemporaries of Muammad, because
during his lifetime only Abdalla filius
Messoud (Abdallāh b. Masūd), Zeid filius
Thabet (Zayd b. Thābit), Othman filius
Offan (Uthmān b. Affān) and Ebi filius
Chab (Ubayy b. Kab) would have been
familiar with the Qurān. Whether or not
filius Abitaleb (Alī b. Abī ālib [q.v.]) was
familiar with the Qurān, is controversial.
Nevertheless, the Qurāns of the aforementioned people would have been
different, which is why Mereban filius
Elhekem (Marwān b. al- akam, i.e. the
fourth Umayyad caliph, active -) had
them burned and a new text produced (see
   ;  
 ;    
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). It was only after this that the
abovementioned seven appeared as readers
characterised as praefecti, who “contradicted each other so much in their grammar as in their use of idiom” (contradixerunt
sibi in gramatica et idiomatibus propriis, Liber
denundationis, chap. , par. , ed. Burman,
Religious polemic, ). Nevertheless, other
accounts are mentioned which indicate
that an official codex of the Qurān did not
yet exist at Muammad’s death. Only at
the instigation of Abū Bakr was all the
available material collected and assembled
by him to become the Qurān that exists
today (see  ). The purpose of these
reports is to prove the unreliability or
inauthenticity of the Qurān as a holy
book. A chapter about the ‘impure’ things
(immundita) also occupies a considerable
amount of space, along with (the most
extensive part) the chapter on the numerous contradictions to be observed in the
Qurān. In the treatment of particular
passages, the author relies upon a noteworthy knowledge of Islamic commentaries and traditional literature (see 
  :   ). Although the work is extant in only a
single manuscript, it had a notable effect
and its use by some later authors can be
demonstrated (see Ricoldo below).
The mendicant orders of the Dominicans
and Franciscans, which arose as a
consequence of the Crusades, counted
among their tasks the resumption of attempts to convert the Muslims. For this
purpose, at the instigation of Raymund of
Pennaforte (d.  ..), language academies for Arabic came into being in Spain
and north Africa (cf. Altaner, Sprachstudien; id., Die fremdsprachliche). A graduate of one of these was Raymond Martin
(Ramón Martí; Lat. Raymundus Martini;
d. ca.  ..; cf. Berthier, Maître), who,
in his works Pugio fidei aduersus Mauros et
Iudaeos and Explanatio simboli apostolorum,

reveals a detailed knowledge of Arabic
source texts including the Qurān, as well
as the appropriate traditional literature
(cf. Cortabarría Beitía, Connaissance;
id., Sources arabes; see 
   ). Whether
the so-called Quadruplex reprobatio can also
be ascribed to him remains a matter of
dispute (cf. Daniel, Islam and the west, ;
Burman, Religious polemic,  n. ;
Hernando y Delgado, De Seta Machometi,
 f.). The so-called language canon of
the Council of Vienna (⁄ ..; cf.
Altaner, Raymundus Lullus) goes back to
the untiring activity of the Catalan Raymond Lull (Ramón Llull; Lat. Raymundus
Lullus; d. ca.  ..) to which later
appeal was repeatedly made, above all for
the study of the Arabic Qurān text. Lull
himself possessed excellent knowledge of
Arabic (cf. Brummer, Ramon Lull; Lohr,
Christianus arabicus), which is revealed in
many of his works; his qurānic knowledge
comes to light especially in his Disputatio
Raymundi christiani et Hamar saraceni, which
was written in  .. (cf. Daiber, Der
Missionar). Belonging also to the Spanish
context but known only in summary form,
is the treatise Sobre la seta Mahometana by the
archbishop of Jaen, Pedro Pascual (d. 
..), who was, admittedly, later criticized
by John of Segovia (see below) for not
being faithful to the text. According to
John of Segovia, Pedro reads teachings in
the text of the Qurān which it does not
contain (cf. Cabanelas Rodriguez, Juan de
Segovia, ).
To William of Tripoli (fl. second half of
the thirteenth century ..), a Dominican
from Syria, about whose life little is known,
has, until now, been attributed the work De
statu sarracenorum (see Prutz, Kulturgeschichte
for the text edition), in which there are also
reports on the content and creation of the
Qurān. It has recently been proved that
not this, but rather a similar work with the
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title Notitia de Machometo et de libro legis qui
dicitur Alcoran et de continentia eius et quid dicat
de fide Domini nostri Iesu Christi was written
by him (cf. Engel’s comments on his edition
of William’s work). The creation of the
Qurān, according to William, occurred
thus:  years after Muammad’s death
there were only seven of his Companions
alive (see    ).
These individuals then planned to produce
a single “teaching” (doctrina), to be called
the “law of Muammad” (lex Machometi),
similar to the Jews’ possessing the Torah of
Moses and the Christians, the gospel of
Christ. The composition of this work they
delegated to ‘Hesman filius Effran’ (i.e.
Uthmān b. Affān) from Damascus, which
he did “with hidden profundity” (profunditate obscura).  , which is completely and
correctly translated, is regarded by William
as a “preface” (prefatio) and its content as
an “expression of thanks and a prayer”
(see ).   counts as the first chapter,
“concerning the cow” (De vacca); the
shorthand alif-lām-mīm in verse  represents
the word alam ‘suffering’ (see 
;  ). Special
value is placed upon the qurānic references to Christ and the virgin Mary (q.v.),
that were for the most part cited directly,
above all from   and .
One of the most influential medieval
works on the Qurān was written by the
Florentine Dominican Ri(c)coldo da
Monte Croce (d. ca.  ..), who, between  and , worked as a preacher
in the Middle East. His treatise Contra legem
sarracenorum is based upon excellent knowledge of the Arabic qurānic text; nevertheless, he used passages from the Liber
denudationis, as, for example, with respect to
the creation of the qurānic text. Here, the
above quoted adīth on the seven readings
is read as follows: Descendit Alchoranus super
me in VII uiris [instead of: litteris]…, which
admittedly fits better with the naming of

the readings. Also with some of his almost
 qurānic quotations, Ricoldo follows the
text of the Liber denudationis. He calls the
sūras always by their names, not by their
numbers.
One can recognize Ricoldo’s work both
as a “classic” and as a very systematic
summary of all Christian objections to the
Qurān (cf. Bobzin, Treasury of heresies,
 f.), which are, in brief: the Qurān is
nothing but a mixture of older Christian
heresies that had already been denounced
by earlier church authorities. Because it is
predicted by neither the Hebrew Bible nor
the New Testament, the Qurān cannot be
accepted as divine law; for the rest, the
Qurān refers in some cases specifically to
the Bible as an authority. Similarly, the
theory of the textual falsification (tarīf )
cannot be accepted (see  
). Regarding its style (see
     ), the
Qurān does not correspond with any
“holy” writing; above all, its many fantastic
stories make it impossible to accept a
divine origin for the Qurān (see ;     
;    
). Some ethical concepts would
contradict basic philosophical convictions
(see    ; 
  ). Above all, however, the
Qurān contains numerous internal contradictions, apart from its entirely obvious
lack of order (see   
  ;   
). Furthermore, the Qurān was not
witnessed by a miracle (q.v.). The Qurān
goes against reason; this is apparent both
in Muammad’s life, which is branded as
immoral, as well as in some blasphemous
views on divine topics. The Qurān
preaches force and allows injustice (see
  ; ; ;   ; ;  
; ). The history of the
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text of the Qurān ultimately proves the
uncertainty of the text.
In the year  .., Ricoldo’s work was
translated into Greek by the Byzantine
scholar Demetrios Kydones (d. ca. ).
This translation led to a late blooming of
polemic literature against Islam, which is
connected with the writings of two emperors (cf. Mazal, Zur geistigen Auseinandersetzung): John VI Kantakuzenos
(r. - ..) composed Four arguments
against the heresy of the Saracens and Four
speeches against Muammad (printed in Basel
in  in Bibliander’s qurānic volume),
and Manuel II Palaiologos (r. -
..) composed his Dialogue with a Persian on
the religion of the Christians (cf. ed. Förstel;
Trapp, Manuel II. Palaiologos). In both
works, the traces of the work of RicoldoKydones are clearly recognizable.
On the basis of the Greek text of Kydones, there followed a Latin retranslation
by an otherwise unknown Bartholomaeus
Picenus de Monte Arduo. The name of the
author appears here, following the Greek
model (here ‘Ricoldo’ became ‘Rikardos’),
as ‘Richardus’. The first imprint of the
Latin original appeared in  in Seville
under the title Improbatio Alcorani (with a
Spanish translation Reprobación del Alcorán in
), again in Toledo in , as well as in
Venice in  under the different title of
Propugnaculum fidei. In many respects defective, the aforementioned Latin retranslation appeared for the first time in Rome in
 under the title Confutatio Alcorani seu
legis Saracenorum. On the basis of this text,
Martin Luther (d. ) composed his
Verlegung [= refutation] des Alcoran Bruder
Richardi (Wittenberg ); on the one
hand, Luther shortened the text where it
appeared too scholastic, on the other hand,
he expanded it around some passages connected with the contemporary Turkish
threat (cf. Bobzin, Reformation,  f.).
Theodor Bibliander printed in his collec-

tion of  (see below) both the Greek
version of Kydones and its Latin retranslation: the latter, as it happens, was printed
far more frequently than the original text!
The influence of the Turkish wars
The Turkish wars had a very great influence on European qurānic studies. The
conquest of Constantinople in  .. by
the Ottoman sultan Mehmet II, which
announced the final end of the Byzantine
empire, caused, and was preceded by, a
lively production of treatises on the “religion of the Turks.” At the same time, a
key roll fell to the German cardinal
Nicholas of Cusa (Nikolaus of Kues; Lat.
Nicolaus Cusanus, d. ). At the council
of Basel (-), he had become acquainted with the Spanish theologian, and
later cardinal, John of Segovia ( Juan de
Segovia; d. ca. ), and through him he
gained knowledge of the ‘Corpus Toletanum.’ During a trip to Constantinople on
behalf of Pope Eugene IV (in ), he had
certain passages from an Arabic qurānic
text explained to him in a Franciscan
monastery. He then came across the Latin
Qurān translation from the ‘Corpus Toletanum’ in a Dominican convent. With the
encouragement of Nicholas, the Carthusian monk Dionysius Rijkel, originally
from the Netherlands, (Dionysius Carthusianus, d. ), who accompanied him on
his trips from  and after, wrote an extensive treatise against the Qurān: Contra
Alchoranum et sectam Machometicam (printed
in Cologne in ; German trans. Strasbourg ). It is based totally upon the
writings of the ‘Corpus Toletanum’ and
provides a refutation of various qurānic
passages, quite schematically organized
according to the sūras. Following the end
of the Council of Basel (), John of
Segovia withdrew from all church political
activity, and busied himself with the study
of Islam. In his treatise De mittendo gladio
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divini spiritus in corda Saracenorum (“On sending the sword of the divine spirit into the
hearts of the Saracens”), he emphasized
the importance of a thorough knowledge
of the Qurān for fruitful disputation with
the Muslims that could promote living
together in peace. With his studies of
the Qurān, the imperfection of the old
Toledan translation became evident to him
(as did that of other writings as, for example, those of Pedro de Pascual). After he
moved in  to the monastery of Aiton
in Savoy, he succeeded in persuading the
Muslim jurist Īsā Dhā Jābir (alias Yça
Gidelli) to undertake the journey from his
home town Segovia to Aiton. There they
worked for four months (winter ⁄)
on a new Qurān edition, one which contained a Castilian translation next to the
Arabic text (cf. Cabanelas Rodriguez, Juan
de Segovia; Wiegers, Islamic literature). Of
this work, to which Juan added another
Latin translation, only the prologue exists
today. In it, a convincing criticism of the
translation practice of Robert of Ketton is
found.
In ca. -, Nicholas of Cusa himself
composed his Cribratio Alcorani (“An examination of the Qurān”). It is dedicated to
Pope Pius II (r. -), who imposed a
crusading policy against the Turks.
Nicholas’ treatise is to be understood as a
counter-programme: although he maintains the heretical nature of Islam, he is
more willing to stress what Christianity
and Islam have in common, as these
clearly appear in the Qurān, the foundational document of Islam. For his
understanding of the Qurān, he depends — along with the writings from the
‘Corpus Toletanum’ — above all, on the
work of Ricoldo. As a consequence, he
sticks to apologetic rather than philosophical arguments. Certainly the importance of
the work is often overestimated for the ‘dialogue’ (cf. Flasch, Nikolaus von Kues,  f.).

The refutation of the Qurān by the
Italian Petrus de Pennis (second half of
the fifteenth century), Tractatus contra
Alcoranum et Mahometum (Paris BN, Ms lat.
) — which relies above all on Ricoldo
and Petrus Alphonsi — is still unpublished
(cf. Daniel, Islam and the west,  f.).
A new and successful type of controversial literature was created by the Spanish
Franciscan Alfonso de Spina (d. ca. )
with his work, Fortalitium fidei in universos
Christiane religionis hostes (“A fortress of belief
in view of all the enemies of the Christian
religion”), printed in Strasbourg before
. As for Judaism, one chapter of the
book is dedicated exclusively to Islam, with
a section ‘On the state of the teaching and
the law of Mohammed’ (De qualitate doctrinae et legis Machometi). For his understanding of the Qurān, Alfonso, in addition to
the work of Ricoldo, depends on Ramón
Martís’ Pugio fidei as well as the writings of
John of Segovia. Alfonso’s Fortalitium was
reprinted with extraordinary frequency in
the fifteenth century, and must be counted
as an important source of qurānic knowledge in theological circles — Luther also
demonstrably used this work (cf. Bobzin,
Reformation, ). In a very similar way to
Alfonso de Spina, much later authors continue to explain Islam mainly on the basis
of a brief representation of the teaching of
the Qurān. Authors of works “On the
truth of the Christian religion” (De veritate
religionis Christianae), as those of Juan Luis
Vives (d. ) or Hugo Grotius (d. ),
devote a separate book or chapter to the
topic of Islam.
From the beginning of the sixteenth century comes the very influential writing of
an Aragonese renegade by the name of
Juan Andrés (latinised to Johannes Andreas
Maurus) about whose life, except the year
of his conversion to Christianity (),
nothing is known. His work appeared in
 in Valencia under the title Libro
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nueuamente imprimido que se llama confusion
dela secta mahomatica y del alcoran (Bobzin,
Bemerkungen zu Juan Andrés) and was
quickly translated into several other
European languages (Italian, French,
Latin, Dutch, English, German). Evidently,
this writing was a kind of preparation for
an intended complete Aragonese translation of the Qurān. Interlaced into the text
are about  translated Qurān quotations;
these were first of all provided in Latin
transcription, and then translated. For his
interpretation, Juan relies upon wellknown authorities such as Azamahxeri (i.e.
al-Zamakhsharī, d. ⁄) and Buhatia
(i.e. Ibn Aiyya al-Andalusī, d. ⁄).
In his view, the Qurān was divided into
four books (libros) by the caliph Uthmān:
Book  contains  chapters (capitulos or
sūras, cuar, or cura) with   to ; Book 
contains  chapters (  to ); Book 
contains  chapters (  to ). For the
first three books Juan names each sūra by
name, which deviate occasionally from
their familiar titles (thus   is called la
espada by Juan, Ar. Sūrat al-Sayf, that is, after
 :, the so-called āyat al-sayf; cf. Bobzin,
Bemerkungen zu Juan Andrés,  n. ;
see ). The fourth part comprises 
chapters, so that altogether there are 
chapters — the number  probably
occurred as a result of an old error, understandable from the Roman manner of
writing the numbers for . Without that,
not counting   as well as   and ,
the number  arises, which is thoroughly
compatible with Islamic traditions (for
example in Ibn Masūd). For the rest, Juan
uses (next to the popular prophetic biography Kitāb al-Shifā fī tarīf uqūq al-Muafā
of the Mālikī judge Iyā b. Mūsā, d. ⁄
; see    ) a further
unspecified sīra work (acear), quoting from
it the first sūras ( :-; :- and :-)
in a traditional chronology of revelation.
Juan offers the oldest Latin attestation of a
division of the Qurān into four rub, used

in Andalusian manuscripts and still today
in Maghrebian editions, in which, certainly, a few differences are detectable,
especially with regard to the end of the
third and⁄or the beginning of the fourth
section (today it is usually divided between
  and ; see   
;   ). Other anti-qurānic works printed
in Spain do not appear to have had any
effect outside Spain, as, for example,
B. Bernardo Pérez de Chinchón, Libro llamado Antialcorano: que quiere dezir contra el
Alcoran de Mahoma, (Valencia ), or Lope
de Obregón, Confutacion del Alcoran y secta
Mahometana, sacado de sus propios libros, y de la
vida del mesmo Mahoma (Granada ; cf.
Bunes Ibarra, Evolución).
Qurānic studies in the sixteenth century
Similar to the trend of the middle of the
fifteenth century, the renewed strengthening of the Ottoman Turks from the time of
the accession to government of Sultan
Selīm (-) had a more or less direct
effect on the interest of scholars of the
Orient in the Qurān as the “Bible of the
Turks.” Into this period falls the first
Arabic imprint of the complete Qurān
by the Venetian printer Alessandro de
Paganini (ca. ⁄; cf. Nuovo, Il Corano
arabo ritrovato; Bobzin, Jean Bodin;
Borrmans, Observations; see  
 ). This Qurān edition, which
was most likely intended for export to the
Ottoman empire, was so riddled with
errors that it was unacceptable to Muslim
users. That the Pope had it burned is a
legend attested to since the start of the seventeenth century (cf. Nallino, Una cinquecentesca edizione). It has been proven,
already through the works of older scholars like Johann Michael Lang (see below),
Johann Buxtorf IV (d. ; De Alcorani
editione Arabica, in Hase and Lampe,
Bibliotheca [],  f.) and Giovanni
Bernardo de Rossi (d. ; De Corano ara-
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bico Venetiis Paganini typis impresso, Parma
) — that two European scholars possessed a copy of this Qurān: Teseo
Ambrogio degli Albonesi (d. ), whose
copy is still extant (Bobzin, Reformation,
), and Guillaume Postel (d. ). Postel
later dealt in detail with the Qurān in his
extensive work De orbis terrae concordia libri
IV (Basel ), from which — in a manner
noteworthy for the time — remarkably he
translated exactly an extensive section from
 , as well as numerous further extracts
(survey in Bobzin, Reformation,  f.). In his
Grammatica arabica (Paris ca. ), which
had appeared a few years earlier, he had
printed   in still quite clumsy Arabic
characters and presented it along with a
translation (Bobzin, Reformation,  f.;
Secret, Guillaume Postel). In his polemical
work Alcorani seu legis Mahometi et Evangelistarum concordiae Liber (“The book of the
agreement between the Qurān and the
law of Mohammed and the Protestant”;
Paris ), Postel draws a parallel between
the origin of Islam and the new “heresy”
of the Lutherans.
The south German scholar and diplomat
Johann Albrecht von Widmanstetter (Widmanstadius, d. ) possessed a small collection of mainly Andalusian Qurāns
(today housed in Munich, at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek); his work Mahometis
Abdallae filii theologia dialogo explicata, which
appeared in , contained, next to the
well-known text from the ‘Corpus Toletanum,’ the so-called Doctrina Machometi
(called by him the Theologia Mahometis), also
an abridged version of the Toledan Qurān
translation and some Notationes, probably
his own, in which, above all, connections
were shown between qurānic and Jewish
teachings (cf. Bobzin, Reformation,  f.).
A more enduring effect than the works of
Postel and Widmanstetter was achieved by
the collected volume of the Zurich theologian Theodor Bibliander (-), the
Machumetis Saracenorum principis, eiusque suc-

cessorum vitae, ac doctrina, ipseque Alcoran
(Basel ), published and produced by
the Basel printer Johannes Oporinus. Next
to the texts of the ‘Corpus Toletanum,’ this
work also contained important polemical
treatises (Confutationes), like, among others,
the Cribratio Alcorani of Nicholas of Cusa,
the Confutatio Alcorani of Ricoldo in the
Greek version of Demetrios Kydones as
well as in the Latin of Bartholomäus
Picenus of Monte Arduo (cf. Bobzin,
Reformation,  f.). Moreover, the book
could only appear after violent discussions
about whether such a “heretical” book
might be printed in a “Christian” city like
Basel. A letter that Martin Luther sent to
the Council of the City of Basel in
December  contributed considerably
to this debate (cf. on this dispute Bobzin,
Reformation, -). As far as the old
Toledan translation of Robert of Ketton
was concerned, Bibliander had only limited possibilities to correct this text, which
he himself described as “very corrupted”
(depravatissimum; Bibliander, Machumetis…,
i, ). Given his less than profound
knowledge of Arabic, he was only able to
add some marginal corrections or comments in his own Annotationes (Bibliander,
Machumetis…, i,  f.); for example, he
gave individual Arabic words, usually
proper names, using Hebrew script (cf.
Bobzin, Reformation,  f.). For his publishing activities, however, he used an Arabic
qurānic manuscript, which revealed some
marginal glosses and contained the abbreviation system fundamental to the study
of editions of the didactic poem, the
Shāibiyya (cf. Nöldeke,  , iii, ; cf.
Hottinger below).
Qurānic studies in the seventeenth century
The increasing professionalism of Arabic
studies in the universities meant that increased attention was directed also to
qurānic studies. In a letter to Etienne
Hubert, the great philologist Joseph Justus
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Scaliger had already clearly stated that one
had to study the Qurān in order to learn
the grammatical subtleties of Arabic (cf.
Bobzin, Reformation,  n. ; see    ). Scaliger’s most important student, the Orientalist Thomas
Erpenius from Leiden (d. ), published
accordingly in  the Arabic text of  
(Sūrat Yūsuf, “Joseph”) together with two
Latin translations — one very literal interlinear translation and one substantially
freer (cf. Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica, no.
). In the introduction, the old Toledan
translation is vehemently criticized: “It is
seldom that it expresses faithfully the true
sense of the Arabic” (veram Arabismi sententiam satis raro fideliter exprimens). On the
other hand, the necessity of a serious study
of the Qurān based exclusively on the
Arabic text is emphasized. Accordingly, in
the following period the exertions of a
great number of scholars went into the
publication, first of all of an Arabic text of
the Qurān, accompanied where possible
with a (mainly Latin) translation. The
promise given by Erpenius in his Historia
Josephi patriarchae to publish a complete
Arabic Qurān with a newer Latin translation, was not, however, to be fulfilled.
On the other hand, he printed in his second Arabic grammar, the Rudimenta linguae
arabicae (Leiden ; cf. Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica, no. ), for practice purposes,
the text of   with a Latin translation
and grammatical explanations; in a reprint
of this grammar in  (Arabicae linguae
tyrocinium; cf. Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica,
no. ) Erpenius’ successor, Jacob Golius
(d. ), added two further sūras (  and
). In the preface to his Lexicon arabicolatinum, which appeared in , and
which also draws on the vocabulary of
the Qurān, Golius promised to publish
an Arabic Qurān edition (cf. Juynboll,
Zeventiende-eeuwsche Beoefenaars,  f.)
just like his compatriot Ludovicus de Dieu

(d. ), but neither did so. Rather, it was
amateurs who repeatedly tried to produce
their own Arabic types and to print at least
a part of the Qurān. In this context
should be mentioned the Breslau physician
Petrus Kirsten (d. ) and the Zwickau
pre-university teacher Johannes Zechendorff (d. ). The former printed the
text of   in his Tria specimina characterum
arabicorum (Breslau ; cf. Schnurrer,
Bibliotheca arabica, no. ); the latter presented   and , as well as   and
 respectively, with literal translations, in
two pamphlets (Suratae unius atque alterius
textum… as well as Specimen suratarum… ex
Alcorani, both Zwickau around ; cf.
Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica, no.  f.).
Also typical was the Arabic type developed
in Altdorf in  by the Orientalist
Theodor Hackspan (-) in his work
Fides et leges Mohammaedis exhibitae ex Alkorani
manuscripto duplici, praemissis institutionibus
arabicis (Altdorf ; cf. Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica, no. ); for the brief introduction to the Arabic language contained
in this work he relied exclusively on
qurānic material. Occasionally in the
absence of suitable Arabic letter types the
Arabic text was also printed in Hebrew
characters. That is the case with the bilingual Qurān extract that Christian Ravius
(d. ) brought out in the year  in
Amsterdam under the title Prima tredecim
partium Alcorani, Arabico-latini; here the
Arabic text (  to  :) is printed in the
so-called Raschi-type, to which a transcription in Latin letters was added (cf.
Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica, no. ). On
the other hand,   and  are presented
in Hebrew block-writing with a Latin
translation by the Augsburg scholar
Matthias Friedrich Beck in his Specimen
arabicum (Augsburg ; cf. Schnurrer,
Bibliotheca arabica, no. ). Taking up the
efforts of Erpenius, Johann Georg Nissel
(d. ), working in Leiden, published
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two sūras of the Qurān (  and ),
that treated biblical subjects: Historia de
Abrahamo et de Gomorra-Sodomitica e versione
Alcorani (Leiden ; cf. Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica, no. ). The first attempt by
Johann Andreas Danz (d. ) to publish
a complete, bilingual Arabic-Latin
Qurān, did not get further than  :
(cf. Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica, no. ;
Bojer, Einiges über die arabische Druckschriftensammlung, ).
A temporary climax of early, philologically-oriented Qurān studies is represented by two Qurān editions, which
appeared shortly after each other in Hamburg and Padua in the last decade of the
century. The Hamburg head pastor Abraham Hinckelmann (-), who had
received an excellent education in Oriental
studies in Wittenberg in -, had control over a remarkable collection of Qurān
manuscripts that enabled him to publish a
reliable text. This came out in  under
the title Al-Coranus s. lex Islamitica Muhammedis, filii Abdallae pseudoprophetae (cf.
Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica, no. ): the
Arabic text cannot be assigned unambiguously to any specific reading tradition. The
verse numbering also does not always
agree with the well-known numbering systems. Hinckelmann offered no translation
in his edition, but rather only the Arabic
text; in his extensive Latin preface he not
only explained, very generally, the value of
the employment of Arabic literature, but
also stressed that all Christian theologians
should read the Qurān, as a fundamental
work, in the original language, thus in
Arabic. He justified his renunciation of a
translation on the grounds that a large part
of the Qurān can be understood simply,
but that a smaller, difficult to understand
part would make disproportionately large
philological efforts necessary with, for
example, recourse to commentaries and
other special literature. The fact that the

text beings with the invocation formula
‘I.N.J.C.,’ ‘In Nomine Jesu Christi’ is a curiosity to be considered. An extensive erratalist at the end of the edition indicates that
the text is not completely flawless. Above
all, however, certain peculiarities of the
qurānic orthography (q.v.) are not taken
into consideration by Hinckelmann. In
spite of all its imperfections as seen from
our current point of view, herewith for the
first time in the western scholarly world
people had access to a printed Qurān text,
which remained the essential basis for
qurānic study until the appearance of
Gustav Flügel’s text edition (; cf.
Braun, Hamburger Koran).
The extensive folio that the Italian priest
Ludovico Marracci (d. ) brought out in
 in Padua, has a completely different
character from Hinckelmann’s edition.
While Hinckelmann pursued primarily
philological goals, Marracci’s work belongs
principally in the category of church
polemics against Islam; it nevertheless, at
the same time, is notable for its philological
qualities. Already in , Marracci had
brought out a four volume refutation of
the Qurān in Rome, under the title
Prodromus in refutationem Alcorani, which contained numerous Qurān quotations in
Arabic writing with very precise Latin
translations. The four volumes follow in
their subject matter the expected format of
polemical theology: Muammad was not
predicted by any prophecy (Book ), his
mission was not attested by any miracle at
all (Book ), the dogmas of the “Islamic
sect” do not conform with the divine truth
(Book ), and a comparison of the laws of
the Gospel and the Qurān proves the falsity of the beliefs of that “sect of the
Hagarene” (Book ). The comprehensive
Qurān edition of  (Alcorani textus universus Ex correctioribus Arabum exemplaribus
summa fide, atque pulcherrimis characteribus
descriptus; cf. Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica,
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no. ) contained the complete Arabic
qurānic text, along with the entire
Prodromus, a description of the life of
Muammad and an introduction to the
Qurān — in addition to a very exact Latin
translation. The Arabic text is indeed not
printed consecutively, but rather divided
into topical sections; the Latin translation
also follows it. Then very extensive passages from special Islamic literature are
provided in the original and partly in
translation. Finally, a detailed refutation of
the corresponding Qurān section from a
Catholic perspective follows. Especially
remarkable and indicative is the third section. For the information offered there,
Marracci was able to fall back on the collection of Oriental manuscripts in the
Vatican Library. The literature in this context used by Marracci is carefully put together by C.A. Nallino, in a detailed study
(C.A. Nallino, Le fonte arabi); in addition
to scholarly writings on the Qurān in the
narrower sense, it also comprises theological, juridical and historic works. One can
say therefore that Marracci was the first
Christian scholar who actually composed a
“commentary” to the text of the Qurān
and to the establishment of its translation;
certainly his work stood completely at the
service of church polemics. Nevertheless,
leaving the theological evaluation aside, it
is still of inestimable value today because
of the wealth of the information provided.
The Arabic text is more exact than that of
Hinckelmann’s, but Marracci had just as
little consideration for the peculiarity of
qurānic orthography.
In  the Protestant theologian Christian Reineccius (d. ) published in
Leipzig the Latin text of Marracci in a
handy Octavo edition (Muhammedis filii
Abdallae pseudo-prophetae fides islamitica, i.e.
al-Coranus). He placed an introduction
before Marracci’s Latin text, in which he
informs about the history of the Qurān

and the system of Islamic belief, as well as
its divergences from Christian doctrines.
Above all, this edition helped Marracci’s
translation move beyond the borders of
Italy and the Catholic scholarly world, and
brought it to a larger audience. Marracci’s
Prodromus had in this respect a further
effect, when a Maronite from Aleppo,
Yaqūb Arūtīn (d. after ) translated it
into Arabic (cf. Graf,  , iii, ). Beside
the predominate effort to produce a text of
the Qurān, there were also further, primarily theologically motivated, studies of
the Qurān, which nevertheless profited
considerably from the rise of Arabic philology. In this category belongs the work of
a contemporary of Erpenius, the
Englishman William Bedwell (d. ; cf.
Hamilton, William Bedwell ), with the extensive title of Mohammedis imposturae: That
is, a discovery of the manifold forgeries, falshoods,
and horrible impieties of the blasphemous seducer
Mohammed: With a demonstration of the insufficience of his law, contained in the cursed
Alkoran… (London ); one of two supplements to this work contained an Index
assuratarum Muhammedici Alkorani. That is a
catalogue of the chapters of the Turkish Alkoran,
as they are named in the Arabicke, and knowne to
the Musslemans: Together with their severall interpretations. The Lutheran dean from
Marburg, Heinrich Leuchter, wrote an extremely polemical work, offering a pure
systematization of the theological doctrines of the Qurān entirely on the basis of
the Toledan translation published by
Bibliander, Alcoranus Mahometicus. Oder:
Türckenglaub aufl defl Mahomets eygenem Buch
genannt Alcoran… in ein kurtz Compendium
zusammen gebracht (Frankfurt am Main
). Of the Catholics, the work of the
Jesuit Michel Nau (d. ) could be called
exemplary. His work, Religio Christiana contra
Alcoranum per Alcoranum pacifice defensa et probata (Paris ), is based on writings originally composed in Arabic, in which proofs
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of the truth of Christianity were drawn
from the Qurān (Ithbāt al-Qurān li-iat
al-dīn al-masīī; cf. Graf,  , iv, ).
Of great influence on qurānic research
was the work of the first Oxford Arabist
Edward Pococke (d. ). In his book
Specimen historiae arabum (Oxford ; repr.
) he provided important information
on the basis of a textual fragment from the
world history of Bar Hebraeus (d. 
..), especially on the pre-Islamic history
of the Arabs (q.v.; see also   ; -   
). He thereby cleared the way for an
understanding of the Qurān based upon
the history of religion (cf. Holt, Study).
The first to profit from this was George
Sale (d. ), who added a long Preliminary
discourse to his  English Qurān translation, which appeared in London. In it,
Pococke is one of the most cited authors.
Beside this, Sale had also intensively used
the scholia of Marracci’s Qurān edition.
Much less successful than Pococke was his
Arabist colleague at Cambridge, Abraham
Wheelocke (d. ; cf. Arberry, Cambridge
school,  f.). The printing of a translation
and refutation of the Qurān prepared by
him (ca. ⁄) never occurred. From
letters of Wheelocke to the theologian
James Ussher (d. ) and to the Orientalist Christian Ravius (see above), it can be
surmised ‘that it consisted of parts of the
Qurān translated into both Latin and
Greek, together with a commentary consisting of virulent attacks on Islam and its
prophet” (Toomer, Eastern wisedome, ).
In , the Zürich theologian and
Orientalist Johann Heinrich Hottinger
(d. ) published in Heidelberg his
Promtuarium; sive, Bibliotheca orientalis; in
this first, still very imperfect attempt at
Oriental literary history he goes into great
detail on the Qurān (pp. -). He goes
through it sūra by sūra, listing their names
and briefly providing a summary of their

- 
contents. He also discusses different readings and addresses the Basel Arabic Qurān
Codex once used by Bibliander, whose tabular survey of the Qurān readings he reproduces, although with many errors (cf.
Bobzin, Reformation, ). Then Hottinger
provides an overview of Arabic Qurān
commentators well-known at that time, as
well as other special literature concerned
with the Qurān.
Qurānic studies in the eighteenth century
For qurānic research, the eighteenth century was much less significant than the
preceding one, for, apart from some new
Qurān translations into different European languages, it made hardly any substantive progress. To be sure, the Dutch
theologian and Orientalist Adrian Reland
(d. ), in his important work De religione
Mohammedica (Utrecht ; Eng.: ,
Ger.: , Fr.: ), had emphasized the
importance of the use of the original
sources, above all with the Qurān. If one
studied the Qurān, however, this was
usually done in translation: both of the
extant printed Latin translations or, preferably, the French translation of André du
Ryer (first ed., Paris ) or the English of
George Sale (first ed., London ).
In , a much-promising work appeared in Berlin, but it remained truncated: Tetrapla Alcoranica, sive specimen
Alcorani quadrilinguis, Arabici, Persici, Turcici,
Latini. Its author was the Breslau Orientalist Andreas Acoluthus (d. ; cf.
Bobzin, Die Koranpolyglotte). His intention was, following the patterns of the
great polylingual Bibles of Alcalá (-),
Antwerp (-), Paris (-) and
London (-), also to make the Qurān
accessible in a polyglot edition. Acoluthus
did not, however, get further than the first
sūra. Next to the original Arabic text, he
printed a Persian and Turkish version in
addition to the Latin translation that
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belonged with each; this procedure was
meaningful, because in this manner it
could become clear to the non-linguist
readers to what extent the Persian and⁄or
Turkish textual paraphrases represented
the original Arabic text. In an extensive
treatise which follows the presentation of
the text, Acoluthus provides precise details
about the origin of the qurānic texts. It is
noteworthy that the Turkish Qurān edition was in the possession of Franz von
Mesgnien Meninski (d. ), the author
of an important Persian-Turkish lexicon
(Vienna -).
Clearly encouraged by the Qurān editions of Hinckelmann, Marracci and
Acoluthus, the Altdorf Orientalist Johann
Michael Lang (d. ) composed three
texts that he allowed students to defend as
disputations at his university. They addressed the problem of the first Qurān
edition printed in Venice (De Alcorani prima
inter Europaeos editione Arabica; Altdorf ),
the various previous attempts to publish
the Qurān or parts of it (De speciminibus,
conatibus variis atque novissimis successibus doctorum quorundam virorum in edendo Alcorano
arabico, Altdorf ) as well as, finally, the
previous translations of the Qurān (De
Alcorani versionibus variis, tam orientalibus, quam
occidentalibus, impressis et hactenus anekdotois,
Altdorf ). All three works contain
much valuable information that otherwise is accessible today only with great
difficulty — above all quotations out of the
older literature. That applies also to the
work of the Rostock theologian Zacharias
Grapius, Spicilegium Historico-Philologicum
Historiam Literariam Alcorani sistens (Rostock
). The Histoire de l’ Alcoran that the
Frenchman François Henri Turpin
(d. ), author of numerous popular
historical works, published in London in
 in two volumes, is without any value,
as the Göttingen Orientalist Johann David

Michaelis (d. ) in a contemporary review already correctly commented — it
does not even really deserve its title.
As in the preceding century, further sections of the Qurān were published, usually
in bilingual editions and with more or less
detailed explanations. The Leipzig Orientalist Johann Christian Clodius (d. )
published   together with variants from
a manuscript of the Qurān commentary
of al-Bayāwī (d. prob. ⁄-), along
with explanations (Excerptum Alcoranicum
de peregrinatione sacra; Leipzig ; cf.
Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica, no. ); the
Altdorf Orientalist Johann Michael Nagel
(d. ) published   (De prima Alcorani
sura; Altdorf ; cf. Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica, no. ); the theologian and
Orientalist Justus Friedrich Froriep
(d. ) who, at that time, was working
in Leipzig, also published   as well as
 :- (Corani caput primum et secundi versus
priores, arabice et latine cum animadversionibus
historicis et philologicis; Leipzig ; cf.
Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica, no. ). A
complete Arabic edition of the Qurān
with Latin translation and enclosed lexicon
was planned by the Helmstedt classical
philologist and Orientalist Johann Gottfried Lakemacher (d. ). Lacking a publisher, however, it was not realised (cf.
Koldewey, Geschichte, ); only one specimen, comprising  :-, appeared (cf.
Schnurrer, Bibliotheca arabica, no. ).
The fine Arabic Qurān edition that was
published in  in St. Petersburg is a special document. After the peace of Küçük
Kaynarca, which concluded the RussianTurkish war of -, numerous formerly Turkish zones fell to Russia. In the
context of the religious politics that they
owed to the Enlightenment, Empress
Catherine II had for her numerous new
Muslim subjects their holy book, the
Qurān, printed in Arabic. In ⁄, at
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imperial expense, a ‘Tatar and Turkish
Typography’ was established in St.
Petersburg; a domestic scholar, Mullah
Osman Ismail, was responsible for the
manufacture of the types. One of the first
products of this printing house was the
Qurān. Through the doctor and writer,
Johann Georg v. Zimmermann (d. ),
who was befriended by Catherine II, a
copy of the publication arrived in the
Göttingen University library. Its director,
the philologist Christian Gottlob Heyne
(d. ), presented the work immediately
in the Göttingische Anzeigen von gelehrten
Sachen ( July ); therein he pointed
especially to the beauty of the Arabic
types. To the Arabic text marginal glosses
have been added that consist predominantly of reading variants. The imprint
was reproduced unchanged in  and
 in St. Petersburg (cf. Schnurrer,
Bibliotheca arabica, no. ); later, after the
transfer of the printing house to Kazan,
editions appeared in different formats
and with varying presentation (Dorn,
Chronologisches Verzeichnis, ). The
original St. Petersburg edition is very rare;
in an English book catalogue of , it is
stated that: “The whole impression, with
the exception of about  copies, was sent
for distribution into the interior; but owing
to the Mahometan prejudices against
printed books, could not be got into circulation. — About three years ago,  copies were all that were known to be in circulation, or in the Imperial library” (Dorn,
Chronologisches Verzeichnis, ). In any
case this Qurān edition was the first authentic Muslim printed edition of the
Qurān. See Figs. - of   
 for examples from the Qurān
printings of Hinckelmann, Marracci, St.
Petersburg and Kazan.
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Pre-Islamic Arabia and the Qurān
Definitions
The Qurān itself does not contain any
concept equivalent to those designated in
ancient and modern times by the term
Arabia. That name is generally given today
to a region understood to be the ancestral
home of the Arabic speaking peoples (see
). In the past the term has been
applied to different geographical areas at
different times, reflecting changing political
and administrative divisions as well as
changes of climate and settlement patterns. Currently it tends to be used predominantly with reference to the Arabian
peninsula ( jazīrat al-arab), which, geographically, extends north into what is now
usually called the Syrian desert. In classical
and late antiquity, Arabia was a name
given to one or more administrative divisions of the Roman empire situated east
and south of Palestine.
The extent to which the Qurān has the
concept of a pre-Islamic era depends on
how the expression al-jāhiliyya (see  

- 
) is to be understood in it.
Outside the Qurān the expression
al-jāhiliyya is often used in Muslim tradition
with reference to the way of life of the
Arabs who lived in the northern and central Arabian peninsula before Islam (q.v.), a
way of life from which they were delivered
by the Prophet and the revelation (see
  ; 
 ). Al-jāhiliyya thus functions as the conceptual opposite of Islam
(al-islām) and in many contexts within
Muslim tradition it approximates to our
usage of the expression, “pre-Islamic
Arabia.”
In the view of traditional and most modern scholars, the Qurān emerged in the
first half of the seventh century .. in the
western central region of the Arabian peninsula known as the ijāz and the text is
traditionally understood as containing
many references and allusions to, or as presupposing, the practices and beliefs of the
pre-Islamic inhabitants of the ijāz and
neighboring parts of Arabia such as Najd,
Yamāma and Tihāma. To the extent that
pre-Islamic Arabia is coterminous with the
jāhiliyya, therefore, it is understood as the
historical background to, and immediate
point of reference for, the Qurān.
In contemporary usage, however, the
expression pre-Islamic Arabia is used to
refer to rather more than that covered by
the traditional term al-jāhiliyya. It would
include, for example, the development
before Islam of the kingdoms and cultures
of the southern, eastern and northern
regions and extensions of the peninsula,
and the interventions in Arabia by outside
kingdoms and empires. Those aspects of
pre-Islamic Arabian history are not usually
included in traditional accounts of the
jāhiliyya except for certain events (see
below) understood as relating to the life
of the Prophet and the rise of Islam.
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The jāhiliyya in Muslim tradition
The view of the jāhiliyya that Muslim tradition presents is rather more complex than
one might expect from the name itself,
with its connotations of ignorance (q.v.)
and barbarism. It is true that the salient
features of the traditional reports about
the way of life of the Arabs before Islam
are their gross idolatry (see  
), their violent way of life (see
;  ; ), and their
lack of sexual morality (see  
). The tradition is replete with
details about the idols of the Arabs (see
  ), their sanctuaries, the
tribes who worshipped them, and the families who ministered to them. On the other
hand, this idolatry is sometimes presented
as not being taken seriously by the Arabs:
for example, an idol made of dates and
butter might be eaten in a time of famine
(q.v.), or another would lose the allegiance
of a devotee when he saw it urinated upon
by foxes. The tradition also provides much
information about the feuds and battles
(ayyām, lit. “days”) of the tribes before
Islam and the chaotic and unregulated
aspects of sexual relations, including prostitution, abuse of women, and lack of clarity in determining the paternity of children
(q.v.). Unwanted female infants are said to
have been disposed of by burial while still
alive (see ).
The negative image is, however, moderated by a number of things. The identification of the language of the Qurān as a
language used in pre-Islamic Arabia (precisely which language is a question to
which the tradition and modern scholarship offer variant answers) and the consequent high value put upon jāhilī poetry as
a key to the understanding of the language
is one such thing (see   
;   ). Another is
the admiration evident for some of the
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actions and qualities that represented the
ideal of behavior among the pre-Islamic
Arabs, summarized in the concept of
muruwwa, “manliness, virtue”: courage
(q.v.), generosity, hospitality and support
for the weaker members of one’s tribe (see
;   ;
  ).
Equally important is the idea that
Abraham (q.v.) had once introduced true
monotheism to the Arabs and, although
they had fallen away from it and had
become immersed in the corruption of
idolatry, remnants of that true monotheism
still survived among them (see ).
One such remnant was the Kaba (q.v.),
built by Abraham and his son Ishmael
(q.v.). Another was the religion of
Abraham himself (dīn ibrāhīm) which still
survived among certain individuals known
in the tradition as anīfs. These individuals
are portrayed as rejecting the pagan religion into which their fellow Arabs had
sunk and as holding on to a non-Christian
and non-Jewish form of monotheism
which Abraham himself had professed (see
  ;  
). This idea is related to  :,
which refers to Abraham as neither a
Christian nor a Jew but a anīf, a muslim
(see    
).

all times, and the view that at least some of
it was revealed with reference to a specific
society and time and to particular incidents
in which the Prophet was involved (see
  ).
In general the text is understood and
analysed as composed in a form of the
Arabic language existing in the jāhiliyya: its
rhyming prose (saj; see  )
and certain types of oaths (q.v.) which it
contains are said to be related to the language used by the soothsayers (q.v.; kuhhān)
of the jāhiliyya to deliver their oracles (see
; ); and its
vocabulary and grammar is explained by
reference to the poetry of the jāhiliyya, originally transmitted orally and preserved in
much later Islamic literary texts.
The way in which details of the Qurān
are explained and understood as allusions
to the life of the jāhiliyya can be illustrated
with reference to a wide range of verses.
Such material figures frequently in the
form of commentary known as asbāb alnuzūl (occasions of revelation), which seeks
to explain passages of scripture by situating them in a historical context or by associating them with features of pre-Islamic
Arabian life. Many of these “occasions
of revelation” reports refer to events in
which the Prophet and his Companions
were involved (see   
).
Qurānic allusions to the practice of infanticide ( :, , ; :-; :-)
are understood as directed against the custom of the pre-Islamic Arabs of disposing
of surplus female children by burying them
alive (wad). Outside the Qurān this practice (qatl al-mawūda) figures prominently
in descriptions of life in the jāhiliyya. The
difficult verse  : (see 
), in which the nasī is called “an
excess of disbelief (kufr; see  
)” and which then goes on,

The Qurān and the jāhiliyya
The most important function of preIslamic Arabia (in its more limited sense
as the locus of the jāhiliyya), so far as the
traditional understanding of the Qurān is
concerned, is that it is viewed as the milieu
in which the revelation was given. Thus it
can be used as an explanatory device for
making sense of details and passages in the
Qurān. There is a certain tension between
the idea that the Qurān is a revelation relevant for and applicable to all peoples and
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apparently, to attack the practice of certain
opponents who interfere with the number
of months (q.v.) which God has made
sacred (aram; see   ) is
variously explained outside the Qurān as
an attack on a custom of the pre-Islamic
Arabs (or on the person responsible for
putting the custom into practice). The
practice involved prolonging certain years
by intercalation in order to delay the onset
of sacred months (see ). The
injunction not to approach “the houses
from their backs” ( :) is again the
subject of various explanations which have
in common, however, the idea that it is an
injunction against something which was a
practice (religious or sexual) of the Arabs
in the jāhiliyya.
Certain regulations in the area of marriage and divorce (q.v.), such as the insistence upon a “waiting period” (q.v.; idda)
before a woman whose sexual relationship
with a man has been ended by divorce or
death can begin another ( : f.), are
explained as attempts to reform the sexual
immorality and licentiousness of the preIslamic Arabs. The limited polygamy
which Islamic law allows men (see 
  ; ) is understood to relate to  :, “marry of the
women who please you two or three or
four.” That verse is generally understood
as an intended amelioration of the preIslamic situation in which there were no
limits on the number of women a man
might marry, and more precisely as relating to the situation following the battle of
Uud (see   ) in
⁄ when the Muslim community in
Medina (q.v.) was faced with a surplus of
women over men.
The polytheism and idolatry of the preIslamic Arabs is understood to be the referent for the attacks in the Qurān against
those who practice shirk, the sin of associating other things and beings with God as an
object of worship (q.v.; see 

 ). The names of the three
“daughters of God” ( :-) are explained as those of idols or goddesses worshipped in Mecca (q.v.) and elsewhere in
the ijāz before Islam, and the many
qurānic passages that speak against those
whom it accuses of practicing shirk are regularly understood to be directed against
the Meccans or other Arab idolaters.
Qurānic denigration of the prayer at the
sanctuary of “those who disbelieve” as
“mere whistling and hand clapping”
( :) is explained as referring to the way
in which the pre-Islamic Arabs behaved
when they came to Mecca to visit the
Kaba (q.v.), and  :- in which people
are commanded to “take care of your
adornment” (khudhū zīnatakum) when at
places of worship is explained (in different
variants) as referring to a custom of the
pre-Islamic association known as the ums
which controlled access to the Kaba.
Various reports say that before Islam the
ums made some outsiders circumambulate the Kaba while naked. These are
just examples of the many ways in which
the traditional commentators relate the
Qurān to the world of pre-Islamic Arabia.
Scholarship and the jāhiliyya
Most modern scholars have accepted the
accounts of the jāhiliyya as reflections of a
real historical situation and have agreed
with the traditional scholars that the
Qurān reflects in many places the society
of pre-Islamic Arabia (see  
   ). Many modern
scholars have tried to use some of the traditional information about the jāhiliyya to
develop theories about the emergence of
Islam in pre-Islamic Arabia.
The most influential such theory has
been that an evolutionary process had led
to the decline of traditional Arab paganism by the time of the Prophet, and that
Islam was successful because it met the
spiritual and moral needs of Arab, and
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especially Meccan, society around the
beginning of the seventh century ..
Reports about the lack of real respect for
their idols by the pre-Islamic Arabs, and
traditional material understood as evidence of monotheistic tendencies in the
paganism of the jāhiliyya (such as the material on the anīfs), have been interpreted
according to evolutionary theories of
religion. The moral injunctions of the
Qurān towards charity (see ),
honesty and protection of the weak (see
  , ; )
are then often understood as reflecting the
general and specific moral failings of the
pre-Islamic Arabs.
Julius Wellhausen’s Reste arabischen Heidentums, the first edition of which appeared
in , was influential in establishing this
evolutionary interpretation, and elements
of it have remained visible in works written
late in the twentieth century. Sometimes
the evolution of the pre-Islamic Arabs
from idolatry and paganism to monotheism is presented as a natural development,
one through which all societies pass in
time; sometimes the influence on the Arabs
of various types of monotheism from outside Arabia is mentioned as an explanatory
factor; and sometimes the idea is postulated of a primitive Arab form of monotheism which had survived even though the
Arabs generally had become polytheists.

Islam (see ;   
), or the various states, richly
attested by inscriptions and archaeological
remains, in the south. Since the late nineteenth century knowledge of and scholarship on those areas of pre-Islamic Arabia
have increased significantly, and some
scholars have sought to relate them to the
Qurān and emerging Islam.
Muslim tradition itself reports in some
detail certain events connected with the
Yemen (q.v.) in the century before the
Prophet, and because certain passages of
the Qurān are often understood as alluding to them, they are narrated also in
works of qurānic commentary (tafsīr; see
   :  
).
Prominent among these are accounts of
the persecution of Christians by Dhū
Nuwās, a Yemeni ruler who had accepted
Judaism; the resulting conquest of the
Yemen by the Christian state of Abyssinia
(q.v.) and the governorship of the region by
the Abyssinian general Abraha (q.v.); the
collapse of the dam at Marib in the
Yemen, which is said to have triggered
tribal migrations northwards; and the
eventual conquest of the Yemen by the
Sasanid Persians, with whom the Muslim
conquerors of the region came into
contact.
The “men of the elephant” of  : are
frequently understood as an allusion to an
expedition reported in tradition as having
been sent against Mecca by the Abyssinian
Abraha, an expedition which involved one
or more elephants and is recounted in
some detail in Muslim literature outside
the Qurān (see    ). The “people of the ditch” (q.v.;
 :) are often identified as the persecuted Christians of Najrān (q.v.), burned in
a trench according to accounts found in
Syriac and Arabic. The “violent flood”
(sayl al-arim,  :) is often understood to
refer to the collapse of the dam at Marib

The Qurān and pre-Islamic Arabia beyond the
jāhiliyya
Like the traditional scholars, modern
scholarship on the rise of Islam has concentrated on the regions of Arabia associated with the concept of the jāhiliyya — in
general the central and northwestern parts
of the peninsula in the two or three hundred years before the Prophet. That does
not include important areas of pre-Islamic
Arabian history such as the Nabatean and
Palmyrene kingdoms that flourished in the
north of Arabia some centuries before
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(see -), an event that may be attested in a pre-Islamic inscription from
Marib. The traditional interpretations of
such passages are not, however, unanimous, and the names of Abraha, Dhū
Nuwās and Marib do not occur in the
Qurān itself.
In addition, the Qurān refers to peoples,
and the prophets whom God had sent to
them, who are understood to have lived
in parts of Arabia before Islam: āli (q.v.)
and Thamūd (q.v.), Shuayb (q.v.) and
Madyan (see ), Hūd (q.v.) and Ād
(q.v.). Thamūd is known from pre-Islamic
sources as the name of a people of northern Arabia.
Modern scholars have used epigraphic
and other evidence that may relate to the
events reported in Muslim tradition in
attempting to establish chronology and
motivation (see   
;    ).
Divine and personal names found in the
inscriptions have been linked with names
found in the Qurān and Muslim tradition.
The best-known example is probably the
divine name R MNN that has been seen
by some scholars as the source of the
qurānic and Islamic al-Ramān (see 
  ). Since the inscriptions in which R MNN occurs are not
easily identifiable as Jewish or Christian,
some speculation about a “non-denominational form of monotheism” native to
pre-Islamic Arabia arose which was linked
with the reports about the anīfs in the
Muslim tradition (see also ).
Some of the names found in nonmonotheistic inscriptions that have been
identified as those of deities have been
linked by scholars with the idols or gods
whose names are given in the Qurān (such
as those of the five “gods of the people of
Noah [q.v.]” in  :), and knowledge of
south Arabian polytheism has been used to
put forward theories about the origins and
nature of jāhilī polytheism (see 

,   -).
In general, scholars who connect the
Qurān or Islam with evidence from preIslamic Arabia lying beyond the traditional
scope of the jāhiliyya envisage that Muammad had contacts with and was influenced
by the religious culture of those regions.
For example, it has been suggested, on the
basis of a small number of south Arabian
inscriptions in which the root sh-r-k has
been read, that both the qurānic word and
the concept of shirk are derived from south
Arabia. In the area of ritual, parallels have
been drawn between some south Arabian
practices regarding ritual purity (q.v.) and
those of Islam. One problem with the
attempts to explain qurānic and Islamic
ideas, institutions and practices in this way
is that south Arabia was itself part of the
wider world of late antiquity and had contacts with the other Middle Eastern and
Mediterranean regions.
How far does the Qurān reflect the background of
pre-Islamic Arabia?
The relationship between the Qurān
and pre-Islamic Arabia summarized
above — the view that the text was formed
in the ijāz and constantly refers to or
presupposes features of the life of the preIslamic inhabitants of northwestern and
central Arabia — is one that depends
mainly on Islamic traditional texts other
than the Qurān itself. Works such as commentaries on the Qurān and biographies
of the Prophet (see    )
provide the reports that are the basis of
that view. The scripture itself, with its
characteristically allusive style, does not
explicitly inform us when or where it
originated, nor does it closely specify its
addressees or referents (see 
    ;  
   ).
It is clear that the text contains a significant number of references to features of
life associated especially with Arabs.
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Sometimes that association is a common
one as, for example, references to camels
(see ). There are ten references in
the text to tribal or nomadic Arabs (arāb;
see ) and the language of the
Prophet and of the Qurān itself is called
“Arabic” (arabī; see  ;
). Furthermore, the names of the
“daughters of God” (Allāt, al-Uzzā and
Manāt:  :-), although widely attested in the ancient Middle East and
around the Mediterranean, were especially
associated with Arabia and the Arabs, and
the list of the gods worshipped by the people of Noah ( :) also contains some
names which are attested in inscriptions
and graffiti found in various parts of
Arabia.
Apart from the name, Muammad (q.v.),
which occurs four times ( :; :;
:; :) and Amad ( :; see 
  ), the only Arab personal
name (other than Arabic forms of biblical
names; see    ) is
that of Abū Lahab ( :), whom tradition identifies as a leader of the pagan
Meccans (see    ).
The tribal name Quraysh (q.v.) is mentioned in  : in a context that associates it with the sanctuary.
As for the names of places or institutions
associated with Arabia, there are several in
the Qurān; most of them are attested only
once or twice, and several of them are only
known outside Islam because they occur in
Muslim tradition or are related to Muslim
religious practice. Thus al-afā and alMarwa ( :; see   ),
Arafāt (q.v.;  :), and al-Kaba ( :,
) are all associated with the Muslim
sanctuary at Mecca (makka). Much more
common is al-masjid al-arām (fifteen
occurrences), the name given in Islam to
the mosque (q.v.) at Mecca which contains
the Kaba (see  ). The
name makka itself appears once ( :;
bakka in  : is identified in traditional

commentary as an alternative name for it
or a part of it). Yathrib ( :) is the only
such place name in Arabia certainly attested in pre-Islamic sources (see ).
In other cases, the Qurān refers to features of Arab life known as such mainly
from the traditional accounts of the
jāhiliyya. In two passages ( :-;
:-) it is denied that the Prophet is a
soothsayer (kāhin) or poet (shāir), two professions which figure large in traditional
accounts of pre-Islamic Arabian life. The
use of divining arrows (azlām), a practice
associated in Muslim tradition with preIslamic Arabs, is condemned twice ( :,
), and in the latter passage it is associated
with other vices traditionally seen as characteristic of the jāhiliyya — drunkenness
(see ; ), gambling (q.v.;
al-maysir) and idols (al-anāb).
There is certainly material in the text of
the Qurān itself, then, to indicate that
it — or significant parts of it — reflects an
environment which might indeed be called
Arabian, although the elasticity of that
term and the presence of Arabs in various
parts of the Middle East outside the peninsula before Islam has to be borne in
mind. The somewhat denigrating comments in the Qurān regarding the arāb
seem to show that the Bedouin at least
were regarded as outsiders.
Some of those things, however, that the
tradition shows as characteristically
Arab — recourse to soothsayers, gambling
and drinking, idolatry — could, of course,
apply to many other social groups.
Intercalation (connected with the nasī )
may have been a feature of Arab calendar
(q.v.) calculations in the jāhiliyya, but if so it
was a feature shared by other groups outside Arabia (such as rabbinical Jews).
“Killing children,” too, is an item of interreligious polemic that need not refer to a
specific practice of the jāhilī Arabs.
In one case in particular the information
provided in the tradition about the pre-
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Islamic Arabs and then used to explain the
more allusive references in the Qurān
actually seems to be at odds with the text.
If one takes the material pertaining to idolatry and idolaters (shirk and the mushrikūn)
in the Qurān and then compares it with
what we are told about the idolatry of the
pre-Islamic Arabs, there seems to be a significant disjunction. In the Qurān the
idolaters appear to be people who would
regard themselves as monotheists. From
the perspective of the Qurān, that view of
themselves is unjustified and their claimed
monotheism is corrupt; it is thus justified
to call them, polemically, idolaters (see
   ). The
imputation of idolatry is an item of intermonotheist polemic widely attested outside
the Qurān. In the traditional accounts of
the jāhiliyya, on the other hand, the preIslamic Arabs are portrayed as immersed
in a form of idolatry of the most literal
and base kind, not simply an imperfect
type of monotheism. The tradition seems
to be attempting to impose an understanding of the religion of the mushrikūn that
goes beyond the evidence of the Qurān
itself, and it is possible to ask whether there
is some distortion here and elsewhere in
the traditional portrait of the jāhiliyya.
John Wansbrough suggested that the traditional focus on pre-Islamic Arabia in
scholarship on the Qurān and early Islam
should be understood as reflecting the
ideas and preconceptions of the early
Muslim scholars who wished to emphasize the connection of Islam with the
ijāz and the Arab prophet, Muammad
(see    ;     
). Wansbrough and others have understood Islam to be the result of more
extensive historical developments than the
Muslim tradition itself suggests. Many of
those developments would have occurred
outside Arabia in the century and more

following the Arab conquest of the Middle
East. In that perspective pre-Islamic Arabia,
traditionally understood as the jāhiliyya, is
of debatable importance for the end result.
Reaching a satisfactory evaluation is
complicated by the fact that virtually all of
our knowledge of the jāhiliyya (as distinct
from pre-Islamic Arabia in the broader
sense) depends on Muslim tradition found
in texts the earliest of which date from
more than a century after the death of the
Prophet. Even the body of so-called jāhilī
poetry is known only from those later texts
and the question of its authenticity, therefore, has elicited a variety of responses.
Furthermore, Wellhausen drew attention
to the verbal and conceptual similarity of
jāhiliyya in Islamic thought and the Greek
word agnoia in Jewish and Christian usage.
Both words have the basic connotation of
ignorance in contrast with knowledge of
the one, true God (see  
; ). Both can be
applied generally, without any specific historical reference, or they can be applied to
a variety of specific historical situations. In
Islamic usage, for example, jāhiliyya has
been applied to the pre-Islamic history
of Iran and to modern secular western
society.
Given the limited amount of evidence
and its problematic nature, it is possible
to continue to question the traditional
understanding and presentation of preIslamic Arabia as the jāhiliyya and the
strong connection which the tradition
makes between it and the Qurān.
Gerald R. Hawting
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Preserved Tablet
According to  :, the location of the
Qurān, traditionally understood to be in
God’s presence. The law mafū is often
identified with the heavenly book (q.v.) by
association with other qurānic terms:
“mother of the scripture” (umm al-kitāb,
 :; :; also :), “hidden writing”
(kitāb maknūn,  :). As umm al-kitāb it is
the source (al) not only of the Qurān but
also of the other scriptures (kutub; see
;    ). As
God’s writing it contains all the divine
decrees. These images and others associated with God’s writing constitute a
key element in qurānic thought (see
;   
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;    
). Taken literally, they are difficult
to read as a coherent whole. Alternatively,
they can be read, and often are in the
Islamic tradition, as complementary, symbolic representations of God’s knowledge
and will (see   ;
  ;   
). Traditional interpretation of
this qurānic image owes much to ideas
common in Semitic religions.
Although “preserved” is usually read as
applying to the tablet, some authorities
read the word as referring to the Qurān,
which is thus simply “preserved on a tablet.” Al- abarī (d. ⁄; Tafsīr, ad loc.)
comments that there is little difference in
meaning since either way the Qurān is
preserved from alteration and change (see
  ; ;
), perhaps against the demons
(al-shayāīn; see ). The tablet is also
associated with the isolated letter “nūn”
of  :, said by some to be a tablet of
light (q.v.). Apart from its importance in
qurānic sciences (see 
   ) as guarantor of the text’s authenticity, the image
of the Preserved Tablet plays a significant role in the discussions of theologians, philosophers, and mystics (see
   ; 
  ;   
).
The tablet figures in two major theological controversies: about predestination (see
  ), and the
createdness or otherwise of the Qurān
(see    ).
Traditions found in exegetical works (tafsīr;
see    : 
 ) focus particularly on predestination: God examines the tablet
every day  (or ) times, every time
carrying out what he wills. It contains the
characteristics of everything created, and

everything about creatures (see ;
): the length of their lives (see
;    ); their allotted
sustenance (q.v.); their actions; the verdict
to be pronounced on them (see 
); the eventual punishment for
their actions (see   ) — all this written by the pen (alqalam,  :; :), often said to be the
first object created, but presumed by some
to be pre-existent (see ). In this
context it becomes difficult to see whether
the recording so often mentioned in the
Qurān is describing human deeds and
thoughts or rather determining them. A
famous adīth (see   
) maintains that the pen is now dry;
nothing determined can be changed.
 : raises a further difficulty: “God
erases and confirms what he wills since
with him is the umm al-kitāb.” Al- abarī
(Tafsīr, ad loc.) quotes traditions to the effect that there must actually be two books:
one God can change as he wills, the other
unchanging. On “a blessed night” ( :)
what is written on the tablet for the coming
year is said to be transcribed and transmitted to the angels responsible (see ;
  ).
The tablet is used in kalām principally to
support belief in the uncreated Qurān. It
cannot, however, resolve the issue of
whether the heavenly prototype of the
Qurān was created or is co-eternal with
God. The tablet is by consensus above the
seventh heaven (see   ).
Therefore Ibn anbal (fl. third⁄ninth
cent.; al-Radd, -) argued, defending
the Qurān’s uncreatedness, that the tablet
containing it is not among the things scripture says were created: “the heavens, the
earth and all they contain” (e.g.  :).
Others could argue that, since according to
some adīth the tablet was created, the
Qurān must be there by an act of creation
(see also   ).
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Among the philosophers the images of
pen and tablet serve as useful support from
the sacred text for the conclusions of reason (see ), as well as points of
departure for more esoteric speculations
(see ). The pen is the first intellect, and the tablet the universal soul
receiving impressions from it. For Ibn alArabī (d. ⁄), the soul of Muammad is that universal soul, capable of
receiving impressions directly from the
intellect and passing them on.
In the ūfī tradition, the images of pen
and tablet are given great play by poets
(see    ), though
the sense of irrevocable predestination fits
ill with those who encourage spiritual development. The tablet is more likely to be
viewed as the believer’s heart (q.v.) on
which God impresses his image.
Daniel A. Madigan
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Pride
Inordinate self-esteem, conceit. Pride is
very often denounced by the Qurān as a
sin (see ,   ) because
of its similarity to a form of “partnership
with God” (shirk; see  
): Do not the proud deem themselves or aspire to be like God in his greatness? Their istikbār looks to be a denial of
their humble condition in their will to be
equal to the one who alone is “the most
high, the most great” (al-alī l-kabīr,
 :), “the supreme” (al-mutakabbir,
 :). The verb istakbara is used forty
times in the Qurān and its participle, mustakbir, six times. Although “pride” is the
most common English rendition, there are
a variety of translations of the concept.
Pride is the sin of all those who refuse to
surrender to God (islām). It was also
Satan’s (see ) first sin, when he was
ordered to prostrate before Adam (see
  ;  
): “[The angels] all prostrated except
Iblīs (Satan), he refused (see )
and was proud and was one of the disbelievers” ( :; :-; see  
; see also   ;   ).
Pride is also the sin of those who did not
listen to the prophets’ message in history
(see   ;
;    ).
This was the case of Noah’s (q.v.) folk:
“And they magnified themselves in pride”
( :); of āli’s (q.v.) people: “The leaders of those who were arrogant among his
people” ( :) said “Verily, we are disbelievers in that which you believe” ( :;
see   ); of Shuayb’s
(q.v.) relatives: “The chiefs of those who
were arrogant” ( :); and of Hūd’s (q.v.)
kinsfolk: “As for Ād (q.v.), they were arrogant” ( :). Pride was especially the
sin of Pharaoh (q.v.) and his chiefs: “They
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were arrogant in the land” ( :; see
; ), they “behaved
arrogantly and were criminals” ( :),
and “were arrogant and they were people
self-exalting” ( :). Consequently God
says: “We sent on them the flood, the locusts, the lice, the frogs, and the blood…,
yet they remained arrogant” ( :; see
). Muammad himself faced the
same difficulties from his adversaries (see
  ): “Indeed they
think too highly of themselves and are
scornful with great pride” (ataw utuwwan
kabīran,  :), and even some of his followers were tempted to behave in the same
manner ( :-; :-). Pride makes
people blind (see   )
and unable to recognize the signs (q.v.; āyāt)
of God and to worship their lord (q.v.)
righteously: “But as for those who refused
his worship (q.v.) and were proud, he will
punish them with a painful torment”
( :; see   ;
  ). In fact,
“Those who reject our signs and treat them
with arrogance, they are the dwellers of
the fire” (q.v.;  :; cf. :; :; :;
see also   ).
Ultimately, though, “he [God] likes not
the proud” ( :) and “seals up the
heart (q.v.) of every arrogant (mutakabbir)
tyrant ( jabbār)” ( :). As for those who
are not proud, God will welcome them
with his satisfaction (ri wān) and will accept their worship. All creatures “prostrate
to God… and they are not proud”
( :), especially the angels (see ),
who are always humble in God’s presence
( :; :), and the true believers who
“glorify the praises of their lord, and they
are not proud” ( :; see   ; ). Perhaps for this
reason Christians are found to be “the
nearest in love to the Muslims… because
they are not proud” ( :; see   ). Creatures have

to be humble, and only God is “the greatest”: He is “the compeller (al-jabbār; cf.
Heb. gibbōr; see Ahrens, Christliches, ),
the supreme (al-mutakabbir)” ( :), “and
his [alone] is the majesty (al-kibriyā; cf.
Ahrens, Christliches, , for discussion of
this term as possibly derived from Ethiopic)
in the heavens and the earth” ( :;
see   ;  
;    ).
Maurice Borrmans
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Priests see  
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Printing of the Qurān
The history of the printed Qurān has
received little scholarly attention. Political
and cultural historians, while often mentioning the introduction of the printing
press into Islamic lands, tend to link printing with the modernizing efforts of sultans
and shahs. Scholars who concentrate on
printing history have followed the same
path, albeit with greater depth and nuance.
This article summarizes findings in the
history of the printing of the complete
Arabic Qurān produced by means of
metal type or lithography. After an enumeration of the earliest imprints, the
article discusses the background to printing
the Qurān in the Muslim world and,
within the limits of what is currently
known, describes early printing efforts.
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The article concludes with remarks on
contemporary publishing. The focus is on
the history of the printing of that qurānic
text that is used by the majority of Sunnī
Muslims, who are, in turn, the largest
Muslim group.

, , , , , and  (see
Smitskamp, Flügel). This was the edition
used by western scholars until the printed
text became widely available in editions
produced in the Islamic world after World
War I.
Numerous early editions were printed in
St. Petersburg under the patronage of
Catherine II, with printings in , ,
 (see Fig. ), ,  and  (see
Rezvan, Qurān and its world, VIII⁄). In
the Volga city of Kazan, the Qurān was
first printed, according to Sarkīs (Mujam,
ii, ), in , or, according to Schnurrer
(Bibliotheca, ), in  (see Fig.  for an
example of a Kazan printing of the
Qurān). The discrepancy may be the result of confusion over the date of the
founding of the press by Tsar Pavel I (in
) and the actual date of the first imprint. Princeton University Library reports
an  imprint produced at abkhānah-yi
Sayyidāt-i Kazān.
From , it was reprinted annually at
various presses, including Asiatic Typography and Rahīmjān Saīd Ugli. In ,
a large-format Qurān was printed in St.
Petersburg for presentation to dignitaries.
Although not a typeset production — it
was a photographic replication of a
manuscript — this monumental work reproduced a large-format Kūfic Qurān
similar to the one that is said to have belonged to the third caliph, Uthmān. In
-, Qurāns in large and small format
were printed in the Crimea. The Qurān
was printed in London in  and again
in  and . Harvard University
Library reports lithographed editions in
 and  printed in London.
The Qurān was frequently printed in
India. Bombay imprints include those of
, , , , , , 
and . The first Calcutta printings
appeared in  and . The Bombay
edition contained an introduction in

Earliest printings of the Qurān
Although by  there existed at least six
different printings of the edition by Theodor Buchmann (Bibliander) of Robert of
Ketton’s Latin translation of the Qurān
(Bobzin, Der Koran,  f.), the first complete Arabic Qurān said to have been
printed by means of movable type appeared in Venice in - (but cf. Nallino,
Una cinquecentesca edizione, , where it
is asserted that the printing was somewhere
between  and ). It was, however,
destroyed — according to some accounts,
at the order of the Pope (cf. Blachère,
Introduction, ; Bobzin, Der Koran,  f.
argues against any ecclesiastical order to
destroy this edition) or, according to Nuovo
(Il Corano), because there was no market
for it in the Middle East, for which it was
intended. Others have suggested that the
memory of this printing was based on a
misunderstanding perpetuated in later
sources. A copy of the printing, however,
was discovered in Italy in the s, displaying a very faulty text which is what
likely led to its destruction (the opening
pages of the text are illustrated in Bloom,
Paper before print, ; see -
   ).
The next printing was in Hamburg in
 by Abraham Hinckelmann, who provided an introduction in Latin (see Fig. ).
This was followed four years later by the
Arabic text with Latin translation and a
refutation of Islam by Ludovico Marracci
(see Fig. ). This is the well-known Alcorani
Textus Universus. The most widely used
Arabic edition, that of Gustav Flügel, first
appeared in , followed by printings of
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Persian by Muammad Alī al-Qāshānī.
The printings of Calcutta were produced
by William Nassau Lees, Abd al- ayy and
Khaddām usayn, and included the tafsīr
of al-Zamakhsharī (d. ⁄; see
   :  
). Sarkīs lists a Lucknow printing
of , which would be the first Indian
printed Qurān. Other Lucknow editions
appeared annually from  to , then
, , ,  and . There are
Delhi imprints of , , , and
. According to Sarkīs (Mujam, ii, ),
other early printings included Talshīr [sic]
(), the northern city of Bareilly (,
) and Kanpur (, , ). An
Arabic Qurān with English translation by
Mirzā Abū Fal appeared in Allahabad in
. Sarkīs notes numerous printings of
the text with the Tafsīr al-Jalālayn (ninth⁄
fifteenth cent.). He also mentions that there
were many translations into Persian and
Bengali printed in cities throughout India
including Lucknow, Lahore, Kanpur,
Aligar, Sialkot, Bombay and Calcutta (see
Sarkīs, Mujam, ii, ). Shcheglova
(Katalog) mentions Bombay lithographs
of , ⁄ and ⁄. These
editions included Persian interlinear
translations.
In Istanbul, the Qurān was printed from
metal type in  and lithographically by
order of the Ministry of Education in 
and  (Sarkīs, Mujam, ii, ). Other
Istanbul editions cited by Sarkīs are those
of the calligrapher Shakir Zāda (; see
) and of the press of Mu afā
Efendi Qādirjī. There were Istanbul printings of , , and  by the
Bariyya and urriyat presses. The government press (Dār al- ibāa al-Āmira)
produced the Qurān from - (see
Fig. ), and Harvard University Library
reports an edition of  printed at alMabaa al-Uthmāniyya.
Sarkīs (Mujam, ii, -) lists numer-

ous printings in Cairo, beginning with the
Būlāq printings of , , , and
. He cites other editions, e.g. those of
asan Amad al- ūkhī of  to 
and , those of Muammad Abū Zayd
of  to  and , the press of
Sayyid Alī of  and , the imprints
of Shaykh Sharaf of  and , and
the press of asan al-Sharīf of . He
mentions a lithographed edition of Shaykh
Muammad Rawān printed in . He
cites printings by the prolific Abd alKhāliq aqqī of ,  and  and
annually from  until . From this
time forward, Qurāns were continually
printed by various publishers, including
al-Bābī l- alabī (e.g. in two volumes,
) and the anafī Press (). The text
was often accompanied by the popular
tafsīrs of l-Bayāwī (d. prob. ⁄) or
al-Jalālayn. Reproduction of the text with
these commentaries remains common
through the beginning of the twenty-first
century (see Sarkīs, Mujam, ii,  f.).
There is disagreement over the first printing of the Qurān in Iran. Browne (Press
and poetry) mentions an edition from a press
supervised by Mirzā Abd al-Wahhāb as
early as ⁄. He also mentions a lithographed edition printed in Tabrīz in the
mid-s calligraphed by Mirzā usayn
and printed by Mirzā Asad Allāh. Floor
(Čāp) cites a Qurān from Shīrāz in .
Proudfoot (Lithography), perhaps following
Browne, cites a Qurān printed in .
The Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg mentions a Tehran printing of 
and a Tabrīz Qurān of . Marzolph
(Narrative illustration) states that the latter is
a lithograph; it is, in fact, the first lithographed book known to have been produced in Iran. It was published in Tabrīz at
the official press. Shūrbajī (Qāima) cites a
Tabrīz imprint of  printed by Abbās
Shafī and an Arabic Qurān with Persian
interlinear translation published in .
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Shcheglova (Katalog) lists an Arabic text
with Persian translation of  corrected
and published by Abd al-Bāqī Amad
Tafrīshī. The first Moroccan Qurān was
lithographed in  by al- ayyib al-Azraq,
the country’s foremost printer of the period. In southeast Asia, a Qurān was lithographed in  by Muammad Azharī of
Palembang and reprinted in .
One must be cautious in approaching any
list of printing firsts. Early imprints are
difficult to verify from library catalogues or
enumerative bibliographies. Abdulrazak
(Kingdom) demonstrates these difficulties in
his examination of the Venice Qurān of
the s. He suggests that it is not a product of Gutenberg’s invention at all, but
rather a woodblock print. Likewise, bibliographer and antiquarian R. Smitskamp
shows extreme caution in describing works
in his catalogues of early Qurān imprints,
such as the Qurān printed in Istanbul in
. He calls this edition, “The first
Qurān to be printed in an Islamic country
by way of lithography” (Smitskamp, Het
Oosters antiquarium, cat. , item ). The
copy in hand was multicolored and gilt (see
  ) and
“was executed in a way that can range this
Qurān on the same level as a manuscript
and represents a remarkable sample of
early Ottoman lithography.” Perhaps it was
because of this resemblance to manuscripts
that bibliographers have overlooked this
edition. Further confusion attaches to this
edition because, according to Smitskamp,
the date of imprint ( ..) is incorrect.
Corrections to the record can be made
only by close examination of the text.
Smitskamp cites numerous other printings
unknown to earlier bibliographers, such as
the illuminated Qurān of  ordered by
Sultan Abd al- amīd II “as gifts to the
pious,” a Bombay lithograph of  calligraphed by al- ājj Amad b. al- ājj
Muammad (Smitskamp, Het Oosters

antiquarium, cat. , item ). He also
cites a Teheran lithograph of  (ibid.,
cat. , item  = ), and an Istanbul
lithograph of  (ibid., cat. , item
), but cautions that this date may be
mistaken.
The implication of the foregoing bibliographic lists is that the Qurān was more
extensively printed than has been recognized. By the mid-nineteenth century there
were locally printed Qurāns in nearly
every Islamic region. It has been axiomatic
among non-Muslims that there was an
abiding aversion among Muslims to printing in general and to the printing of
Islamic books and the Qurān in particular.
Nuovo (Il Corano) puts it most directly,
calling it the “well-known aversion
(avversione) of Islam for the printing press.”
It is frequently held that the early attempts
at printing the Qurān in Europe were aesthetically and editorially repugnant to
Muslims. Indeed, Muslim authorities
thwarted printing of Islamic texts until
well into the nineteenth century. On the
basis of his study of library holdings,
Abdulrazak states, “… it seems that 
was a turning point in the history of printing in the Islamic world as increasing numbers of Islamic texts were being published
from that date onwards” (Abdulrazak,
Kingdom). Gdoura (Le début) places the date
a good deal earlier and more precisely:
.
The debate over printing
Historians offer many explanations for the
disinclination to use printed books or to
adopt the means of producing them (for a
recent discussion, see Bloom, Paper before
print). The locus of the debate was Istanbul, capital of the Ottoman empire, where
political and religious elites presented
arguments for and against the importation
of the press or printed books from Europe.
Gdoura (Le début) recognizes that since the
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later part of the sixteenth century the decision about admitting the printing press into
the empire was a political decision that
rested with the sultan himself after consultation with secular and religious counselors. An economic reason often cited for
the delay in adopting the press was the
opposition of scribes and calligraphers,
who feared the loss of their livelihood.
Little by little, from the sixteenth through
the eighteenth centuries, political opposition to the press relaxed. Bāyazīd II (r. ⁄-) permitted Jews to print.
Murād III (r. -⁄-) permitted
importation of European printed works in
Arabic as long as they did not concern religion. Beginning in , debate raged
over the publication of Protestant books
in Arabic, a move that was opposed by
the Orthodox patriarch, who complained
to the sultan, and the sultan intervened
to close Greek and Arabic presses. It was
nearly a hundred years later that the
Hungarian-born convert to Islam, Ibrāhīm
Mutafarriqa, finally convinced the sultan
and the religious authorities that the printing press might help strengthen the empire vis-à-vis an increasingly threatening
Europe. Mutafarriqa’s arguments had their
effect, and in  the Shaykh al-Islām
issued a fatwā declaring it legal to print
(see    ). The text of
the decree read, in part:

The reference to the “above mentioned
titles” points to the list of dictionaries, histories, military and geographical texts submitted to the authorities for approval. No
religious works were included.
The strictures imposed by the Shaykh
al-Islām applied to the Ottoman territories. By virtue of the primacy of the sultan
in the Islamic world, the writ ran beyond
Ottoman boundaries. When other countries of the region came to consider printing in the nineteenth century, their leaders
were conscious of these strictures. As to the
more distant Islamic populations, there
was little — if any — printing from metal
type. Iran, of course, lay beyond the influence of decisions taken in the capital of
Sunnī Islam, but its early printing history
bears many similarities to that of the
Ottoman empire.
In addition to the political, cultural, and
economic reasons for the slow introduction
of printing, there were local reasons as
well. ābāt (Tārīkh) argues that the fundamental cause of the delay of printing
in Egypt was the political chaos following
the withdrawal of Napoleon’s forces from
Egypt in . It took four years for
Muammad Alī to emerge above rival
Mamlūk factions and to secure power.
After consolidating his rule, he turned toward fashioning a modern administration,
industrial base and military power. These
ambitions led directly to the importation of
the press and the recruitment of workers.
Importation of machinery and supplies
and training of pressmen took fifteen
years. The first book was not published
until .

If one is versed in the art of correctly
printing with metal characters the above
mentioned titles… [he] will furnish a
means of reducing labor, multiplying copies, lowering costs and making acquisition
[of books] easier and cheaper. I decide that
this art… should be encouraged without
delay, on the understanding that trained
and intelligent men be chosen and that
works from the press be corrected against
the best originals.

Lithographic printings of the Qurān in the Islamic
world
Widespread printing of the Qurān in the
Islamic world did not begin until well into
the nineteenth century, or until the litho-
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graphic printing process became available
to Muslims. At that point, there began a
florescence of publishing that has continued to the present day. Lithographic printing is based on the repulsion of oil to water
applied to a plane surface, such as a flat
stone or metal plate. Ink adheres to the
image and is repelled from the blank areas.
Early Muslim lithographers used stones
mined in various parts of Asia or imported
from Europe. They copied their text on
specially prepared paper from which it was
transferred to the stone before being put
through the press.
Invented in the late eighteenth century in
Germany, lithography was soon employed
by European publishers to print maps,
drawings and other illustrative material.
For Muslim publishers, lithography had
three advantages over movable type in
printing the Qurān. First, it is a much
cheaper process, requiring importation of
less complex machinery and materials.
Second, it eliminated the need for complex
type design for the Arabic script and large
cases of type to accommodate the hundreds of Arabic letterforms. Finally, and
perhaps most important of all, it permitted
calligraphic preparation of the qurānic
text to the point where a well designed and
executed lithograph may be mistaken for a
manuscript, thus prompting Proudfoot
(Lithography) to characterize lithography
as “the Islamic technology.” Its principal
disadvantage is that print runs had to be
much smaller than books set in metal type.
Yet, because the process was comparatively
cheap, frequent new editions were possible,
as we have seen in the case of Istanbul,
Cairo, India and the Russian empire. And,
Muslim printers, whether governmental or
private, adopted improvements (developed
in Europe), which included photographic
and increasingly complex chemical and
mechanical techniques. In terms of the

quality of book design, it should be noted
that — apart from sumptuous presentation
copies prepared, for example, for the
Ottoman sultan — the average lithographed Qurān was rather dull in appearance. Early printers did not use color for
either the text or the ornamentation of the
frontispiece. The objective of most printing, after all, was to make the scripture
affordable, an Everyman’s Qurān. It has
been only recently, from perhaps the latter
half of the twentieth century, that lavishly
ornamental printed Qurāns have entered
the general book trade (see 
,   ).
Earliest Egyptian printed Qurāns
As was often the case wherever printing of
the Qurān was contemplated, controversy
arose. By , planning and equipping the
official press at Būlāq was complete and
the first books were printed. Initially, these
were technical manuals and linguistic aids
aimed at furthering the ruler’s plans for a
modern army, industry and administration.
The books were to be used as textbooks in
the new curriculum. As need arose, the
curriculum expanded to include such subjects as Turkish and Persian literature and
European history.
None of the earliest Qurāns printed in
Egypt have survived. Rawān ( Tārīkh),
whose work in the Egyptian archives is the
foundation of these remarks (except where
noted), dates the first printing of portions
of the Qurān (ajzā) to April . Because
no copies of this printing have survived,
Rawān’s history and the brief mention of
printing by A.A. Paton in his A history of the
Egyptian revolution () are the only indications that the edition ever existed. Unfortunately, without copies of this printing, no
descriptive bibliography or textual analysis
is possible. Certain aspects of the edition,
however, are clear. It was printed in tablet
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or sheet form and is often referred to as
ajzā al-Qurān, in distinction to a complete
muaf. We do not know whether the text
was typeset or lithographed. If the latter,
we do not know the calligrapher: if the
former, we do not know if specialized type
was used for the printing. Most notable by
its absence is any mention of a committee
of scholars to consult on the preparation
and correction of the text, a tradition that
goes back to the seventh century recension
of Uthmān.
In the early years of Egyptian printing,
the ulamā objected to printing religious
books, questioning whether any part of the
apparatus employed the skin of dogs. The
director of the press was instructed to
answer their questions; whether he did so,
and how he answered, are not to be found
in the sources. Before printing the 
edition, Muammad Alī asked Shaykh
al-Tamīmī, Muftī of Egypt, to put his seal
on the printed copy, so that it could be sold
or otherwise distributed. The shaykh
agreed to this, according to Paton (quoted
by Rawān, Tārīkh).
Muammad Alī ignored the core works
of the religious curriculum. His disdain for
the religious establishment was reciprocated by the religious scholars (ulamā; see
;   ;
   ). They viewed
the press as an innovation (bida). To use
metal letters or to apply heavy pressure in
printing the name of God (see  
 ) was reprehensible
(makrūh). They declared the use of the
press for these purposes forbidden (muarram). Further, use of printing equipment
was inconsistent with the need for purity
(al-ahāra) in preparing the text (see 
). Ignoring opposition, Muammad
Alī authorized the first Egyptian printing
of the Qurān. It is not clear whether the
entire text or only portions of it were ready
for distribution in . ābāt (Tārīkh) re-

ports that the press operation at this stage
did not have more than four correctors
(musaiūn). It is doubtful, therefore,
whether this edition received the traditional attention of scholars and correctors
before printing.
A year earlier (), an announcement
appeared in the government’s official news
organ, al-Waqāi al-miriyya, announcing
preparations to print sufficient copies of
certain parts of the Qurān for pupils in
the government schools. The exact portions of the text selected for printing were
not specified. As a result of the solicitation,
sixty sheets (alwā; sing. lū) were printed
for distributi n to students, presumably students in the government’s schools.
Preceding the printing, the ulamā were in
contact with Muammad Alī over the
advantages of printing. Although they conceded some ground on this point, they declined to have books associated with
religious instruction printed until the reforming Shaykh al-Azhar, Rifāa alahāwī, petitioned the Egyptian ruler,
Khedive Saīd (r. -), to print texts
used at al-Azhar with government
funding.
As was frequently the case with Būlāq
imprints, there was a distribution beyond
the schools for which they were printed
and distributed, free of charge to students.
The Qurān portions printed in  were
no doubt sold to the populace. Although
we do not know the size of the print run or
the price, we do know that  copies were
collected in  by order of Khedive
Abbās I (r. -). Acceding to the arguments of the ulamā that the  printing
contained “some errors,” Abbās issued an
order in May  to confiscate the printing. The injunction did not have the intended effect, at least not immediately.
Exactly one year later, in May , the
provincial government in Alexandria had
to repeat the order against buying and sell-
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ing the flawed edition. The copies were
collected in a warehouse of the Ministry of
the Interior (dīwān al-dākhiliyya). The order
legally to destroy them was difficult to
carry out. Copies remained in storage until
 when Khedive Saīd inquired about
providing some of them to students at the
military school after they had been corrected. Fifty-two copies were thus distributed. It appears that sometime late in 
a project to correct the impounded maāif
(see ) was begun. The task of correcting them fell to a government scribe,
Shaykh Abd al-Bāqī l-Jarī (he was also a
āfi , i.e. someone who had memorized
the entire Qurān; see   
;    ), who
had copied Ibn Khaldūn’s (d. ⁄)
history.
From this time onward, the Būlāq Press
proceeded to print the Qurān without objection from the ulamā (for an example of
a late nineteenth-century Būlāq printing,
see Fig. ). In order to ensure high standards of accuracy, a special department was
established for matters pertaining to the
Qurān (mabaat al-muaf al-sharīf ), the
director of which would be independent of
the overall administration of the Būlāq
Press. Neither the press law of  under
Khedive Saīd nor the law of  under
Khedive Tawfīq made reference to the
Qurān. One can infer that, by that time,
the advantages of printing the Qurān
were recognized by the entire society.
Distribution of the  muaf no doubt
suffered from the general weakness of distribution of many of the titles from the
government presses. To be sure, copies
were distributed to appropriate schools, but
beyond this there was no efficient way to
get books to the public, even though there
were attempts to open government bookshops. Private booksellers thus filled the
gap. Such trade was to have stopped after
the confiscation order of , so by the

   
s private publishers like al-Bābī
l- alabī began to fill the market with
editions of their own.
Other early printings of the Qurān
The studies by Proudfoot (Lithography)
and Abdulrazak (Kingdom) illustrate the
importance of lithography in southeast
Asia and Morocco respectively. According
to Proudfoot, the first Qurān printed in
southeast Asia was also the first book
printed by a native of the region (see
    
). In , Muammad Azharī, a
native of Sumatra, produced a lithographed Qurān that he reprinted in .
On his return home from a sojourn in
Mecca, he stopped in Singapore to purchase the necessary equipment and supplies. He also hired an assistant, one
Ibrāhīm b. usayn. Azharī himself copied
the text. Inasmuch as there was no official
body to vet his work, he established his
bona fides in the colophon. He declares
that the Qurān was printed on a stone
press “in the handwriting of the man of
God Almighty, Haji [sic] Muammad
Azhari son of Kemas Haji Abdallah, resident of Pelambang, follower of the Shafii
school, of the Asharite conviction.…”
(cited in Proudfoot, Lithography, ) Both
editions sold well (several hundred copies)
and Proudfoot notes that Azharī quickly
recovered the cost of his investment.
The case of Morocco adds other insights
to the study of the Islamic press. The kingdom of Morocco, while not subject to the
sultan in Istanbul, nor necessarily under
the writ of the anafī Shaykh al-Islām in
Istanbul, nevertheless followed the Ottomans in matters pertaining to printing.
The lithographic press had been introduced in  and was immediately used
for religious books, although the Qurān
was not printed until . Abdulrazak
(Kingdom) notes that the way was smoothed

   
for printing because “those scribes who
were also scholars were not prevented
from copying books for printing. As a
matter of fact, those scholars who were
able to perform more than one aspect of
printing were very attractive to printers
and publishers.”
Contemporary printings of the Qurān
Today, the Qurān is produced in a variety
of shapes, sizes and degrees of production
quality. The foremost printing centers are
Cairo and Medina, but Qurāns are produced in many Islamic countries and in the
West. Since the s, the Cairo edition,
known as the King Fūad or “royal
(amīriyya) edition,” has become the standard edition in Egypt. Many Qurāns
printed elsewhere have been modeled on
its calligraphic style, printing conventions
and editorial notes contained at the end
of the volume. Abd al-Fattā al-Qāī
(Mu af ) summarizes the history of this
printing. He states that, because numerous
non-standard editions were filling the market, the authorities at al-Azhar took the
matter under consideration at this time. A
committee was appointed, headed by
Shaykh Muammad Alī l- usaynī, the
chief of the Egyptian Qurān reciters. Also
on the committee were anafī Nā if, chief
inspector of Arabic at the Ministry of
Education, Mu afā Anānī, a teacher at
Madrasat al-Muallimīn l-Nā iriyya, and
Amad al-Iskandarānī, also at the Nā iriyya school. These four persons determined to use the Uthmānic recension
(rasm), adopting the recitation conventions
of af an Ā im, also noting whether the
passages were Meccan or Medinan (see
   ). They
decided on the markings for sūras (see
), ajzā, and other guides to recitation.
Al-Qāī remarks that, in spite of the editorial attentions of the committee and the
officials who reviewed the work, there were
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“several shortcomings” (ba al-hanāt).
When the first printing (i.e. that of )
was sold out, the National Library of
Egypt determined to bring out another
edition. The Library’s director wrote to the
Shaykh al-Azhar asking him to set up a
committee for this purpose. Abd al-Fattā
al-Qāī himself was appointed along with
Shaykh Muammad Alī l-Najjār, Shaykh
Alī Muammad al-ibā and Shaykh Abd
al- alīm al-Basyūnī. They reviewed the
classical literature on all aspects of vocalization and recitation (see  
 ;    
 ;     
;   
 ). The result was what alQāī calls the second printing. The 
edition remained the basis of subsequent
editions in Egypt.
A particularly well-made example is the
printing of  issued by Abd al- amīd
Salīm at al-Mabāat al-Shams alIslāmiyya, a private firm. The original
committee revised it. The government,
too, issued an edition reviewed by the identical committee in  called the Fārūq
edition, after the Egyptian king, Fārūq
(r. -). The version was corrected by
Shaykh Na r al-Adlī, chief corrector at
the government (amīriyya) press. In addition to the signatures of the five persons
involved, the work bears the seal of the
Shaykh al-Azhar.
During the s, the Qurān Review
Section (qism fa al-maāif ) of the alAzhar administration controlled Qurān
printing. Formerly, page proofs (Fr. epreuves,
and thus Ar. al-barūfāt) of new editions
would be reviewed only once before a
permit was issued to print and distribute.
Later, it was decided that a review was
needed after printing and binding were
complete. This change occurred after it
was discovered that some copies had been
misbound. During , the Section re-
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viewed forty-nine Qurān proofs written in
the familiar Egyptian hand, eleven in
Maghribī script (see  ) and
two from Brill. During the period from
May ,  to November , , the
Section issued twenty-two licenses to print
new maāif after review of page proofs by
a committee appointed by the Section. In
the same period, seventeen licenses were
issued following review of the printed and
bound copies. On the other hand, the
Section withheld licenses in nine instances,
most of them imported editions. The
Section also had responsibility for examining imported maāif and those being exported. For the first eleven months of 
the Section reviewed , copies of the
complete Qurān or parts of it exported to
twenty-eight countries, an average of
, copies per month. In , al-Azhar,
in cooperation with the government press,
set out to reissue the Qurān in a printed
rather than lithographed format. The first
of these appeared in  and was followed by printings in various sizes, with a
total of , copies. The following year
a special press was established specifically
for printing the Qurān and other religious
works. It began operation in  (www.
alazhar.org/english/about/quran/htm).
In Saudi Arabia, Qurān publishing is
centered at the King Fahd Holy Qurān
Printing Complex. Established in 
near Medina, the Complex may be one of
the largest printing operations in the
world. According to the website (www.
quran.net/hadis/Madinah), the press
employs , scholars, artists and technicians. Fourteen million copies of the
Qurān in Arabic and six other languages
have been printed since its founding. They
are distributed free to pilgrims, as well as to
mosques and other Islamic institutions
worldwide. Another website (www.
saudinf.com/main/y.htm), the information of which is dated February ,

, puts the number of printed copies of
the Arabic Qurān at  million since
. The Complex has a capacity of ten
million copies per year. It is administered
by the Ministry of Islamic Affairs,
Endowments, Call, and Guidance. The
government is not the only producer of
Qurāns in Saudi Arabia. The publishing
house Dār al-Salām is dedicated to printing the authentic Arabic text, translation
and brief commentaries and marginal
notes (www. dar-us-salam.com/
about_us.htm). It was established in
Riyadh in  under the direction of
Abd al-Mālik Mujāhid. Besides offices in
the United States and Britain, it has
branches in Australia, Bangladesh,
Malaysia, Pakistan, Qatar and Sri Lanka.
Over the last forty years the Qurān has
been printed in many places, from
Morocco to Indonesia. Iraq’s first printing
was in . The Directorate of Endowments (awqāf ) selected as its model a manuscript, which was then photographed at
the Survey of Iraq. The original manuscript had been a gift of the mother of the
Ottoman sultan Abd al-Azīz to Shaykh
Junayd al-Baghdādī in . The manuscript had been copied in  by āfi
Muammad Amīn Rushdī. The awqāf
directorate formed an editorial committee
of five to prepare the text for printing.
Included in the group was the inspector of
the Survey press, āshim Muammad alBaghdādī. The press’ calligrapher copied
the text, adding headings for the sūras,
“adjusting some of the āyas” (tadīl ba alāyāt; see ) and adding an index to
the sūras, a common feature in printed
Qurāns. The committee read the text to
ensure conformity with af and the rasm
of Uthmān. The arrangement of ajzā,
azāb and sūra titles was modeled on the
Istanbul edition copied by āfi Uthmān.
The numbering of the sūras was taken
from the official Cairo edition. The
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committee signed their names at the end of
the text, as was customary with large projects. There is rich ornamentation on the
first two pages of text. The second edition,
based on the first, came out in . It is
beautifully printed and bound with the
traditional Islamic flap cover. The colophon indicates that the work was directed
by the Ministry of Endowments (dīwān
al-awqāf ) and contracted to Marār Trading
Company of Baghdad for execution. The
committee overseeing the edition was composed of Shaykh Abdallāh al-Shaykhlī,
Shaykh Kamāl al-Dīn al- aī, and Nūrī
l-Qāī, director of Religious Charities at
the dīwān. The work was printed in Germany by K.G. Lohse of Frankfurt.
The Qurāns of India and Pakistan are
characteristically individual in appearance
and are often the result of personal devotions rather than the product of corporate
investment or organized outreach. The
Qurān of  published in Shillong, East
Pakistan embodies these idiosyncrasies. It
is an Arabic text with English translation
and with running commentary by Khadim
Rahmani. In his introduction he says,
“This being the first edition and the process of printing being a difficult one, we
had to engage a local press for doing the
job, so as to maintain a constant vigil and
guidance all along the printing. Yet in spite
of our best efforts, some printing mistakes
cropped up.” The same difficulties are
noted in The divine Qurān with Arabic text,
translation into English and English commentary by S.M. Abdul Hamid published
in Dacca in . The English translation
is typewritten and comments are typed
footnotes. In his introduction Abdul
Hamid laments the poor quality of the
paper and printing: “Some of my friends
desired better printing and paper. But
those who are aware of the difficulties of
publishing will admit that in Pakistan [sic]
we are to depend on the paper supplied by

the local mills, and printing cannot be controlled unless one has got his own press.”
Like Khadim Rahmani, Abdul Hamid
calls on his readers to alert him to printing
mistakes. Even the prestigious edition with
English translation of Abdullah Yusuf
Ali published serially in Lahore beginning
in  bears the translator’s request for
corrections.
Not all contemporary Indian or Pakistani
editions are produced as small-scale projects. The Alifī Qurān printed in Bombay at
al-Qurān Printers displays all the hallmarks of a well-financed project. The edition derives its name from the fact that
each line of text begins with the letter alif,
the first letter of the Arabic alphabet. It is
also distinguished in that the basmala (q.v.),
the invocation “In the name of God,” at
the head of each sūra “has been written in
 different calligraphic styles which have
evolved over the fourteen centuries of
Islamic era [sic].” As with all major publishing projects, scholars reviewed the calligraphed copy for correctness. As is also
customary with commercially printed
Qurāns, the publisher claims copyright
protection. Akber Khan, chairman of the
company, is unusually explicit, threatening
that “… any person or organization…
[who]… attempts to reproduce the Qurān
alifī in any size or form, its whole or part,
runs the risk of legal prosecution.”
As Lebanon is well-known for its large
and sophisticated publishing industry, it is
not surprising that the Qurān is frequently
printed there. The Qurāns are handsomely printed and bound and available at
modest prices. Editions are often accompanied by the commentaries of al-Bayāwī
or al-Jalālayn, sometimes both. In the
edition published by al-Maktab al-Islāmī
(Beirut and Damascus ), Shaykh
Muammad Amad Kanān explained
and corrected the commentaries as he saw
fit. In the Dār al-Maārif edition (Beirut
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), the qurānic text and the two commentaries were reviewed by the Qurān
corrector (mudaqqiq al-maāif ) of the
Syrian Ministry of Endowments (awqāf ),
Marwān Suwār. In the edition of Dār alIlm lil-Malāyīn (Beirut ) the commentator and corrector, Muammad Amad
Kanān, whose edition appeared from alMaktab al-Islāmī in the very same year,
wrote a biography of al-Bayāwī and an
explanation of his Anwār al-tanzīl, and
describes why he chose to give a précis of
the text, while assuring the reader that he
has changed little of the original and did
so only to “tie concepts together.”
Despite the rigid requirements for Qurān
publishing in the government context,
experiments with the text continue in an
attempt to make the scripture more universally comprehensible. One such effort
appeared in Jakarta in . This stateauthorized experiment aligned the Arabic
text with a romanized version for Muslims
who wished to read the text in Arabic but
who did not know the Arabic script or the
complexities of the rules of recitation
(tajwīd). The volume was produced by the
Reading Institute of Religious Affairs in
cooperation with the Committee on
Publication of the Qurān and the publisher Bahrul Ulum. The introduction calls
this the first attempt to romanize Arabic
for Indonesians. The introduction says,
“We hope that the Qurān in Latin can
become a model for future improved
romanization.” In a memorandum from
the Reading Institute to the printer, the
firm of Sumatra in Bandung, the Institute
asserts that the transcription is accurate
and that the work may by printed for
distribution.

Qurān is available in other readings.
There is a  muaf from Algeria in the
Warsh riwāya and another version from
Morocco. A Tunisian edition of the Qālūn
riwāya was published by al-Dār alTūnisiyya lil-Nashr. In the Sudan the Dūrī
reading was printed in  by the Department of Religious Affairs and Endowments
(awqāf ).

Non- af printings
In the foregoing discussion it is assumed
that all the editions cited adhere to the
af reading (riwāya). Occasionally the

Summary
A most thorough examination of the
-year delay between Gutenberg’s Bible
and the first Qurān printed in Egypt is
provided by Proudfoot and Robinson. Both
take issue with the commonly held view of
Orientalists that it was caused by an innate
conservatism among the ulamā. They
adhere to a more complex and nuanced
approach. Most importantly, they highlight
the separate historical trajectories of the
Ottoman lands and the eastern territories:
Iran, India and southeast Asia. In the former, the press was expressly excluded from
use until the early eighteenth century. In
the latter, where political and religious controls were diffuse, i.e. where the clerical
control was weakest, great preachers and
teachers such as Sayyid Amad Khān and
the Deobandis (q.v.) were — while no less
fervent than their coreligionists in western
Asia and north Africa — without allegiance to a strong authority. Thus, they
were able to exploit printing unhindered
by government controls. Robinson points
out that print was employed in India to
promote Islam not only against the British
but, more fundamentally, to strengthen
the community in the face of the Hindu
majority.
Proudfoot also emphasizes that printing
religious texts was a lucrative business in
south and southeast Asia and came to be
viewed as such in the premier Islamic publishing center, Cairo. He speculates that
one of the reasons for the failure of what
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he calls early experiments or false starts in
printing in Istanbul and Cairo is that the
works with the greatest potential for profit
were forbidden. Nonetheless, in no case
did the press, whether lithographic or
typographic, lead to major improvements
in the technology of printing. Doubtlessly,
lithography ushered in a revolution in
Islamic communications, education and
self-definition in India, but it was not
adapted to the same ends in the central
Islamic lands (see     ). Moreover, no technical
innovations were developed in any Muslim
region (see    ).
Every improvement in printing technique
was developed in the West and eventually
adopted by Muslims to often conservative
religious ends. Thus, the basic point that
the press was a late arrival in the Muslim
world is correct and its use was entirely
dependent on imported techniques.
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Prisoners
Persons physically detained by judicial authority in an institution for that purpose.
The Qurān explicitly mentions prisoners
(al-masjūnūn) only once, in  :, referring
to Moses (q.v.). The noun “prison” (al-sijn)
and its verbal forms are, however, found in
the story of Joseph (q.v.) at  : and in
eight other places. Both of these narratives
(q.v.) refer to the Pharaoh’s (q.v.) prison in
Egypt (q.v.), which some commentators
described as “an underground place
where a person was held without seeing
or hearing anyone” ( Jalālayn, , ad
 :).
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It seems unlikely that Mecca (q.v.) or
Medina (q.v.) had any such dungeons during the time of Muammad, but some
types of detention were known and
rudimentary prisons in Medina and Ba ra
are mentioned soon after Muammad’s
death. Umar b. al-Khaāb reportedly had
a house bought and turned into a prison in
Mecca (Rosenthal, Freedom, -; see
;    );
Alī (see  .  ) likewise established a house prison in Ba ra (Schneider,
Imprisonment, ).
Generally, imprisonment is not counted
as one of the qurānic punishments for
crimes, even though  : instructs that
women who commit sexual indecency (alfāisha) are to be held (m-s-k) in their
homes (see   ;
). There is a question as to
whether such detention is equivalent to
imprisonment, but the majority of scholars
held that this verse was, in any case,
abrogated (see ) by  :,
which decrees flogging (q.v.). Similarly, the
Qurān refers to persons held in shackles
(riqāb, asīr) but these are usually understood
as referring either to slaves or captives
(q.v.), not to prisoners (see also  
).
The Prophet appears both to have detained someone on suspicion (abasa
al-rajula fī tuhma, Wensinck, Concordance, i,
b) and also to have had someone bound
(rabaa) to a pillar in the mosque (q.v.;
Bukhārī, aī, ii,  [, Khusūmāt, ]; Fr.
trans. Houdas, El-Bokhârî, ii, ), but
there is no record of real imprisonment.
The lack of clear qurānic and prophetic
precedent has led to an occasional debate
as to whether Islamic law sanctions imprisonment at all (Qurubī, Jāmi, v, ,
ad  :; see    ;
).
Until the modern era, it seems that
imprisonment was, in fact, little used by

judges, usually restricted to a form of
coercion (debtors’ prisons) or conceived as
an alternative or supplementary punishment. Political prisoners, however, appear
to have been widely tolerated on the basis
that the sultan has ultimate control over
the freedom of his subjects (see  
;    ). The
judicial reticence to enforce imprisonment
may have its roots in a fundamental presumption of freedom as the natural state of
humankind (see   ; ;  
, ). Along these lines, it is instructive to note that the Qurān describes
Joseph’s prison, in  :, with the same
epithets usually reserved in the Qurān for
hell: adhāb alīm, a painful chastisement
(see   ;  
). It also equates hell with
prison directly in  :: “We have established hell for the unbelievers as a prison”
(wa-jaalnā jahannama lil-kāfirīna aīran;
see   ). Al-Rāzī
(d. ⁄; Tafsīr, xx, , ad  :)
distinguishes the two, emphasizing that
while one will eventually be freed from
an earthly prison, if only by death, hell
“is a barrier (āir) for people, surrounding them and offering no hope of
release.”
In contrast to judicial imprisonment, prisoners of war (q.v.) are discussed in  :,
:- and elsewhere. Such captives were
sometimes pardoned or held for ransom
but could also be enslaved or even killed. A
minority argued that ransom or pardon
were the only licit possibilities (Ibn Rushd,
Bidāya, i, ). Most modern interpreters
embrace this minority opinion, thereby
bringing rules on prisoners of war in line
with international norms (Hashmi, Saving,
).
Jonathan E. Brockopp
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Profane and Sacred
What pertains to the non-divine realm and
to the divine realm, respectively. The English word profane is derived from the Latin
expression pro fanum describing the area in
front of the shrine or persons who came to
a temple without being initiated. The Latin
profanus was used to denote the opposite of
sanctus, “divine,” and sacer⁄sacratus, “dedicated to God,” both by Roman as well as
Jewish and Christian authors. In everyday
English language, “profane” can denote
something of lesser value and is sometimes
synonymous with temporal, non-religious,
and secular. Since the second half of the
nineteenth century and especially after
Durkheim’s  study on the primary
forms of religious life, profane has gained
importance as a critical term in describing
the origins and essential characteristics of
religions. Indeed, Durkheim defined as a
critical element of any religion the classification of all things as either profane or
sacred. Despite the frequent occurrence of
profane in modern studies of religion,
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however, no coherent concept of this term
has been developed in scholarly discourse,
and several studies on the topic have raised
doubts as to whether profane may be
viewed as an applicable operative concept
of religious studies at all. Also, studies of
the religion of Islam and Islamic culture
frequently refer to the “profane” without
providing a definition. Therefore, before
reflecting on the relevance of profane in
the context of the Qurān, a brief summary of various aspects of the profane
as discussed in religious studies is
necessary.
Problems of definition
In its original meaning, the word “profane”
suggests a distinction between two different
kinds of space. Profane, at this semantic
level, denotes the space that is not sacred
or holy and that encircles a sacred area
that is set apart from the profane by a
boundary. According to Eliade, a religious
person perceives the non-homogeneity of
space as the contrast between a well defined sacred place — either an edifice constructed for religious purposes (see 
; ,   ;
; ; ) or a natural
phenomenon that is religiously interpreted (see   ; ;
) — and the indefinite, amorphous space around it. Only particular,
precious objects and privileged persons are
permitted to remain in a sacred place.
Outside or in front of the sacred enclosure
extends the domain of ordinary objects
and persons — the profane space. In some
cases, however, one particular place may
be regarded as sacred and non-sacred at
the same time even by believers of one
religion. In addition, religious communities, whose followers are spread over large
territories, often believe a variety of places
to be sacred (see ; ; ; ). Consequently, the
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profane space outside a particular sacred
enclosure may contain a number of other
sacred places and is therefore not regarded
as completely profane.
Although originating from a particular
concept of space, the distinction between
sacred and profane is not restricted to spatial categories (see  ).
Reference to sacred objects, sacred time
(q.v.), sacred states (see  ),
sacred acts (see ; ; ; ), and sacred personalities (see ) in the context of various
religions leads to the conclusion that there
must be also profane objects, times, states,
acts, and personalities (see  ,
  ;   
 ;    ).
Profane time may be described as the
ordinary time of everyday life without the
occurrence of any event of religious significance (see    ).
Sacred periods are, for example, times of
religious feasts during which critical events
that occurred at an early point in a religion’s history are celebrated and reenacted
(see   
). The believer changes from profane
to sacred time by practicing particular
rites. Also these rites contain elements of
sacredness (see    ).
They may therefore be regarded as sacred
acts and the time of ritual practice can be
viewed as sacred time.
Durkheim has pointed to another relationship between time and the profane.
He observed that the passing of time may
reduce the degree of profaneness and enlarge the degree of sacredness attributed to
a religious phenomenon as, with time, the
veneration of successive generations of
believers in that particular phenomenon
grows. Durkheim also mentioned the idea
of various degrees of sacredness implicit in
this observation in a number of other
places in his study on the primary forms

of religious life, Les formes élémentaires de la
vie religieuse.
A profane person is described as someone
who belongs to the world outside a sacred
space, who illegitimately enters sacred
space, or who transgresses the law that
protects the sacred ideas and rites of a
particular religion. There is a certain ambiguity in the establishment of the sacred
in that, on the one hand, it is not arbitrary
as when, for example, the significance of
a sacred place is grounded in its unique
character, a character that no purely
human action can confer on it. In other
cases, however, space obtains religious
meaning precisely because it is chosen on
an arbitrary basis. Furthermore, there is no
intrinsic reason why a particular phenomenon should be more sacred than another,
or even sacred at all. The manifestation of
the sacred (hierophany) and the profane
(prophanophany) is the result of an intellectual process and is, as such, always
artificial and subjective. This leads to a
situation where what is sacred to the
faithful of one religious tradition may be
conceived of as profane by the faithful
professing another (see  
 ).
A precise circumscription of the profane
in abstract terms is difficult because of its
amorphous nature and the existence of
various systems of belief and designations
of sacredness (see   ;
    ).
Therefore, the profane is often described in
negative terms like non-religious or nonsacred. The sacred, however, is also
defined in different ways based on various
methodologies. This leads to uncertainty
and inconsistency even when describing
the profane as the opposite of the sacred.
One occasion on which the border between the sacred and the profane becomes
identifiable in a particular religion is the
act of profanation. “To profane” means to
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take something away from the space of a
sanctuary, to bring something from the
world of the gods or the one God to the
human world or, on a more practical level,
to ignore sacred orders or laws. An example would be disregarding the observance
of sacred periods of time by acting in a
manner that is forbidden by the regulations
of a particular religion during that sacred
period (see ). This distorted or
deviant approach to the sacred, that is,
treating it with irreverence or contempt,
is conveyed by the root letters l--d — especially in  : and : (see ;
; ), and implies a violation
of the sacred, as in blaspheming the names
of God or his signs (q.v.; see also ;
; ;   
). Profanation can be understood as one form of communication
between the sacred and the profane.
Another form of communication between the sacred and the profane has been
observed in sacrifice (q.v.) with the victim
as a medium between the two spheres (see
  ). Interestingly,
in Roman texts the Latin verb profanare
described the act of selling or distributing
the meat of the sacrifice to the populace
in front of the temple. Inquiries into the
nature of profane and sacred often attempt
to answer two essential questions, namely
what is defined as profane or sacred in a
particular religion, and what believers are
permitted or forbidden (q.v.) to do with or
within the profane or the sacred. Various
studies on the sacred have identified
exclusiveness (being superior in dignity and
power, being a means of communication
with gods or the one God, or of access
between the human world and divine
realities), separateness, otherness, and
remoteness from the ordinary as common
traits of the “sacred.” On the contrary, the
“profane” is often characterized as the
non-sacred, non-religious, secular, ordi-

nary, and as being of no religious significance, or of lesser value than the “sacred.”
The profane, the sacred and the Qurān
The existence of the profane as an autonomous phenomenon can only be acknowledged by someone who does not accept the
idea of the absolute transcendence of the
divine (see    ;
). If divine creation
(q.v.) of all things is presupposed, the profane can exist only if sacredness is not
attributed to the whole of divine creation.
The Qurān postulates the role of God as
the creator of all things ( :; :;
:; cf. :; :, etc.). Yet because
the qurānic text may be interpreted as
discussing phenomena of the profane on
several occasions it can be argued that it
does not support the view that everything
that is created by God must only be regarded as sacred. Divine origin appears,
however, as an important argument for the
sacred character of the Qurān in the holy
book (q.v.) itself (see   
; ). It is stated that
the Qurān represents those parts of the
heavenly book (q.v.) that were sent down to
the prophet Muammad in the Arabic language (q.v.; cf.  :; :; :; :;
:-; see also   ).  : implies that the character of
the qurānic text proves its divine origin.
Even if humans and jinn (q.v.) would combine their efforts they could not bring forth
a text like the Qurān ( :). Those who
claim to have received another version of
the heavenly book present but a distorted
version of it ( :). God warns those who
have broken the Qurān into fragments,
and thus distorted its meaning, about the
consequences of such an act (cf.  :-;
see ; ). A person’s
attitude towards the Qurān is a clear indicator of the distinction between believers
and unbelievers (see  
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). Also, any doubts regarding the
unique character of the Qurān and its
revelation to Muammad (cf.  :-) are
tantamount to profanation (see 
 ). Those who deny the divine origin of the Qurān are threatened
with severe punishment on the day of resurrection (q.v.;  :; see also 
;   ).
Whereas the true believers recite the
Qurān and follow its commandments
(q.v.), the unbelievers dispute the Qurān
and are therefore hated by God and those
who believe in God and Muammad as his
messenger (cf.  :; :). Reading the
Qurān is described as an act of worship
(q.v.) and, as such, represents a broader
sense of communication with God ( :;
:; :). These and other passages
underscore the fact that the Qurān may
not be regarded as part of, or comparable
to, profane writing. It goes without saying
that no other scripture is attributed with
these exclusive qualities of the Qurān (see
; ; ;  
 ;    ;
    ).
The sacred character of the Qurān is
confirmed by religious practice in the
course of history. Reading and reciting the
holy book, or parts thereof, is mentioned as
a form of communication with God in historiographical sources (see  
 ). For example, we know that
representatives of the military elite of the
Mamlūk era paid great numbers of religious scholars to recite the Qurān in
schools, ūfī convents (khānqāh) and public
places to secure for themselves the blessing
(q.v.) of God (baraka; see also  
    ). Until
today, religious cultus in the private sphere
includes recitation of qurānic passages on
many occasions like, for example, during
Ramaān (q.v.), wedding celebrations and
funerals as a form of communication with

  
God. For various reasons, however, the
Qurān was never a critical element of
official liturgical practice in Islam (outside
of the ritual prayer; see also  
   ).
Qurānic terminology of sacred and profane
As mentioned above, the word “profane”
can be traced back to the linguistic context
of classical Roman, Jewish and Christian
writers including the Church Fathers.
When using “profane” in the description of
respective concepts in other religions, one
has to take into consideration semantic
differences between the terminology of the
language of the scholar examining a particular system of belief (meta-language)
and, if known, the language of the people
whose religion is the object of study (object
language). Terms of object language and
meta-language usually do not represent
identical concepts. Therefore, scholars
seeking to develop definitions of the
profane, must refer not only to the selfdefinition of the concept as provided in
the language examined, but should also
analyze concepts similar in content though
without any terminological link, utilizing
comparative methods of religious studies,
sociology, history, psychology, and other
disciplines.
Different forms of the Arabic root -r-m
have been understood in western scholarship as conveying the meaning of sacred
and, as a result, words of this root occurring in the Qurān are often translated as
“sacred” in English renditions of the
Qurān. According to later Islamic tradition, “the sacred mosque” of the Qurān
(al-masjid al-arām,  :, -, , ;
:; :; :, , ; :, ) denotes the
Prophet’s mosque in Mecca (q.v.); “the
sacred hill” (al-mashar al-arām,  :),
where, according to tradition, Muammad
stood and prayed to God, is understood to
refer to the hill of Quza in Muzdalifa;
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and “the sacred house” (al-bayt al-arām,
 :, ; cf. :) is identified as the
Kaba. Later tradition explains the “safe
sanctuary” (aram āmin,  :; :) as
the area surrounding Mecca, and the
urumāt are God’s sacred ordinances
( :). English translations of the verb
arrama can be “to forbid” or “to hallow⁄
to make sacred”: in certain passages the
latter meaning is regularly preferred (e.g.
 :), although in other places the term
is always translated as “to forbid” ( :,
; :; :, etc.).
The various forms of the root -r-m highlight the exclusiveness of the sacred in the
Qurān. The places denoted as arām or
aram may be entered only by believers in a
particular state of consecration, irām (see
 ). The word irām does not
occur in the Qurān. The nominal form
urum, however, stands in some qurānic
passages for a number of believers who
have assumed the sacred state ( :, -).
This state of irām permits the believer to
enter the sacred area and prohibits certain
activities that were allowable before he or
she assumed the irām (sexual intercourse,
ointments or perfumes, the wearing of
sewn garments, hunting, etc.; see 
 ; ;  
;   ). Entrance
into the sacred areas and places is forbidden to those who are not in a state of
irām. Consequently, the irām has to be
assumed by every believer when performing the minor or⁄and the major pilgrimage
(umra, ajj).
The fourth form of -r-m is also used to
describe the entrance into a sacred period,
such as a sacred month, although, again,
this usage does not occur in the Qurān
itself. The phrase, al-shahr al-arām, “the
sacred month,” is mentioned in  :,
; :, , but the particular month referred to in these verses has not been identified with any certainty.  :, however,

suggests that the month of pilgrimage,
Dhū l- ijja, is meant.  : speaks of
sacred months (al-ashhur al-urum),  :
more precisely of four sacred months.
Again, sacredness, as denoted by the word
arām, is defined by what is forbidden during the exclusive period of the sacred
month. Entering the time of prayer also
requires the state of irām. Ritual purity
and a prescribed manner of dressing are
necessary preconditions of irām. The
sacredness of irām is also underscored in
various commentaries (see  
 :   ) on
 :, where it is said that angels are
present during the irām that must be
assumed before prayer.
Another root used to denote the sacred in
the Qurān is q-d-s. Words of this root may
convey the meaning of being far removed
from, or free of, evil, impurity, or imperfection (see   ;
;   ). The
degree of perfection or purity described by
words of the root q-d-s is extraordinary.
This may have led to an interpretation of
q-d-s as “sacred” in English translation.
The Qurān characterizes various phenomena with words derived from this root.
In  : and : the valley of uwā
(q.v.), where Moses (q.v.) was informed by
God about his prophethood (see 
 ), is denoted as muqaddas. In  : and  : the term al-qudus
occurs as an epithet of God. The phrase
rū al-qudus, “holy spirit” (q.v.), identified in
the commentaries as Gabriel (q.v.), mentioned in conjunction with Jesus (q.v.),
occurs in  :, , : and  :.
“The sacred area” (al-ar al-muqaddasa) in
 : is understood to signify the Dome of
the Rock in Jerusalem and the area surrounding it.
The opposite of -r-m in the sense of to
“be, or become forbidden, prohibited, or
sacred,” is expressed by words derived
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from the root -l-l. In some passages, words
of the root -l-l denote what is, becomes or
is declared permissible, lawful, or free from
legal obligation ( :-, ; :; :,
etc.; see   ). In other
passages of the Qurān, words of this root
may be understood as representing the
meaning of profane.  : commands the
believers to avoid acts of profanation.
The phrase used in this passage, lā tuillū,
is often translated as “do not violate or render permissible something.” Among that
which shall not be profaned is the sacred
month — al-shahr al-arām. Attacking those
who are on their way to the sacred house
(understood as the Kaba) is also not permitted, and is tantamount to profanation.
Leaving the state of irām and returning to
the profane state is expressed by the phrase
idhā alaltum in  :, where it is asserted
that hunting is permissible for those who
have returned to the profane state. In
 : the insertion of intercalary months
(q.v.) is forbidden. The practice of declaring the month after Dhū l- ijja sacred
( yuarrimūnahu) during one year and, if the
intercalary month is inserted, profane
( yuillūnahu) during another year is rejected
as a practice of unbelief (kufr). In other
Arabic sources, all months except those
defined as sacred (arām, urum) are described as profane, using the word ill.
Also, in certain cases the verb aalla may
signify leaving the sacred state (irām) or
entering upon the profane months or the
profane territories. When the believer finishes prayer he or she returns to the profane state (alāl). The tenth verbal form of
-l-l, istaalla, means to deem permissible
or lawful and, by extension, to profane or
to desecrate something sacred. The term
muill describes, among other things, a
man who violates the sacred and commits
an act of profanation.
The word dunyā (derived from the root
d-n-w, “be, or become near”), sometimes

rendered as “[profane] world” when
encountered in modern texts, is found in
many qurānic verses where it denotes the
present world (the nearer dwelling place),
as opposed to the hereafter, al-ākhira (the
last dwelling place; see ).
Dunyā is often interpreted as signifying everything that befalls humans before death
or every activity that is not aimed at the
service of God. In both senses, dunyā may
be taken to express aspects of the profane.
When interpreted as the present world,
however, dunyā may include such activities
as rites and entrance into holy areas and
sacred periods, all of which are part of a
believer’s life before the hereafter. Dunyā,
then, cannot be understood as coterminus
with the profane.
The word ādī, occasionally translated as
profane when found in modern Arabic
texts, does not occur in the Qurān in this
sense.
Regulations of profane life in the Qurān
In the Qurān, phenomena of the sacred
are not necessarily described by words
derived from the roots -r-m, or q-d-s. For
example, two places which were of religious significance before the advent of
Islam (see -   
), al-afā and al-Marwa ( :;
see   ), retained their
sacred character in Islam but are not characterized as arām or muqaddas in the
Qurān. Moreover, if ritual practiced by
believers at a particular place or directed
towards it marks that place as “sacred,”
then not only the “sacred mosque,” but
also all mosques ( :; :-) and the
qibla (q.v.), must be regarded as sacred.
Similarly, not all profane phenomena, as
mentioned in the Qurān, are described by
words derived from the roots -l-l or d-n-w.
The Qurān contains rules that must be
observed in profane, everyday life and that
are not related to any ritual activity. Some

 
of these rules, for example, the prohibition
of usury (q.v.;  :) or the regulations of
inheritance (q.v.;  :-, ) were later
cited and explained in the chapters on
worldly matters (muāmalāt) of the manuals
of Islamic jurisprudence (see   
), whereas ritual and religious
observances were discussed in the ibādāt
chapters (see ). The distinction between ibādāt and muāmalāt may, therefore,
be interpreted as expressing the distinction
between the sacred and the profane
spheres of life in the Qurān.
Lutz Wiederhold
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Prohibited Degrees
The various categories of persons a man
may not marry. These are most completely
laid out in  :-, which read:
And marry not women whom your fathers
married, except what is past... Prohibited
to you are your mothers, daughters, sisters,
father’s sisters, mother’s sisters, brother’s
daughters, sister’s daughters, fostermothers (see  ; ),
foster-sisters, your wives’ mothers, your
step-daughters under your guardianship
who are from women to whom you have
gone in… wives of your natural sons, two
sisters in wedlock at one and the same
time… women already married except
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those whom your right hands possess.
Except for these, all others are lawful…
The Muslim jurists point out four types of
impediment to marriage in this passage
(see   ;  
 ): consanguinity (mother,
daughters, sisters, paternal and maternal
aunts, and nieces; see   
), fosterage (q.v.; foster-mother, fostersisters), affinity by marriage (mothers-inlaw, step-daughters under certain
conditions) and sisterly conjunction (concurrent marriage to two women who are
sisters to each other; see ). They
also draw a distinction between temporary
and permanent impediments. Also prohibited by this passage are free women
married to other men — married female
slaves are the exception (see  
) — and widows (see ) of
one’s father (see also ; ;
).
All women other than these (mā warāa
dhālikum) are, this passage tells us if taken
in its literal ( āhir) meaning, marriageable
(see   ; ).
The key phrase mā warāa dhālikum, however, cannot, according to most jurists, be
taken literally, since there are definitely
other categories of unmarriageable women
beyond those mentioned in  :-. For
example,  : makes unchasteness (zinā)
an impediment to marriage (see 
 ): the unchaste person
may not marry a chaste person and a
chaste person may not marry an unchaste
person. An unchaste person who wishes to
marry has only two options: he or she may
only marry another unchaste person or an
idolater (see   ;
  ; 
    ). As  :
declares, the (morally) wicked are for their
like to marry, and the morally (good) are
for their like to marry (see   ;
   ). In  :, how-

 
ever, the Qurān permits Muslim men to
marry women from among those who were
recipients of earlier scriptures (see 
  ;   
). Other additional categories of
unmarriageable women are: women who
would through the contemplated marriage
become fifth wives, women who are in the
state of idda (temporarily excluded from
marriage following divorce; see 
), women who are unmarriageable
as a result of the prohibition of sexual intercourse during the pilgrimage (q.v.; see
also  ) and women who were
previously divorced by the man with whom
marriage is contemplated and have not
married in the interval (see  
).
Finally, it should be noted that Muslim
jurists in general have treated the terms
ummahāt, “mothers,” in  :- to be inclusive of all degrees (darajāt) of maternal
ascent (mother, grandmother, etc.) and
banāt, “daughters,” to be inclusive of all
degrees in the daughter line of descent
(daughter, granddaughter, etc.). A quick
glance at later commentaries of the
Qurān — such as the mammoth and singularly comprehensive commentary of
Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. ⁄; see
   :  
) — reveals a large variety of
controversial issues pertaining to the subject of prohibited degrees. Al-Rāzī enumerates and discusses well over forty issues
pertaining to  :- alone, quite apart
from the other qurānic passages that have
a bearing on this subject. In his treatment
of each issue, he lays out the position of
the different schools and then advances
arguments for his own position in the manner typical of medieval Muslim legal scholasticism (see also   
).
Bernard Weiss
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Proof
Clear evidence that brings about the conviction that something is true, as well as its
ordered presentation. Several qurānic
terms are used to refer to the divinely provided evidence for God’s existence, unicity,
power and guidance, and in particular for
the truth (q.v.) of his messengers’ claims
(see ). Among the most common is the adjective bayyina (pl. bayyināt),
“clear, evident, manifest,” usually used as a
substantive, “clear evidence or proof.”
Occurring primarily in Meccan passages
(cf. Suyūī, Mutarak, i, -; see
   ), its range
of meanings may be illustrated from those
cases where it occurs in conjunction with
“sign” (āya, see ): “clear signs” include
evidentiary miracles (q.v.; e.g.  :;
:; :), visible reminders of God’s
guidance and wrath ( :; :; see
;   ;
) and especially the verses (q.v.) of a
revealed scripture (e.g.  :). A messenger comes with bayyināt ( : is the first of
many examples), may be said to be [relying] “upon a bayyina” (e.g.  :), or even
himself be a bayyina ( :, ).
It is the nature of āyāt bayyināt to be illuminating ( :) and convincing (cf.
 :): Pharaoh’s (q.v.) magicians were
prepared to accept torment and martyr-
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dom after the bayyināt brought by Moses
(q.v.) constrained them to faith (q.v.;
 :-). While the qurānic hope, however, is that human beings may perhaps be
reminded by the āyāt bayyināt ( :), the
sad reality is that they are regularly met
with divisiveness (e.g.  :), doubt
( :; see ), proud rejection (e.g.  :; :; see ;
; ;   ),
scorn (e.g.  :; :; :; see
) and hostility (e.g.  :; see
  ; ).
Some believe but then backslide (e.g.
 :; :). Because the unbelievers
“deny the undeniable” (Mir, Dictionary, )
they wrong themselves (e.g.  :) and will
have no claim on God’s mercy (q.v.) when
cast into the fire ( :-; see  
).
Yet more powerful than the clarity of the
bayyina is the “brilliant manifestation” of
the burhān (Gardet, Burhān), which, in
 :, is set in parallel with “a clear
light” (q.v.; cf. Ethiopic berhān for “light”).
A burhān may be a vision ( : according
to many commentators and haggadic parallels; see ;   ) or
an evidentiary miracle brought by a messenger ( :). Mushrikūn, i.e. those who
associate other gods with God — or choose
other gods instead (cf.  :; :;
:) — as well as Jews and Christians
( :; see   ;   ) are challenged
to produce a burhān for their claims; but
anyone who associates other gods with
God emphatically has none ( :).
Other vocabulary covers some of the
same ground. Those who claim knowledge
of the unseen (see   
) are asked to bring a sulān mubīn
( :), here an “authoritative proof ”
(see ). Moses in particular is
said to have been sent with “a clear warrant” (sulān mubīn, e.g.  :) while God
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has not sent down a sulān warranting
idolatry (e.g.  :; see  
). God-given evidences viewed
as proofs that ought to give insight to the
mind (see ) and heart (q.v.) may
be called baāir (sing. baīra). They include
the scriptures ( :; :; see ),
signs in the creation (q.v.;  :; cf.
:-; see   ) and evidentiary miracles ( :-).
Thus far this article has emphasized
proof as manifest evidence rather than as
demonstrative argument. The qurānic use
of the word ujja includes the latter, twice
referring to a ujja that comes from or belongs to God: in  :(-) it is the argument for God’s unicity (tawīd) given to
Abraham (q.v.; a passage highlighted in
al-Asharī’s apology for kalām reasoning;
see    ;
   ); while in
 :- God is said to have “the conclusive argument” over against human
conjecture ( ann). Indeed, a human ujja
may turn out to be null and void ( :).
It should also be noted that, in addition to
the qurānic lexemes connoting “proof,”
the Qurān contains arguments for its own
veracity. For example, in his Muqaddima
(), Ibn Naqīb (d. ⁄) deals with
the argumentum a fortiori (i.e.  :-, ;
:). Perhaps the most comprehensive
discussion of the diverse qurānic
“proofs” or “arguments” is provided by
Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyūī (d. ⁄), who
lists the various types of rhetorical devices
the Qurān employs to counter its detractors (cf. Suyūī, Mutarak, i, -; id.,
Itqān, iv, -; see also  
).
Finally, falsafa adopted the word burhān as
the technical term for a methodologically
rigorous demonstration leading to certain
truth. Thus, in Arabic translation Aristotle’s Posterior analytics became Kitāb alBurhān. The same title is found in a num-


ber of Christian apologetic treatises in
Arabic, beginning with that of the
Nestorian mutakallim Ammār al-Ba rī (fl.
third⁄ninth cent.) which may be seen as a
response to the Qurān’s challenge: hātū
burhānakum ( :; see  
 ;  
).
Mark N. Swanson
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Property
Wealth, goods, things owned. There is no
formal, legal concept of property in the
Qurān, nor is there a technical equivalent
to the Latin res of Western tradition. There
is, however, a general concern with property as is clearly indicated, for example, by
the verses outlining the punishment for
theft (q.v.;  :; see also  
;   ;    ). Roughly
speaking, there are three contexts in which
the Qurān addresses property: commercial, private and general.
In a commercial context, there are
several terms used to designate property,
the object generally being “goods,”
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“commodities” or “possessions.” In Sūrat
Yūsuf ( , “Joseph”), the term bi āa,
“goods,” is used to refer to the property
allegedly stolen by the brothers of Joseph
(q.v.;  :, ; see also  
; ). In Sūrat alArāf ( , “The Heights”), the Madyanites
(see ) are warned “not to cheat people out of their property” (lā tabkhasū l-nāsa
ashyāahum,  :; see ) — ashyā
(sing. shay ) meaning literally “things.”
The same admonishment is repeated in
 : (cf.  :). Also, the term māl
(pl. amwāl; see below) is used in a commercial context in the sense of “countervalue.”
In a private context, the verb malaka, “to
own, possess,” is used to denote property
ownership (see   ). Several verses, for example,  :,
, , ,  :,  : and passim,
speak of “what your right hands possess”
(mā malakat aymānukum), the reference being
to private ownership of (female) slaves (see
  ). In  : private
ownership of real estate is conveyed via the
phrase “that whose keys you own⁄possess”
(mā malaktum mafātīahu).
In a general context, three terms are used
to denote property or ownership. The first,
rabb, “owner, lord,” is used extensively to
refer to God and his dominion or ownership over the universe (see ; 
 ;   ).
God is, inter alia, the “owner of the universe” (rabb al-ālamīna,  :; :; :;
:, and passim), the “owner of the heavens and the earth” (q.v.; rabb al-samāwāti
wa-l-ar i,  :; :; :; :, and
passim; see also   ), “the
owner of this [sacred] house” (rabb hādhā
l-bayti,  :; see ,  
;   ). While rabb
in this sense refers almost exclusively to
God, there is at least one instance where
exegetes note its application to a human

being, namely Potiphar (in  :; see
   :  
).
Another term used for property in general is khayr. The basic meaning of khayr
being “good,” this term imputes an emphatically positive meaning to property
and casts it in its most favorable light, i.e.
“fortune.” Speaking, for example, in the
context of inheritance (q.v.),  : refers
to the property left by the deceased as
khayr. Other verses mildly chide human
beings, however, for over-indulging their
(presumably natural) love of property.
 : refers to humans as “extremely
severe in their love of property” (li-ubbi
l-khayri la-shadīdun). And  : records
the prophet Solomon’s (q.v.) penitent selfcriticism for having placed his love of
property (ubb al-khayr) over the remembrance (q.v.) of his lord (see also   ).
The term used most extensively, however,
for property in general is māl and its plural
amwāl. While this term also carries the
meaning of “money” or “cash” in the
restricted sense, liquid currency was the
exception rather than the norm in
first⁄seventh century Arabia (see     ; ;
; for further on this, see Foss,
Coinage, for the review of a recent survey
of the state of early Islamic coinage). As
such, classical lexicographers and exegetes
commonly define māl as “whatever men
possess of dirhams, or dīnārs, or gold (q.v.),
or silver (q.v.), or wheat, or barely or bread,
or beasts, or garments or pieces of cloth,
or weapons or other things,” in short,
“anything one possesses” (see  ;
  ; ). On this
understanding, māl is used in numerous,
overlapping contexts, commercial, private
and other.  : praises those who “give
of their property (al-māl),” while  :
informs us that, “property (al-māl) and
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progeny (see ) are the adornments of life” (see ; ).
 : affirms that God will “try humanity
with… deficits in property (naq mina
l-amwāli),” while  : declares property
(amwāl) itself to be a “test” ( fitna; see
;   ; 
  ;   ,
).  : warns that neither property
(amwāl) nor progeny bring closeness to
God. And  : records the lamentations of those who thought their property
would avail them on the day of reckoning
(see  ).
Again, these references to property are
broad, flexible and grounded in Arabian
custom and common usage. They do not
constitute a formal doctrine, let alone a
legal definition of property. The latter
would have to await the legal acumen and
jurisprudential imagination of the jurists
and legal theorists of the formative period
of Islamic law. See also .

times, apart from the term nubuwwa,
“prophethood,” which occurs five times.
Much more prevalent, however, is the
term rasūl (pl. rusul ) which denotes a
“messenger” (q.v.) or “apostle” (of God).
Messengers are mentioned more than 
times. A messenger is also referred to as
mursal, which, together with its plural form
(mursalūn), occurs more than thirty times.
The form risāla (pl. risālāt) denotes a prophetic “message” and occurs ten times,
mostly in the plural form.
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Prophets see  


Prophets and Prophethood
Those individuals who receive divine revelation and their collective vocation. In
Arabic (as in Hebrew), the word for
“prophet” is nabī, plural nabiyyūn and
anbiyā. These forms occur seventy-five

Prophets and messengers
As in the New Testament, in which
apostles seem to rank higher than prophets
(e.g.  Cor :-; cf. Eph :; :), in the
Qurān, too, rasūl seems to be somewhat
more elevated than nabī. This is indicated,
to begin with, by the fact that whenever
both titles appear together, rasūl comes
first, which may suggest that a messenger
is more important than a prophet. Thus
 : describes Satan’s (see )
attempts to lead astray (q.v.) any apostle
(rasūl) or prophet (nabī) who was sent
before Muammad. Muslim commentators say that in this verse rasūl stands for a
prophet having a message, a book (q.v.),
which must be delivered, whereas nabī has
no such message or book. More specifically, al-Bayāwī (d. prob. ⁄,
according to van Ess; cf. Gilliot, Textes,
-) says that a rasūl is a prophet who
establishes a new sharīa (religious law; see
   ), whereas a nabī is
one who continues an old one. This means,
al-Bayāwī says, that rasūl is more distinguished than nabī, and therefore there were
more anbiyā (“prophets”) than rusul (“messengers”). Or, he adds, a rasūl receives revelation from an angel, whereas a prophet
experiences revelation only in dreams
(Bayāwī, Anwār, ad  :).
The titles rasūl and nabī may also overlap
and even refer to one and the same person,
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in which case rasūl again comes first. This
applies to Moses (q.v.), about whom it is
stated that he was “an apostle, a prophet”
(wa-kāna rasūlan nabiyyan,  :). The
same is stated about Ishmael (q.v.;  :)
as well as about Muammad ( :). The
combination of the two in one person is
perhaps designed to indicate that this person belongs to the messengers among the
prophets.
But not every messenger of God is also a
prophet. God is said to have made the angels “messengers (rusul) flying (q.v.) on
wings, two, and three, and four…” ( :;
see ). As God’s messengers, the angels bring good tidings to Abraham (q.v.)
about the birth of Isaac (q.v.) and Jacob
(q.v.), and they also destroy the people of
Lot (q.v.; e.g.  :-). God sends angels
to guard people as well as to receive their
souls (see ) at the moment of death (cf.
 :; :). Their primary role as God’s
messengers is to inspect and write down
the deeds of every human being (cf.  :;
:; see  ;  ).
The Qurān is careful to draw a clear line
between God’s celestial and human messengers. Prophets can only be mortals,
because angels, the Qurān says ( :),
do not walk about on earth (q.v.) as do its
ordinary dwellers — for which reason people cannot grasp their physical presence.
Therefore God does not send down angels
as his prophets.
Angels do, however, bring down prophetic revelations in their capacity as
God’s messengers but they do not deliver
them directly to the people, only to individual human prophets (see 
 ). The Qurān mentions
the “word” (qawl), i.e. prophetic message,
of one particular “honored messenger”
(rasūl karīm,  :; :). Some exegetes
have identified this “messenger” with the
angel Gabriel (q.v.) whose mission was to
reveal the Qurān to Muammad. But

Gabriel’s task as God’s messenger is not
confined to prophetic revelations. He is
also said to have been referred to in
 :, in which God’s messenger comes
to Mary (q.v.) to give her a son ( Jesus; q.v.).
Even the rasūl mentioned in the story of
the golden calf ( :; see  
) was said to have been Gabriel. Most
qurānic prophets⁄messengers are known
from the Bible, but there are also some
whose origin is somewhat obscure (for
details about the individual prophets see
Tottoli, Biblical prophets; see  
 ).
The status of the prophets
Prophets (including the messengers among
them) belong to the highest rank among
various virtuous groups of human beings.
These groups are listed in  :, in which
their position in paradise (q.v.) is described:
“And whoever obeys God and the messenger, these will be [in paradise] with the
prophets and the truthful (al-iddīqūn) and
the martyrs (al-shuhadā; see ) and
the righteous (al-āliīn), upon whom God
has bestowed favors (see ; ).” As for the prophets, their presence
among their respective peoples — for example, among the Children of Israel
(q.v.) — is perceived as a sign of God’s
benefaction (nima) unto these peoples
( :).
God started sending prophets after humankind became separated, when the initial state of righteousness was replaced by
moral corruption (q.v.; see also  
;   ;   ,
  ). This, at
least, is how the exegetes explain  : in
which it is stated: “The people were
[united in] one nation (umma wāida), then
[they became divided, and] God sent the
prophets to bear good tidings (see 
) and to warn (see )…” (see
  ).
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The prophets emerge in succession. The
Qurān says that they were sent “one after
another” (qaffaynā,  :), or “one by one”
(tatrā,  :). Moreover, the prophets
belong to the same genealogical descent.
Thus  : reads: “These are the prophets on whom God bestowed favors, of the
seed (dhurriyya) of Adam (see  
), and of those whom we carried with
Noah (q.v.), and of the seed of Abraham
and Israel (q.v.)….” The same idea is conveyed in  :, in which it is stated about
Abraham: “And we gave to him Isaac and
Jacob; each did we guide, and Noah we
guided before, and of his descendants
(dhurriyyatihi) David (q.v.) and Solomon
(q.v.) and Job (q.v.) and Joseph (q.v.) and
Moses and Aaron (q.v.)….”
The fact that the prophets are said to
have been “guided” by God means that
they represent a divinely chosen pedigree,
as is indicated, for example, in  :-:
“Surely God chose (iafā) Adam and Noah
and the house (āl) of Abraham and the
house (āl) of Imrān (q.v.) above all beings.
[They are] the offspring (dhurriyyatan) one
of the other….” The chosen prophetic
lineage begins here with Adam, which
indicates that he, too, is considered a
prophet. The house of Imrān stands for
Moses (the son of the biblical Amram), but
can also refer to Jesus, whose mother Mary
is considered a member of that house.
The verb iafā, which signifies here
divine election (q.v.), recurs in more verses
dealing with prophets, as well as with angels. Thus in  : it is stated that God
chooses ( yaafī) messengers (rusul) from
among the angels and from among the
people. The same verb is used to describe
election of individual prophets, such as
Abraham ( :), Moses ( :) and
Mary ( :), as well as of kings (see
  ), namely Saul (q.v.;
ālūt,  :).
Another verb, ijtabā, also denotes divine

election of prophets, such as Adam
( :), Abraham ( :), Joseph
( :) and Jonah (q.v.;  :). Less frequent is the verb ikhtāra that denotes the
same type of divine election ( :) and
describes the election of Moses ( :).
The latter’s election is also conveyed by the
verb ianaa ( :).
The divine election of the prophets provides them with abilities not shared by
ordinary humans. This pertains mainly
to knowledge of the unseen (ghayb; see
   ). Thus in
 :- it is stated that God knows the
unseen and he does not reveal his secrets to
anyone, except to an apostle with whom he
is well pleased (irta ā). In  : we are
told again that God does not make people
acquainted with the unseen, but he
“chooses ( yajtabī) of his apostles whom he
pleases.”
The guided and divinely chosen prophets
possess moral virtues that render them
immune to sin and misbehavior (see
). Thus, in  : it is
stated that it is not attributable to a
prophet that he should act unfaithfully
( yaghulla). The election of the prophets has
made them belong to the righteous (mina
l-āliīn), a fact stated regarding several of
them, e.g. Zechariah (q.v.), John (see 
 ), Jesus, Elijah (q.v.;  :)
and others. John is described in  : as
honorable (sayyid) and chaste (aūr; see
) and a prophet from among the
righteous (mina l-āliīn). Some of them are
also described as truthful (iddīq), as is
Abraham ( :) and Idrīs (q.v.;  :).
Ishmael is described in  : as “truthful
in his promise” (ādiq al-wad).
Some prophets possess unique traits that
mark their singular status among the rest of
the prophets. Abraham is described in
 : as one whom God took as a friend
(khalīl; see   ).
Moses is described as pure (mukhla,
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 :) and as one whom God brought
near in communion (wa-qarrabnāhu najiyyan,
 :) and with whom God spoke (kallama,  :). This is the origin of Moses’
title, kalīmu llāh, by which he is known in
Islamic tradition. Tradition also elaborates
on Moses’ communion (munājāt) with God.
Later tradition has provided Muammad
with a title of his own, namely, abību llāh
“God’s beloved,” which together with the
previous prophets, completes the unique
group of prophets having an intimate relationship with God. In fact, Muslim tradition has elaborated on Muammad’s
honorific titles and produced long lists of
them (see    ).
The existence of distinguished groups
among the prophets is a fact that the
Qurān declares openly.  : states that
God has made some of the prophets to
excel others and in  : the same statement is repeated, alongside names of some
of the excelling prophets:

and Muslim exegetes are not unanimous as
to who they were. Some say that they were
those who established a law (sharīa) among
their nations, like Noah, Abraham, Moses,
and Jesus, as well as Muammad. Others
hold that they were those who suffered the
hardest trials or the deepest remorse (see
  ). In the latter
case, they include Jacob, Joseph, Job and
David, in addition to the five prophets
already mentioned. But in spite of divine
election, the prophets always remain God’s
servants (ibād; e.g.  :; see ),
for which reason people are not servants to
them but to God ( :).

We have made some of these apostles to
excel the others, among them are they to
whom God spoke (kallama), and some of
them he exalted by [many degrees of ]
rank; and we gave clear arguments
(bayyināt; see ) to Jesus son of Mary,
and strengthened him with the Holy Spirit
(q.v.)….
In  : some prophets are singled out as
those with whom God made a special covenant (q.v.; mīthāq): “And when we made a
covenant with the prophets and with you
[Muammad], and with Noah and
Abraham and Moses and Jesus son of
Mary, and we made with them a firm
covenant.”
A special group of God’s messengers is
mentioned in  :, being called “those
endowed with constancy (ūlū l-azm).” The
Qurān says that they have borne patiently
(the hardships of their mission; see )

Modes of prophetic revelation
Various verbs convey the idea of prophetic
revelation, the most frequent being those
derived from the root n-z-l, namely, nazzala
and anzala. They denote an act of bringing
down, which means that the prophetic revelation is perceived as being sent down
from heaven (see   ).
Occasionally, the revelation itself is described as descending (nazala, tanazzala),
without specifying the agent that causes it
to come down. A common name of the
qurānic revelation is tanzīl (e.g.  :;
:; :, etc.), i.e. a “bringing down.”
A less common name is amr, “affair,” which
in  : is said to have been descending
( yatanazzalu) through the seven heavens
(see    ). Muslim exegetes explain that the “affair” stands here
for divine revelation that is being brought
down from heaven to earth.
Revelation originates in God, as is indicated in verses in which God speaks in
the first person: “I have sent down [the
Qurān]” ( :), and more often: “We
have sent down [the Qurān]” (e.g.  :;
:; :). But revelation does not come
down directly to the prophets. The intermediate agents are the angels. God sends
them down with the revelations, as is im-
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plied in  : : “He sends down ( yunazzilu) the angels with the spirit (q.v.; al-rū)
by his commandment on whom he pleases
of his servants….” Muslim exegetes hold,
however, that only Gabriel is meant here,
the angel who was commissioned to bring
down prophetic revelations, or the “spirit,”
to Muammad. In  : the agent
bringing down (nazzalahu) the qurānic revelation is himself called “the Holy Spirit”
(rūu l-qudus), which is again interpreted as
an epithet of Gabriel. The same applies to
 :, in which the revelation is brought
down (nazala bihi) by the “faithful spirit”
(al-rū al-amīn). Similarly, the exegetes say
that it is Gabriel who says to the Prophet
in  :: “We do not descend [with
revelations] but by the command of your
lord (q.v.).”
As far as Muammad’s own prophetic
experience is concerned, the process of
sending down revelations ends at the
Prophet’s heart (q.v.; alā qalbika) and
Gabriel is mentioned explicitly as the one
who brings it down to him ( :; see
). The Qurān provides specific,
though not entirely coherent, details of the
time when the revelation began coming
down to Muammad. This took place
either on a “blessed night” ( :) or on
laylat al-qadr ( :; see   )
or during the month of Ramaān (q.v.;
 :). The exegetes explain that all passages refer to one and the same night,
namely laylat al-qadr that falls in Ramaān.
There are various terms denoting the
actual revelation that is being brought
down. Most often it is called “signs” (q.v.;
āyāt), which commentators on the Qurān
have identified with the qurānic verses
(q.v.; e.g.  :, etc.). Elsewhere, what God
sends down is called sūra (q.v.;  :, etc.),
a term that came to be identified with the
qurānic chapters and, most obviously, the
term qurān, too, stands for something
which God sends down ( :). Another

locution standing for a whole unit of revelations being sent down is kitāb, a “book,
scripture” (e.g.  :; see ). Specific
scriptures, namely the Torah (q.v.) and the
Gospel (q.v.), are also described as being
sent down by God ( :-), which implies
that all monotheistic scriptures represent
the same divine revelation. Metaphorical
terms are also used to describe a descending revelation, one of which being the
somewhat obscure title furqān ( :; see
). Some exegetes have explained
it in the sense of a scripture distinguishing
between truth and falsehood. Light (q.v.;
nūr) is also a name for the guiding revelation that God has sent down ( :).
Another widely used verb denoting the
act of providing revelation is awā, with
way as the noun denoting the revelation
itself. The verb means to “prompt, inspire,
suggest” but it is not confined to prophetic
revelations. Occasionally it simply means
to “instruct,” or “command,” as in  :
in which God instructs ( yūī) the angels to
support the believers. In  :- God instructs (awā) the earth to tell its story on
the day of resurrection (q.v.), and in
 : he instructs (awā) the bee to make
hives in the mountains (see  ;
), etc. Even when prophets are addressed, the verb awā can be a request to
act rather than imparting a text for recitation (see    ).
Thus in  : God instructs (awaynā)
Noah to make the ark (q.v.) and in  :
God prompts (awaynā) Moses to cast his
rod (q.v.). An act designated as awā can
also be performed by humans. In  :,
for example, Zechariah signals (awā) to
his people that they should glorify God in
the morning (q.v.) and evening (q.v.; see
also   ; , 
). In most cases, however, awā stands for
an act performed by God himself, as in
 :. Here God reveals (awā) the
“affair” (amr) of the seven heavens, i.e.
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enjoins his commandment on the heavens.
But what God reveals mostly as way is the
prophetic inspiration itself. This is the case
in  : in which God reveals (awaynā)
a “spirit” (rūan) to his prophet. The spirit
is interpreted here as standing for the
qurānic revelation. This accords with
 :-, in which the Qurān is explicitly
described as a revelation (wayun) that is
revealed ( yūā). In  : it is the “book”
that has been revealed as way.
The revelation (way) can be a prolonged
process, as is the case with the revelation to
Muammad. He is advised not to make
haste before the process is completed
( :). When the reception of the way
is completed the Prophet is supposed to
recite it in public ( :). The same process of way was experienced also by previous prophets, as stated in  :: “Surely
we have revealed (awaynā) to you as we
revealed to Noah, and the prophets after
him, and we revealed to Abraham and
Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the tribes
(see   ), and Jesus and Job
and Jonah and Aaron and Solomon….”
The way does not always come directly
from God to the prophets. An angel acting
as God’s messenger may deliver the divine
way to them. This comes out in  :, in
which it is stated: “It is not for any mortal
that God should speak to them, except by
inspiration (wayan) or from behind a veil
(q.v.; ijāb), or by sending a messenger
(rasūl), to reveal ( fa-yūiya) by his permission what he will.” As was mentioned
above, the exegetes say that the messenger
delivering the way is Gabriel.
As for the contents of what is being revealed as way, in some cases it consists of
the sheer idea of monotheism (see 
  ;  
). Thus in  : it is stated:
“Say: It is only revealed ( yūā) to me that
your God is one God.” In other cases the
way revolves around specific legal obliga-

tions (see   ).
God reveals (awaynā) to the previous
prophets “the doing of good and the keeping up of prayer (q.v.) and the giving of
alms” ( :; see ). The
Qurān repeats several times the injunction
given to the Prophet to follow (ittabi) what
has been revealed ( yūā) to him (e.g.
 :; :, etc.).
In  : the content of the way is
defined as “wisdom” (q.v.; ikma), which
seems to refer to moral lessons which
must be derived from the history of past
generations (q.v.). This is confirmed by the
fact that in  : the way consists of
“accounts of the unseen” (anbā al-ghayb),
i.e. stories of the history of past generations which are now being revealed to the
Prophet. The stories deal with sinful
nations that God punished and destroyed
because they had rejected their prophets
(see  ).
There are also other, less frequent, terms
of prophetic revelation, one of which being to “cast” (alqā), as in  :. Here
God is said to have cast ( yulqi) “the inspiration (rū) by his command upon whom he
pleases of his servants.” In  : it is the
book that has been cast unto the Prophet,
while in  : some unspecified persons
are mentioned who are described as “casting the reminder” ( fa-l-mulqiyāti dhikran).
The exegetes say that the “reminder” signifies the prophetic inspiration and that
those who cast it are the angels who deliver
it to God’s prophets and messengers.
“To give” (ātā) may also signal prophetic
revelation, as is the case in  :, in which
God “gives” Moses “the book.”
Another verb, alhama (from l-h-m), also
denotes divine inspiration but not specifically prophetic. Thus in  : it is indicated that God has inspired ( fa-alhamahā)
the human soul to understand what is right
and wrong for it.
Dreams (ruyā) may also function as pro-
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phetic visions (q.v.; see also  
). Abraham found out by such a
dream that he had to sacrifice (q.v.) his son
( :) and Muammad knew from his
own dream that he was about to enter
Mecca (q.v.) safely (cf.  :). Another
vision of the Prophet, which is mentioned
in  :, was interpreted as referring to
his nocturnal journey and ascension (q.v.;
isrā⁄mirāj ).
The Qurān is also aware of false revelations that seem prophetic but come from
Satan, which means that only a thin line
separates genuine divine inspiration from
satanic temptation. This is demonstrated in
the common vocabulary that the Qurān
uses for the divine as well as the satanic
spheres. Thus satans (shayāīn), like God,
can deliver way ( :, ) which is deceiving in its varnished outward appearance. But the more common verb denoting
satanic inspiration is waswasa, to “whisper”
(e.g.  :; :). Satan also casts (alqā)
his own verses into genuine revelations received by every prophet “but God annuls
that which Satan casts” ( :). Moreover, the satans can be God’s messengers
but he sends (arsalnā) them against the
unbelievers ( :).
The distinction between a true prophet
and other persons endowed with unique
spiritual powers is also stated very clearly,
in passages stressing that Muammad’s
prophetic message is not the words of a
“soothsayer” (kāhin), nor of a poet (see
  ; ) nor a
majnūm, i.e. a madman possessed by
demons (cf.  :; :-; :; see
).
Imposters are severely denounced.  :
states: “And who is more unjust than he
who forges a lie (q.v.) against God, or says:
It has been revealed (ūiya) to me; while
nothing has been revealed to him, and he
who says: I can bring down (sa-unzilu) the
like of what God has brought down

(anzala)?” The exegetes say that this passage refers to persons like Musaylima (q.v.)
and others who pretended to receive revelations similar to those of Muammad.
Signs and miracles
God not only provides his messengers with
the prophetic inspiration but he also stays
with them when they deliver his message,
as is formulated in  :-: “For surely
he makes a guard to march before [his
messenger] and after him, so that he may
know that they have truly delivered the
messages of their lord….” The “guards”
accompanying the prophets are said to be
the angels and elsewhere it is asserted that
God is always aware of what his apostles
are doing ( :). God’s presence renders
his apostles immune to dangers ( :)
and his help (nar) is always ensured for
them ( :; cf. :; see ;
).
God also provides his prophets with concrete means designed to increase their
power of persuasion. These are called
bayyināt, i.e. clear “proofs” or “arguments.”
Occasionally the exegetes interpret this
term as “miracles” (see ; ). For example, in  : (see also
 :), God provides Jesus with the
bayyināt and strengthens him with the
Holy Spirit. The exegetes say that the
latter stands for Gabriel and that the
bayyināt are miracles which Jesus performed. Such miracles are described in
 :, where Jesus says to the Children
of Israel:
I have come to you with a sign (āya) from
your lord, that I create (akhluqa) for you out
of dust like the form of a bird, then I
breathe into it and it becomes a bird with
God’s permission, and I heal the blind and
the leprous, and bring the dead (see 
  ) to life with God’s permission, and I shall inform you of what you

  
eat and what you have stored in your
houses….
But miracles do not render the prophets
divine, as is stressed especially with respect
to Jesus. The Qurān insists that he is “only
an apostle (rasūl) of God and his word
(kalimatuhu) which he cast (alqāhā) unto
Mary, and a spirit (rū) from him. Believe
therefore in God and his apostles, and say
not: Three” ( :; see ; 
 ; ).
Other prophets also brought such bayyināt
to their own nations, alongside of revealed
scriptures, but they were rejected ( :;
:). Muammad, too, has brought (unspecified) bayyināt to his people but they
have discarded them as sheer magic (q.v.;
 :). The term burhān, “proof,” is also
used to signal what Muammad has
brought to his audience ( :).
The listeners, however, not only reject the
bayyināt but demand to receive a “sign”
(āya) of their own choice ( :; :,
etc.). Often they request, for instance,
to see an angel being sent down with
Muammad ( :; :, etc.), or a treasure descending upon him ( :), or a
fountain being made to gush forth from the
earth for them ( :). The Qurān responds to such demands by asserting that
God’s messengers can only produce signs
with God’s permission ( :) and that
they are just mortals ( :). They may
even have wives and children ( :; see
   ;   
;    ). Elsewhere it is stressed that they are merely
humans (rijāl) receiving revelation (e.g.
 :; :, etc.), and that they eat food
and go about in the markets (q.v.;  :).
But God may at times send a sign (āya) in
response to a specific request. This was the
case with the prophet āli (q.v.) who was
sent as a warner to Thamūd (q.v.). They
asked him for a sign, and he produced a
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she-camel (nāqa). They were ordered to
share their water with her at appointed
intervals ( :-) or, according to
another version ( :), to leave her to
pasture on God’s earth and not harm her.
But Thamūd slaughtered the she-camel
( :), for which reason God no longer
sends signs on demand ( :).
Nevertheless, Moses, too, brought a
sign (āya) in response to the demand of
Pharaoh (q.v.;  :; :). The sign
was that the rod of Moses was turned into
a serpent and his hand became “white to
the beholders.” The audience denied the
double sign as evident magic ( :-;
:-). But these two signs were given to
Moses in advance, upon his first encounter
with God ( :-; :-; :-).
They formed part of nine (not ten, as in
the Hebrew Bible) signs which God gave to
Moses and they are therefore not just āyāt
but rather āyāt bayyināt ( :; cf. :)
as well as burhān, “proof ” ( :). Elsewhere a list of all the signs, i.e. the calamities, is provided ( :-; see ).
Prophets and scriptures
The core of the prophetic revelation consists in revealed scriptures that are sometimes (e.g.  :) referred to as zubur
(sing. zabūr) or uuf (sing. aīfa). The latter
term signifies “scrolls” (q.v.), as, for example, in  :, in which the scrolls (uuf )
of Abraham and Moses are mentioned.
The most frequent name for a revealed
scripture is kitāb, namely, something written
down, or simply a “book.” A kitāb is always
of high solemnity. It may stand for the
written list of deeds which determines the
destiny of all people on the day of resurrection (e.g.  :) or the pre-existent
divine book (see  ) in which
the pre-ordained law of God has been
recorded. This is, at least, how Muslim
exegetes explain the locution “book of
God” in  : (also  :), which, so
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they hold, is identical with the “guarded
tablet” (law mafū ; see 
) mentioned in  :. The
Qurān is said to have formed part of this
tablet ( :), so that this revealed book
is actually a reflection of a celestial text.
Another locution which is taken to refer to
the original celestial version of the universal book is umm al-kitāb mentioned in
 :. Here it is stated that the Qurān is
in the umm al-kitāb “with us, truly elevated,
full of wisdom.” The exegetes maintain
that it is another name for the tablet, the
origin of all revealed books.
The divine origin of the qurānic revelation comes out in the idea that no one
can alter God’s words as revealed to
Muammad: “Recite (utlu) what has been
revealed (ūiya) to you of the book of your
lord; there is none who can alter his
words…” ( :). God sent down the
book to Muammad without any “crookedness” (iwaj,  :), so that the revealed
Qurān has remained faithful to the original message of the divine book (see
; ;  
). In other words, the book was
sent down to Muammad “with the truth
(bi-l-aqq)” (e.g.  :). It has also been
sent down as a “blessed” (mubārak) book
(e.g.  :; :) and as a book “conformable” (mutashābih) in its various parts
( :). Not just the Qurān but any
other revealed book is of the same divine
origin, for which reason the Qurān recognizes the authenticity of previous revelations, saying that previous messengers
(rusul), too, brought their peoples “clear
arguments (bayyināt), scriptures (zubur) and
the illuminating book” (al-kitāb al-munīr,
 :; see also  :; :).
Being an essential component of the prophetic message, the term kitāb often appears side by side with the term nubuwwa,
“prophethood,” and both are perceived as
components of a divine legacy that runs

in a genealogical line of a chosen pedigree. Thus in  :, the prophethood
(nubuwwa) and the book are said to have
remained in the seed (dhurriyya) of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. The same is said of
the offspring of Noah and Abraham
( :). The book is therefore a divine
legacy that God has bequeathed (awrathnā)
to whom he chose of his servants ( :).
Of the previous prophets, Moses in particular is mentioned as one to whom God
gave the book ( :). His book is described as “a light and a guidance to the
people” ( :).
Apart from the term kitāb, previous scriptures are also mentioned by their individual titles, such as the Torah (tawrāt) of the
Israelite prophets ( :), David’s Psalms
(q.v.; zabūr,  :; :) and Jesus’
Gospel (injīl). About the latter it is stated
that it was full of guidance and light
( :).
The prophets and Muammad
The revelation of the book was a new
experience for Muammad ( :) and
the Arabs (q.v.), too, never had messengers
sent to them before him, nor had they any
revealed books (cf.  :). This means
that as an Arab, Muammad did not have
any genealogical relationship to the previous prophets. The gap between him and
them was also a chronological one, as is
indicated in  :, in which it is stated
that the qurānic Prophet emerged “after a
cessation ( fatra) of the [mission of the]
apostles (rusul)….”
Nevertheless, the Qurān quite easily
includes Muammad in the honorable
group of prophets. The most straightforward way to achieve this is simply to
declare Muammad to be “one of the
apostles” (mina l-mursalīna, e.g.  :).
This universalized perception of Muammad’s mission leads to the conclusion
that he is actually not the first of the

  
messengers (rusul) on earth ( :) and
that apostles already passed away before
him ( :). This means that
Muammad is a link in the same chain of
prophets to which prophets like Jesus also
belong. Before the latter other messengers
had already passed away ( :).
As for Muammad’s own revealed book,
the Qurān, it is indeed an Arabic scripture
( :; :) but is nevertheless perceived
as closely related to previous scriptures.
Time and again the Qurān stresses that
Muammad’s book confirms, or verifies
(muaddiq), what was revealed before it. For
example, in  :- we read: “He has sent
down to you the book with truth, verifying
that which is before it, and he brought
down the Torah and the Gospel aforetime….” This means that all scriptures
represent identical links in the same successive chain of revelations. This idea recurs in the qurānic description of Jesus
who is said to have verified the Torah that
was revealed before him ( :). Since the
Qurān itself verifies the Torah as well as
the Gospels, the Jews and the Christians
alike, whom the Qurān addresses as the
“People of the Book” (q.v.), are commanded on their part to believe in the
Qurān ( :; see also  :).
The equality of all scriptures as links in
the same successive chain of revelations
entails that true believers are only those
who believe in all the revealed books, without exception (see   ).
This idea, which is encountered already in
the New Testament (in Acts : Paul believes in all things which are written in the
Torah and in the books of the prophets), is
stated explicitly several times. For example,
 : says:
Say: We believe in God and [in] that which
had been sent down to us, and [in] that
which was revealed to Abraham and
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Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the
tribes, and [in] that which was given to
Moses and Jesus, and [in] that which was
given to the prophets from their lord, we
do not make any distinction between any
of them, and to him do we submit.
The same is repeated in several other
places in which it is stressed that true righteousness is based on belief in the previous
prophets and in their books as well as in
the angels and in the last day (e.g.  :,
; :; see ; ). At
the last judgment (q.v.) people will be asked
about their belief in the messengers who
had come to them ( :; :). The
previous revelations have remained relevant to the Muslims, as is implied in
 :. Here an Islamic prayer is addressed to God, imploring him to “grant
us what you have promised us by your
apostles.”
The conviction that one should believe in
all the revealed books means that one
should also believe in Muammad’s
Qurān. Therefore those who only believe
in some books, like the Jews who denied
the Qurān, are not true believers and they
are denounced in  : as it is commonly
understood. Moreover, the duty to believe
in Muammad’s own revelation has become the core of the religion of all prophets. This finds expression in the notion that
God already commanded all the previous
prophets to believe in Muammad. In
 : we read:
And when God made a covenant (mīthāq)
with the prophets: Surely, the book and the
wisdom that I have given you — then an
apostle comes to you verifying that which is
with you, you must believe in him, and you
must aid him. [God] said: “Do you affirm
and accept my compact in this [matter]?”
The [prophets] said: “We do affirm.”
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[God] said: “Then bear witness, and I
[too] am of the bearers of witness with
you.”
The exegetes explain that the apostle in
whom the prophets are commanded to
believe is Muammad. The Arabian
messenger of God has thus become the
peak of the prophetic chain of revelations
and this is also demonstrated in his title:
“Seal (khātam) of the prophets” ( :).
The prophets were not only required to
believe in Muammad, but some were also
familiar with his titles, which were included
in their own revealed scriptures. Thus in
 : it is stated that Muammad was
mentioned as a “gentile” (ummī [q.v.]; see
also ) in the Torah and the
Gospel. Jesus, it is said in  :, announced the appearance of an apostle who
would come after him, his name being
Amad. This quest for universal legitimacy
is found already in the New Testament
(Matt :), where prophets predict that
Jesus will be called the Nazarene.
Since belief in Muammad has always
been at the core of the religion of the previous prophets, it comes as no surprise that
the Israelite prophets to whom the Torah
was revealed are described as “those who
were Muslims” (alladhīna aslamū,  :).
Furthermore, the religion that was enjoined upon the prophets was the same as
the one given to the Muslims, a fact stated
in  :: “He has enjoined upon you
(sharaa) for religion what he prescribed to
Noah and that which we have revealed to
you and that which we enjoined upon
Abraham and Moses and Jesus….”
The uniformity of the religion of the
prophets, however, is abandoned in several
passages in which Abraham’s religion is set
apart from the rest of the prophets and a
direct line is drawn between him and
Muammad. Such passages seem to have

  
been designed to highlight the Arabian
identity of the qurānic revelation and to
dissociate its message from that of the
Jewish and the Christian scriptures. The
dissociation is achieved by insisting that
Abraham was neither Jew nor Christian
but rather a anīf (q.v.). As a anīf he has
become a model for Muammad, whom
God commands to follow Abraham’s
religion ( :; :; :, etc.; see also
    ).
The scope of the prophetic mission
The prophets are sent each to his own nation (umma) or people (qawm). This notion
is expressed in verses asserting that each
nation has its own prophets sent to it
( :; :) and that every apostle was
only sent “with the language (lisān) of his
people” (qawmihi,  :; see 
). Thus Moses, for example, says
to his people (li-qawmihi) that he is God’s
messenger to them ( :). Moreover,
some prophets are described as the “brothers” of the peoples to whom they were sent
( :, , etc.; see  
). This is again an appropriate precedent for Muammad, the Arabian
prophet who has brought to his nation an
Arabic Qurān (e.g.  :). His Arabic
Qurān was revealed to him that he may
warn “the mother of cities” (umm al-qurā,
 :; see also  :), which is Mecca,
according to the exegetes.
But unlike the previous prophets,
Muammad appears in some other passages as a universal prophet whose mission
goes beyond ethnic boundaries. In  :
he is said to have been sent “to mankind
(lil-nās) as an apostle,” and in  : he
is sent with mercy “to the worlds (lilālamīn).” His audience includes the jinn
(q.v.;  :), to whom messengers of
their own kind were also sent ( :).

  
The aims of the prophetic mission
The purpose for which the qurānic
prophet has been sent is to make God’s
religion, i.e. Islam, prevail over all religions
( :; :; :). This may involve waging war (q.v.) on the infidels, as is stated
about the preceding prophets in  ::
“And how many a prophet has fought
(qātala), and with them were many worshippers of the lord; so the [prophets] did
not become weak-hearted on account of
what befell them in God’s way (see 
 ), nor did they weaken, nor did
they abase themselves; and God loves the
patient.” But in other qurānic passages the
religious campaign is based on preaching
and is focused on the mere idea of monotheism and on the refutation of polytheism
(shirk). Several times the previous prophets
are described as imploring their respective
peoples to “serve nothing (allā tabudū) but
God…” (e.g.  :). God also tells
Muammad himself that this was the main
mission of the prophets who were sent before him ( :, etc.), and he himself says
to his audience: “I am only a mortal like
you; it is revealed to me that your God is
one God, therefore follow the right way to
him and ask his forgiveness; and woe to the
polytheists” (waylun lil-mushrikīna,  :;
see also  :).
On the other hand, the mission of the
prophets has also a grimmer aspect,
namely, to warn stubborn unbelievers of
their fate in hell (see   ),
in case they do not repent (see   ). But the warning usually goes hand in hand with good tidings of
paradise for those who believe. Thus
 :, for example, asserts that God’s
messengers were sent as “announcers of
good news and givers of warning
(mubashshirīna wa-mundhirīna), then whoever
believes and acts aright, they shall have no
fear (q.v.), nor shall they grieve” (see 
 ; see also  :; :, etc.).
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The same twofold message was entrusted
to Muammad ( :, :).
The messengers are not responsible for
the success or failure of their message
and the Qurān repeatedly asserts that
nothing is incumbent upon the apostles
except a “plain delivery” (al-balāgh al-mubīn,
e.g.  :). Furthermore, the apostles
are not even capable of changing the fate
awaiting the unbelievers: “It is not [fit] for
the Prophet and those who believe that
they should ask forgiveness (q.v.) for the
polytheists, even though they should be
near relatives (see ), after it has become clear to them that they are inmates
of the flaming fire” ( :; cf. :, ;
see ).
On the last judgment, believers and unbelievers will realize that the apostles had
spoken the truth about their respective fate
in paradise or hell ( :, ; :). The
prophets themselves will be present on the
scene of judgment and will act as witnesses
(shuhadā, sing. shahīd ) as to who is righteous
and who is a sinner (e.g.  :; :; :,
; see   ; ,
  ). But according to
 :, the messengers will not dare testify
and God himself will know what the people were doing.
But mercy (q.v.; rama) is also a significant
component of the prophetic message and
emanates mainly from the guidance that is
inherent in the revealed book. This is
stated in  :: “We have revealed the
book to you explaining clearly everything,
and a guidance (hudan) and mercy and
good news for those who are Muslims.”
Being the ultimate source of guidance,
some prophets are occasionally described
as imāms (see ) who guide the people
by God’s command ( :) and their revealed book, too, is called “imām and
mercy” ( :; :). Guidance is
achieved by the actual teaching of the
book and therefore Muammad is often
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described as a messenger teaching “the
book and the wisdom” (e.g.  :, ;
:).
A prophet is not only a spiritual guide but
a judge as well, whose adjudication is
based on the revealed book. This was the
case among the Jews for whom the prophets judged according to the revealed Torah
( :; :) and the same is said about
Muammad to whom God revealed the
book “that you may judge between people
by means of that which God has taught
you” ( :; see ).

stated in  :: “Nothing is said to you
but what was said indeed to the apostles
before you….” Not only humankind but
also the satans rose as enemies to the
prophets. In  :, God says: “And thus
did we make for every prophet an enemy
(see ), the satans from among
humans and jinn….” Satan’s enmity is
seen in this that he makes rebellion (q.v.)
look attractive to nations to whom apostles
were sent ( :). Rejection is met
with retribution (see ; ). Time and again the Qurān
describes how nations that disobeyed (see
) their prophets were punished by severe calamities, a motif recurrent mainly in the “punishment stories”
(q.v.). Rejection of messengers renders retribution inevitable, as stated in  ::
“And we did not send a prophet in a town
but we overtook its people with distress and
affliction in order that they might humble
themselves.” The divine logic that comes
out here is that God is enemy to anyone
who is “the enemy of God and his angels
and his apostles and Gabriel and Michael”
(cf.  :). Retribution is the direct result
of the fact that God has promised to protect the prophets (cf.  :), and is
defined as God’s way (sunna, q.v.) with respect to those who persecute the prophets
( :-). Destruction is never arbitrary
or unjust, and is only inflicted on towns
that have been warned in advance by their
prophets ( :; :). The prophets and
their close entourage are always saved from
the collective disaster ( :, etc.).

The reception of the prophets
The nations to whom prophets have been
sent are expected to receive them with consent and obedience (q.v.). As  : puts it:
“And we did not send any apostle but that
he should be obeyed (li-yuāa) by God’s
permission….” But the prophets were received with anything but obedience. They
were mocked (e.g.  :; see )
and called liars (e.g.  :; :; :;
:), and their message was denied
( :), and denounced as “medleys of
dreams” (a ghāthu alām,  :). The
prophets were rejected mainly on account
of their being ordinary human beings
(sing. bashar, e.g.  :; :; :; :),
and were accused of being mere poets
(sing. shāir), magicians (sing. sāir) and
madmen (sing. majnūn; e.g.  :; :).
Some of them were received with skeptical
questions ( :), and above all, their
audience expressed devotion to the tradition of the ancestors ( :).
Prophets have also suffered actual persecution, such as the threat of expulsion
(e.g.  :), and also death at the hands of
their own peoples, as was the fate of the
Israelite prophets (e.g.  :, ). The sufferings of the previous prophets are recounted to reassure Muammad that his
own distress resembles that of his precursors (see   ). As

Stories of prophets
Apart from general declarations about the
prophets, the Qurān provides stories about
individual ones (see ). These
stories always form part of the discourse
between God and Muammad. God tells
Muammad about them or requests
Muammad to tell his audience about
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them. This literary structure (see 
   ) stems from
the idea that the prophetic revelation
experienced by the previous prophets is
the same as that of Muammad and that
all of them are sent to fulfil the same mission among humankind. Therefore, the
allusions to the previous prophets are
essentially designed to provide a legitimizing as well as an encouraging precedent for
Muammad’s own prophetic challenge.
Many of the stories draw on biblical
themes. Some appear in a condensed form,
while others, such as those of Abraham,
Moses, and Jesus, are given in elaborate
detail and even with subtle revisions of the
biblical accounts. Elements not known
from the Bible appear mainly in the punishment stories.
The Qurān itself is aware of the affinity
between the stories about the prophets and
the biblical literature, for which reason the
Jews and the Christians are called upon to
confirm the truth of the qurānic allusions
to the previous prophets. This is at least
how Muslim exegetes explain the meaning
of  : (see also  :) which says:
“And we did not send before you any but
humans to whom we sent revelation, so ask
the people of the reminder if you do not
know.” The exegetes say that the “people
of the reminder” (ahl al-dhikr) are scholars
(see ) well versed in the Torah and
the Gospel, which means that they know
best about the history of the prophets from
their own scriptures.
“Reminder” is also the label used for the
qurānic stories about the prophets which
Muammad recites to his audience, as with
the story of Dhū l-Qarnayn ( :; see
). Nevertheless, the term is also
the name of the entire revelation ( :,
etc.), probably because it alludes quite frequently to stories of past generations. In
fact, the injunction udhkur fī l-kitāb, “mention in the book,” is frequently used in

passages prompting the qurānic Prophet
to remind the audience of stories about
previous prophets ( :, , etc.).
Narrative units about prophets, which
Muammad is expected to recite, are also
called naba (pl. anbā ), “report, tidings”
(see ). For example, the Prophet is
instructed to recite (utlu) the naba of the
two sons of Adam ( :; see  
), the naba of Noah ( :) and of
Abraham ( :). These units are also
being “related” (naquu) to him upon being revealed ( :; :, ; :;
:). They are also referred to as anbā
al-ghayb, “stories of the unseen” because
they happened long ago and the Prophet
did not witness them in person ( :, of
Mary;  :, of Noah;  :, of
Joseph). The information labeled as
naba⁄anbā is imparted to Muammad “to
strengthen your heart therewith” ( :)
as well as to teach the audience the bitter
lesson of disbelief and disobedience which
already led ancient towns to destruction
( :; :; see ). But the
listeners are not responsive, and they discard the qurānic message as “tales (asāīr)
of the ancients” (al-awwalīna,  :).
The list of prophets mentioned in the
Qurān is not complete, in the sense that
some of them were left out on purpose.
This is stated in  : (see also  :):
“And certainly we sent apostles before you:
there are some of them of whom we related (qaanā) to you and there are others
of whom we have not related (lam naqu)
to you….” The exegetes explain that the
prophets were too numerous to mention,
and according to some, God sent ,
prophets, , of whom were Israelites.
Prophets in extra-qurānic sources
The prophets form an essential element in
the Islamic perception of the past and they
are treated not only in the Qurān but also
in adīth collections (see   
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) as well as in historiographical
works (see    ).
Compilers of adīth dedicated special sections (kitābs) to traditions about them, one
of the earliest examples being al-Bukhārī’s
(d. ⁄) aī, in which the kitāb no. 
is called: aādīth al-anbiyā, “Traditions
about the prophets.” There are also independent collections of traditions about
the prophets; perhaps the best known is
al-Thalabī’s (d. ⁄) Arāis al-majālis
or Qia al-anbiyā.
The interest in the prophets taken by
Muslims was focused on the need to define
the relationship between Muammad and
the previous prophets, which signaled the
relationship between the Islamic umma and
the non-Muslim communities (see      ).
Many of the traditions place Muammad
over and above the rest of the prophets.
For example, one tradition states that
the lords of the prophets are five and
Muammad is the lord of the five: Noah,
Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muammad.
This statement was circulated as a tradition of the Companion Abū Hurayra
( ākim, Mustadrak, ii, ; see 
  ). On the other hand,
there are also traditions in which the status
of the prophets is in no way inferior to that
of Muammad (cf. Andrae, Person,  f.;
Wensinck, Muslim creed,  f.). In one of
these traditions, Muammad prohibits the
believers to say that he was better than
Moses (Bukhārī, aī, iii,  [:]). Even
a less prominent prophet like Jonah was
not inferior to Muammad, as is indicated
in Muammad’s reported utterance: “No
prophet is allowed to say: ‘I am better than
Jonah the son of Amittai’ ” (Abū Dāwūd,
ii,  [.]). Such traditions seem to
have been designed to retain the qurānic
idea that one should not make any distinction among God’s prophets and
messengers.

The historiographical sources also retain
the qurānic idea that all the prophets
represent links in a universal chain of
successive revelations. But there is no
agreement about where this chain begins.
In some traditions, the first person ever to
be sent by God to warn his people is Noah
( abarī, Ta rīkh, i, -). Enoch, too, is
described as a prophet in traditions identifying him with Idrīs, who is said to have
been the first man to whom prophecy was
given (Ibn Hishām, i, .). Alternately,
Enoch⁄Idrīs is said to have been the first to
be sent as a prophet after Adam (Ibn Sad,
abaqāt, i, , ). In another tradition,
Seth is the first prophet after Adam (Ibn
Qutayba, Maārif, ) and Adam himself, so
a tradition tells us on the authority of no
other than Muammad, was the first
prophet God sent (Ibn Sad, abaqāt, i, ,
). Thus, Adam and Muammad became
the two ends of the universal chain of
prophets. This correlation between them
has been noted in a tradition of the
Yemenite scholar Wahb b. Munabbih
(d. ⁄) on the authority of Ibn Abbās
(d. ca. ⁄). Wahb declares that Adam
was the first of God’s messengers and
Muammad the last (Ibn Qutayba,
Maārif, ).
Islamic historiography has understood
the prophets as bearers of a successive
religious legacy that is being passed on
from generation to generation in a hereditary line. The earliest description of the
transmission of the prophetic legacy from
generation to generation is found in passages quoted by al- abarī (d. ⁄) in
his famous History (Tarīkh al-rusul wa-lmulūk) from Ibn Isāq (d. ⁄). The
latter was one of the first systematic biographers of Muammad (see  
 ). Most of Ibn Isāq’s material
about the prophets is derived from Jewish
sources whom Ibn Isāq often calls “people of the first book” (ahl al-kitāb al-awwal),
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i.e. the Torah (e.g. abarī, Ta rīkh, i,
-). Ibn Isāq describes how the
various prophets, beginning with Adam,
bequeathed their religious legacy and
administrative authority (q.v.) to their
descendants. They appointed them to be
their heirs (waī) and put them in charge
of their subjects. The legacy included
revealed scriptures (aīfa), which were
handed down from generation to
generation. Each bearer was considered
as God’s chosen leader upon earth, and
defended the sacred legacy against change
and corruption. Such perception of the
role of the antediluvian ancestors is discernible already in Flavius’ Antiquities
(for details see Rubin, Prophets and
progenitors).
Ibn Isāq describes the course of the legacy till Noah, but does not delineate an
uninterrupted hereditary legacy during the
generations between Noah and Abraham.
The reason seems to be that Abraham is
regarded as opening a new era, being a
believer born to pagan ancestors who
could not act as bearers of any legacy of
righteousness. Al- abarī himself has recorded traditions from other sources that
mention the transmission of the legacy
through later generations of Israelite
prophets. They describe, for example, the
transition of the waiyya from Jacob to
Joseph and from Joseph to Judah his
brother ( abarī, Ta rīkh, i, ). A detailed
description of a successive authority running along the generations since Adam,
and continued through the Israelites, is
provided by the Shīī author al-Yaqūbī
(d. ⁄; see    ).
His Tarīkh abounds with quotations from
the Bible and other Jewish and Christian
sources, and they form the axis around
which his account of pre-Islamic history
revolves. Some further traditions focus
on individual links in the universal chain,
for example, David and Solomon, who

constituted the first links in the house
of David. A tradition recorded in the
Mustadrak by al- ākim al-Naysābūrī
(d. ⁄) relates that God chose David
to be his prophet and messenger and he
gathered for him light and wisdom and
revealed to him the zabūr (the Psalms), adding it to the scriptures already revealed to
previous prophets. When David was about
to die, God commanded him to bequeath
the light of God (nūr Allāh), as well as the
hidden and the revealed knowledge (see
  ), to his son
Solomon, and so he did ( ākim, Mustadrak,
ii, ).
Muslims paid special attention to the
relationship between the last Israelite
prophet, namely Jesus, and Muammad.
Chronologically speaking, Jesus was the
closest Israelite prophet to Muammad
and this temporal closeness was understood in Islam as a blood relationship. This
is the intent of a tradition transmitted by
one of the Prophet’s Companions, Abū
Hurayra (d. ⁄), in which Muammad
declares: “I am the closest person (awlā
l-nās) to Jesus the son of Mary in this world
and in the world to come.” When asked
how this could be, the Prophet went on,
explaining: “The prophets are brothers
born to fellow-wives (allāt), i.e. their mothers are various and their religion is the
same. There is no prophet between me and
him” (Ibn ibbān, aī, xiv, no. ).
The prophets are likened here to sons of
the same father by various mothers. The
father stands for the one unchanging religion of God that unites them all and this
makes them brothers in the same religion.
Among them Jesus and Muammad are
the closest pair. Their various mothers, so
it was explained by some Muslim scholars,
represent their various types of sharīa, i.e.
the distinctive religious laws which differ
from one monotheistic community to the
other (Ibn ajar, Fat al-bārī, vi, ).
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Just as Muammad was said to have been
the closest person to Jesus, he was also presented as the closest one to Moses. This
comes out in traditions recounting the history of the Āshūrā day (see ;
). In some of these traditions a
relationship between this day and the
Jewish Day of Atonement is implied. It is
related that when Muammad came to
Medina after his emigration (hijra) from
Mecca, he found out that the Jews of that
city used to fast on the day of Āshūrā. He
asked them to tell him the reason for that
and they told him that this day was a holiday because on it God delivered the
Children of Israel from their enemies and
therefore Moses had fasted on this day.
Then Muammad said to the Jews: “I am
more worthy of Moses than you are” (anā
aaqqu bi-Mūsā minkum) and thereupon he
started to fast on the day of Āshūrā and
ordered the Muslims to follow suit (e.g.
Bukhārī, aī, iii,  [.]). This means
that the Islamic umma rather than the Jews
are the most authentic bearers of the legacy of Moses.
In further traditions the concept of the
unchanging divine legacy that transmigrates through the generations from Adam
to Muammad has been combined with
the idea of Muammad’s pre-existence (for
which see Rubin, Pre-existence). The successive legacy has been identified with
Muammad’s own pre-existent entity. The
prophets have thus become mere vessels
carrying the pre-existent Muammad.
Traditions reflecting this notion can easily
be identified by recourse to the commentaries on  :. This verse deals with
the Prophet’s movement (taqallub) among
those who prostrate themselves (al-sājidīn,
see   ). A tradition of Ibn Abbās as recorded by Ibn
Sad (d. ⁄) says that the Qurān
speaks here about the transmigration of
Muammad “from prophet to prophet and

from prophet to prophet, till God brought
him forth as a prophet” (Ibn Sad, abaqāt,
i, ; cf. Rubin, Pre-existence,  with
note ).
Shīīs, Umayyads and prophets
The notion of a universal chain of prophets bearing a successive divine legacy was
adapted to the specific needs of various
groups who vied for predominance in
Islamic society (see   
). Each group tried to gain for its
leaders recognition as Muammad’s exclusive heirs, from whom they inherited the
universal legacy that had reached him
from the previous prophets. Among these
groups the best known are the Shīīs. They
have developed the doctrine according to
which the line of transmission was continued after Muammad through their
own imāms. The latter were described as
legatees of the prophets and as bearers of
a divine light that they had inherited from
the prophets. This doctrine was designed
to establish the status of the Shīī imāms as
agents of divine inspiration and guidance
(for details see Rubin, Prophets and
progenitors).
The Umayyad caliphs (see ), too,
considered themselves links in a chosen
pedigree originating in the biblical
prophets. Their views on this claim are
revealed in a letter sent to the garrison
cities on behalf of the Umayyad caliph
Walīd II (r. bet. -⁄-) concerning
the designation of his successors (for details
see Crone and Hinds, God’s caliph, -;
Rubin, Prophets and caliphs).
Qurānic prophets and modern scholarship
Modern scholars have tried to detect an
evolution in the qurānic prophetology,
which they reconstructed according to the
assumed chronology of revelation (see
   ; 
 ; -
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    ). The
“punishment stories,” for example, have
been explained as reflecting Muammad’s
situation in Mecca, before the hijra, the
emigration (q.v.) to Medina (q.v.), when he
suffered rejection. The description in these
stories of the rejection of previous prophets was interpreted as designed to encourage Muammad during this difficult
period (Tottoli, Biblical prophets, ). The idea
of one religion common to all prophets as
well as the notion of the religion of Abraham, was explained as stemming from the
polemical encounter with the Jews of
Medina (Tottoli, Biblical prophets, -; see
  ). The usage of the
terms rasūl and nabī was also connected
with Muammad’s life and it was argued
that Muammad began to use nabī as his
own epithet only during the later Medinan
period (Tottoli, Biblical prophets, -). In
view, however, of doubts expressed by
some scholars who have been of the opinion that not all parts of the scripture stem
from Muammad’s own time, the history
of the link between the qurānic prophetology and Muammad’s personal experience
is no longer clear.
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Prosperity see 
Prostitution see  
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Prostration see  


Protection
Shielding from injury or destruction. The
Qurān uses a variety of different Arabic
words for “protection,” with meanings that
can shade into “defense,” “security,”
“guarding,” or “preservation.” Numerous
verses refer to God protecting the faithful
(see   ), to the absence
of protection for evil-doers (see 
) against God’s wrath (see ), or
to people protecting themselves or others
from a variety of evils (see  
). The Arabic roots under consideration here are -w-dh, -f- , --m, w-q-y,
w-l-y (see   ), m-n-,
j-w-r, -m-n and h-y-m-n.
Five of the ninety-nine beautiful names
of God (see    )
come under the broad meaning of “protector”: al-mumin, “author of safety and
security” ( :; cf. abarī, Tafsīr; ūsī,
Tibyān; Bayāwī, Anwār; Zamakhsharī,
Kashshāf, ad loc.; Rāzī, Lawāmi, ; see
also Gimaret, Noms, - for further
glosses of this name); al-muhaymin, “protector and guardian” ( :; cf. :, where
the same word is applied to the book revealed to Muammad; see Gimaret, Noms,
-); afī , “preserver” ( :; :;
:; see Gimaret, Noms, -);
al-walī, “patron” ( :; cf. Gimaret,
Noms, -; Nwyia, Exégèse, -); and


māni, “he who repels those things detrimental to his creation” (q.v.; cf. Gimaret,
Noms, -). This last-mentioned is one of
the ninety-nine names that are not explicitly recorded in the Qurān itself (all
English renderings are per Stade’s translations of al-Ghazālī).
God is the only protector and protects
everything (cf.  :; :; :, ;
:; :; :; :, and many more),
while he himself has no need of a protector ( :). God protects the heavens
from every satan ( :; :; cf. :;
see ) and protects the believers
( :-; :), while the righteous will
be in a position of security, protected from
hell ( :, among others; see  
). God has protected the Qurān
from corruption ( :); the Qurān is in a
guarded tablet ( :; see 
) and itself guards earlier revelations ( :; see   ). God set guardians over people or
souls ( :; :; :; see ), protected Moses (q.v.) from the people of Pharoah (q.v.;  :), guarded the
devils who worked for Solomon (q.v.;
 :), and will protect Muammad
against unbelievers ( :; see 
 ). God also provided humankind with shirts to protect them from
the heat (see   ; )
and coats of mail to protect them in battle
( :; see ; ).
While God protects the believers, for the
unbelievers there is no protector from God
and his wrath, both in this world and on
the day of judgment ( :, ; :;
:, ; :; :, among others; see
 ;   ). Noah’s (q.v.) rebellious son sought
protection in vain from the flood on a
mountain ( :), while fortresses did not
protect the Jewish tribe (see  
) of Banū l-Naīr (see ,
 -) after the battle of Uud (q.v.; cf.
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 :). The Qurān tells of people who
erroneously sought protection in jinn (q.v.;
 :) and people of the towns who rejected the prophets but who nonetheless
mistakenly believed themselves secure from
God’s wrath ( :-; see 
;   ).
People need protection against their own
inner weaknesses as well as against others.
People who sought protection against their
own weaknesses include Noah, who sought
protection from asking God for something
of which he had no knowledge ( :; see
  ), Joseph (q.v.),
who sought protection from being unjust
( :; see   ) and
Moses (q.v.), who sought protection from
being ignorant ( :; see ).
People can also be protected from their
own avarice (q.v.;  :; :). People
who sought protection from God against
Satan and others include Joseph, who
sought protection from the sexual temptations of the Egyptian’s wife ( :) and
Moses, who sought protection from the
arrogant people ( :; see ;
). Mary’s (q.v.) mother sought protection for Mary and her offspring ( :),
while Mary sought protection from sexual
defilement (cf.  :; see   ). The Qurān enjoins Muammad
to seek protection from the suggestions of
Satan (cf.  :; :-; :) and a
variety of evils ( :-; :-) and to
seek protection with God from the accursed Satan when beginning to recite the
Qurān ( :), a practice that, in general, Muslims to this day have followed (see
   ;  
 ).
The Qurān also provides examples of
how people are responsible for protecting
themselves. The faithful are to guard their
prayers ( :; see ) and oaths
(q.v.;  :), while women are to protect
their modesty (q.v.;  :). People also can

guard others in the course of ordinary
social relations, as when Joseph’s brothers
pledged to protect Joseph and Benjamin
(q.v.;  :-, , ; see  
). At a time when Muammad may be defeated by his opponents,
hypocrites (see   ) may claim to have protected the
unbelievers from the believers ( :),
while Muammad can grant protection to
idolators who seek it from him ( :; see
  ; 
    ). The Qurān
also emphasizes that Muammad was sent
as a messenger, not as a guardian ( :,
among others). Nor are sinners guardians
of the righteous ( :; see , 
 ).
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Provision see 

Provocation
An arousal of anger by words or deeds.
Provocation consists of manifesting disdain
for individuals or their values and is always
characterized by a certain degree of unfairness. Instead of attempting to come to
terms with a contentious issue between
conflicting parties, an act of provocation
aims at stirring up the opponents’ emotions and leading them to an ill-considered
reaction. In order for an action to qualify
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as a provocation, at least one of two conditions must be met: an underlying intention
to provoke and a consequent feeling of
anger. If both conditions are fulfilled, the
provocation is successful; if only the first, it
is a failure; if only the second, the provocation is unintentional. It follows, then, that
merely describing a particular behavior or
citing a potentially provocative statement
does not suffice to identify an act as a
provocation. Additional information about
the thoughts and emotions of the parties
involved is needed. It is necessary to keep
these initial considerations in mind, as we
turn to the question of provocation in the
Qurān.

identities are veiled in anonymity. Nevertheless, they are vividly present in the text
in the rich vocabulary used to describe
their words and deeds. They “dispute”
( jādala, e.g.  :; :; see  
), “oppose” (ādda, e.g.  :;
:), “make a breach” (shāqqa, e.g.  :;
:), “transgress” (itadā, e.g.  :; :),
“turn away” (ara a, e.g.  :; :),
“revile” (sabba,  :), “defame” (lamaza,
e.g.  :, ), “contrive” (kāda, e.g.
 :; :), “plot” (makara, e.g.  :;
:), “forge a lie [against God]” (iftarā
l-kadhiba, e.g.  :; :), “lie” (kadhaba,
e.g.  :; :); “cry lies” (kadhdhaba, e.g.
 :; :), “grow arrogant” (istakbara,
e.g.  :; :), “mock” (istahzaa, e.g.
 :; :), “deride” (sakhira, e.g.  :;
:), “laugh” ( aika, e.g.  :; :),
“chatter” (khā a, e.g.  :; :), “play”
(laiba, e.g.  :; :), etc. It is further
asserted in the Qurān that both the earlier
and the contemporary adversaries share
the same hostile attitude, as can be seen in
verses like  :: “Messengers indeed
were mocked at before you” (cf.  :,
; :; :; :; :; :, ;
:, etc.; see ).
As strife is considered to be demoninspired (e.g.  :; :; :; see
; ), the Prophet and the
believers are repeatedly exhorted not to get
involved in polemical disputes with their
opponents. Instead, they are ordered to
turn away from their enemies (e.g.  :;
:), to “repel with that which is fairer”
( :; cf. :; :; :) and to
“dispute with them in the better way”
( :; cf. :). The adversaries, however, must bear the consequences of their
behavior. This holds true in the case of the
divine punishment of wicked peoples in
former times (e.g.  :-; :-; see
 ; ), as
well as of the condemnation of the sinners
at the end of days (e.g.  :-; :-;

Provoking opponents
Many qurānic passages evoke an atmosphere of polemics (see  
 ) with reference to
both the behavior and the utterances of
the adversaries of God’s messengers (see
;   )
and of the believers (see  
). Except in the case of Pharaoh
(q.v.) and the enigmatic Abū Lahab (q.v.) in
 , these adversaries are not identified
by proper names (see ; 
 ). Rather, there are several
general designations for oppositional
groups. The opponents of the pre-Islamic
prophets are mostly referred to with ethnic
names like Ād (q.v.), Thamūd (q.v.),
“Children of Israel” (q.v.), or “people of
Noah (q.v.).” The adversaries of the actual
qurānic preaching, however, are mainly
labeled in terms of religion, as the “People
of the Book” (q.v.; ahl al-kitāb), Jews and
Christians (see   ;
  ), hypocrites
(munāfiqūn; see  
), disbelievers (kāfirūn) and idolaters (mushrikūn; see  
;   ).
But for the most part, the adversaries’
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see ,   ;  
).
Two concepts describe the relation between behavior and consequences. On
the one hand, there seems to be a taliolike automatism installed by God (see
). This is indicated by formulations like: “They shall be encompassed (āqa) by that at which they
mocked” ( :; cf. :; :, etc.; see
also  :; :; :; :), and by passages assuring that just as the adversaries
deride, plot, contrive and mock, so does
God (e.g.  :-; :; :-; :). On
the other hand, since their behavior is said
to arouse God’s “wrath” ( gha ab, e.g.
 :; :; see ) and “hate”
(maqt, e.g.  :; :), this behavior is,
in the first place, clearly understood as a
provocation of God (cf.  :: “It is not
you they cry lies to, but the evildoers — it
is the signs of God that they deny”). Thus,
the punishments inflicted upon the opponents appear as God’s reaction to this
provocation, as his “revenge” (intiqām, e.g.
 :; :; see ). The integration of the notion of God’s wrath into a
pattern of disobedience (q.v.) and retribution is familiar in the biblical tradition, too
(e.g. Num :; Deut :; Rom :; Rev :).
R. Otto (Das Heilige,  f.) explained it as a
rationalization of the mysterium tremendum,
the basic experience of the awe-inspiring
god (cf.  :; :; :). Nevertheless,
the anthropopathism inherent in this notion was to become a challenge for later
Muslim scholars, who debated particularly
about the nature of God’s wrath and its
compatibility with his mercy (q.v.; cf. the
qurānic commentaries ad  :).

against the messenger and his message.
These citations appear in direct discourse,
introduced by the verb “to say” (qāla). The
opponents’ utterances are then followed
by or imbedded in statements that contain
the appropriate answers, retorts, warnings
(see ), etc. If the opponents cited
belong to the past, it is usually the messengers who were sent to them at the time
who reply (e.g. Noah at  : f.; Hūd
[q.v.] at  : f.). For the polemics directed at Muammad, however, the answering statements either have no
introduction, in which case the heavenly
voice speaks directly without a mediator
(e.g.  :; :; :-), or they are
introduced by the imperative “say” (qul).
This imperative, which occurs more than
 times, is one of the most puzzling features of the qurānic style (see 
    ;  
 ;   
 ). It can be argued, however,
that its main function is to introduce the
figure of a prophet into a text whose fundamental literary character seems rather to
preclude this (see ). That is to
say, the Qurān basically belongs to the
genre of anonymous religious literature. It
is not an historical account of the life and
times of a prophet; there is no biographical framework providing information
about the circumstances of the revelation
(see   ). Not even
the title of the scripture, namely al-qurān
al-karīm or qurān karīm, bears any attribution to its recipient (see   
). Furthermore, aside from the polemical passages, God is referred to
throughout in either the first person
(mostly plural, sometimes singular, e.g.
 :-; :; :; :) or in the third
person. This implies that it is either he, or
some angelic messenger (see ),
speaking (the latter is the case even in the
first person plural at  :; perhaps also

The polemic passages
The opponents are not only characterized
by the above-mentioned vocabulary, they
are also described as uttering criticism,
challenges, invectives and the like, directed
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 :; :-). This literary form carries a strong claim of authority, as it suggests simultaneously a divine origin and
a genuine transmission of the text. Any
human recipient is reduced thereby to a
mere mouthpiece who remains hidden
behind the message — an effect which
finds its precise expression in the Islamic
dogma of revelation (see ;    ). Seen against this
background, the imperative “say” can be
considered a literary device used to root
the idea of a divinely-inspired prophet in a
document that is otherwise characterized
as an unmediated revelation.
The formal nucleus of the polemic passages is the pattern “(they) say: … say
(you): …” (qālū⁄yaqūlūna … qul, e.g.  :;
:; :-). This pattern is frequently
modified by adding further answers and
comments (e.g.  :-; :-; :),
as well as by rearranging its elements into
qul … yaqūlūna (e.g.  : f; cf. :).
The polemical passages thus formed deal
mainly with two issues: questions of belief
on the one hand, and the legitimacy of the
prophet on the other (see ; ;
). Doctrinal issues that are
defended against the adversaries’ contentions and denials include such themes as
the notion of true monotheism, God’s omnipotence and omniscience (see 
 ) and the truth of eschatological events (see ) — the
bodily resurrection (q.v.), the last judgment
(q.v.) and the eternal punishment in hell
(see   ) or the reward in
paradise (q.v.; e.g.  :; :; :; :,
-; :-; :; :-; :-;
:-; :; :-; :). Refutation
of the teachings of the Jews and Christians, the “People of the Book” (cf. i.e.
 :, , ; :-; :-, etc.),
belongs to this category as well.
In respect to the legitimacy of the
Prophet, the polemical passages discuss

criteria of credibility and conceptions of
pseudo-prophecy (see ). Most
prominent is the opponents’ call for signs
(q.v.; āyāt, sing. āya): “The unbelievers say,
‘Why has a sign not been sent down upon
him from his lord?’ ” ( :; cf. :; :,
; :; :, etc.). Verses like  :
(“They said, ‘We will not believe until we
are given the like of what God’s messengers were given’ ”; cf.  :) or the short
list in  :- show that “signs”
can be understood to mean miracles
(q.v.). The unbelievers demand that revelation (see   ),
too, should be accompanied by miracles
like theophany (q.v.;  :; :), the
appearance of angels (e.g.  :; :),
the Prophet’s ascension (q.v.) to heaven
( :; cf. :; :) or the sending
down of “a book (q.v.) on parchment”
( :; cf. :). In addition, they accuse
the Prophet of forging his message
(iftarā[hu]; e.g.  :; :; :; :;
cf. :; see ) and call him “a
man possessed” (majnūn, e.g.  :; :;
:; see ; ), “a soothsayer”
(kāhin, cf.  :; see  ), “a
sorcerer” (sāir,  :; :; cf. :; :;
see ) or “a poet” (shāir, e.g.  :;
:; :; see   ) — all
of these being prominent characterizations of pseudo-prophecy and unreliable
inspiration.
It is through answering these false conceptions and demands that the qurānic
prophetology is formulated. It is asserted in
the Qurān that God’s messengers and
prophets are human beings ( :;
:; :; cf. :; :, ; see
  ) who all
along have been mocked (see above; this is
also demonstrated overtly by the literary
form of the polemical passages themselves). They receive revelation by means
of way — a kind of non-verbal communication that they then have to translate
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into human language (e.g.  :; :;
the only exception is Moses [q.v.], to
whom God spoke directly:  :; cf.
:; see also   ). They do
not need miracles to justify their message
(cf.  :; :). It suffices to point to
God’s signs (āyāt) in nature and history,
which can be interpreted as proofs for
God’s sole power, his care for humankind,
the resurrection and the reality of the
divine judgment (e.g.  : f.; :-,
 f.; :; :).
From a literary viewpoint, the polemical
passages are not the prophetic message
proper. They appear instead as meta-level
reflections upon such a message and its
reception. Yet, they hardly represent reports of historical disputes. Inasmuch as
their actors are veiled by anonymity and
since most of the topics dealt with can be
traced back to the tradition of religious
polemical literature, they should rather be
considered constructed dialogues. One of
their purposes seems to be, then, that they
characterize the qurānic Prophet and
establish the relation between him and his
prophetic predecessors and the other, that
they contribute to the formulation of
a Muslim identity as distinct from rival
religions (see   
 ; ).

(e.g.  : f.; :-; :; :; :).
The opponents are exhorted to present
those venerated beside God (“Say: ‘Show
me those you have joined to him as associates [shurakā]!’,”  :; cf. :; :)
or to bring their “witnesses” (shuhadā,
 :; see   ),
“proof ” (q.v.; burhān,  :; :; :;
:), “authority” (q.v.; sulān,  :;
:), “knowledge” (ilm,  :) or
“oaths” (q.v.) from God (aymān,  :).
But the demand most revealing of the
qurānic notion of authority and legitimacy is the challenge to the adversaries to
prove their contentions with a “book”
(kitāb): “Bring your book, if you are truthful!” ( :; cf. :; :; :). And
in  :, the Children of Israel (q.v.) are
called upon to bring the Torah (q.v.) and to
recite from it, in order to justify their restrictions on food.
Still another group of verses falls under
this same heading, the so-called “challenge” (taaddī) verses. These verses issue a
challenge (taaddin) to the opponents who
reject the prophetic message to bring — as
counterevidence, so to speak — “a sūra
like it” ( fa-tū bi-sūratin mithlihi,  :; cf.
:; see ), “ten sūras the like of it”
(bi-ashri suwarin mithlihi,  :) or “a discourse like it” (bi-adīthin mithlihi,  :),
and they are exhorted to call their “witnesses apart from God” (wa-dū shuhadāakum min dūni llāhi,  :; cf. :;
:). Furthermore, in  : it is assured:
“Say: ‘If men and jinn banded together to
produce the like of this qurān (bi-mithli
hādhā l-qurāni), they would never produce
its like, not though they backed one another.’ ” These passages are reminiscent of
Isaiah :: “Let all the nations be gathered together, and let the people be assembled: who among them can declare
this, and show us former things? Let them
bring forth their witnesses, that they may
be justified: or let them hear, and say: It is

The qurānic challenge
Among the passages of provocation and
polemic are several verses where the heavenly voice — either directly (e.g.  :;
:; :-; :) or via the Prophet
(e.g.  :; :; :; :) — challenges the adversaries to justify their beliefs
and practices, e.g. the Jewish rules concerning food ( :; see   ;
  ;  
) or the Jewish and Christian
claim of entering paradise exclusively
( :; cf. :). More often, however, a
justification for idolatry (shirk) is demanded
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truth” (cf. Isa : f.; : f.). In both the
Qurān and (Deutero-) Isaiah, the foreign
gods have no reality; they are mere names
and handmade idols (Isa : f.;  :;
:; :-, etc.). Underscoring the basic
metaphysical difference between God and
the rival gods, however, both passages
highlight God’s well-attested activity, past
and present. Now, from the qurānic point
of view, this activity is demonstrated first of
all in God’s signs (āyāt) in nature and history (see   ;  
 ). And since the terms adīth
(see    ), sūra and
qurān should be understood here as revelation texts referring to these signs (cf.
Radscheit, Koranische Herausforderung,  f.),
it becomes clear why the idolaters cannot
meet the qurānic challenge: it is not possible to bring a revelation that argues by
means of the āyāt for the existence of gods
beside God.
It is well known that Muslim exegetes
(see    : 
 ) interpret the taaddī-verses
primarily in the light of the doctrine of the
inimitability (q.v.; ijāz) of the Qurān. The
beginnings of this doctrine can hardly be
dated before the third⁄ninth century and
presuppose several stages of theological
and cultural development. The prerequisite developments include the final codification of the qurānic texts (see 
  ;   
), the sharpening and polishing of a
unique Islamic prophetology vis-à-vis
Judaism and Christianity, and the emergence of the shuūbiyya, the cultural conflict
between Arabs (q.v.) and non-Arabs,
especially Persians. According to the ijāzdoctrine, the Qurān in itself — by virtue
of its inimitability — is the miracle that
legitimizes the prophetic mission of
Muammad and corresponds in this
regard to the miracles that were given to
Moses and to Jesus (q.v.). The question

about how the Qurān must be considered
a miracle — because of its contents or
because of style — has remained controversial, and therefore productive of a
profusion of interpretations, up to this day
(see    : 
  ). Yet there
has always been a broad consensus as to
how to prove the miraculous nature of
the Qurān.
The core argument is that an imitation
(muāra a) of the Qurān has never actually
appeared, although every good reason
existed to create one (see   
). In this respect the taaddī-verses
are of paramount importance. The heathen Arabs were a people described as
defining themselves by their eloquence and
rhetorical ability on the one hand, and by
their pride and belligerent character on the
other. It is inconceivable that such a people
never tried to imitate the Qurān, although
Muammad provoked them time and
again with the taaddī-verses, goading them
to the utmost degree, foretelling their inability to meet the challenge and threatening them with physical annihilation. It was
the ingenious Iraqi scholar Abū Uthmān
al-Jāi (d. ⁄) of the Mutazila (see
), who, in his treatise ujaj alnubuwwa, “Arguments for the prophecy [of
Muammad],” expressed this idea so convincingly that most subsequent theologians
have followed him. And since — according to al-Jāi — Muammad intended
to provoke the Arabs and since they, as a
result, became angry, the qurānic challenge must be considered a successful
provocation.
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numerary, that is, Psalm  which is also
marked as apocryphal. The book of
Psalms is divided into five chapters or
books, each comprising a number of
psalms. Each of the first four books is
marked off by a doxology or formulaic
expression of praise to God, for instance,
“Blessed is the Lord, from eternity to eternity,” “Blessed be the Lord into eternity,”
or “Amen and amen.”
There are several genres to be distinguished in the Psalms: the leading one is
the hymn. Some psalms specifically extol
God’s royal role in the universe, his city,
and his Torah (q.v.). About one third of the
Psalter is devoted to laments in which the
speaker may be either the individual or
the community (faced with national
oppression or misfortune) making a strong
plea for divine help. Those songs in which
one is sure of God’s help are called
“psalms of confidence.” There is also the
genre of thanksgiving. The “royal psalms,”
in which the center of attention is the
anointed one (Messiah) of God, the earthly
king of Israel, and which contain no direct
reference to a reigning monarch, constitute
a separate class. Another genre derives
from wisdom literature; psalms of this
type may be reflective or sententious. The
contents are often linked to particular
situations such as repentance for the sins
of the poet, or thanksgiving to the lord for
liberating the poet from his enemies (see
  ).
The mixing of genres to be found in the
Psalms is paralleled in the Qurān, which is
not a homogeneous collection but a combination of many genres whose sūras (q.v.)
are often mixed compositions (see 
    ). A comparison of the two holy books — the
Hebrew Psalms and the Arabic
Qurān — makes us aware of the complex
composition of these sacred scriptures:
individual genres such as hymns, wisdom

Psalms
The title of a book of religious songs and
poems of praise and prayer poems in the
Hebrew Bible to which, according to most
interpretations, reference is made in the
Qurān. It is called Tehillim in rabbinical
Hebrew (lit. “songs of praise”) with the
connotation in post-exilitic Bible books of
“songs of Temple worship”; psalmos is
Greek for “a song sung to a harp.” One
of the common words for this kind of composition found in the book of Psalms itself
is mizmōr, which is related to the Arabic
mizmār, “single-pipe woodwind instrument
resembling the oboe,” and mazmūr,
“psalm.” The Hebrew psalms were not all
composed at the same time but — because
they exist in Greek translation — they
must date back to at least the second half
of the second century ... The so-called
Davidic psalms constituted the very first
stage in the compilation of the Hebrew
book of Psalms.
Although the various versions of the
book of Psalms consist of ,  or 
psalms,  seems to be the ideal number
because the Greek version contains an additional psalm which is considered super-
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sentences, prophecies and poetry are combined, each genre having its own style,
vocabulary and formal language (see
     ).
Some sense of this similarity is captured in
the Qurān, where the zabūr, “the book of
Psalms granted by God to David” ( :;
:), is recognized as a holy scripture
preceding the Qurān (see 
  ).
Legendary authors of psalms were the
kings David (q.v.) and, to a lesser extent,
Solomon (q.v.), and sometimes the situation of the poet in the psalms can be linked
to events that took place during David’s
lifetime. The book of Psalms was considered as “the writings of David.” Musicalrecitative accompaniment is attributed to
Davidic innovation ( Chron :). According to the Talmud, the Psalms were inspired (Pes. a) and music helped to
supply the inspiration: “A harp was suspended above the bed of David. When
midnight came the north wind blew on it
and it produced music of its own accord.
Immediately David arose and occupied
himself with the Torah.… Until midnight
he occupied himself with the Torah; and
from then with songs and praises.” In
Islamic literature, the tradition that David
devoted himself to the Torah is also mentioned by al- abarī (d. ⁄; Tarīkh, i,
; Eng. trans. History, iii, ).
In the Qurān, the adīth (see 
  ), the “tales of the prophets” (qia al-anbiyā; see  
; ) and Arabic
historical writings, the prophet David is
considered a famous musician. He is mentioned in several places in the Qurān. In
 : the word zabūr is used again by
God: “We have written in the zabūr… that
my righteous servants shall inherit the
earth,” which verse is reminiscent of a
Hebrew psalm (Ps :, , : “they who
shall inherit the earth”). God gave David

the rule of the kingdom (see  
), knowledge (ilm; see 
 ) and wisdom (q.v.; ikma),
and the ability to do justice (ukm, esp.
 : f.; cf. :-, ; see 
 ). God made the birds and
mountains his servants, so that they unite
in his praise ( :; :; : f.). There
is no mention of the wrong David did to
Uriah in order to win Bathsheba’s affection, but some qurānic verses show that
the king feels himself to be guilty. His
prayer for forgiveness (q.v.) is heard
( : f.).
The adīth (accounts of Muammad’s
deeds and sayings) stress David’s zeal in
prayer (q.v.) and especially in fasting (q.v.)
and his readiness to do penance (see
  ). Another
favorite theme is David’s gift in singing
psalms. His voice has magical power over
not only humans but also over wild beasts
and inanimate nature (see ). In other
Islamic literature, such as that of Qurān
commentators, historians and compilers of
the “tales of the prophets,” the works of
the two historians al-Yaqūbī (d. ca. ⁄
) and al- abarī are especially important. Even though both probably based
their works upon texts derived from the
same sources (cf. Thalabī-Brinner,
Lives, -), the works of these two
men are strikingly independent of each
other.
Al-Yaqūbī has a long passage about
David (cf. Ebied and Wickham, AlYaūbī’s account, - for an Eng. trans.
of al-Yaqūbī’s text on David). He is portrayed as the successor to Saul (q.v.) and as
subduing the Philistines. The affair with
Bathsheba and the prophet Nathan’s words
of reproach to David are mentioned, the
child he had with Bathsheba being the
later king, Solomon. The family affairs
with his brothers are described more or less
according to the Bible, such as the revolt


by his son Absalom, who is killed by Yoab.
Contrary to the biblical version, in alYaqūbī’s text Barzillay marched against
David and when God saved David from his
hands, David recited a psalm. This psalm
is reported in Arabic and is very similar to
Psalm , in which he thanks God for having saved him from his enemies. There
then follows an Arabic rendition of Psalm
, which begins “Blessed are the ones who
do not follow the path of the sinners.”
Other laudatory psalms are quoted in
Arabic, reflecting, respectively, Psalms ,
 and . Then the apocryphal Psalm
 is also quoted in Arabic. This psalm is
conceived as highly autobiographical: in it
David tells us that he was the youngest
among his brethren, herded the sheep of
his father and cut flutes from reed. But
God sent his angels and took him away
from his sheep and from his brethren and
destined him to fight Goliath (q.v.). David
killed this worshipper of idols (see   ) by cutting off his
head with his own sword. After this passage, al-Yaqūbī deals with David’s old age
and Solomon, David’s successor.
Al- abarī collects the comments of early
qurānic exegetes (see   
:   ) in his
Tafsīr (his exegetical work), including definitions of terms such as zabūr (with the
plural zubur), which vary depending on the
verse. In his commentary on  :, he
records a variety of meanings for zabūr:
“all the books of the prophets that God
brought down to them” (Saīd b. Jubayr,
Ibn Zayd; see ), “the books revealed
to the prophets after Moses” (q.v.; Ibn
Abbās, al-aāk) and “a specific book
revealed to David” (Āmir, al-Shabī). In his
commentary on  :, al-zubur is a generic term for a book based on pre-Islamic
poetic evidence (see   ;
-    ).
Commenting on  :, he writes “the
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Arabs (q.v.) say zabūr dāwūd (David), and
because of that the rest of the peoples
know his book.”
Al- abarī includes a section on Saul,
David and Solomon in his Tarīkh, i.e. his
history of the world. In this work, he
explains David’s connection with the
Psalms thus:
When the Israelites gathered around
David, God revealed the Psalms to him,
and taught him ironworking, making it
supple for him. He also ordered the mountains and the birds to sing praise with him
when he sang. According to what they have
mentioned, God did not give anyone in his
creation a voice like his. So when David
recited the Psalms, wild beasts would gaze
at him with delight, until they were lined
up, intently listening upon hearing his
voice. The demons invented flutes, lutes
and cymbals with only his voice as a
model. David was extremely diligent, constant in worship (q.v.) and wept much
(Tarīkh, i, ; Eng. trans. History, iii, ;
see ).
Al- abarī incorporates Qurān as well as
adīth passages into his Tarīkh; among
them is  :-, in which God describes
David to Muammad, saying: “And
remember our servant David, possessor of
might. Lo! We subdued the hills to sing the
praises with him at nightfall and sunrise.”
Al- abarī adds, “It has also been mentioned to us that David would stay up at
night and fast half of the time. And
according to what has been mentioned,
four thousand men guarded him every day
and night.” Just as Abraham (q.v.) was put
to the test with the sacrifice (q.v.) of his
son, and Jacob (q.v.) was tested with his
grief over his son Joseph (q.v.), David
wanted to be tested. But he did not withstand the temptation when confronted with
the seductive beauty of Bathsheba, who
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was married to Uriah (Ahriya). Although
in the Qurān there is no mention of the
Bathsheba story, al- abarī quotes  :
when speaking about David’s repentance
for marrying Bathsheba and getting rid of
her husband Uriah: “He fell down prostrate (see   ) and
he repented.” All these items of course
refer to David as the singer of psalms in
praise of God as well as of penitential
ones. (See also Hasson, David; according
to other Muslim traditions Bathseba was
only engaged to Uriah, not married to
him.)
At an early stage, the book of Psalms
was available in Arabic translation, as we
have learned from the translations of alYaqūbī. A fragment of a Christian Arabic
translation of the Psalms (containing Ps :
-, - in Greek majuscule writing
from the second⁄eighth century) was identified in Damascus by B. Violet (Ein zweisprachiges Psalmfragment).
In Jewish and Christian circles, the Tafsīr
(= translation into Arabic with commentary) by Saadyā Gaon alias Sad b. Yūsuf
al-Fayyūmī (d. ⁄) was especially
famous, but members of the Karaite sect
such as Japheth b. Eli (Abū Alī asan b.
Alī al-Ba rī; fourth⁄tenth century) are also
worth mentioning. In Spain, interest in the
Psalms reached its apogee with Ibn azm’s
(-⁄-) “Book on religions”
(al-Fial fī l-milal). Already in third⁄ninth
century Muslim Spain, af al-Qūī translated the Psalter into Arabic rajaz verse,
probably not directly from Arabic but from
a Latin version of Jerome (- ..).
By that time there were already two prose
translations of the Psalms in al-Andalus.
Ibn azm in his Fial criticized very much
the contents of a number of psalms, such
as Psalm :, which has a statement about
God’s son (see ; ;  
 ). He also dealt with
about ten other psalms, e.g. Ps : and

: (cf. Ljamai, Ibn azm, -). This is a
sign of the immense popularity of the
Psalms, which is also reflected in the style
of some poems by poets from the east as
well as the west of the Islamic world, such
as Abū l-Atāhiya (-⁄-) and
Ibn Khafāja (-⁄-). The
Andalusian poet Ibn Khafāja says in one of
his poems (Dīwān, no. ): “Happy is the
one who stands in the fear of the lord (q.v.)
while darkness (q.v.) sets up its cupola of
darkness,” which clearly echoes Psalm :.
In modern times the Urdu poet Iqbāl
(-) has composed a Psalter, but
the poems are not really reminiscent of
Davidic psalms (see also  
 ; see esp.   ;
 for discussion of “psalmodic”
qurānic passages).
Arie Schippers
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but finally God intervenes to destroy the
unbelievers. It is to be noted that these
stories depict a punishment inflicted by
God in this world rather than in the afterlife (see   ;
  ). This article
gives a survey of the relevant qurānic material and also suggests how these stories
illuminate the context in which Muammad was preaching (see  
).

Psychology see   
 

Puberty see ;   
    

Punishment see  
;   ;
 ; ;


Punishment Stories
The Qurān contains many stories, overwhelmingly from the Meccan period (see
   ), which
describe God’s destruction of unbelieving
communities in the generations before
Muammad (see   ). A
key feature of these stories, at least in their
more developed forms, is the encounter
between a messenger (q.v.) and the particular community to which he is sent to
preach God’s message. The messenger typically encounters opposition and ridicule

Early Meccan period
From this period there are a number of
passages which are so brief that they can
scarcely be described as punishment stories, but which nevertheless point ahead to
the more developed narratives (q.v.) to be
considered below (see      ). These early Meccan
passages give short, allusive accounts of
the destruction by God of unbelieving
communities of the past, along with
occasional references to messengers sent
by God. The relevant passages, in chronological order, are: ; :-; :-;
:-; :-; :-; :-; :-;
:-. (See for an analysis of these passages Marshall, God, -.)
Middle and late Meccan periods
Many of the typical features of the punishment stories from these periods are present
in the following account of the preaching
of the messenger Shuayb (q.v.) to the
“men of the thicket” (see   
), their rejection of his message
and their consequent punishment by God.
The men of the thicket cried lies to the
envoys when Shuayb said to them: “Will
you not be godfearing? I am for you a
faithful messenger, so fear God and obey
me (see ; ). I ask of you no
wage for this; my wage falls only upon the
lord (q.v.) of all being. Fill up the measure,
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and be not cheaters, and weigh with the
straight balance, and diminish not the
goods of the people (see ;
  ; ;
  ), and do not mischief in the earth, working corruption
(q.v.). Fear him who created you (see
), and the generations (q.v.) of
the ancients.” They said: “You are merely
one of those that are bewitched (see
); you are nothing but a mortal,
like us; indeed, we think that you are one
of the liars (see ). Then drop down on
us lumps from heaven, if you are one of
the truthful.” He said, “My lord knows
very well what you are doing.” But they
cried him lies; then there seized them the
punishment of the day of shadow; assuredly it was the punishment of a dreadful
day. Surely in that is a sign, yet most of
them are not believers. Surely your lord, he
is the all-mighty, the all-compassionate
( :-).

thiness. In most cases the messenger also
criticizes forms of immorality or social
injustice displayed by the community in
question (see   ,   ;  
 ). This prompts a scornful,
unbelieving response that might also
include a threat of violence towards the
messenger who, in some cases, now prays
for God to deliver him and his followers or
household. Then, in a variety of ways,
God intervenes to destroy the unbelievers.
Each passage concludes with a reminder to
the Meccan listeners that this story is a
“sign” (āya), a call to respond in humility to
the mighty but merciful God; there is also,
however, a note of resigned recognition
that “most of them are not believers.”
God sends a messenger; the messenger is
rejected; the unbelievers are punished.
This basic narrative pattern underlies the
great majority of the many punishment
stories that occur in the middle and late
Meccan periods, although there is also significant variety among them. The same
essential story about the five messengers
mentioned above occurs especially frequently, but there are also many stories
involving other messengers, particularly
Abraham (q.v.) and Moses (q.v.; the latter
occasionally linked to Aaron [q.v.]). The
stories about Abraham are not punishment
stories in the full sense, as they contain no
reference to his people being destroyed,
but Abraham sometimes features in the
stories of the punishment of Lot’s people,
as at  :-. Some punishment stories
refer to unnamed messengers (e.g.
 :-). Mention should also be made
of Jonah (q.v.), the only messenger whose
people repent (see  
) in response to his preaching and
who therefore escape punishment
( :-; :). In addition to the peoples of the messengers already mentioned,
the Qurān also refers to other punished

This is the last of seven stories, which together form a long narrative chain constituting virtually the whole of sūra . Of
these seven, the final five, focusing in turn
on the messengers Noah (q.v.), Hūd (q.v.),
āli (q.v.), Lot (q.v.) and Shuayb, have
many similarities in both form and content
and are linked by a number of repeated
phrases.
These five stories begin with a brief statement of the unbelieving response of a particular people to God’s messenger, who is
typically one of their kin. The first word of
each story is the verb kadhdhabat, denoting
the unbelievers’ denial of the truth (q.v.) of
the messengers’ words. This repetition
emphatically introduces the phenomenon
of unbelief as the burden of these stories.
The opening is followed by an account of
the messenger’s preaching, which calls his
people to be god-fearing and to acknowledge his own authority (q.v.) and trustwor-
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peoples, such as al-Rass (q.v.) and Tubba
(q.v.;  :, ), about whom nothing
further is said. There is also a story about
the punishment of the people of Sheba
(q.v.; :-), which is unusual in not including any mention of a messenger. The
nature of the punishment inflicted by God
is in some cases made explicit (e.g. the
flood which destroyed Noah’s [q.v.] people;
the drowning of Pharaoh’s [q.v.] army;
stones being rained from heaven on Lot’s
people); but in many cases it is left unspecific (e.g.  :, in the story quoted
above, refers to “the punishment of the
day of shadow”).
It is difficult to overstate the significance
of the punishment stories in the middle
and late Meccan periods, where they constitute a very considerable proportion of
the qurānic text. The following list
includes a number of passages (e.g. especially  :- and  :-, as well as
 :-, mentioned above) in which
several narratives are linked to form a
chain of punishment stories, suggesting
that human history has been a sequence of
such encounters between God’s messengers and unbelievers (see   
):  :-; :-; ; :-;
:-; :-; :-; :-;
:-; :-; :-; :-;
:-; :-; :-; :-;
:-; :-; :-; :-; :-;
:-; :-; :-; :-;
:-; :-; :- (a brief summary of the contents of each of these passages is provided at Marshall, God, -).
In addition to this list of narrative passages there are also many brief and generalized references to God’s acts of
punishment in the world. Typical in this
regard are the refrain “How many a generation we destroyed...” (e.g.  :; :-;
:; :; :) and variants on “Have
they not journeyed in the land and beheld
how was the end of those that were before

them?” ( :; cf. :; :; :;
:-, -; see ). Similar
passages occur at  :-; :; :-;
:-; :; :; :-; :-. The
combination of extended punishment stories and these widely scattered brief references to God’s acts of punishment in this
world ensure that this theme thoroughly
pervades the qurānic material of these
periods.
The Medinan period
It is therefore very striking, and a point
little commented on, that in Medinan
passages there are no developed punishment stories and only very few brief references to God’s past acts of punishment.
 :- and :- are examples of early
Medinan passages which echo the themes
and threats of the Meccan punishment
stories (on the dating and significance of
 :- see Marshall, God, -); isolated later Medinan examples can be found
at passages such as  :-,  :, and
 :. Comment will be offered below on
the absence of punishment stories in
Medinan passages after the abundance of
them in Meccan passages.
The significance of the punishment stories
The point is widely recognized that the
punishment stories provide a window onto
the situation of Muammad at Mecca
(q.v.). These stories reflect both the wider
context in which Muammad was preaching and also something of his own experience of being rejected by the unbelievers
in Mecca (Marshall, God, x, - and
-; see   ).
Working from this assumption, it is possible to explore the functions these stories
served. Their primary purpose was to
warn of a punishment from God that
would fall upon the Meccan unbelievers if
they did not repent and accept Muammad’s message. Thus, if the unbelievers
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reject his message, Muammad is bidden
to tell them: “I warn you of a thunderbolt
like to the thunderbolt of Ād (q.v.) and
Thamūd” (q.v.;  :). What had happened to unbelieving communities in the
past could happen to the Meccans in the
present if they persisted in their rejection
of Muammad’s message (Marshall, God,
-).
In addition to exercising this warning
function, the punishment stories also
served to encourage Muammad and his
followers to persevere in the face of hostile
unbelief. This is implicit throughout the
stories as they depict the final vindication
of God’s messengers and their followers
(e.g. especially the sequence of stories at
 :-) and is made explicit in the
qurānic comment on the stories in sūra :
“And all that we relate to you [Muammad] of the tidings of the messengers is
that whereby we strengthen your heart”
(q.v.;  :; see ).
There is further interest in the punishment stories, however, in that they also
give some fascinating insights into
Muammad’s experience in Mecca. The
observation of Horovitz ( , ) that
“Muammad’s feelings and experiences
repeatedly come to expression in the
speeches of the earlier messengers of
God and their opponents” is perhaps
best illustrated in the story of Noah at
 :-, with its memorable account of
Noah’s anguish over his unbelieving son
(Marshall, God, -; note the striking
comments of Qub, Tawīr, ). On this
passage Newby (Drowned son, ) comments: “the compassion of Noah tells us
of Muammad’s concern for those who
would not heed his message.”
This approach to the punishment stories,
emphasizing their relevance to and reflection of Muammad’s actual context in
Mecca, can also be extended to offer a possible explanation for their disappearance

after the emigration (q.v.; hijra) from Mecca
to Medina (q.v.). In the Medinan passages
the theme of the punishment of unbelievers in this world by God undergoes significant developments. With the onset of
military conflict between Muammad’s
community and the Meccan unbelievers,
as well as other opponents, the Qurān
gradually unfolds a new paradigm (see
; ;  
). In the Meccan period the punishment stories had reflected the expectation that God would intervene suddenly to
destroy the unbelievers directly, without
human mediation (Marshall, God, -). In
Medina, however, it is recognized that it is
through the believers and in the course of
a military campaign that the divine punishment will be inflicted on the unbelievers
(key Medinan passages articulating this
transition are  ,  : and  :; see
Marshall, God, -, -). Therefore,
whereas in Mecca the punishment stories
functioned with purposes specific to that
context, after the hijra — and particularly
after the battle of Badr (q.v.) — the
changed context of Muammad and his
community mean that these stories had in
a sense been outgrown. The messengers
who had so regularly been invoked as forerunners of Muammad in the Meccan
context were not so relevant in the very
different circumstances of Medina
(Marshall, God, -).
It should also be noted that narrative as a
whole — not just the particular case of the
punishment stories — is a rare phenomenon in Medinan passages in comparison
with Meccan passages. It can be argued
that this is another reflection of the difference between the two contexts. In
Mecca the abundant use of narrative,
with its indirect way of commenting on
Muammad’s circumstances, seems to reflect, at least in part, a situation of weakness and lack of authority. Medina, in


contrast, is a context of growing power
and authority for Muammad and his
community (see   
), and there is here a tendency to
comment much more directly on events,
without recourse to the medium of narrative (Marshall, God, -). This interpretation sheds further interesting light on
the way in which the Meccan punishment
stories functioned in context within the life
of a struggling and vulnerable community.
David Marshall
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Qarnayn, Dhū l- see 
Qārūn see 

Qaynuqā (Banū)
One of the Jewish tribes of Medina (q.v.),
generally considered part of the triad that
also includes the Banū l-Naīr (see 
[ -]) and the Banū Quraya (q.v.). A
so-called “market of the Banū Qaynuqā ”
in Medina was known in pre-Islamic
times, and various sources state that the
Qaynuqā were famous as goldsmiths
but — in contrast to the other Jewish
tribes — they possessed no arable land.
Their quarter, al-Quff, close to the center
of Medina, housed a Jewish assemblyplace (see   ; -
   ;  ,
  -). The most
prominent members of the Qaynuqā
were Finā al-Yahūdī, Shas b. Qays and,
above all, Abdallāh b. Salām; several of
Abdallāh’s descendants are quoted in
later chains of transmission in adīth
(see    ). In early
sīra accounts (accounts that belong to the
biography of the Prophet; see  
 ) most of the Medinan Jews

known by name are ascribed to the Qaynuqā, although this tribe was, if compared
with those of al-Naīr and Quraya, of
minor importance, and allegedly left
Medina only two or three years after the
Prophet’s arrival. In Islamic legal sources
(see    ) the Qaynuqā
are said, on the authority of al-Shāfiī
(d. ⁄) and al-Awzāī (d. ⁄),
to have participated in Muslim raids
(see   ) and
even to have received a share in the
booty (q.v.). The most important event
concerning the Qaynuqā in mainstream
Islamic tradition is, however, their siege
and ensuing expulsion from Medina by
the Muslims.
According to Islamic tradition, this conflict was either the result of the refusal of
the Qaynuqā to accept Islam or the breaking of a non-aggression treaty which
they had concluded with the Prophet
(see    ;
  ); according to
reports told by Ibn Hishām (d. ⁄)
and al-Wāqidī (d. ⁄), however, and
ultimately adopted in most later sources, a
member of the Qaynuqā had mocked a
Muslim woman in their market (see
), and that led eventually to the
siege of their quarter after the battle of
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Badr (q.v.). For a fortnight in ⁄ — or
in year , according to al- abarī (d. ⁄
) — the Qaynuqā were besieged by
the Muslims, and after their surrender
they were expelled to the Syrian town
of Adhriāt. The Prophet is believed to
have intended a harsher fate for them
but the hypocrite (see  
) Abdallāh b. Ubayy successfully interceded with him on their behalf. The Jews were allowed to leave
Medina but their weapons were taken
by the Muslims and a part thereof was
distributed among the Prophet’s Companions (see   
).
In the case of the Qaynuqā it is very difficult to assess the reliability of the Islamic
tradition. Ibn Isāq’s (d. ⁄) account
is mainly constructed from exegetical
material concerning verses  : f. and
 :- and does not mention the expulsion of the Qaynuqā, let alone an exact
date for this event. In addition, a number
of exegetical authorities state that the later
expulsion of the Jewish al-Naīr was “the
first expulsion of Jews from Medina,” a
claim which obviously belies the Qaynuqā
episode as found in the later “orthodox”
version. This “orthodox” version largely
depends on the account by al-Wāqidī,
whose conflation of reports and sources
seems in this case to be more extensive
than usual. Apart from the incident in the
market of the Qaynuqā, he stresses the
treachery of the Qaynuqā and repeatedly
refers to  : in this context: “And if you
fear treachery any way at the hands of a
people, dissolve it with them equally; surely
God loves not the treacherous” — a verse
generally applied to the Jewish Banū
Quraya. Modern research suggests, thus,
that the episode of the conflict with the
Qaynuqā is somewhat intrusive in the
sīra tradition and probably a result of the
conversion of exegetical material into

history, backed by an interest in its legal
and chronological implications (see
   ; 
  ). In any case, important
early sīra authorities such as Ibn Shihāb
al-Zuhrī (d. ⁄) and Mūsā b. Uqba
(d. ⁄) do not seem to have known of
the expulsion of the Qaynuqā, and the
account of Ibn Isāq remains
inconclusive. The qurānic verses adduced
in support of the Qaynuqā episode are too
vague to allow for firmer conclusions.
Marco Schöller
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Qibla
A direction one faces in order to pray (see
).  :- is concerned with the
Muslims’ qibla and appears to say the following: There is about to be a change of
qibla. Foolish people will make an issue of
the change and they should be answered
with an affirmation of God’s absolute sovereignty (q.v.; see also  
). God has made the believers
neither Jews nor Christians (see 
 ;   ;
  ) but an
example to all, just as the messenger (q.v.)
is an example to the believers. The former
qibla was instituted only as a test, to see
who would follow the messenger’s example
and who would turn away. It was a hard
test but not for those whom God guided
(see ; ;  
). To reward their faith
(q.v.) and in response to the messenger’s
own silent appeal, God will now institute a
qibla to the messenger’s liking. He and the
faithful, wherever they may be, should now
turn their faces toward ‘the sacred place of
worship’ (al-masjid al-arām). Both Jews and
Christians know that this is the true qibla
but no matter what proof of this the messenger might bring them they will never
follow his qibla. They cannot even agree on
a qibla between themselves. They do as
they please but the messenger knows better. In fact they know better, too, but one
group of them deliberately conceals the
truth. The faithful should turn their faces
toward the sacred place of worship so that
none but the perverse will have any argument against them. They should not fear


such people but only God who has chosen
to bestow on them his favor.
The change of qibla in Muslim tradition
Traditional Muslim exegesis (see 
  :   )
has provided this passage with a quasihistorical setting in Medina (q.v.). It is commonly reported that when he first arrived
in Medina the prophet Muammad prayed
towards Jerusalem (q.v.) or at least towards
Syria (q.v.). This is usually simply stated
without any explanation. Occasionally it is
noted that Jerusalem was the qibla of the
Jews and one report implies that Muammad himself chose this direction in order
that the Jews might believe in him and follow him ( abarī, Tafsīr, iii, ). This
should not be taken at face value. The purpose of the report is to claim the change of
qibla as evidence for the theory of abrogation (q.v.; naskh), which proposes that
qurānic rulings were sometimes abrogated
by later rulings. The report faces the difficulty that whereas the Qurān provides an
abrogating ruling — the new qibla — it
does not easily yield an abrogated ruling,
as the theory requires. There is no instruction anywhere in the Qurān to pray towards either Jerusalem or Syria. The
problem is solved with  :, “To God
belong the east and the west. Wherever
you turn, there is the face of God (q.v.).” It
was evidently on the basis of this permissive ruling that Muammad himself chose
to pray towards Jerusalem and appealing
to the Jews provides a plausible motive for
him to do so. A superficially similar report
says contrarily that God ordered Muammad to pray towards Jerusalem. This
pleased the Jews of Medina, though the
report does not presume to know that this
was God’s motive. Muammad, we now
learn, would have preferred what is here
referred to as the qibla of Abraham (q.v.),
with the obvious implication that Mecca
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(q.v.) — and not Jerusalem — was the true
focus of the Abrahamic cult. The Jews’
initial pleasure is mentioned only to prepare for their subsequent displeasure when
the change is made. The point of this report is not now naskh but a simple appropriation of the Abrahamic legacy ( abarī,
Tafsīr, iii, -; this and the preceding
report are conflated at ibid., ii, ; see also
). In both reports the circumstantial
detail is plainly subordinate to the main
point, but on such slight foundations rests
the well-established notion that Muammad tried to reconcile the Jews of Medina
before their perverse ingratitude for his
prophetic attentions compelled him to take
stronger measures (see  
;   ;   ).
It is variously reported that the change of
qibla came when Muammad had been in
Medina for two, nine, ten, thirteen, sixteen
or seventeen months (Ibn Isāq, Sīra, i,
, ; Mālik, Muwaa, i, ; Ibn Māja,
Sunan, i, ; abarī, Tafsīr, iii, -; id.,
Tarīkh, i, -). Most reports of the
actual occurrence turn out to be stereotyped vehicles for another theoretical
point. The change of qibla by the Prophet
himself is not observed directly but reported by a single individual, usually anonymously, who happens to pass by a group
of other Muslims in the middle of their
prayer. He tells them that the Prophet has
now been told to pray towards the Kaba
(q.v.) or that he has seen him do so, and
they immediately turn around and do the
same (Mālik, Muwaa, i, ; Shāfiī,
Risāla, -; Bukhārī, aī, i, -, vi, ;
Muslim, aī, i, -; abarī, Tafsīr, iii,
-). The point is to prove for later generations the reliability of khabar al-wāid, a
report of the Prophet’s sunna (q.v.) attributed to only one of his Companions (see
   ). It quite
deliberately shows the Prophet’s own

Companions unhesitatingly changing their
practice in the most important religious
duty for all Muslims on the evidence of
just one of their number. His anonymity
supports the point, as it cannot now be
argued that a particular Companion was
regarded as exceptionally trustworthy. Any
Companion would have done and so, we
must conclude, does any one Companion
whom later generations know through
chains of transmitters of adīth (isnāds) as
the sole witness to a particular ruling of
the Prophet (see    ;
   ). There is a report in which Muammad himself is observed praying two prostrations (rakas; see
  ) of the midday
prayer (see ) towards Jerusalem and
then suddenly turning around towards the
Kaba before completing the prayer
( abarī, Tafsīr, iii, ). This seems more
likely to derive from the forgoing reports
than vice versa.
That “the sacred place of worship” is
indeed the Kaba in Mecca is unquestioned and frequently stated. The foolish
people who will question the change are
identified as the Jews (several of whom are
named in one report) or as the People of
the Book (q.v.) or as the hypocrites (see
  ). The Jews
are said to have wanted to seduce
Muammad away from his religion or
were disappointed at losing the satisfaction
of seeing him follow their own practice
and the hope that he might turn out to be
a Jewish prophet after all. The hypocrites
just wanted to scoff (Ibn Isāq, Sīra i, ;
abarī, Tafsīr, iii, , , -, -;
see ).
As John Burton has pointed out, there is
nothing in the Qurān either to prove or to
disprove that the former qibla referred to in
 :- was Jerusalem (Burton, Sources,
). He might have added, though he does
not, that there is nothing in it either to
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prove or disprove that the latter qibla, the
“sacred place of worship” referred to in
 :, was the Kaba in Mecca. The historical and geographical referents of
 :- are known only from Muslim
exegesis and it is clear that the exegetes’
purpose in examining this passage was not
the disinterested satisfaction of historical
curiosity (see    ).
The preoccupation with abrogation is pervasive. Al- abarī (d. ⁄) coolly twists
the meaning of  : so that not the former qibla itself but the change of qibla, the
apparently arbitrary phenomenon of
abrogation, becomes the test of faith for
the believers. This enables him to consider
an issue that, for those who assert the reality of the phenomenon of naskh, is theoretically interesting: namely, whether those
believers who lived and died under the
abrogated ruling will be rewarded in the
same way as those who survived to obey
the new one ( abarī, Tafsīr, iii, -).
Why some should have found it hard to
pray towards Jerusalem, if that was
indeed the former qibla, is not a question
he raises.
For all that, it seems clear from the text
that  :- is a residue of the process
by which Islam asserted its independence
as the one true religion (q.v.) from its
Jewish and Christian antecedents (see
    ).
This becomes clearer still when the passage
is examined, as Burton (Sources, -,
-) has shown, in its larger context.  
as a whole is intensely polemical, with sustained attacks on the authenticity of the
Jewish religion and in particular the Jewish
claim of continuing adherence to God’s
covenant (q.v.) with Abraham. It stakes
Islam’s own claim to the covenant through
Ishmael (q.v.) and prepares the ground for
 :- with an account of Abraham’s
foundation, with Ishmael’s help, of a
sanctuary as a place of prayer and ritual

( :-; see    ).
This Abrahamic sanctuary is referred to
only as “the house” or “my (God’s) house”
but is easily identified with “the sacred
place of worship” (al-masjid al-arām) of
 :- or the qibla of Abraham as the
exegetes call it (see ,  
). At  : this sanctuary is said to
have been at Bakka, which everyone has
been taught is an old name for Mecca.
Even if that might be doubted, the polemical context at both  : and  :-
makes almost inescapable the implication
that, wherever it was, the Qurān’s Abrahamic sanctuary was definitely not in
Jerusalem. To that extent the exegetes’
identification of the abrogated qibla
with Jerusalem makes obvious sense of
the text.
The fundamental issue behind the polemic of   is the problem of changing
the law within a monotheistic intellectual
tradition which insists that the law is God’s
law and that God’s law is immutable. The
problem and some of its solutions are older
than the Qurān but the solution seen in
 :- is the most typically qurānic
one. The new qibla is not an innovation
(q.v.) but a restoration. If it differs from the
practice of Jews and Christians, it is the
latter who have arbitrarily departed from
what they themselves know, but will never
admit, is the truth. The heat of qurānic
polemic against the Jews in   is a smokescreen for this sleight of hand (see 
  ). Whereas for
early Christianity the crux issue with
Judaism was the Sabbath (q.v.), for early
Islam it was evidently the qibla. Once the
crux is overcome (in  :-), the way is
open for the rush of new legislation that
follows in the remainder of the sūra.
The early qibla in history
Whether the early Muslims ever did pray
towards Jerusalem we shall probably never
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know. In  Patricia Crone and Michael
Cook proposed that they did once pray
towards a sanctuary somewhere in northwestern Arabia. Their evidence, reviewed
in detail by Robert Hoyland in , is
firstly that two Umayyad mosques in Iraq,
one at Wāsi and one at Iskāf Banī Junayd,
are known from modern archeological investigation to have been oriented in a westerly direction much further north than that
of Mecca. Secondly, there are reports in
Muslim literary sources that the first
mosque built in Egypt was oriented in an
easterly direction that was also further
north than that of Mecca. In addition,
Jacob of Edessa, a seventh century ..
Syrian Christian writer, says that Jews and
Muslims in Egypt prayed to the east and in
Babylonia to the west (Crone and Cook,
Hagarism, -; Hoyland, Seeing Islam,
-; see ).
Put together, these fragments of evidence
are suggestive — but if each fragment is
considered separately none is very persuasive. The archeological evidence tells us
nothing of the early mosque builders’ intentions unless we know how accurate their
technical means of putting their intentions
into effect were. As David King ( ibla,
-) has argued, it is likely that the earliest
mosque builders adopted a local convention rather than a scientifically exact direction for the Kaba. In the case of the
mosque of Iskāf Banī Junayd, the archeological report of its misorientation observes, “the error seems to have been
aggravated by the fact that the line of the
Nahrawan (Canal) clearly influenced and
dictated that of the mosque in large degree” (Creswell, Short account, ). Muslim
literary reports that the first mosque in
Egypt was orientated too far to the north
put it down to a personal idiosyncrasy of
the Muslim commander and conqueror of
Egypt Amr b. al-Ā , who oversaw its con-

struction. They note that other worshippers in the mosque used to turn themselves
off to the south until the mosque itself was
finally rebuilt and realigned (see also
   ).
Literary evidence also needs to be judged
against the possibility that the writer is
working with a simplified and schematic
mental map. Jacob of Edessa’s point about
Muslims is that they do not pray everywhere in the same geographical direction.
They pray towards the Kaba, so that in
Egypt they pray to the east, in Babylonia to
the west, from south of the Kaba to the
north, and in Syria to the south. Does this
really help us to locate the Kaba? It is
equally likely that Jacob himself, for the
sake of simplicity, reported only approximately what he had actually observed or
that Muslims in all those parts of the world
prayed in any case only approximately in
the direction of Mecca. In the end, it may
not be significant where exactly their
approximate direction happened to lie.
Richard Kimber
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Qirāa see    
Quails see  
Queen of Sheba see ; ;


Quraysh
Name of a tribe in Mecca (q.v.) to which
Muammad belonged (for the meaning of
the name, see Watt, uraysh). It is mentioned only once in the Qurān ( :), in
a chapter dealing with their winter and
summer caravans (see ). The exegetes quote detailed traditions about their
pre-Islamic commercial system which acquired international dimensions, their
trade caravans being said to have reached
as far as Byzantium in the north (see
), Persia in the east, Abyssinia
(q.v.) in the west and Yemen (q.v.) in the
south. The qurānic chapter itself requests
the Quraysh to remember that their prosperity and security (see ) comes
from God; therefore they must worship
him alone (see ).
Blessed by God
Sūra , “The Elephant,” is also closely
associated with the Quraysh (see 
  ), and mainly with the
origin of their elevated status among the
Arabs (q.v.). The exegetes adduce traditions relating that the sūra (q.v.) describes
the defeat of an Abyssinian army under
the command of Abraha (q.v.), that came
from the Yemen to destroy the Kaba (q.v.).
God sent upon them birds in flocks that
smote them with stones of baked clay, and
caused them to become like straw eaten
up. Tradition has it that “When God
turned back the Abyssinians from Mecca
and executed his vengeance (q.v.) upon


them, the Arabs held the Quraysh in great
honor, saying, ‘They are the people of
God: God fought for them and thwarted
the attack of their enemies’” (Ibn IsāqGuillaume, ). The key figure in these
traditions on the Meccan side is Abd alMu alib, Muammad’s grandfather, who
is said to have negotiated with Abraha on
behalf of the Quraysh.
Reference to God’s bounty, which was
the origin of the security and prosperity
enjoyed by the Quraysh in their sacred
territory (aram; see  ;
  ), is made in some
further verses, which urge the Meccans to
be aware that God is their only benefactor
and not to reject the message of the
Qurān (cf.  :; :; see  
). In  : the prosperity bestowed on the people of Mecca originates
in their being offspring of Abraham (q.v.).
Here this patriarch asks God to bless his
offspring who dwell near God’s sacred
“house” (see ,  
), the Kaba, to “make the hearts of
[some] people yearn towards them and
provide them with fruits.” This is supposed
to make them grateful to God (see   ).
Their genealogical descent goes back to
Abraham as well as to Ishmael (q.v.), which
is implied in the fact that, in  :-,
both patriarchs are engaged in the building
of the “house” while asking God to raise
from their offspring a nation submitting to
him (umma muslima).
Their noble descent from Ishmael who is
regarded the ancestor of the northern
Arabs implies pride in their Arabian origin. This is reflected also in the exegesis on
 : which says that “God did not send
any apostle (see ) but with the
language of his people” (see 
;    
 ). Traditions adduced by the


exegetes for this verse assert that the
Qurān was revealed in the language of
the Quraysh (see ).
Muammad’s opponents
But in most verses interpreted as referring
to the Quraysh, they act as Muammad’s
opponents (see   ). Their enmity to Muammad has
been read by Muslim exegetes into endless
passages which cannot be fully detailed
here. Only some characteristic examples
will be mentioned.
To begin with, their religious tenets are
ridiculed in passages blaming them for
believing that God has daughters who
function as goddesses (see   
;   ;
-    ;
 ,   -).
The Qurān asserts the absurdity of this
tenet by pointing out that no man wishes
daughters for himself (see ;
; ), so how can they
attribute daughters to God? This idea is
clearly stated in  :-, in which the
names of the goddesses are also provided.
One of these goddesses is al-Uzzā, and
Muslim exegetes have associated with
her worship a prominent leader of the
Quraysh, namely Abū Lahab (q.v.),
Muammad’s own uncle. Some traditions
say that he was especially devoted to this
deity, for which reason God has cursed him
as well as his wife in   (see ).
The ritual practices of the Meccans, as
performed in the vicinity of the Kaba, are
deplored in  :: “And their prayer before the house is nothing but whistling and
clapping of hands.…” Even the fact that
the Quraysh were guardians of the sacred
mosque, i.e. the Kaba and its surroundings, was no excuse for them in the eyes of
God. On the contrary: in  : God asserts that the providing of drink to the pilgrims and the guarding of the sacred
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mosque cannot substitute for believing in
God.
Muslim traditions relate that the Quraysh
belonged to a confederation of tribes who
called themselves the ums, i.e. “religiously zealous”; they reportedly adopted
certain ritual rules which distinguished
them from the rest of the Arab tribes
(Kister, Mecca and Tamīm). Muslim exegetes have pointed out some verses in
which the Quraysh and their confederates
of the ums are supposedly urged to give
up their particular principles. For example,
in  :, God requests that the rite of the
ifā a (going in crowds from one place to
another) be performed from where “the
people” use to perform it. The exegetes say
that here the Quraysh are requested to act
like all the rest of the people during pilgrimage (q.v.), and come to Arafāt
(q.v.) — a station of the pilgrimage which
the Quraysh reportedly did not recognize
as a sacred precinct — and start the ifā a
from there.
In  : the believers are requested to
abandon the habit of entering the houses
from behind them, rather than through
their front doors. This, too, according to
some exegetes, is designed to make the
Quraysh abandon a special ritual act observed by the ums during the time of pilgrimage. They reportedly considered it of
great piety (q.v.) to remain under the open
sky and not to enter the doors of their
houses during the days of the pilgrimage.
Unsuccessful attempts at conversion
The leaders of the Quraysh are said to
have refused to abandon their old religious
tradition, and their reaction is provided
most clearly in  :-. Here they accuse
the Prophet of being a conjurer and an
impostor (see ; ; ),
and say to each other that they should
cling to their deities and reject Muammad’s monotheistic ideas. They point out
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that such ideas were never heard of in
their own old religion. Various other passages were explained as representing the
reaction of the leaders of the Quraysh to
Muammad’s message (cf. Rubin, The eye,
). In some of them they accuse him of
plagiarism, assert their refusal to accept his
message, and challenge him to prove his
case through miracles (e.g.  :;
:-; :-; :; see ; ).
Nevertheless, Muammad is said to have
tried to convert some of his closest relatives
among the leaders of the Quraysh, and
especially his uncle Abū ālib, father of
Alī (see    ;  .
 ). Such attempts were read by the
exegetes into several qurānic passages. For
example, some traditions say that the
Prophet asked Abū ālib, who was on his
deathbed, to utter the shahāda (see 
 ) but the latter refused, saying
that he adhered to the religion of the old
ancestors. Some versions relate that at this
point  : was revealed, which says that
the qurānic Prophet cannot guide whom
he likes (see ;  
).  : is also said to
have been revealed on the same occasion.
It says that it is not for the qurānic
Prophet and the believers to ask pardon for
the polytheists (Rubin, The eye, ; see
; ). Moreover, in
 : the believers are requested not to
abuse the idols worshipped by the polytheists (see   ), lest the latter
should abuse God in return. The exegetes
say that this verse was revealed as a result
of the stubborn reaction of the leaders of
the Quraysh, and their threat to abuse
Muammad’s God, in case he did not stop
harassing them (ibid., ; see also 
).

exegetes explain that these accusations pertain to the hostile actions of the Quraysh
that were carried out against Muammad
in Mecca itself, before the emigration (q.v.;
hijra), as well as in Medina (q.v.), after the
hijra.
Persecution in Mecca, according to the
exegetes, began as soon as Muammad
started preaching in public. This he reportedly was requested to do in  :, in
which God tells him to warn his nearest
relations. The exegetes adduce for this
verse traditions describing how Muammad summoned the clan of Hāshim of
the Quraysh, and how they rejected his
message. Their opposition was led by
Muammad’s uncle Abū Lahab (see
Rubin, The eye, -). Another prominent
opponent in Mecca was Abū Jahl of the
clan of Makhzūm, and his persecution of
the Prophet was read into  :-. Here
a scene is described in which an unbeliever
prevents a “servant” from praying. Most
traditions maintain that the servant is
Muammad, and the unbeliever is Abū
Jahl who threatened to tread on the
Prophet if he performed prostration (see
  ; ;
   ). God instructs
his servant not to obey him and to prostrate himself before God. A plan to assassinate the Prophet is pointed out by the
exegetes in the commentary on  ::
“And when those who disbelieved devised
plans against you that they might confine
you or slay you or drive you away.…” This
was taken to refer to a council held by
Quraysh in which they discussed various
options in order to eliminate the Prophet,
and finally they agreed upon killing him
while he was asleep in his bed. Muammad found out about it, and this was the
immediate reason for his hijra to Medina.
The exegetes also point out verses in
which reference is made to God’s vengeance upon Muammad’s adversaries

Opposition and persecution
The Qurān also accuses the unbelievers of
active persecution of the Prophet, and the
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from among the Quraysh. For example, in
 : God, speaking to the Prophet,
promises to eliminate “those who scoff.”
The exegetes hold that this refers to a
group of leaders from the Quraysh, on
each of whom God brought death through
a certain misfortune.
Collective punishment of the Quraysh is
referred to, according to the exegetes, in
 : in which God sets forth a parable
about a town safe and secure, a town
whose means of subsistence came in abundance from every quarter; but it became
ungrateful to God’s favors, and therefore
God made it taste the utmost degree of
hunger and fear (see ). This has
been taken as referring to a seven-year
drought that God inflicted upon the
Quraysh at the behest of the persecuted
Prophet. The exegetes have associated this
hunger with some further qurānic passages ( :, -; :-).
Among the verses interpreted as referring
to the acts of the Quraysh against
Muammad after the hijra, are those in
which the unbelievers are accused of preventing the believers from entering Mecca
and the sacred mosque ( :; :;
:; :). In the traditions, this conduct
is associated especially with the events of
the year ⁄, when the Prophet left
Medina with the believers and approached
Mecca with a view of performing the lesser
pilgrimage. The Quraysh stopped him at
the outskirts of the town, near udaybiya,
and the negotiations that followed reportedly ended up with the well-known pact of
udaybiya (q.v.).
Also noteworthy are the verses to which
the exegetes linked the military clashes
between the Quraysh and the Prophet (see
  ; ;
). In some cases the link is obvious, as
with the battle of Badr (q.v.; ⁄), which
is mentioned in a passage describing angels
assisting the fighting believers ( :-;

see ). Additional passages were
linked to Badr by means of commentary,
mainly  :- in which the division of
spoils (see ) is discussed, and the
help of angels smiting the unbelievers is
described yet again. Various passages predicating divine punishment for the unbelievers (as in  :; :, etc.) were also
interpreted as referring to the defeat of the
Quraysh at Badr (see  
;  ).
The Battle of the Ditch (⁄-), in
which Medina was besieged by the
Quraysh and their allies, is alluded to,
according to the exegetes, in  :-.
Here the Qurān describes hosts of confederates (azāb) coming against the believers, whom God defeats by means of winds
(see   ) and unseen legions
(of angels; see   ).
The conquest of Mecca (⁄) which
marked Muammad’s final victory over the
Quraysh is celebrated, according to the
exegetes, in  :-. Some have also associated  : with this event: “Surely we
have given you a clear victory (q.v.; fat),”
but others maintain that the latter passage
refers to the affair of udaybiya.
Believers
The Qurān also refers to groups among
the Quraysh who eventually became believers by embracing Islam, and some
exegetes say that those who were first to do
so are mentioned in  :, which speaks
about those who were “foremost” (alsābiqūn; cf. also  :; :).
Another group is referred to as almusta afūn, “the weak” (see ;
  , ). They are
mentioned in  :, in which the believers
are requested to fight for the sake of the
weak among the men and women and children. These weak say: “Our lord! Let us go
out of this town, whose people are oppressors, and give us from you a guardian and
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give us from you a helper.” The exegetes
explain that these are some oppressed
Muslims, converts from the Quraysh, who
could not get out of Mecca and perform
the hijra to Medina.
The most prominent group of Muslims
among the Quraysh is the muhājirūn, the
“emigrants” (see   ). They are mentioned in numerous
passages, for example in  :, in which
the “poor emigrants who were driven out
of their homes and their possessions” are
promised a share in the spoils.
Outside the Qurān, one finds numerous
traditions praising the Quraysh, and their
circulation was no doubt triggered by the
fact that the caliphs of the Islamic state
were all from the Quraysh (the four “righteous” caliphs, the Umayyads and the
Abbāsids; see ). Therefore these
traditions were designed to provide the
legitimate basis for the authority of the
Qurashī caliphs, as well as to defy claims of
other ambitious groups from within the
Quraysh themselves (e.g. Shīīs), or of
south Arabian descent, not to speak of the
aspirations of non-Arab members of
Islamic society (see  
   ;  
 ).

the Muslim takeover of the sanctuary, in  
(), -; M.J. Kister, Mecca and Tamīm, in
  (), -; id., Social and religious
concepts of authority in Islam, in   (),
-; M. Muranyi, Die ersten Muslime von
Mekka — soziale Basis einer neuen Religion? in
  (), - (trans. The first Muslims in
Mecca. A social basis for a new religion? in
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Quraya (Banū al-)
One of the Jewish tribes of Medina and
traditionally part of the triad that also includes the Banū Qaynuqā (q.v.) and the
Banū l-Naīr (see  [ -]).
Although the origin of the Quraya, like
that of the other Medinan Jews, and their
coming to Medina (q.v.) are not known
with certainty, the sources provide some
information concerning their role in preIslamic times. Thus, members of the
Quraya allegedly persuaded the Yemenite
ruler Asad Abū Qarib not to attack
Medina and caused him to convert to
Judaism (see   ; ;
-    ;
 ,   -).
Other reports state that in pre-Islamic
Medina, the Quraya were in constant
conflict with their fellow tribe of the Banū
l-Naīr (cf.  : f.), yet both are often
called “brothers” and commonly referred
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to as the “two Israelite tribes” (al-sibān) or
the “two priest clans” (al-kāhinān). In preIslamic poetry (see   ),
the Quraya are variously mentioned, and
the poems of their own members were, as
it seems, collected in a (now lost) Kitāb Banī
Quray a (see Āmidī, Mutalif, ). The area
inhabitated by the Quraya — and their
sub-clans such as the Banū Kab b.
Quraya and the Banū Amr b.
Quraya — on the outer fringes of
Medina, most notably the Wādī Mahzūr,
can be assessed from geographical
accounts, and a Medinan cemetery as well
as a later mosque, built upon their land,
were known by their name. Some details
in the story of Salmān al-Fārisī suggest
that the Quraya had parental ties with
the Jews of Wādī l-Qurā in the northern
ijāz.
The conflict of the Muslims with the
Quraya after the “Battle of the Ditch” in
⁄ is the most conspicuous story of the
Prophet’s dealing with the Medinan Jews
in the prophetic biography tradition (sīra;
see    ). The Muslim
attack and siege of the Quraya was a
response to their open, probably active
support of the Meccan pagans and their
allies during that battle (see ;
  ; 
 ). After bloody fighting
the Jews surrendered and the male members of the Quraya were executed, the
women and children taken captive and
sold into slavery (see ; 
 ); and the booty (q.v.)
gained — money, weapons and
land — were distributed among the
Muslim fighters, according to most sources.
The execution itself, during which between
 and  men were killed, is largely
undisputed in the Islamic sources and has
aroused much dismay in the western perception of early Islam. It is not the Prophet
himself, however, who is portrayed as hav-

ing pronounced the condemnation but
rather his Companion, Sad b. Muādh (see
   ), who was
fatally wounded by an arrow in the battle
before this event took place. The qurānic
passage commonly associated with these
events is  : f. (see  
; ; ):
And he brought down those of the People
of the Book (q.v.) who supported them
from their fortresses and cast terror in their
hearts; some you slew, some you made captive. And he bequeathed upon you their
lands, their habitations, and their possessions, and a land that you never trod; God
is powerful over everything.
Rayāna l-Quraiyya, of uncertain parentage but most probably belonging to the
Banū Amr b. Quraya, was captured after
the Banū Quraya episode. She then either
became the Prophet’s concubine or,
according to many reports, was married to
him and later divorced; she eventually died
before the Prophet (see   
; ). The Islamic tradition knows a number of descendants from
the Quraya by name, most famous among
them being the traditionist Muammad b.
Kab al-Quraī, who was born a Muslim
and died in Medina in ⁄ or some
years before (see    ).
Others include his father Kab b. Asad b.
Sulaym and his brother Isāq, as well as
A iyya al-Quraī, al-Zubayr (?) b. Abd
al-Ramān b. al-Zabīr, Alī b. Rifāa and
the progeny of Abū Malik al-Quraī.
This suggests that, in contrast to what
is reported in the Islamic tradition,
several male persons of the Quraya
did survive the conflict in Medina, probably because of their young age at the
time.
Marco Schöller
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Rabbi see   ; 

Races
Persons or animals or plants connected by
common descent. This concept emerges in
the Qurān mainly in relationship with the
glory (q.v.) of God who in his might was
able to create a multitude of species upon
earth (see ;   ). Thus in  :: “Glory be to him
who created pairs of all things, of what the
earth grows, and of their own kind and of
what they do not know” (see   ). The phrase “of what they
do not know” is taken to refer to species
unknown to humans. Similarly, in  :
God is praised (see ) for producing
from the earth many species of various
plants (see   ; ). Especially clear is
 :-, in which all colors of fruits and
of men and beasts and cattle are adduced
as signaling God’s creative powers (see
 ;   ). In
 :, the signs of God are manifest not
only in the creation of humankind in many
colors but also in the various languages
that were given to them (see 

; ; -
   ).
Apart from humans, the Qurān is also
familiar with another species of intelligent
creatures, namely the jinn (q.v.), i.e. demons (see ). God has created them of
a flame of fire (q.v.;  :; :) and
they, like humans, are considered a
“nation” (umma, as is the case in  :;
:; :). Fire was also the origin of
the creation of Iblīs ( :-), who in
 : is considered one of the jinn, and
has offspring. Some exegetes, however,
take the allusion to his offspring in a
metaphorical sense (see ;
   : 
 ).
In the celestial sphere, God has created
the angelic species and in  : God is
praised for having made the angels “messengers [flying] on wings, two, and three,
and four” (see ; ). As for
humans, God has subdivided them into
peoples (shuūb) and tribes (qabāil), but
their ethnic affiliation has no bearing on
their moral status before God (see ;
  ;   
;     
). They were thus divided only for
the sake of identification, while the most
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honorable of them with God is the one
most pious among them ( :; see
). This particular statement was later
adduced by the shuūbiyya in support of
their struggle for equality between Arab
and non-Arab races within Islamic society
(see Enderwitz, Shuūbiyya).
Therefore, from the viewpoint of faith
(q.v.), the Qurān considers all peoples as
“one nation” (umma wāida). This was the
initial state of humankind till they began
to differ and thereupon God sent prophets
to guide them ( :; :; see 
 ; ; ). If
God had pleased, he would have left all
people in the state of “one nation” but he
decided to try them and to guide only
whomever he chose to ( :; :;
:; :; see ;  
). For this reason,
Muammad’s own scope of mission is not
confined to one ethnic group but rather
encompasses all humankind ( :) as
well as the jinn ( :). Muslim tradition
has elaborated on this idea, stating that
Muammad was the only prophet who was
not sent just to his own people but rather
“to all red and black.” The latter expression was explained as referring to the jinn
and the humans, respectively (cf. Goldziher, Introduction, , with note ).
On the other hand, the Qurān does acknowledge genealogical descent as indicating excellence but this is confined mainly
to prophets. The Qurān sees in them a
chosen pedigree as indicated in  :-.
Here God is said to have chosen Adam (see
  ) and Noah (q.v.) and the
descendants of Abraham (q.v.) and the
descendants of Imrān (q.v.) above the nations, they being offspring one of the other
(see ;   ).
As for the offspring of Abraham, the
Qurān identifies them as the inhabitants
of Mecca (q.v.) — i.e. the Quraysh

(q.v.) — which is implied, for example, in
 :-: Here Abraham as well as
Ishmael (q.v.) are engaged in the building
of the “house,” the Kaba (q.v.; see also
,   ), and ask
God to raise from their offspring a nation
submitting to him (umma muslima; see
  ; ; ).
The presence of Ishmael was taken as indicating that by umma muslima only Arabs
(q.v.) were meant (see Suyūī, Durr, ad
 :). More accurately, Ishmael is regarded mainly as the ancestor of the
northern Arabs, including the Quraysh.
In fact, Arabian consciousness is manifest
also in verses noting that the Qurān was
revealed in Arabic (see  ).
This is stated with evident pride, while
stressing that it is not ajamī, i.e. “nonArab” or “foreign” (e.g.  :). This is
part of the general idea that “God did not
send any apostle but with the language of
his people” ( :). Traditions adduced by
the exegetes for this verse assert that the
Qurān was revealed in the language of
Quraysh.
Uri Rubin
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Rama ān
The ninth month of the Islamic calendar,
during which Muslims fast from sunrise to
sunset and commemorate the revelation of
the Qurān to Muammad. To understand
Rama ān as a crucial scriptural and ritual
issue in a major world religion, it is useful
to look at its emergence and liturgical enactments from a comparative perspective
(see    ; 
  ). It is obvious that, in
phenomenological terms, three historically
interrelated festivals — Pesach (Passover),
Easter and Rama ān — display a close
relation to acts of violence (q.v.) in that
each celebrates a community’s salvation
from a threat of annihilation (see  
;   ;
  ;   
). Although this experience of violence played a foundational role in the
identity formation of the respective communities, the feasts that commemorate
the events are enacted in all three communities by rites of fulfillment: communal
meals preceded by ascetic practices (see
) or fasting, performances that
contribute substantially to affirming the
coherence of the community (Neuwirth,
Three religious feasts). To elucidate the
interrelation between the celebrations, a
brief historical survey of the three feasts
and their etiologies will be given, followed
by an evaluation of the qurānic evidence
about fasting (i.e. prior to the establishment of the fast of Rama ān), its rulings
and successive stages of development, as
well as the role played by earlier religious
structures in shaping it. In order to shed
light on the religious meaning of Rama ān
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that emerged in the early community, we
will then look into the complex etiology of
that institution, focusing on its commemorative character (see  
 ). The final section
of this article presents some reflections on
the impact of Rama ān on the perception
of salvation history (see   
).
Predecessors, interrelations
Passover (Heb. pesa), a spring festival corresponding to the pre-Islamic umra (see
), constitutes a merger of two
originally independent feasts (cf. Encyclopaedia Judaica, xiii,  f.). One was pesa,
originally not a pilgrimage feast but a
domestic ceremony celebrated by transient
breeders of sheep or goats (and, later, by
the Israelites) to secure protection for the
flocks before leaving the desert winter
pasture for cultivated regions. This consisted of the slaughtering and eating of the
paschal animal on the fourteenth day of
the first month of the year, and the rite of
touching the lintel and the doorposts of
the house — or formerly the tent — with
blood from the paschal animal. The oldest
literary record of this domestic ceremony,
which appears in the context of the last
plague, the killing of the Egyptian firstborn (Exodus :), already presupposes
the Passover, i.e. the notion of the divine
“overleaping” (Heb. pesa) of the houses
marked by the apotropaeic staining with
blood. This historicization has determined
the character of the Passover: it became the
feast commemorating the exodus of the
Israelites from Egypt. The other feast that
was incorporated into the Jewish Passover
is the seven-day “feast of unleavened
bread” (agg ha-maōt), which was celebrated in the same month as the slaughter
and eating of the paschal animal and was,
unlike the Passover, probably taken over
from the Canaanites. It was a seasonal fes-
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tival connected with a pilgrimage, and
celebrated to consecrate the first parts of
the harvest. Unleavened bread has been
identified as a symbol of the interruption
between two cycles of harvest — leavens
from the grain of the old harvest not being
allowed to enter into the first bread made
from the new harvest (Rendtorff, Entwicklung). It was integrated into the feast of
deliverance from Egyptian bondage by
re-interpreting the motive for the preparation of unleavened bread as the hastened
exodus of the people who had no time left
for them to prepare proper bread.
Violence, divinely inflicted “in history”
on the enemy (for the interpretation of
similar themes in the qurānic milieu, see
; ; ; 
;   ),
is thus, through the ritual act of spilling
blood, connected with the primordial
custom of sacrificing in a seasonal framework. Though etiologically justified as a
measure to induce a stubborn enemy of
the Israelites to allow them to leave the
land, it retains its cosmic imagery serving
to mark the renewal of a particular time of
the year. Pesa thus developed from its ritual beginnings as part of the seasonal cycle
and became a feast commemorating an
event significant for salvation history.
Easter is already closely linked to
Passover externally in terms of timing,
being the commemoration of an event that
took place in the Passover week. Insofar as
Easter claims Passover as its temporal and
ceremonial backdrop, the Jewish festival
confers on the later feast important traits
bearing ritual and symbolic significance: a
vicarious sacrifice, a commemorative meal
and the remembrance of an event of
deliverance. But Easter — which was celebrated in the early church on the date of
Passover — also raises the additional claim
of being the new Passover. Through a
mythic re-interpretation, it has become the

Passover par excellence: Deliverance from
servitude in history is eclipsed by deliverance from the servitude of the fear of
death; the sacrificial lamb to be slaughtered is replaced by the Son of God who
was sacrificed, a connection established
early in Christian sources like the Gospel
of John and a large corpus of hymns. The
notion of the sacrificial lamb’s vicarious
suffering of death merges with the idea of
a father sacrificing his beloved son — prefigured in Abraham’s (q.v.) sacrifice (q.v.).
The relation between Passover and
Rama ān is less obvious. No line of
genetic relationship can be drawn with
certainty, nor has a mythicization of the
earlier feast taken place in the later; the
relation is rather one of analogy. Both
feasts share a number of basic notions
leading back into the earliest historical
layers of the festivals. Rama ān, the
Muslim month of fasting commemorating
the revelation of the Qurān (see   ), is, like Passover,
grafted on a seasonal festival, the jāhilī (see
  ; - 
  ) pilgrimage of the umra,
which, prior to Islam, took place in the
month of Rajab (Wellhausen, Reste, revised
by Wagtendonk, Fasting in the Koran; see also
; ; ). The umra was
a festival of spring thanksgiving, the time
of slaughtering sacrificial animals (atāir;
see ;   ) and the first born of the flocks
and herds, somewhat like pesa; still it is
difficult to determine any genetic link
between the festivals. The ritual practices
of the umra survived into early Islam,
but — being perceived as obsolete — were
abolished by the caliphs Abū Bakr and
Umar (Kister, Rajab; see ), the
umra as such having been integrated into
the ajj already by the Prophet. Also like
pesa — which culminates in a particular
night of the seven-day festival — the
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climax of the month of the umra was a
particular night, presumably that which
the Qurān calls laylat al-qadr, the “night of
decision” (see   ). Prepared
for by a period of abstention and devotion
(ukūf and wuqūf; see ; ;
; ), this night appears to have
marked a kind of New Year, the opening of
a new cycle of events, similar to the notion
underlying the agg ha-maōt which opened
a new harvest cycle, and like the New Year,
was associated with the sacrifice of a pesa
lamb (Exod :; see below for the connection between qurānic [pre-Rama ān] fasting and Yom Kippur, the Jewish “day of
atonement”; see also ). It may
likewise be compared with the Easter vigil
which, since the early days of the church,
has presented itself as a cosmic and spiritual New Year, declaring the spiritual
renewal of creation and the moral new
beginning of humankind. The laylat al-qadr
as well as the fasting period that preceded
it were transferred from Rajab into
Rama ān, once Rama ān was identified
as the month in which a religiously momentous experience of the community
took place. Thus, the pre-Islamic seasonal
festival with its ascetic preparations preceding sacrifice was reshaped to become a
new salvation-historical scriptural festival
with diverse procedures of commemoration. The development re-enacts the emergence of Passover, a feast of scriptural
memory, out of a previous seasonal feast
involving sacrifice. It mirrors at the same
time Christianity’s sublimation of sacrifice
through its substitution by a commemorative rite.

community. Though fasting had been
ranked prominently in Rajab before Islam,
this had not been sanctioned by a qurānic
ruling. We know nothing certain about the
ascetic rites upheld by the adherents of
Muammad in Mecca (q.v.). The particular rhetorical style and the explicit reference to the monotheistic forebears in
 : mark the verse about the first
Islamic fast as a text belonging to the
Medinan period (see  
 ;    
 ). Fasting was raised to the
rank of a monotheistic duty: “Oh believers, fasting is prescribed for you as it was
for those before you; perchance you will
guard yourselves [against evil]” ( :).
It is not known whether this ruling was
implemented immediately with the emigration (q.v.; hijra) of Muammad from
Mecca to Medina, whose cardinal
event — the arrival of the Prophet and his
Companions (see   
) in Medina — is reported to have
coincided with the Jewish Yom Kippur, a
day of fasting which falls on the tenth of
the first month of the Jewish calendar,
Tishri (Lev :). A well-known tradition
going back to Ibn Abbās (d. ⁄-; see
   ) presents the earliest Islamic fast as a Yom Kippur fast: At
the arrival of the Prophet in Medina, the
Medinan Jews, who were celebrating the
Day of Atonement, Yom Kippur (Aramaic
āsōrā, Arabic āshūrā ), with their strict
observation of the highly demanding
rites — fasting over a twenty-four hour
period, liturgical recitations (Elbogen,
Jewish liturgy,  f.) — attracted the
attention of the newly arrived Muslims.
Asked about the meaning of their celebration, they mentioned the Israelites’ deliverance from Pharaoh (q.v.). This Mosaic
etiology must have been significant to the
Muslim newcomers, who perceived themselves as continuing the Mosaic tradition

The qurānic evidence: Rulings and developments
of pre-Rama ān fasting ( :- )
It was the precedent of the fast practiced
by the Jews in Medina (q.v.) that triggered
the process of the introduction of fasting
into the ritual rulings of the early Muslim
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(see Neuwirth, Erzählen). Muammad is
reported to have said: “We have a better
right to Moses (q.v.) than they have”
( abarī, Tarikh, iii, ; id., History, vii, ;
Muslim, aī, ii, , -; but not
found in abarī’s Tafsīr) and to have imposed the fast on his community. The fasting of Āshūrā is, however, not always
identified in Islamic tradition with the one
imposed in  :, but is in some adīths
rather remembered as one “ordered” by the
Prophet ( yamurunā bi-iyāmihi) because
the Jews — in general, or of Khaybar, or
the Jews and the Christians — were keeping it. There is even a tradition stressing
Muammad’s view that “God had not prescribed it” for the Muslims (lam yaktubi llāhu
alaykum iyāmahu; Muslim, Saī, ii, ).
The fasting of Āshūrā, thus, was one of
the diverse Jewish rites that were introduced during the emergence of the community, but were given up during the later
Medinan period. Indeed, it became the
object of polemics once the community
wished to distance itself from its monotheistic counterparts (see  
 ; 
   ).
The Mosaic reference that is said to have
so immediately appealed to the Muslim
newcomers’ religious consciousness is not
without implications. It is true that the
etiology for the Jewish fast is not exactly
the historical one. But, as Wagtendonk
(Fasting) has emphasized, Mosaic memories
do play a role in the service of the feast,
particularly the second giving of the tablets
of the law to Moses. Goitein (Ramadan)
has also drawn attention to the striking fact
that the qurānic section on the Rama ān
rulings ( :-) includes an unambiguous reference to one of the most prominent liturgical elements of the Yom Kippur
penitential litanies (selīōt; Elbogen, Jewish
liturgy, -), particular prayers that frequently end in the plea, anēnū, “answer us”

(cf. Psalm :). The qurānic version
reads: “When my servants question you
about me, [tell them that] I am near. I
answer the prayer of the suppliant when
he calls to me; therefore let them answer
my call and put their trust in me, that they
may be rightly guided” ( :; see
; ). This verse does not
smoothly connect with its immediate
halakhic context but it strikingly switches
from the section’s prevalent addressee — a
group of receivers or listeners (antum) — to
addressing the Prophet. The Prophet is
instructed to remind his followers (ibād) of
the closeness and faithfulness of the divine
sender, which sounds like an indirect exhortation to utter prayers, perhaps like
those of the Jewish service, where penitential litanies (selīōt) are recited. These
litanies are built on the so-called “thirteen
attributes” (i.e. divine attributes, like “lord,
merciful, compassionate,” etc.) that were
revealed to Moses when he received the
second set of tablets (cf. Exod :-): “The
lord, the lord, God, merciful and gracious,
long-suffering and abundant in goodness
and truth, keeping mercy for thousands,
forgiving sin and transgression, seeking the
iniquity of the fathers on the children and
upon the children’s children until the third
and fourth generation.” Early on, Jewish
tradition interpreted that event in terms of
a divine instruction to Moses on how to
perform the penitential prayer: “God
showed Moses the order of prayer. He said
to him, ‘Whenever Israel sins, let them perform this rite before me and I shall forgive
them’; ‘There is a covenant that the
Thirteen Attributes do not return unanswered’ ” (Babylonian Talmud, Rosh Hashana
b). This Talmudic conception explains
how the “thirteen attributes” became the
nucleus of all prayers for atonement; to
this day, they serve as a refrain constantly
repeated in all the selīōt (cf. Elbogen,
Jewish liturgy,  f.). When viewed from this
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intertextual perspective, the qurānic verse
about the attitude to be adopted during the
fast and which paraphrases two of the
“thirteen attributes” ( :), refers to the
very heart of the Yom Kippur liturgy (cf.
Neuwirth, Meccan texts). It is noteworthy
that ūfī exegesis of  : further elaborates the aspect of the divine attributes in
the verse (see e.g. Sulamī, Ziyādāt, ; see
   ;   
;    :
  ).
Thus, the first form of religiously imposed fasting in Islam was originally a custom shared with the Jews. The Islamic
assimilation of the Jewish ritual remained,
however, limited. The central performance
in the Jewish service of the fast, the communal confession of sins, seems not to have
been introduced into the Islamic sphere
with the acceptance of the Āshūrā fast
(see ,   ;  
,   ). A
genuine ceremony devoted principally to
communal confession has never developed
in Sunnī Islam nor is there a fixed form of
individual confession such as Christianity
has cherished over the ages and which in
modern time has translated into new kinds
of secular self-inquiring (see Hahn, Zur
Soziologie). The fast of Āshūrā, however,
was never completely abolished: the tenth
of Muarram, which corresponds to the
date of the Jewish Yom Kippur, was retained as a voluntary fast day in Sunnī
Islam (Muslim, aī, ii, -). It was only
in the Shīī tradition, however, that
Āshūrā recovered, in the course of time,
its original character as a ceremony of repentance (see   )
and atonement. The tenth of Muarram
became a festival commemorating the
martyrdom that the grandson of the
Prophet, al-usayn b. Alī, suffered at
Karbalā in ⁄ (see ; 
  ;  .  ;

   ;   
). As Gerald Hawting (The tawwābūn) has shown, the proto-Shīī group
of the tawwābūn, “penitents” — in whose
thinking atonement and expiation were
prominent, and who in ⁄ revolted
against the Umayyads in order to expunge
their guilt for forsaking usayn — may,
when they sacrificed themselves, have
been under the spell of the solemn atmosphere of the prominent day in the Jewish
calendar.
The earliest qurānic injunction maintains that fasting was to be observed for
several — probably ten — days (ayyām
madūdāt,  :) but the month is not
made explicit. The concept of “counted
days” (ayyām madūdāt) appears Arabian. A
reference to a sacred time-period, again
presumably “ten,” is found in a very early
qurānic text ( : wa-layālin ashrin, “By
the ten nights”), which is usually understood as referring to the first ten days of
the ajj (see ). It is thus likely
that in  : an existing Arabian religious period was revived. Wagtendonk
(Fasting) argues that the itikāf period in
Rajab “was chosen for the fast of the
‘counted days’ because the Night of
Destiny (laylat al-qadr) with which the revelation of the Qurān was connected,
occurred during it.” That night, originally
falling on the twenty-seventh of Rajab,
had been celebrated in an early sūra
( ) as a unique night excelling over
other time periods (see   ;
,  ), a night when communication between heaven (see  
) and earth (q.v.) moves easily; it is
presented as the night of revelation par
excellence:
Behold we sent it down in the night of
decision
And what shall teach you what is the night
of decision?
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The night of decision is better than a thousand months,
In it the angels (see ) and the spirit
(q.v.; see also  ) descend
By the leave of their lord (q.v.), upon every
command
Peace it is, till the rising of dawn (q.v.;
 :-)

place, then the etiology of this fast has to
be related to both the momentous aura of
the laylat al-qadr as a time of divine decrees
and to the event of the qurānic revelation
( :; cf. :). This complex etiology
was to be transferred to the fasting of
Rama ān in due time.
The imposition of the “counted days”
fast is followed immediately by an alleviating amendment:

This particular night, characterized as a
“blessed night” (layla mubāraka), is further
referred to in a later Meccan sūra
( :-), where it is described as a time in
which “every wise precept is made plain,
distinct” ( fīhā yufraqu kullu amrin akīm,
 :). The two texts are the exclusive
qurānic testimonies for the temporal setting of revelation within the calendar (q.v.)
of the year. The Qurān alludes to the
affinity between sacred time (q.v.) and revelation; the particular night is a time when
the borderlines between the heavenly and
earthly domains are permeable ( :; cf.
al-Mi rī, Rama ān; ūqān, Rila, -; id.,
Mountainous journey, -). It is also a time
of divine separating or distinguishing
( yufraqu) between good and evil (q.v.), and
is thus closely related to Yom Kippur, when
the divine decision is made concerning the
fate (q.v.; see also ) of individuals
for the following year ( :). The Qurān
itself can, as such, be regarded as a divine
intervention ( furqān,  :; see
;    ), although it is not explicitly labeled furqān
before the Medinan period ( :; :).
The noun furqān, etymologically an
Aramaic loan word from purqānā, “salvation” (see  ), is not
yet a synonym for revelation in the Meccan
sūras; rather, it is used in one Meccan sūra
( :) to denote an historical event, the
salvation of the Children of Israel by the
separation of the Red Sea (cf.  :).
If Rajab was the month in which the
initial Islamic practice of fasting took

Fast a certain number of days,
But if any one of you is ill or on a journey
let him fast a similar number of days
And for those that can afford it there is a
ransom
The feeding of a poor man (see 
  ).
He that does good of his own accord shall
be well rewarded (see  
)
But to fast is better for you,
If you but knew it ( :).
The ruling is made easy: not only are sick
persons and travelers (see  
; ) exempted from keeping
the fast but those unable to sustain the fast
may ransom themselves with a charitable
deed ( fidya). In Wagtendonk’s (Fasting, )
view, the text betrays “the same uncertainty as that which accompanied the
change of qibla (q.v.).”
Rulings and developments concerning Rama ān
The text then switches abruptly to the introduction of Rama ān ( :) as a full
month of fasting. The verse that replaces
the earlier, less demanding ruling of the
“counted days” has been understood in the
Muslim tradition ( abarī, Tafsīr, iii, ) as
an abrogation (q.v.) of the previous institution (see for the problematics, Radtke,
Offenbarung). The text also puts forward a
new etiology for the fast, alluding to both
the sending down of the Qurān (as in


 :; here, however, designated furqān;
cf. its indirect classification as such in
 :) and an experience of deliverance
(a notion equally conveyed by the term
furqān), although the Qurān does not explicitly name the particular historical
event: “The month of Rama ān in which
the qurān was sent down as a guidance for
humankind and proofs of the guidance
and of the furqān” ( :).
Although some commentators ( abarī,
Tafsīr, iii, -), followed by Goitein
(Ramadan), hold that the implementation
of a whole month of fasting is no more
than the extension of the already prescribed fasting, Wagtendonk seems right in
considering that the emphatic mention of
Rama ān in the verse suggests an innovation. Moreover, the double excellence attributed to the month is new, consisting of
the event of the revelation, furqān, and
simultaneously of the occurrence of the
guidance and the salvation (again, furqān).
The homonymous use of that word is striking; as Wagtendonk has realized, “we see
here the subordination of the furqān to the
Qurān instead of the juxtaposition of
book and furqān or the identification of
both found elsewhere. It is as if the notion
of furqān was essential but, at the same
time, the priority of the sending down of
the revelation had to be maintained by all
means” (Fasting, ). The complex use
made of the word furqān presents an
enigma that is not solvable based on the
section that deals with fasting alone.
Again, instructions are given about the
performance of the fast, which no longer
permit the fidya:
Whosoever of you is present in that month,
let him fast.
But he who is ill or on a journey shall fast
a similar number of days.
God desires your well being, not your
discomfort.
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He desires you to fast the whole month
so that you may magnify him for giving
you his guidance
and render thanks to him ( :; see
  ; ;
  ).
The extended length of the new commandment of fasting is counter-balanced
by alleviation:
It is lawful for you (see  
) to go to your wives on the
night of the fast;
they are a comfort to you as you are to
them.
God knew that you were deceiving yourselves
and he has turned in mercy (q.v.) towards
you and relieved you.
Therefore you may now go to them
and seek what God has ordained for you
(see ;   ).
Eat and drink until you can tell the white
thread
from the black one in the light of dawn.
Then resume the fast till nightfall
and do not approach them,
when you stay at your prayers in the
mosques (see ).
These are the bounds set by God (see
  ).
Do not come near them.
Thus he makes known his revelations to
humankind
that they may guard themselves against evil
( :).
The amendment in  : clearly comes
to rectify the first fasting rulings which
must have been extremely severe, extending over full day and night periods and
imposing strict sexual abstention. They
must have proved difficult to observe and
thus had to be alleviated. Strikingly, the
ruling to start the fast at daybreak ( :)
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clearly reveals its Jewish origin. Its demand
that believers start to fast once they can
distinguish the white thread from the black
thread reflects a Jewish practice in determining the time of the beginning of the
fast: by using the black and white threads
of the prayer shawl of the male worshiper
as a criterion. The reference to the prayer
shawl, a characteristic liturgical requisite of
Jewish worship, which has no reasonable
place in non-Jewish imagination and remains unmentioned in qurānic commentary, can only be understood as reflecting
information provided by Jews on the matter of when exactly fasting should begin.

sponds to Aramaic purqānā; Arabic furqān).
The section as a whole reminds one
strongly of a similarly retrospective summary of divine support granted to the
Israelites, particularly their salvation
through their exodus (Deut :-, a text
which is part of the Pesach Haggada and
thus is recited in the framework of the
Passover celebration). Although it is impossible to ascertain that Deut :- was part
of the Passover ceremony at the time and
place of the emergence of the Qurān, it
should be adduced here since it conveys,
typologically, a recollection of salvation
from tribulation strikingly similar to that of
 :-:

Rama ān — the month of an event of salvation
in history
In order to solve the enigma of the etiology for the Rama ān fast, Wagtendonk
(Fasting) has proposed drawing on  : f.,
where the word furqān is used to refer to the
victory in the battle of Badr (q.v.) on 
Rama ān ⁄. The qurānic text that
commemorates this battle ( :-; see
  ) is prefaced by
a recapitulation of the history preceding
the decisive new development and an
exhortation to remember it (see ). It is at once a reckoning with the
Meccan foes, whose persecution of the
community that could have led to its
annihilation is recorded. Against that, the
believers (see   ) are
reassured of the long expected “deliverance” ( furqān) that has been finally
granted. This text is strongly text-referential and summarizes the predicament
described in the sūras of the Meccan period, while also recalling biblical records.
 :, moreover, paraphrases, as
Wagtendonk (Fasting) has observed, a particular biblical text related to Passover:
“Have no fear, stand firm and you will see
what YHWH will do to save you today”
(Exod :; the Hebrew yeshūah corre-

A wandering Aramaean was my father,
and he went down into Egypt, and sojourned there few in number. And he became there a nation, great, mighty and
populous. And the Egyptians dealt ill with
us and afflicted us and laid upon us hard
bondage. And we cried unto the lord, the
God of our fathers and the lord heard our
voice, and saw our afflictions and our toil
and our oppression. And the lord brought
us forth out of Egypt with a mighty hand
and with an outstretched arm and with
great terribleness, and with signs and with
wonders.
The idea that a divine act of salvation has
to be remembered is the dominant idea of
the biblical story of the Israelite exodus; its
liturgical re-enactments have woven a
dense meta-text of memory recalling the
divine salvation of the Israelites throughout their entire history (see Yerushalmi,
Zakhor). The notion of a miraculous deliverance, which is central to the Jewish
Passover story, also prevails in the qurānic
story of the victory at Badr that brought
about a divine decision ( f-r-q). The term
furqān has thus, in this context, acquired
new meaning. Used in earlier qurānic
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texts to denote divine revelation — received by Muammad (paraphrased in
 :) — as well as divine salvation
from threatening foes in history — as experienced by Moses during the Exodus
( :), it has now come to denote the
deliverance of the Muslim community in
their contemporary history (see   ).  : conveys this
understanding: the event of Badr is perceived as a grave worldly trial, displaying a
strong eschatological awareness. The remembrance of the furqān, the deliverance
or salvation, has become an article of faith
(q.v.;  :). It is the miraculous deliverance from the fear inflicted by overwhelming enemies understood as achieved not by
a victorious army but by divine intervention that is a reminder of the equally
miraculous escape of the people of Moses
during their exodus from Egypt (q.v.).

stressed that two temporalities are involved: “The historical events… remain
unique and irreversible. Psychologically,
however, those events are experienced
cyclically, repetitively, and to that extent
at least, atemporally.” The events thus
“occur” each time the congregation assembles, history being dramatized. There
is “a synchronic reading and experiencing
in the cult which is yielded by a metaphorization or symbolization of the events
of history, so that they never lose their
actuality for all generations” (Lacocque,
Apocalyptic symbolism, -).
In Islam, in contrast, there is no special
qurānic reading for Rama ān to be recited in the service of the īd al-fi r (the feast
that concludes the month of fasting), or in
the laylat al-qadr (celebrated on the twentyseventh of Rama ān), or during the many
religious gatherings in the mosque or at
home (that take place particularly during
the last ten days of the month, the itikāf
period). This striking fact is not a historical
coincidence and can be explained by a tendency inherent in the texts themselves: a
strong, generally-held reservation about a
mythic reading of biblical or contemporary events (see Neuwirth, Qurān, crisis
and memory). Neither the rulings about
fasting ( :-) nor the story of the battle of Badr ( :-) presents a mythopoeic version of the events, shaped
dramatically enough to turn the event into
a cosmic turning point (see  
   ) — save perhaps
the short qurānic text about laylat al-qadr
( :-), which dwells on an already
given cosmic event. The historical events
are overshadowed by the single fact of
election (q.v.), manifest in revelation
itself. Thus, the Qurān in its entirety
(khātima) is supposed to be recited during
Rama ān — according to tradition, it is
for this very reason that the corpus has

Liturgical enactments
Jan Assmann (Der zweidimensionale
Mensch) has emphasized that people are
“destined to live in two worlds. Life cannot
be limited to everyday life. Feasts are
needed to counterbalance daily routine.
They have to provide spaces where the
other that is excluded from the daily routine can occur. The other, however, does
not occur by itself, but has to be staged, it
has to be enacted.” The enactments of
Passover — synagogue services and a
ritual meal, the seder ceremony — and
Easter — church services and the mystical
meal of the Eucharist — rely on scriptural
texts that have been preserved in a mythicized form, and those events are commemorated at the feast. The scriptural readings
not only form a sequence of accounts communicated roughly in the chronological
order of the events they relate, but are also
bound to particular times held sacred by
the listeners. Yerushalmi (Zakhor, ) has
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been divided into thirty equally long parts
( juz, pl. ajzā ) and seven portions (manzila,
pl. manāzil ), permitting it to be recited on a
daily or a weekly basis (see 
  ;    ).
This Islamic option implies that the function of salvation history is viewed differently: Whereas the two older religions
review the process of their salvation history as a narrative running parallel to their
real experienced history, Islam does not
focus on the narrative of its emergence but
commemorates exclusively one event: the
revelation of the Qurān to Muammad.
The fact that the Qurān is recited by the
individual believer, who thus passes God’s
“personal” words over his lips and reproduces them through his voice, is in itself
a “representation” of Muammad’s receiving the words. The presence of the divine
speaker, or the transcendent “author,” of
the text could hardly be imagined as ever
being closer to the senses than during this
kind of commemoration. One might duly
speak of a re-enactment of the “first divine
communication,” a text perceived as
superhuman being recited in a “supernatural” performance. Qurān recitation
and frequent prayer, particularly the
tarāwī practice — forty continuously performed sequences of alāt — translate the
pious feeling of the gates of heaven being
opened during Ramā an into practice.
Communication is sought not only with
the living but also with the dead (for ziyārat
al-maqābir, see Nabhan, Das Fest; for the
ruyat al-hilāl and other cosmic determinations of time, see Lech, Geschichte des
islamischen Kultus; see   
; ). The alternating of fasting
and feasting, the particular prominence
given to the family meal in which the single
days of fasting culminate, strongly enhances social coherence. Like the seder
meal held on Passover and the Eucharist

given after the Easter vigil, the if ār meal
concluding the day of fasting affirms the
overcoming of crisis and turns the memory
of suffering (q.v.) into fulfillment.
Angelika Neuwirth
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als or communities became a common
understanding (see ; 
 ).
The Qurān mentions aff six times. The
predominant context in which the term is
used (four out of the six occurrences) is
apocalyptic in nature (see ). In
this context, human beings will be marshaled before their lord in “rows” to settle
accounts when angels (see ), the
spirit (q.v.; see also  ; )
and other celestial beings will also be
standing in “rows,” obediently (see
), in the presence of God on
that last day (see  ). One
sūra, however,   (Sūrat al- aff, which
takes its name from  :, “God loves
those who fight in his way in ranks [rows],
as though they were a building well-compacted”), is generally translated into
English as “The Battle Array.” The last
reference to aff occurs as a challenge
posed by Moses (q.v.) when he challenges
Pharaoh’s (q.v.) magicians ( :; see
) to muster all their (magic) forces
together and act in a “concerted” (aff )
manner.
Based on the above contexts, aff historically came to acquire three, perhaps four,
distinct meanings: religious, military, social
(particularly in the north African context)
and spiritual. Religious: aff as rows meant
the lines of worshippers assembled in the
mosque (q.v.) or elsewhere for the prescribed worship (q.v.; alāt). The two related terms strengthening this religious
connotation are āffāt and its masculine
plural āffūna. Both these terms appear in
Sūrat al- āffāt ( , “Those Ranged in
Ranks”) where the former is interpreted as
angels and the latter as “those beings who
declare the glory of their lord (q.v.),” i.e.
“angels” (see   ).
āffāt occurs three times in the Qurān and
āffūna once (Rippin, āffāt). Military: history records that in the engagements of the

Ramparts see    
Rank(s) see   

Ranks and Orders
Arrangement of heavenly or earthly beings
in military or other formation. aff, plural
ufūf, literally “rank, row or line, company
of men standing in a rank, row or line”
(Lane, , col. ), is a term used in several different contexts and with various
significations. The purely literal meaning, a
very early understanding, referred to
“straight lines and rows” of Muslim believers when offering obligatory prayers (see
;    ;
     ).
Over time, the additional meaning of
“ranks and orders” acquired a certain
sense of hierarchy, be it material (military)
or spiritual, individual or communal, male
or female (see ). In this meaning, a
sense of superiority and preferential treatment accorded by God to certain individu-
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Arabs (q.v.) with the imperial Sāsānid army
in Iraq (q.v.) in the s .., the Arabs
drew themselves into ufūf or ranks. “The
Prophet is said to have straightened, with
an arrow held in his hand, the ufūf of the
Muslims before the battle of Badr (q.v.) in
⁄” (Bosworth, aff, ). Thus,  :
was interpreted to mean the rank formation, aff, in battle. Social organization in
north Africa: aff denotes in certain parts of
the Maghrib, chiefly Algeria, southern
Tunisia and Libya, a league, alliance, faction or party (Bosworth, aff ). Spiritual:
many mystics ( ūfīs) and some Shīī groups
believe that, with immense spiritual discipline and meditation, one would be
accorded the status of al-āffūna ( :),
those of a (higher) rank and order or those
beings who declare the glory of God, i.e.
the angels (Ibn al-Arabī, Tafsīr, ii, ; see
   ;   
). Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī (d. ⁄)
furnishes one such example, claiming a
high status for the deserving ūfī by quoting this particular verse in one of his
poems (Rūmī, Dīwān, poem no. ).

mode of worship. It is worth noting here
that Muslim tradition attributes the divine
command to offer “five” obligatory
prayers daily as having been received by
Muammad during his “heavenly ascent”
where he also witnessed angels offering
prayers continually. In addition, there is an
attempt to synchronize the times of the
believers’ worship with that of the angels
based on another prophetic tradition: “If
anyone of you says āmīn [during the prayer
at the end of the recitation of Sūrat alFātia; see ] and the angels in
heaven say the same, and the sayings of
the two coincide, all his past sins will be
forgiven” (ilālī and Khān, Qurān, vi, ;
see ; ,   ).
Ibn Kathīr (d. ⁄; Tafsīr, , col. )
links three instances of the word aff (those
of  :,  : and  :) in his explanation of the word in an eschatological
context. He says, “it seems that the intention here is that all created beings will
stand in the presence of God in ‘one row’
as he says in  : and he speaks the
truth. It is possible that they would stand in
rows after rows as he says in  :.” The
commentary ordinarily published under
the name of Ibn al-Arabī (d. ⁄;
Tafsīr, i, ; actual author is Abd alRazzāq al-Qāshānī [d. ⁄]) and the
works of several other commentators add
to this explanation by clarifying that the
rows will be formed such that none will be
able to “hide” or “veil” another during this
time of resurrection (q.v.) when facing the
lord (see ;   ).
The emphases on personal responsibility
and accountability are a clear objective
here.

aff in the commentary and adīth literature
Liturgical and eschatological contexts
A sample of this literature reveals several
traditions emphasizing the need to form
straight rows when performing obligatory
prayers. The manner in which the prophetic traditions are organized in the various commentaries on the Qurān (tafāsīr,
sing. tafsīr; see    :
  ) points to an
attempt to link the mode of worship of the
angels in the heavens with the Muslim worshippers on earth. Angels worship God
standing in “rows” (in obedience and discipline) and Muslims should do the same.
Several prophetic traditions (especially
those that describe Muammad’s “heavenly ascent,” the mirāj; see )
exhort believers to emulate or mirror this

Hierarchy and egalitarianism
Several modern Muslim thinkers and commentators (see    :
   ) offer
the aff formation in prayer as proof of
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Islam’s egalitarianism (see  
; ). It is clearly evident that the prince or the ruler of the
land prays in the same row with his humble subjects, together acknowledging the
“createdness” of all beings (see ;
  ). Non-Muslim observers have often singled out the aff formation of Muslims in prayers as one of the
most remarkable and poignant aspects of
the Islamic prayer ritual. Early and classical commentators do not, however, connect the aff formation with any notions of
egalitarianism. Ironically, in these works,
aff seems to have been used to draw distinctions as opposed to emphasizing
egalitarianism.
Ibn Kathīr (Tafsīr, , col. ) records a
sound tradition (see   
) attesting to the fact that “men and
women used to pray together until
 :- were revealed, ‘There is not one
of us but has his known position, we are
those who glorify God.” Most commentators agree that the speaker in  : is
the angel, especially based on the following
three verses ( :-), which are commonly understood as having been spoken
by angels. Nevertheless, this verse was interpreted as a divine command to segregate genders during obligatory prayers
(maqām malūm, “known position,” interpreted by most commentators as maqāmahu
wa-martabatahu, “his place and status⁄
rank,” except al-Kāshānī [Tafsīr, ii, ]
who interprets it as “limits set by God not
to be transgressed”; see  
). Therefore, “at the time of its
revelation,” Ibn Kathīr informs us, “men
came forward and women moved behind.
Hence,  :, “We are those who declare the glory of God,” means that we
stand in rows (in accordance with our special status, rank, or place) in obedience, as
was said in  :, “Those [angels] standing in rows.”

Another tradition records how orderly
rows were commissioned and institutionalized. Abū Nadra said, “Umar used to
approach people facing them, when alāt
was established, saying, ‘Stand in rows,
straighten your lines out, God the exalted
wishes from you the manner of the angels,’
quoting  :, and continued, ‘so and
so, you go back, so and so, you come forward.’ Only then would he give the takbīr ”
(i.e. say Allāhu akbar to start the prayer; Ibn
Kathīr, Tafsīr, , col. ).
Thus, in classical times aff came to be
understood as a hierarchical term whence
superiority and preference. The meaning
moved to a metaphorical and symbolic
plane, whether to connote physically imitating the angelic “mode of worship” or to
claim higher rank based on superior spiritual achievements. The following prophetic
tradition is often cited for justification: “We
[members of my community] have been
bestowed superiority over others in three
ways: our ranks and rows are made like the
ranks and rows of the angels, earth is made
a masjid (place of worship; see  
) for us (i.e. a Muslim can
pray anywhere on earth), and finally, its soil
is made pure, in case of non-availability of
water” (to be used for ablutions before
prayer instead of water; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr,
, col. ; see  
).
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Ransom see 

Raqīm
Name mentioned at the beginning of the
qurānic version of the story of the Seven
Sleepers (see    ), where the
Qurān states: “Or do you think the Men
of the Cave and al-Raqīm were among our
signs (q.v.) a wonder?” ( :).
The isolated mention in this passage with
no other specification or occurrences of
the term prompted an abundance of exegetical explanations and interpretations.
One tradition mentioned in some commentaries attests that al-Raqīm was one of
the four words in the Qurān that Ibn
Abbās (d. ca. ⁄; see  
 ;    )
could not satisfactorily explain and had
thus to rely upon the explanation of Kab
al-Abār. Following the meaning of the
root r-q-m, i.e. “to write,” commentaries
suggest that the word could mean “a writing,” a written tablet. Thus, al-Raqīm was
a tablet, i.e. a stone, iron or lead tablet
(Farrā, Maānī, ii, ) hanging at the
entrance of the cave (q.v.) where the sleepers stayed and in which their story, names
or genealogies were written. According to
a report quoted by Muqātil b. Sulaymān
(d. ⁄; Tafsīr, ii, ), al-Raqīm was a
writing (kitāb) inscribed on a tablet by two
men named Mātūs and Asūs, two who
were secretly believers in God at the time
of Decius. The major commentaries also
include other interpretations, such as alRaqīm as the name of a village, a mountain or a valley. One further explanation
states that al-Raqīm could have been the
name of the dog (q.v.) of the sleepers. This
is also suggested by a verse of the preIslamic poet Umayya b. Abī l- alt, cited,
for instance, by Abū ayyān in his commentary (Bar, vii, ). The presence of


the dog is, in fact, mentioned in the
qurānic text — “And their dog stretching
its paws on the threshold” ( :) and
“And their dog” ( :) — though the
commentaries on these passages usually
state that its name was Qimīr (see as early
as Muqātil, Tafsīr, ii, ). According to a
report going back to the Prophet, such as
in al-Thalabī’s (d. ⁄) tafsīr (Kashf, vi,
-; but see an earlier reference in Ibn
Abī ātim al-Rāzī, Tafsīr, vii, ), alRaqīm is a reference to the vicissitudes of
three men who escaped and found refuge
in a cave. This story had already been
recorded in early adīth collections such as
Ibn anbal’s (d. ⁄) Musnad (no.
; other references in Suyūī, Durr,
-) and its identification with al-Raqīm
is suggested in later sources (see Hérnandez Juberías, La península,  f.) and, above
all, the commentaries on   (see for
example Bay āwī, Tafsīr, ii, : aāb alraqīm).
The meaning of the word has attracted
the attention of western scholars. Horovitz
( , ) — who reviewed the various interpretations of al-Raqīm — was among
those to underline the difficulties in
arriving at a satisfactory understanding of
the term. Torrey (Three difficult passages),
whose understanding Horovitz rejected,
had in fact maintained that al-Raqīm
could have been a misreading of the name
Decius in Hebrew. This interpretation was
further dismissed by Jeffery, who added the
observation that, although this misreading
looks easy in Hebrew characters, it is not
so obvious in Syriac and that, following
Horovitz, it does not explain the article of
the Arabic term. According to Jeffery, “the
probabilities are that it is a place-name”
( Jeffery, For. vocab., ). A more recent
explanation by Bellamy (Raqīm or ruqūd)
suggests that at this point the qurānic text
must be corrupt: he maintained that the
qurānic lexeme is a corruption of al-ruqūd,
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“sleepers,” quoted in  :. Western
translations of the Qurān mention the
term as a name or, in some cases, translate
it as “inscription” (cf. Paret, Der Koran).

many generations” ( :-); “The people of Noah (q.v.) and the people of alRass, and Thamūd and Pharaoh (q.v.), and
Ād and the brothers of Lot (q.v.) cried lies
before them…” ( :). Although there
are no other elements that help clarify who
the people of al-Rass were, the fact that
they are mentioned alongside other ancient
peoples who were punished suggests that
they, too, could have been one of these
peoples (see  ).
Commentators (see   
:   ) as well
as later traditions (see   
) are at a loss when attempting to
identify this people and the location of the
place referred to as al-Rass. According to
some interpretations, al-Rass is the proper
name of a village, or a region between
Najrān (q.v.), Yemen (q.v.) and a ramawt, or a town of the Yamāma or the
name of a river (see - 
  ;   
). Some other explanations rely
upon the meaning of the term rass as anything having been excavated, such as a pit,
a well or a tomb ( abarī, Tafsīr, xix, ).
The explanation of al-rass as meaning “the
well” is by far the favorite of the exegetes,
and so these people are very frequently
identified as “the people of the well”
(Farrā, Maānī, ii,  makes this connection already in the early Islamic period).
Additional (sometimes contradictory) reports attempt to elucidate whether the well
was near Madyan (see ), in Antioch
or in Azerbaijan, and provide narratives
that furnish the background setting of the
story. So it is said that these people of alRass were one of the two peoples to whom
Shuayb (q.v.) was sent (see   
), but, since they refused him, were
then punished. It is also thought they may
have been people to whom a prophet descending from Jacob (q.v.) was sent (see
  ; ).
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Rass
Term mentioned twice in the Qurān in
connection with the expression aāb alrass, “the people of al-Rass”: “We have
prepared for the evildoers a painful chastisement. And Ād (q.v.), Thamūd (q.v.) and
the people of al-Rass, and between that,
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An alternative account is that they were
people who received the mission of two
different prophets and killed both of them.
Their description as “the people of the
well” is explained by recounting that it was
into this well that they threw a prophet,
killing him. Some reports identify the
prophet who unsuccessfully tried to
summon them as anala b. afwān and
specify that their evil behavior led to their
destruction (see   ; 
 ,   ;  ). Following a saying of
the Prophet (not mentioned in the major
collections) according to which the first to
enter paradise will be a black servant (see
  ; ), another
exegetical explanation identifies this servant as a pious man who tried to save a
prophet who had been thrown into a well
by his people, who were thereafter known
as “the people of the well.” Other reports
state that the “people of the well” were
indeed the people of Yā-Sīn, i.e. Antioch,
whose story is mentioned in  :- (see
the early account in Muqātil, Tafsīr, iii, )
and that the prophet thrown into the well
was abīb al-Najjār. Further interpretations are added in most of the later
sources: they were of the remnants of the
Thamūd, or they were indeed the People
of the Ditch (q.v.;  :), or they were
idolatrous people who used to worship the
stone pine (anawbar, see Thalabī, Tafsīr,
viii, -) or they were punished through
the prodigious bird called anqā.
Among recent western interpretations of
the meaning of “al-rass,” Bellamy has proposed that the written form “al-rass” could
simply be a misspelling of the name Idrīs
(q.v.; see also ; 
). The few qurānic passages, however, do not contain any narrative setting
or other elements that might help clarify
the exact identification of “al-rass.”
Though the context suggests that reference

   
is made to a people who, in the qurānic
vision of history (see   
), had received a prophet and then
were punished for rejecting his teachings,
these people cannot be identified.
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Read, Reading see   


Readers of the Qurān see 
  ;    ;
   

Readings of the Qurān
A term generally used to denote the qirāāt,
the different ways of reciting the Qurān.
Variant readings are an important aspect
of Qurān recitation (see  
 ;    ),
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but qirāāt refer to more than that. Other
elements — such as differences concerning
length of syllables, when to assimilate consonants to following ones, and where to
pause or insert verse endings — form an
integral part of the different qirāāt systems.
Reports about different ways of reciting
or reading the Qurān were transmitted
from the beginning of Islam. Traditions
from the time of the Prophet (see 
  ) mention that differences
in recitation occurred and that they were
permitted by him, but there is no specification of the nature of these differences. In
the canonical traditions that go back to
Muammad these differences in recitation
are linked to the seven aruf (sing. arf )
according to which Gabriel (q.v.; Jibrīl)
recited the Qurān to Muammad. The
contexts of these traditions suggest that
with arf either a mode of recitation or a
manner of pronunciation is meant (see
;  ). From early
works, however, it is clear that in the
second⁄eighth century arf was taken to
mean the same thing as qirāa in its narrow
sense of “variant reading.” Early commentaries on the Qurān, such as those of
Mujāhid (d. ⁄), Sufyān al-Thawrī
(d. ⁄), Abdallāh b. Wahb (d. ⁄
), Abd al-Razzāq al- anānī (d. ⁄
), al-Akhfash al-Awsa (d. bet. ⁄
and ⁄) and al-Farrā (d. ⁄),
demonstrate that these variant readings did
indeed occur across the whole range of
lexical issues: from simple pronunciation
variants through different case endings or
verbal forms, synonyms or near synonyms,
to interpolations of whole phrases (see
   :  
;    ).

Arabic document; see  ;
   ;  
 ) does not seem to have had an
immediate, decisive effect on the limitation
of variant readings with a different rasm. In
Sufyān al-Thawrī’s relatively short Tafsīr,
for instance,  variant readings — all introduced with fī qirāat… (“in the reading
of…”) or kāna… yaqraūnahā… (“… they
used to read it as…”) — are mentioned, 
of which have a different rasm. Most of
these are synonyms that are attributed to
Ibn Masūd (d. ⁄-). On the whole, it
appears that in the second Islamic century
variant readings with a different rasm, especially from Ibn Masūd’s codex, were still
freely discussed and were called either
qirāāt or, less commonly, urūf. The reading
wa-amdadnāhum bi-īsin īnin (“and we shall
support them with grayish white ones, with
beautiful eyes”) instead of wa-zawwajnāhum
bi-ūrin īnin (“and we shall pair them off
with white ones, with beautiful eyes”;
 :) is mentioned by al-Farrā (Maānī,
iii, ) as the qirāa of Ibn Masūd (see
). In his commentary on  :,
Abd al-Razzāq al- anānī (Tafsīr, iii, )
simply mentions bi-īsin īnin as the arf of
Ibn Masūd, whereas Sufyān al-Thawrī
(Tafsīr, ad  :) notes it as Ibn Masūd’s
qirāa, and al- abarī (d. ⁄; Tafsīr, ad
 :) records a tradition which calls this
reading a qirāa and another which calls it a
arf. Abd al-Razzāq (Tafsīr, i, ) shows a
corresponding use of the terms. Even
though there seems to be a preference for
the term arf, especially in connection with
Ibn Masūd’s readings, both terms, arf
and qirāa, are apparently used interchangeably, both for Uthmānic and nonUthmānic readings. In connection with
 :, Abd al-Razzāq mentions a tradition from Mujāhid: “We did not know
what ‘a house of ornament (zukhruf )’ was
until we saw in the qirāa of Ibn Masūd ‘a
house of gold (dhahab)’.” Thus, the pos-

Readings before the general acceptance of the
Uthmānic mu af
The introduction of the Uthmānic rasm
(unmarked consonantal structure of an
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sibility that arf could refer to a written
variant and qirāa to an oral one is not
borne out by early texts.
Examination of the discussions treating
variant readings in the second⁄eighth and
third⁄ninth centuries indicates that the
readings of Ibn Masūd gained increasing
prominence as the possible or plausible
variants of an apparently widely received,
more or less standard text which largely
agreed with the Uthmānic rasm. Al-Farrā
(Maānī) is particularly noteworthy for his
discussion of a wealth of variant readings,
especially from Ibn Masūd, many of
which have a rasm different from that of
the Uthmānic codex.
The treatment by al-Farrā of these variants shows that in his time they could still
be discussed on equal terms with the
Uthmānic text. And in Sufyān al-Thawrī’s
and Abd al-Razzāq’s Tafsīrs there is no
mention of their being unacceptable.
The guiding principle for acceptance of
a reading appears to have been that it
should be well known, either from a
codex or from a well-established tradition.
For al-Farrā — but probably also for
others — another criterion was clearly in
place, namely that an acceptable variant
reading should be in accordance with the
rules of the Arabic language (Leemhuis,
Ursprünge).
Of course, the Uthmānic text itself
still left room for different readings. The
codices of Medina, Mecca, Damascus,
Kūfa and Ba ra are said to have presented
some slight differences in a number of
places, mainly concerning an extra wāw or
alif, or a dhī instead of dhū or dhā. The
chapter about the differences among these
codices in Ibn Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī’s
(d. ⁄) book on the ancient codices
( Jeffery, Materials, - of the Arabic text)
sums them up in lists that appear to have
been well established by then.
The discussion, however, of which was

the primary text, the codified text or the
recited text, also played an important part
in the history of the gradual acceptance of
the Uthmānic codex as exclusively authoritative. This is clear from the different
treatment of variant readings in the Maānī
l-Qurān by al-Akhfash al-Awsa (d. ⁄
) and in al-Farrā’s work with the same
title. Both books serve the same general
purpose: to establish a correct reading
of the Qurān and, where necessary, to
advance arguments for their choices of
correct readings. Many — but by no
means all — of the discussed qirāāt are
common to both authors. Al-Farrā treats
variant readings that presuppose a different rasm much more often than does
al-Akhfash. And, unlike al-Farrā, alAkhfash’s prime criterion for not admitting
such readings is that, although they may be
good Arabic, they do not agree with the
writing of the “muaf ” (q.v.) — by which is
quite clearly meant the Uthmānic text.
This argument is of overriding importance
for al-Akhfash and appears to be his guiding principle (Leemhuis, Ursprünge).
The difference in opinion between alAkhfash and al-Farrā on this issue shows
that by the end of the second Islamic century this controversy had not yet been
resolved. It also appears from their works
that certainly at the same time, but arguably already a generation or two earlier, a
generally received text existed which had
de facto been accepted as the standard text.
The weight of this standard text, however,
does not yet appear to have been such that
specialists would necessarily have considered variant readings with a different rasm
to be invalid on the basis of that fact alone.
Readings accepted after the general authorization of
the Uthmānic mu af and those that were not
Two generations later, Ibn Qutayba
(-⁄-) expressed the view that all
ways of reciting the Qurān which are in
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accordance with the rasm of “our muaf ”
(Mushkil, ) were allowed. He quotes
Uthmān’s opinion that the difference between qirāa and kitāb was a matter of the
accent (lan) of the Arabs (q.v.; see also
) and that the rasm should be left
as it was (ibid., ). In al- abarī’s commentary, which was written near the end of
the third⁄ninth century, the criterion for
not accepting a reading was its not being in
accordance with the codices of the five
cities to which the Uthmānic text was sent.
Al- abarī formulated this principle quite
explicitly, e.g. in connection with the reading of Abū Amr of li-yahaba laki, “in order
that he will give you,” instead of li-ahaba
laki, “in order that I shall give you,” in
 :. For al- abarī the correct reading
is the latter, because “that is how it is in the
codices of the Muslims and this is the reading which the ancient and the recent [authorities] follow, except Abū Amr. It is not
permissible to differ from them in what
they agree upon. And no one is allowed to
disagree with their codices.”
It is in this period that, in liturgical use,
readings based on the Uthmānic rasm finally eclipsed those presupposing another
rasm, notably that of Ibn Masūd. This was
largely due to the activities of Ibn Mujāhid
(d. ⁄), whose view on the admissibility of variant readings was enforced by
the vizier Ibn Muqla in ⁄. Ibn
Shannabūdh (d. ⁄), who had, in
public worship, confidently recited readings of Ibn Masūd and other older readings which were not in accordance with the
Uthmānic codex, was brought to trial and
flogged, whereupon he recanted his defense of the non-Uthmānic readings
(Baghdādī, Tarīkh Baghdād, i, -). It can
be said that, from then on, the codified text
in the form of the Uthmānic codex was
considered to be the primary text and the
only one admissible for reciting the
Qurān. The meaning of the term qirāa

shifted from “manner of reciting the
Qurān” to “manner of reciting the established written text of the Qurān.”
In the introduction to his book on the
seven readings, Ibn Mujāhid does not specifically defend his choice for presenting
the seven readings. But his choice is clearly
motivated by three hierarchical criteria:
() the reading should be in accordance
with one of the Uthmānic codices of the
five cities that had received it; () it should
be authoritatively transmitted and broadly
authenticated, i.e. agreed upon by the
majority of scholars; and () it should conform to the rules of Arabic grammar.
The first criterion still provided some leeway since it was accepted that there were
some slight differences in the rasm of the
Uthmānic codices of the five cities. Ibn
Mujāhid apparently accepted the divergences between the Uthmānic codices as
they were known in his time. Of the fifty
cases mentioned in the lists that Ibn Abī
Dāwūd al-Sijistānī (d. ⁄) gives in his
Kitāb al-Maāif (-), only four are not
accepted by Ibn Mujāhid in his Kitāb alSaba fī l-qirāāt. Even so, some adaptation
could occasionally be devised in order to
accommodate a well-known reading to the
rasm. The reading of Abū Amr of li-yahaba
laki in  :, which was rejected by alabarī, is retained by the statement that
Abū Amr and Nāfi (according to the
transmissions of Warsh and al-alawānī of
Qālūn) read it — according to the rasm, but
without the hamza of the alif — as līhaba.
But recitation according to another rasm
was clearly ruled out, as the example of
Ibn Shannabūdh was meant to show. Ibn
Mujāhid recognized that, in the past, the
majority of Kūfans had recited the Qurān
according to Ibn Masūd; but he had a simple reason for rejecting this qirāa: it predated the arf on which Uthmān united
the people.
That, for Ibn Mujāhid, the second cri-
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terion had precedence over the third is
shown by the story of Ibn Miqsam (fl.
fourth⁄tenth cent.; Baghdādī, Tarīkh
Baghdād, ii, -), an expert on qirāāt who
is said to have held as acceptable all readings that the rasm allowed as long as they
conformed to good Arabic. Like Ibn
Shannabūdh a year later, he was brought
to trial, but he recanted before being
punished.
In applying these criteria, Ibn Mujāhid
selected and presented the readings of
authoritative readers from the places that
were associated with the presentation of
the first five copies of the Uthmānic
codex: from Medina, Nāfi b. Abd alRamān (d. ⁄); from Mecca,
Abdallāh b. Kathīr (d. ⁄); from
Kūfa, Ā im b. Abī l-Najūd (d. ⁄),
amza b. abīb al-Zayyāt (d. ⁄)
and Alī b. amza al-Kisāī (d. ⁄);
from Ba ra, Abū Amr b. al-Alā (d. ⁄
); and from Damascus, Abdallāh b.
Āmir (d. ⁄).
Ibn Mujāhid not only presented permissible variant readings, he also preserved
more or less coherent pronunciation systems. This is also shown by the exposition
of more general characteristics of the
respective readings. Thus Ibn Mujāhid
discusses, for instance, the positions of the
different readers about the vowel of the
personal suffix -hum (whether it had to become ⁄i⁄ if the vowel before the ⁄h⁄ was
an ⁄i⁄, or should remain ⁄u⁄ ), and whether
the ⁄m⁄ should be without a vowel or with
an added long or short ⁄u⁄. Likewise, he
notes their positions on the assimilation of
vowel-less consonants to a similar first consonant of a following word, e.g. whether
bal rafaahu llāhu ilayhi, “God raised him up
to him” ( :) should be pronounced bar
rafaahu llāhu ilayhi. These peculiarities represent quite different styles of recitation
and they most probably reflect original
dialectal differences in the pronunciation

of Arabic; but a systematic evaluation of
these data remains elusive. At least one
phenomenon, however, seems to be significant in this respect. The treatment of
the glottal stop in the different readings
appears to reflect the variance between
ancient east and west Arabian dialects.
According to Warsh’s transmission of
Nāfi’s reading, the hamza, or glottal stop, is
not pronounced when it is without a vowel.
The same is mentioned of Abū Amr for
the recitation of the Qurān in the alāt.
According to this pronunciation, e.g.
alladhīna yuminūna, “those who believe”
( : and passim), is read alladhīna yūminūna, and bir, “well, spring” ( :), is
read bīr. This is in accordance with what is
known of the west Arabian pronunciation
and is, moreover, in accordance with the
pronunciation that the rasm suggests. Ibn
Mujāhid discusses all these general rules in
excursuses, mostly in connection with the
passages where these general differences
first appear.
Ibn Mujāhid’s work had an enormous
influence on the recitation of the Qurān,
especially because he enjoyed the clear
support of the Abbāsid authorities (see
   ). From then on,
the non-Uthmānic readings disappeared,
and there were only two kinds of readings
based on the Uthmānic rasm: those that
were allowed in recitation because they
were authoritatively transmitted and
broadly authenticated, and those that were
not. Only the first of these, which later
were indicated as mutawātira — Ibn
Mujāhid did not use the term — were
allowed in recitation. The other readings
became known as shādhdha, “solitary, isolated,” i.e. lacking a sufficient number of
authoritative chains of transmission. Ibn
Mujāhid wrote a large book on these readings, but it is not extant. Indeed, many of
these readings and also readings that
presuppose a different rasm remained in
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circulation in specialized works in order to
support or discuss the meaning of words or
expressions. For instance, the above-mentioned reading of Ibn Masūd in  : is
still noted in connection with that passage
in the Tafsīrs of al-Zamakhsharī (d. ⁄
) and Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. ⁄
).
The combination of the power of the
Abbāsid state and Ibn Mujāhid’s authority
and reputation in the field of qurānic
readings proved to be quite effective, and
in probably less than half a century his
system of the seven canonical readings was
largely accepted. It was also further systematized. In some cases, as in the case of
Nāfi, Ibn Mujāhid had mentioned quite a
number of transmitters and, in other cases,
as in the case of Ā im, only one. In the
Taysīr of the Andalusian Abū Amr al-Dānī
(-⁄-), there are for each
reader only two rāwīs, “transmitters.”
Some of these, however, do not figure in
Ibn Mujāhid’s list, although this format of
dual transmission eventually became the
fixed system.
There were other problems that were
addressed. Ibn Mujāhid had limited his
choice of readers to seven, apparently
because these seven met the criterion of
broad authentication. At the same time,
this choice of seven suggested that these
were in fact the seven aruf of the prophetic traditions, although this equivalency
was not universally accepted. On the basis
of the criterion of broad authentication,
which was somewhat fluid anyhow, readings of other famous readers were advanced as meeting the same criterion.
Already Abū l-asan āhir b. Abd alMunim b. Ghalbūn (d. ⁄) had included a second Ba ran reader in his
al-Tadhkira fī l-qirāāt who became accepted
as an eighth reader, namely Abū Muammad Yaqūb b. Isāq al-a ramī (d. ⁄
). It could also be argued that Abū

Jafar Yazīd b. al-Qaqā (d. ⁄), one
of the teachers of Nāfi who was so eulogized by Ibn Mujāhid, should have his
rightful place in the system — especially
as both amza and al-Kisāī, who were
teacher and pupil, had been included in
the list. Khalaf b. Hishām al-Bazzār
(d. ⁄), who was one of the transmitters of amza but who had selected some
 readings of his own which differed
from amza, had also gained the reputation of an independent reader. This soon
led to the general acceptance of these
three readers, each again according to two
main transmitters. These became known as
the “three after the seven.” The question
whether these readings were also mutawātira, “broadly authenticated,” or just
mashhūra, “well known,” proved in the end
to be merely academic. Together with the
seven of Ibn Mujāhid, these three became
known as the system of the ten and, at
least in later times, these ten readings were
all considered mutawātira.
But things did not stop there. The idea
that the valid transmission of a reading
was enough to make it fit for recitation, if
the other two criteria were met, continued
to attract some followers. Abū Muammad
Makkī b. Abī ālib al-Qurubī (d. ⁄
) was probably the first to advocate
this view. Ibn al-Jazarī (d. ⁄) quotes
with approval in his Nashr (-) Makkī’s
opinion that there are three kinds of readings. The first is “what is recited nowadays and in which three characteristics
are united.” These characteristics are:
() transmission from the Prophet on the
authority of reliable authorities (thiqāt);
() accordance with the Arabic in which
the Qurān was revealed; and () conformity with the writing of the muaf. It is
this last criterion that decides whether or
not a reading is considered to be based on
general agreement. Readings that meet
these three criteria are accepted and can
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be recited, and whoever rejects them is an
unbeliever (see   ). The
second kind of readings consists of those
that meet the first two criteria but not the
third. This kind of reading is acceptable
but cannot be used in recitation, but whoever rejects it is not an unbeliever — a
point, however, on which, Ibn al-Jazarī
adds, the scholars do not agree. A minority
of them held the view that it was permissible to recite such readings — among
others, the reading of Ibn Masūd is
meant — in the prayer (q.v.; alāt) on the
basis that the Companions of the Prophet
(q.v.) and the successors of his Companions
did so. The third kind consists of readings
that do not meet either or both of the two
first criteria. These are unacceptable even
when they are in accordance with the writing of the muaf, and whoever rejects them
is not an unbeliever.
Whether or not this reformulation of Ibn
Mujāhid’s three criteria had made its appearance already in the time of Makkī, is
not entirely clear — but the argument that
conformity with the Uthmānic text in itself
constituted ijmā, or general agreement,
made room for the addition of another
four readers to the list: “the four after the
ten.” The adherents of the system of the
fourteen readers generally based their
opinion on Makkī and Ibn al-Jazarī and
gained some, but certainly not general,
acceptance. They continued to be regarded as shādhdha — like all the others
outside the system of the ten — by most
authorities. Nevertheless, the boundary
between acceptable and unacceptable
readings remained somewhat blurred. Abū
l-Qāsim Muammad b. Juzayy al-Gharnāī
(d. ⁄), who, in his Tafsīr, followed
Warsh an Nāfi ’s reading because “it is the
reading that is used in al-Andalus and the
other countries of the Maghrib,” gave
the following short definition: “The qirāāt
fall into two classes — the well known,

established (mashhūra), and the isolated,
deviant (shādhdha) ones. The mashhūra are
the seven readings and those which are
similar to them, like the reading of Yaqūb
and Ibn Muay in. Shādhdha is what is
unlike that” (Tashīl, ).
In the full system of the fourteen readings, each reader is represented by two
riwāyas, or transmissions, and a reading is
generally referred to by both the reader
and one of the rāwīs in the following form:
qirāat Warsh an Nāfi, af an Āim, al-Dūrī
an Abī Amr (“the reading of Warsh from
Nāfi,” or “af from Āsim,” or “al-Dūrī
from Abū Amr”), etc.
The system of the fourteen readings
. Nāfi b. Abd al-Raman (d. ⁄)
a. Warsh, Uthmān b. Saīd b. Abdallāh
al-Qubī (d. ⁄)
b. Qālūn, Abū Mūsā Īsā b. Mīnā l-Zarqī
(d. ⁄)
. Abdallāh b. Kathīr (d. ⁄)
a. Abū l-asan Amad b. Muammad
al-Bazzī (d. ⁄ or ⁄)
b. Qunbul, Abū Amr Muammad b.
Abd al-Ramān (d. ⁄ or
⁄)
. Abū Amr b. al-Alā (d. ⁄)
a. al-Dūrī, Abū Amr af b. Umar b.
Abd al-Azīz (d. ca. ⁄)
b. al-Sūsī: Abū Shuayb, āli b. Ziyād
al-Riqqī (d. ⁄)
. Abdallāh b. Āmir (d. ⁄)
a. Abū l-Walīd Hishām b. Ammār alSulamī l-Dimashqī (d. ⁄)
b. Abū Amr Abdallāh b. Amad b.
Bishr b. Dhakwān (d. ⁄)
. Ā im b. Abī l-Najūd (d. ⁄)
a. Abū Bakr Shuba b. Ayyāsh b. Sālim
(d. ⁄)
b. Abū Amr af b. Sulaymān b. alMughīra (d. ⁄)
. amza b. abīb al-Zayyāt (d. ⁄)
a. Khalaf Abū Muammad al-Asadī
al-Bazzār al-Baghdādī (d. ⁄)
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b. Abū Isā Khallād Ibn Khālid alBaghdādī (d. ⁄)
. Alī b. amza al-Kisāī (d. ⁄)
a. Abū l-Hārith al-Layth Ibn Khālid
al-Baghdādī (d. ⁄)
b. al-Dūrī, the same as Abū Amr’s first
rāwī
. Abū Jafar Yazīd b. al-Qaqā (d. ⁄
)
a. Abū l-Hārith Īsā b. Wirdān alMadanī (d. ca. ⁄)
b. Abū l-Rabī Sulaymān b. Muslim b.
Jummāz al-Madanī (d. ⁄)
. Abū Muammad Yaqūb b. Isāq ala ramī (d. ⁄)
a. Ruways Abū Abdallāh Muammad
b. al-Mutawakkil al-Ba rī (d. ⁄)
b. Abū l-asan Raw b. Abd alMumin al-Ba rī (d. ⁄)
. Khalaf, the same as amza’s first rāwī
a. Abū Yaqūb Isāq b. Ibrāhīm alWarrāq al-Marwazī al-Baghdādī
(d. ⁄)
b. Abū l-asan Idrīs b. Abd al-Karīm
al-addād al-Baghdādī (d. ⁄)
. Muammad b. Abd al-Ramān b.
Muay in (⁄)
a. al-Bazzī, the same as Ibn Kathīr’s
first rāwī
b. Abū l-asan Muammad b. Amad
b. Ayyūb b. Shannabūdh (d. ⁄)
. al-Yazīdī, Abū Muammad Yayā b.
al-Mubārak b. al-Mughīra al-Ba rī
(d. ⁄)
a. Abū Ayyūb Sulaymān b. Ayyūb b.
al-akam al-Baghdādī (d. ⁄)
b. Abū Jafar Amad b. Fara b. Jibrīl
al-Baghdādī (d. ⁄)
. al-asan al-Ba rī (d. ⁄)
a. Abū Nuaym Shujā b. Abī Na r alBalkhī l-Baghdādī (d. ⁄)
b. al-Dūrī, the same as Abū Amr’s first
rāwī
. Abū Muammad Sulaymān b. Mahrān
al-Amash al-Kūfī (d. ⁄)
a. Abū l-Abbās al-asan b. Saīd b.

Jafar al-Muawwia al-Ba rī
(d. ⁄)
b. Abū l-Faraj Muammad b. Amad
b. Ibrāhīm al-Shannabūdhī lBaghdādī (d. ⁄)
Spread and occurrence of the accepted readings
Not much can be said with certainty about
the actual occurrence of the different readings, or whether most of them had anything more than theoretical significance.
The analysis of the numerous preserved
historical Qurān manuscripts should be of
great help in establishing a clearer picture,
but these data have only begun to be analyzed (Dutton, Early mu af; see    ).
At first, most readings appear to have
been favored by the regions in which they
originated. It is conceivable that some
readings predate the reader with whom
they were associated by Ibn Mujāhid
(Dutton, Early mu af ). About the subsequent history in some regions a little bit
more is known. In the Maghrib, amza’s
reading was supplanted by Nāfi’s, which
also became the favored reading in alAndalus. Nowadays, the most widespread
reading in west and north Africa, except
Egypt, is Warsh an Nāfi. In Libya and in
parts of Tunisia and Algeria Qālūn an
Nāfi also has some following. In Egypt, the
reading of Warsh an Nāfi was equally well
spread until about the tenth⁄sixteenth century, but the reading of Abū Amr was also
not unknown. The commentary known as
al-Jalālayn, for instance, follows this reading. The reading of Abū Amr is said to
have been dominant in the ijāz, Syria
and the Yemen from the fifth⁄eleventh
century, when it superseded Ibn Āmir’s.
This latter nevertheless is reported to be in
use in some parts of the Yemen. Nowadays, the reading of al-Dūrī an Abī Amr
appears still to be used in parts of west
Africa, the Sudan, Somalia and a ra-
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mawt. Some (as yet unpublished) leaves
of a qurānic manuscript that were found
during emergency excavations in the town
of al-Qa r in the Dakhla oasis in the western desert of Egypt show what is an interesting, and apparently eclectic, reading
(for material from this excavation, see Figs.
 and  of ). For, in a number of
cases, this manuscript — which generally
follows Abū Amr — adopts a Meccan
reading concerning the pronunciation of
the hamza (pace Ibn Kathīr and Ibn
Muay in). This muaf probably was in
use before or in the nineteenth century ..
The great unifying change came in the
tenth⁄sixteenth century, as the Ottoman
empire adopted the af an Ā im reading.
In the course of time this reading became
and remained by far the most widespread.
Only on the fringes of the Ottoman empire or outside of it, as in northwest Africa,
did other readings remain in use. The
printing of the Egyptian government edition of the Qurān, which appeared in
⁄ and which followed the af an
Ā im reading, although with a rasm with
far fewer alifs, immensely advanced the
spread of this reading, albeit after the fall
of the Ottoman empire (see  
 ). Apart from this reading, only
the Nāfi reading in both riwāyas seems to
be available in printed form.

CDs and websites. The vast majority of
these recordings follow the reading of
af an Ā im, but recitations according to
the readings of Warsh an Nāfi, Qālūn an
Nāfi and al-Sūsī an Abī Amr and al-Dūrī
an Abī Amr also exist. Recitations are
broadcast not only by radio stations (like
the Egyptian Idhāat al-Qurān al-karīm), but
also by several sites on the Internet (see
   ). With this
modern development the diversity of
what is essentially an oral tradition is
being revived.
Before modern times the differences
among the readings were, of course, transmitted orally, but there were also specialized books that described them. At an early
stage, graphical signs were devised which
were added to the rasm of manuscripts of
the Qurān in order to establish the correct
pronunciation. First, a system of little
dashes was introduced to differentiate
between characters with similar forms.
Later, these dashes were changed to dots
(see  ). Two slightly different
systems evolved. What is now considered
the western system, which was and is still
used in the Iberian peninsula and north
Africa, differentiates between the letters fā
and qāf, by the placement of one dot under
the former and one dot above the latter.
The eastern system uses one dot above the
fā and two dots above the qāf. Nearly the
same system is already in place in the inscriptions of the Dome of the Rock in
Jerusalem, with the exception that there
the fā and qāf are distinguished by one
dash above the first and one dash under
the latter (see    ;
     ).
Interestingly, the same divergence is found
in some early Qurān manuscripts, e.g. an
early ijāzī muaf in the Austrian National
Library in Vienna (cod. mixt. ), an
early, probably Yemeni one ( anā, Dār
al-Makhūāt, inv. no. -.), and an

Registration of the readings
In modern times it became possible to register the readings on gramophone records
(see    ). The earliest
recordings appear to date from the s.
The first complete recording of the whole
Qurān in the murattal style according to
both the af an Ā im and the Warsh an
Nāfi was done in the s by the Egyptian shaykh al-maqāri Mamūd Khalīl alu arī (d. ). Since then, numerous
recitations of the Qurān have become
available, especially on audiocassettes,
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early ijāzī muaf in St. Petersburg (inv.
no. E-). In some instances in this last
mentioned example, however, the double
dots above the qāf were added (see also
;  
).
Probably at a later stage, colored, usually
red, dots were added in order to distinguish vowels and the hamza, or glottal stop.
Sometimes the hamza is also represented by
a dot of a different color, usually green. It
is not known when this system was devised,
but it may be noted that it is already used
in what is claimed to be a very early muaf
among the Qurān manuscripts that were
found in the Great Mosque of anā
( anā, Dār al-Makhūāt, inv. no. -.).
As with other early manuscripts of the
Qurān, it is possible that these colored
dots were added later, but in the time of
Ibn Abī Dāwūd al-Sijistānī (d. ⁄)
this was apparently common practice. He
devoted a chapter to it in his Kitāb alMaāif ( Jeffery, Materials, - of the
Arabic text). Some early manuscripts of
the Qurān, now housed mainly in the
Bodleian Library, mark alternative readings, from the “seven” or the “ten” and
also shādhdh readings, by dots of a different
color (Dutton, Red dots). The problem
with early qurānic manuscripts is that no
consensus about their dating exists. Most of
these are assigned to the third⁄ninth and
fourth⁄tenth centuries, although some are
probably earlier.
Apart from signs for vowels, alifs were
also added, usually in red, to make up for
an orthography which did not denote a
long ⁄a⁄. In the course of time more signs
came into existence to denote further niceties of recitation, like signs for nasalization
and signs to indicate where a waqf, or
pause, must, could or must not be inserted.
In imitation of the Egyptian government
edition of the Qurān, modern printed
editions of the Qurān usually include a

list that explains the meaning of these
signs. Some remnants of older systems
have survived in the western tradition
where hamzas are written above, below or
in the middle of an alif to denote whether
it is to be pronounced with an ⁄a⁄, an ⁄i⁄
or a ⁄u⁄, respectively. An interesting new
development is an edition of the Qurān
(Damascus ⁄) according to the
reading of af an Ā im in which different colors are used to denote the varying
lengths of syllables; gray is used for letters
that should not be pronounced.
The knowledge of the readings is nowadays greatly advanced by the publication of
Qurān editions that give in the margins
the differences between the accepted readings according to the system of the “ten”
or the “fourteen.”
Frederik Leemhuis
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Die nicht-kanonischen Koranlesarten und ihre
Bedeutung für die arabische Sprachwissenschaft,
in Paret (ed.), Koran, -; J.C. Vadet, Ibn
Masūd, in   , iii, -; A.T. Welch, al-urān.
History of the urān after , in   , v, -;
E. Whelan, Forgotten witness. Evidence for the
early codification of the Qurān, in  
(), -; id., Writing the word of God. Some
early Qurān manuscripts and their milieux, in
Ars orientalis  (), -.

Rebellion
Opposition to authority. Whether the
Qurān has anything to say on the subject
of rebellion and political violence (q.v.; see
also    ) is not an
issue that can easily be resolved by reference to the text of the Qurān alone.
Although the Qurān does not seem to
address the issue explicitly, classical Muslim jurists (see    )
argued that particular verses in the Qurān
were intended to guide legal determinations regarding rebellion, or what is known
as the problem of al-khurūj alā l-ākim, “disobeying and rebelling against the ruler”
(see ;   ).
Within the first centuries of Islam, the
political and legal debate focused on three
qurānic pronouncements, all three of
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which do not appear to address directly the
issue of rebellion. The first pronouncement commanded Muslims to obey God,
the Prophet and those who are in charge
of the Muslim community ( :; see
; ). Not surprisingly,
the Umayyad caliphs (see ) and
later on the Abbāsids, confronted by multiple rebellions, argued that this qurānic
verse mandated strict obedience to rulers
and forbade all forms of rebellion. In support of this position, a large number of
traditions attributed to the Prophet were
circulated in the first two centuries of
Islam banning rebellion even against an
unjust ruler (e.g. Shaybānī, Sunna, , ,
, -; see ).
The second is an ambiguous qurānic
pronouncement which strongly condemns
people who fight God and his Prophet and
spread corruption (q.v.) on the earth
(mufsidūn fī l-ar ) by destroying property
(q.v.) and life (wa-yasawna fī l-ar i fasādan,
 :). The verse (known as āyat al-irāba)
sets out severe punishments, including
banishment and death, for those who commit such a hideous deed (see ;
  ). Various
historical accounts report that this verse
was revealed when a group from the tribe
of Urayna pretended to convert to Islam,
only to turn around, steal the properties
entrusted to them by Muslims and then
torture to death a poor shepherd boy who
was sent to instruct them in Islam (cf. Rāzī,
Tafsīr; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr; Ibn al-Jawzī, Zād;
Zamakhsharī, Kashhāf; abarsī, Majmā, ad
 :; see   ).
But because of the verse’s broad and
strong condemnatory language and its
mandate of severe punishments for those
who cause corruption on earth, various
state functionaries and rulers, commencing
with the period of the Umayyads, and continuing even at times to the present age,
have asserted that this verse was intended

to apply to rebels. Accordingly, various
rulers, especially in the first three centuries
of Islam, contended that rebellion was
strictly prohibited and that rebels are
corrupters of the earth (mufsidūn fī l-ar )
and therefore, ought to be treated
according to the harsh penalties set out
in the qurānic verse (e.g. abarī, Tarīkh,
v, -, , -; Ibn al-Athīr, Kāmil,
iii, , -, ; Ibn al-Atham, Futū,
iii, -; Ibn al-Jawzī, Muntaam, vii,
-).
The third qurānic verse ( :; known
as āyat al-baghy) was the one most central to
the early Islamic debates on rebellion and
it is also the one after which the law of
rebels and rebellion (akām al-bughāt) was
named. This verse instructs Muslims to
seek a peaceful solution to any dispute or
conflict that occurs between them and further instructs that if one of the disputing
parties refuses to accept a peaceful resolution, then such a party has become a transgressor and Muslims should fight against
such a transgressor until he concedes to a
peaceful resolution (see  
;   
). Interestingly enough, this is
the qurānic commandment that the classical jurists argued is the most relevant to
the issue of rebellion. Contrary to the
claims of the Umayyads and early
Abbāsids, Muslim jurists argued that the
qurānic verse regarding corruption of the
earth was intended to apply to highway
robbers and bandits (qu ā al- uruq; see
), and not to rebels ( Ja ā , Akām,
ii, -, -; Ibn Abī Zayd, Nawādir,
xiv, ). This was significant because, in
effect, it meant that rulers cannot claim
that the harsh treatment of rebels is mandated or sanctioned by the Qurān.
According to the jurists, the Qurān mandated reconciliation and the reaching of
peaceful resolutions for all inter-Muslim
conflicts, including conflicts with rebels
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(cf. e.g. Māwardī, Kitāb al-Qitāl, -, ).
Muslim jurists agreed that obedience to a
ruler is mandatory unless such a ruler commands something unlawful (al- āa wājiba
li-kulli ākim mā lam yamur bi-maiya; cf.
Abū Dāwūd, Sunan, iv, ; see 
 ;   ,
  ). There
was quite a bit of disagreement, however,
as to what ought to happen if a ruler does
command an unlawful act, with jurists venturing responses ranging from passive resistance to armed rebellion. In general,
Mutazilī (see ), Shīī (see 
  ) and a significant number
of Sunnī jurists argued that armed rebellion against an unjust and illegitimate ruler
is mandatory (Ibn Karrāma, Risāla, ).
After the fourth⁄tenth century, with the
disintegration of the Abbāsid caliphate
and increasing incidents of political and
social turmoil ( fitna, pl. fitan), the Mutazilī,
Shīī and the Sunnī Asharī responses (see
   ) became increasingly pragmatic, and less idealistic, in
nature and they also became substantially
similar to one another. They argued that
rebellion against an unjust ruler is justified
only if there is a real possibility that such a
ruler can be removed through rebellion
and the rebellion will not result in more
social turmoil and suffering than that experienced because of the injustice of the
ruler. In effect, Muslim jurists advocated a
type of balancing test according to which
rebellion is justified only if the total good
outweighs the total anticipated evil (e.g.
Ibn Ābidīn, Radd, vi, ; Ibn Mufli,
Furū, vi, ; Juwaynī, Ghiyāth, ). In all
cases, however, most Sunnī and Shīī jurists
maintained that it is unlawful to participate
or actively to support an unjust ruler in
carrying out his unlawful commands (e.g.
Ibn Taymiyya, Siyāsa, ; Ibn Fahd al-illī,
Muhadhdhab, ii, ).
Interestingly, the main focus of Sunnī

and Shīī jurists writing after the fourth⁄
tenth century was not on the justifiability
or permissibility of rebellion but on the
treatment that ought to be afforded rebels.
Basing themselves on āyat al-baghy and the
precedent of Alī b. Abī ālib’s (q.v.) conduct in fighting those who rebelled against
him in the battles of the Camel and iffīn
(see ī,  ), Muslim jurists
developed an intricate field of law known
as akām al-bughāt, which is concerned with
the lawfulness of rebellion and the treatment that should be afforded rebels.
According to the provisions of akām albughāt, special rules apply to rebels who
fight while relying on a plausible interpretation (tawīl mutamal) or just cause (dhikr
malama). Muslims who rely on a plausible
religious interpretation or a plausible just
cause are designated as bughāt and are
treated with a certain degree of benevolence. Conversely, Muslims who fight because of tribal reasons (aabiyya) or out of
mere greed are not considered bughāt and
are not entitled to benevolent treatment.
According to classical jurists, those who do
not rely on a plausible interpretation or
just cause are treated as bandits or highway robbers and are to be killed or executed, and in certain circumstances
amputated or banished (cf. e.g. Ibn alMuqri, Ikhlā, iv, ; Ibn Ābidīn, Radd,
vii, ; Nawawī, Raw a, vii, -; see
  ). In other
words, āyat al-irāba only applies to either
regular highway robbers or to rebels who
lack a plausible interpretation or just cause
and thus do not qualify as bughāt. If rebels
do qualify, however, as bughāt, their fugitive
and wounded may not be dispatched.
Rebel prisoners may not be executed or
enslaved and the children and women of
the rebels may not be intentionally killed,
imprisoned or enslaved. Imprisoned male
rebels must be released once the fighting or
the danger of continued fighting ends.
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Furthermore, the property of the rebels
may not be taken as spoils and any property taken must be returned after the cessation of fighting. Furthermore, means of
mass destruction such as mangonels, flamethrowers or flooding may not be used unless absolutely necessary, and rebels may
not be mutilated or tortured under any
circumstance, nor may they be denied a
proper Muslim burial (q.v.; see also 
  ). Additionally, rebels may
not be punished or held liable for acts
committed during the fighting. Most significantly, the bughāt, according to the
majority of the schools, are not sinners or
criminals (see ,   ).
Furthermore, according to Muslim jurists,
the term bughāt does not connote censure
or blame (laysa bi-ism dhamm; cf. e.g.
Māwardī, Kitāb al-Qitāl, -; Ibn
Qudāma, Mughnī, x, ). The notable exception to this determination were the
anafī jurists, who held that the bughāt are
sinners but agreed that they should not be
treated as common criminals (e.g. Ja ā ,
Akām, iii, -).
The requirement of a tawīl, “interpretation or cause,” which qualifies rebels to be
treated as bughāt, is somewhat vague. In
essence, it appears to mean that the rebels
rely on a religious interpretation that, in
the view of the jurists, is not heretical (see
). As noted above, this is correlative
to the alternative justification, i.e. a grievance from a perceived injustice (dhikr
malama; see ;  
). In principle, Muslim jurists
were not willing to equate Muslims who
fight or rebel because of “higher motives”
or unselfish reasons to those who resort to
violence out of the desire for prurient gain
or out of blind allegiance to a tribe or
family (q.v.; see also   ;
). Regardless of the nature of the
tawīl, Muslim jurists held that in order for
the bughāt to qualify for preferential treat-

ment, they must have a degree of strength,
or shawka. Strength, in this context, means
that the bughāt must be of a certain number
so that they are not easily overcome or defeated. Muslim jurists do not specify how
many individuals are needed for shawka to
exist, but simply state that one or two people is not sufficient. They justify this numerical requirement by arguing that since
the bughāt are not held liable for life and
property destroyed during the course of
fighting, if the status of bughāt is given to
individuals, regardless of the degree of
support that they might enjoy, suffering
will increase. As the jurists put it, without
the requirement of shawka, anarchy and
lawlessness will spread (attā la tafsad alsiyāsāt). They contended that without the
requirement of shawka, every corrupt person will invent or fabricate a tawīl and
claim to be a bāghī (singular of bughāt; cf.
e.g. Ghazālī, Wajīz, ; ūsī, Mabsū , vii,
, ). Hence, if a person resorts to
force while relying on a plausible tawīl but
does not have a shawka, he or she will be
treated as a common criminal and will
be held liable for any life or property
destroyed.
Sunnī and Shīī jurists writing after the
Mongol invasions in the seventh⁄thirteenth
century started emphasizing an issue that
perhaps is particularly pertinent to the
modern age. A large number of jurists
argued that certain methods of armed
rebellion are so reprehensible and immoral
that rebels who choose to utilize such
methods are to be treated according to āyat
al-irāba, as corrupters of the earth, and
not according to āyat al-baghy, as bughāt.
These jurists argued that rebels who attack
by stealth and indiscriminately slaughter
innocent civilians (see ; ) should not be afforded the status of
bughāt, even if they adhere to a tawīl and
enjoy a shawka. Rather, because of their
indiscriminate and terror-inducing meth-
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ods, such rebels ought to be treated as
muāribūn under āyat al-irāba and, therefore, may be held liable for their crimes
and even executed. Despite their reliance
on a religious interpretation or legitimate
grievance, such muāribūn are committing a
grievous sin that ought to be punished on
this earth and that will be punished by God
in the hereafter (e.g. Ibn al-Muqri, Ikhlā,
iv, ; Ibn Ābidīn, Radd, vii, ). Not
surprisingly, several modern scholars have
noted the similarity between what premodern jurists condemned as muāribūn
and the actions of terrorists today. See also
; ; .
Khaled Abou El Fadl
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Recitation of the Qurān
The vocal rendition of the Qurān. Tilāwat
al-Qurān is to render the Arabic Qurān in
voice. It is a branch of the sciences of the
“readings” (qirāāt) of the Qurān (see
   ). In the Qurān,
the term tilāwa (which appears in both
nominal and verbal forms) often refers to
the signs (q.v.) of God that are “rehearsed”
therein, i.e. the narration of accounts of
previous messengers and communities in
sacred history (see ; ; ;  ),
as well as the actual act of the recitation of
the Qurān itself. In general, when the
word tilāwa refers to the practice of reading the Qurān aloud, it conveys a sense of
“following” the qurānic message as it is
rendered in human voice.
The practice of reciting the Qurān is
performed according to a set of guidelines
known as tajwīd. Tajwīd, although not a
qurānic term, is the fundamental system
of rules for the correct pronunciation of
the Qurān as it was understood to have
been revealed to the prophet Muammad
(see   ).
Recitation of the Qurān according to
tajwīd has many names across the Muslimmajority and Muslim-minority worlds.
Some of these terms are variants of the
qurānic expression tartīl, which conveys a
sense of “measuring” out the speech of the
Qurān in a careful and deliberate manner.
Some recitation of the Qurān is always
required of Muslims for the performance
of one of the canonical acts of Islamic
worship (q.v.), prayer (q.v.; alāt); reading
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the Qurān aloud is also a key observance
of supererogatory Islamic piety. In Muslim
traditions of learning and education, the
oral⁄aural recitation of the memorized
Qurān is the most authoritative mode of
its transmission (see  
  ). In some contemporary societies, promoting engagement with the recited Qurān is the basis of
popular Muslim revitalization movements
(see ;  
  ).

form of tartīl, as in  :: “Recite⁄read
the Qurān with tartīl” (wa-rattili l-Qurān
tartīlan). The verbal form tilāwa appears in
 :, where it refers to the reading of
the Qurān as an act of chanting distinctly.
There is also qurānic instruction on reading the Qurān, e.g.  :-: “Do not
move your tongue concerning it in order to
make haste with it; it is for us to collect it
and to read it (qurānahu); when we recite it
(qaranāhu), follow then its recitation
(qurānahu).” Believers are also told in the
Qurān to “remember” (i.e. udhkur), “preserve,” (i.e. tafī) and “read [aloud]” (i.e.
qurān; tartīl; tilāwa) when reciting. The
ideal reading of the Qurān is described as
occupying the full concentration of the
reciter; this activity is said to be one of
which God, who is omniscient, is aware
( :). The Qurān also recommends its
reading at night as an act of supererogatory piety (q.v.;  :-; see ).
The Qurān contains many descriptions
of its effects on listeners even as it is being
recited; these, naturally, also function prescriptively in a qurānic context (see
   ). The Qurān
provides numerous depictions of embodied, emotive responses to itself when it
describes the normative response among
believers to hearing its message recited to
them. For instance, the recitation of the
Qurān causes the senses of the faithful to
react with “shivering” skin, “trembling”
heart (q.v.), and weeping (q.v.; e.g.  :
and :). Descriptions of such embodied
responses to the recited Qurān’s message
are often immediately followed with an
affirmation of a corresponding change in
the listeners’ moral state, such as the following: “When it is recited to them, they
fall down upon their faces, prostrating (see
  ), and say:
‘Glory be to our lord (see 
 ; )! Our lord’s promise is
fulfilled.’ And they fall down upon their

Reference to recitation
The Qurān on its recitation
The word “Qurān” is often said to be a
form of the root q-r- meaning “to read, to
recite.” When understood in this sense,
“Qurān” could be said to be as much an
action as an object. Besides the actual
word, the Qurān includes other names
for itself that also emphasize the active
components of engaging the Qurān in
voice, such as dhikr, “reminder” (see
; ;   
). Characteristic of the selfreferentiality of qurānic content, the
Qurān also contains many descriptions of
its own recitation. Because of the Qurān’s
unmatched authority as a guide to thought
and action in Islamic systems, the Qurān’s
own descriptions of the recited Qurān are
also directives for believers.
The Qurān conveys instructions about
its proper recitation in general terms,
although not in specific or technical ones.
The verses of the Qurān that are said to
have been among the very first to have
been revealed to the Prophet, those that
open  , are interpreted as a command
to voice the Qurān: “Recite! In the name
of your lord (q.v.) who created, created
humanity from a clot” (see ). The
Qurān provides some instruction about
how to perform its own recitation, in the
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faces, weeping; and it increases them in
humility” ( :-); and, “And when
they hear what has been sent down to the
messenger, you see their eyes overflow with
tears because of what they have recognized
of truth (q.v.). They shout: ‘Our lord! We
believe’; so you will write us down among
the witnesses [to the truth]” ( :; see
  ).

relate accounts about the Prophet’s reaction to hearing the Qurān, such as his
shedding tears.
adīth accounts also preserve information about the prophet Muammad’s own
recitation of the Qurān. adīth material
includes detailed information about particular sūras (q.v.) recited by Muammad;
they report, for example, which sūras the
Prophet preferred to recite at particular
times of day (see ,  ), as well as
which parts of the Qurān the Prophet
would repeat in his recitation (related to
this is the abundant adīth material on the
merits of the recitation of particular sūras
of the Qurān). adīth accounts provide
some detail about the Prophet’s comportment in recitation, such as the following
report in al-Bukhārī: “ Āisha (see 
  ) narrated: ‘Whenever the
Prophet went to bed every night, he used
to cup his hands together and blow over
them after reciting Sūrat al-Ikhlā ( ,
“Unity”; also termed al-Tawīd), Sūrat
al-Falaq ( , “The Dawn”) and Sūrat
al-Nās ( , “People”), and then rub his
hands over whatever parts of his body he
was able to rub, starting with his head, face
and front of his body. He used to do that
three times.’ ” ( aī, viii, , no. ).
The Prophet also enjoyed listening to the
recitation of others, and there are many
reports about weeping when hearing the
Qurān recited (e.g. Bukhārī, aī, viii,
-, nos. -), based on his practice.
In general, accepted adīth accounts and
other authoritative material from the earliest period of Islam emphasize the occasions and merits of recitation rather than
practical technique. Later authorities continued the precedent of collecting reports
about the recitation practice of the
prophet Muammad, also compiling further information about the recitation habits of other pious people. This material
on the proper comportment (adab) of

Traditions on recitation
Throughout the formative history of the
development of the sciences of qurānic
“readings” (qirāāt) and tajwīd up to the
present day, Muslims have based the theory and practice of the recited Qurān
upon the most authoritative of sources:
first, the Qurān and accounts relating the
practice of the prophet Muammad
(adīth; see    );
and, second, accounts about the Companions of the Prophet (q.v.) and those
who followed them. Within this material,
it is adīth reports that convey the ideal
intensity of qurānic engagement through
the ethico-legal injunction to follow the
model of the Prophet (sunna [q.v.]; see also
   ;   
).
adīth collections include many separate
accounts indicating that Muammad valued beautiful voices among readers of the
Qurān, such as the following reports of
statements ascribed to the Prophet as collected by al-Bukhārī (d. ⁄) and others: “He is not one of us who does not sing
( yataghannā) the Qurān,” and, “God has
not heard anything more pleasing than
listening to a prophet reciting the Qurān
in a sweet, loud voice.” Also transmitted in
al-Bukhārī and other collections, on the
authority of Abū Mūsā l-Asharī, there is
the report that the Prophet said, “O Abū
Mūsā! You have been given one of the musical instruments [voice] of the family of
David (q.v.)!” Compilers of traditions also
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recitation documents the recitation practices of famous religious figures, such as
the first four caliphs in Sunnī tradition (see
). These reports provide information on matters such as the desirability of
completing the recitation of the entire
Qurān at nightfall, daybreak, and just
before prayer times (see ; );
they also treat common challenges that
reciters face, like confusing pauses and
starts in sectioning. Issues that recur in this
recitation literature include, for example,
questions of how rapidly to recite and
what is the proper portion of the book to
complete in a given amount of time. One
report transmitted by Abū Dāwūd (d. ⁄
) and al-Tirmidhī (d. ⁄), for
example, states, “Whoever recites the
Qurān in less than three days does not
understand it” (Nawawī, Tibyān, ). AlGhazālī (d. ⁄) sums up many such
reports that were in circulation about the
reading of the Qurān, from canonical
adīth collections and elsewhere, in his
Iyā ulūm al-dīn (Book ).
Much of the authoritative material on
the adab (comportment) of recitation
addresses the intents behind recitation,
such as that of seeking a worldly reward or
payment for teaching or performance (see
   ). It also includes
strong prohibitions against reciting the
Qurān ostentatiously or for show, a matter
addressed in accepted adīth traditions.
For example, al-Bukhārī reports ( aī, viii,
, no. ): “Abū Saīd al-Khudrī narrated: I heard God’s messenger saying:
‘There will appear some among you whose
prayers will make you look down on yours,
and whose fasting will make you look down
on yours, and whose (good) deeds will
make you look down on yours; but they
will recite the Qurān and it will not exceed
their throats.’ ” Another well-known report
in most collections compares the piety of

Qurān readers with the sweet and bitter
smells and tastes of different plants and
fruits. In this literature, the danger of such
hypocrisy is balanced by the instruction to
focus on the voicing of the speech (q.v.) of
God (see also   ). There is a
adīth, for example, that the Prophet said:
“Read the Qurān as long as your hearts
are in harmony with it. When they are not
in harmony, get up and stop reading it”
(Bukhārī, aī, viii, , no. ; also reported in Muslim’s aī).
Within the material known as Adab tilawāt
al-Qurān, “Comportment of reciting the
Qurān,” and Fa āil al-Qurān, “Excellences of the Qurān,” there is strong
emphasis on the idea that the recitation
of the Qurān brings both individual and
collective rewards. This is, for example,
expressed in the following statement of
Abū Hurayra (d. ca. ⁄), cited in
sources such as al-Ghazālī’s Iyā ulūm aldīn (Book ): “Surely the house in which
the Qurān is recited provides easy circumstances for its people, its good increases,
angels come to it [in order to listen to the
Qurān] and satans leave it. The house in
which the Book of God is not recited provides difficult circumstances for its people,
its good decreases, angels leave it, and satans come to it” (Ghazālī, Recitation, ;
there are many versions of this report). In
addition to describing the immediate peace
and tranquility (sakīna; see ) that
descends when the Qurān is read by the
pious in this world, the results of the act of
recitation, including knowing the Qurān
by heart and not forgetting it, as well as
“learning and teaching” the Qurān, are
emphasized many times in numerous
accounts found in the major adīth collections. Such consequences of piety and
committed action are not only described
in terms of this world, but also with respect
to the accounting of the day of judgment
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and future existence in the world to come
(see  ;  
).
In an eschatological mode (see ) of devotional piety, it is said that
the Qurān itself will testify to the pious
practice of the reader in his or her lifetime.
In many adīth and other pious literature
such as al-Ghazālī’s Iyā ulūm al-dīn
(Book ), rewards for reciting the Qurān
that will be credited on the day of judgment are calculated sūra by sūra and even
āya by āya, based on reports in collections
such as Abū Dāwūd, Amad b. anbal,
Muslim, al-Nasāī and al-Tirmidhī (see
Wensinck, Handbook, ). Not only sūra by
sūra, or āya by āya, but there are even
claims that rewards may be achieved
letter by letter (see  ;
; ;  
    ), such as
the report transmitted by al-Tirmidhī: “For
every letter that you read you will get tenfold reward,” and the report that Ibn
Masūd (d. ⁄-) said: “[The Prophet]
said ‘Read the Qurān for you will be
rewarded at the rate of [the recompense
of ] ten good deeds (q.v.) for reading every
letter of the Qurān. Take notice, I do
not say that alif lām mīm [a combination
of three letters that opens  ; see
 ] constitute one letter.
Rather, I should say that alif is one letter,
lām is another, and mīm is [still] another’”
(Ghazālī, Recitation, ).
The development of early traditions of
ascetic piety lent heightened emphasis to
such material within Islamic tradition (see
). Among the heirs to this early
qurānic tradition of piety, ūfīs especially
developed the soteriological and interiorized qurānic traditions (see ;
   ). Statements of
well-known ūfīs represent the Qurān as
having a palpable presence for practitio-

ners in their dreams as well as in waking
states (see   ). This presence is depicted as an ongoing intimacy, at
times framed in terms of the key concept
of “friendship” (wilāya; see  
;   ).
This is indicated by personal accounts, as
well as in prophetic narrations, such as:
“Those who are concerned with the
Qurān (ahl al-Qurān) are friends of God
(awliyā Allāh) and are special to him,”
which al-Ghazālī, for example, relates on
the authority of Amad b. anbal (d. ⁄
). Ideally, engaging the Qurān in practice should conform to the reciter’s close
and immediate experience of the reading
in his or her “heart.” This ideal is central
to the tradition of the recitation of the
Qurān in pietistic circles.
Tajwīd and systems of recitation
History and development of qirāāt
Early readers and transmitters of the
Qurān were known for their knowledge as
well as their piety (see ;   ). There are reports
that the prophet Muammad dispatched
“readers” (qurrā) in order to teach the
Qurān to others. Such figures held an
important position throughout the earliest period of Islam and some readers
were also known for their religiouslyinspired political leanings (see 
  ). Those in the category of
readers are listed in biographical dictionaries. According to some Muslim historical
narratives, the deaths of many of Muammad’s Companions in the wars of “apostasy” (q.v.), along with the spread of Islam
to non-Arab areas, precipitated the standardization of the text of the Qurān (see
   ;  
 ; ), as well as
the beginning of the development of the
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qurānic sciences (see   
;    :
  ). As Frederick
Denny (Exegesis) has shown, the qurānic
sciences of grammar, exegesis and recitation (including qirāa, the study of variant
readings or vocalizations of the standard
text) developed simultaneously and all in
response to similar circumstances and
conditions. Like the standardization of
the Uthmānic text, the technical guidelines for tilāwa and readings of the Qurān
were systematized as a reaction to the
potential variability of Muslim practices
of recitation.
In technical and restricted usage, the
term qirāāt usually denotes the accepted
variant readings of the Qurān. These
readings do not relate to pitch variation or
to alternate texts. Rather, they are minor
differences in the vocalization of the same
Uthmānic text, and all deploy the same
system of guidelines for recitation, tajwīd.
In a straightforward example of “variation” among the readings, a word in the
fourth verse from the opening chapter,
Sūrat al-Fātia ( :), may be rendered
either as māliki or maliki but both convey
the same sense, which is God’s dominion
over the day of judgment. In another example,  :, which has generated differences of legal opinion on the ritual law for
ablution (see   ;
 ), may carry two meanings
depending on its vocalization. The vocalization and the nuances in the meaning
depend on the decision to read a verb with
or without a related preposition. If the
phrase “your legs” (arjulakum) is read in the
accusative, as according to Nāfi and af ,
it is understood as the object of the verbal
imperative “amsaū” (yielding the meaning
“wash your legs”). If it is read in the genitive (arjulikum), as according to Ibn Kathīr
and Abū Amr, “your legs” are like the pre-

ceding “ruūsikum” (“your heads”), the
object of the verb (amsaū) with the preposition bi- and the phrase is glossed as “wipe
your legs.” Some scholars, including those
in the European tradition of textual analysis (see    
), have considered the technical
differences among the standard readings to
be an important source of information
about qurānic language and its historical
parameters (see  ;
).
There are seven accepted readings in the
system of qirāāt. The number seven is
based on a well known adīth of several
variants, in which the Prophet is reported
to have said: “This Qurān has been revealed to be recited in seven different
modes (aruf ), so recite of it whichever is
easiest for you” (but cf. Melchert, Ibn
Mujāhid). Some versions of this report
narrate that the occasion of the revelation
of the verse was a dispute over the proper
reading of   (see  
). Another report, preserved
by al-Bukhārī, relates that the Prophet
stated that the angel Gabriel (q.v.) would
recite the Qurān in different ways for him.
These reports have been open to a variety
of interpretations in Islamic tradition,
including the ideas that the aruf may refer
to differing dialects among the Arabs at the
time of the revelation of the Qurān, or to
the technical rules of tajwīd. The dominant
interpretation, however, is that the aruf
refer to what became known as the “seven
readings” in tradition. Various reasons are
given for the diversity of these accepted
readings. Among them is the claim that
they make the reception of the Qurān
easier for those who are learning it.
Another justification for their existence is
that they enhance the multifaceted layers
of qurānic meanings, including the proscriptive or legal (for elaboration of this
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last reason, see Burton, Collection; see   ;  
; ).
Abū Bakr b. Mujāhid (d. ⁄) is
credited with the establishment of the
accepted range of variations in the readings of the text, although additional readings are recorded and historically the
content of actual enumerated lists has varied. The seven readings that were standardized in Ibn Mujāhid’s time as the
accepted qirāāt represented prominent
schools of recitation in five centers of
Muslim learning in the early Islamic
period: Mecca, Medina, Damascus, Ba ra,
and Kūfa. Ibn Mujāhid’s selection includes
the following seven readers: Ibn Kathīr
(Mecca, d. ⁄), Nāfi (Medina, d. ⁄
), Ibn Āmir (Damascus, d. ⁄),
Abū Amr (Ba ra, d. ⁄ ), Ā im
(Kūfa, d. ⁄), amza (Kūfa, d. ⁄
), and al-Kisāī (Kūfa, d. ⁄). This
selection was justified by taking independent lines of transmission from scholars
who were spread over a large geographic
area. There was some controversy over
the authority of this selection during Ibn
Mujāhid’s lifetime. It is also clear that there
was continued development in the enumeration of “variant readings” after the
time of Ibn Mujāhid since the later, influential scholar Ibn al-Jazarī (d. ⁄)
describes ten readings, while other scholars
have cited fourteen. Despite this variation,
Ibn Mujāhid’s system of seven readings
has continued to prevail and is considered
standard. Today, the most popular readings (of those listed above) are those
transmitted by af (d. ⁄) on the
authority of Ā im and Warsh (d. ⁄)
on the authority of Nāfi.

tion of the Qurān. While not easily translated, there are two key terms for the
applied aspects of the recited Qurān: tartīl
and tajwīd. The terms are closely related;
for example, the Qurān’s instruction,
“Recite the Qurān with tartīl ” ( :) has
been taken to mean, “Recite the Qurān
according to the rules of tajwīd.” The term
tajwīd refers to a rigorous system of rules
that establish the proper vocalization of
the Qurān, thereby determining its actual
rhythm and sound (although not pitch
variation, which is always improvised). The
root of the word tajwīd ( j-w-d) connotes
“to be correct” and “to improve.” For the
reciter, the system of tajwīd includes instructions on the correct articulation of
phonetic sounds, the assimilation of juxtaposed vowels or consonants, and the
proper rhythmic duration of vowel sounds.
Tajwīd also determines the parameters for
non-melodic improvisational flexibility.
These include, for example, pauses and
starts in reading, which allow the reciter to
stress specific words, phrases, or sections.
Tajwīd structures the unique sound of
qurānic recitation and thereby distinguishes it from ordinary Arabic speech and
singing. Overall, tajwīd shapes the rhythm
and cadences of Qurān recitation and
gives it a musical quality, although Muslims
do not consider the recited Qurān to be
the equivalent of a human product such as
music.
Tajwīd is a classic qurānic science, part
of the science of readings. It is treated in
detail in writings such as al-Suyūī’s
(d. ⁄) Itqān fī ulūm al-Qurān. Tajwīd
is often defined in the sources by some
variant of the phrase, “giving each sound
its correct weight and measure.” Formalization of the rules of tajwīd may be seen as
a solution to the historical problem of
standardizing style and sound in recitation
with respect to the great linguistic and

The system of tajwīd
Technical components of tilāwa convey
theory and practice for the proper recita-
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geographical diversity of the Islamic
world. The rules of tajwīd expressly provide
clear guidelines, assuring a uniformity and
consistency of pronunciation of the divine
speech. Being a native speaker of Arabic of
any register or dialect does not guarantee
proficiency in the practice of tajwīd. Even if
the pronunciation renders the word intelligible and grammatically correct, the
rules of tajwīd stipulate further scrupulous
attention to the technicalities of sound production. Tajwīd is learned implicitly when
children repeat what they hear but is also
taught as a formal course of study. For the
four-fifths of today’s Muslims who are not
native speakers of Arabic, tajwīd and the
Arabic Qurān are learned together.
Handbooks for elementary tajwīd instruction open by introducing students to the
points of articulation (makhārij al-awt), i.e.
the proper methods for the articulation of
the letters of the Arabic alphabet (see Fig. 
for one such diagram).
Although, as mentioned above, the term
tajwīd does not appear in the Qurān, the
practice of recitation according to such
guidelines is understood to have been a
central dimension of Islamic piety since
the time of the Prophet. And, according to
Muslim tradition, the prophet Muammad
learned the recitation of the Qurān, as
well as the rules for its vocalization, directly from the angel Gabriel, who delivered it from the divine source (see
 ;  ).
Recitation manuals consolidated what had
certainly been long-accepted techniques
and definitions, and systematic treatises on
tajwīd, such as those of Ibn Mujāhid and
al-Dānī (d. ⁄), appeared in the
fourth⁄eleventh century and were circulated widely after that time. In later centuries, tajwīd was fully developed and
qualified as both a term and a practice,
particularly with the work of Ibn al-Jazarī.
Most manuals and discussions after the

time of Ibn al-Jazarī follow his systematization. The formal system of tajwīd has two
branches. These are, first, the correct vocalization of letters, especially the letter
nūn, and, second, the proper relative duration of vowels. In addition, the field covers
the mandatory and recommended points
in the text where the reciter may pause and
those where the recitation must continue
without interruption. The manuals of
tajwīd also discuss matters which deal with
the proper etiquette or comportment surrounding the Qurān (adab al-Qurān), such
as ritual ablutions and respectful attention
during recitation sessions.
In learning to read the Qurān aloud the
student first studies the makhārij, or “points
of articulation” of letters. These are identified in classical terminology in relation to
the parts of the mouth in which they originate, such as lisānī, “tongue” letters (i.e. qāf,
kāf, jīm, shīn, yā, lām, nūn, rā, fā ) and
shafawī, “lip” letters (bā, mīm, wāw), as
opposed to alq, “throat,” or guttural letters (ayn, ā, ghayn, khā and the hamza, the
glottal stop), which are articulated back in
the throat. The systemization of phonemes
in tajwīd contains far more information
about the Arabic letters than is included in
this basic typology, however. For example,
the alphabet is also grouped according to
classes of “attributes” (ifāt), which determine degrees of sound assimilation. These
include qualities such as elevation (istilā),
depression (istisfāl), softness (tarqīq) and
heaviness (tafkhīm). These attributes may be
classified as necessary or conditional, depending on whether they are influenced by
a given vowel (araka) combination. An
individual letter has at least five essential
(lāzim) or basic (alī) attributes, each of
which is expressed as one of a pair of opposites (such as shadīda, “strong,” or rikhwa,
“soft”). In addition, there are also ten
(sometimes said to be seven) secondary but
essential attributes which are not arranged
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in pairs of opposites, and a letter may have
one or two of these ten attributes (such as
the āfira, sibilant or “whistling” letters,
which are ād, sīn, and zā; there is also another important classification known as
qalqala letters).
A first principle of tajwīd is that consonants with the same point of articulation
assimilate or blend together. All letters are
classified in terms of a basic type of this
process; the alphabet contains fourteen
shamsī, “solar, or sun” letters and fourteen
remaining qamarī, “moon” letters. Sunletters are those that blend. For example, as
in spoken Arabic, al-rasūl, “the Prophet,” is
pronounced as ar-rasūl because rā is a
blending sun-letter. In tajwīd, other kinds
of consonantal assimilations (and partial
assimilations), which are not heard in
ordinary spoken Arabic, also occur.
Unique to qurānic pronunciation are
rules for particular letters, such as mīm and
especially nūn. There are special conventions for nasalized pronunciation (ghunna)
of the letters mīm and nūn when they are
doubled in a word or if their doubling happens between two words. There is also a
class of rules related to changes that these
letters undergo based on adjacent consonants. For example mīm and nūn do not
get clear pronunciation (ihār) when they
have been modified in the following ways:
full assimilation (idghām, when they are
voiced as the adjacent consonant), suppressed pronunciation (ikhfā, when the
sound is influenced by letters with similar
points of articulation), and change or conversion (qalb or iqlāb, which applies to nūn
only when it is pronounced as a mīm). As
an example of the latter case, anbiyā,
“prophets,” is pronounced as ambiyā in
the Qurān, since according to the rule
of iqlāb the nūn is changed to a mīm by the
following bā. (Iqlāb is marked in the text
with a mīm symbol and some other types
of assimilations are also marked; see

   ;   .)
Consonantal assimilation (idghām, occurring with the letter nūn), the first case given
above, receives a great deal of attention
from the beginning student, in part because it appears so frequently. (Indefinite
case endings on nouns usually carry a terminal nūn sound, tanwīn, which is not written as an explicit letter in the text.) An
example of this type of assimilation is the
pronunciation of an-lā, “that no,” which is
voiced as al-lā, as in the testimony of
faith — the shahāda, the first pillar of Islam
(see   ; ) — and
heard, with the application of tajwīd, in
the ādhān, the “call to prayer”: ashhadu an
lā — pronounced al-lā — ilāha illā āllāh,
“I testify that there is no god except
God.” In another example from the
shahāda, the final nasal nūn of the indefinite accusative case ending on the name
of the Prophet is also assimilated: waanna Muammadan rasūl — pronounced
Muammadarrasūl — -ullāh, “and that
Muammad is the messenger of God.” In
addition, the nūn may assimilate in ways
that are not heard in spoken Arabic and
vowels may adapt according to the preceding sounds (such as the long ⁄ā⁄ in the
name of God, Allāh).
A second major area of elementary tajwīd
study pertains to the articulation of vowels.
There are three vowel sounds in Arabic:
⁄a⁄, ⁄i⁄, and ⁄u⁄ in long and short forms.
Adjacent consonants affect not only their
sound shape (as occurs in standard spoken
Arabic) but, in Qurān recitation, also their
duration. In the system of tajwīd, vowels
are classified according to their duration or
elongation, which is called madd. Madd is
measured in terms of a basic unit or
weight — called madd alī or madd farī — of
one short vowel (a long vowel counts as two
basic units, “movements,” or beats, called
arakāt). The relative weight of a vowel
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may be extended through the rules of madd
or shortened through qar. For example,
vowels before doubled consonants (two
consonants together) are shortened, as in
the following: ashhadu an-lā illāha illā
Allāh — pronounced “illallāh” —, “I testify
that there is no god except God.”
Madd, or elongation of vowels, occurs
when a long vowel (madda letter) and a
“condition of madd,” such as a glottal stop
(hamza) appear together. For example,
when a long vowel is followed by the glottal
stop it is subsequently lengthened, usually
by a degree of - or -. An instance of
this is the word al-malāikatu, “the angels,”
which is pronounced with an extended ⁄ā⁄
counted with three beats of measure: alma-la-a-a-i-ka-tu. There are four kinds of
extended madd (madd farī). These are: wājib
or muttail, “compulsory or joint” madd
(occurring within a single word); jāiz or
munfail, “permissible or separating” madd
(occurring between two adjacent words);
ila or talaffuī, “temporary” madd; and
lāzim, “permanent or essential” madd, of
which there are four additional sub-types.
A further rule is that a long vowel before a
certain rare class of modified doubled consonants is lengthened, such as in the word
āllīn, the last word of Sūrat al-Fātia ( ).
In this case, the ⁄ā⁄ of āllīn, “those who
have gone astray,” with lāms doubled from
an original form ālilīn, “astray,” is pronounced drawn out with five “original” or
fundamental (alī) weights of measure
(arakāt): a-a-a-a-a-ll-i-i-n.
Another rule relating to vowel durations
is pausal abbreviations occurring on words
at the end of sectioned phrasings. These
may occur at the marked ends of āyas but
this is not always the case, as in āyas which
are too long to recite in one breath. In
pausal form, the final element is left unvoiced (sākin) whether it be a case of tanwīn
(a nasalized ending on indefinite nouns, as
in Muammadan above, which would be
pronounced as Muammada), a declensional

or conjugational vowel (irāb, which could
also include final short vowels on pronoun
suffixes), or a tā marbū a, pronounced ⁄t⁄
(as in al-malāikatu, which would be pronounced as al-malāika). Because pausal
abbreviation may leave out grammatical
cues to meaning, it is advised that after
such abbreviation, the reciter resume by
repeating the final word of the previous
phrase (which, now being the first and not
the last word to be voiced, would not be in
pausal form). There are also rules that pertain to giving a dropped terminal vowel
(araka) some indication by a subtle prolongation or by making the shape of the
vowel with the lips but without voicing it.
A final class of rules in the system of
tajwīd pertains to stops and starts in sectioning or phrasing (al-waqf wa-l-ibtidā),
which may only occur at the end of a complete word. Stops are classified according
to the reasons for the stop: “forced”
(i irārī), which is an unplanned stop, like
coughing; “informative” (ikhtibārī), which
would be a stop made in order to teach or
to explain meaning; and “voluntary”
(ikhtiyārī), such as taking a breath. Stops are
classified in terms of their desirability and
appropriateness with respect to the meaning at that particular place within the text:
there are “perfect” stops (al-waqf al-tāmm),
such as at the end of an āya when there is
no connection in meaning to the one that
follows; “sufficient” stops (al-waqf al-kāfī),
which occur at the end of a verse in which
the sense of meaning continues in the following verse; “good” stops (al-waqf alasan), which occur in the middle of an āya
when a phrase is complete but when there
is still a meaningful relation to the remainder of the verse; and, there are also bad or
“ugly” stops (al-waqf al-qabī). An example
of the last is  :, which is the place of
an impermissible stop. This is because reciting only the beginning part of the āya,
“Do not approach prayer,” and stopping
there without completing the phrase with
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what follows (“when your mind is not
clear”), would render the meaning nonsensical.
At certain points in the text of the
Qurān, a range of permissible and impermissible stops are marked, according to
the classification of their desirability.
There are seven most general forms of
stop, such as the lāzim stop (marked mīm),
where a stop must be made or else the
meaning would be distorted. There are
also places, as in the example of  :
above, at which it is impermissible to stop
(marked lā, meaning “no,” i.e. no stop). In
between these classifications there are at
least five levels of preference, such as “permissible to continue, but stopping is better”
( jīm, symbol for jāiz), or “permissible to
stop but it would be better to continue”
(ād, symbol for murakhkha). Other passages are designated as “embracing,” in
which there is one meaning if a stop is
made but another if reading is continuous
and both are allowed. In some manuscripts
of the Qurān, these are designated by the
letters mīm and ayn, which stand for the
term muāniqa, meaning that the phrase or
the word may be understood to “embrace”
either the passage that precedes or follows
it. They are sometimes also marked by
three dots. One example is in  :. In
addition, some scholars have also added
approximately eight more marks in common use, such as one that indicates that
some authorities have said that there is to
be a stop while others have not (q-l-ā),
marks for weak preferences, and places in
which it is permitted to pause but it is not
permitted to take a breath (marked w-qf-h). Finally, there is a further stop, called
“waiting” (intiārī), which covers a switch
between one of the seven standard qirāāt.

Muslim-majority and Muslim-minority
worlds. Usually, adr is the expression for
quick recitation, performed from memory
or for the purpose of reading large portions of the text aloud; recitation of the
Qurān in canonical worship (alāt) tends
to be fairly fast as well. Tartīl (murattal) is at
a slower pace, used for study and practice
(sometimes called tadarrus). In many places,
the term tajwīd has a non-technical meaning of cantillated recitation. The term
mujawwad refers to a slow recitation that
deploys heightened technical artistry and
melodic modulation.
Reciting the Qurān is dictated by norms
of practice known as adab. These include
respectful silence when listening, sitting
facing the qibla (q.v.; the direction of
prayer) if possible, observing norms of ritual purity, repeating verses (q.v.), and reciting the standard opening and closing
formulae. These latter formula are, first,
the opening statement, the taawwudh:
aūdhu bi-llāhi mina l-shay āni l-rajīm, “I take
refuge in God from the accursed Satan (see
),” which is always followed by the
basmala (q.v.): bi-smi llāhi l-ramāni l-raīm,
“In the name of God, the merciful, the
compassionate,” no matter where in the
Qurān the reader begins (the basmala also
opens every sūra except the ninth, Sūrat
al-Tawba, “Repentance,” with the contested case of its placement as the first āya
of Sūrat al-Fātia). Second, the reciter
always closes a reading with the formula:
adaqa allāhu l-aīm, “Thus almighty God
has spoken truly.” If the reciter is interrupted by a greeting (salām) when reading,
he or she is to stop to return the greeting;
he or she is also to stop when hearing the
adhān, the call to prayer. While in some
parts of the Muslim world there is concern
over men listening to the voices of women
reciting the Qurān, in other places, such
as Indonesia, women reciters are very
popular.
Reciters and listeners may observe sajdat

Norms of qurānic recitation and preservation
Differing styles of recitation are usually
identified by their relative rapidity, although terms for this vary across the
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al-tilāwa, which is a prostration that, on the
basis of a adīth, is to be performed at
fourteen or fifteen āyāt in the Qurān.
These are āyāt that refer to created beings
who bow before their creator ( :;
:; :-; :; :; :; [:];
:; :-; :; :-; :; :;
:-; :). Sajda is performed by forming niyya, “intention,” for the act, saying
the takbīr (allāhu akbar) while facing the
qibla, touching the ground while saying a
formula to glorify God and then rising with
another statement of the takbīr. After this,
the reading continues.
Memorization of the Qurān, which is
known as its “preservation” (tafī), was
encouraged from the earliest time of
Islam. The wives of the Prophet (q.v.),
for example, were among those known
especially for the memorization and preservation of the Qurān. There are many
adīth reports that encourage Muslims to
read and know the Qurān by heart.
According to traditions of Islamic law,
memorization is a recommended act of
piety (see   ); it is
classified as far kifāya, which means an
obligation always to be observed at least by
some members of a community on behalf
of the whole community. This renders
Qurān memorizers (uffā) a special class
of Qurān readers and they command a
special respect within their communities.
Traditionally, formal education begins with
the memorization of the Qurān at an
early age and then continues with other
subjects; this practice is still observed in
many Islamic societies. Morocco, for
example, is especially well known for traditions of Qurān memorization. For educated Muslims who do not memorize the
Qurān, it is still is a basic goal to have
memorized the final, thirtieth part ( juz) of
the Qurān, as well as to have read the entire Qurān through with a teacher; the
latter, known as khatm al-Qurān, is marked

by life-cycle celebrations in some parts of
the Muslim world.
There are life-long challenges that come
with the responsibility of memorizing the
Qurān. First, there is the requirement not
to forget any part of the Qurān already
memorized, which represents an ongoing
task due to the uniquely nonlinear structure and style of Qurān (see  
   ; 
    ), continually
demanding rehearsal. Memorizers often
cite a adīth of several variants on this
challenge, to the effect that the Prophet
said that memorizing the Qurān is more
difficult than trying to tie up a camel
(q.v.) that is always trying to run away.
Memorizers who have committed the
entire Qurān to memory often repeat
one-seventh of the Qurān each day of the
week for continual rehearsal. In addition,
handbooks circulate among students committing the text to memory for the first
time, allowing them to study particularly
difficult aspects of the Qurān, such as
certain verses that closely resemble one
another.
Memorizers and readers of the Qurān
are said to be held to higher moral standards in this world and the next by virtue of
“holding” the entire Qurān in memory.
More specifically, literature on the norms
of earning a livelihood by teaching or
reading the recited Qurān addresses the
problem of receiving remuneration for this
practice. adīth reports on this point cited
by the pious in the formative period underscore that the Qurān is to be cherished
for its own sake and should not be deployed for worldly gain. As “preservers,”
those who carry the Qurān have a responsibility to contribute to the overall ethical
order of society. Moral responsibility to the
community is often illustrated in the classical literature through representations of
the memorizer’s or reciter’s unending com-
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mitment, portrayed as a practice continuing both night and day: Qurān reading by
night and constructive moral action by day.
For example, there are many variants of
the adīth which states, “The best of believers are those who arise at night,” found
in the collections of Abū Dāwūd and others. In addition to maintaining a direct
relationship with the Qurān, accomplished readers have special responsibilities
to the community that involve social interaction, as indicated in the well-known
statement repeated by many transmitters,
including al-Fu ayl b. Iyā (d. ⁄), a
figure famous for his piety, stating, “A man
bearing the Qurān is [in effect] bearing
the standard of Islam,” and thus should be
scrupulous in behavior in every situation.

presence through purposive effort. The
reciter is thus to strive to diminish the
aspects of performance that are not pure
amplifications of the manifestation of an
idealized presence. Well-defined and specific techniques of presentation and performance may be applied in order to
achieve this ideal.
Many such theoretical and practical
issues relating to the recited Qurān are
connected to the doctrine of ijāz, which is
the idea of the “inimitable” nature of
God’s speech. This is linked to the ontology of the Arabic text as a “miraculous”
revelation and to the speech of the Qurān
as being a unique class of discourse (see
;   ).
The practice of reciting the Qurān
according to the rules of tajwīd is a foundational element of Islamic education,
practice and piety. During the fasting (q.v.)
month of Rama ān (q.v.), the entire
Qurān is read over the course of the
month in night prayers called tarāwī. One
of the standard divisions of the Qurān is
its partition into thirty equal, consecutive
parts, or juz (pl. ajzā ); this sectioning
facilitates complete recitation over the
course of a month. In addition, during
Rama ān or during the days of the pilgrimage (q.v.; ajj ), pious Muslims may
recite the entire Qurān in one night.
Muslims read the Qurān frequently as
an act of supererogatory piety, and
recitation — especially at night — is performed by committed Muslims.
Reciting the Qurān is a required component of one of the fundamental acts of
worship in Islam, alāt, canonical prayer.
Observant Muslims recite the opening
sūra, Sūrat al-Fātia, seventeen times because of its liturgical use as a component
of alāt. This chapter of the Qurān is also
used in other contexts, such as blessings
and the sealing of contractual agreements
(see ;   ;

Practice, piety and the recited Qurān
Doctrine, worship and piety
The Qurān is the speech of God, according to Islamic tradition, and its recitation is
thus the actual voicing of divine speech. In
the early period, philosophical controversies arose regarding questions of temporality and agency in “following” divine speech
in voice; these disputes related to foundational controversies over the issue of the
“createdness of the Qurān” (q.v.) in time
(see also    ;
   ; ). Similar questions have arisen as
practical issues throughout the history of
qurānic tradition, such as the problem of
the reciter’s technical artistry potentially
being confused with the transcendent
power of the Qurān. Al-Ghazālī’s “rules”
for recitation in the eighth book of the
Iyā ulūm al-dīn resolve such an apparent
tension by positing both an “external” and
an “internal” dimension to the act of
voicing God’s speech. In his scheme, the
intents, consciousness, and sensibilities of
the reciter are subordinated to the divine
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). During obligatory prayer, it is
required to recite another, unspecified part
of the Qurān besides Sūrat al-Fātia.
When the prayer is conducted in private,
usually this is one of the short Meccan
sūras that are the thirtieth juz of the
Qurān; if the prayer is led by an imām
(q.v.), this reading will be his choice. In
addition, it is common in worship and
other practices of Muslim piety to hear the
well known Light Verse ( :; see
) or Throne Verse ( :; see
  ). The final juz of the
Qurān as well as these other passages
are commonly memorized by Muslims.
Sūrat al-Mulk (“Kingship,”  ) and
Sūrat al-ujurāt (“Private Apartments,”
 ) are also commonly memorized.
Other parts of the Qurān that are particularly well known and read on certain
occasions include Sūrat Yā Sīn ( ), read
for the deceased or dying (see  
 ;    ) in a sometimes controversial
practice, and Sūrat Yūsuf (“Joseph,”  ;
see ) and Sūrat al-Kahf (“The
Cave,”  ; see    ) are
also often read communally.
The recitation of the Qurān is a prototype for the practice of dhikr, a qurānic
word for “reminder” and a practice associated with ūfī piety. The Qurān is the
basis of the formulae used for such recitational piety, as well as the recitation of
the ninety-nine names of God (al-asmā
al-usnā; see    ).
These “beautiful” names are referred to in
 :, part of which reads: “Say, ‘Call
on Allāh or call on al-Ramān. By whatever name you call [God], his are the most
beautiful names (al-asmā al-usnā).” The
Qurān provides a brief listing of some of
the names in  :-. Not all of the
names are given directly in the Qurān,
however.
Throughout Islamic tradition, the ap-

preciation of the vocal artistry of trained
reciters has been part of Muslim religious
and social life. Much of the theorization
and practice related to the aesthetics of
Qurān recitation is connected to the key
idea of “spiritual audition.” This term,
samā, is usually associated with ūfī traditions but in the case of the recited Qurān
multiple styles of classical piety overlap. In
Islamic tradition normative questions relating to musical practice and its application
and acceptability are tied to the issue of
samā. These legal debates usually center
on the intents and contexts of practice. For
Qurān recitation, the most authoritative
sources on what Kristina Nelson has
termed the “samā polemic” highlight a
tension between the cultivation of experiential perceptions related to “listening”
(samā) on the one hand and the ideal of
the absolute separation of transcendent
revelation and human components on
the other.
Aesthetics and artistry
According to Islamic tradition, the
“melodic” aspects of Qurān recitation
may not be fixed in any one performance
or in an overall system. This is in order
that God’s speech in the form of the
revealed Qurān will not be associated
with human technical artistry. It is not
known what melodic structures were used
in the recitation of the Qurān in the earliest period. It is documented, however, that
practices of Qurān recitation developed
into something resembling the mujawwad
style in the Abbāsid period, when reciters
began to deploy the emerging modal system of music (maqām, pl. maqāmāt). It is in
this period that the issue of “recitation
with melody” (qirāa bi-l-alān) appears in
the literature, and the melodic structures
deployed in this time were apparently
those of Arab art music. Today, the highly
proficient style of recitation known as
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mujawwad also uses melodic structures
found in Arab art music.
Maqām (pl. maqāmāt) denotes a musical
“mode,” both scalar pitch class and melody
type. This system of “qurānic” maqāmāt
that became globally widespread in the
latter part of the twentieth century had
developed over centuries from multiple and
converging branches of influence. It is difficult to prove that any of these branches is
a continuous line extending from the early
Muslim community since little historical
data on the musical practices of the Arabs
before the third⁄ninth century are available. The important source, Kitāb al-Aghānī,
“Book of songs,” by Abū l-Faraj al-I fahānī
(d. ⁄), dates to the fourth⁄tenth century and it is in this period that maqām
developed as a theory and a practice of art
music by way of a synthesis of Arabic and
Persian forms. Also in this period, intellectuals analyzed the system, such as in the
writings of the great philosophers alFārābī (d. ⁄), Ibn Sīnā (d. ⁄)
and especially al-Kindī (d. ca. ⁄),
whose treatise on music was foundational.
The system also received more esoteric
formulations within cosmological frameworks (such as in the thought of the esoteric group, the “Brethren of Purity,” the
Ikhwān al- afā), developing concepts like
the Greek idea of scale, analyzed along
with rhythmic cycles, with reference to
mode being made in terms of the fretting
board of the lute instrument, the ūd.
Diversity and flexibility characterizes the
modal system both diachronically and synchronically. The treatises of the renowned
musician and writer on the history of
music, Abd al-Mumin afī l-Dīn alUrmawī (d. ⁄) formulated an analytical framework for the system that was
followed for centuries, deploying musical
characteristics in the identification of
mode, such as initial and final pitch as well
as, in some cases, melody types. Not only

are modes applied flexibly in practice, but
also the overall musical system itself is historically and geographically fluid and thus
difficult to formalize or classify. In the early
nineteenth century, a system for analyzing
scale (based on quarter-tones) became
widespread in the Middle East. An attempt
was also made to codify all of the maqāmāt
used in Arab countries at the historic Cairo
Congress on Arab Music in . This
effort, however, along with subsequent
ones, faced the challenge of systematizing
the diversity of the entire musical system
as well as the problems of notation and
standardization.
Contemporary performers of the recited
Qurān in the style called mujawwad have
been increasingly popular in recent decades due to broadcast and recording technologies and other trends (see  
 ). The development of the first
recorded version of the recited Qurān in
Egypt is documented by Labīb al-Saīd. In
The art of reciting the Qurān, Kristina Nelson
examines the practices of Egyptian reciters, the same figures who have become
influential the world over because of the
dissemination of their recordings. The
singing of the great women vocalists from
the Arab world, such as Fayrūz, Warda,
and, above all, Umm Kulthūm (as well as
men like Abd al-Wahhāb) have influenced
the improvisational styles of these performers. Across the Muslim-majority and
Muslim-minority worlds of Islam in the
later twentieth century, the recitation recordings of a few Egyptian reciters (many
of whom were trained in classical Arabic
music: e.g. Abd al-Bāsi Abd al- amad)
were the most influential models for aspiring reciters.
Qurānic revitalization and contemporary dawa
Since the late twentieth century, changes in
technology have combined with the socalled global “Islamic awakening,” to
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encourage a widespread revitalization of
the practice of the popular recitation of
the Qurān. Evidence of this is the worldwide women’s mosque movement that
focuses on reciting the Qurān and improving recitation technique. Transnational
connections support curricula for teaching
recitation. For example, in the s and
s, the Egyptian government, with
official Indonesian support, brought many
of the most renowned Egyptian reciters to
southeast Asia, a region of the world with
as many Muslims as the population of the
entire Arabic-speaking world, in order to
teach and to perform.
Dawa is a qurānic term interpreted and
applied in different ways in different global
contexts (see ). Most basically,
the term means a “call” to deepen one’s
own or encourage others’ Islamic piety. As
such, it has been a crucial concept in the
historical propagation of the Islamic
religious tradition. Dawa is key to understanding how the Qurān functions as a
basis of contemporary Islamic revitalization movements. Qurānic dawa promotes
recitational aesthetics and schooling as the
basis for programs among Muslims of
diverse orientations.
In the most populous Muslim-majority
nation in the world, Indonesia, the recitation of the Qurān was the focus of an
energetic movement in Islamic revitalization in the late twentieth century. Southeast Asia is well known for world-class
recitation, evidenced in the popularity of
the woman reciter from Jakarta, Hajja
Maria Ulfah. Southeast Asia also has traditionally been known for the production
of exceedingly clear and precise methods
and materials. In Indonesia in the s,
mainstream dawa was viewed as an “invitation” to voluntary Islamic piety issued
to Muslims, and much dawa highlighted
engagement with the recited Qurān.
Examples of the energy of this movement

are the massive “Baitul Quran” exhibit
near Jakarta, as well as the promotion of a
wide array of qurānic arts like recitation
and calligraphy (q.v.).
As the Qurān increasingly became the
focus of programs to promote Islamic engagement, learning to read the Qurān
became the basis of a widespread revitalization movement in Indonesia, and new
pedagogies blended with traditional methods of teaching and learning recitation.
Popular activities ranged from basic study
of tajwīd to performance in the highly proficient mujawwad style of recitation. The
phenomenon of qurānic learning and
engagement was not limited to young people; it also included mature Muslims who
labeled themselves as “learners.” As part of
a resurgent movement in the “fundamentals” of religious practice in Indonesia
during the s, religiously oriented
individuals actively adopted and promoted
projects such as local and national Qurān
recitation competitions (see Fig. ), a widespread movement in “Qurān kindergartens,” revitalized efforts to memorize the
Qurān, and lively women’s mosque groups
trained in the development of reading
skills. At this time, virtuoso readings in the
mujawwad style were not considered the
most effective means of inducing heightened experiential states. Rather, the emphasis was on the listeners’ own efforts to
emulate actively such a performance.
Expert performances from the Arab world
and by Indonesians doubled as pedagogy
for ordinary practitioners, a pedagogy that
was disseminated and mediated by competition frameworks and other programs
and interests. Under these educationally
oriented influences, a great variety of
material — including the recordings of
great Egyptian reciters — became educational curriculum in Indonesia; reciters
at all levels were instructed to listen avidly
to these performances in order to improve
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their mujawwad Qurān recitation and
especially to master the modal system.
The Indonesian term lagu, also denoting
“song,” is used for musical qualities of
recitation, doubly conveying the ideas of
scalar pitch class and melody type.
Contemporary Indonesian and Malaysian
sources on recitation group the Arabderived maqāmāt (lagu) used in Qurān
recitation into two principal types: misri
and makawi. Misri lagu are the maqāmāt that
were introduced in the s and after,
denoting modes that were known and used
in Egypt (hence misri = Ar. mirī). Makawi
lagu are understood to comprise an older
system from the Middle East, reportedly
deriving from the recitational practices of
Indonesian pilgrims and students who traveled to the Arabian peninsula (and Mecca,
hence the term makawi ) earlier in the century and before. There are also indigenous
southeast Asian lagu daerah, “ local lagu.” In
Indonesia, the system of mujawwad style
Qurān recitation that developed in the
s was based on styles from Egypt.
Competition lagu were based on seven
maqāmāt prototypes: bayati, rast, hijaz, soba,
sika, jiharka, and nahawand. Performances
and pedagogies increasingly accepted this
style as normative for all readers, especially
under the influence of competitional readings and regimens.
Apart from the influence of the competition system, the adoption of Arabic, and
more specifically Egyptian (misri) modes,
were supported in Indonesia by the perception that they are more normatively
qurānic. New kinds of theorization
accompanied the reception of the Arabic
lagu, which became increasingly an aspect
of the recited Qurān in Indonesia in the
s. Partially because of the popularity
of contests and in part also due to the
acceptance of the Egyptian-inspired model
as the ideal, competence in these seven
modes has become the goal of intermedi-

ate and advanced-level recitational training
in modern Indonesia. A competition system had a great deal to do with the standardization and popularization of these
structures.
Recitation contests in Indonesia were
interpreted as a form of dawa. The increasing popularity of Qurān reciting and
recitation contests and, since , their
promotion by the Lembaga Pengembangan
Tilawatil Quran, the Institute for the Development of the Recitation of the Qurān
(LPTQ ), and other organizations, contributed to an explosion of interest and the
creation of new media and techniques for
the study and appreciation of the recited
Qurān. Possible controversy over the voicing of the speech of God as a competition
was overcome in Indonesia by recognizing
the positive effects of the events for Islamic
youth. Recitation tournaments, especially
the Musabaqah tilawatil Qurān, the National
Contest for the Recitation of the Qurān
(MTQ ), have come to be viewed by many
in Indonesia as an avenue for syiar Islam,
or the propagation and deepening of
Islamic practice through an appreciation of
qurānic knowledge and ability, as well as
an avenue for the expression of distinctive
aspects of Indonesian Islamic piety within
the context of the global Muslim community. Competitions as syiar Islam were understood to be simultaneously a form of
education and an invitation to Muslim
practice.
Conclusion
The recitation of the Qurān is foundational to the history of Islamic worship and
piety. As such, it has served as the paradigm for the category of “scripture” in the
academic study of religion as developed by
comparativists and Islamicists such as
Mahmoud Ayoub, Frederick Denny,
Michael Sells, Wilfred Cantwell Smith,
Marilyn Waldman, and especially William

   
Graham (see    ;
-  
  ). These scholars have
recognized not only the aural⁄oral nature
of religious texts based on the unique
qurānic case, but they have also highlighted the communal lifeworlds of the
recited Qurān. This theme of the inherently social nature of the recitation of the
Qurān echoes throughout the classical
literature, even in interiorized systems such
as al-Ghazālī’s. Al-Bukhārī’s aī and
other major collections of adīth, for
example, relate the tradition in which the
Prophet reportedly said, “The best among
you are those who learn the Qurān and
teach it to others” (on the authority of
Uthmān b. Affān). In the contemporary
world, teaching, learning, and practicing
the Qurān are voluntary open-ended projects, drawing inspiration from the models
of others’ piety. Al-Bukhārī relates, on the
authority of Abū Hurayra, that the
Prophet said, “There is no envy (q.v.)
except of two kinds: First, a person whom
God has taught the Qurān and who recites it during the hours of the night and
during the hours of the day and his neighbor who listens to him and says, ‘I wish I
had been given what has been given to soand-so, so that I might do what he does’;
and, secondly, a person to whom God has
given wealth (q.v.) and he spends it on what
is just and right whereupon another person
may say, ‘I wish I had been given what soand-so has been given for then I would do
as he does’” (Bukhārī, aī, viii, , nos.
-). In reading the Qurān aloud, the
Qurān states that Muslims may affect
others’ religiosity and thereby build the
religious community (see  
   ): “The believers
are only they whose hearts tremble when
God is mentioned; and, when his signs [or
verses of the Qurān] are recited to them,
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they multiply in faith (q.v.) and put their
trust (see   ) in their
lord” ( :).
Anna M. Gade
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Reciters of the Qurān
Those entrusted with the oral recitation of
qurānic passages, or the entire text. The
term “reciter” (Ar. sing. qāri and muqri ) in
its basic, general signification refers to one
who reads or recites. With reference to reciters of the Qurān, the plural qurrā is
much more common than muqriūn. In a
broad sense, the term qurrā is used in various sources to refer both to professional
reciters, namely those who accepted payment for their recitation and were often
employed by the state, and to pious, nonprofessional ones who did not seek to make
a living from their recitation. Other names
less frequently used for Qurān reciters are
amalat al-Qurān (literally “bearers of the
Qurān”) and ahl al-Qurān (“people of the
Qurān”). Tilāwa is a synonym of qirāa in
the sense of “recitation” but the active participle tālī is seldom seen in place of qāri.
āfi commonly denotes one who has
memorized the Qurān (it is also used to
denote one who has memorized unusual
quantities of adīth; hence, for example,
al-Dhahabī’s abaqāt al-uffā is a biographical dictionary of traditionists, not
Qurān reciters; see   
).
Politics
There was a distinctive party called qurrā
in earliest Islamic Iraqi politics (see ),
who took part on all sides in the first two
civil wars (see    ).
In particular, a significant number of the
qurrā broke away from Alī’s army (see 
.  ) to join the Khawārij (see
) in ⁄ (see Sayed, Die Revolte).
The obvious — and widespread — interpretation is that they were the ultra-pious
party, marked by their devotional recitation
of the Qurān (q.v.). Norman Calder, however, has suggested alternatively that qāri
originally referred to temporary or sea-
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sonal troops, serving for a qar or qur
(period). M.A. Shaban’s (Islamic history,
-) identification of qurrā as people of
villages (qurā) is fanciful.
Early Muslim rulers were highly interested in the Qurān. Some sources ascribe
the earliest official appointment of Qurān
reciters to the second caliph (q.v.), Umar
b. al-Khaāb, who, in ⁄-, appointed
two reciters, one each to lead men and
women in prayer (q.v.; abarī, Tarīkh, i,
; Ibn Sad, abaqāt, iii, ). Al-ajjāj,
governor of Iraq (-⁄-), is credited in the Sunnī tradition with introducing
vowel signs into the written text of the
Qurān (see ; 
  ;  ; 
); by some revisionist historians,
even with formally fixing the qurānic
canon (see Mingana, Transmission; see
   ;  
 ). Public recitation ideally entailed simultaneous exegesis (Arabic tafsīr
or tawīl; see Versteegh, Grammar and
exegesis, ; see    :
  ). Early judges
(qā īs) were often responsible for
preaching (qaa) and public recitation of
the Qurān, as well as deciding lawsuits
and other matters (see   
; see, for example, a sermon by
the Ba ran qā ī āli al-Murrī [d. ⁄
-?], which includes qurānic recitation, prayers and weeping by preacher
and audience alike; Abū Nuaym, ilya,
vii, -). One of the complaints against
the caliph Uthmān in the Khārijī Ibn
Ibā ’s letter to the caliph Abd al-Malik
(r. -⁄-) is that he prevented
qaa in the mosques (an yuqaa fīhā bikitāb Allāh; see ). The qurrā of
Marwānid times were subject alternately to
repression and bribery. Al-asan al-Ba rī
(d. ⁄), for example, complained of
qurrā standing at the governor’s gate (Abū
Nuaym, ilya, ii, ), while ammād b.
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Salama (d. ⁄-) warned against going to the governor (amīr) even if he should
ask for so little as to recite qul huwa llāhu
aad ( ; ibid., vi, ; a similar report is
attributed to Sufyān al-Thawrī [d. ⁄
?], cf. Abū Nuaym, ilya, vi, ).

Nuaym, ilya, ii, -). The Kūfan
jurisprudent al-asan b. āli b. ayy
(d. ⁄-), his brother Alī (d. ⁄
-?) and their mother used to recite the
Qurān nightly in shifts; then the two
brothers in shifts after their mother died;
finally al-asan alone after his brother
died (Ijlī, Tārīkh, , ). Sometimes,
however, an ascetic would meditate for a
very long time on just one verse; as did, as
is reported below, the Ba ran Sulaymān
al-Taymī (d. ⁄-; Abu Nuaym,
ilya, iii, ). Qurānic recitation was so
strongly associated with renunciation
of the world that qāri itself became a
regular term for “renunciant” or “ascetic.”
Disquiet with renunciant practice is evident in the adīth extolling the merits of
contemplating the meaning of the verses as
one recites them (e.g. Abū Ubayd, Fa āil,
-). Completion of qurānic recitation
in an exceptionally short time, particularly
to attract public acclaim or alms, was
looked at askance (e.g. Nawawī, Tibyān, ).
Several of the six canonical collections of
adīth include a warning from the
Prophet, “One who has recited the [entire]
Qurān in less than three days has not
comprehended [it]” (Abū Dāwūd, Sunan,
Shahr Rama ān, ; Tirmidhī, aī, alQirāāt, ; Ibn Māja, Sunan, Iqāmat al-alāt,
). Public rituals to mark an individual’s
completion of recitation of the sacred text
(khatma) were likewise controversial, although they were usual from as early as
the second⁄eighth century (Ibn al-Jawzī,
Talbīs, ).
There is evidence that early recitation
conventions did not observe full declensional endings as later became customary.
Hortatory reports were circulated to exhort
the faithful to recite the qurānic text with
irāb (desinential inflection; see 
  ). One such report quotes
the Prophet as saying, “Whoever recites
the Qurān without full inflection, the

Devotional recitation
From an early period, excellence in
qurānic recitation seems to have been
regarded as conferring a higher religious
and social, even political, status on the
individual. A well known prophetic adīth
states, “The best of them at reciting the
book (q.v.) of God will lead the people”
(see   ). This adīth is frequently cited in the literature on the excellences of the Companions (see    ) and invoked in the
debates between the Sunnīs and the Shīīs
(see    ; ) to
affirm the greater right of Abū Bakr or
Alī, respectively, to assume the caliphate
on account of each candidate’s superior
proficiency in qurānic recitation. This
adīth is cited in various other contexts
as well, particularly to underscore the
equality of Muslims regardless of social
and ethnic background, and to recognize
differences only in religious piety (Afsaruddin, Excellences, ).
Fasting (q.v.) by day and staying awake by
night (see ;   ) seem to
have been the most usual components of
the devotions of Muslim ascetics (zuhhād,
nussāk; see ) in the second⁄
eighth century. Ritual prayer was commonly the main occupation of night vigils,
but it might be supplemented by qurānic
recitation or integrated with it. We are
told, for example, that the blind Ba ran
jurisprudent and traditionist Qatāda
(d. ca. ⁄) normally recited the whole
Qurān weekly, over three days during the
first two-thirds of Rama ān (q.v.), and
daily during the last ten days (Abū
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attending angel records for him ‘as revealed’ with ten merits for each letter;
whoever inflects only part of the Qurān,
two angels are assigned to him who write
down for him twenty merits; and whoever
inflects the [entire] Qurān, four angels are
assigned to him who record seventy merits
for each letter” (see Qurubī, Tadhkār, -;
also Kahle, Qurān and Arabīya). The rise
of schools of grammar by the second⁄
eighth century, particularly at Kūfa and
Ba ra, and the rapidly growing influence of
the grammarians, who concerned themselves to a considerable extent with the
correct reading of the qurānic text, played
a key role in the final development of the
scriptio plena. This and similar reports very
likely also encode rivalry between the
pious, non-professional qurrā and the professional grammarians. These pious reciters were inclined to view the grammarians
as excessively concerned with the mechanics of language and thus with primarily
humanistic perspectives (see 
    ; 
  ; ), while the
grammarians viewed the pious reciters as
amateurs lacking in linguistic competence
and thus in scholarly authority (see Afsaruddin, Excellences, -; Versteegh, Grammar and exegesis, ). Some of the qurrā
were regarded by the scholarly establishment as unreliable transmitters of adīth;
in classical biographical (rijāl) works they
are likely to be praised for their personal
piety but denounced for their dubious
status as adīth narrators (see Afsaruddin,
Excellences, -).
Al-Ghazālī (d. ⁄) devoted the
eighth book of Iyā ulūm al-dīn to the etiquette of reciting the Qurān. Among
other things, he proposes ten outward rules
of proper recitation: for the reciter to be in
a state of ritual purity (q.v.); to recite no
more at one session than one can properly
contemplate; to recite by recognized units

such as sevenths (azāb); to write the
Qurān properly; to recite at a pace conducive to contemplation; to weep as one
recites (see ); to prostrate oneself
at the appropriate verses (as a Shāfiī,
al-Ghazālī names fourteen; in printed
Qurāns, these verses are commonly
indicated by lines in the text and the word
sajda in the margin; see  
;    ;
  ); to
preface one’s recitation with certain formulas, e.g. aūdhu bi-llāhi l-samī, etc., and to
conclude it with others, e.g. adaqa llāhu
taālā, etc.; to recite aloud, unless one finds
oneself taking excessive pride in it; and to
recite in a comely voice. These ten are
complemented by ten inward dispositions
(see also Nelson, Art of reciting, ch. .; see
   ).
Famous reciters
Particular versions or “readings” (qirāāt) of
the qurānic text are sometimes associated
with Companions, above all Ibn Masūd
and Ubayy b. Kab, but more usually with
regions (e.g. “the people of Medina [q.v.]
recited thus”) and, increasingly over time,
with various experts of the second⁄eighth
century (Nöldeke,  , - is basic; see also
Brockett, Qurān readings; see 
  ). Ibn Mujāhid (d. ⁄)
is famous for identifying the seven most
respected readings (see Ibn Mujāhid,
Saba). He was involved in the trials of two
famous reciters before Baghdādī qā īs for
reciting unacceptable readings: Muammad b. al-asan b. Miqsam in ⁄
and Muammad b. Amad b. Shannabūdh (alternatively Shanbūdh and Shanabūdh) in ⁄. Their offences, however,
were not that they recited variants not
included among Ibn Mujāhid’s seven but
that they recited variants based only on
philological possibility (in the case of Ibn
Miqsam), or only on traditions going back
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to Companions but not endorsed by the
caliph Uthmān (in the case of Ibn Shannabūdh; see Jeffery, Materials; Melchert,
Ibn Mujāhid).
Partly through the influence of his disciples, Ibn Mujāhid’s choice of the seven
most acceptable readings seems to have
commanded general assent from late in the
fourth⁄tenth century, especially in Syria
and points west. Three more readings were
recognized at that time as the next most
highly respected, especially in Iraq and the
east (see Nöldeke,  , iii, ). Finally, four
more readings were identified as having
unusually great historical interest without
retaining their one-time liturgical use (see
     );
that is, one could no longer recite them
as part of a valid ritual prayer (alāt).
Medieval scholarly interest in different sets
of readings may be estimated from titles in
ājjī Khalīfa, Kashf al-unūn: of  books
having to do with an identifiable number
of readings, seventy-four treat the seven,
forty-four treat the ten, seven treat the
eight, while the remaining twenty-nine
treat other numbers of readings, of which
just one is devoted to the whole fourteen.
The fourteen are listed here in order after
al-Dimyāī, Itāf fu alā al-bashar, but it is
not hard to find other orderings. Italics
indicate the most common designation
for each:

() Alī b. amza al-Kisāī (d. ca. ⁄
-), Kūfan, lived in Baghdād;
() Abū Jafar Yazīd b. al-Qaqā alMakhzūmī (d. ca. ⁄-),
Medinese;
() Yaqūb b. Isāq al-a ramī (d. ⁄
-), Ba ran;
() Khalaf b. Hishām (d. ⁄),
Baghdādī;
() Muammad b. Abd al-Ramān b.
Muayin (d. ca. ⁄-), Meccan;
() al-asan al-Barī (d. ⁄), Ba ran;
() Sulaymān b. Mihrān al-Amash (d. ca.
⁄), Kūfan;
() Yayā b. al-Mubārak al-Yazīdī (d. ⁄
-), Ba ran, lived in Baghdād.

() Nāfi b. Abd al-Ramān (d. ca. ⁄
-), Medinese;
() Abdallāh b. Kathīr al-Dārī (d. ⁄
-), Meccan;
() Abū Amr Zabbān b. al-Alā (d. ca. ⁄
-), Ba ran;
() Abdallāh b. Āmir (d. ⁄),
Damascene;
() Āim b. Abī l-Najūd Bahdala (d. ca.
⁄-), Kūfan;
() amza b. abīb (d. ca. ⁄-),
Kūfan;

All of these but numbers  and  were clients (mawālī), not ancestral Arabs (q.v.; see
also   ). Only a few
were major figures outside the field of
qurānic recitation: al-Kisāī in grammar;
al-asan al-Ba rī in preaching, adīth, law,
and piety; al-Amash in adīth, law, and
piety. Particular readings tended to prevail
in particular regions. For example, in the
late fourth⁄tenth century, it was reported
that most Ba rans preferred the reading of
Abū Amr but the imām (q.v.) of the chief
mosque refused to recite any but that of
Yaqūb (Ibn al-Jazarī, Ghāya, ii, ), while
the reading of Ibn Āmir is said to have
prevailed in Syria until the beginning of
the sixth⁄twelfth century, thereafter the
reading of Abū Amr (ibid., i, ).
Manuscripts of the Muwa a of Mālik
(d. ⁄) normally quote the Qurān
after the reading of Nāfi, which has
usually been favored in north Africa (see
Dutton, The origins, ch. ; also Cook,
A koranic codex).
From the fifth⁄eleventh century the two
most important transmitters (sing. rāwī, pl.
ruwāt) from each of the first seven were
identified, later from all of the first ten
(the following list is based chiefly on Ibn
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al-Jazarī, Tabīr al-taysīr; cf. as-Said, Recited
Koran, -):

with the seven aruf in which, according to
a prophetic adīth report, the Qurān was
originally revealed; most medieval scholars, however, denied any such association
(see Melchert, Ibn Mujāhid, ). Similarly,
modern Muslims have often discerned a
close connection between the different
readings and dialectal differences (e.g.
as-Said, Recited Koran, ; see );
this, however, also departs from the medieval tradition, which generally recognizes
that the leading reciters themselves derived
their readings by choosing (ikhtiyār), usually
among transmitted variants. Commentaries on the readings justify them in terms
of grammar and meaning, not transmission history — and only sometimes dialectal usage (e.g. Ibn Khālawayh, ujja,
and Makkī, Kashf ). Medieval sources also
sometimes use the term urūf in connection
with the transmission of textual variants;
e.g. the Meccan traditionist Sufyān b.
Uyayna (d. ⁄) is commended for
unusual accuracy in transmitting the urūf
(Ibn al-Jazarī, Ghāya, i, ). The distinctions and connections among aruf, urūf,
and qirāa, necessary for a sound understanding of the early history of qurānic
recitational modes, await a thorough study.
It is difficult to name the most important
reciters of later centuries since the main
creative work of fixing the text had already
been done. On the side of performance,
there were doubtless reciters of outstanding originality and skill. Their work is
mostly undocumented. For the long controversy over musical recitation, see Talbi
(La qirāa) and Nelson (Art of reciting). The
latter gives examples of changes in style
across the twentieth century, which are
observable, at last, in recordings (see
   ).
There is a substantial literature on some
further aspects of recitation. One example
of the results of such attention over the
centuries is visible in many copies of the

() Īsā b. Mīnā Qālūn (d. ca. ⁄),
Medinese, and Uthmān (Saīd?) b.
Saīd Warsh (d. ⁄-), Egyptian;
() Muammad b. Abd al-Ramān
Qunbul (d. ca. ⁄-), Meccan, and
Amad b. Muammad al-Bazzī (d. ca.
⁄-), Meccan;
() Abū Umar af b. Umar al-Dūrī (d. ca.
⁄-), Baghdādī, and Abū Shuayb
āli b. Ziyād al-Sūsī (d. ca. ⁄),
Mesopotamian;
() Abdallāh b. Amad b. Dhakwān
(d. ⁄), Damascene, and Hishām
b. Ammār al-Sulamī (d. ⁄-?),
Damascene;
() Abū Bakr Shubah (Sālim?) b. Ayyāsh
(d. ca. ⁄), Kūfan, and af b.
Sulaymān, also called ufay (d. ca.
⁄-), Kūfan;
() Khalaf (no.  among the chief reciters)
and Abū Īsā Khallād b. Khālid
(Khulayd? Īsā? d. ⁄), Kūfan;
() Abū Umar al-Dūrī (as from no. ) and
Abū l-arith al-Layth b. Khālid
(d. ⁄-), Baghdādī;
() Abū l-ārith Īsā b. al-Wardān (d. ca.
⁄-), Medinese, and Sulaymān
b. Muslim b. Jammāz (d. after
⁄-), Medinese;
() Muammad b. al-Mutawakkil Ruways
(d. ⁄-), Ba ran, and Raw b.
Abd al-Mumin (d. ca. ⁄-),
Ba ran;
() Isāq b. Ibrāhīm al-Warrāq (d. ⁄
-), Baghdādī, and Idrīs b. Abd
al-Karīm al-addād (d. ca. ⁄),
Baghdādī.
In time, of course, specialists worked out
the most important means of transmission
( arīq, pl. uruq) from each of the ruwāt.
Modern scholars have often associated
the seven most highly respected readings
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Qurān, where certain symbols indicate the
editors’ preferences in recitation; notably,
q-l-y to indicate al-waqf awlā (better to stop
but permissible to continue), -l-y to indicate al-wal awlā (better to continue but
permissible to stop), j to indicate jāiz
(equally permissible to stop or go on), lā
(to indicate that one must not stop), and
three dots forming a pyramid to indicate
parentheses, the words of which must go
either with what follows or with what has
preceded; e.g. at  :, where fīhi may be
read with either the preceding lā rayba
(“there is no doubt in it”) or the following
hudan lil-muttaqīna (“in it is guidance for the
godfearing”). These preferences are closely
related to a long tradition, but naturally
the tradition includes many alternatives, as
described in the literature of al-waqf wal-ibtidā (e.g. al-Dānī, al-Muktafā ). Tiny alif,
wāw and yā indicate the prolongation of a
vowel sound; e.g. at  :, where the alif
maqūra of the third alā is prolonged compared with the alifs of the first two. Tiny
mīm indicates that an ⁄n⁄ sound (usually of
the tanwīn) is to be pronounced as ⁄m⁄
before a ⁄b⁄; e.g. at  :, where ummun
becomes ummum. But some subtleties of
correct recitation have escaped representation in writing; e.g. imāla, the pronunciation of ⁄ā⁄as though it were ⁄ay⁄, and the
peculiar shaking (qalqala) of some consonants (q, d, , b, j) immediately before
another consonant.

to the teacher’s dictation, while qirāa and
ar describe the opposite procedure, of the
student’s reciting for the teacher, subject to
correction as necessary. Teaching by samā
might involve very large groups, qirāa normally no more than three students at a
time. Traditionists who dictated adīth for
payment were generally scorned in the
early centuries, but payment to teachers of
the Qurān, although controversial, seems
to have been better accepted, as in literary
studies generally.
Transmission of the Qurān has usually
depended on a combination of writing and
audition. Writing was not necessary, hence
the fairly large number of blind Qurān
reciters (perhaps % in the Middle
Ages — there had to be far fewer deaf
qurānic reciters, such as Qālūn, the transmitter from Nāfi, who corrected students
on the basis of lip-reading). Differences
among the accepted readings, however,
often turn on the interpretation of the consonantal outline (rasm); for example,
whether diacritics go above or below the
line, so making a verb masculine or feminine. Therefore, transmission by writing
must have been crucial to transmission of
variant readings and, indeed, their very
generation in the first place. Ibn Mujāhid
(d. ⁄) called for reciters to master
Arabic grammar as an aid to remembering
case endings, although he observed that
Ibn Muay in (no.  on the list of reciters)
went too far in allowing Arabic grammar
to dictate his reading, instead of restricting
his choice to transmitted variants, hence
his loss of popularity in Mecca to Ibn
Kathīr (d. ⁄; Ibn Mujāhid, Saba,
-; Ibn al-Jazarī, Ghāya, i, ). adīth
recommends reading with the written
muaf (q.v.) open before one, even if one
has memorized the text.
The mosque was originally the main
locus of transmission for all the Islamic
sciences (see   

Technique of Qurān transmission
Muslim children have normally learnt the
Qurān from around seven years of age but
naturally there is much variation; for example, Khalaf, no.  on the list of reciters,
memorized the Qurān at ten (Ibn alJazarī, Ghāya, i, ), while the biographer
Ibn al-Jazarī (d. ⁄) memorized the
Qurān at thirteen (ibid., ii, ). Learning
additional readings would of course come
later. Samā describes the student’s listening

   
 ). From the fifth⁄eleventh
century, the madrasa (pl. madāris) became
the premier institution of Islamic higher
education. The chief teacher at any particular madrasa was normally the specialist
in Islamic law, but qurānic recitation was
often taught at the madrasa as an ancillary
science. The Baghdādī Niāmiyya madrasa,
for example, included a position for a
muqri (Ibn al-Jawzī, Muntaam, s.a. ). In
the Mamlūk period, there also appeared an
institution dedicated entirely to teaching
the Qurān (dār al-Qurān). Despite that, the
majority of Qurān teachers of whom we
have any information continued to be
associated with ordinary mosques.
Today, mosques continue to offer training
in reciting the Qurān. Governments, however, are much more involved in religious
instruction than ever before and not only
provide qurānic instruction in state institutions of learning but often appoint,
supervise, pay, and dismiss mosque personnel (see    
). It is nowadays quite common for
Islamic countries to host international
competitions in recitation of the Qurān.
Regional mosques and religious organizations often organize similar events on a
smaller, local scale.
Qurānic recitation is now heard by radio
and television broadcasting, also by means
of tape and digital recordings (see 
  ). Gifted reciters may
achieve considerable popular followings.
Two of the best known reciters in recent
times are Mamūd al-u rī and Abd alBāsi Abd al- amad, both from Egypt,
whose taped recitations remain widely
available in the Islamic world even after
their deaths. The different readings continue to be cultivated by specialists.
Recordings of all but af an Ā im are
difficult to find, and printed versions almost impossible (except for that of Nāfi in
the Maghrib). There are, however, signs
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that alternative readings will become ever
more easily available.
Modern research
Gotthelf Bergsträsser and Otto Pretzl
edited a large proportion of the most useful medieval scholarship on the readings of
the Qurān. Nelson (Art of reciting), Graham
(Beyond), Denny (The adab), and others
have laid new stress on the Qurān as liturgy, principally experienced by aural
recitation rather than silent reading (see
;    
). A number of studies have
appeared concerning the readings and
recitation practice of particular regions,
of which Shalabī (al-Qirāāt) is an outstanding example. There is still much work to
do on the origins of the variant readings.
See Puin (Observations) for exciting new
manuscript evidence. The authors of
this article see special promise in the
investigation of the social setting of
recitation.
Christopher Melchert and
Asma Afsaruddin
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Reflection and Deliberation
Thinking about, and deciding a course of
action based upon perceptions or observed
events. To convey this concept, the Qurān
most frequently employs the triliteral
Arabic root f-k-r. Second and fifth forms of
the root f-k-r are attested eighteen times in
the Qurān. In contrast to certain conceptions in later mystic circles (see  
 ), the Qurān itself does not
consider the notion of reflection (tafakkur)
as inferior to remembrance (q.v.) of God
(dhikr). But unlike dhikr, the Qurān never
uses tafakkur with regard to God.
Rather, the Qurān mentions the creation
(q.v.) of the heavens (see   )
and earth (q.v.) and everything between, to
request humans to reflect on and to realize
divine omnipotence (see  
) and the reality of resurrection
(q.v.): “Do they not reflect in their own
minds? But not in truth and for a term
appointed, did God create the heavens and
the earth, and what is between them: yet
are there truly many among the people
who deny the meeting with their lord [q.v.;
at the resurrection]!” ( :; see also
 :). Natural phenomena are interpreted in a similar way (see  
; ): “The likeness of the life
(q.v.) of the present is as the rain which we
send down from the skies: by its mingling
arises the produce of the earth from which
people and animals eat (see ):
[It grows] till the earth is clad with its
golden ornaments and is decked out [in
beauty]: the people to whom it belongs
think they have all powers of disposal over
it: There reaches it our command by night
or by day, and we make it like a harvest
[clean-mown], as if it had not flourished
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only the day before! Thus do we explain
the signs (q.v.) in detail for those who reflect” ( :). The singular status of the
Prophet is another fact perceptible by
means of reflection, as the Qurān points
out: “Say: ‘I do admonish you on one
[point]: that you do stand up before
God — [It may be] in pairs, or [it may be]
singly — and reflect (within yourselves):
your companion is not possessed (see
; ): he is no less than a warner
(q.v.) to you, in face of a terrible chastisement’” ( :; see  
). Even human relations in
general are read as a sign of divine truth
( :). This refers also to the recall of
souls (q.v.) by God during sleep (q.v.) or at
death (see also   ; 
  ): “[It is] God [that] takes
the souls (of men) at death; and those that
die not [he takes] during their sleep: those
on whom he has passed the decree of
death, he keeps back [from returning to
life], but the rest he sends [to their bodies]
for a term appointed. Verily in this are
signs for those who reflect” ( :).
These verses, among others, aim at divine
omnipotence that comprises everything
in creation. By reflecting upon these
signs, people, as the Qurān explains,
should be able to recognize this divine
power.
In addition to f-k-r, mention should be
made of three other qurānic exhortations
to reflection and deliberation on the
“signs” of God and his power. Through its
frequent employment of the refrain,
“Which of the favors of your lord (q.v.) do
you deny (see ),” an entire sūra ( ,
Sūrat al-Ramān, “The Merciful”) reminds the qurānic audience of God’s
beneficence (see ; ;
;    
 ; ;   
) — albeit without a lexeme connoting “deliberation” or “reflection.”

Another qurānic term for “reflection” appears in  :: at the end of a passage
relating God’s punishment of the “unbelievers (see   ) from the
People of the Book (q.v.),” “those who can
see” (see   ; 
 ) are told to “take heed”
( fa-tabirū yā ūlī l-abār; see 
;  [ -]; 
 ). In this case, not f-k-r, but
the eighth verbal form of the root letters
-b-r are used to connote reflection and
deliberation on a warning. Finally, mention
should be made of  : and : (see
also  :; : for the eighth rather
than the fifth form of d-b-r) which call for
careful pondering of the qurānic message.
In tradition, reflection upon the holy
scripture is especially emphasized. It is
told, for instance, that Zayd b. Thābit discouraged rapid recitation of the Qurān
(q.v.). Rather, he preferred to recite it over
a longer period, “So that I can reflect on it
and pause in it” (see Mālik, Muwa a, no
...).
As mentioned above, the attitude of mystics towards the intellectual act of reflection ( fikr⁄tafakkur) was rather ambiguous.
While (mystic) dhikr aims at an entire dissolution of self-consciousness before the
object of recollection, i.e. God, reflection
rather refers to the meditative grasping of
an object. Both ways, however, aim at the
same result, that is, the deep awareness of
divine presence and omnipotence in contrast to the limitation of human contingency. See also   ; ; .
Angelika Brodersen
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Religion
Prior to the twentieth century, the English
word “religion” had no direct equivalent in
Arabic nor had the Arabic word dīn in
English. They became partially synonymous only in the course of the twentieth
century as a result of increased EnglishArabic encounters and the need for consistency in translation (see 
  ). In the same way the
English word “religion” carries a genealogy of meanings, as revealed in W.C.
Smith’s groundbreaking book The meaning
and end of religion, so does the Arabic word
dīn. This co-existence of diverse meanings
makes the interpretation of both words
fluid in terms of their current and past
usages as well as their contemporary interrelationship.
The present examination of the concept
of dīn in the Qurān therefore requires a
dual approach: first, reconstructing its
meanings within the linguistic context of
the period during which the Qurān was
revealed (cf. e.g. Bravmann, Spiritual background, -, for discussion of the relationship between dīn and the pre-Islamic Arab
concept of muruwwa; see also 
 ;  ; ; -   
), using both intra- and inter-textual
approaches to processes of interpretation
(hermeneutics); second, writing those reconstructed meanings in English, using
words with contemporary meanings that
can only approximate their Arabic equivalents. In the face of this double challenge,


the primary danger to avoid is the simplistic reduction of the Arabic word dīn
to that of the English “religion.” A rich
history of distinct past and interrelated
current meanings emerges through an
analysis of intra- and inter-textual qurānic
hermeneutics.
Intra-textual hermeneutics
The word dīn occurs ninety-two times in
the Qurān: forty-seven times in the
Meccan sūras and forty-five times in the
Medinan sūras (see   
). It is possible to distinguish further
between three Meccan sub-periods, although such detailed chronological taxonomy is subject to scholarly debate. Using
René Blachère’s chronological subdivisions
as her primary taxonomic framework of
analysis, Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad (The
conception) suggested that the diversity of
meanings attached to the word dīn in the
Qurān can be divided into three chronological stages, which overlay the French
scholar’s Meccan periods and one later
Medinan period.
In the first stage, corresponding to the
first and second Meccan periods, the word
dīn means “judgment” (q.v.) or “retribution” (see ; 
 ) when used in the expression yawm al-dīn, which accounts for almost
half of the occurrences. The expression as
a whole, often translated as “day of judgment,” refers to a particular moment or
time in the future rather than a specific day
when God will act in history and human
beings will be accountable for their actions
(see  ). Human beings either
heed this yawm al-dīn or not, according to
their personal response to God’s signs (q.v.;
āyāt; see also   ;
  ;   ;   ).
The implication of taking yawm al-dīn seriously leads to a life of devotion to God and
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responsibility (q.v.) towards others. Its denial reflects a lack of awareness of God’s
involvement in the world (see ). In both
cases, yawm al-dīn implies personal accountability before God, whether individually acknowledged or not. By validating the
existence of yawm al-dīn, human beings are
called to live a life of integrity in the image
of God’s integrity towards human beings
(see   ).
The second stage corresponds to almost
thirty occurrences found in the third
Meccan period, with nine sub-categories of
meaning that focus primarily on commitment and God’s unity (tawīd; see   ;   
). The word dīn is now no longer only about accountability for a future
day of judgment: dīn is God’s right path for
human beings on earth at all times (see
; ;   ). Human
beings become accountable by following
the dīn of God, which requires total obedience (q.v.) and personal commitment to
God’s integrity and unity.
By contrast, a third stage of meaning
emerges in the final part of the third
Meccan period. In  :, dīn is associated
with the Abrahamic community (millat
Ibrāhīm) and the “straight path of right
guidance” (irā in mustaqīmin). The former
identification adds a layer of meaning to
the initial personal commitment. This
verse introduces a new emphasis that becomes central during the Medinan period:
with God’s unity is associated the unity of
the nascent Muslim community (umma; see
     ).
Dīn is now about collective commitment to
live up to God’s “straight path.” Dīn then
means “religion” both in the sense of a
prescribed set of behaviors (see 
  ;   ,
  ) as well as
a specific community of Muslims. There is
only one dīn, God’s unchanging dīn. It ex-

ists on earth with different degrees of purity (i.e. Jews and Christians only partake
in parts of this dīn because they have corrupted it over the centuries; see ;   ; 
 ). It is also during the
Medinan period that there emerged the
concept of fighting (q.v.) for the dīn of God
to preserve the unity of the umma. Both
 : and  : make the Islamic umma
co-extensive with dīn. The integration of
all three meanings, the dīn of God, God’s
community of Muslims and Islam as a
religion is achieved by the end of the
Medinan period. This final, third stage in
the qurānic meaning of dīn is then carried
down over the centuries as the principal
meaning of dīn through a complex process
of inter-textual hermeneutics.
Inter-textual hermeneutics
The first level of inter-textual hermeneutics requires an etymological examination
that rests on comparative linguistics, itself
the result of a comparison between various
texts preceding or synchronic to the formation, in the present case, of the qurānic
literary corpus. Although some of the earlier studies on the language of the Qurān
may have understood it as an Arabic word,
derived from the root d-y-n, later scholars
such as al-Khafājī (d. ⁄; cf.
Brockelmann,  S, ii, ) and alThaālibī (d. ⁄; cf. Brockelmann,
 , i, ) considered it a foreign word on
the basis that it had no Arabic verbal roots
( Jeffery, For. vocab., ; see 
;    ;
;    
 ). Like its Syriac cognate, the
Arabic dīn has a polysemous sense: “code
of law” (as with the Persian dēn) and “judgment” (as in the Aramaic dīnā). This dual
meaning (attested in pre-Islamic Arabic
poetry; see   ) has led to
the supposition that the term entered
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Arabic through Syriac, a northern
Aramaic dialect, in which language both
meanings are attested in the early
Christian period (even though a Jewish use
of Aramaic in the oasis of Yathrib could
have introduced dīn in the sense of “judgment” into the Arabic language, this would
not explain its second sense in Arabic of
“code of law”; see also ; cf. Ahrens,
Christliches, -, in which it is posited
that the Arabic term was borrowed from
Persian, directly or through Syriac).
Unlike the first level of inter-textual
hermeneutics which remains largely synchronic with the period of qurānic textual
production (see   
), the second level is diachronic,
that is, it spans a fourteen-century history
of qurānic hermeneutics as found in ulūm
al-Qurān, “the qurānic sciences” (see
   
). In this long and rich Islamic tradition of interpreting the Qurān, the dominant meaning of dīn reflects the later
qurānic meaning associated with the
Medinan period. For example, in his
famous commentary, al- abarī (d. ⁄
) interpreted the word dīn in  : as
synonymous with islām. In the commentary
of Ibn Kathīr (d. ⁄), this verse is
juxtaposed with  : in which dīn is
glossed as islām. In the early twentieth century, however, a plurality of meanings reemerges as more explanations of the
qurānic word dīn are needed in response
to the dominant western Orientalist interpretation of Islam as one religion
among many, rather than the Muslim belief of its being the one religion of God
(see    
). In the first volume of Tafhīm alQurān, as well as in a separate book entitled Four basic qurānic terms, Sayyid Abū
l-Alā Mawdūdī (-) explicitly defines dīn as found in  : as “a qurānic
technical term, signifying the way of life,

the system of conduct, and the code on
which man bases his entire mode of
thought and action” (cf. id., Towards understanding, ii,  for Eng. trans.; see
   ). The first two
expressions, “way of life” and “system of
conduct,” on the one hand, and the third
expression, “code,” on the other, respectively reflect modern English as opposed to
pre-modern qurānic semantic resonances,
thereby demonstrating Mawdūdī’s extensive interaction with western thought. This
link is even clearer in the fourth volume of
his commentary, when he considers the
expression dīn Allāh as opposed to dīn almalik (dīn of the king), translating dīn as
“law” in both cases (see   
;   ). Building
again on both  : and  :, he concludes that “These [three] verses require
that believers should totally submit themselves to din. And din, apart from prescribing Prayer (q.v.) and Fasting (q.v.), also lays
down laws relevant for operating the social
system and the administration of a country” (Eng. trans. in id., Towards understanding,
iv, ). Here, Mawdūdī integrates both the
western (heavily Christian) understanding
of religion as a set of beliefs and rituals
(see    ) with an
older legal qurānic meaning for dīn reflected in the use of English words such as
“code” and “law.”
In this modern exegesis (see  
 :    ), both older and newer meanings of the word dīn are given. These
meanings are further affected by their
translation into expressions that dovetail
with popular definitions of “religion” in
the English language of the later twentieth
and early twenty-first centuries. For example, in the sixth section of the chapter
“Basic concepts of Islam” in the book Islam
in focus, easily available through the internet, Dr. ammūdah Abd al-Āī writes
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that “genuine religion must come from
God for the right guidance of man.” This
implicit definition of “religion” is prescriptive and overlaps in part with a more popular western understanding of the word
“religion” as both linked to God and to a
divine revelation whose purpose is to guide
humankind. Yet, on the basis of  : and
:, Abd al-Āī argues that the only genuine religion is Islam. This emphasis on
the degree of quality of religion — that
there may be different religions but only
one is genuinely true — reflects the old
third stage, Medinan qurānic meaning of
dīn, which only appears in the singular
form, to refer to a personal commitment to
a transcendent God (tawīd) by way of submission (islām) as part of a community of
Muslim persons (umma).
In short, the equivalent in contemporary
English would be the emphasis of Religion
with a capital R over either “religion” or
“religions” in the plural. But what happens
when such a distinction between upperand lower-case letters does not exist in the
Arabic language? The constant contemporary usage of both “religion” (sing.) and
“religions” (pl.) in western languages has
required the development of an Arabic
plural form for dīn. In fact, two different
forms have emerged: adyān and diyānāt.
How these new variants of dīn, currently
synonymous, might be distinguished in the
future is unclear, as is how they might affect, in turn, the interpretation of the singular form dīn. What is certain, however, is
that these linguistic changes in contemporary Arabic reflect the unavoidable influence of the current global power
dynamics that affect almost unilaterally the
direction of change: the meanings traditionally associated with the Arabic word
dīn are gradually merging into those associated with the English words “religion”
and “religions” as well as the use of cognate terms in other Western languages.

The very name of this entry within an
English language Encyclopaedia of the Qurān
reinforces such power dynamics, affecting
our efforts at reconstructing a qurānic
understanding of the concept dīn. Yet, as
the title of this entry uses a capital R, it
may reflect a very subtle possibility of
meaning more closely akin to the singular,
solely qurānic use of dīn. In this respect,
both this encyclopedia entry and Abd alĀī’s juxtaposition of dīn and “religion”
demonstrate how meanings are constantly
created and re-created within both culturally received yet continually changing hermeneutical processes.
Patrice C. Brodeur
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Religious Pluralism and the Qurān
In traditional Muslim thought, Muammad is the “seal of the prophets,” and his
message, contained in the Qurān, con-
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tinues, confirms — and abrogates — all
previous prophetic messages. The Qurān
demonstrates an awareness of those previous messages, at least some of them, and
evidences knowledge of a variety of religious groups in its milieu. The earliest
commentators on the Qurān were alert to
these allusions and their efforts at identification became a traditional topic in classical exegetical works (McAuliffe, Qurānic,
-). Such efforts formed part of a larger
agenda, that of providing historical specificity to certain segments of the text. The
desire to do so was motivated less by an
embracive and encyclopedic scholarly attitude than by the desire to determine both
the chronological parameters of qurānic
directives and the precise groups to whom
they applied. Among the qurānic “sciences” the subfield known as “occasions of
revelation” (q.v.; asbāb al-nuzūl) accumulated the results of these narrative elaborations of the qurānic text.
Numerous qurānic passages allude to
individuals, or to groups, who did not
accept Muammad as a prophet, but are
nevertheless identified with one or another
“religious” category about which the
Qurān has a variety of not necessarily
uniform opinions. Explicit in its condemnation of polytheists⁄idolaters (mushrikūn,
i.e.  :, ; :; :; but cf.
Hawting, Idea of idolatry, for the argument
that the qurānic polemic against these
mushrikūn reflects “disputes among monotheists rather than pagans and that Muslim
tradition does not display much substantial
knowledge of Arab pagan religion” [] ),
as well as the so-called “hypocrites”
(munāfiqūn, also glossed as “cowards” or
those who shirked their military responsibilities; cf.  :, ; :; :), the
Qurān does not deny the continued
existence of Judaism and Christianity
in its own milieu (i.e. seventh century
Arabia; for two revisionist arguments

that place the origins of the Qurān
elsewhere, see Crone and Cook, Hagarism,
and Wansbrough, Sectarian milieu; but
cf. Donner, Narratives, -) and also
alludes to other religious groups who are
not directly connected to the qurānic
message (i.e. the enigmatic Sabians and
Magians).
For at least the last century and a half,
western scholarship has discussed the
“monotheistic influence” on Muammad
and the Qurān (see -
    ). Examples include A. Geiger’s nineteenth century
doctoral thesis at the University of Marburg, Was hat Mohammed aus dem Judenthume
aufgenommen? (Eng. trans. Judaism and Islam
, repr. New York ), R. Dozy’s
Die Israeliten zu Mekka (Leiden );
H. Lammens’ Les Chrétiens à la Mecque à
la veille de l’hégire, in   (),
-; T. Andrae’s Der Ursprung des
Islams und das Christentum, in Kyrkohistorisk Arsskrift (-), with a French
translation, Les origins de l’Islam et le Christianisme (Paris ); R. Bell’s The origin of
Islam in its Christian environment (Edinburgh
); and C.C. Torrey’s The Jewish foundations of Islam (New York ). Other studies have focused on the possible presence of
Christian, Jewish or Judeo-Christian sectarian groups in the qurānic milieu, and
there has been abundant speculation about
the identity of the zindīqs of Mecca (Manichaeans and Mazdakites have been suggested; cf. Hawting, Idea of idolatry, , for
bibliography; see also ). Further, it
has long been acknowledged that much of
the qurānic message exhibits knowledge
of, and similarity to, aspects of Judaism
and Christianity, particularly as regards the
narrative accounts of the prophets and
several of the religious practices of the
nascent community (see ;
  ; 
  ). Recent work on, for
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example, inter-communal similarities continues this long line of scholarship (cf.
Donner, Narratives, - for a discussion
of qurānic piety in this context).
The Qurān categorizes and alludes to
the various religious groups that appear to
have inhabited its milieu (cf. Rubin, Eye,
-, for an overview of the religious
communities present in pre-Islamic south
Arabia: namely Jews, Christians, polytheists and unafā) in a variety of ways.
Additionally, the qurānic vocabulary for
“religion” (q.v.) is itself multivalent and
distinct from the terminology for “faith”
(q.v.) or belief (see   ;
  ). This
article will discuss the development of the
qurānic attitude towards religious pluralism by looking first at the vocabulary
employed by the Qurān to designate
either “religion” or the various religious
groups with which it expresses familiarity.
It will then focus upon the instances of
“interreligious” encounter between
Muammad and his followers and nonMuslims, primarily Christians, recognizing
the fluidity of these categories. The final
section will examine the qurānic passages
which have formed Muslim attitudes
toward the present plurality of religions.

often maintain that there is a sharp distinction between the polytheism that dominated pre-Islamic Arabian religious life
and the monotheism preached by Muammad. In the late nineteenth century,
Goldziher (Muhammedanische Studien) and
others took up this theme of the asserted
difference and attempted to contrast a preIslamic communal, tribal “materialistic”
virtue (muruwwa) with the Islamic and
qurānic concept of religion as individual
affiliation (dīn; cf. Bravmann, Spiritual
background, , and more generally, -, for a
counterargument that maintains that
muruwwa — like dīn — had a moralspiritual significance, and that “virtus and
the virile ethics of the heathen period were
appreciated even in the Islamic period,
only that in the course of time other qualities, of purely religious character, were
added to them”). The most common term
for “religion” is dīn (over  occurrences),
an Arabized word with a diglossic background: the Persian dēn meaning “religion”
or “cult” and the Akkadian dānu meaning
“judgment” (q.v.; Jeffery, For. vocab., -;
cf. Lisān al-Arab for other glosses, namely
“custom, usage” and also “punishment,
reward”). In the Qurān the Arabic dīn
has both these senses (as, incidentally, in
Christian writings does its Syriac cognate,
dīnâ⁄dīn; cf. Jeffery, op. cit., - for an
overview of the complex background of
the Syriac term; for additional discussion
of the qurānic dīn — particularly its eschatological usage — see  ).
Gardet (Dīn) distinguishes between the
usage in the Meccan and Medinan periods:
in the former, the sense of “judgment” predominates, whereas the latter emphasizes
the sense of “religion,” with echoes of the
“practical” or cultic aspect of the Persian
dēn. As seen in the exegesis of  : (“to
you your dīn, and to me my dīn”), dīn is a
term that can be applied to believers and
unbelievers (cf. e.g. abarī, Tafsīr, ad loc.,

Qurānic vocabulary
In addition to the explicit mentions of various religious groups, Jews, Christians,
Sabians and Magians — the so-called
“People of the Book” (q.v.) — as well as of
polytheists⁄idolaters and the enigmatic
unafā (sing. anīf ), the Qurān uses a
range of words, both Arabic and Arabized
non-Arabic (see  ),
to signify what contemporary readers
understand as “religion.”
General terms: dīn, milla, ibāda
Traditional Muslim writings on the religious teachings contained in the Qurān
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where the enduring quality of religious
affiliation is asserted). But it must be
emphasized that when dīn is used with the
sense of “religion” it involves the “act of
worship,” derived from the Arabic sense of
debt, i.e. rendering to God what is his
due — that is, the obligations and prescriptions set out in the Qurān.
Another term for religion is milla, unattested in Arabic prior to its qurānic usage
(cf. Bosworth, Milla). Likely of Syriac
origin, in which meltâ may signify “word”
(Gk. logos) and is used as a technical term
for religion ( Jeffery, For. vocab., -), in
the Qurān milla denotes “religion” or
“sect,” and is frequently employed to designate the creed of Abraham (q.v.;  out of
the  occurrences:  :, ; :;
:, in which the milla of Abraham is
identified with “submission” to God; :;
:; :; :). But again, and also
like the qurānic umma, which is used for
the Muslim community as well as for the
communities of non-Muslims (even the
animals and birds are said to constitute
ummas, cf.  :), milla is not the exclusive
provenance of “believers” or Muslims: it is
used for the religion of prophets prior to
Muammad (i.e.  :), Christians and
Jews ( :) and polytheists or unbelievers ( :-, the religion of the people of
Shuayb [q.v.]; :; :; :; :).
 : and  exemplify most clearly the
range of uses: in  :, Joseph (q.v.) says,
“I have abandoned the milla of a people
who do not believe in God and deny the
hereafter (see ),” and in the
following verse he says, “I followed the
milla of my fathers Abraham and Isaac
(q.v.) and Jacob (q.v.); we do not associate
anything with God.”
Closely related to the semantic range of
dīn, a third general term for “religion” or
religious praxis is ibāda, “worship” (the
nominal form occurs  times; various verbal forms of the root -b-d are much more

frequent). The root meaning, however, is
“to make, to do, to work” — from which
the sense of “to serve” is derived (see
Jeffery, For. vocab., -; see ). As
with dīn and milla, -b-d is used both in reference to the service of the one, true God
and the (albeit vain) service of that which
is not God (i.e.  :, ; :). In later
Islamic thought, the “service” to the one
God is explained as essentially involving
the five “pillars” of Islamic faith, although
sometimes other duties, such as marriage
(see   ) and circumcision (q.v.), are included in the books of
law (cf. Bousquet, Ibādāt).
Terms conveying qurānic approval: islām,
anīf, sharīa
Literally “surrender, submission,” islām
(q.v.) occurs  times, most notably at  :,
wherein God says to Muammad: “I have
completed my blessing upon you and I
have approved al-islām as [your] religion”
(cf.  :: “the [true] religion with God is
al-islām”). It is not clear from the Qurān
what, exactly, is meant by islām: most
notably, there is no clear differentiation
between “faith” (īmān) and “submission to
God” (islām, although cf.  :; for a
clear presentation of the relation of these
two terms and dīn throughout the history
of qurānic exegesis see Smith, Historical ).
Some later adīth (cf. Eng. trans. of one
such account in Bukhārī, aī, i, -,
related on the authority of Abū Hurayra),
however, associate islām with the public
marks of a Muslim believer, i.e. the five
“pillars” of Islam, and īmān with belief in
God, his messengers and books, the angels
(see ), and the last day (see Smith,
Historical, -, for the various renditions
of this tradition; for a rather different
understanding of islām and īmān, see
Bravmann, Spiritual background, -, and his
theory that the former is a pre-Islamic concept implying defiance of death in the face
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of struggle with an enemy, while the latter
connotes the sense of security associated
with the triliteral Arabic root -m-n, particularly in the context of protection
against “fate”; see ). In light of the
ambiguity of qurānic language, subsequent theological debates raised the question of whether non-Muslims, especially
Jews and Christians, could be considered
“believers” (see Donner, Believers, for a
recent discussion). Eventually, however,
islām was used for both the “personal
relationship between man and God and
the community of those acknowledging
this relationship” (Smith, Historical, ). It
also must be noted that, although certain
people prior to Muammad (notably
Abraham) are said to have been “muslims”
(the active participle of islām), the Qurān
is explicit in its insistence that obedience
(q.v.) to God involves obedience to his
messenger (q.v.), namely Muammad (cf.
 :; :), an obedience that includes
following the prescriptions and proscriptions that the Qurān exhorts.
Although anīf (q.v.;  occurrences,
nearly all of which are explicitly linked to
Abraham) is used in the Qurān with the
sense of a “true monotheistic believer,” a
Syriac cognate (anpâ) has the connotations
of “pagan” (but see Rubin, anīf, ,
who emphasizes the significance of the
Arabic root meaning “to incline,” as in
having abandoned the prevailing religion
and ‘inclined’ to a religion of one’s own).
The tension between the apparent qurānic
meaning and the close Syriac cognate,
which is not always mentioned in contemporary discussions of the topic (i.e.
Hawting, Idea of idolatry), has yet to be
explained satisfactorily, particularly with
regards to its usage in a Muslim framework
(see Watt, anīf; Jeffery, For. vocab., -).
Here it should be noted that Crone and
Cook’s discussion of the term (Hagarism,
-) focuses on Syriac Christian accounts

of the seventh century Arab conquests, in
which there is an apparent conflation of
anpē and mahgrayē (which latter term, in
Cook and Crone’s reading, designates the
“Hagarenes,” a Judeo-Arab group who
migrated from Arabia) as terms identifying
the conquerors. They maintain that the
qurānic concept of anīf was an intentional borrowing of the Syriac cognate by
the ‘Hagarenes,’ but was used instead to
“designate an adherent of an unsophisticated Abrahamic monotheism” in a
contrivance “to make a religious virtue of
the stigma of their pagan past” (Hagarism,
; cf. also Watt, anīf ). There is also a
lack of scholarly consensus about whether
the qurānic employment of anīf connotes
an actual pre-Islamic religious grouping
(see, for example, Rubin, Eye, and Hawting,
Idea of idolatry, s.v., for two different viewpoints in contemporary scholarship).
According to the semantic analysis of
T. Izutsu, the qurānic anīf encompasses
“() the true religion deep-rooted in the
natural disposition in every human soul to
believe in the One God, () absolute submission to this One God, and () […] the
antithesis to idol-worshipping” (Izutsu,
Ethico-religious concepts, ). See further discussion of this term below, under Religious
communities.
Perhaps parallel to the Christian designation of their religion as the “way,” sharīa
(later used as the comprehensive designation of the Islamic law), with one occurrence at  :, has been understood with
the sense of God’s having set Muammad
on the “open way, clear way, right way.”
Terms denoting qurānic toleration or
ambivalence
Ahl al-kitāb, dhimma
A more comprehensive designation are the
so-called “People of the Book” (or “those
who have been given the book,” cf.  :;
also “people of the Gospel,”  :), which
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appears over  times, with multiple connotations. Although Jews and Christians
(the Children of Israel [q.v.]) are considered the prime designates of this terminology and were, subsequently, accorded a
“protected” — albeit subordinate — status
in later Islamic societies, the Magians and
Sabians also appear in the Qurān in conjunction with these “scriptured” peoples
(cf.  :), leading to their inclusion
among the protected minorities in developed Islamic thought (see below, under
Religious groups). While in post-qurānic
times, ahl al-kitāb became nearly synonymous with dhimmī (or ahl al-dhimma, the
“protected” persons living in the Islamic
state, i.e. religious minorities), the qurānic
dhimma ( :, ), from which these latter
terms derive, indicates merely “pact,
treaty,” without any specification of the
terms thereof, or of the persons to whom it
applies. Later Islamic tradition developed
these conditions (as exemplified in the socalled “covenant of Umar”; cf. Tritton,
Caliphs), and those non-Muslim groups
living in Islamic lands to whom they were
extended were subsequently termed
dhimmīs⁄ahl al-dhimma (cf. Cahen,
Dhimma). The designation of a specific
group of people with a (revealed) “book”
suggests that written scriptures were
accorded respect, and those communities
that claimed a written revealed text were
set apart from others (see  
  ). The People of the
Book are to be consulted for the meaning
of scripture (cf.  :: “If you [Muammad] are in doubt about what we have
revealed to you, ask those who recite⁄read
[ yaqraūna] the book before you”), but are
also presented in the Qurān as people
who are in disagreement over the scriptures (cf.  :, , wherein the People
of the Book are said to be disputing concerning Abraham; see ; ;
; ).

 
Parties⁄factions
In addition to the indicators of religious
adherence — generally positive (ahl al-kitāb,
anīf, muslim, mumin), negative (mushrik) and
neutral (dhimma, milla), as well as the religious groups whose adherents are named
in the Qurān ( Jews, Christians, Magians,
Sabians) — there are a few terms that indicate divisions among the adherents of a
religion, terms that may also be used for
secular divisions. These qurānic lexemes
include izb (pl. azāb), āifa and farīq (the
second verbal form of the root f-r-q is also
used in this sense; cf.  : and :, as
well as  : and :), shīa (q.v.; pl.
shiya, ashyā, e.g.  :; :, but also
 :), zubur ( :), araf (e.g.  :),
arīqa (pl. arāiq, e.g.  :), etc. All of this
vocabulary has been variously translated as
group, party, sect or division, among other
renderings, with the terms generally carrying a negative value. Charges of sectarian division are not infrequent in the
Qurān and although primarily aimed at
the Children of Israel, they are also made
against Muslims — as in the designation
of those who shirked their military duties
as “hypocrites” (see  
; cf. Rubin, Between, esp. -).
Such accusations became a prominent
theme in Muslim polemics against Christians, who were excoriated for multiple
and visible divisions (see below, under
“Jews and Christians”).
This review of qurānic vocabulary demonstrates the complexity of the qurānic
notion of religion which does not easily
map to contemporary Western understandings of religious pluralism. Adherence to the divinely revealed message
encompasses more than a profession of
faith (i.e. īmān); it entails an entire way of
life (namely the behavior implied by
sharīa, islām, ibāda) — both public and
private — a communal concept closer to
the qurānic concept of umma than the
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juridical⁄canonical⁄liturgical notion more
familiar to today’s Euro-American societies. Even though the Qurān acknowledges
the fact of the diversity of religions, it asserts that, had God so willed, he could
have made them all one nation (umma, see
 :-; see   ).

apologists have portrayed them (e.g.
Boyarin, Radical Jew; id., Sparks of the logos;
cf. also Cameron, Mediterranean world), our
inability to designate precisely the referents of these qurānic mentions is not surprising. Some of these religious groupings
appear a number of times ( Jews, Christians and polytheists), while others are
mentioned only rarely (Sabians,  :;
: and : and Magians,  :). Often,
it is not clear if the qurānic concept indicates an actual, contemporary religious
group identifiable as such to the qurānic
audience, a pre-Islamic group or a theological concept (i.e. the enigmatic anīf ).
Further, despite the apparent distinction
of these groups from one another and from
the emergent community that heeded
Muammad and his message, the specific
nature of the various groups to which these
people belonged is by no means clear.
There is also a range of qurānic judgment
on some of them, particularly the Jews and
the Christians. Indeed, the Qurān has
many scriptural figures and concepts
familiar to Jews and Christians, making
analysis of the degree of real separation
and distinction among the communities in
the qurānic milieu difficult. The prevalence of the qurānic attestations of “believers” is a case in point: in passages such
as  :, believers and Muslims are both
mentioned — and it is not clear whether
one modifies the other, or if they are separate categories. Might Jews and Christians,
particularly those not hostile to Muslims,
be considered “believers” (as was the claim
of Christian apologists such as Theodore
Abū Qurra [d. ca. ⁄]; cf. id., Discussion, -; see also Donner, Believers)?
Despite such irenic arguments, the fact
that there are different terms for Jews,
Christians and Muslims does indicate a
significant qurānic distinction among
these groups. Finally, the long history of
qurānic commentary has complicated the

Religious communities
In addition to the terms that connote religion as a collective category, the Qurān
names adherents of several religious communities. Most mentions, whether of Islam
(i.e. those who adhered to the qurānic
message) or of other religious groupings,
point to people and physical structures
rather than conceptual abstractions (note
the reference in  : to Jewish “rabbis”
[al-rabbāniyyūn] and “religious scholars”
[al-abār: also understood to refer to
Christian religious authorities in  :,
]; Christian “priests” [qissīsīn] and
“monks” [ruhbān] of  :; the mention
in  : of God’s prevention of the
destruction of four different places
identified with religious institutions:
awāmi, identified as monasteries,
biya — churches, alawāt — synagogues,
and masājid — mosques, lit. places of
“prostration”; see ; 
 ). For example, the Qurān
mentions Christians but has no term for
Christianity (but cf. i.e.  : for a possible attestation of “Judaism”). Here it
should be noted that the Qurān does not
always link islām with “religion” (but see
 :, ; :), although most of the
qurānic attestations of islām denote the
relationship of a human being to God: e.g.
 :; :; :. The concept of Islam as
distinct from islām emerged over time, and
received differing nuances in different settings (Smith, Historical ). Since, as recent
scholarship has shown, Christianity and
Judaism in the world of late antiquity were
not as well-defined as their contemporary
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identification of, and attitude towards, the
following groups and, consequently, their
relationship to contemporary religious
groups and the resultant behavior towards
them demanded of Muslims. A brief
sketch of those communities to which the
Qurān alludes in various ways and in
varying detail, follows. See, however, the
articles   ; 
 ; ; ;
;    for
a fuller discussion of each.

the frequent qurānic condemnation of
“Jews,” “Christians” are sometimes commended ( :: “The nearest of them in
love to the believers are those who say, ‘We
are Christians’ ”; see also  :-). As is
the case with the Jews, there is more speculation than knowledge about the exact
nature of the Christianity present in
seventh century Arabia, but the Qurān
and other, contemporary sources attest to a
Christian presence in the peninsula — although the depth of their penetration is
not known (cf. Shahid [Byzantium and the
Arabs] and Griffith [Gospel] for varying
opinions on the extent of the “Arabic”
nature of pre-Islamic Christianity in the
Arabian peninsula; Hoyland maintains
that although “in the fourth to sixth centuries Christianity made major inroads
into Arabia… it was particularly the inhabitants of north Arabia who were won
over to Christianity in large numbers”;
cf. Hoyland, Arabia, -, esp. ).
Unfortunately — reflecting the paucity of
information available for pre-Islamic
Arabia — many recent works on Arabia or
the Arabs do not explore the religious situation of the inhabitants of the peninsula in
depth (cf. Retsö, The Arabs). Apart from
epigraphic sources, which are currently
inaccessible to many western researchers,
there is little historical attestation of the
Arabian peninsula other than the Islamic
annals — which were composed, at the
earliest, in the second or third Islamic century. The following is an outline of the
state of current knowledge on the subject
(see also    ;
-    ;
 ,   -).
There appears to have been a Jewish
presence in the Arabian peninsula since
the first century .. In the sixth century
there was even a south Arabian Jewish
“kingdom” of imyar that flourished for
a brief period of time (for details see

Jews and Christians
As mentioned above, the Qurān uses the
designation People of the Book and Children of Israel to include both Jews and
Christians — with the latter phrase, however, carrying a less obviously Christian
valence. But reference to Jews and Christians as separate entities is also made.
Often with a negative connotation, “Jews”
( yahūd) are explicitly mentioned multiple
times in the Qurān ( :, ; :, ,
, ; :; cf. also :, etc.), and once
the singular appears — in an assertion that
Abraham was not a Jew ( :). Although
the origins and the rituals of the Jewish
groups in Muammad’s milieu are not well
attested, the qurānic evidence, as well as
other sources (such as adīth and the sīra;
see    ;  
 ), point to the presence of
Jewish communities in seventh century
Arabia. (The qurānic identification of the
individual who, in  :-, prompts the
Israelites to create the calf of gold [q.v.] as
al-Sāmirī may also indicate some familiarity with Samaritans [q.v.]). “Christians”
(al-naārā and other phrases; cf. McAuliffe,
Qurānic, esp. - and -) also appear a
number of times in the Qurān ( :, ,
, , , ; :, , , , ; :;
:) — with only one occurrence in the
singular (narāniyyan), again in a denial of
Abraham’s being one ( :). But, unlike
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Hoyland, Arabia, -; -; Lecker,
Conversion, -). Thus, it is not surprising to learn that there were a number of
presumably Arabic-speaking Jewish tribes
in Medina (q.v.) and its surroundings during Muammad’s lifetime. These Jewish
tribes figure prominently in Muammad’s
struggle for the establishment of a political
entity in Medina after his emigration (q.v.;
hijra) from Mecca (q.v.), and various
qurānic verses are traditionally associated
with the different stages of this early
“Muslim-Jewish” conflict (see Schöller,
Exegetisches). For example, the biographers
of Muammad associate the revelation of
 : f., which alludes to the Muslim victory at Badr (q.v.) as a warning for the disbelievers, and  :-, which urges the
believers not to take Jews and Christians as
friends (cf. Ibn Isāq, Sīra, , -; Eng.
trans. Ibn Isāq-Guillaume, , ; see
  ), with the confrontation and expulsion of the tribe of
Qaynuqā (see   ). Also,  :- (cf. Ibn Isāq, Sīra,
; Eng. trans. Ibn Isāq-Guillaume, )
has been connected to the expulsion of the
tribe of Na īr; and  : f. (cf. Ibn
Isāq, Sīra, ; Eng. trans. Ibn IsāqGuillaume, ) to the extermination of
the males [who participated in battle
against the Muslims] from the tribe of
Quraya (see ; ; 
for further discussion of the classical
Islamic interpretation of these verses).
Although the Christian presence was less
localized and less cohesive than the Jewish
one, there is ample attestation of Christian
communities in pre-Islamic south Arabia.
The precise nature, however, of their liturgy, or even their beliefs, is not known (for
two different perspectives in modern scholarship on the nature and extent of the
spread of Christianity in pre-Islamic
Arabia, see the above-mentioned works
of Shahid and Griffith on this topic). After

the Christological controversies in the
early⁄middle fifth century .., the eastern
Christians were divided into three groups:
those who adhered to the pronouncements
of the Council of Chalcedon ( ..; i.e.
that in the one person and hypostasis of
Christ was a fully human nature and a fully
divine one); and two non-Chalcedonian
groups, ordinarily known as the Nestorians
and Monophysites. Each of these groups
existed in south Arabia prior to Muammad’s lifetime, but the Monophysites, with
their connection to Abyssinia, were the
politically dominant (cf. the story of the
Christian city of Najrān and its famous
martyrs). The Persian Nestorians also had
a fairly visible role (see below, under
“Najrān” in Episodes). In addition to the
explicit mentions of “Christians” or
Christian doctrines that appear in the
Qurān, certain verses are understood to
be allusions to Muammad’s (or his followers’) encounters with specific Christian
groups (see below under Episodes).
Like the Jews, the Christians are included
in such categories as “Children of Israel”
and “People of the Book.” But, rather than
a literal translation of the Greek term
“Christian” (i.e. the Ar. masīiyya), the
qurānic Christians are termed al-naāra,
most likely in reference to the nisba of Jesus
(q.v.), i.e. the “Nazarene” (for discussion of
the possible significations of this term, see
McAuliffe, Qurānic, -). This term, one
that appears to be unique to the Qurān, as
well as the qurānic descriptions of their
beliefs, has led to some speculation about
the exact nature of the Christians in the
qurānic milieu: were they (an otherwiseunattested) Jewish-Christian sect (i.e. pace
S. Pines, Notes; cf. id., Jewish Christians; id.,
Gospel quotations; but, for an argument
against any Muslim awareness of “JewishChristians,” cf. S.M. Stern, New light; cf.
also id., Quotations)? Besides the lack of
external evidence for the presence of
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“Jewish Christians” in the qurānic milieu,
the polemical intent of the Qurān must
be considered when reading the passages
that allude to other monotheists. If the
Prophet’s qurānic preaching assumes a
knowledge on the part of its audience of
the phenomena of which it speaks, it
would have the liberty to exaggerate and
distort — even “name-call” — in its efforts
to persuade its own listeners (i.e. once it
became clear that the Jews and Christians
would refuse to accept Muammad as a
prophet in the path of Abraham, Moses
[q.v.] and Jesus). In this context, the
change of both the qibla (q.v.), or direction
of prayer, as well as the parameters for
fasting (q.v.) have been cited as evidence of
the concrete measures that were taken to
distance the qurānic adherents from the
“People of the Book” (cf. Katz, Body of text,
for discussion of the historical arguments
for permissible mingling, or mandatory
separation, of the communities due to
arguments of ritual cleanliness; see
  ; 
). Thus, the abbreviated references
to “Christian” or “Jewish” doctrines need
not be taken as unambiguous and accurate
attestation of the specific tenets (or practices) of these communities, although the
qurānic indications of Jewish and Christian arguments over Abraham and the
Sabbath (q.v.) may well be reflective of
such disputes in Muammad’s milieu.
A further indication of the close contact of
the first Muslim community with Jews and
Christians is found in the early adīth and
sīra accounts. The format of the argumentation for Muammad’s prophethood
closely parallels that present in Talmudic
and Christian prophetology. Additionally,
such discussions often cite Christian and⁄
or Jewish texts as supporting Muammad’s
prophethood (in this regard one may note,
respectively, the discussions of Muammad
as “Amad,” understood by Muslim com-

mentators to be the Johannine Paraclete
and as the “ummī” [q.v.] — or gentile [i.e.
goy] — prophet; see McAuliffe, Qurānic
context; see also ). The commentaries on the Qurān (which probably
emerge as separate works at a slightly later
date than the sīra and adīth) incorporate
these arguments, continuing the trend of
inter-communal dependence (for further
discussion of the chronology of the early
Islamic literature, see Rubin, Eye, chaps.
 and ).
Magians, Sabians and unafā
A hapax legomenon, the “Majūs” (commonly
understood to be Zoroastrians) are added
to the list of qurānic “Peoples of the
Book” in the late Medinan  :. The
commentators, however, ordinarily stress
the distinctions among all of the groups
mentioned in this verse. Al- abarī (d. ⁄
), for example, cites Qatāda in glossing
al-majūs as those who worship the sun, the
moon and fire ( Jāmi, ad loc.).
Whether they are to be considered as
“People of the Book” was a debated issue
in Islamic law, but, traditionally, the Zoroastrians have been accorded the status of
dhimma (protected religious minority) in
Islamic states. Originally an ancient
Iranian priestly class (closely associated
with the ruling elite in Sasanid Persia), in
the Qurān and later Arabic sources, the
term majūs primarily connotes Zoroastrians, the public cult of which involved
fire ceremonies, animal sacrifices and
liturgical recitations. Manichaeism,
Buddhism and conversion to Christianity
all contributed to the erosion of the position of the Zoroastrians within Persian
areas during Sasanian times; during
Muammad’s lifetime, descendants of
Persian soldiers in the Yemen were converted to Islam; in Iraq, units of the
Sasanian army converted to Islam; and,
by ⁄, the Majūs in al-īra were
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Muslims (Morony, Madjūs, ). At the
fall of Sasanian Persia to the Muslims in
⁄, the Magians were accorded the
status of dhimma so long as they paid the
poll tax or jizya (for further discussion,
see Morony, Madjūs).
The Sabians appear in three qurānic
verses ( :; :; :), always in conjunction with “believers” (allādhīna āmanū,
frequently glossed by Muslim commentators as those who believe ‘in the Qurān’),
Jews and Christians, and once with
Magians, as well. Not to be confused with
the Sabaeans (i.e. the inhabitants of Sheba
[q.v.]), it is not clear exactly which group
the Qurān intends by this designation (see
the   articles ābi and ābia for the differing opinions of DeBlois and Bosworth
as to their identity). Mandaeans and
Elchasaites (an ancient Jewish Christian
sect that persisted in southern Iraq), as well
as Manichaeans, have been proposed (see
DeBlois, ābi). It is apparent, however,
that they are considered a group separate
from the Jews, Christians, polytheists and
Zoroastrians (i.e. Magians) and that they
were distinct or visible enough to warrant
qurānic mention. In any event, the
qurānic Sabians should not be equated
with the polytheists in arrān who
adopted the term “Sabian” to designate
themselves in the third⁄ninth century in
order to obtain the status of dhimma within
the Islamic state (DeBlois, ābi; see also
Watt, anīf, for a discussion of the claims
of these Harranian Hellenized pagans to
the qurānic monotheistic designation of
anīf; for further discussion of the exegetical identification of the qurānic Sabians,
see McAuliffe, Exegetical identification).
As mentioned above, for the Qurān
Abraham is the prime example of a anīf,
or true monotheistic believer — and neither a Jew nor a Christian. Never mentioned in the qurānic listings of religious
groups (e.g.  :; :), it has been sug-

gested that anīf is a term used specifically
by Arabian monotheists who had rejected
the idolatrous religion of their families,
although it was also used by polytheists
who only observed some rites of their religion. Muslim sources indicate that there
was a pre-Islamic monotheistic cult or
religion of Abraham in Arabia, members
of which appeared even to inhabit
Muammad’s milieu (i.e. his wife Khadīja’s [q.v.] relative Waraqa b. Nawfal; cf.
Ibn Isāq, Sīra, -; Eng. trans. Ibn
Isāq-Guillaume, -; see 
for a critique of the traditional Muslim
account of the monotheists in Muammad’s milieu). The Sīra of Ibn Isāq (d. ca.
⁄), for example, describes the anīf
as turning away from the idolatry of their
parents, adopting the religion of Abraham,
but not necessarily becoming Muslims (i.e.
Zayd b. Amr: Ibn Isāq, Sīra, -; Eng.
trans. Ibn Isāq-Guillaume, -; cf.
Wansbrough, Sectarian milieu, -; Rubin,
Eye, -). Regardless of the status of the
anīf in pre-Islamic times, the qurānic
identification of anīfs with true believers,
but not necessarily Muslims, is continued
in later Islamic history (although, unlike
Jews, Christians, Sabians and Magians, the
Qurān does indicate that a anīf can be
identical with a Muslim — in connection
with Abraham, cf.  :). While the
qurānic Magians and Sabians are not
anīfs, in the post-qurānic period a group
who termed themselves Sabians also appears to have claimed the designation of
anīf (see Watt, anīf ). In short, it is not
obvious whether — or if ever — the unafā
were considered by their contemporaries to
be an identifiable religious group.
Polytheists and idolaters
Traditional discussions of the Meccan
milieu in which Muammad was born
identify the majority of Meccans as neither
Jews nor Christians, but as practitioners of
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traditional tribal cultic practices. In the
Qurān, these individuals are termed
mushrikūn (lit. “associators”), and there are
also allusions to people who worship idols
(anām; see   ; 
 ). Whatever their religious
orientation, the mushrikūn are the Meccans
who did not acknowledge Muammad as a
prophet sent from God, or accept his claim
that there is only one true God. As presented in traditional Muslim sources, the
reasons for their denial of Muammad’s
prophethood fluctuate between their desire
to maintain control of the polytheistic
sanctuary at Mecca and their jealous protection of the social status that they had
attained through the lucrative caravan
(q.v.) trade. In one reading of the reasons for the rise of Islam, Muammad
preached a message that appealed to people who were becoming marginalized
within a society of increasing wealth and
of sharp disparities between the rich and
the poor. Further, the wealthy Meccans
feared that the “radical” social component
of Muammad’s message would weaken
their hold on the economy of the city, and
that his deposing of the gods would disrupt
the profitable pilgrimage (q.v.) to the Kaba
(q.v.). In this version of early Islamic history, Muammad eventually appropriated
the mechanism established by the Meccan
traders, facilitating the spread of Islam (cf.
Watt, Muhammad at Mecca; for a revisionist
reading of the rise of Islam, see Crone,
Meccan trade, where it is argued that rather
than Meccan trading interests, local Arab
tribal concerns prompted the rise and
spread of Islam).
Although it is not clear to what extent, in
the qurānic purview, Jews, and particularly
Christians, might fall in the category of
“associators,” later Muslim exegetes have
often placed Christians and Jews, despite
their status as “People of the Book,” in this
category. The polemical writings of John

of Damascus (d. ⁄) attest that within
the first Islamic century, Christians were
termed “associators” by the Muslims (although John’s Greek text uses the term
Saracenes, and not Muslims; cf. his De
haeresibus, chap. - in Sahas, John of
Damascus; for further and more recent discussion of early non-Muslim perceptions
of Islam, the Qurān and Muammad see
Hoyland, Earliest Christian writings on
Muammad).
In general, it may be said that, despite
the qurānic distinction between “Peoples
of the Book” and those who have no
book — the Arabian “idolaters” or
“polytheists” — as well as the distinctions
made between the Jews and Christians, in
both the Qurān and later exegesis, those
who would deny Muammad and the
Qurān — be they associators, Christians
or Jews — are viewed as falling within the
general rubric of “disbelief ” or “ingratitude,” i.e. kufr.  : and : are often
cited in this context, as well as  :,
which accuses Christians of taking their
religious leaders and Jesus as “lords” — in
place of the one, true lord: i.e. God (cf.
Hawting, Idea of idolatry, - for a fuller
discussion of this concept). That being
said, however, there is no one formula for
the ways in which Muslims interacted with,
or categorized, non-Muslims — either in
the Qurān or later in Islamic history.
Pragmatic, as well as doctrinal, concerns
affected the treatment of those who were
not Muslims. For example, despite the traditional understanding of the so-called
Sword Verses ( : and :), which exhort the conversion to Islam of “associators” and the “tolerance” of People of the
Book, in India, Hindus — not one of the
qurānic Peoples of the Book — were allowed to practice their religion as long as
they paid the poll tax ( jizya; for more on
this topic, see below under “Guidance for
Muslim behavior”; see also 

 
 ;   
).
Qurānic indications of interreligious interactions
Episodes
In addition to the above-mentioned political conflicts with the Jewish tribes of
Medina, there are a number of qurānic
indications of early interactions with nonMuslims of a specifically religious nature.
All of these interactions occur with
Christians, specifically with Monophysite
Christians. In addition to the allusions
to the “Byzantines” (q.v.; al-Rūm, i.e.
 : — albeit in a military context),
Muslim commentators have traditionally
understood certain qurānic passages to
refer to two particular Christian polities:
Abyssinia (q.v.) and Najrān (q.v.). According to the traditional Muslim sources,
Muammad and the nascent Muslim community had political and theological exchanges with both, as will be seen below.
But first a discussion of Muslim claims that
individual Christians attested to the truth
of Islam is in order.
Although not mentioned in the Qurān,
later Islamic sources claim that Muammad had personal encounters with
Christian monks who, in the Muslim
reports, recognized the “signs of prophecy” on the Prophet (cf. Rubin, Eye, , for
some instances of Companions meeting
Christian scholars and hermits in preIslamic times, who knew of Muammad’s
impending mission through their own
knowledge of their scriptures; see    ). Christian
sources also describe encounters with
Christian monks but in these accounts, the
Christian acts as Muammad’s informant
about divine revelation. Interestingly,
although frequently this monastic informant is termed a ‘Nestorian,’ the denomination of the informant does vary,
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depending upon the community in which
the account is relayed. For example, it is
likely that the accounts of the Nestorian
Sargis-Baīrā circulated in a Syrian Jacobite (i.e. “monophysite”) milieu (cf. Griffith,
Syriac writers, ; see also Abel, Baīrā,
for instances of Jacobite, Arian and iconoclast informants; see also ).
The most common figure in both the
Christian and Muslim accounts is the
monk Baīrā (for discussion of this figure
see Roggema, Christian reading; id.,
Legend). There are also accounts of a
Jewish scribe of Muammad who, again,
depending on the vantage point of the relater, either instructs Muammad in the
Jewish faith, or confirms Muammad’s
prophethood (for details, see Gilliot, Informants). Finally, members of the family of
Muammad’s first wife, Khadīja, appear to
have been Christian (or at least monotheists in the tradition of Abraham), and to
have confirmed his claims to prophesy.
In addition to these non-qurānic assertions of independent (primarily Christian)
attestation to the truth of Muammad’s
mission, there are traditions about two
face-to-face encounters between the
nascent Muslim community and Christians
and consequent discussions concerning the
nature of Jesus, the son of Mary (q.v.), traditions that invoke qurānic verses in support of the ‘historicity’ of these meetings.
Abyssinia
An ancient Monophysite Christian kingdom that had ruled part of southern
Arabia in the sixth century (see ),
Abyssinia was also the destination of the
first emigration (q.v.) out of Mecca (ca. 
..) of a small group of Muammad’s
followers. Due to the persecution by the
Meccan pagans, Muammad encouraged
some of the Muslims to leave and to go
to Abyssinia (Ibn Isāq, Sīra, ; Eng.
trans. Ibn Isāq-Guillaume, ; cf. Watt,
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Muhammad at Mecca, -). The Negus
(al-najāshī, i.e. the Abyssinian ruler) is said
to have granted them refuge, after asking
about their knowledge of Jesus, the son of
Mary (cf. Wansbrough,  , -, for one
interpretation of the later Islamic tradition
on the welcome accorded the Muslims refugees).  :- was revealed just prior to
this emigration, and it is this passage that is
traditionally considered to have constituted
the emigrants’ response to the Negus’
questioning: “Mention in the book Mary
when she withdrew from her family to an
eastern place. She placed a ijāb [to screen
herself; see ] from them, and we sent
her our spirit (q.v.) who appeared to her as
a man, complete. She said: ‘I seek refuge in
the merciful from you — if you fear God.’
He said: ‘I am only a messenger of your
lord [to tell] you of the gift of a holy son.’
She said: ‘How can I have a son since no
man has touched me and I am not unchaste (see )?’ He said: ‘Like this.
Your lord says…’ ” Although most of these
first emigrants did not stay in Abyssinia,
but returned to Mecca or left for Medina,
this memory of Abyssinia and its Christians remained enshrined in later Muslim
consciousness.

been prompted by the political exigency of
determining the conditions of Christian
life under the new Muslim rulers.  : is
believed to have been revealed in response
to the challenge posed by the Christians, a
challenge in which the parties of the dispute would present their case, pray and
invoke the curse (q.v.) of God upon the
liars. The delegation from Najrān, however,
withdrew from the contest, averting the
mutual adjuration (mubāhala; see ).
Muammad did, however, conclude a
treaty with them (the first between the
Muslim state and an independent Christian entity), in which they were assured of
their freedom of worship in exchange for
the payment of the annual tribute (see
 ; ).
The theological orientation of these
Najrān Christians is not clear; although
traditionally a center of Monophysite
Christianity (Shahid, Nadjrān), some of
the Nestorian missionaries who followed
the trade routes to India settled in the area
of the Persian Gulf and south Arabia
(Holmberg, Nasūriyyūn, ). Additionally, the Persian conquest of south
Arabia in  .. may have witnessed
an increased Nestorian presence in the
area (further to this see Shahid, Nadjrān;
Pellat, uss b. Sāida al-Iyādī; Holmberg,
Nasūriyyūn).
Although contact with Jews appears to
have been of a shorter duration (i.e. concentrated in the late Meccan and early
Medinan periods), it was much more problematic for the early Muslim community, as
it had negative political ramifications when
the Jewish tribes of Medina allied themselves with Muammad’s Meccan opponents in an attempt to undermine his
leadership in Medina. The increasingly
harsh measures taken against these Jewish
tribes — successive expulsions of two of
the major tribes in  and  .., culminating in the massacre of the men and

Najrān
Another early Muslim-Christian encounter, but one of a slightly different nature,
concerns a delegation from the Christian
martyropolis of Najrān (q.v.; not named in
the Qurān, but probably alluded to in
 :, : and also possibly in  :-,
although Shahid disputes this last claim;
see ) sent to Muammad in
Medina, after the Muslim conquest of
south Arabia. Although some sources indicate that this mission had a theological
purpose, namely to understand the Muslim
position on the nature of Jesus (i.e. abarī,
Tafsīr; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, ad  :), the
delegation to Muammad seems to have
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enslavement of the women and children of
Banū Quraya in  .. — appears to
have precluded any conciliatory contact
(along the lines of that with the Christians)
between the early Muslims and Jews.
Nevertheless, the picture of early JewishMuslim contacts is not entirely bleak:
there are accounts, for example, of Jewish converts to Islam — at least one of
Muammad’s Companions, and probably
one of his wives, were Jews (see ).
Finally, it should be noted that there are no
attestations of Muammad’s coming into
contact himself with either the “Majūs” or
the “ ābiūn.”
But the qurānic discourse concerning
non-Muslims is not limited to those incidents in which, according to the traditional interpretations, Muammad or the
Muslims actually had political and theological discussions with individuals who did
not accept the qurānic message. In fact,
the majority of allusions to the People of
the Book or Children of Israel (which
references are more numerous than those
to Jews or Christians) are understood to
be assertions about what these people
believe — or how they have gone astray
(q.v.) from God’s divinely revealed message
(see   ) — independent of any precipitating interaction
with a Jew or Christian. And this rhetoric
has generated a great deal of commentary
on the part of Muslim exegetes and, later,
spurred the composition of many apologetic treatises by those Christians and Jews
living in Islamic lands.

Najrān, Muammad seems not to have
had contact with any Jewish or Christian
community per se, but rather only with
individual Jews and Christians). Once the
qurānic proclamation of an exclusively
monotheistic religion is put forth, the
mushrikūn are seen as unbelievers who
need to be brought to the true faith.
Concerning the Jews and Christians,
with whom the Qurān shares a common
scriptural heritage, there is a much more
ambivalent depiction. In short, it appears
that the qurānic attitudes towards these
groups fluctuate in accordance with the
political situation of Muammad and
the Muslim community, as well as with regard to these groups’ acceptance or rejection of the message that Muammad
proclaimed. The following provides just a
few examples of the qurānic rhetoric
about, and in response to, Jews and Christians (see also   
).

Rhetoric: polemic and apologetic
Besides the Arabian “associators,” the
Jews and the Christians are clearly the
two religious communities with whom
Muammad and the Qurān had the most
experience (although it should be emphasized that, aside from the Jewish tribes of
Medina and the Christian delegation from

Polemic
Although the initial and most virulent
thrust appears aimed at the Jews, the
boundary between anti-Jewish and antiChristian polemic is quickly blurred. Aside
from a few positive statements about
Christians that are in marked contrast to
those about Jews (i.e.  :), what seems
to be a defense of Jesus against Jewish
slander (their non-acceptance of his prophetic status; his crucifixion; and the calumny against Mary) is also a chastisement
of Christians for “exaggerating” in their
religion, particularly as regards the Incarnation and the Trinity. In a passage whose
exact meaning varies depending upon its
grammatical analysis, Christians are also
accused of “inventing monasticism”
( :). Additionally, there is the rather
enigmatic polemical accusation that Jews
have taken Ezra (q.v.) as a son of God
( :). Although the polemic against the
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Christians is less pervasive and somewhat
less virulent than that against the Jews, in
the final analysis, Jews and Christians are
considered allies of one another — and are
not to be taken as friends by the believers
( :).
Apologetic
In addition to the negative remarks about
Judaism and Christianity mentioned above,
the Qurān also contains positive assertions
about its own message and the prophethood of Muammad, assertions that
seem to be a clear response to Jewish or
Christian challenges (for this theme, see
Gaudeul, Encounters, i, -). To the Jewish
challenge that racially Muammad could
not be a prophet (there are no prophets
outside of Israel), the Qurān responds that
Abraham was not a Jew, but was a believer,
a Muslim, a anīf ( :). The argument
that Muammad’s teachings do not conform to the Bible (see   
) is also turned against the Jews, for
they have broken God’s covenant (q.v.; cf.
e.g.  :, -), falsified their scriptures
(cf. e.g.  :-; see   ), and rejected his prophets, among
them Moses and Jesus (e.g.  : f.,  f.;
see also ; cf.  :). There
are also self-conscious rejections of Jewish
practices: i.e. the change of the qibla from
Jerusalem (q.v.) towards Mecca ( :),
as well as the reduction of the fasting of
Āshūrā (cf.  :-; see Goitein, Ramadan; see also ). The response to
the Christians focuses mainly on Trinitarian or Christological themes (i.e.  :,
do not say God is a third of three, thālithu
thalāthatin; cf. Griffith, Syriacisms, for an
argument that this is an Arabicized rendition of a Syriac word that, in the new
linguistic medium, loses its original
sense — i.e. the Syriac epithet thlīthāyâ, a
title of Christ), but there are some assertions of what could be read as Christian-

 
Muslim collaboration or complicity (i.e.
 :, wherein Jesus foretells a prophet
called ‘Amad’). See also .
Responses
The early Abbāsid period (i.e. -⁄
-) saw a particularly rich production of Muslim and Christian polemic.
Intent on disabusing Muslims of the image
conveyed in the Qurān, and encouraged
by an atmosphere of perhaps unparalleled
interreligious communication, Christians
(and Jews) wrote a number of treatises in
defense of their faith. For their part,
Muslims went beyond the qurānic claims
and demonstrated an intimate knowledge
of the various religious communities of
their own day — even down to the confessional divisions among the Christians (e.g.
Abd al-Jabbār’s Tathbīt dalāil al-nubuwwa;
for a survey of the Islamic sources, see
Thomas, Anti-Christian polemic, -;
Griffith, The monk in the emir’s majlis,
presents an overview of the earliest such
Christian apologetics; see also Ibn Kammūna [d. ⁄-], Tanqī al-abāth lilmilal al-thalāth, for an example of early
Jewish apologetics).
Additional attestation of interest in, and
intimate knowledge of, Jewish and Christian literature is demonstrated by the
familiarity of Muslim authors with extracanonical Jewish and Christian lore that is
evidenced in the genre of Islamic literature
known as Isrāīliyyāt, much of which is incorporated in the post-qurānic “stories of
the prophets” (see McAuliffe, Assessing).
The development of both Islamic dialectical theology (kalām) and Islamic mysticism, which flourished in the early
Abbāsid period, may also trace its roots
to the interactions with the Christians in
the conquered lands, especially those living on the frontier between Byzantium
and Persia (see    ;
   ).

 
Although the early debates over the
createdness of the Qurān (q.v.; see also
) and the Muslim literature
on “proofs of prophethood” (e.g. Abd alJabbār’s Tathbīt) may plausibly have arisen
in a religiously pluralistic environment in
which Christians, in particular, took part
(cf. e.g. Thomas, Christians at the heart of
Islamic rule; id., Anti-Christian polemic in early
Islam; id., Early Muslim polemic against
Christianity), the classical Islamic response
to religious pluralism is perhaps best seen
in the development of the sectarian and
heresiographical genre (ilm al-firaq and
al-milal wa-l-nial ). Representative works
of this genre include Abd al-Qāhir alBaghdādī’s (d. ⁄) al-Farq bayna
l-firaq, Ibn azm’s (⁄) al-Fial fī
l-milal wa-l-ahwā wa-l-nial and alShahrastānī’s (d. ⁄) Kitāb al-Milal
wa-l-nial. Such works catalogue and discuss, variously, heterodox versions of
Islam, non-Muslim religions and forms of
philosophical speculation. Further reflection on Jewish and Christian material is
provided by works that consider the relation of earlier scriptures and the qurānic
revelation. There is a long tradition of
Muslim biblical scholarship that spans
works of history, exegesis, and heresiography (McAuliffe, Qurānic context).
Inferring a qurānic attitude toward religious
pluralism?
As already indicated, there is no single
qurānic attitude towards members of
other religions. An uninitiated reader of
the Qurān might have difficulty in discerning the Qurān’s opinion of a plurality
of religions. Commentators found it helpful, therefore, to see the various — even, at
times, conflicting — passages dealing with
members of other religions as coming in
response to certain incidents in Muammad’s life. But it is equally important to
understand how the passages have been
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utilized by later interpreters of the Qurān
as either supporting or condemning the
beliefs, practices — even existence — of
non-Muslims within the domain of Islam.
The following is a brief overview of a
selection of modern Muslim attitudes
towards the subject, as well as certain
qurānic passages that have frequently
been used by Muslims in discussions about
members of other faith communities,
followed by a presentation of some possible
qurānic “guidelines” for Muslim behavior
towards non-Muslims in the face of a plurality of religions.
Approbation and denigration
There is no one qurānic judgment about
religious plurality. On the one hand, there
are statements, frequently cited today by
prominent religious spokespersons like
Yūsuf al-Qara āwī and other advocates
of the virtues of the Islamic state (cf. e.g.
Qara āwī, al-Aqaliyyāt wa-tabīq alsharīa al-islāmiyya), that may be read as
an exhortation to tolerance of other religions (cf. Mottahedeh, Toward an Islamic
theology of toleration). In this reading,
religious plurality is permissible (at least as
far as monotheists⁄People of the Book are
concerned), as long as Muslims dominate
the political sphere and the minorities adhere to the rules put forth in the sharīa for
the proper comportment of non-Muslims.
Behind the qurānic statements that allow
for the existence of other religions is an
implicit acknowledgment of the virtues of
adherents of other religions, e.g. references
to the notion that Christians have helped
Muslims, and Jews and Christians have
some knowledge of scripture. On the other
hand, contemporary extremists such as
Usāma b. Lādin, in the tradition of exegetes like Ibn Taymiyya (d. ⁄) and
Sayyid Qub (d. ), may cite certain
verses (e.g.  :) in support of a rejection
of the plurality of religions, and a negative
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judgment on non-Muslims. In this reading,
there can be no legitimate compromise or
collaboration with non-Muslims, or, for
that matter, with bad Muslims. Qurānic
themes such as the eschatological punishment of non-Muslims, their opposition to
Muammad (q.v.), Islam as the only true
religion in God’s eyes, Jews and Christians
having gone beyond the bounds of their
religion — form part of this reading of the
qurānic denigration of other religions,
and a resultant denial of the legitimacy
of religious plurality. In the light of these
conflicting qurānic themes, the question
remains: What does the Qurān exhort
Muslims to do in the face of a plurality
of religions?

not everyone will accept the truth of the
Qurān’s message. But this, too, has received a variety of interpretations:
Muammad did not compel any of the
Meccans to accept Islam; the people of the
two books and the Magians may pay the
jizya and live peaceably in an Islamic state;
there is never force against anyone who has
paid the jizya ( abarī, Tafsīr, ad loc.) A survey of Muslim exegesis, however, reveals
that there is certainly no glorification of
the diversity of religious belief. Rather, it is
accepted as an inevitable aspect of human
existence. Generally, the exegetes do not
interpret the Qurān as exhorting a forcible
conversion to Islam. But there is also no
false irenicism: those who do not heed the
qurānic message are promised punishment
in the afterlife (see   ). The passages that extol the virtues
of peoples of other faith communities are
almost universally interpreted with a limited sense, i.e. those commendable individuals are people who did not go beyond
the bounds of their religion, or who in
some way assisted the Muslims or at least
did not harm them. They know their
proper place and do not put themselves
above Muslims.
Although qurānic passages such as
 : (“there is no compulsion in dīn”) or
 : (“to you your dīn and to me mine”)
are often cited as prooftexts for an Islamic
tolerance of non-Muslims, as noted above,
they have been variously interpreted over
the course of Islamic history. Further, historical examples like the contrast between
medieval Spain’s expulsion of Jews and
Istanbul’s welcoming of them are frequently offered to argue for the benefits
to non-Muslims of living in an Islamic
polity, past or present (cf. Qara āwī,
al-Aqaliyyāt). But there are other passages that are not at all ambiguous in
their exhortations of Islam as the true
religion and their warnings to maintain

Guidance for Muslim behavior
While verses such as  : have been
understood to acknowledge the existence
of a plurality of religions (“to you your dīn
and to me mine”), there have been various
interpretations of what this means: it was
directed to those of the Quraysh (q.v.) who
mocked (al-mustahziūn) Muammad’s
monotheism (Muqātil, Tafsīr, iv, -; see
 ); it is an affirmation of the
distinction between the religion of the
Muslim and the mushrik (and not “true”
Jews, for Jews worship God; ibid.), it is a
disavowal of everything in which the
idolaters are involved (Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr,
ad loc.). Likewise,  :, “there is no
compulsion in religion,” thought to have
been revealed after the submission of the
Arabs (cf. Muqātil, Tafsīr, ad loc., for a discussion of the distinction between the
terms of submission for the People of the
Book and those who were not such; also
Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, ad loc., where reference
is to the situation of children of the
Helpers who were being raised among the
Banū l-Na īr at the time of their expulsion; see   ), indicates a qurānic acknowledgment that
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a distance from (adherents of) other
religions.
 : and : are perhaps the most
famous or infamous of the qurānic verses
that prescribe ‘proper’ behavior towards
non-Muslims (see McAuliffe, Fakhr alDīn). But there are other, less frequently
cited, verses that shed light on what may
be called the “qurānic attitude to nonMuslims.” The following is a sampling of
these verses:  :, “I have approved Islam
for your religion”;  :, “That is the
right religion” (cf.  :; :; :;
:);  :, “those who have divided
up their religion and become sects”;
 :, “fight them until there is no
persecution and the religion in God’s”;
 :, “let no tenderness for them seize
you in the matter of God’s religion”;
 :, “People of the Book, go not beyond the bounds in your religion” (cf.
 :);  :, “I fear that he may
change your religion.”
Taken as a whole, the Qurān does evince
a negative judgment on the People of the
Book, claiming that they have exaggerated
in their religion and even altered their
scriptures (see also ; ;
). The Muslims, therefore,
should keep their distance and, when necessary, fight them — as well as other nonMuslims. It is the later exegetical literature,
however, and the doctrine of abrogation
(q.v.), that have formed the lenses through
which the Qurān is viewed, and which
have informed the traditional Muslim
attitude towards non-Muslims. For despite
the preponderance of qurānic passages
that allude to the eschatological punishment of non-believers, it is the tendency
of later exegetes to place all non-Muslims,
even People of the Book, in that category
that has encouraged a reading of the
Qurān that can support an antagonistic
attitude towards non-Muslims, and even
towards Muslims who are considered
not to be ‘true’ Muslims (cf. McAuliffe,

Christians in the Qurān, for further discussion of the distinction between qurānic
pronouncements and the later exegesis
thereof ).
Conclusion
It is generally established that by the end
of the Umayyad period (ca. ⁄) Islam
had come to be seen as the “religion of
the Arabs.” Emblematic of this association
is the famous adīth in which Jews and
Christians are banned from the Arabian
peninsula (based on the ritual impurity of
“associators,” mentioned in  :; cf.
Rubin, Jews; cf. Katz, Body of text, for discussion of the “impurity” of the People
of the Book), a situation still in evidence
today (signs outside of Mecca and Medina
prevent non-Muslims from entering the
city limits). But whether Muammad
intended such a situation is difficult to
determine. In any event, Christian Arabs
after the advent of Islam have experienced
an inevitable crisis of identity (as “Arab”
came to be all but synonymous with
“Muslim,” an identification that appears
to have occurred at an early date; cf. the
legal ruling in al-Shāfiī’s Kitāb al-Umm that
Christian Arabs are not “People of the
Book,” cited in Tritton, Caliphs, , and the
Christian Arab refusal to pay the jizya on
the basis of their being Arabs, cited in ibid,
) and since the classical period Jewish
tribes in Arabia have been all but unknown. In keeping with the qurānic injunction found in  :, Christians (and
Jews, and, to a lesser extent, Mandaeans
and Zoroastrians) have lived in Arabicspeaking areas of the Muslim world as
protected (religious) minorities (dhimma),
subject to their own religious authorities
in legal cases, at least those that do not
involve Muslims. As for their situation in
non-Arab lands, there has been a relaxation of the traditional exclusion of
polytheists from the status of protected
religious minority. For example, in India,
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Hindus were extended the protection of
the Islamic state in exchange for a payment
of the requisite tax, as was noted above. In
keeping with the qurānic differentiation
between Muslims and non-Muslims, and
also with the qurānic injunctions of tolerance for non-Muslims, these non-Muslims
have been allowed to live in Islamic lands,
albeit as “second-class” citizens (and, it
should be remarked, often subject to
Islamic law).
History, however, continues to shape the
reception of the Qurān and its interpretation. Considering the Crusades, the era of
capitulations, colonialism and the more
recent establishment of the state of Israel,
a long sequence of events which is associated with the aggression of western imperialism, contemporary Muslim exegetes
have tended to consider the qurānic verses
that exhibit a more welcoming or tolerant
attitude towards non-Muslims as abrogated
by those that contain a harsher judgment
of people who will not accept the truth of
Islam, particularly when they are living in
an Islamic polity.
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Remembrance
Recollection; state of being held in mind.
Verbal and substantive expressions (dhikr,
dhikrā, tadhkira) derived from the radical
dh-k-r appear in  verses of the Qurān
(excluding passages rendering the meaning of “male”) and these have different
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connotations depending on context (see
Ahrens, Christliches,  for discussion of
the etymology). In addition to the basic
meaning of “remembrance” this vocabulary can be employed in the sense of
“thinking of, speaking about, mentioning,
reporting on, relating” as well as “admonition, warning.”

  ;  );
and  :: “If God had not checked
one set of people by means of another,
monasteries, churches, synagogues,
and mosques (see  ;
  ; ;
), in which the name of God is
commemorated in abundant measure,
would surely have been pulled down.”
This exhortation includes the proclamation
of the divine name over slaughtered animals (see   ;
), e.g.  :: “That they may
witness the benefits [provided for them],
and celebrate the name of God, through
the days appointed, over the cattle which
he has provided for them [for sacrifice]:
then eat thereof and feed the distressed
ones in want” (see ; 
  ; cf.  : and  regarding the eating of sacrificial animals); and
concerning the eating of animals in general,  :: “They ask you what is lawful
(see   ) to them [as
food]. Say: Lawful unto you are [all things]
good and pure: and what you have taught
your trained hunting animals [to catch] in
the manner directed to you by God: eat
what they catch for you, but pronounce
the name of God over it (see ):
and fear God; for God is swift in taking
account” (see also  :, ; see   ;   ).
Also, individual acts attributed to God,
like his favor (nima; see ; ),
can occur as an object of remembrance,
e.g.  :: “And call in remembrance the
favor of God to you, and his covenant
(q.v.), which he ratified with you, when you
said: ‘We hear and obey.’ And fear God,
for God knows well the secrets (q.v.) of
your hearts” (see ;  
 ;   );  :, “O you who believe! Call in
remembrance the favor of God to you
when certain men formed the design to

Remembrance of God
The most important signification of the
first form of the verb is “thinking about”
or “calling to mind,” with the remembrance of God being the primary focus
(see ; ). In  :, “Recite
what is sent of the book (q.v.) to you by
inspiration (see  
;    ),
and establish regular prayer, for prayer
restrains from shameful and evil deeds
(q.v.), and remembrance of God is the
greatest [thing in life] without doubt.”
Remembrance of God is even deemed
superior to the religiously-mandated duties
(e.g. the obligatory duty of prayer; see
;    ). Some
further examples of qurānic descriptions
of the remembrance of God are:  :,
“Those who believe, and whose hearts find
satisfaction in the remembrance of God;
for without doubt in the remembrance
of God do hearts find satisfaction” (see
;   );  :,
“[Unbelievers] whose eyes had been under
a veil (q.v.) from remembrance of me, and
who were unable to hear” (see  
;   ; 
 ); and  :, “Verily, I am
God. There is no god but I, so serve me
[only], and establish regular prayer for my
remembrance” (see   ).
The Qurān sometimes specifies that the
“name of God” should be remembered,
as in  :-: “But he will prosper who
purifies himself, and remembers the name
of his lord (q.v.), and prays” (see -
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stretch out their hands towards you, and he
stopped their hands from you: so fear God.
And on God let believers put [all] their
trust”; or  :, when Moses (q.v.) says,
“O my people! Call in remembrance the
favor of God to you, when he produced
prophets (see   ) among you, made you kings (see
  ), and gave you what he
had not given to anyone in the world.”
Sometimes ālā, “benefits,” is used instead
of nima, particularly to recall a legendary
occurrence in the past (see ;
     ), e.g.
 :: “Do you wonder that there has
come to you a message from your lord
through a man from among you, to warn
you (see ; )? Call in
remembrance that he made you inheritors
after the people of Noah (q.v.), and gave
you a stature tall among the nations. Call
in remembrance the benefits [you have
received] from God. That you may prosper”; also  :: “And remember how he
made you inheritors after the Ād (q.v.) and
gave you habitations in the land: you build
for yourselves palaces and castles in [open]
plains, and carve out homes in the mountains; so bring to remembrance the benefits
(you have received) from God, and refrain
from evil and mischief (see )
on the earth.” God’s behavior towards humankind is sometimes specified more precisely. For instance, people are reminded
that they are created by God (e.g.  ::
“Does not man recall [yadhkuru] that we
created him before from nothing?”; see
; ), or that God instructs them (e.g.  :: “… But when
you are secure, remember God [udhkurū
llāha] in the manner he has taught you,
which you knew not [before]”), and
leads them the right way (e.g.  :,
“… Remember him [udhkurūhu] as he has
directed you, even though, before this, you
went astray [q.v.]”).

But the Qurān also recalls God or his
benefits by recounting past events without
the explicit use of the terminology for remembrance. Examples occur particularly
in the long late Medinan sūras (q.v.; see
also ;   
) when the Israelites (see 
 ), for instance, are called to
remember God’s mercy (q.v.) and his benefits. While  : uses the imperative
udhkurū to exhort the Israelites to recall
God’s blessings upon them (“Children of
Israel! Remember my favor wherewith I
favored you and how I preferred you to
(all) creatures”), the individual benefits of
God are mentioned by means of a narrative (see ) about Moses
( :-; e.g.  :: “And [remember],
we delivered you from the people of
Pharaoh [q.v.]: They set you hard tasks
and punishments, slaughtered your sons
and let your women-folk live; therein was a
tremendous trial from your lord”). In this
fashion, the Israelites are urged to recall
these events and to acknowledge God as
their author. Similarly, later in the same
sūra, the Israelites are requested to recall
the divine mercy ( :) and then their
attention is called to a tale about Abraham
(q.v.;  :-).
The aim of these different demands for
the remembrance of God can be summarized as follows. God must be remembered
as creator and preserver of both humankind and the whole creation, but the request for this recollection can be either
explicit or implicit (e.g. by the qurānic
citation of past events as examples of
God’s mercy and his benefits).
Thus, the Qurān points again and again
to human forgetfulness of God (see
  ), one of humanity’s enduring characteristics.  :-
presents the consequences of this forgetfulness, using the Israelites and Christians
as a warning (see   ;
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  ). The
peaceful communities dissolve while hatred
and hostility take their place, a negative
elucidation of the fact that people profit by
constant remembrance of God and his
deeds. For not only the community, but
also the individual, can find peace and satisfaction by remembering God: “Those
who believe, and whose hearts find satisfaction in the remembrance of God; for without doubt in the remembrance of God do
hearts find satisfaction” ( :; see
     ;
  ).

  ): “By the Qurān, full of
admonition: [this is the truth].”  :
refers in particular to the individual narratives (q.v.) concerning the former messengers: “All we relate to you of the stories
of the messengers — with it we make firm
your heart: in them there comes to you the
truth, as well as an exhortation (q.v.) and a
message of remembrance (dhikrā) to those
who believe.”
In this context, the meaning of the second form of dh-k-r — “remind of, call
attention to” in the sense of “warn,
admonish” — especially stands out. For the
Qurān is singled out as a means of warning humankind against the consequences
of overlooking God: “Leave alone those
who take their religion to be mere play and
amusement (see ; ), the life
of this world deceives them. But continue
to admonish with it [the Qurān] lest a soul
is caught in its own ruin by its own actions”
( :; see also e.g.  :). Likewise, the
signs (q.v.; or verses [q.v.], āyāt) of God
which do the admonishing, are mentioned,
e.g.  :: “And who does more wrong
than one who is reminded of the signs of
his lord, but turns away from them, forgetting the [deeds] which his hand has sent
forth?” (see also  :; :). Sometimes
divine activity within nature is specifically
referenced (see   ): “Do you
not see that God sends down rain from the
sky, and leads it through springs in the
earth (see   )? Then he
causes to grow, therewith produce of various colors: then it withers; you will see it
grow yellow; then he makes it dry up and
crumble away. Truly, in that is a message of
remembrance to people of understanding”
( :; see also  :-; :; for discussion of the idhā- phrases that contain an
implicit exhortation to be mindful of God
and the afterlife, see   
  ).

Means of remembering God
Although the Qurān does not always
directly invite people to remember God, it
does refer to itself as a revelation which
conveys the divine word and thus commands actions approved by God. And,
although the Qurān acknowledges the
existence of other “scriptures” (e.g. the
Torah [q.v.] and the Gospels [q.v.]; see also
   ; cf.  :,
which is in reference to Moses and the
Children of Israel: “And remember we
took your covenant and we raised above
you the mount [saying:] ‘Hold firmly to
what we have given you and bring [ever] to
remembrance what is therein: Perchance
you may fear God’.”), the Qurān itself is
sometimes designated as “remembrance”
or “reminder” (tadhkira; see   
) — as in  :, “Shall we then
turn away the reminder from you altogether, for that you are a people transgressing beyond bounds (see  
)?” — or as an admonition, as in
 :-: “Nay, this surely is an admonition: Let any who will, keep it in remembrance!”  : indicates an exceptional
case, in which the Qurān and the admonition appear together as a so-called oath
formula (see ;   
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Remembrance in tradition (adīth)
Numerous traditions deal with the remembrance of God (see   
) and, in general, address the
qurānic themes on the subject. As an
example, Muslim (d. ca. ⁄; aī,
bk. , K. al-Tawba, chap. , Fa l dawām
al-dhikr wa-l-fikr fī umūr al-ākhira wa-lmurāqaba, no. ) relates that anala
Usayyidī, reportedly one of the Prophet’s
scribes, was tortured with doubts about
the sincerity of his belief. As long as he
was within the circle of Muammad’s
adherents, he was able to consider the
things concerning the other world (see
). As soon as he returned to
everyday life, to his wife, his children or his
business, however, he seemed to forget
everything else. The Prophet would reassure him: “By him in whose hand is my
life, if your state of mind remains the same
as it is in my presence and you are always
busy in remembrance (of God), the angels
will shake hands with you in your beds and
in your paths but, anala, time should be
devoted (to the worldly affairs) and time
(should be devoted to prayer and meditation).” Thus this adīth expresses the conviction that remembrance of God is an
important virtue that can compensate for
other negligence. Abū Dāwūd (d. ⁄;
Sunan, bk. , K. al-Adab. Bāb fī kaffāra almajlis, no. ) relates an account of assemblies which serve a noble cause or are
held for the remembrance of God: “There
are some expressions which, if a man
utters [them] three times when he gets up
from an assembly, he will be forgiven for
what happened in the assembly; and no
one utters them in an assembly held for a
noble cause or for remembrance of God
but that [it] is stamped with them just as a
document is stamped with a signet-ring.
These expressions are: Glory be to you,
oh God, and I begin with praise of you,


there is no God but you; I ask your
pardon, and return to you in repentance”
(see   ;
; ; 
 ). Again, in al-Bukhārī’s (d. ⁄
) aī (bk. , K. Mawāqīt al-alāt,
chap. , Man nasiya alāt fa-l-yasilidha dhakara wa-lā yuīdu illā tilka l-alāt, no. ;
Eng. trans. i, ), there is a report about
the Prophet’s declaration concerning the
relationship between prayer and remembrance of God, in which he cites  ::
“The Prophet said, ‘If anyone forgets a
prayer he should pray that prayer when he
remembers it. There is no expiation except
to pray the same.’ Then he recited:
‘Establish prayer for my remembrance’.”
Another combination of remembrance of
God with ritual duties is found in Abū
Dāwūd (Sunan, bk. , K. al-Manāsik wal-ajj. Bāb fī l-raml, no. ): “The apostle
of God (peace be upon him) said: Going
round the house (the Kaba), running between al- afā and stoning of the pillars
are meant for the remembrance of God”
(see also  :-; see ; 
 ; ; -
   ).
As these few examples illustrate, the
remembrance of God is not simply a
theological postulate but is also important in the everyday life of the believing
community (see  , 
 ).
Remembrance in theology
Muslim theologians have also addressed
aspects of the concept and the function of
remembrance. In his explanation of  :
the Asharī writer al-Bāqillānī (d. ⁄)
interprets remembrance (dhikr) as wa,
admonition by the Prophet, and, at the
same time, promise (wad) and intimidation
(takhwīf ). Based on the qurānic characterization of this prophetic “admonition”
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as originated (mudath), he draws the
conclusion that there must also exist an
eternal kind of dhikr. Al-Bāqillānī considers
another meaning of dhikr as underlying
 :-, in which the messenger of God
himself is called dhikr, that is to say, divine
admonition for humankind, by his recitation of the verses of God (see  
 ).
In contrast, the Māturīdī theologian alaffār al-Bukhārī (d. ⁄) refers to
remembrance in the sense of “pointing
out” or “informing” (tanabbuh), with reflection ( fikr) on the subject being possibly but
not absolutely demanded. Further, the
author reads dhikr as remembrance of God
by speaking of the Qurān as containing
the details of the true religion (see     ).
A transition towards ūfism can be found
in the theosophy of Ibn al-Arabī (d. ⁄
). In al-Futūāt al-makkiyya (chap. ,
Fī marifat maqām al-dhikr wa-asrārihi: ii,
-) the author describes dhikr as a divine
attribute (see    )
and  : as the answer to the dhikr of
creatures. According to Ibn al-Arabī, mentioning or remembering the name of God
refers to his essence (ayn). For this reason,
dhikr should not be restricted to certain
forms, but should be expressed by calling
the divine name (see also  
 ).

orality. As mentioned above, in  :
remembrance of God is equated with ritual prayer, if not esteemed more highly.
Nevertheless, mystics were often reproached for choosing dhikr above ritual
prayer (alāt).
In general, remembrance of God in
ūfism can be performed in silence (individual dhikr) or aloud (individual or
collective dhikr). Likewise, the threefold
classification that comprises dhikr of the
tongue, dhikr of the heart, and dhikr of the
inner self (sirr) became a characteristic of
ūfism. This special kind of divine service
distinguishes ūfīs from other believers,
and the different ūfī brotherhoods have
developed different forms of these rituals.
Through constant repetition of the divine
name or of certain formulas like the profession of faith (shahāda) the whole being
of the ūfī is consumed by remembrance
of God. All else is effaced and states of
ecstasy are experienced during voiced and
collective dhikr.

Remembrance in Islamic mysticism
The admonition to remember God that is
constantly expressed by the Qurān, together with a recognition of the divine
activity of creation and of God’s signs
within the world finally led to the special
connotation of dhikr in ūfism (see 
  ). In this connection, dhikr
means, first of all, the act of remembrance
itself, but also the oral expression of this
act and, finally, the special form of that
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Remnant
The remains of a destroyed abode of sinful
people. The total destruction of former
generations (q.v.) is a historical lesson for
contemporary sinners (see ,  
), as stated, for example, in  ::
“And how many a generation (qarn) have
we destroyed before them! Do you see any
one of them or hear a sound of them?”
(see ;   
). Among these extinct sinners there
were the peoples of Ād (q.v.) and Thamūd
(q.v.) about whom it is declared in  :
that one cannot see any remnant (bāqiya) of
them. The Qurān emphasizes that God
has cut off the last of them (qu ia dābiru
l-qawmi; see  :; :), as was the case
with the people of Lot (q.v.;  :).
Although the sinners of old were totally
wiped out, God left remnants of their
abodes to serve as a lesson for posterity.
The lesson is called “a sign” (āya; see
), as is the case in  :, which deals
with the sinners of Thamūd: “So those are
their houses fallen down because they were
unjust (see   ). Most
surely there is a sign in this for people who
know.” The desolate abodes (masākin) of
Thamūd as well as of Ād, which remained after their inhabitants had been
destroyed, are mentioned also in  :
and  : (cf.  :; :).
Muammad’s unbelieving contemporaries
actually used to go about among these
dwellings ( :). In further passages,
the unbelievers are requested to travel in
the land and see what was the end (āqiba)
of the sinners of old, who, however, are
not specifically identified ( :; :;
:; :; :; :; :; :, ;
:; see ;  
).
Remnants of the town of Lot (Sodom)


also survived and God declares that he has
left a clear sign of this town for people who
understand ( :; also  :; :;
see   ). The
Qurān stresses that the remnants of Lot’s
town can be seen by Muammad’s unbelieving contemporaries who pass by
when they go about their business in the
land ( :; :). They can see these
remnants because they overlook the main
road ( :). This applies also to the
remains of the city of al-Ayka ( :; see
   ). Remnants
of Noah’s (q.v.) ark (q.v.) could also be
seen, as is implied in  :. This passage
asserts that God left it as a sign.
A different type of remnant is called
baqiyya (from b-q-y, “to remain”), which
stands for a divine religious or moral relic
that has an everlasting value. Hence in
 :, the phrase ūlū baqiyya signifies
people possessing such a relic or possessing
qualities of religious and moral excellence
(see    ). In  :
the baqiyya explicitly belongs to God and
emanates from him to his obedient servants (see ; ). In
 : it is evidently material, as it stands
for the relics left by the Children of Israel
(q.v.) within the ark of the covenant (q.v.;
tābūt ). Muslim exegetes (see  
 :   )
maintain that these relics included the
Tablets, the rod (q.v.) of Moses (q.v.) and
the turban of Aaron (q.v.).
Uri Rubin
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Repentance and Penance
Contrition or regret and self-mortification,
with the intention of obtaining God’s pardon (see ). Repentance is generally designated in the Qurān as tawba
which basically means “return” (from sin;
see ,   ). For example,
in  : God demands of the believers a
“sincere return” (tawbatan naūan) and he
in turn will make them enter paradise
(q.v.). God himself is described as “the
accepter of tawba” ( :; :; also
 :: accepter of tawb), and this represents a crucial aspect of his compassion for
the believers (see ). Repentance can,
however, only be accepted as long as one
remains a believer (see   ; ).  : asserts that “those
who disbelieve after their believing then
increase in disbelief, their repentance
(tawbatuhum) shall not be accepted and
these are they who go astray (q.v.; see also
).” Similarly, the repentance of
unbelievers that has been postponed till
the last moment of life is doomed to rejection ( :; see    ).
But the term tawba may denote not just
human “return” from sin but also God’s
“return” (from wrath; see ). This is
the case in  :, in which a Muslim
guilty of unintentional murder (q.v.; see
also ) is demanded to fulfill
some duties, including the payment of
blood money (q.v.), which are imposed on
him in order to gain God’s tawba (see
). The blood money forms
part of the sinner’s penance and, as will be
shown below, there are other references to
penance in the Qurān although repentance is mostly answered with forgiveness,
without any allusion to specific penance.
Another key term is tawwāb, which, like
tawba, has a two-fold function. On the one
hand, it describes humans who repent repeatedly (cf.  :) but in most cases it
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stands for God who is willing to accept a
human being’s repentance. In the verses
applying this epithet to God (see  
 ), his merciful response is
promised to the Prophet himself ( :)
as well as to Muslims who have acted unjustly towards other Muslims (see 
 ), mainly through slander
and spying ( :; :; see ) or
disobedience (q.v.) to the Prophet on legal
matters ( : f.; see ; 
  ; ) or stayed
behind the fighting (q.v.) ranks ( :; see
  ; ; 
 ), etc.
Another form connected with repentance
is tāibūn, which designates persons who
repent, as is the case in  :. This verse
provides a list of basic characteristics of
the ideal Muslim and the fact that repentance is included in the list means that a
believer must always be on guard with
respect to his or her unblemished virtues
(see   , 
 ). This applies also to
Muammad’s wives, as indicated in  :
(tāibāt; see    ).
In many other passages the idea of repentance is conveyed by the verb tāba, with
its various tenses. Here again, a two-fold
function is discernible. On the one hand,
tāba (with ilā) denotes returning from sin to
God and, on the other (with alā ), it signifies God’s returning from wrath to forgiveness. When denoting human repentance,
tāba is not necessarily confined to believers
and may also allude to unbelievers acting
against the Muslims. In their case, returning to God means simply embracing Islam
(q.v.;  :; :-). This is the only
option open to them, other than death
( :; :, , ) or being punished on the
day of judgment ( :; :; :; see
 ;   ;   ).
The fact that repentance may mean
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embracing Islam comes out most clearly in
the fact that those who have followed the
Prophet are called in  : “those who
have returned (man tāba).” Similarly, in
 :, the angels beseech God to pardon
those who have returned (tābū, i.e. to him)
and followed his way and to save them
from the punishment of hell (see 
 ; ; ).
Repentance is also offered to the hypocrites (munāfiqūn; see  
), in which case it means restoring their faith (q.v.) to its proper sincerity.
Otherwise they, too, are condemned to hell
( :-; :). The same fate awaits
apostates if they do not repent ( :-;
see ;   ). When referring to the believers, the
verb tāba means mainly desisting from all
kinds of sins against other believers, such
as slander ( :-; :-) or finding fault
with each other ( :) or accepting
usury (q.v.;  :-). The repentance of
the believers is also accepted in cases of
unintentional crimes ( :; :; :).
Generally speaking, the believer’s repentance is considered a constant state of selftrial and improvement, therefore the need
to repent is relevant at all stages of life. For
example, in  :, one is requested to
“return” to God when one is forty years
old, i.e. has reached the peak of one’s abilities (see ). In the same vein, in
 : God addresses all believers, saying:
“return (tūbū) to God all of you, O believers, so that you may be successful” (see
). As noted above, the verb tāba
(with alā) also signifies God’s returning
from wrath to forgiveness (e.g.  :;
:), and his mercy is reserved mainly for
believers. For this reason tāba may occur in
contradistinction to the punishment awaiting the hypocrites and the unbelievers
( :; see also  :-, , -, ).
It should be observed that there is a
mutual dependence between God’s mercy,

as conveyed by the verb tāba, and the believer’s repentance, which is conveyed by
the same verb. This comes out explicitly in
 :: “Whoever returns (tāba) after his
iniquity and reforms [himself ], then surely
God will return to him” ( yatūbu alayhi; see
also  :). God’s mercy is sometimes the
first cause that generates repentance, as
appears to be the case in  :-: “God
desires to explain to you, and to guide you
into the ways of those before you, and to
return unto you (wa-yatūba alaykum).”
Some exegetes explain that God guides
and “returns” to the believer so that the
latter may see the way leading to repentance (Ibn al-Jawzī, Zād, ii, , from alZajjāj: yurīdu an yadullakum alā mā yakūnu
sababan li-tawbatikum; see also  
;   ).
This correlation between divine mercy and
human repentance is even more explicit in
 :, in which God “returns” to some
persons (tāba alayhim), so that they might
also return (to him; li-yatūbū). The verse
concludes with the statement that God is
tawwāb, i.e. willing to accept the believer’s
repentance (and see also  :).
The idea of repentance comes out in further passages employing roots synonymous
to t-w-b, such as n-w-b, which always occurs
in the fourth form (anāba), and denotes
“return” (from sin to God). It is usually
employed to describe one’s desisting from
idolatry (see   )
and returning to God, so that anāba actually means embracing Islam (i.e.  :;
see also  :, ; :; :; :, ;
:; :, ; :). Some verses employing this form bring out yet again the
mutual dependence between human repentance and divine mercy and guidance.
In  : it is stated that God guides towards himself those who return (anāba; i.e.
to him), which means that return to God is
the result of God’s willing. The same idea
recurs in  :, which states: “God
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chooses for himself whom he pleases, and
guides him who returns ( yunību) towards
himself.”
The root a-w-b, which also means “return,” features in the sense of repentance
in the form awwābīn ( :). The exegetes
usually say that awwābīn is identical with
tawwābīn (for further explanations see Ibn
al-Jawzī, Zād, v, ; see   
:   ). This is
also how they tend to perceive the form
awwāb that occurs in  :. The verb
rajaa, “return,” may also occur in the sense
of repentance, in verses dealing with God’s
“signs” (q.v.; āyāt), which are said to have
been presented to the people in order
that they may “return” (from their sins;
 :), or ones dealing with God’s punishment, which is inflicted on sinners for
the same purpose ( :; see 
 ;   ;
 ).
Closely associated with the idea of repentance is the idea of desisting from sin,
as conveyed by the verb intahā (with an).
Desisting from sin is demanded in many
passages that promise a reward for those
who desist and a punishment for those who
do not. Some of these passages address the
Christians in particular (see 
 ). The latter are entreated to desist from believing in the
divinity of Jesus (q.v.): if they do so, this
would be better for them ( :), but if
they do not, punishment awaits them
( :; see   
). Other passages demand that
the idolaters desist from disbelief and from
persecuting the believers, which will assure
them God’s forgiveness ( :-; :,
-; see   ).
The Qurān allots a significant place to
historical precedents of repentance, with a
view to edifying Muammad’s contemporaries (see    ;
  ; 
 ). Such a precedent ap-

pears, to begin with, in the story of Cain
and Abel (q.v.), which is recounted in the
Qurān without mentioning the names of
the two. In  : Cain is said to have
become “of those who regret” (mina
l-nādimīn), and the exegetes maintain that
regret is usually a sign of repentance
(tawba). They wonder, however, why Cain’s
regret was not accepted, and provide various answers, one of which is that regret is
considered repentance only with Muslims,
but not with sinners of earlier generations
(q.v.; Ibn al-Jawzī, Zād, ii, ). Further
precedents emerge in passages recounting
the history of the Children of Israel (q.v.).
The passages relating to the Israelites
employ the root t-w-b, as is the case in
 :-, where God warns the Israelites
against sin and promises to forgive those
who “return” (tāba). As indicated in
 :-, the sin of the Israelites, from
which they must “return,” is the making of
the golden calf (see   ). The
demand for them to repent following this
sin, as formulated in  :, brings out
clearly the mutual dependence of divine
mercy and repentance: “return (tūbū) to
your creator and kill each other, that is best
for you with your creator: then [God] returned unto you ( fa-tāba alaykum), for
surely he is the tawwāb, the merciful.” The
command “kill each other” represents the
penance imposed by God, and he has responded to it with mercy, as indicated in
the fact that he is described as tawwāb. In
another version of the affair of the golden
calf, the Children of Israel repent on their
own accord after having made the image
(see   ). Their regret is
conveyed by a special idiomatic phrase:
suqi a fī aydīhim ( :), i.e. “[remorse]
was made to fall upon their hands.”
Another precedent is provided in  :-
and reiterated in  :-. Before entering
the holy land (see ; ;
  ), the Israelites are
requested to enter the gate (of a city there)
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while prostrating themselves and are commanded to say i a (See Rubin, Between
Bible, -), so that God may forgive them
their sins. This is the penance that God
imposes on them but they say another
word instead and are therefore destroyed
by a pestilence from heaven. Another community which has repented is the people of
Jonah (q.v.). They are mentioned in
 :, where it is stated that they were
the only (sinful) people whose (return to)
belief helped them gain God’s mercy.
The Qurān gleans precedents of repentance not only from the history of sinful
nations but also from the history of some
prophets (see   ). In their case, repentance serves as a
model that every pious believer should follow. To begin with, in  : Adam is said
to have received (some) words from his
lord, so God “returned” unto him (tāba
alayhi), because God is tawwāb and merciful (see   ;   ). The
words given to Adam appear to represent
the penance imposed on him, i.e. words of
repentance, to which God, the tawwāb, has
responded with mercy. The mutual aspect
of the “return” in the case of Adam reappears in  :, where it is stated that
God chose Adam, turned unto him (tāba)
and guided (him). The exegetes explain
that God guided Adam by showing him
how to return (Ibn al-Jawzī, Zād, v, ). In
the case of Abraham (q.v.) and Ishmael
(q.v.), no sin is mentioned in the Qurān for
which God had to forgive them; nevertheless they pray to God in  : that he
may return to them (wa-tub alaynā; see
). Some exegetes explain that they
had committed some unintentional misdeeds, or that they were asking merely out
of modesty and as a lesson to their posterity (Bay āwī, Anwār, ad loc.). Indeed, in
 :, Abraham’s words in which he renounces his father’s idolatry are said to
have been preserved as an example for his
posterity, that they may return ( yarjiūna)

from their sins. As for Abraham himself,
his penitent “return” is mentioned in
 :, where he is said to have been a
munīb, which again does not refer to any
specific sin, but merely indicates his constant self-reforming. Moses (q.v.), however,
has a specific reason for repentance, which
is spelled out in  :. He was bold
enough to ask God to reveal himself to
him. After having fallen down in a swoon,
Moses recovers and states his penitent
“return” (tubtu) to God. Shuayb (q.v.)
states in  : that he “returns” (unīb) to
God, which seems to mean that he too is
in a state of constant self-reforming. The
same applies to David (q.v.) who is described in  : as awwāb. Elsewhere
( :), David is said to have sought his
lord’s forgiveness and to have fallen down
in prostration (see   ) and to have returned (anāba). Here,
the exegetes explain, David repents his sin
with Uriah’s wife, and the Qurān itself
says that God has finally forgiven him
( :). Solomon (q.v.) is described in
 : as awwāb and the exegetes note
that here the term refers to “return” from
minor unintentional misdeeds (Ibn alJawzī, Zād, vii, ). A few verses later
( :) Solomon is said to have “returned” (anāba), and some exegetes say that
his sin here was that he preferred the good
things to prayer, as stated in  : (ibid.,
vii, ). Job (q.v.), too, is described in
 : as repenting, being referred to as
awwāb. The exegetes explain that his
“return” meant that in spite of his terrible sufferings (see ;  
; ) he continued to
obey his lord (Bay āwī, Anwār, ad loc.).
Dhū l-Nūn, i.e. Jonah, repents after having
tried to avoid his prophetic mission. Although it is never stated explicitly that he
repented, he nevertheless utters words of
remorse when saying to God in  ::
“There is no god but you, glory be to you
(see   ); surely I am
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of those who have been of the evil-doers
(ālimīn; see  ;   ).”
God responds to his repentance with
mercy and delivers him from his grief
( :; see   ).
The prophet Muammad himself is
associated in the Qurān with the theme
of repentance.  : states that God has
“returned” (tāba) to the Prophet as well as
to his Companions (see  
 ), after “the hearts of some of
them were about to deviate” (see ).
The exegetes explain that God only
“returned” from his anger with the Companions, and that Muammad is mentioned with them only because he was the
reason for their repentance (Ibn al-Jawzī,
Zād, iii, ). Here, too, the exegetes assume a mutual dependence between divine
mercy and repentance, Muammad being
regarded as an agent of the divine mercy
that generates repentance. In  :, the
Prophet states that he relies on God and
returns (unību) to him. The exegetes explain that returning unto God means here
turning to him at times of distress. Hence
repentance is mentioned here in the sense
of seeking God’s help.
The theme of repentance emerges also
in the eschatological sphere (see ), where it is always futile. In some of
the relevant passages the sinners ask God
for a respite before being punished in hell,
so that they can amend their ways and
become believers ( :; :). But, as
asserted in  :, even if given a respite,
they will surely return (to evil). In other
passages, the repenting sinners who have
already been resurrected for the final judgment, ask in vain to be returned to this
world to become believers ( :; :;
:; :; :; :; :; :; see
). Some of the passages use
the term asra (pl. asarāt), “regret,” to convey the remorse of the hopeless sinners for
failing to repent while they were still living

their first life ( :). Accordingly, the
day of resurrection is called “the day of
regret” ( :). Their (hopeless) regret
on that day is also referred to as nadāma
( :; :).
As for repentance in post-qurānic literature, a good overview can be gained
from Ibn Qudāma’s (d. ⁄) Kitāb
al-Tawwābīn. Apart from chapters revolving
around the qurānic instances of repentance, there are also numerous chapters
containing edifying folk tales praising the
pious repentance of figures from among
the Children of Israel, as well as from the
pre-Islamic Arabs (see - 
  ;  ,   -). Further, there are
also traditions about Companions of the
Prophet and other ascetics of the first
Islamic eras (see ). For repentance among the ūfīs and the Shīīs (see
   ;   
), see Ayoub, Repentance.
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Repetition see   


Repudiate see   

Responsibility
The relation of an agent to a norm-giving
and evaluative instance. It consists of the
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imposition of a set of norms, action in regards to these norms, and the assessment
of the committed acts according to these
norms with any consequences that might
ensue. The idea of responsibility is a central feature of social activities, law, ethics
and religion (q.v.; see also   
;    ; 
).
As a result of the complexity of the concept of responsibility, there are several
Arabic terms relating to different aspects of
it. The common Arabic term for “responsibility,” masūliyya, is an abstract noun derived from the passive participle of saala,
“to ask.” Although the Qurān uses forms
of saala or the passive suila in the sense of
“to hold responsible” and “to be made responsible,” respectively (e.g.  :; :;
:; :; :; :), the term
masūliyya itself is not classical; lexicographical references probably cannot be found
before the nineteenth century (cf. Fleischer,
Kleinere Schriften, ii, ; see 
). In Islamic law amān or kafāla
denote civic responsibility in general, and
the responsibility of surety in the law of
obligations in particular. The terms with
which the notion of responsibility is usually
discussed in the field of Islamic theology
(see    ) are taklīf,
“imposition,” on the part of God, and kasb,
“acquisition,” on the part of man (see
  ; 
 ). The verb kallafa, “to
impose” (of which taklīf is the verbal noun),
is used in a nearly stereotyped wording in
seven qurānic verses (see below). And
though the word taklīf does not occur in the
Qurān, it was used as early as the time of
Abū anīfa (d. ⁄) as a technical
term for the religious obligation that is incumbent upon humans (cf. van Ess,  , i,
). On the other hand, kasb is the verbal
noun of kasaba, “to acquire,” which often
appears in the Qurān (see below). In the-


ology, kasb was first used by irār b. Amr
(d. ⁄) to denote the role the individual plays in his or her actions (see
Asharī, Maqālāt, ; see  
).
The structure of responsibility in the Qurān
In the Qurān, the idea of responsibility is
the core of the relationship between humans and God. Time and again, the
Qurān promises abundant reward to those
who believe in God (see  
) and do the deeds of righteousness (alladhīna āmanū wa-amilū l-āliāt, e.g.
 :; :; :; : f.; :; : f.; see
 ). That this differentiation between belief and deeds (see ) is more
than mere rhetoric (see   
) is evident from the different valences which are thereby established:
Those who believe, but do not comply with
specific divine commands, can still hope to
be saved, provided that they repent honestly (e.g.  :; :; :; :; :;
:; see   ),
while those who do not believe are definitely condemned to hell (see  
), no matter what they do (e.g.
 :-; :; :; :; :; :; see
). Responsibility, therefore,
comprises two distinct levels. The basis is
God’s demand for belief. Given divine omnipotence (see   ),
this demand tolerates no refusal. There is
no neutral position for the human being in
the face of it, but only the choice between
“the way of God” (sabīl Allāh, a metaphor
that occurs more than a hundred times, cf.
also  :; :, etc. for similar metaphors;
see   ) and “the way of error”
(q.v; sabīl al-ghayy,  :; cf. :; :;
:; :, etc. for variants: i.e. “the way
of sinners,” etc.; see also ; ,
  ; ). But while the
decision to reject belief will inevitably lead
the individual to eternal torture (see
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), the decision to believe does not
automatically result in heavenly reward
(see ). It only opens a second level
of human responsibility before God.
Belief, in this context, is the individual’s
recognition of God’s authority (q.v.), i.e.
the willingness to act according to God’s
norms and to accept his judgment regarding one’s conduct (see  ;
 ). This two-fold nature of
responsibility in the Qurān gave rise to the
controversial discussions of later Islamic
theologians about the concepts of “faith”
(īmān) and “works” (amāl).

nine times) and iktasaba (three times, at
 :; :; :), literally “to acquire,”
metaphorically express the idea that individuals incur the moral responsibility for
their own acts — good or bad — and that
they will be rewarded or punished for
them, as in, for instance,  :: “And fear
(q.v.) a day wherein you shall be returned
to God, then every soul shall be paid in full
what it has earned (mā kasabat); and they
shall not be wronged.”

Responsibility and free will
The Qurān repeatedly emphasizes that on
the day of judgment each person will be
responsible exclusively for his or her own
deeds (e.g.  :; :; :; :; see
). The attribution of an act
to a person, however, presupposes freedom
of will. It is well known that there are
verses in the Qurān that support the assumption that humans are endowed with
free will (e.g.  :; :; : f.;
: f.), while others suggest determinism
and thus seem to exclude the possibility of
human responsibility (e.g.  :; :;
:; :). Certainly, the tension between
human freedom and God’s omnipotence
can be understood as a fundamental characteristic of monotheism. The Qurān,
however, largely associates these opposite
notions with an idea that was already held
in rabbinic Judaism: God guides the believers and leads the unbelievers astray, meaning that he merely reinforces already
existing tendencies (e.g.  :; :;
: f.; : f.; :; : f.; cf.  : and
:, where sin is described as enclosing
man and lying like rust on his heart [q.v.],
respectively). Yet, there is no definitive orientation since a believer may apostatize
and God may grant undeserved grace (q.v.;
see also ; ). Within the
scope of this idea, the verbs kasaba (forty-

The notion of responsibility in Islamic theology
Islamic theologians ordinarily dealt with
the question of responsibility in the context of their teachings concerning either
God’s justice (see   )
or his omnipotence. Thus, the Mutazila
(see ) deduced from their basic
doctrine of God’s justice (adl) that the determinant motive for God’s action towards
humanity is the latter’s benefit or even
highest benefit (alā or ala). And, since
God’s imposition of his law (taklīf ) is a
means to a supreme good, i.e. heavenly
reward, it is in itself a benefit and therefore
necessary. Further, it is incompatible with
God’s justice that he should impose upon
people that which is impracticable (taklīf mā
lā yu āq). In this respect, the Mutazila
referred to  :: “God does not charge
(lā yukallifu) any soul save to its capacity”
(wusahā; cf.  :; :; :; :;
:; also  :). Therefore, according to
the Mutazila, for taklīf to be in force, three
conditions must be met: People need
knowledge (marifa) about the obligation
that is incumbent upon them; they must
have freedom of choice (ikhtiyār) whether
to obey or to disobey (see ;
); and, finally, they have to
possess the capacity to act (isti āa) to implement their decisions. Since taklīf is a
benefit, however, it must be possible for
everyone to meet each of these conditions.
Thus, the central problem for the Mutazila concerning the notion of responsibility
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was “the obligation to something unknown” (al-taklīf bi-mā lā yulam), i.e. how
can someone, who has not even heard
about God, acquire the knowledge about
his or her obligation? Most Mutazilīs
found the solution in the idea that such a
person, startled by a sudden suspicion
(khā ir) that there might be a God who will
punish him or her if no gratitude is shown,
begins to reflect upon the contingency of
the world. The individual then realizes the
existence of the world’s creator and the
possibility that he imposes commands
upon humans (see ; 
 ,   ). By further reflection, people will
discern that there are obligations which
can be deduced by reason alone (taklīf
aqlī) — especially the principles of
ethics — and that there might be others
which can only be known through revelation (taklīf samī or sharī, see 
 ) and about which they
have to make additional inquiries — as
about regulations of cult (see  
 ;   
 ).
By contrast, the Asharīs treated the idea
of responsibility from the perspective of
God’s omnipotence. This becomes clear in
their definition of the just act (adl) as an
act that one is entitled to do ( fil mā lil-fāil
an yafalahu): Inasmuch as God is unrestricted in his omnipotence, everything he
does is just. He may pardon the unbeliever
and he does not have to reward the believer. Therefore, taklīf establishes no causal
connection between belief and reward or
unbelief and punishment, as it does in
Mutazilī theology. It is not even necessary
that everybody should know about taklīf.
Certainly, knowledge about God can be
acquired by reason but there is no obligation to reflect. Taklīf is valid only if one
hears about it and, so, the paradox of an
“obligation to something unknown” is not
a major problem for the Asharīs. Their

understanding of God’s omnipotence implies that, since there is no creator save
him, he also creates human acts (khāliq afāl
al-ibād). Thus, to secure the possibility of
attributing acts to humans, the Asharīs
developed the concept of “acquisition”
(kasb): Together with the act, God creates
in each person a “temporary ability” (qudra
mudatha), on the basis of which the individual “acquires” (kasaba) the act and is
made responsible for it. Al-Baghdādī
(d. ⁄; Farq, ) condensed this
concept into the formula: “[The person]
acquires his act (muktasib li-amalihi) and
God creates his acquisition (khāliq li-kasbihi).” The question whether the existence
of this “temporary ability” is the only condition for the attribution of an act to an
individual or whether further elements are
required, too — like the person’s knowledge of the act (ilm) and the will to act
(irāda) which are, however, equally created
by God — remained a debatable issue for
the Asharīs. Because the kasb concept implies that God can impose an act upon
someone while not creating in that person
the necessary ability to carry it out, the
Asharīs defended the reality of the “imposition of something that cannot be
done” (taklīf mā lā yu āq). Yet, although they
would not regard God’s hypothetical imposition of something that is humanly
unfeasible as nonsensical (abath; safah),
they nevertheless asserted that it does not
happen.
Matthias Radscheit
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is frequently announced in the Qurān,
and its establishment is assured ( :).
“The hour is their appointed time, and the
hour will be more grievous and more bitter” ( :). Only God knows its actual
“appointed time”: “Say: The knowledge
thereof is with my lord (q.v.). None can
reveal its time but he” ( :; cf. :),
but “It may be that the hour is near!”
( :). As for the signs (q.v.) of the
hour — “Some of the signs of your lord
should come” ( :) — the Islamic tradition, in its apocalyptic literature, has
always proposed a list of ten signs (see
): the coming of the smoke
(q.v.; dukhān), of the deceiver (dajjāl; see
), and of the beast (dābba), the
rising of the sun (q.v.) from the west, the
return of Jesus (q.v.), the “great mischief ”
of Gog and Magog (q.v.) in the land, the
earthquakes in the east, in the west, and in
Arabia, and finally the fire (q.v.). Three of
these signs occur in the Qurān and the
others are often described in the sunna
(q.v.) and in eschatological traditions. As
for the smoke, the Qurān says: “Then wait
you for the day when the sky will bring
forth a visible smoke, covering the people…. On the day when we shall seize you
with the greatest seizure. Verily, we will
exact retribution” ( :-). The beast is
announced in  :: “When the word [of
torment; see   ;   ] is fulfilled against them, we shall bring out from
the earth a beast for them, to speak to
them because humankind believed not
with certainty in our signs.” Finally, Gog
and Magog are the third of these three
apocalyptic signs mentioned in the Qurān:
When Gog and Magog, the apocalyptic
people, “are let loose [from their barrier],
and they swoop down from every mound”
( :), “on that day, we shall leave them
to surge like waves on one another, and the
trumpet (al-ūr) will be blown, and we shall

Rest(ing) see ; 

Resurrection
The “rising again” of all the human dead
before the final judgment. The expression
“day of resurrection” ( yawm al-qiyāma) occurs seventy times in the Qurān (although
the concept of “rising” — from the triliteral root q-w-m — is not limited to this
eschatological sense; it is also employed in
other instances, with a wider range of
meanings). The resurrection of dead
human bodies (see    ;
) follows the annihilation of all
creatures (al-fanā al-mu laq) and precedes
the “day of judgment” ( yawm al-dīn, thirteen attestations in the Qurān; see 
) or the “day of reckoning”
( yawm al-isāb, with four mentions:  :,
, ; :; see ; 
 ). There will be the last
“hour” (al-sāa) and people will be “gathered.” “On the day when the earth shall be
cleft off from them, [they will come out]
hastening forth. That will be a gathering”
(ashr,  :). “As such (will be) the resurrection” (al-nushūr,  :).
The “last hour” (forty-eight occurrences)
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collect them [the creatures] all together”
( :).
Sūra , “The Earthquake,” describes
very well the last events of history: “When
the earth is shaken with its [final] earthquake, and when the earth throws out its
burdens, and humankind will say: ‘What is
the matter with it?’ That day it will declare
its information, because your lord will inspire it. That day people will proceed in
scattered groups that they may be shown
their deeds (see  ;  ;
 ). So whoever does good
equal to the weight of an atom shall see it,
and whoever does evil equal to the weight
of an atom shall see it” ( :-; see 
 ). Then, it is said, “listen on the
day when the caller will call from a near
place, the day when they will hear the
shout (al-aya) in truth: that will be the
day of coming out [from the graves]”
( :-). God will gather people
( :) together ( :), the believers
and the disbelievers alike ( :; :;
see   ), the jinn (q.v.)
and the angels (see ), for a universal
gathering. And it is only on “that day” that
“some faces shall be shining and radiant
(nā ira) looking (nāira) at their lord”
( :-; see   ).
The qurānic arguments in support of the
resurrection of the body, and not only the
“return” of spiritual souls (maād,  :),
could be described as follows: the resurrection represents a new creation (q.v.) on
the part of the all-powerful God ( :;
:; :; :; :; :; :;
:; :-; see   ),
a revivification of the soil and its production of vegetables and fruits ( :; :;
:; :; :; :; see 
 ), and includes the reviving of dead people by God, as in the case
of the “seven sleepers” ( :-; see 
  ). But two other terms are also
important in the Qurān. Resurrection is

also called the “raising up” (bath, which
occurs fourteen times) of people by God.
People are in doubt about “the day of resurrection” ( yawm al-bath,  :; cf. :;
:; :), but “God will raise them up,
then to him they will be returned” ( :;
cf. :, ). Twice in the Qurān human
life is depicted in three stages (see 
      ):
“Peace be on him (i.e. John [Yayā]; see
  ) the day he was born,
and the day he dies, and the day he will be
raised up alive” ( :) and “Peace be on
me (i.e. Jesus) the day I was born, and the
day I die, and the day I shall be raised
alive” ( :). And Jesus himself states
that “I bring the dead to life by God’s
leave” ( :; cf. :; see ;
). So resurrection is also the gift of
life (q.v.; ayāt) because God himself is “the
living one, the ever subsistent” ( :; see
   ): “You were dead
and he gave you life. Then he will give you
death, then again will bring you to life [on
the day of resurrection] and then unto him
you will return” ( :; cf. :; :).
Many times God is qualified in the Islamic
tradition as the “giver of life” (muyī) and
the “giver of death” (mumīt) because in the
Qurān one reads “God makes people live
and die” (Allāhu yuyī wa-yumītu, e.g.
 :; cf. :).
Maurice Borrmans
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Act of returning like for like. The Arabic
term usually rendered as “retaliation” is
qiā, although qiā also means punishment
for a wrongful act (see  
;  ). The Qurān
mentions qiā on several occasions, mostly
in the sense of punishment for murder
(q.v.) or physical injury and once in the
sense of retaliation or reprisal for a wrongful act. In Sūrat al-Baqara ( , “The
Cow”) the Qurān affirms the pre-Islamic
practice of considering certain months
(q.v.) in the year to be sanctified (see
  ) and, therefore, of
prohibiting warfare (see ; )
and the shedding of blood for the duration
of these months (see ). The
Qurān, however, states that qiā, in the
sense of retaliation or reprisal, is permitted
during these months if the Muslims are
attacked first. Although, according to the
Qurān, these months are sanctified,
Muslims may respond in kind if attacked
( :). Earlier in the same sūra, the
Qurān uses the word qiā in the sense of
punishment or retaliation, but in a very
different context. Addressing the case of
murder, the Qurān prescribes proportionality between the crime and the punishment ( :). Muslim scholars took this
to mean that the pre-Islamic practice of
tribal feuding and disproportionate retaliation for the killing of noblemen or tribal
chiefs was abrogated ( Ja ā , Akām, i, ;
Ibn al-Arabī, Akām, i, -; ii, ). The
Qurān mandates that no more than a
single life be taken for another, but it also
urges the next of kin (see ) to show
forgiveness (q.v.) towards the offender by
dropping the demand for retaliation.
Instead, the next of kin may accept compensation, which according to the Qurān
must be paid promptly and with gratitude
(see  ;  

). The Qurān also asserts a
general principle, namely that the implementation of the rule of qiā would preserve and protect life ( :). The
meaning and import of this assertion has
been the subject of a wide debate among
Qurān commentators. Some argued that
the Qurān meant to affirm the importance
of proportionality between the crime and
punishment (see   ),
while others, especially modern commentators, argued that the Qurān meant to
emphasize that a strict penal law helps emphasize the value of life and protect the
interests of society (Qub, ilāl, ii, -;
abarī, Tafsīr, ii, -; see   
;    : 
  ). In a different sūra, the Qurān references qiā as
punishment for intentional physical injuries. The Qurān states that God had
prescribed for the Israelites that a life is for
a life, an eye is for an eye and a tooth is for
a tooth and that there should be an equal
punishment for all injuries (see ; ;
). The Qurān goes on to say that
whoever forgives and does not demand an
exact punishment will be rewarded by God
( :; see   ).
Relying, in part, on these qurānic verses,
pre-modern jurists developed a law of
talion that, in significant respects, was similar to the rules of lex talionis in Roman law
and the rules prevalent in Germanic and
Anglo-Saxon law as well as other ancient
legal systems. According to the rules developed by pre-modern Muslim jurists,
there were three possible responses to
physical injuries: qiā (punishment or
talion), diya (a prescribed blood money
amount or wergild paid in compensation
for a wrongful death or certain other physical injuries), or forgiveness. Qiā was
possible only in intentional and quasiintentional killings and physical injuries
(quasi-intentional killings would be akin

Retaliation
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today to manslaughter and other recklessly
induced offenses). The anafī, Mālikī, and
Shāfiī schools of law held that in the case
of intentional homicide or injury the remedy is qiā — diya is not a co-equal alternative. Consequently, if the heirs of a victim
forgive the offender, an automatic right to
diya does not arise. Nevertheless, diya could
be payable through a settlement (ul) pursuant to which the offender agrees to pay
an amount that may be more or less than
the specified diya. Schools that considered
diya to be a co-equal alternative to qiā did
not require the offender’s consent to paying the diya; the choice was entirely that of
the victim or the heirs. In effect, according
to the first approach, if an intentional or
quasi-intentional offense takes place, the
victim or his family have one of three
choices: () demand exaction; () reach an
agreement with the offender on the
amount to be paid, which could be more
or less than the legal diya; or () forgiveness.
According to the second school, the victim
or relative can demand exaction, the specified amount of the diya or forgive. In deliberate injuries, however, a particularly
heavy diya is prescribed (diya mughallaa).
Qiā being applicable only in intentional
and quasi-intentional offenses, in the case
of accidental injuries, diya is the only legal
remedy. Even in intentional offenses, however, diya might become the only legal recourse if certain legal deficiencies preclude
the application of talion. For example, if
talion cannot be enforced because strict
equality is not achievable, the only option
other than an outright pardon is the right
to full or partial diya. Accordingly, no talion
is admitted in the case of fractured bones
or if experts testify, in a case not involving
murder, that talion is likely to endanger the
life of the offender. Furthermore, a right to
diya is the only recourse if talion is not possible because of certain evidentiary deficiencies. Whether a rule of strict liability

or negligence applies to accidental torts is
a debated issue. Furthermore, Muslim jurists disagreed on whether in the case of
dangerous crimes the state possesses a separate right to punish the offender, regardless of what the victim or heirs decide to
do (Ibn Rushd, Distinguished, ii, -;
Bājī, Muntaqā, ix, -; Āmilī, Luma, x,
-; Shirbīnī, Mughnī, iv, -; Kāsānī,
Badāi, vi, -).
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Retribution see  
; 

Revelation and Inspiration
The communication of God’s knowledge
(see   ) and will
(see   ), warning
(q.v.) and promise to humanity. The
English word “revelation” covers a range
of qurānic terms, principal among them
way, “communication” and tanzīl, “sending down,” with their cognate verbal
forms. In the Qurān revelation is always
mediated, rather than being direct: first, in
the sense that it consists in the transmission
of a message rather than the “unveiling” of
God himself implied by the English word
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with its Christian origins and, secondly,
because even that message is considered to
have been delivered by an intermediary,
generally identified as Gabriel (q.v.; Jibrīl).
The concept of revelation is central to the
nature of the Qurān. The Qurān itself,
however, recognizes the phenomenon as
extending beyond prophecy (see 
 ) and scripture (see
).

 ; ) is a
warning to people that they should take
seriously the message of the Prophet
( :; :; :-; :-; :;
:-; :). In these cases the Qurān
is not revealing something not already
known to everybody; rather, it is pointing
to these facts of history as revealing the
ways of God and the reality of God’s
threatened judgment (see  ;
  ). On other occasions the revelation consists in God’s communicating “tidings of the unseen” (anbā
al-ghayb,  :; :; :; see 
  ), details of prophetic history that neither Muammad nor his people would otherwise have known.

Revelation before and beyond scripture
One of the Qurān’s most insistent claims
is that God is constantly offering “signs”
(q.v.; āya, pl. āyāt) that manifest all we need
to know. The āyāt that constitute God’s
revelation exist in nature (see  
) and in time (q.v.) before they come
to the people as verses (q.v.; also āyāt) of
scripture. Indeed, the role of the prophetic
scriptures is to call people back to the acknowledgment of a truth (q.v.) already
expressed in the signs of nature and in the
history of God’s dealings with humanity
(see    ). It could be
said that there is no essential difference
between the verses and the natural or historical signs: all are there to be comprehended by anyone who has the intelligence
(q.v.; aql) to reflect on them, to acknowledge their truth (tadīq) and to respond
with faithful submission (īmān, islām; see
;   ; ).
Many such passages in the Qurān cite natural phenomena as symbols pointing to the
creator (see ;  
). Among the more important
are  :; :-; :-; :-; :-;
:-, -; :-; :-; :, ;
:; :-, ; :; :; :-,
:; :, , ; :-; :-, -;
:-; :.
Historical events, too, are among the
“signs” of God. The fate of nations that
have passed away (umam qad khalat,  :;
:; cf. :; :; see ;

Scriptural revelation prior to the Qurān
In the Qurān it is axiomatic that the present revelation contains fundamentally the
same message as that given to earlier messengers (see ). The believers are
expected to accept the revelations given
before Muammad ( :, ; :, )
since God communicated with those messengers as he has done with Muammad:
“We revealed to you (awaynā ilayka) as we
revealed to Noah (q.v.) and the prophets
after him, and as we revealed to Abraham
(q.v.) and Ishmael (q.v.) and Isaac (q.v.) and
Jacob (q.v.) and the tribes (see  
), and Jesus (q.v.) and Job (q.v.) and
Jonah (q.v.) and Aaron (q.v.) and Solomon
(q.v.), and as we granted David (q.v.) the
Psalms” (q.v.;  :); “Say, we believe in
God and what has been sent down to us
and in what was sent down to Abraham,
and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob, and the
tribes, and in what Moses (q.v.) and Jesus
were given, and in what the prophets were
given by their lord (q.v.) — we make no
distinction between any of them — and to
him do we submit”( :). The term that
binds together these diverse manifestations
of revelation is kitāb (pl. kutub), “scripture”:
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“O you who believe, believe in God and his
messenger and the kitāb that he has sent
down to his messenger, and the kitāb that
he sent down before. Whoever disbelieves
in God and his angels (see ) and his
kutub and his messengers and the last day
has already gone far astray” (q.v.;  :;
see also ).
The Qurān sees itself as confirming
(muaddiq) the previous revelations ( :,
, , , ; :, , ; :; :; :;
:; :; :; :, ) in the same
way as Jesus came to confirm the Torah
(q.v.;  :; :; :). This raises a difficulty for the notion of verbal inspiration
since the actual text of the Qurān is not
identical to those of the other extant scriptures (see also ;   
).

refers to thunder, and the cognate verb
awā is used for the screeching of an eagle
(Lewin, Vocabulary, ; for more examples
see Izutsu, God, -).
Some western scholars have often wanted
to see in the term way a connection with
writing (for example Goldziher,  , ii, 
and Nöldeke,  , ii, ; see  
  ). The evidence, however, is far from convincing. Indeed, as will
be seen, Muslim tradition has overwhelmingly described the phenomenon of revelation as auditory (even though sometimes
accompanied by visions, for example, in
the Qurān itself:  :–; see ;
) and very often lacking verbal clarity. Furthermore, the poets’ usage of way
emphasized indistinctness rather than clarity appropriate to a text that declares itself
to be in the clear language of the Arabs
(q.v.; lisān arab mubīn,  :; :; see
also  ).
In the Qurān itself, while way is clearly
marked as a religious term, three instances
of its use remind us that it has a nonreligious basis and is not solely a divine
activity: Zechariah (q.v.) after being struck
dumb gestured (awā) to his companions
that they should give praise (q.v.) to God
( :; see also  :, where it is said
that Zechariah was only able to communicate ramzan, “using signs”); and twice the
same verb is used to describe the communication that takes place among the demons (shayā īn,  :, ; see ;
). When the verb is used of divine
activity, it most often refers to God’s communication with his messengers. Others
with whom God communicates are Jesus’
disciples ( :; see ), the angels
( :), Moses’ mother ( :; :)
Isaac and Jacob ( :-) and Noah
( :). This verb is also used for God’s
communication with the bee ( :), the
heavens ( :; see   ;
 ) and the earth (q.v.;  :).

Way
The term way occurs in Arabic before the
rise of Islam (see -  
 ). In pre-Islamic poetry (see
  ) the word is occasionally used to refer to writing or scriptures
(usually with the connotation of the indistinctness of age and foreignness) but
more often to describe the message that
can be discerned from the traces of an
abandoned campsite or the ruins of a habitation (for example, the beginning of
Labīd’s Muallaqa: kamā amina l-wayu
silāmuhā, “as though its rocks contained the
message”). Still other uses by the same
poets show that the term way is equally
applicable to communication by sound or
gesture. For example, one of the odes of
Alqama uses the verbal form yūī to describe the “speech” of a male ostrich to his
nestlings: “He communicates ( yūī) with
them in squeaking and clacking sounds,
just as the Greeks in their castles speak to
each other in an incomprehensible language” (Ahlwardt, Divans, , v ). In the
poems of the Hudhayl tribe the noun way
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It should be noted that way, even when
addressed to prophets and messengers, is
not by any means confined to the revelation of a scriptural text. Out of the seventy-one occurrences of awā, only three
times each are kitāb and qurān the direct
object (or the subject of a passive form).
The verb awā is often used without a direct object: a process of communication
takes place but what is communicated is
left unstated. At the same time, however,
the communication is not devoid of content. In many cases the end result is a
concrete instruction to be followed, for
example, in God’s direction of the prophetic career of Moses ( :, ; :;
:; :; :, ; see ;   ). On
other occasions it is doctrinal content (see
;    ): “Say,
‘I am only human like you (see ). It is revealed ( yūā) to me that
your God is only one God. And whoever
there may be who looks forward to the encounter with his lord, let him do good work
(see  ) and associate no one else
with his lord in worship” (q.v.;  :; see
  ;  
).
Izutsu (God, ) and Jeffery (Qurān,
-) both suggest a development of the
idea of way in the Qurān, from an earlier
usage suggesting a general inspiration to
say or do something, towards a more technical usage where the term applies very
specifically to the verbatim revelation of
scripture. There may be some truth to this,
but it must also be noted that some of the
non-scriptural uses occur in what are generally agreed to be late Medinan sūras (for
example  :; :; see 
  ).
In the interpretation of way, Muslim
tradition has guarded the distance between
the divine and the human. There are, however, some important indications in the text

of a more direct communication. In
 : it is emphatically stated that God
spoke to Moses directly (wa-kallama llāhu
Mūsā taklīman), though some commentators
read the accusative Allāha, indicating
rather that Moses spoke to God directly.
Without mentioning the case of Moses,
 : outlines three exceptions to the
general rule that God does not address
people: “It is not granted to any mortal
that God should address him ( yukallimahu)
except by way, or from behind a veil (q.v.),
or that he send a messenger who reveals
( yūī) with his permission what he wills.
Surely he is exalted, wise.” There seems a
clear enough distinction between the first
exception and the third: in one case the
connection is more direct; in the other,
God uses an intermediary. In both cases,
however, there is revelatory communication. The verse indicates that the Qurān
envisages a process of revelation that does
not involve an angelic go-between. Perhaps
the distinction between direct address
(taklīm) and the kind of communication
that took place with the prophets may be
found in pre-Islamic usage of the type
already alluded to. A common thread of
mysteriousness and indecipherability runs
through those uses of way and awā.
Often a sense of distance, absence and
antiquity are implied. Even when the communication is immediate, however, without
an angelic intermediary, it is still incomprehensible to the third-person observer.
Recall the poet Alqama’s clacking ostrich
and incomprehensible Greeks.
Way, then, does not seem to be the simple and unambiguous direct address that
Wansbrough takes it to be ( , -),
though he is surely right to insist on a
measure of demystification (see     
). Nor does way have any necessary
connection with written communication
as many others have suggested. It indicates
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a kind of communication that appears
impenetrable and perhaps exotic to a third
person observing it, yet remains full of
meaning for the one receiving it. Given the
range of its use, it seems possible, perhaps
even preferable, to translate way simply as
“communication,” understanding that it
normally refers to divine communication.

hiding in fear then gave rise to his being
addressed by the revelatory voice in
 : f. (or perhaps  : f.). According
to some versions, Gabriel first identifies
himself and announces Muammad’s role
as messenger before beginning the recitation. In others, it is not until later that the
origin and meaning of this terrifying experience is made clear ( abarī,Tarīkh, i,
-; trans. Watt⁄McDonald, History, vi,
-). Commentators distinguish three
stages in the life of Muammad: nubuwwa,
risāla and way — being a prophet, receiving the commission as a messenger and
beginning to receive the revelation he is to
pass on. In almost all these accounts there
is mention of the Prophet’s considering or
even attempting suicide (q.v.), either because he thinks he has become a poet or
a madman (see ), or because
after the initial encounters the revelations
are discontinued (the so-called fatra) and
he is tempted to think God has rejected
him.
The continuing revelations are also depicted in the tradition as often being
accompanied by physical effects: a loud
ringing sound as of a bell or chain, sweating, pain, fainting, lethargy or trance, turning pale, turning red, becoming physically
heavier — perhaps the result of a too literal reading of qawlan thaqīlan, “a weighty
word,” in  : (for a listing of traditions
referring to these phenomena, see Wensinck⁄Rippin, Way, ). It is said in some
traditions that the shekhinah (q.v.; sakīna)
descends upon him in these moments
(Fahd, Kāhin, ).
The Qurān itself refers to way as
sometimes being accompanied by visions.
The experience is portrayed as a kind of
teaching:

The experience of revelation: For the Prophet
The Qurān itself tells us little, if anything,
about the experience of revelation. The
exegetical and historical traditions, on the
other hand, have dwelt on the subject in
detail, expanding on various suggestive
verses of the Qurān to piece together a
coherent account (see   
). The time leading up to the initial
experience of revelation for Muammad
was, according to Muslim tradition, characterized by vivid dreams and portents
(Ibn Isāq, Sīra, ; abarī, Tarīkh, i,
-; id., History, vi, -). When the revelation actually begins, one finds a certain
vagueness in the tradition about whether
the Prophet initially encounters God (as
seems to be suggested by  :-; see also
Ibn Isāq, Sīra, ; trans. Ibn IsāqGuillaume, -; abarī, Tarīkh, i, ;
trans. Watt⁄McDonald, History, vi, -,
where it is said al-aqq, one of the names of
God, came to him; see   
) or whether his dealings with
the divine are always through the medium
of Gabriel. The consensus of the tradition
has it that the first words of the Qurān to
be revealed were the beginnings of sūra
, when Gabriel came bringing a cloth on
which was embroidered the text to be recited. Three times the messenger tells
Muammad to recite and he answers that
he is unable, until finally Gabriel teaches
him what to recite, and the words remain
with him.
The encounter was physically violent and
terrifying to Muammad. His reaction of

It is nothing other than a revelation (way)
that is revealed ( yūā)
One of mighty powers has taught him


one who is vigorous; and he grew clear to
view
when he was on the highest horizon
( :-; see also  :-).
According to al-Ghazālī (d. ⁄), one
of the differences between the inspiration
(ilhām) brought by an angel to a mystic (see
;    ) and the
revelation brought to a prophet is that the
prophet actually sees the angel (van Ess,
 , iv, ). Al-Bukhārī (d. ⁄; aī,
iii, -, Kitāb Fa āil al-Qurān, bāb ), however, records a tradition to the effect that
the angel was also visible on one occasion
to Umm Salama, even if Gabriel was not
visible to Khadīja (q.v.; Ibn Isāq, Sīra, ;
see also    ).
The experience of revelation: For the people
Apart from the physical effects listed above
that the people observed when the Prophet
received revelation, there are three important elements to be noted about the
people’s experience of revelation.
In the first place, the revelation is responsive to the situation in which people find
themselves. It does not present itself as a
prefabricated text related only in the most
general way to the present moment. It is
experienced as a living voice, ever on the
point of intervening in order to resolve
disputes, to clarify issues, to call to faith
and to command action. The recurrent
pattern “They say x; Say to them y” represents this interactive aspect of the revelation (see for example  :, ; :-;
:; :-). The position of the interlocutors is stated (“they say …”), followed
by the response God wishes the Prophet to
deliver (often preceded by the command
qul, “Say! …”). Some Companion adīth
(see    ;
   ) indicate that it
was not uncommon for a qurānic verse to
be revealed in the middle of a dispute
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among them or in the Prophet’s family
(see, for example, Ibn Isāq, Sīra, -; see
   ;   
).
The second aspect of the hearers’ experience is that the words are authoritative.
The authority (q.v.) of the Prophet rests on
the authority of the word he speaks (see
). Although there are, in the prophetic biography (sīra), accounts of miracles (q.v.) performed by Muammad, the
Muslim community has had an ambivalent
attitude toward them. They are often seen
as either unfounded reports or, if true, extraneous to the essence of his prophecy.
The encounter with the revelation elicits
faith not because the authority of the
Prophet has already been established by
some other means, but because of the
power of the word itself. The attesting miracle of the Prophet is understood to be
nothing other than the Qurān (see
;    ).
One facet of the word’s power, and the
third important aspect of the hearers’ experience, was its aesthetic force, its sheer
beauty. The inimitability (ijāz) of the
Qurān has not only an important apologetic role in the Islamic tradition but it signals, as Navid Kermani (Revelation, -;
cf. id., Gott ist schön) has pointed out, an
essential aspect of the Muslim experience
of revelation, in the beginning and even
now. The sensual nature of this aesthetic
dimension is often undervalued because of
the more intellectual approach taken to it
in apologetics (see   
;     
;   
 ; ). It remains,
however, an ambiguous element. The
Qurān’s repeated insistence (e.g.  :-;
:; :; :; :; :; :, ;
:, ; :, ; :) that the Prophet
is neither a possessed poet nor a diviner
(see ; ; -
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) — as well as the Sīra’s reference to
his considering suicide because he thought
he might have become such — indicates
that the impression made on the hearers
was plausibly comparable to that made
by a poet or soothsayer possessed by a
spirit.
Yet it is primarily the source of the
words, and only to a much lesser extent
their literary style (see  
   ), that makes the difference between the poet, the soothsayer
and the prophet. All are, in a certain sense,
visionaries, conveying knowledge of the
unseen world (al-ghayb). Indeed, Ibn Khaldūn (d. ⁄) posits a continuum in the
preparedness of human beings to receive
heavenly perceptions; the prophets are
merely at the highest grade in this respect,
but soothsayers, too, receive some genuine
though incomplete spiritual perception
(Ibn Khaldūn-Rosenthal, i, -). Yet the
source for the soothsayer is the shayā īn or
the jinn, while the source for the prophet’s
knowledge is God. The poets and those
who dismiss the Qurān as being no more
than poetry, soothsaying or invention (see
) are challenged repeatedly ( :;
:; :; :; : ) to bring something equal to it (see ). The
challenge is predominantly interpreted by
the tradition in aesthetic terms: there can
be no text more eloquent and more beautiful than the Qurān (see  
 ).

seven of the participle) are generally considered to be similar in meaning, “to send
down.” Although by far the majority of
uses of verbs from the root n-z-l deal with
revelation, there are other objects as well:
e.g. mountains ( :), various kinds of
rain ( :; :; :), manna and
quails ( :; :; :), armies
( :), and al-furqān ( :; :; :;
see ; ) the meaning of
which seems to bear elements of salvation
(q.v.) as well as revelation.
In one sense, the notion of sending down
itself could be said to be theologically neutral since it is merely spatial. This spatiality
implies, however, the theological premise
of a two-tiered universe in which the initiative is always in the upper (divine, celestial)
tier. Furthermore, the verbal noun tanzīl
standing by itself (e.g.  :; :, ;
:; :) is only used to refer to revelation. The activity of sending down is exclusively divine. Humans or angels may
bring (atā bi-) or recount (qaa) the word of
God but only God can send it down.
Although the direction of communication is always downward, tradition has also
sought in its development of the story of
Muammad’s ascent to heaven (see
) to establish a special prophetic
access in the opposite direction. In addition, the first revelations are portrayed as
taking place in a cave on Mount irā to
which the Prophet had ascended — in
Islamic tradition, no less than in the Jewish
and Christian traditions (see  
;   ),
the mountaintop enjoys a privileged proximity to heaven.
The mode of sending down scripture is
made clear repeatedly. It is oral, in the
form of a recitation (qurānan); the idea of
sending something down in writing is rejected as unlikely to prove convincing
( :; :). What is sent down is in the
vernacular (arabī,  :; :; :;

The process of revelation: tanzīl
The process of revelation is most commonly characterized by the spatial metaphor of “coming down, sending
down” — derivatives of the verbal root
n-z-l. The causative verb forms nazzala
(sixty-three finite verbal occurrences, fifteen uses of the madar, and two of the participle) and anzala ( finite verbal
occurrences, no uses of the madar, and


:; :, ; :; :; see ),
rather than in a foreign or sacral language
(ajamī,  :; :; but see 
). God never sends a messenger except to speak in the language of
the people he is addressing ( :). The
sending down comes gradually (mufarraqan,
 :) or, as the commentators say,
munajjaman, or najūman (Suyūī, Itqān, i,
-: naw , Fī kayfiyyat inzālihi, masala );
it comes in response to situations
( :), rather than as a single, completed pronouncement ( jumlatan wāidatan,  :).
The difficulty presented by the fact that
the Qurān was not revealed all at once in
an already fixed form is answered in the
tradition by patching together, in varying
ways, isolated parts of the text in order to
outline a coherent schema that could reconcile a preexistent canon with what was
clearly an ad rem mode of revelation (see
   ;  
 ). The Qurān is presented as
already complete in the realm of eternity;
the text is preserved on a heavenly tablet
( :; see  ; 
), from which it is sent down whole
to “noble scribes” (safara kirām,  :-)
or to the “abode of glory” (bayt al-izza, an
idea attributed to Ibn Abbās by, among
others, Suyūī, Itqān, i, -: naw ,
masala ) in the lowest heaven, then transmitted to Gabriel, who in turn parcels it
out to Muammad according to the situation in which he finds himself (see
  ).
The Islamic tradition, in developing its
ever more elaborate “topology” of revelation, is certainly careful to maintain the
distance between God and humanity
(see ). Nevertheless,
even if the divine essence remains inaccessible, a genuine unveiling of God’s
knowledge and manifestation of God’s
will does take place.
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The “occasions” of revelation
The apparently one-directional nature of
tanzīl is qualified in the exegetical tradition
by the notion that each part of the Qurān
was revealed in a particular context in response to a particular situation. This particularity and contextuality is evident in
many parts of the text itself. The term
used is sabab (pl. asbāb), which carries an
idea of causality that is somewhat veiled by
the usual translation “occasion.” Al-Suyūī
(d. ⁄; Itqān, i, -: naw , Marifat
sabab al-nuzūl) quotes Ibn Taymiyya
(d. ⁄): “Knowing the reason for the
sending down helps in the understanding
of the verse. For knowledge of the cause
(sabab) yields knowledge of the effect
(musabbab).”
Because they offer a coherent historical
context for individual verses or pericopes
and because, taken together, they create a
narrative structure for the Qurān, the
asbāb al-nuzūl are among the principal traditional tools of interpretation (see    
). The importance of the asbāb for
exegesis is the recognition of the responsive nature of the revelation that we have
already observed. The commentators can,
of course, maintain that it is not the verse
itself that is occasioned or caused but
rather the sending down of that verse,
which itself remains preexistent (see
;    ).
Even so, they are still implicitly recognizing
that the process of revelation is a divine
response elicited by human word and
action.
The importance of this dynamic aspect
of qurānic revelation is not to be underestimated. It is an essential counterbalance
to an approach that privileges the idea of
an impassive, static pronouncement fixed
from all eternity. The God who speaks in
the Qurān is also described many times as
baīr, samī and alīm — one who sees and
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hears and therefore knows the present situation he is addressing (see  
).

ontological gap between the divine and the
human, as Ibn Khaldūn pointed out, there
is still a gap between the angelic and the
human. The prophet must leave his own
state and enter the state of the angels, the
highest level of spiritual existence (Ibn
Khaldūn-Rosenthal, i, ). This explains
the difficulty prophets experience in the
moment of revelation (ibid., i, ). Ibn
Khaldūn’s analysis of the phenomenon of
prophetic perception reflects the ambiguity
of the angelic role. He leaves unresolved
the issue of whether angelic agency is necessary to prophecy or whether, when
prophets enter the angelic realm, they are
just as able as the angels to understand the
speech of God. He speaks of it as the
realm of direct perception (ibid., ii, -).
Al-Samarqandī (d. ⁄) is reported as
saying that there are three opinions about
the role of Gabriel in the revelation of the
Qurān: () that he brought both word and
meaning (al-laf wa-l-manā), having memorized the wording from the Preserved
Tablet (q.v.;  :); () that Gabriel
brought the meanings (maānī) and the
Prophet expressed (abbara) them in Arabic;
() that it was Gabriel who expressed the
message in Arabic — that is how it is recited in heaven — then later brought it in
that form to the Prophet (Zarkashī, Burhān,
i, -: naw , Fī kayfiyyat inzālihi ). Some
authors would distinguish the second form
as being characteristic of the revelation of
the sunna (q.v.) rather than the Qurān,
since the sunna is sometimes thought of
as revealed. Whether or not that is accepted, the role of Gabriel has some considerable bearing on the question of verbal
inspiration.

The role of Gabriel
The Muslim tradition has tended to emphasize those parts of the Qurān that suggest that revelation is mediated through
Gabriel. The Qurān itself does not call
Gabriel an angel, though in the tradition
there seems to be a conflation of God’s
spirit (q.v.), the angels and Gabriel. It is
explicitly stated in  : that it is Gabriel
( Jibrīl) who, by God’s leave, brings the revelation down upon Muammad’s heart
(q.v.). In an earlier Meccan sūra ( :-),
however, the most straightforward reading
indicates a vision of God (see  
). Muammad is described in  :
as the slave (abd; see ) of the one
he sees — a word that could hardly be applied to his relationship with Gabriel: “He
revealed to his slave what he revealed.”
The biographical tradition, too, shifts
between involving Gabriel and speaking as
though the revelation were direct. We
might deduce from this that the angel plays
what we could call the role of a theological
safeguard. If the Prophet has dealings only
with Gabriel and not with God directly, the
absolute transcendence and immateriality
of God is safeguarded. Once the point is
made, and the theological caveat entered,
however, there is little real need to concentrate further on the angel. One finds a
similar phenomenon with the role of God’s
messengers in the Hebrew Bible, for example in the accounts of Moses and the
burning bush (Exod :-:); of Hagar and
Ishmael (Gen :-; :-); of Abraham
and his guests (Gen -); of Abraham’s
binding of Isaac (Gen :-); of Jacob
(Gen :-; :-); and of Balaam
(Num -).
Yet, even though the angel can be understood as in some way bridging the

Verbal inspiration
The verbal inspiration of the Qurān is
accepted as virtually axiomatic by the
greater part of the Islamic tradition,
though the doctrine is recognized even
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within that tradition as not being without
its difficulties. The Qurān itself offers no
simple answer to the question of the precise relationship between its text and the
eternal word of God (q.v.), although some
verses have been taken to argue for their
being identical. Several times the scripture
is announced as a revelation (tanzīl) or a
revelation of the scripture (tanzīl al-kitāb)
from God under various of the divine
names (e.g.  :; :; :; :;
:; :; :, ; :; :; :; :;
:). In  : the Prophet is told to give
refuge to any idolater who asks for it “so
that he might hear the speech of God
(kalām Allāh).” Since there is no qualification of this, it seemed to many commentators to offer proof that the Qurān is
simply equivalent to God’s speech. Further
support is sought in  :-, in which the
Prophet is told not to rush ahead of the
recitation but to follow it precisely as God
recites it.
The reservations about verbal inspiration
were based on several factors. There was in
the first place the widespread, though not
universal, hesitancy about anthropomorphism or anything that blurs the distinction
between the divine and the created realms.
For God to have produced the actual wording of the scripture would involve him in
the use of human language with its sounds,
script and grammar, all of which are
clearly created (see  ;
   ; ). Secondly, in the religiously
plural context in which the Muslim community lived (see  
  ;  
   ), it had to be recognized that the other scriptures are not
textually identical to the Qurān, even
though in principle the import of the message should be identical. This led to such
distinctions as that made by Ibn Kullāb
(d. ⁄?) between qirāa — the recited

wording, which is a material human
action — and maqrū — what is recited, i.e.
what God intends to convey by it (van Ess,
 , iv, -; see   
). Furthermore, it could not be
ignored that there were at least seven recognized readings of the Qurān (q.v.) and
strong opposition to the idea of canonizing
any one of them absolutely. If only the
unpointed consonants (rasm) were canonized, the way remained open to multiple
pronunciations, and therefore multiple versions, based upon it.
For the Mutazilīs (q.v.), what we have on
earth is never the word of God itself but
rather an account or report (ikāya) of
what God said, a kind of indirect speech.
The speech of God is created in a physical
substrate — for example, the burning bush
associated with Moses (cf.  :). Even in
Gabriel it is created. Ibn Kullāb preferred
the term ibāra to the suspect notion of
ikāya, but in the final analysis there was
little difference between his and the
Mutazilī position on this point. Van Ess
( , iv, ) notes that even the custom of
quoting the Qurān with the introductory
words qāla llāhu, “God says,” was not always allowed to pass unchallenged for its
presumption of identity between the words
of the Qurān and the word of God.
It should be noted that the belief in the
verbal inspiration of the Qurān does not
necessarily entail a belief in its uncreated
nature, as the Mutazilīs seemed to fear. It
is possible for God to determine the precise
wording of the Qurān even while knowing
the inability of human language fully to
express and convey divine thought.
The complexity of the understanding of revelation
in the tradition
It is beyond the scope of this article to
deal systematically with the doctrines of
revelation that developed in the Islamic
community over the centuries. Some com-
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ments, however, are in order. The discussions of revelation by theologians,
commentators and philosophers seem
often to conflict (see  
 ;    :
  ). Things become
clearer, perhaps, if one sees that the discussion has tried to balance a series of tensions. Since the divine is so often defined in
negative terms and often through the negation of any similarity to the human, it
should not be surprising that theologies of
revelation are full of paradox and tension.
As Izutsu (God, -) put it, the Qurān,
being God’s speech, is divine but it is also
speech; it therefore conforms to the models
and limitations of all speech.
The tradition wants to assert the immediacy of the revelation to the God who
speaks, an immediacy on which it depends
for its reliability. At the same time it recognizes the mediation required logically
and theologically by the absolute ontological distance between God and creation,
and even the relative distance between the
human and the angelic.
Through the use of asbāb al-nuzūl the tradition focuses on the concrete historicity of
the text in its interactions with the Prophet
and his hearers. At the same time it argues
for its pre-existent, timeless nature.
The text has a very obvious cultural and
linguistic particularity and the tradition
stresses this in its attachment to and celebration of the Arabic of the Qurān. At
the same time it insists on its universal
appeal and applicability.
The tradition carefully observes the
delimited extent and content of the
qurānic text. At the same time, it asserts
the unlimited scope and import of the
revelation.
Certain key terms for the understanding
and interpretation of the Qurān have spatial and temporal significance (the heavenly
Preserved Tablet, sending down, abroga-

tion [q.v.], forgetting or causing to forget;
see also  ). At the same
time, the tradition is aware of the problematic nature of attributing spatial and
temporal characteristics to God.
The tradition maintains the uniqueness
of the Qurān. Yet, on the other hand, it
asserts the Qurān’s commonality with the
earlier revealed scriptures.
The Qurān itself and the tradition assert
the inprinciple identity of the message to
that of the earlier scriptures. At the same
time, it is aware that in fact there is a
divergence among them (see ;
;   
; ).
The Muslim tradition insists strongly that
the Qurān is the sole revealed scripture to
have been faithfully recorded and preserved in its original form. At the same
time, the fact that only the unpointed consonantal text (rasm) is canonized means
that in effect the canon is kept open by the
many possible pronunciations (laf) based
on the same ductus — some of them doctrinally significant (e.g.  :).
These tensions are a necessary factor in
any theory of revelation because it must
account at the same time for the divine
and human aspects of the phenomenon.
Although Islamic tradition has not succeeded in developing a single coherent
theology of revelation, the idea remains
central to the religion. God’s constancy in
revelation shows his engagement with the
world, the ceaseless activity of addressing
the human situation and providing for human need.
Daniel A. Madigan
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‘The Poets’ and the qurānic foundations of prophetic authority, in James L. Kugel, (ed.) Poetry
and prophecy. The beginnings of a literary tradition,
Ithaca , -.

Revenge see 

Revision and Alteration
The idea and the charge that the text of
the Qurān (and the Bible) underwent
changes and emendations over time.
According to traditional Muslim accounts,
the revelations that make up the Qurān
were originally collected together by the
second caliph (q.v.) Umar (d. ⁄),
under the editorship of Zayd b. Thābit,
approximately twenty-five years after
Muammad’s death (see  
 ). Umar died before the task
was completed, however, and the collected
sheets were transferred to his daughter
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af a (q.v.) for safekeeping (see also 
  ). Around ⁄, Uthmān (q.v.) later the third caliph (d. ⁄),
drew from this collection when he reinstated the editorial commission started by
Umar, established the Medinan recension
of the materials as the qurānic canon and
burned all other versions then circulating
(see    ). Traditional
Islam understands this Uthmānic codex,
as it is called, to be both the version most
closely resembling Muammad’s revelations and the very same version still in use
today. Bell notes that the religious authorities, largely not positively disposed toward
Uthmān, never accuse him of having
altered the Qurān in any form. Similarly,
history does not record any substantial disagreements over the text (see 
   ;   
   ).
This does not mean, however, that
Islamic tradition rejected absolutely the
idea of the alteration of God’s word (see
  ). Traditional Sunnī Islam
recognizes at least three forms of such revision. The Qurān itself ( :; :-,
etc.) speaks of God as editor, causing
Muammad to forget some revelations or
even deleting verses from the Qurān (see
also  ; ).
Additional divine revision comes in the
form of the doctrine of nāsikh wa-mansūkh,
“abrogating and abrogated” (see ). According to this principle, the
Qurān altered and revised itself in the
midst of being revealed; later qurānic
rulings that appear to contradict earlier
statements are, in fact, replacing them,
terminating the earlier statements in favor
of new decrees (for example,  :
abrogates  :,  : replaces :-).
Some maintain that Muammad acted as
the Qurān’s editor as well. According to
this tradition, once a year Muammad
met with the angel Gabriel (q.v.; Jibrīl) to

order, fix and collate the revealed materials
coming through him (Suyūī, Itqān, i, ).
In the process, some parts of the revelation
were left out of the final compilation,
though these continued to hold authoritative status. Indeed, a number of adīth
refer to such omitted verses (see 
  ). One such adīth concerns the famous “stoning (q.v.) verse,” an
omitted verse which declares that male and
female adulterers are to be stoned, a punishment that contradicts the lashing (see
) prescribed in the written revelation in  : (Bayhaqī, Sunan, viii, ;
see   ; 
 ). In line with this view
of prophet as editor, Berque suggests that
the original command to Muammad,
iqra, may have been a command to
assemble⁄compile the revealed messages,
rather than to read⁄recite them, as traditionally understood (see ;
    ;
;   ). By Uthmān’s time, dialectical oddities had crept into the Qurān’s language,
and a third form of revision took place
when Uthmān edited these out in favor
of a pure Qurashī Arabic (see 
; ).
Some modern scholars have disagreed
with this traditional (Sunnī) scenario,
maintaining that in addition to the supposed early divine and prophetic revisions,
later “regular” human hands also played a
part in manipulating the content of the
revelations. Watt sees evidence of this in
the verses’ hidden rhyme schemes, pointing out examples of phrases added in
order to give passages the correct assonance and cases in which the rhyme of the
sūra changes (see  ). Watt
also lists a host of irregularities and unevenness of style in certain sections of the
Qurān that testify to later human alteration and revision (see  
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   ). He cites changes in
subject matter as further evidence of
qurānic emendation. Weil similarly claims
that a number of pericopes (such as the
“night journey” verse,  :; see ) were added to the Qurān by later
hands for a variety of political and religious reasons and were not part of the
original revelations. Furthermore, Jeffery
maintains that the differences in pronunciation and in words in the assorted canonical qirāa readings (see  
 ) can likewise be seen as alterations, remnants of the various versions
destroyed by Uthmān. He notes, however,
that these variants later came to be seen
by normative Islam as little more than
acceptable curiosities (see also ).
The question of the Qurān’s alteration
and revision takes on a different meaning
and significance in the Imāmī Shīī context
(see    ). In the
Imāmī view, the canonical version of the
Qurān contains words, verses and even
whole sūras that have been added, omitted
or changed from the true version (originally in Alī’s possession; see  . 
) in order to fit Sunnī purposes (see
   ;  
 ). Through “falsification”
(tarīf ) and “alteration” (tabdīl), claim the
Imāmīs, the Sunnīs omitted verses from
Sūrat al-Nūr ( , “Light”; in the
Uthmānic text, this sūra contains 
verses, while, according to the Imāmīs, it
should have more than  verses; Imāmīs
also claim that the Sunnīs omitted or suppressed Sūrat al-Nūrayn, “The Two
Lights”; cf. Ar. text and trans. in Nöldeke,
 , ii, -) as well as other passages that
testify to Alī’s distinct role as Muammad’s spiritual and political heir. Kohlberg,
citing von Grunebaum, points out that the
Shīīs never could ultimately agree on the
details of the alleged Uthmānic distortion

of the Qurān’s content. Eliash, on the
other hand, maintains that the Imāmīs
never questioned the accuracy of the text’s
content but only the ordering of the material. According to Kohlberg, however, the
original accusation was of content corruption; only as the Imāmīs began to
accept the Sunnī notion of the text’s perfection (ijāz al-Qurān; see ),
did the charge slowly evolve into the lesser
criticism of order. The belief in the
Qurān’s integrity remains the conviction
of the overwhelming majority of modern
Imāmīs, although echoes of the early
dissent do surface from time to time
(Kohlberg notes the recent usayn b.
Muammad Taqī l-Nūrī l- abarsī
[d. ⁄], for example).
Khārijīs (q.v.), too, have accused the
Sunnīs of content manipulation. Many
found Sūrat Yūsuf ( , “Joseph”) problematic because of its erotic and hence
inappropriate overtones. The entire chapter, they claim, does not belong in the
Qurān and, they charge, was likely added
later by human hands.
Perhaps the most famous accusation of
textual alteration and revision, however,
concerns not the qurānic text but the
Bible. This charge appears in the Qurān
itself (see ; ;
   ).
According to the Qurān, although the
Torah (q.v.) and the Gospels (q.v.) are genuine divine revelations, deriving from the
very same source as the Qurān, the Jews
and the Christians tampered with their
texts by engaging in both tarīf and tabdīl
(see  :, , -; :, ; :; :, ;
:; :, among others; see  
;   ).
This claim explains why Muammad does
not appear in either the Hebrew Bible or
New Testament, despite the Muslim claim
that his arrival and mission had originally
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been predicted there (see  
). Jewish and Christian alteration of the biblical text also solves the
riddle of why, if all three scriptures derived
from the same divine source, the qurānic
versions of accounts often contradict those
of the Bible (see ; 
  ). The Muslim charge of
biblical alteration eventually coalesced into
two forms, tarīf al-na, “distortion of
text,” and tarīf al-maānī, “(deliberate or
non-deliberate) false interpretation.” Most
Muslim writers on the topic accused the
Jews (and Christians) mainly of the lesser
offense of intentional problematic misinterpretation. Nonetheless, a frequent
charge against the veracity of the Torah
claimed that it had been burned and subsequently rewritten (inaccurately) by the
prophet Ezra (q.v.; Uzayr). This more serious allegation of tarīf al-na forms the
basis for one of the most famous and systematic polemics against the Bible, that of
the Spanish āhirī theologian Ibn azm
(d. ⁄). In his detailed Ihār tabdīl
al-yahūd wa-l-naārā lil-tawrāt wa-l-injīl,
“Exposure of the alterations by the Jews
and Christians to the Torah and Gospel”
(preserved in his larger Milal ), Ibn azm
presents case after case in which he claims
that the biblical text must have been intentionally altered and falsified by the Jews
and Christians. As described by LazarusYafeh, Ibn azm bases his claims on what
he considers to be chronological and geographic inaccuracies, theological impossibilities and preposterous prophetic
behavior, among other things (see ). Despite his insistence on the unreliability of the Bible and his rejection of
using the Bible to prove the truth of a
religion or prophet, Ibn azm nonetheless insists that certain biblical passages
testify to the truth of Muammad and
his prophecy. This dualistic attitude of

  
rejection of and simultaneous reliance
upon the “altered” Bible appears
throughout the Muslim literature on
the topic.
Shari Lowin
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Reward and Punishment
A return or recompense made to, or
received by, a person or a group for some
service or merit or for hardship endured;
and its opposite, judicial chastisement
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intended to make a person or a group suffer for an offence, whether as retribution or
as caution against further transgression.
Both terms together merge into a word like
“requital.”
A central theme in the Qurān is the
requital of human deeds by divine justice
both on earth and in the world to come
(see   ; ;
;  ;  ).
To those who believe and do good deeds
(see   ), God gives
some reward on earth and a far greater
reward in the hereafter (see ;
; ). Unbelievers and evildoers can be punished on earth and have to
undergo eternal chastisement in the hereafter (see   ;
;   ). The
ultimate separation of the two groups will
take place on the day of judgment (see
 ). According to adīth,
unbelievers will also be punished in their
graves (see    ;
   ).

 : with kharj and kharāj ); that is to
God’s account (e.g.  :). The same is
true for the prophets of the past (e.g.
 :; cf. :; see  
). In most places, and
predominantly so in the Medinan sūras,
ajr is the reward given by God for righteous conduct (see   ,
  ). One
may be rewarded in this world, as e.g.
Joseph (q.v.; Yūsuf ) was ( :), but
nearly always ajr refers to the reward
in the world to come, i.e. in paradise.
The word is never used in the sense of
“punishment.”
Thawāb, mathūba and cognates occur nineteen times in sūras of all periods, the basic
meaning being “recompense, compensation, requital.” Only twice are they used in
a negative sense ( :; :); in the
other cases they are virtually synonymous
with “reward.” They always refer to the
recompense for human actions from God,
either in this world or in the world to come
(e.g.  :, ). Jazā means “compensation, requital, satisfaction, payment.” With
its cognates, it occurs frequently throughout the Qurān. It refers to both reward
and punishment on earth, but far more
often in the life to come. In the later sūras
the connotation of “punishment” is more
dominant. Sometimes the word is embedded in the clausula phrase (see Neuwirth,
Form, esp. p. ): “That is how we recompense the doers of good,” which occurs
in the later Meccan stories about the
prophets ( :; :; :; :-;
see ) but had already been
used in an early evocation of the day of
judgment ( :; cf. also  :; :) or
in the often-repeated phrase: “… so that
God may recompense them for the best of
their deeds” ( :; :; cf. :).
Among punishment terms in the Qurān,
adhāb and cognates are by far the most
frequent in all periods. They mean “pain,

The relevant qurānic terminology
The term ajr, “wage, pay, reward,” is
frequently used in sūras of all periods. It
sometimes refers to work or services
rendered in everyday human contexts.
Pharaoh’s (q.v.) sorcerers (see )
expect payment ( :); Moses (q.v.;
Mūsā) was payed for being a shepherd
( :-); wives and girl slaves are
entitled to an ajr ( :-; :; :; cf.
:; see    ;
  ); and divorced wives
receive payment (pl. ujūr) for nursing the
children of their former husbands ( :;
see   ; 
; ). A recurrent motif
throughout the Meccan sūras (see    ) is that the
Prophet does not ask a wage for conveying
the message (e.g.  :; :; :; in
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torment,” and more specifically “pain or
torment inflicted by way of chastisement;
punishment.” The flogging (q.v.) of adulterers (see   ) is
called adhāb ( :, ) but otherwise this
word mainly refers to the torment in hell.
God ‘seizes’ the sinners with the torment
(e.g.  :; :; see ,  
), or the torment is personified: it
“seizes” the sinners ( :; :; :,
, ), as does the “cry” (see below
under aya); or torment “covers them from
above them and from under their feet”
( :). In some  places, especially in
the Medinan sūras, the word is embedded
in often-repeated clausula phrases, such as
“For them is a painful punishment” (e.g.
 :), or phrases ending with the words
“a demeaning (or painful, or severe)
punishment,” e.g. “he will have a painful
punishment” ( :). About adhāb al-qabr,
“the punishment in the grave,” see at the
end of this article.
Iqāb is the verbal noun of āqaba, a verb
which means “to do alternately” and “to
punish for crime, sin, fault or offence.” It is
absent from the earliest, and rare in the
middle Meccan sūras. Finite verb forms of
the root -q-b occur six times in the Qurān
and always refer to human activities,
meaning both “punishing” and “doing
what induces punishment.” The frequently
used iqāb always refers to God’s punishment. In Medinan sūras it occurs almost
exclusively in concluding clausula phrases,
which aim at underlining a command or
interdiction, as e.g. “God is severe in punishment” ( :). Unusually, in  : this
phrase does not occur at the end of the
verse: “Know that God is severe in punishment and that God is all-forgiving.” Indeed
God’s punishment is placed in contrast to
his willingess to forgive (see )
already in late Meccan verses ( :;
:; :; :; :).
The term intiqām, “revenge, to avenge

oneself, take revenge, to bear a grudge,”
and cognates are used for the grudge that
human beings bear against believers for
the very fact that they are believers ( :;
:; :) and enjoy God’s blessing
( :). More frequently they are used to
denote God’s punishment. From the second Meccan period onward, God presents
himself as an avenger. He will take vengeance on the evildoers, both here ( :)
and in the life to come ( :), as he
had done in the past, according to the
punishment stories (q.v.;  :; :;
:; :, ). A few Meccan and
Medinan verses end in the clausula phrase
“God is mighty and vengeful” ( :; :;
:; :). Al-muntaqim, “the avenger,” is
one of God’s “most beautiful names” (see
   ).
Additional terminology includes khizy,
“shame, disgrace, ignominy.” From the
second Meccan period onward, this word
and its cognates are often bracketed with
God’s punishment (e.g.  :). Disgrace
in this world is terrible, but the torment in
the hereafter is worse ( :). On the day
of resurrection (q.v.), God will disgrace the
evildoers ( :), as he had already done
in the past, witness several punishment
stories (e.g.  :; :). The stay in hell
is, among other things, an ignominy
( :; :). In  :, where some
heavy physical punishments are enumerated, it is not the pain that is emphasized,
but the disgrace. Also the roots dh-l-l and
k-b-t which denote “humiliation” express
this aspect of the divine punishment (e.g.
 :; :), as well as the frequent collocation “a demeaning punishment”
(adhāb muhīn; e.g.  :). Mathula, “exemplary punishment,” occurs once in the plural (al-mathulāt) in a Medinan sūra, where it
refers to an unspecified past time ( :).
Nakāl and tankīl have a similiar meaning.
Punishments meted out to the Jews (see
  ;   )

  
and to Pharaoh are presented as warnings
and exhortations for the God-fearing
( :; :; see ; ). In a lawgiving Medinan verse nakāl is used for the
cutting off of the hands of thieves ( :;
see   ; ;
   ).
Rijz, rijs, rujz: rijz is “abomination, filth,
impurity” (see   ;  ; ).
In some punishment stories, however, it
denotes a scourge which was sent from
heaven ( :; :-, ; :; see
  ) and, in the phrase “the
punishment of a painful scourge” ( :;
:), it refers to the future. Also the word
rijs has a twofold meaning: in six places it
means “abomination, filth, punishable
act”; in three verses “scourge” ( :;
:; :). Both rijz and rijs occur in late
Meccan and Medinan sūras. Rujz, in the
early verse  :, is sometimes considered
to be identical with rijz, “abomination,” or
is taken to be cognate with Syriac rūgzā,
“wrath” ( Jeffery, For. vocab., ). Finally,
aya, “cry,” occurs in the second and third
Meccan periods. In  : it is the cry or
clamor that announces the resurrection on
the day of judgment. Mostly, however, the
cry has more than a heralding and
warning function (see ): it is the
punishment itself, or at least part of it.
This is hinted at in  : and is more
obvious in  :: “they are only awaiting
a single cry to seize them.” Elsewhere it is
the torment that “seizes” them (see above
under adhāb). In the punishment stories
the cry is destructive. Of Thamūd (q.v.)
and al-ijr (q.v.) it is said: “We released
upon them a single cry and they became
like the dry twigs of a pen-builder”
( :; cf. :, ; :), but it also
occurs in other stories, e.g. in  :: “It
was but one cry, and behold, they were
extinguished.”
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The eschatological division
A roughly chronological reading of the
entire Qurān gives a better insight into the
qurānic system of reward and punishment
than does a mere enumeration of the
relevant vocabulary (see  
). Both reward and punishment belong to the oldest stratum of the
message. On the day of judgment, God
will separate the unbelieving evildoers,
who are to be punished, from the godfearing believers, who will be rewarded.
The first Meccan sūras describe the guilty
as “he who is given his book (q.v.) behind
his back” ( :-) or “in his left hand”
( :), as “companions of the left,”
( :; see     ),
as “one whose scales are light” ( :; see
  ) and as the one
whom “we will brand him upon the
muzzle” ( :). Those who are not
condemned are called “companions of the
right,” ( :, ), “he who has been given
his book in his right hand” ( :); he
“whose scales shall be weighty” ( :-).
Finally, reward and punishment are strictly
individual: on the day of judgment, no
soul will be of help to another ( :; see
).
Who will be rewarded?
The sūras of the first Meccan period mention those “who purify themselves, remember the lord’s name and perform the
prayers” (cf.  :-; see ;
; ), those “who give
and fear God and believe in the fairest
[reward]” ( :-; see ), and
“those who believe and do good deeds”
( :; :; :). The early verses
 :- give a short description of the
types of deeds that may be rewarded:
“freeing a slave; feeding, on a day of
famine (q.v.), an orphan near of kin (see
; ), or a poor person in
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misery (see    ),” as
well as belonging to the believers, who urge
one another to be steadfast and merciful
(see   ; ;
     ).
 :- emphasizes asceticism (q.v.):
“They used to sleep (q.v.) little and to ask
for forgiveness at daybreak (see ;
,  ;   ; );
the beggar and the destitute had a share in
their wealth (q.v.).” In short, belief,
devotion and responsible social behavior
(see  ) are decisive
already in the earliest sūras, and they
remain so throughout the Qurān.
Enumerations of rewardable behavior in
various Meccan passages specify these
good deeds ( :-; :-; :-;
:-).
A similar Medinan enumeration
( :-) explicitly mentions “hastening
to obtain forgiveness” as rewardable. God’s
forgiveness can reduce punishment and tip
the scales towards reward. Repentance (see
  ) is of course a
necessary precondition for obtaining
forgiveness ( :). Another Medinan
passage,  :, makes clear that the good
deeds of both men and women will be
rewarded. In the Medinan period, donating wealth for military activities ( fī sabīli
llāhi) without making a fuss about it
( :), or even better, participating in
the fight physically ( :; :-; :;
cf. :) and, eventually, being killed on
the battlefield (see ) are emphasized (see also   ; ; ;   ).
Also the bedouins (see ) will be
rewarded, when they take part in fighting
( :). Other groups that are explicitly
promised a reward in the later sūras are
those who emigrate to God and his messenger (q.v.;  :; see also ),
the first Emigrants and Helpers (q.v.;

 :) and the believers among the
People of the Book (q.v.;  :; :;
:, ). Occasionally very specific actions
are mentioned as meriting reward: not
talking loudly in the presence of the
Prophet ( :-) and not discriminating
among prophets ( :).
Those who are punished
The people on the left who will be punished, according to the Meccan sūras, are
primarily those who do not believe in God
and deny his signs (q.v.; e.g.  :-);
who turn away (see ; ); who
doubt the resurrection and the reality of
the day of judgment ( :); who declare
the prophetic message a lie (q.v.; e.g.
 :; :); and who call the Prophet a
sorcerer, a madman or a poet (e.g.  :;
:; see   ;
; ; ;  
). Concomitant with their unbelief
are their deeds, notably involving antisocial behavior. The unbelievers are
impudent ( :-; see ; 
 ) and cheat ( :-; see
); they do not look after the poor
(e.g.  :), notably the orphans ( :;
:; :); and they live in luxury
( :), or heap up fortunes ( :;
:). Furthermore, they “obstruct God’s
way and make a breach with the messenger” ( :), persecute the believers
( :) or even forbid them to pray
( :-). In  :-, the evil-doers in
hell explain to the believers why they are
there: “We were not among those who
prayed, and we were not among those who
fed the destitute; we used to talk nonsense
with others (see ), and we used to
deny the day of judgment.…”
The Medinan sūras repeat what has been
said before but add some elements that
reflect the changed political circumstances
(see ; ;   
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). There is a certain emphasis on
the hypocrites (see  
), who were lukewarm in their
allegiance to Muammad or became
outright disloyal to him. They are as bad as
the unbelievers ( :, , ; :;
:; :); they will not be forgiven
( :); and they are “in the lowest depth
of hell” ( :). Close to them, or even
identical with them ( :, ), are the
bedouins insofar as they are unreliable
allies (see   
;   ).
Since at a crucial moment they failed to
participate in military activities, they are
threatened with a painful punishment
( :; :). In  , those who refuse to
take part in war are a main preoccupation.
 :- promises them hell, but they are
punished in this life as well: they will not be
invited for future expeditions (which is a
disgrace; cf.  :), and the believers are
not supposed to pray for them on their
death. Even worse are those who actively
try to restrain the believers from warfare
(li-yauddū an sabīli llāhi,  :).
Other punishable acts mentioned in the
Medinan sūras are, for example, mockery
(q.v.;  :), believing in the Trinity (q.v.;
 :), opposing God’s messenger ( :;
:, ) and killing his prophets ( :;
cf. Mt :). Already in Meccan passages
apostates (see ) had been
threatened with punishment ( :) but
are so again with still more emphasis in
Medinan passages ( :; :-; :).
Certain mundane perpetrators, like
murderers ( :; see ; ) and adulterers ( :-) are
explicitly threatened with punishment
in the afterlife.

detail elsewhere in the present work (see
e.g. the various cross-referenced articles).
The reward is that the believers will abide
in a luscious garden, or gardens (see
), with rivers flowing underneath,
where they are given fine food and drink
(q.v.) and costly clothing (q.v.), where they
will be served by youths and enjoy the
company of attractive women (see
). The guilty, i.e. the unbelievers,
will be punished by being thrown into the
hellfire, where they will neither die nor live,
where they are skinned and tortured and
will burn forever.

The nature of the retribution in the hereafter
What exactly awaits humankind in the
world to come is made abundantly clear
throughout the Qurān and is described in

Divine recompense on earth
God rewards and punishes not only in the
hereafter but in this life as well ( :,
; :). To the Emigrants, God will
give “a good lodging in this world, but the
reward in the world to come is greater, if
they only knew” ( :; cf. :-; see
,   ). Those who
pledged allegiance under the tree, i.e. at
udaybiya (q.v.), were rewarded “with a
victory (q.v.) near at hand” ( :).
Already in the past God’s punishment
was imposed on earth. Stubborn individuals and peoples who had not taken heed of
the warnings of God’s messengers were
punished for behavior not unlike that of
Muammad’s environment: unbelief, polytheism (see   ),
disobedience (q.v.), arrogance (q.v.). The
punishment had consisted in destruction
by stones thrown from heaven, by earthquakes, wind or rain, or by drowning (q.v.).
These stories aim, among other things, at
convincing the Prophet’s contemporaries
that the punishment is imminent and real
(see Horovitz,  , -; see also   ; 
).
But these ancient peoples were not the
only ones to be punished on earth. Indeed
“there is no city but we will destroy it be-
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fore the day of resurrection, or will punish
it terribly” ( :). Unbelievers ( :),
in particular disaffected hypocrites ( :)
and those who slander married women
( :), will be punished both now and in
the hereafter. An earthly punishment may
lead to repentance ( :). The agony of
the unjust on their deathbeds, when the
angels of death visit them, is called “the
punishment of disgrace” ( :). Sometimes a twofold punishment is announced:
disgrace in this life and a severe torment in
the world to come ( :, ; :; :;
:). Human beings may be the instruments of God’s wrath on earth (see
), as in  :, where they cut down
palm trees with God’s permission, to disgrace the vicious (see  ). In the
battle of unayn (q.v.), human fighters
were helped by invisible soldiers sent down
by God, “and he punished the unbelievers”
( :).

Madigan, Book, -) in which his standing is recorded. That day will be the “day
of reckoning” (isāb,  :, , ; :),
on which the account between God and
humanity will be settled. A similar term is
aā, “counting, calculating.” Both al-asīb,
“the reckoner,” and al-muī, “the calculator,” are among God’s most beautiful
names (see Böwering, God, ). Another
commercial metaphor (q.v.) is that of the
scales on which all deeds will be exactly
weighed: “We set up the just scales for the
day of resurrection, so that no soul shall be
wronged anything…” ( :). For God’s
payment the late Meccan and the Medinan
sūras often use the word waffā, “to pay in
full, to let someone have his full share,”
which has a more commercial ring than
jazā or thawāb: “every soul shall be paid in
full for what it did; they shall not be dealt
with unjustly” (e.g.  :). In executing
his part of the deal with humankind in full,
God is not “dealing unfairly” (alama), he
does not “defraud” or “cheat” (bakhasa,
alata), nor squander the advantage of
man (a āa) — all terms with a commercial connotation.
The other set of imagery is of a judicial
nature. In a few verses, the day of judgment reminds us of an earthly court,
where the guilty are punished and the
innocent are released. “He who is given his
book in his right hand… shall go back to
his people happily” ( :-). “Only the
most wretched will roast in the blazing fire;
the god-fearing will be kept away from it”
( :-). On the day of judgment,
however, “guilty” or “not guilty” are not
exclusively decisive. Above all, God is
merciful and inclined to forgive. Numerous are the places in the Qurān where
punishment is contrasted not with release,
but with mercy: “He punishes whom he
will and he has mercy upon whom he will,”
or “forgives whom he will” (e.g.  :;
:; :, ; :; :). The divine

The imagery of the Qurān
With reference to reward and punishment
the Qurān employs two sets of imagery.
One of them is that of commerce (see
Torrey, Commercial-theological terms; Rippin,
Commerce; see also ; ;   ). “God buys
from the believers their lives and their
wealth in return for paradise” ( :; cf.
:). The transaction with God is also
called a loan. On his loan to God, the
believer will obtain a good or a double
advantage, or even more ( :; :,
; :). If the believer does not deliver,
his soul (q.v.) is impounded (see ):
“Every soul is a pledge to what it has
earned, except for those of the right hand
side” ( :-; cf. :). Unbelievers
suffer a loss (khusr): “Humankind is in
the way of loss, save those who believe”
( :-).
On the day of resurrection everyone will
be confronted with his book (kitāb; see
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judge punishes or forgives simply because
he is mighty enough to do so (see 
 ): “Should you punish
them, [you do so since] they are your
servants (q.v.); but should you forgive them,
[you do so since] you are the mighty one,
the wise one” ( :; see ;
  ). Here is
neither an accurate bookkeeper at work,
nor an honest judge in some mundane
court, but a sovereign and almighty king
(see   ). Bravmann (Allāh’s
liberty, ) has pointed out that such a
king-judge resembles the Arabic rulers and
grandees that figure in pre-Islamic poetry
and early Islamic historiography. The
adduced parallels are striking; yet they
must be seen in the far wider perspective of
divine kingship in the ancient Near East
(see -    ;
).
Reward may then be, in the first place,
associated with trade, profit, gain, etc.,
whereas punishment and release belong to
the realm of legal jurisdiction. Mercy still
fits into the judicial imagery, when we keep
the nature of the judge in mind. But all the
images are blended, and each of them is
evocative of only one aspect of God’s
justice. Those who were released in the
above quoted  : we see in paradise
already in the very next verse. Indeed, in
the overwhelming majority of verses release from punishment is connected with
bliss in paradise.

various degrees of reward and punishment. “All shall have their degrees, according to what they did” ( :). For
polytheists, murderers and adulterers
“punishment shall be doubled… on the
day of resurrection” ( :). Liable to an
extra punishment are also “those who
obstruct the way of God” ( :-;
:). The unbelievers in hell even dare to
demand double punishment for those who
misguided them ( :; :; :). The
measure of the reward is variable as well.
The believers among the wives of the
Prophet (q.v.;  :) and the People of
the Book ( :) are promised a double
reward. Active fighters ( :) and early
converts ( :) will be privileged. Yet the
Qurān more than once promises a double
reward without there being an extra merit.
It sometimes corresponds to a twofold
deed, or two deeds: “except those who believe and do a righteous deed. To those
there will be double recompense for what
they did” ( :; cf. :). God may simply leave the account books aside: “if it is a
good deed, he will multiply it and give
from himself a great reward” ( :; cf.
:). While punishment is proportional,
reward may be far more than doubled:
“He who comes up with a good deed shall
have ten times its like; and he who comes
up with an evil deed will only be requited
for it once” ( :). As a matter of fact,
there is no point in being arithmetical
about all this. The measurements are mere
indications of the immeasurable extent of
God’s mercy, and of the sovereignty of
his judgment. (In adīth, however, the
idea of “two rewards” is elaborated in a
down-to-earth manner; see Wensinck,
Concordance, i, -, s.v. ajrān.)

The measurement of reward and punishment
The insufficiency of all metaphors is perhaps best illustrated by how the Qurān
deals with the measurement of the requital. Good and evil deeds are requited
proportionally and precisely. “He who has
a done an atom’s weight of good shall see
it, and he who has a done an atom’s weight
of evil shall see it” ( :-; see  
; ). Hence, there are

Reward and punishment in theology
Within the Qurān, the various commercial
and judicial metaphors are blended but not
brought into harmony with each other. In
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theology (see    )
they are neither, although attempts have
been made to harmonize them. From
wherever one may start, the central problem is that of free will (see  
). Were people not free to
act — at least to some extent — they could
not be held responsible for their deeds and
consequently there would be no point in
retribution. But the more freedom there is
for people, the less sovereignty (q.v.) for
God. Generally it can be said that in the
Qurān, in adīth and in Islamic theology
God’s control over human acts and intentions has been emphasised at the expense
of human free will. But this was not always
the case (see ).
Three very brief sketches may give an
idea of the possible theological viewpoints.
The Mutazila (q.v.), in the third⁄ninth
century, held that humans have the power
to do what God requires of them, hence
they are responsible for their deeds and
will be rewarded or punished accordingly.
By virtue of his justice, God has to be just
and can do nothing else than deal out
reward and punishment with greatest
precision, almost mechanically (Watt,
Islamic thought, -; van Ess,  , iii,
-; iv, -). The orthodox who
adhered to adīth and sunna (q.v.), without recourse to speculative reasoning,
protested vigorously. Is God not free to
punish and to forgive whom he wants?
Anything less would impair his omnipotence and sovereignty as a creator (see
), a ruler and a judge. God is not
constrained to do anything. This line of
thought was adopted by al-Asharī
(-⁄-), an ex-Mutazilī who
defended orthodox tenets with arguments of reason. He held that a human
“acquires” or “appropriates” (kasaba) his
acts, which are, however, known, willed
and created by God. In this manner he
saves God’s omnipotence, but the indi-

vidual remains responsible enough to really
deserve his reward or punishment (Asharī,
Maqālāt, -; McCarthy, Theology, -).
For al-Juwaynī (d. ⁄) there is no
causal connection between human deeds
and divine retribution at all: “According
to the true believers, the reward is neither
a determined right, nor an obligatory
retribution. It is a favor on God’s part. The
punishment is not necessary either. In so
far as it takes place, it is justice on God’s
part” ( Juwaynī, Irshād, ).
The punishment in the grave
A punishment that does not fit into the
qurānic system of retribution is the torment that will be inflicted on the dead in
their graves. It is essentially a theme
developed in adīth. Until the day of judgment, the bodies of the deceased lie in
their graves, separated from their souls or
spirits. In the intermediate state (see ) they continue to exist in some way
and can feel pressure, pain or pleasure.
Although the possible qurānic allusions to
this state are sparse, adīth and popular
texts discuss it in detail (see Wensinck,
Handbook, s.v. “Graves”; Smith⁄Haddad,
Understanding of death, -; van Ess,  , iv,
-). Some people receive a special reward immediately after their death. Those
who are killed on the battlefield for the
cause of God are not dead; rather “they
are alive with their lord, well-provided for”
( :). According to a adīth, prophets,
martyrs and innocent children immediately enter paradise (Abū Dāwūd, Sunan,
K. al-Jihād, ; Ibn anbal, Musnad, v, ).
Another adīth mentions ten persons by
name, including the Prophet and the first
four caliphs, who “are [already] in paradise” (Abū Dāwūd, Sunan, Sunna, ; Ibn
anbal, Musnad, i, -; for other privileged categories, see Wensinck, Handbook,
s.v. “Graves [who is free from the trial]”;
see ). Most mortals, however, are
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subject to interrogation (musāala) or torment in their graves (adhāb al-qabr). A dead
man is made to sit up in his grave and
asked to render account of his belief and
deeds. If he has done any good deeds,
these will answer for him. When the result
of questioning is positive, the grave is
widened, so that his body feels relief.
Otherwise, the torment consists in his being further compressed in the grave, which
is made too narrow for the body; he may
be beaten, flogged or bitten by a fiery
snake. There is also the disgrace of his
unbelief becoming publicly known (see
Awāl al-qiyāma, -; trans. -; Smith⁄
Haddad, Understanding of death, -; van
Ess,  , iv, -; Wensinck⁄Tritton,
Adhāb al-abr). The torment may be performed by an unknown agent; a single
angel, who is sometimes called Rūmān; by
two angels, who either remain anonymous
or are called Munkar and Nakīr (as early as
Muqātil, Tafsīr, ii, , -; see Wensinck,
Munkar wa-Nakīr; id., Creed, -, -);
or even by four angels (van Ess,  , iv,
, ).
The Qurān does not explicitly mention
the punishment in the grave. Yet, in tafsīr
works various qurānic verses are brought
into connection with it. According to
 :, the hypocrites will be punished
twice. This could be once in this world and
once in the grave (Abd al-Razzāq, Tafsīr, i,
; abarī, Tafsīr, xiv, ; Zamakhsharī,
Kashshāf, ii, ). Muqātil (d. ⁄; Tafsīr,
ii, ) considers the earlier punishment to
be death: “at the moment of death, the
angels beat the faces and backs, and Munkar and Nakīr [do so] in the graves.”
Similarly in  : “the nearer punishment, prior to the greater punishment”
may consist either in suffering in this world
or in the torment in the grave ( abarī,
Tafsīr, xxi, ; Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, iii,
). In  :, “God confirms those who

believe with the firm word in the present
life and in the hereafter,” the word “hereafter” cannot refer to paradise, since no
support is needed there. Hence several
exegetes (see    :
  ) relate it to the
punishment in the grave. Abd al-Razzāq
(d. ⁄; Tafsīr, i, ) and alZamakhsharī (d. ⁄; Kashshāf, ii, )
mention it briefly, Muqātil (Tafsīr, ii, -)
and al- abarī (d. ⁄; Tafsīr, xiii,
-) treat it at length. God’s guidance
apparently also remains in effect in the
grave, helping the believers to profess the
true creed (see ; ). This is also
Muqātil’s comment on  : (Tafsīr, iv, ),
where he interprets the words “he shall
guide them,” i.e. those killed at Badr (q.v.),
as “to the right guidance, i.e. the confession of God’s unity (tawīd) in the
grave.” At  :, “Our lord, you have
caused us to be dead twice and brought us
to life twice,” al- abarī (Tafsīr, xxiv, )
mentions as one interpretation of which he
was aware: “They were made to die in this
world, then brought to life in their graves,
then were interrogated or spoken to, then
made to die in their graves and resurrected
in the hereafter.” “The punishment other
[or: less] than that” in  : is also
sometimes interpreted as the torment in
the grave (Abd al-Razzāq, Tafsīr, ii, ;
abarī, Tafsīr, xxvii, ; Zamakhsharī,
Kashshāf, iv, ).
The punishment in the grave was once a
much disputed theological issue. According
to al-Asharī (Maqālāt, ), the Khārijīs
(q.v.) and the Mutazila denied its existence, but most Muslims asserted its reality.
Notably irār b. Amr (ca. -⁄-)
made a point of denying it, since he did
not care for adīth, but later Mutazilīs did
not follow his opinion (van Ess,  , iii, ;
iv, ). Several creeds of the believers
who stuck to adīth and sunna explicitly
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state that “the torment in the grave is a
reality” (see Wensinck⁄ Tritton, Adhāb
al-abr; Wensinck, Creed, index s.v.
punishment).
Wim Raven
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Rhetoric and the Qurān
The Qurān has been judged in Islamic
tradition as inimitable; indeed a dogma
emerged in the third⁄ninth century holding that the Qurān is, linguistically and
stylistically, far superior to all other literary

productions in the Arabic language (q.v.;
see also    ).
Although the belief in the “inimitability of
the Qurān” (ijāz al-Qurān, see ) does not rely exclusively on formal
criteria, it has been widely received as a
statement about the literary qualities of
the Qurān both in traditional scholarly
literature on Arabic rhetoric (see Heinrichs, Rhetoric and poetics) and in modern
scholarship (cf. Bint al-Shāi, al-Ijāz albayānī lil-Qurān). Kermani (Gott ist schön)
has contextualized and traced this claim of
inimitability for the Islamic scripture,
which was a later development in qurānic
poetics, back to the early strata of Muslim
collective memory. As against that, some
recent scholars have completely dismissed
the notion of ijāz as being rooted in the
event of the Qurān. Some have done so
based on the assumption of the impossibility of proving that the entire qurānic
corpus is genuine, and thus maintain that
the Qurān does not admit of any conclusions drawn from its self-referential statements. Others have — on the basis of a
close reading of the so-called challenge
verses (āyāt al-taaddī) — reached the conclusion that the qurānic challenges should
be viewed as part of the indoctrination of
the believers rather than a genuine polemic
(see ;   ).
The qurānic arguments viewed from such
a perspective appear topical rather than
real, the interlocutors of the qurānic
speaker being reduced from real to merely
imagined, fictitious adversaries (Radscheit,
Die koranische Herausforderung; see   ). That assumption,
presupposing a strict separation between
the biography of the Prophet and the
Qurān, sets a decisive epistemic course,
particularly in a case where matters of
prophetic self-image are at stake (see
   ;  
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): What may have been an
existentially significant self-testimony of
the Prophet, when read as a true challenge
cast against real adversaries, is reduced to
a merely rhetorical pattern, an instance of
boasting about doctrinal achievements
attained.
In view of the internal evidence, enhanced by external evidence (see for new
discoveries concerning the interaction
between the Prophet and his doctrinal and
political adversaries as attested in secular
literature, Imhof, Religiöser Wandel), the
author of this article does not share the
pessimism of those qurānic scholars who
totally negate the legitimacy of drawing
connections between the biography of the
Prophet and the Qurān, provided this
biography is not understood in the limited
sense of a history of the Prophet’s personal
development. A close reading of the
qurānic texts — not as a collection of literary remains left by a no longer feasible
charismatic figure and later framed as
apologetic-polemic discussions by the
redactors (see    ;
-  
  ), but as a sequence of testimonies to an ongoing and progressive
communication process (see  
   ) between the
Prophet and his audience(s) — promises
insights into a development of rhetorical
phenomena discernible in the process of
the qurānic genesis.
The extraordinary Islamic claim of inimitability (ijāz) will be revisited in the
context of a synopsis of some particularly
striking qurānic stylistic phenomena. In
view of the scanty scholarly work done in
the field of qurānic rhetoric, the following
article is limited to an outline of diverse
aspects that deserve to be studied. As such,
it aims at tracing developments in the
rhetorical self-expression of the qurānic
message rather than assembling compre-

hensive exemplative material. It will therefore not attempt to study the rhetorical
character of the diverse qurānic subgenres
such as story-telling (see Welch, Formulaic
features; see also ; 
   ), polemicapologetic debate (see Radscheit, Die
koranische Herausforderung; McAuliffe,
Debate with them; see also  
;   
), or hymnal sections (see Baumstark, Jüdischer und christlicher Gebetstypus), nor will it examine the qurānic
style as such (see Nöldeke, Zur Sprache des
Korans; Müller, Untersuchungen; see also
     ).
Rather, the following will try to contextualize striking rhetorical phenomena in the
text within the qurānic communication
process. The discussion will proceed from
an examination of the stylistic implications
of the early allegation that qurānic speech
should be the speech of a soothsayer or
seer (kāhin, pl. kuhhān or kahana; see
), to an inquiry into the relationship between qurānic speech and
that of a poet (shāir, pl. shuarā; see 
 ), with particular emphasis on
the stylistic characteristics of the early
Meccan sūras (q.v.; see also 
  ). In the third part it will
turn briefly to the rhetorical issues of the
later — more biblically inspired — parts
of the Qurān (see   ;
  ;  
 ;   ;
   ).
The Qurān and its local literary forerunners:
Kāhin and shāir speech
Already at the time of the Prophet, controversy over the new liturgical communication arose among its listeners, as to the
character of the speech recited by the
Prophet. Early sūras transmit various insinuations raised against the Prophet and
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refuted in the text, the most general and
unspecified being that he is a kāhin, a
“soothsayer” ( :: fa-dhakkir fa-mā anta
bi-nimati rabbika bi-kāhinin wa-lā majnūnin), a
poet ( :: am yaqūlūna shāirun, natarabbau bihi rayba l-manūni ), or a madman,
majnūn ( :: mā anta bi-nimati rabbika bimajnūnin), i.e. a person possessed by (inspiring) demons (jinn) in general (see ;
). Another kind of denunciation
motivated by the refusal to accept particular messages consisted in calling his recitations fabrications ( :: am yaqūlūna:
taqawwalahu, bal lā yuminūna), tales or legends ( :: asā īr al-awwalīn), all of
which could equally well have been produced by other humans or were no more
than repetitions of earlier-told tales
(Boullata, Rhetorical interpretation; see
; ; ). Whereas
the latter-mentioned verdict may simply
be explained as resulting from the desire
not to be bothered with the new message,
the references to the two types of public
spokesmen, soothsayer and poet, appear
more serious (see - 
  ). They are not totally
arbitrary since a number of sūras employ
artistic devices that are usually associated
with the speech of inspired individuals.
This concerns particularly the speech of
the pre-Islamic kāhin, a religious functionary about whom we know very little
(Wellhausen, Reste). The kāhin was a man
with occult powers that he exercised as a
profession and for which he received a
remuneration. He gave his utterances in a
particular rhythmic form known as saj
consisting in a sequence of short pregnant
sentences, usually with a single rhyme (see
 ).
All speech-act that had its origin in the
unseen powers, all speech-act that was not
a daily mundane use of words, but had
something to do with the unseen powers,

   
such as cursing (see ), blessing (q.v.),
divination (q.v.), incantation, inspiration
and revelation (see  
), had to be couched in this
form…. The magical words uttered by
a competent soothsayer are often compared in old Arabic literature to deadly
arrows shot by night which fly unseen by
their victims (Izutsu, God,  f.; see
).
The specimens of kāhin sayings that have
been transmitted in early Islamic literature
are, however, not always assuredly genuine.
In some cases, they even appear to be
modeled after qurānic verses, such as parts
of the Satī-story (Neuwirth, Der historische Muhammad) transmitted by Ibn
Isāq (d. ⁄; Sīra, i, -) and adduced by Izutsu (God, ). The literary
form of this sparse material has, furthermore, never been studied systematically. It
is difficult, therefore, to draw secure conclusions about the relationship between
pre-Islamic kāhin speech and stylistic phenomena in the Qurān. Yet, the identification that is found in traditional literature
( abarī, Tarīkh, i,  f.) of certain sections of the qurānic text with kāhin speech
has been widely accepted in scholarship;
this identification has even led to the
assumption that some qurānic sūras represent the most reliable evidence for kāhin
speech itself (Wellhausen, Reste, ).
What can be asserted, however, is the
similarity between kāhin speech and the
qurānic device of rhymed prose, of saj.
Rhymed prose in the strict sense of the
word — consisting of clusters of very short
and thus syntactically stereotyped speech
units, marked by rhymes of a phonetically
striking pattern — is characteristic of the
early sūras.
But though the old traditional form of
supernatural communication is used, it
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serves as a vehicle for conveying a new
content, no longer for the purpose of
releasing the magical power of words, nor
as a form in which to couch “prophecy” in
the sense of foretelling (q.v.) future events
(Izutsu, God, ).

in most cases (eighteen times, all of them
early Meccan) continued by further oaths
amounting to extended oath clusters. The
oaths are usually followed by a statement
worded inna A la-B. Though the oaths most
frequently refer to inanimate objects and
thus do not appeal to a superior power
whose revenge has to be feared, they do
convey a particularly serious mood since
the objects conjured in some cases project
a catastrophic situation; in other cases they
pose disquieting enigmas to the listeners.
The oath clusters in the Qurān may be
classified as follows (see Neuwirth, Images):

Saj is given up completely in the later sūras
where the rhyme makes use of a simple
-ūn⁄-īn — scheme to mark the end of
rather long and syntactically complex
verses. In these verses, the rhyming endsyllable has ceased to be the truly relevant
closing device; that function is transferred
to a particular syntactic structure, the
clausula or rhyming cadenza (see below;
see also     
). Saj style is thus exclusively characteristic of the early sūras, those texts
that aroused — and therefore explicitly
transmit — the impression in some listeners that they were related to kāhin speech.
In the following, the relationship between
kāhin speech and the early sūras will be elucidated by focusing on a group of initiatory sections that in western scholarship
have been associated with kāhin speech,
namely the introductory oaths (q.v.) of a
series of early Meccan sūras. These introductory oaths (though never studied in
context) have traditionally been considered
dark, obscure, enigmatic.
The “kāhin-model ”: Oath clusters,
idhā⁄yawma-clause-clusters, etc.
The introductory oaths that in twenty-one
cases initiate a sūra, and in six cases mark
the beginning of a new section, are completely devoid of legal connotations (see
   ;  
; ). Several formal
characteristics prove their exclusively literary function, the most striking being the
multiplicity and diversity of the objects
conjured. A second characteristic is their
complex formulaic character: they either
appear in the form wa-X or lā uqsimu bi-X,

() Oath clusters of the type wa-l-fāilāt
that conjure a catastrophic scenario:
 :-; :-; :-; :-; :- (see
;  )
() Oath clusters alluding to particular
sacred localities:  :-; :-; :-
(see   ; 
)
() Oath clusters calling upon cosmic
phenomena and certain time periods of
the day or the night:  :-; :, -;
:-; :-; :-; :- (see ;
;   ; ,
 )
A few representative examples will be
discussed.
Oath clusters that do not explicitly name
their objects but only refer to them as unknown, frightening and rapidly approaching phenomena (feminine participles of
words of motion or sound appear as harbingers of a catastrophe) have been considered to be the most intricate both by
traditional exegetes (see  
 :   )
and by modern scholars, e.g.  :-, -:
Wa-l-ādiyāti abā⁄fa-l-mūriyāti qadā⁄fal-mughīrāti ubā⁄fa-atharna bihi naqā⁄fawasa na bihi jamā⁄inna l-insāna li-rabbihi
la-kanūd⁄wa-innahu alā dhālika la-
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shahīd⁄wa-innahu li-ubbi l-khayri lashadīd⁄a-fa-lā yalamu idhā buthira mā fī
l-qubūr⁄wa-uila mā fī l-udūr⁄inna
rabbahum bihim yawmaidhin la-khabīr
By the panting runners⁄striking fire in
sparks⁄storming forward in the morning⁄
their track a dust-cloud⁄that finally appear
in the center of a crowd⁄verily humankind
is to its lord (q.v.) ungrateful⁄verily, he to
that is witness⁄and verily he for the love of
good (al-khayr) is violent⁄does he know?
When what is in the graves is ransacked
(see ;    )⁄and
what is in the breasts is extracted⁄verily,
their lord that day will of them be well
informed.

edge of their eschatological fate ( : f.;
see ) which again extends
into a description of the psychic situation
of humanity on that day (see  ; ). At this point the
imagery of the interrupted panel of the
ghazwa is continued: the eschatological
scenery (structured in a likewise ecstatically
accelerating form of an idhā-clause cluster:
 : f.: idhā buthira mā fī l-qubūri⁄wauila mā fī l-udūri ) presents a picture that
precisely presupposes a violent attack leading to the overturn of everything, since it
portrays devastation: the awakening and
dispersal (buthira) of the sleepers (mā fī
l-qubūri), the emptying of the most concealed receptacles ( :: mā fī l-udūri).
The attack presupposed here has already
been presumed prototypically by the panel
of the ghazwa-riders portrayed in the oath
cluster. The threatening scenario of the
introductory sections, whose effect is enhanced through the equally frightening
associations conjured by the kāhin speech
style, thus relies on a deeper subtext: the
panel of Bedouin (q.v.) attackers taking the
enemy by surprise after a rapid and violent
ride — perhaps the fear-inducing scenario
par excellence in the pre-Islamic context — reveals itself as an image of the last
day (see  ). It serves as a
prototype, easily understandable for the
listeners as it derives from genuine social
experience, for the as yet not-experienced
incidents leading up to the last judgment.
The oath cluster in  :-, though usually interpreted as a reference to angels in
their various activities (see ), refers
“to the winds bringing up the storm-clouds
which give the picture of approaching
doom” (Bell, Qurān, ii, ; see  
). Once more we are confronted
with a tableau of violently moving
beings — from the time of their earlier
use in   feminine plural participles
in qurānic speech have a catastrophic
connotation — that prototypically

The five oaths depict a kind of canvas or
“tableau” of one and the same object
viewed in several successive stages of a
continuous and rapid motion: a group of
horses, whose riders are carrying out a
raid, ghazwa ( :: al-mughīrāt; see
  ; ;
). The progression of their movement
( :, : al-ādiyāt⁄fa-wasa na), which
ends with a sudden standstill at its destination in the camp of the enemy, is stressed
by the particle fa-. The movement is directed towards a fixed aim: to overcome
the enemy by surprise, perhaps even while
still asleep ( :: uban).
On closer examination the tableau depicted in the oath cluster appears incomplete, its immanent tension unresolved.
The description is interrupted at the very
point where the attack on the enemy camp
would be expected to start. Instead, a general statement about human ingratitude to
God (see   ),
their obstinacy (see  
) and greediness (see ) is
made — a focus on two vehement human
psychic movements that may be taken to
echo the violent movements of the horses
(see ). The statement leads up to
a rhetorical question about human knowl-
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anticipate the eschatological events to be
expected. Although the eschatological
topic itself is not raised until the end of the
sūra, the matrix of images created by the
oath cluster remains continuously effective.
The refrain repeated ten times throughout
the text: “woe that day to those who count
false!” (see ;  
; ) serves to make
audible something of the recitation, the
reminder (dhikr; see ), meant
to be a warning, which was part of the
appearance of the enigmatic beings projected in the oath cluster ( :: fa-lmulqiyāti dhikrā ). This type of oath cluster
soon goes through a change. In the somewhat later text  :-, again presenting a
panel of clouds that signal a rainstorm, the
structural function of the introductory
oath clusters has changed. Though it still
introduces a prototypical tableau of
imminent eschatological incidents, the
sense of an “enigma” that had marked the
early cases, has now disappeared, and the
anticipation of the explicit mention of
eschatological phenomena is immediately
dissipated. By this stage, the listener is sufficiently accustomed to the prototypical
representation of the last day that he or
she can immediately translate.
A further step towards the demystification of enigmatic speech is achieved in
 :-, a sūra of the second Meccan
period where an oath cluster of the type
wa-l-fāilāt appears for the last time. Here,
the objects conjured no longer belong to
the empirical sphere of human experience
but to the realm of celestial beings, angels.
On the formal side there is a change, too:
The usual semantic caesura between the
oath formulae and the ensuing statement
has vanished, and both textual units display a strong conceptual coherence: the
oath cluster involving angels singing hymns
( :: fa-l-tāliyāti dhikrā ) is continued by a

statement that itself presents the text of
that angelical recitation ( :: inna
ilāhakum la-wāidun). With this last wa-lfāilāt-cluster, the earlier function of the
oath clusters, i.e. to depict a prototypical
panel of the eschatological events, has
ceased to operate.
The second and third kinds of oath clusters are less enigmatically coded: they are
phrased either wa-l-X or lā uqsimu bi-X. A
group of these clusters alludes to sacred
localities. An early example is  :-:
wa-l-tīni wa-l-zaytūn⁄wa- ūri sīnīn⁄wa-hādhā
l-baladi l-amīn⁄la-qad khalaqnā l-insāna fī
asani taqwīm⁄thumma radadnāhu asfala
sāfilīn⁄illā lladhīna āmanū wa-amilū l-āliāti
fa-hum ajrun ghayru mamnūn⁄fa-mā
yukadhdhibuka badu bi-l-dīn⁄a-laysa llāhu
bi-akami l-ākimīn
By the fig and the olive⁄by Mount Sinai⁄
and this land secure⁄surely, we have created man most beautifully erect⁄ then have
rendered him the lowest of the low⁄except
those who have believed and wrought the
works of righteousness for them is a reward rightfully theirs⁄what then, after that
will make you declare false in regard to the
judgment?⁄is not God the best of judges?
The first oaths invoke a pair of fruits (resp.
fruit-bearing trees; see  
; ), followed by another
pair mentioning two localities (see ). The ensuing statement takes a
different semantic direction, speaking
about human instability from the time of
their creation and their falling back, after
perfection, into the decrepitude of old age
(see     
  ). From this bipartite
argument —  : should be considered a
later addition, and not part of the sūra’s
discourse — the conclusion ( fa-) is drawn,
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clad in a rhetorical question, that the truth
of the last judgment can no longer be denied. The discursive thread that holds the
three verse groups together becomes visible
through a close look at the imagery of the
oath cluster. The two kinds of trees may
simply be taken as signs of divine bounty
granted with creation (q.v.); the ensemble
of fig and olive, however, suggests a symbolic meaning, advocated already by the
traditional Muslim exegetes who read the
two verses as an allusion to al-Shām, the
biblical holy land (see ). Of the two
localities that follow in the next oath pair,
the first recalls the theophany (q.v.) on
Mount Sinai (q.v.) granted to Moses (q.v.),
whereas the second alludes to Mecca (q.v.),
and is associated with its sanctuary, its
aram. Theophanies symbolize divine communication and ultimately the divine instruction granted to people that marks the
true, significant beginning of human time
(q.v.). Though physical time ( :) that
runs in a cyclical way ultimately causes
humanity’s downfall, within the paradigm
of salvation (q.v.) history human longevity
is secured. For human beings, historical
salvific time eclipses the cyclical movement, running linearly towards the point
where the pledge (q.v.) of divine instruction
is to be rendered, i.e. toward the last judgment (see    ). The
oath cluster referring to creation (nature
being an allusion to the divine preservation
of humanity) and instruction (theophanylocalities symbolizing divine communication with people) serves to arouse the
listeners’ anticipation of the dissolution of
both: the dissolution of creation in physical
annihilation at the end of “natural time,”
and the closure wrought by rendering
account for the received instruction at the
end of “historical salvific time,” on judgment day. The solution of the enigma
posed in the oath cluster is fulfilled only at

the very end of the sūra where God is
praised as the best judge (see )
and the tenor of the sūra returns to the
hymn-like tone of the beginning (see
  ; ).
A parallel case is  :-, where the
introductory oaths again raise the two
ideas of creation and instruction, arousing
the expectation of a closure that presents
the rendering of the pledge of instruction
at the last judgment. The somewhat later
 , however, starting with a complex
oath cluster made up of diverse objects
like two sacred sites, the holy scripture
(see ) and the — perhaps apocalyptically — turbulent sea: “by the mount⁄
and a book written⁄in parchment unrolled
(see )⁄by the house frequented⁄ by
the roof upraised⁄by the sea filled full,”
attests a development. Here the statement
( :-) about the imminence of the
punishment (see  
;   )
immediately starts to resolve the tension
in the listeners’ minds, their expectation — prompted by the initial introduction of symbols of divine instruction
(sacred sites and scripture) and allusions
to the dissolution of nature (sea filled
full) — of the explication of eschatological
fulfillment, of human rendering of the
pledge of divine instruction (see ;
). An eschatological scene constituted by a yawma-clause-cluster ( :-)
follows immediately. This leads to a diptych portraying the blessed and the
cursed in the beyond ( :-), thus
completing the fulfillment of the listeners’
anticipation of the eschatological account
(see   ; ;
).
All of the oath-cluster sūras demonstrate
a similar development of the oath clusters
and their ensuing statement: from functional units exhibiting a tension between
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each other, to purely ornamental elements
without any sensible semantic caesura between the two parts and thus without the
power to build up a structure of anticipation (see Neuwirth, Images, for a detailed
discussion of the sūras introduced by
references to celestial phenomena, i.e.
 :-; :-; :-; :-; :-;
and of phases of day and night, i.e.
 :-; :-; :-; :-; see
  ). The sūras with introductory oath clusters still closely associated with the tradition of earlier Arabian
sacred language (see  ,
  -) certainly deserve to be considered as a type of their
own, in view of the immanent dynamics
that dominates them. This effect — that
scholarship has neglected completely (see
e.g. Welch, urān) — is formally due to
the accumulation of parallel phrases in the
introductory section, which creates a
rhythm of its own. It is structurally due to
the anticipation of a solution for the
enigma aroused in the listeners’ minds by
the amassed metaphorical elements, not
immediately comprehensible or at least
plausible to them. The “dynamization” of
the entire composition produced by the
introductory section is the main characteristic of this very early text group and
has remained exemplary for the structure
of the sūra as such.

:-; :-; see Neuwirth, Studien,  f.).
Yet, in no case of the yawma⁄idhā-l-Xfaala-clusters does the tension affect the
entire sūra. It is different with the oath
clusters. In the case of the wa-l-fāilātclusters, the anticipation of an explication
of the enigma posed in the cluster — the
translation of the events presented metaphorically, through their empirically
known prototypes, into their eschatological analogues — is fulfilled only at the
end of the sūra or of its first main part.
The immediate fulfillment of the anticipation roused in the oath cluster
occurs only in the later texts where oath
clusters have lost their tension-creating
function.
It is not merely by coincidence that the
standard incipit, characteristic of so many
later sūras, emerges from these powerful
oath-cluster introductions. In the end,
among the originally numerous images
projected in the oath, only that of the
book, of al-kitāb (or al-qurān), remains in
use. This is the most abstract of all the different symbols used, essentially no more
than a mere sign. Six sūras start with an
oath by the book:  :; :; :; :;
:; :. The book is thus the only relic
from among a complex ensemble of manifold accessories of revelation used as
objects of oaths, originally comprising cosmic ( :-; :- [clouds]; :; :;
:; :; :; :- [celestial bodies]),
vegetative ( :), topographic ( :, ;
:; :-), cultic ( :; :) and social
( :) elements. The book as the symbol
of revelation par excellence thus acquires,
already in early Meccan times, but
particularly during the later Meccan
periods — hādhā⁄dhālika l-kitāb becomes the
standard initial sign of nearly all the later
sūras — the dignity which it has preserved
until the present day, i.e. that of representing the noblest emblem of the Islamic
religion.

Yawma⁄idhā-clause-clusters, isolated oaths and
later kitāb-annunciations
There are introductory sections in the
Quran that are closely related typologically, especially the eschatological scenes
with their clusters of yawma⁄idhā-l-Xfaala-phrases, that build up a comparably
strong rhythmical incipit. Many of these
clusters, however, have the tension resolved
immediately in the closely following apodosis; with only a few extended clusters is
the solution suspended (e.g.  :-;
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Further rhetorical characteristics of early sūras
An early device introduced to arouse
attention is the twofold rhetorical question, the “Lehrfrage” (cf. Neuwirth, Studien,
 f.) attached to a newly introduced but
enigmatic term. The new notion is named
(al-X) and is immediately followed by its
echo in simple and then extended question form (mā l-X? Wa-mā adrāka mā
l-X?) — leading to an explanatory gloss,
as in  :-: al-qāria⁄mā l-qāria?⁄ Wa-mā
adrāka mā l-qāria?⁄yawma takūnu… (for a
stylistic evaluation of the entire sūra, see
Sells, Sound and meaning; further examples are  :-; :-, -; :-;
:-; :-). A new term — particularly a threatening indirect evocation of
the imminent eschatological events — can
thus be impressed onto the minds. The
mā-adrāka-question remains limited to early
sūras; after having changed into a simple
al-X mā l-X? at a later stage ( : f.,
-) it disappears completely from the
qurānic rhetorical spectrum.
Repetition of elements is characteristic of
the early texts. It ranges from the repetition of a completely identical phrase (as in
 :-: inna maa l-usri yusrā⁄inna maa
l-usri yusrā, “So, verily, with every difficulty,
there is relief, verily, with every difficulty,
there is relief ”) to repetitions of structural
elements, thus the isocolon is frequent:
 :-: fīhā aynun jāriya⁄fīhā sururun
marfūa⁄wa-akwābun maw ūa⁄wa-namāriqu
mafūfa⁄wa-zarābiyyu mabthūtha, “Therein
will be a bubbling spring (see  
)⁄therein will be thrones raised
on high⁄goblets (see   )
placed and cushions set in rows⁄and rich
carpets spread out.” Of course, the oath
cluster relies on the repetition of strictly
parallel elements: wa-l-shamsi wauāhā⁄wa-l-qamari idhā talāhā⁄wa-l-nahāri
idhā jallāhā⁄…, “By the sun (q.v.) and his
splendor⁄ by the moon (q.v.) as she follows
him⁄ by the day as it shows up its glory.…”

   
( :-). Equally, the idhā-clause-cluster is
made up of identical structures forming a
series of parallelisms or even isocola, as in
 :-:
idhā l-shamsu kuwwirat⁄wa-idhā l-nujūmu
nkadarat⁄wa-idhā l-jibālu suyyirat⁄wa-idhā
l-ishāru u ilat⁄wa-idhā l-wuūshu ushshirat⁄wa-idhā l-biāru sujjirat⁄wa-idhā
l-nufūsu zuwwijat⁄wa-idhā l-mawūdatu
suilat⁄bi-ayyi dhanbin qutilat⁄wa-idhā l-uufu
nushirat⁄wa-idhā l-samāu kushi at⁄wa-idhā
l-jaīmu suirat⁄wa-idhā l-jannatu uzlifat
When the sun is wound round⁄and when
the stars fall⁄and when the mountains are
made to pass away⁄and when the pregnant
she-camels are neglected⁄and when the
wild beasts are gathered together⁄and
when the seas overflow⁄and when the souls
are joined⁄and when the infant buried
alive is questioned⁄for what sin was she
killed (see )⁄and when the
pages are laid open⁄and when the heaven
is stripped off (see   )⁄and
when hellfire is set ablaze⁄and when paradise is brought near⁄[then…]
It is noteworthy that in these clusters, the
conditional clauses that normally would be
idhā faala l-X display the inverted syntactic
sequence idhā l-X faala, otherwise familiar
only from poetry.
In Arabic, etymologic repetitions in morphologically different shape are particularly frequent in madar-constructions (see
   ); paranomasias
of this type appear in early sūras (cf.
 :-: yawma tamūru l-samāu mawrā⁄
wa-tasīru l-jibālu sayrā, “On the day when
the firmament will be in dreadful commotion and the mountains will fly hither
and thither,” and frequently elsewhere).
It is evident that, from the perspective of
the transmission of information, many of
these devices are not efficient, since they
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are apt to suspend rather than to convey
information; their function is revealed,
however, once the text is performed orally
(see    ). The
Qurān, abounding in imperatives addressed to the Prophet and⁄or the believers
(see ): to recite ( :: iqra,
and often) or to chant ( :: rattili
l-qurāna tartīlā, and often) the text, to recall
by reciting ( :: udhkur, or  ::
dhakkir, and often; see ) the text,
itself presents the claim of being an oral
communication (see ; 
   ). Navid Kermani
(Gott ist schön, ) has gone so far as to
claim:

liturgical texts such as the Jewish berākhōt
that are likewise made up of relative
clauses (bārūkh attā adonai asher…). In three
instances both creation and divine instruction are recalled as is the case in the
berākhōt:  :-, sabbii sma rabbika l-alā⁄
lladhī khalaqa fa-sawwā…;  :-, iqra bismi rabbika lladhī khalaq⁄khalaqa l-insāna min
alaq⁄iqra…; and  :-, al-ramān⁄
allama l-qurān⁄khalaqa l-insān⁄allamahu….
Equally biblically-tuned are hymnic sections in the interior of sūras, like  :-
and, particularly,  :-, which seems to
echo the famous hymn from  Samuel :.
In the same vein, a number of sūras conclude with a final exclamation clad in an
imperative that in most cases calls for a
liturgical activity:  : (call for prostration; see   ),
 : (call for divine praise; cf.  :;
see also ; ;   ; ),  : f.
(call for patience; see  
),  : (announcement of
punishment); see also the final exclamations of  : (prostration),  : (recitation),  :- (segregation from
unbelievers),  :- (patience),  :
(exclamation of woe); only the final exclamation in  : takes the shape of a
doxology (see Baumstark, Gebetstypus):
tabāraka smu rabbika, “blessed is the name of
your lord.” But in view of the composition
of most early sūras made up of diverse
elements, it appears problematic to
attempt an unambiguous distinction
between texts imprinted by ancient
Arabian literary traditions and others
more biblically styled.

If a text is explicitly composed for recitation, fulfilling its poetic purpose only
when recited or — more generally speaking — performed, it should be viewed as a
score, not as a literary work, as Paul Valéry
once said of the poem. Although a score
can be read or hummed quietly in private,
it is ultimately intended to be performed.
The frequency of appellative expressions
presupposing the presence of addressees is
particularly striking in the beginnings of
early sūras, where the attention of the listeners is sometimes aroused directly
through an imperative ( :-; :-;
:; :, calling to proclaim), or a related
form ( :, with a preceding address).
Polemic introductory parts start with a
waylun li-, “woe to-,” exclamation ( :-;
:-; cf.  : f.; :-) or a curseformula ( : tabbat yadā X, “may the
hands of X perish”), or with a deictic formula, also familiar from interior sections of
sūras ( :: a-raayta lladhī, “did you see
him who…”).
It might, on first sight, appear that the
hymnic introductory sections stand by
themselves. They are strongly reminiscent
of biblical models and, more precisely, of

The “poet-model”: similes and metaphors,
structures of discourse
The allegation that the Prophet was a poet
would likely have been based less on particular stylistic evidence than on the general similarity between qurānic diction
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and other genres of elevated, non-ordinary
speech (cf. Gilliot, Poète ou prophète?,
-: “Prophétie contre poésie. De la
construction d’un prophète”). It is true
that the early sūras, which — though not
metrically bound nor carrying a monorhyme — prompted that particular
accusation, are highly poetic (for a study
in their stylistic devices, see Sells, Sound
and meaning, and id., Sounds, spirit and
gender). Indeed, the “kāhin-model” of
speech is only a special case of poetic diction. As Kermani has shown, a high degree
of “poeticity” (“Poetizität”) cannot be denied to the Qurān as a whole. Not only
does the entire Qurān morphologically
and syntactically adhere closely to what
has been termed poetic arabiyya (see
   ), but it also
makes extensive use of a selected vocabulary that — lending itself easily to the
demands of the familiar meters — had
established itself as poetic (Bloch, Vers und
Sprache). J.J. Gluck (Is there poetry) has
tried to trace rhetorical devices employed
by poets. Above all, the priority given in
most qurānic texts to adornments of
speech and devices of appeal to the listeners that are completely unnecessary for the
raw transmission of information is a convincing proof of its proximity to the realm
of poetry. (For a discussion of the medieval
learned debates about the relation between
Qurān and poetry, see Kermani, Gott ist
schön, -; von Grunebaum, A tenth century document.)
Similes (q.v.; tashbīh) and metaphors
(istiāra; see ) are, of course, the
most striking evocations of poetic speech.
A modern survey of these tropes in the
Qurān — as achieved for pre-Islamic
poetry by Renate Jacobi (Studien zur Poetik,
-, -) and Thomas Bauer
(Altarabische Dichtkunst, -) — is still to
be done. T. Sabbagh (Le métaphore dans le
Coran) is only an inventory; his classifica-

tion of metaphorical usages does not consider the contexts in which the words are
used, nor the fields of their metaphorical
application. More research has been done
on the theologically controversial aspect of
tashbīh, namely the cases of qurānic anthropomorphism (q.v.), e.g. God’s cunning
(makr, e.g.  :; :) and the like (see
van Ess, Tashbīh wa-tanzīh; see 
  ). Since the appearance in
 of the study by C.C. Torrey, The commercial theological terms in the Koran, that provides a thorough survey of a number of
words touching on commerce and their
often metaphoric use in the Qurān, commerce had been identified as one major
realm of images in the Qurān. Torrey, and
later scholars following him, suggested that
the words and metaphors from the commercial realm form a cluster of terms derived from commercial applications which
have taken on theological overtones in the
Qurān (see e.g.   ;
also, ;   ;
  ). As against
Torrey who “assumed a mercantile background of Muammad and Mecca and
then found evidence for that in the
Qurān” (Rippin, Commerce, ),
Andrew Rippin (The commerce of
eschatology) presents a reversal of the
commercial-background-theory. He demonstrates that Torrey’s terms are employed
in three contexts in the Qurān, in speaking
about the prophets of the past, in legislating the Muslim community and in descriptions of eschatology. Inverting Torrey’s
argument, he concludes that the
symbolism of eschatology is partially derived from the image of the foundations of
a moral and flourishing society, the symbolism resolves the seeming iniquities of
life as it is actually lived — the presence of
suffering and injustice as basic facts — by
reflecting a divinely-ruled society in which
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evil gets its proper reward. The symbolism
gives a higher meaning to history by relating it to transcendental mythic patterns
(Rippin, Commerce, ; see  
 ;   ; , 
 ; ;  
, ).

interfering with reality through exploitation of the “kairos,” the crucial moment for
achieving a change. After evoking his heroic achievements, the poet concluded his
poem with an evocative fakhr, a self-praise
or praise of the collective confirming the
heroic virtues of tribal society. The social
status of the recitation of these poems, as
Andras Hamori (The art of medieval Arabic
literature,  f.) stressed, must have come
close to that of a ritual:

Rippin advocates utmost caution in attempting a historical contextualization of
the symbolism of the text, which he regards as a product of later Muslim readings tailored towards particular ideological
ends. A comparative study juxtaposing
qurānic and poetic similes and metaphors
is still a desideratum.
The qa īda and the sūra
Though the allegation identifying qurānic
speech with poetical speech arises from
observations made on the basis of the earliest texts, it is noteworthy that an intriguing relationship between Qurān and
poetry can be discerned. This relationship relies less on small isolated speech
units — such as the various tropes in both
canonical corpora (that still await a
comparison) — than on the overall structure of both qaīda and sūra (see ). At
a certain stage in the qurānic development, the sūra as a literary unit seems to
reflect the structure of the dominating poetical genre, the qaīda. The qaīda was the
standard form of pre-Islamic poetry consisting of a sequence of three sections,
each conveying a different mood: a nostalgic nasīb, lamenting the loss of stability
by recalling the disrupted relation between
the poet and a beloved, was followed by
the description of a movement in space, a
journey (q.v.), raīl or, more often, a description of the riding camel (q.v.) used by
the poet — a section that portrayed the
poet regaining his self-consciousness and
reattaching himself to the world through
recalling instances of his past activities, his

The extreme conventionality, repetitiousness, and thematic limitation of the qaīda
need not astonish us.… Already in the
sixth century, before the coming of Islam,
these poems, rather than myths or religious
rituals, served as the vehicle for the conception that sorted out the emotionally
incoherent facts of life and death, and by
the sorting set them at the bearable remove
of contemplation. Qaīda poets spoke in
affirmation of a model they shared, their
poetry tended to become a shared experience, all the more as the affirmation was
through the replay of prototypal events
which the model so successfully charted.
The poet, then, is located in the center of
the poem; the one who establishes the
model for identification through his word,
is at the same time the figure standing in
the center of the artifice. Looking at the
fully developed (most often) tripartite sūras
of the middle and late Meccan periods (see
Neuwirth, Rezitationstext) we can trace a
comparable structure: The sūra starts with
a section that draws on various standard
themes such as hymns, lists of virtues or
vices (see   ,   ), polemic against
unbelievers and affirmations of the divine
origin of the message; most of these
themes also serve to furnish the final part
which should, ideally, be concluded with
the topic of affirming the revelation. The
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center of the sūra, however, is fixed over a
longer period of qurānic development. It
contains one or more stereotyped narratives about prophets, portraying them in
their struggle to achieve an ideological reorientation in their communities, announcing that the “kairos,” the unique moment to
gain salvation, has come, thus exemplifying
the chance granted to Muammad’s listeners in the light of history. Functioning both
as a fixed part in the liturgy of the community and as a mirror of contemporary
history, these sūras provide ritualized memory and at the same time real experience.
In view of the structure of the extremely
powerful genre of the qaīda, where the
poet appears at once as the protagonist in
and the transmitter of the message that
contains the rules of what should be, it is
perhaps not surprising to find the figure of
the Prophet — or a whole group of representatives of this type — as the protagonist of the drama and the bearer of the
word (see   ) again in the middle part of the sūra. The Prophet is thus,
like the qaīda poet in the poem, the exemplary figure and the speaker in one person. Here, as in the case of the ancient
kāhin speech, it appears that an earlier
genre has been absorbed to shape the
foundation of a new sacred canon.
This suggestion does not imply that the
stance taken in the Qurān towards poets
should have developed positively. In
 :- we read: wa-l-shuarāu yattabiuhumu l-ghāwūna⁄a-lam tara annahum fī
kulli wādin yahīmūna⁄wa-annahum yaqūlūna mā
lā yafalūna, “And the poets, the beguiled
follow them⁄do you not see that in every
wadi they err about madly in love⁄and that
they say what they do not do?” These
verses should be distinguished from the
later addition of  : (see Neuwirth,
Der historische Muammad, ) that reflects a late Medinan development. In
 :- the poets are accused of not

coming up to the high claims raised in
their poetry (“to do what they say”) and
thus of being incapable of functioning as
spokespeople of their collective. The
spokesperson of society is no longer the
poet but the prophet. The Medinan addition  : excludes from the verdict
those poets who have actively sided with
the community, which, as an ecclesia militans,
cannot afford to have itself satirized (see
Imhof, Religiöser Wandel ).
The Qurān and the Bible: Refrains and cadenzas
Although the Qurān contains no explicit
allegations that it is modeled on biblical
speech, some accusations that he was
taught by a mortal ( :: innamā
yuallimuhu basharun) were raised against the
Prophet and are refuted in the Qurān. It
is, however, much more relevant that the
Qurān as a message communicated in the
Arabian peninsula of late antiquity necessarily draws from both pagan and monotheistic traditions. The qurānic message
soon presented itself as a re-narration of
the earlier biblical scriptures and one serving analogous purposes, namely to provide
a liturgical base for the communication
between God and humanity. We can even
locate in the Qurān the decisive turn from
the communication of a divine message to
the celebration of liturgy with the memory
of salvation history (i.e. biblical stories)
placed in its center (see Neuwirth, Referentiality). Those middle and late Meccan
sūras that appear to constitute complex
liturgies resembling roughly those of the
older monotheistic religions are comprised
of the following: an introductory section,
reading from the scriptures, and a closing
section. The presentation of the biblical
story is sometimes explicitly introduced by
an announcement, as if a pericope to be
read in church were being announced:
 :, “Bring them news (q.v.) about the
guests of Abraham” (q.v.; nabbihum an ayfi
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Ibrāhīm; cf.  :: dhikru ramati rabbika
abdahu Zakariyya, “This is a recital of the
mercy [q.v.] of your lord to his servant
Zechariah [q.v.]”). Qurānic re-narrations
of biblical texts are enough to fill a comprehensive reference book (see Speyer,
Erzählungen). It is particularly in this stage
of Meccan development that liturgical formulae familiar from Judaism and
Christianity become frequent in the
Qurān, like  :: al-amdu lillāhi wasalāmun alā ibādihi lladhīna  afā, “Praise be
to God and peace be on his elected servants” (cf. doxa en hypsistois theō kai epi gēs
eirēnē en anthrōpois eudokias, Luke :; see for
the Christian doxology and the Jewish
berākhā reflected in the frequent qurānic
exclamations al-amdu lillāh and subāna
rabbinā⁄llāhi, Baumstark, Gebetstypus; a
complete introitus may be identified in the
Fātia [q.v.], see Neuwirth and Neuwirth,
Fātia).
The question, however, of the stylistic
and rhetorical impact of biblical texts on
the Qurān has not yet been studied. Only
a few isolated parallels strike the eye, such
as the pronouncedly biblical sounding hyperboles in  :: inna lladhīna kadhdhabū
bi-āyātinā wa-stakbarū anhā lā tufattau lahumu
abwābu l-samāi wa-lā yadkhulūna l-jannata
attā yalija l-jamalu fī sammi l-khiyā i, “To
those who reject our signs (q.v.) and treat
them with arrogance (q.v.), the gates of
heaven will not open for them, nor will
they enter the garden, until the camel can
pass through the eye of the needle” (cf.
Matthew :; Mark :; Luke :;
see ) or  :: wa-l-ar u jamīan
qab atuhu yawma l-qiyāmati wa-l-samāwātu
ma wiyyatun bi-yamīnihi, “And on the day of
resurrection (q.v.) the whole of the earth
(q.v.) will be grasped by his hand and the
heavens will be rolled up in his right hand”
(cf. Isaiah :, :; see for further examples Speyer, Erzählungen; see  
  ).

A more prominent stylistic issue shared
by the Bible and Qurān is certainly the
refrain which appears four times in the
Qurān ( , , , ), again mostly in
middle Meccan sūras where the focus has
shifted from the ancient Arabian tradition
to the biblical. Although there are instances of anaphors and even longer
speech units repeated in pre-Islamic and
mua ram poetry (i.e. poetry that spans the
pre-Islamic and the Islamic eras), a refrain
appearing with the frequency of the verse
fa-bi-ayyi ālāi rabbikumā tukadhdhibān, “Then
which of the benefits of your lord will you
two deny?” (e.g.  :) is not found in
poetry (see ; ). That refrain
has, however, a close counterpart in the
refrain kīle-ōlām asdō in Psalm , a text
that in many respects resembles the
sophisticated composition of Sūrat alRamān (“The Merciful,”  ) and must
have been well known in monotheistic circles since it plays a major role in Jewish
liturgy (see Neuwirth, Qurānic literary
structure). We can conclude that refrains in
the Qurān may have been inspired by the
Psalms (q.v.) or else by liturgical poetry
shaped after the model of the Psalms.
Another major rhetorical phenomenon
that appears to have a strong biblical
imprint is the clausula — or the cadenza,
as it might be termed in analogy to the
final part of speech units in Gregorian
chant — which, through their particular
sound pattern, arouse the expectation of
an ending as, for example, the concluding
colon of the later Meccan and Medinan
long verses of the Qurān (see Neuwirth,
Studien, -; see also  
   ). In the Qurān
the cadenza relies less on an identical
musical sound than on a widely stereotyped phrasing. It is easily identifiable as an
end marker since it is semantically distinguished from its context: it does not partake in the main theme of the discourse
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but adds a moral, polemic or hymnal comment to it. Although it is true that not all
multipartite verses bear such formulaic
endings, cadenzas may be considered characteristic of the later Meccan and all the
Medinan qurānic texts. On a social level,
they betray a novel narrative pact between
the speaker and his audience, the consciousness that there is a basic consensus
not only on human moral behavior but
also on the image of God as a powerful
co-agent ever-present in human interaction
(see    ;  
; ; ). But cadenzas
achieve even more in terms of constructing
a new identity: they provide markers of the
sacred that transform narrative events into
stages of salvation history, changing the
ordinary chronometric time of the narratives into signifying time. An observation
of Aziz al-Azmeh (Chronophagous discourse,  f.) is useful to illuminate this
point:

edged style of the long verses, consisting
of naturally flowing prose merging into
artificial, sacred, speech in the formulaic
conclusion, powerfully reflects the bidimensionality of qurānic speech which
evokes simultaneously world and hereafter,
time (q.v.) and eternity (q.v.).

The vacuous syntagms of ordinary time is
the instrument of a finalist paradigm
whose instances punctuate the course of
this flow at certain loci of accentuation
that enclose values of sacredness, lending a
sense of sacredness to historical succession.
These values are, primarily, an integrality
of divine order which reigned with the
creation of Adam (see   ), the
imperative of its complete restoration
in paradise and the intermittent attempts
to calque this order in the history of
prophecy.
It goes without saying that the cadenzas
owe their aesthetic effect to their widely
predictable sound. Their stereotypical
appearance, which is due to the morphological and syntactical constraints imposed
by the rhyme (see Müller, Untersuchungen)
would, in a written text, appear awkward.
In the recited text, however, the double-
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Rhyme see  ;  


Rhymed Prose
The common English translation of saj, an
ancient form of Arabic composition used
in proverbs, aphorisms, orations, descriptions of meteorological phenomena, and
soothsayers’ oracular pronouncements
before the advent of Islam and in sermons,
book titles, introductions, anecdotes, belletristic epistles, chancery correspondence,
maqāmāt, histories and other literary works
in the Islamic period. In its simplest form,
saj consists of groups of consecutive cola
sharing a common rhyme and meter. The
meter of saj is accentual, determined by
the number of words (kalima, lafa) in each
colon (saja, pl. sajaāt; qarīna, pl. qarāin; fal,
pl. fuūl; or fiqra, pl. fiqar), rather than the
patterns of long and short syllables that
characterize quantitative meter, with word
accents providing the feet or beats. In the
most common form of saj, adjacent sajas
are rhythmically parallel (mutadil), containing an equal number of beats. Attempts to
describe saj rhythm solely in terms of syllables are therefore inadequate. Saj regularly exhibits muwāzana, repetition of a set
morphological (and necessarily syllabic or
quantitative) pattern in the colon-final
word or final foot (saj, pl. asjā; qarīna, pl.
qarāin; or fāila, pl. fawāil; cf. Suyūī, Itqān,
-⁄iii, - [chap. ]; id., Mutarak,
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i, -, -: “Is there rhymed prose in
the Qurān?”; asnāwī, al-Fāila, -;
-; -) of adjacent cola. In addition, saj regularly involves the concentrated use of syntactic and semantic
parallelism, alliteration, paronomasia and
other rhetorical figures. Given that the
characteristic features of saj are endrhyme, accent-based meter, and muwāzana,
the designation “rhymed prose,” reflecting
only the first of these three, is something of
a misnomer. “Rhymed and rhythmical
prose” is an improvement, but it is more
accurate to label saj a type of accent
poetry. Goldziher and others have suggested that saj is the oldest poetic form in
Arabic (see  ;    ) and some, noting
the importance of parallelism and other
similar features in Akkadian, Ugaritic and
Hebrew poetic forms, above all in biblical
poetry, have argued that saj in a sense represents the Ur-poetry of the Semites.
Medieval Muslim theologians, rhetoricians and commentators have disagreed
concerning the presence of saj in the
Qurān. This debate reflects a strong
concern to distance the Qurān, as the
primary miracle of the prophet
Muammad’s mission (see 
 ; ), from
ordinary human types of composition such
as jāhilī poetry (see   ) or
the saj pronouncements of pre-Islamic
soothsayers (q.v.). After all, the Qurān itself denies accusations that the prophet
Muammad was a poet (shāir,  :;
:; :; see   ) or
soothsayer (kāhin,  :). Theologians
such as al-Asharī, (d. ca. ⁄), alRummānī (d. ⁄) and al-Bāqillānī (d.
⁄) held that the Qurān does not
contain saj. Their reasoning is that in the
Qurān, meaning dominates form, whereas
in saj, form dominates meaning (see 
    ;

     ).
Therefore, the Qurān cannot be saj. The
second position, held by early Mutazilī
(see ) theologians such as alNaām (d. -⁄-) and taken up
by later rhetoricians such as iyā
al-Dīn b. al-Athīr (d. ⁄) and alQalqashandī (d. ⁄), admits that the
Qurān contains saj and that many sūras of
the Qurān are composed entirely in this
form. Such authors identify specific sūras,
such as Sūrat al-Najm ( , “The Star”),
Sūrat al-Qamar ( , “The Moon”) and
Sūrat al-Ramān ( , “The Merciful”),
as being composed entirely in saj. The
third position, represented by the majority
of late medieval literary critics and scholars of the qurānic text such as Jalāl al-Dīn
al-Suyūī (d. ⁄), holds that while to
term the Qurān saj is unacceptable or
disrespectful, it nevertheless exhibits many
formal features of saj style. In fact, the
overwhelming majority of the examples
given of saj composition in manuals of
rhetoric are qurānic. This controversy
resulted in the use of two sets of terms for
the features of qurānic as opposed to
extra-qurānic or ordinary saj. Critics
referring to rhyme in the Qurān use the
terminology “identical letters” (urūf
mutamāthila or urūf mutajānisa) rather
than “rhyme” (qāfiya), too closely associated with poetry. The rhyme word in saj is
designated by the term saj (pl. asjā ) itself,
but in qurānic studies, the terms fāila (pl.
fawāil ) and ras (pl. ruūs) are used. The
colon or period in saj is usually termed
saja, fal or qarīna but with reference to the
Qurān, fāila or āya appears.
The Qurān’s debt to pre-Islamic saj is
obvious, particularly in the early Meccan
sūras (q.v.; see also   
). The evidence suggests that the
Qurān contains a great deal of saj and
that many sūras are composed entirely in
saj, but Paret and others are wrong to state
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that the Qurān is entirely in saj, for many
sections of the Qurān do not maintain the
rhythmical parallelism saj requires. This is
particularly clear in the longer sūras, where
successive verses, despite end-rhyme, are so
long and of such unequal length as to preclude any sustained meter, whether quantitative or accentual. The extent to which
qurānic style maintains or departs from
the styles of pre-Islamic saj, a matter of
some controversy, is difficult to gauge because extant examples of pre-Islamic saj
all date from later centuries and many are
in fact pastiches of a style associated with
paganism and magic (q.v.; see also     ; 
,   -).
The best working hypothesis is that the
Qurān’s sūras drew on many of the stylistic features, content and conventions of
several genres of pre-Islamic saj, particularly divination (q.v.) and oratory, but modified these features to fit into the biblical,
monotheistic framework of Islam’s message (see    ).
According to one estimate, % of the
verses in the Qurān exhibit end rhyme. A
lower percentage of the qurānic text is
actually saj, for many passages that exhibit
end-rhyme do not exhibit the rhythmical
parallelism characteristic of saj. Conversely, some passages exhibit the rhythmic
parallelism characteristic of saj without
exact or even near rhyme. The rhyme
word regularly observes taskīn, ending on a
consonant through the suppression of a
final short vowel. While this sort of rhyme
also occurs in poetry, poetic rhymes regularly end in a long vowel and final short
vowels are usually lengthened rather than
suppressed. As in poetry, -m and -n rhyme.
Near rhyme between consonants is also
common, frequent combinations being l⁄r
(e.g.  :-) and b⁄d⁄q (e.g.  ; ).
Geminate consonants are regularly reduced: wa-tab < wa-tabba ( :); mustamir

< mustamirrun ( :); wa-lā jān < wa-lā
jānnun ( :, , ). Rhyme words
with final CC (double consonant) occur
in several passages but these should
probably be treated as CvC (consonant — vowel — consonant) rhymes: an
interstitial half or full vowel should be
assumed, as in  :-, where the rhyme
words al-raji and al-adi should probably
be read al-raj, al-ad, or  :-, where
the rhyme words l-fajri, ashrin, l-watri, yasri,
ijrin should probably be read l-fajr, ashr,
l-watr, yasr, ijr. The long vowels -ū- and -īrhyme, as in poetry, and the short vowels
-a-, -i-, -u- also rhyme. The indefinite accusative marker -an (alif-tanwīn) is regularly
voiced as -ā in rhyme position. A final long
vowel -ī is often suppressed: the first person
singular possessive pronominal suffix in dīn
< dīnī ( :), etc., the first person singular objective pronominal suffix in a īūn
< a īūnī ( :, , ), etc., and the
endings of definite defective nouns in almutaāl < al-mutaālī ( : ); yawma l-talāq
< yawma l-talāqī ( :); yawma l-tanād
< yawma l-tanādī ( :); and kallā idhā
balaghati l-tarāq < kallā idhā balaghati
l-tarāqiya ( :). Many other modifications of colon-final words for the sake of
rhyme occur. Although some sūras include
many rhymes, the tendency to maintain
mono-rhyme is quite strong in the Qurān,
and the most common rhyme by far is
-ūn⁄- ūm⁄- īn⁄ -īm. Sūrat al-Muminīn
( , “The Believers”) with  verses,
Sūrat al-Naml ( , “The Ants”) with
ninety-three verses and Sūrat Yā Sīn ( ,
“Yā Sīn”) with eighty-three verses all
maintain complete mono-rhyme. At the
other extreme, Sūrat al-Ādiyāt ( ,
“The Coursers”) has four distinct rhymes
in only eleven verses.
Medieval rhetoricians classified examples
of saj according to length of cola, and the
fact that they did so in terms of words confirms that the meter of saj is essentially
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accentual. Ibn al-Athīr distinguishes short
saj, in which the phrases include two to ten
words each, from long saj, in which the
sajas have eleven or more words. AlQazwīnī (d. ⁄) names three categories: short, medium and long, but does
not give exact numerical definitions. The
length of the colon in qurānic saj varies
from two words — wa-l-mursalāti urfā⁄
fa-l-āifāti afā ( :-) — to nineteen. In
certain cases, discussed below, a saja of
one word is possible as part of a more
complex rhythmic structure, as in the first
cola of the opening of Sūrat al-Ramān
( :-; “The Merciful”): al-ramān⁄
allama l-qurān⁄khalaqa l-insān⁄allamahu
l-bayān⁄. Al-Qalqashandī states that the
following verses, with nineteen words
each, represent the longest example of
saj in the Qurān:

sujjirat⁄wa-idhā l-nufūsu zuwwijat⁄wa-idhā
l-mawūdatu suilat⁄bi-ayyi dhanbin qutilat⁄
wa-idhā l-uufu nushirat⁄wa-idhā l-samāu
kushi at⁄wa-idhā l-jaīmu suirat⁄wa-idhā
l-jannatu uzlifat⁄alimat nafsun mā a arat⁄.
An important feature of saj, both
qurānic and extra-qurānic, is the introductory phrase, which falls outside the
ordinary prosodic structure of the saj. The
introductory phrase is in effect a separate
entity and the saja proper begins after that
phrase. This feature, which I have termed
ma la, distinguishes saj from poetry, where
nothing falls outside the metrical scheme of
a poem’s verses. The ma la in the Qurān is
most often shorter than the following saja,
on occasion equal in length, and rarely
longer. Examples include the following,
where the ma la is enclosed in parentheses:

idh yurīkahumu llāhu fī manāmika qalīlan
wa-law arākahum kathīran la-fashiltum
wa-la-tanāzatum fī l-amri wa-lākinna llāha
sallama innahu alīmun bi-dhāti l-udūr⁄
wa-idh yurīkumūhum idh iltaqaytum fī ayunikum
qalīlan wa-yuqallilukum fī ayunihim li-yaq iya
llāhu amran kāna māfūlan wa-ilā llāhi turjau
l-umūr ( :-)
The average length is much less, particularly in the Meccan sūras. The medieval
critics agree that short cola are more
effective and eloquent than long cola.
Cola are arranged in groups that I have
termed “saj-units,” unified by a common
rhyme and meter or rhythmic pattern. The
number of cola in a saj-unit varies widely,
ranging from two through more than ten.
In the Meccan sūras, units of two, three
and four sajas are common but Sūrat alTakwīr opens with a saj-unit of fourteen
parallel sajas ( :-): idhā l-shamsu
kuwwirat⁄wa-idhā l-nujūmu nkadarat⁄wa-idhā
l-jibālu suyyirat⁄wa-idhā l-ishāru u ilat⁄waidhā l-wuūshu ushirat⁄wa-idhā l-biāru

(al-amdu lillāhi) rabbi l-ālamīn⁄al-ramāni
l-raīm⁄māliki yawmi l-dīn ( :-)
(a-fa-lā yalamu idhā) buthira mā fī l-qubūr⁄
wa-huila mā fī l-udūr ( :-)
Recognition of this feature, which has misled many critics from Abū Hilāl al-Askarī
(d. after ⁄) on, is extremely important for the prosodic analysis of saj texts.
Saj cola form groups — I have termed
them “saj-units” — that share a rhyme
and adhere to a common meter or alternative metrical pattern. Saj units in the
Qurān exhibit five main structural patterns. In the first pattern, parallel sajas
within a saj unit are of equal length:
fa-ammā l-yatīma fa-lā taqhar⁄wa-ammā
l-sāila fa-lā tanhar ( :-)
wa-l-ādiyāti abā⁄fa-l-mūriyāti qadā⁄fal-mughīrāti ubā ( :-)
This is the most common form of saj, in
which the feature of rhythmical parallelism, which medieval Muslim critics termed
itidāl, “balance,” is most obvious. While in

 
later Arabic literature, units consisting of
paired rhyming phrases are the norm, in
the Qurān units of three, four, five and
more sajas are frequent.
The second pattern has a unit of roughly
parallel sajas, with following sajas slightly
longer than the preceding ones. As an
example of this, Ibn al-Athīr cites the following three verses, which contain eight,
nine, and nine words respectively:
bal kadhdhabū bi-l-sāati wa-atadnā li-man
kadhdhaba bi-l-sāati saīrā⁄
idhā raathum min makānin baīdin samiū lahā
taghayyuan wa-zafīrā⁄
wa-idhā ulqū minhā makānan ayyiqan
muqarranīna daaw hunālika thubūrā
( :-)
A third type has a final saja in a group of
parallel sajas slightly shorter than the preceding ones. The medieval critics disapprove of this type of saj but it nevertheless
appears in the Qurān occasionally:
min sharri l-waswāsi l-khannās⁄alladhī yuwaswisu fī udūri l-nās⁄mina l-jinnati wa-l-nās
( :-)
The last verse, with three words, is shorter
than the first two, with four and five words,
respectively.
A fourth pattern, which I have termed
the “quatrain” (rubāī) form, has two sajas
of equal length followed by a third roughly
equal in length to the previous pair combined, resulting in a pattern resembling a
quatrain of rhyme scheme a-a-b-a. Examples include:
lam yalid wa-lam yūlad⁄wa-lam yakun lahu
kufuwan aad ( :-)
khudhūhu fa-ghullūhu⁄thumma l-jaīma allūhu⁄
thumma fī silsilatin dharuhā sabūna dhirāan
fa-slukūhu ( :-)
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The fifth pattern is a pyramidal form,
where length in successive sajas within a
saj unit increases steadily:
wa-l- uā⁄wa-l-layli idhā sajā⁄mā waddaaka
rabbuka wa-mā qalā ( :-)
Here, the successive sajas are of one, three
and five words. In the Qurān, this construction often appears in saj units of
three sajas, especially at the beginnings
of sūras.
Saj units are joined together in various
ways to form larger structures. For the
qurānic material, particularly the short
sūras, this larger block is often the sūra
itself. One classical term for the structure
which saj units form is fal (pl. fuūl ).
Change in rhyme is used quite often in the
formation of larger structures:
wa-l-ādiyāti abā⁄fa-l-mūriyāti qadā⁄fal-mughīrāti ubā⁄
fa-atharna bihi naqā⁄fa-wasa na bihi jamā⁄
inna l-insāna li-rabbihi la-kanūd⁄wa-innahu alā
dhālika la-shahīd⁄ wa-innahu li-ubbi l-khayri
la-shadīd⁄
(a-fa-lā yalamu idhā) buthira mā fī l-qubūr⁄
wa-uila mā fī l-udūr⁄inna rabbahum bihim
yawmaidhin la-khabīr ( :-)
This sūra is made up of four distinct sajunits, each with a different rhyme (-ā; -ā;
-ūd⁄-īd; -ūr⁄-īr) and sustained syntactic
parallelism. The saj-units are also distinguished by length, the first containing cola
of two words, the second three-word cola,
the third four-word cola and the fourth
three-word cola, with the exception of the
final saja of five words. Rhyme, however,
is not the only grouping principle in saj.
Insertion of an introductory phrase
(ma la), for example, begins a new unit. In
addition, a change in saja length without a
change in rhyme would also mark a divi-
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sion between saj units, and this is very frequent in the Qurān:

( fīhā) sururun marfūa
wa-akwābun maw ūa ( :-)

(qul aūdhu) bi-rabbi l-nās⁄maliki l-nās⁄ilāhi
l-nās⁄
min sharri l-waswāsi l-khannās⁄alladhī yuwaswisu fī udūri l-nās⁄mina l-jinnati wa-l-nās
( :-)

The terms izdiwāj, “pairing,” and muwāzana, “matching in morphological form,”
refer to a type of composition which conforms to all the characteristics of saj except that of strict end-rhyme. In this type
of composition, the final words have identical pattern but do not rhyme. Some critics consider muwāzana a type of saj itself,
especially if it has inexact rhymes, and
they term it saj mutawāzin. Others, such as
al-Askarī, do not consider it saj but deem
it slightly inferior to saj in literary merit. In
the following qurānic example,

This sūra, though maintaining the same
rhyme throughout, breaks up into two distinct saj-units of three sajas each. The first
saj-unit has sajas of two words each but
the second saj-unit has longer sajas: four,
five and three words. A less common structural device is a refrain, as found in Sūrat
al-Ramān ( ; “The Merciful”), where
the verse fa-bi-ayyi ālāi rabbikumā tukadhdhibān is repeated thirty-one times, marking
off twenty-eight couplets and three tercets
within the sūra.
The last word of the saja is termed fāila
(pl. fawāil ), maq a (pl. maqā i ), qarīna (pl.
qarāin), or saj (pl. asjā ). Medieval critics
considered it important that the final
words in neighboring sajas be of the same
morphological pattern (wazn) and classified saj according to the presence or
absence of this property. In saj mu arraf,
“lop-sided” or “skewed” saj, the final
words rhyme but do not have the same
pattern. The qurānic example given by
al-Qalqashandī and many other critics is
the following:
(mā lakum lā) tarjūna lillāhi waqārā
wa-qad khalaqakum a wārā ( :-)
Although waqārā and a wārā rhyme, they
are not of the same morphological pattern.
The critics consider this type of saj inferior
to saj mutawāzī, “parallel saj,” in which
final words both rhyme and exhibit identical pattern:

wa-namāriqu mafūfa⁄wa-zarābiyyu mabthūtha
( :-)
the rhythmical parallelism and basic structure of saj is maintained, despite the fact
that the rhyme consonants are f and th.
While in muwāzana, quantitative parallelism is restricted to the last word in a
saja, critics prize saj that exhibits more
sustained internal rhyme and morphological parallelism between corresponding
words in parallel cola. Al-Qalqashandī and
others call this type of composition tarī or
saj muraa, “proportioned saj.” Al-Askarī
calls it saj fī saj, “saj within saj” and considers it the best type of saj. Qurānic
examples include:
inna ilaynā iyābahum⁄thumma inna alaynā
isābahum ( :-)
inna l-abrāra la-fī naīm⁄wa-inna l-fujjāra la-fī
jaīm ( :-)
In these examples, all the words in the parallel sajas rhyme and match in morphological pattern, except for the difference of
pattern of abrār and fujjār in the second
example. Syllable lengths are exactly the
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same, if thumma in the second saja of the
first example and wa- in the second saja of
the second example are discounted.
The desired effect of syllabic or morphological parallelism is to enhance the
accentual meter with quantitative regularity, particularly when approaching the end
of the saja, producing matching cadences
resembling the clausulae of Latin oratory.
Examination of the qurānic text shows the
frequent use of clausulae, such as those
which involve the double epithets of God
(al-asmā al-usnā; see    ) — inna llāha ghafūrun raīm ( :);
wa-kāna llāhu ghafūran raīmā ( :);
innahu huwa l-ghafūru l-raīm ( :; see
; ) — or other general
statements concerning God’s favor or disfavor (see ; ; ) — inna
llāha lā yuibbu l-mutadīn ( :); innahu lā
yuibbu l-musrifīn ( :). Rhythm, in addition to rhyme, is a crucial feature of
these clausulae. The most common rhythmical patterns in the penultimate and
ultimate feet of a colon include ^ — —⁄
^ — — and — ^ — —⁄— ^ — — (overlong syllables scan as long-long). It seems
that there is a strong tendency toward a
reduplicative rhythm, where the quantitative pattern of the penultimate foot is
repeated in the ultimate.
The structural, grammatical and rhetorical effects of end-rhyme and rhythmical
parallelism on the qurānic text are farreaching, and further research into the
relationship of saj to elements of qurānic
style, incorporating both classical Muslim
and contemporary scholarship, is a much
needed desideratum (cf. asnāwī, al-Fāila;
Rāzī, Nihāya, -; Nuwayrī, Nihāya, vii,
-; Mehren, Rhetorik, -; Garcin de
Tassy, Rhétorique, -). Many qurānic
verses exhibit deviations from ordinary
style in order to bring about end-rhyme,
yet many commentators on the Qurān,

either unaware of or determined to ignore
the poetic character of the text, propose
tortuous arguments to explain grammatical
and syntactic features that are due primarily to rhyme. Müller (Reimprosa) has discussed this sort of “poetic license,” though
with limited recourse to medieval Islamic
texts. Among the best analyses of this topic
within the tradition is Ikām al-rāy fī akām
awākhir al-āy, “The establishment of sound
opinion on the rules governing verse endings,” by Shams al-Dīn Muammad b.
Abd al-Ramān b. al- āigh al-anafī
(d. ⁄). This work, summarized by
al-Suyūī in his Itqān, presents forty types of
“rules” (sing. ukm), essentially deviations
from ordinary style, which occur in the
qurānic text in order to produce what he
terms “matching” (munāsaba), essentially
end-rhyme. On the level of the word, deviations which occur include the alteration
of word endings — sīnīn ( :) for saynā,
“Sinai” (q.v.;  :); ilyāsīn ( :)
for ilyās, “Elias” ( :; :; see
) — and the use of one morphological pattern with the meaning of
another — ta līl ( :) for alāl, “error
(q.v.), loss” (passim; see also );
lāghiya ( :) for laghw, “idle talk”
( :; :; :; see ); amīn
( :) for āmin, “safe” ( :, etc.);
amad ( :) for āmid or amūd, “enduring” (see ), etc.
Other deviations involve the use of feminine forms where masculine forms would
be expected, such as dhālika dīnu l-qayyima
( :) for dhālika l-dīnu l-qayyim, “that is
the right religion” (q.v.;  :; :;
:; cf. :), or the use of an imperfect
verb where a perfect would be expected, as
in istakbartum fa-farīqan kadhdhabtum wafarīqan taqtulūn ( :), “You behaved
arrogantly (see ): one group
you denied (see ), and one group you
kill (see ),” when logic and paral-
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lelism would dictate qataltum, “you killed.”
Word order is also affected, as, for example, in  :, qālū āmannā bi-rabbi Hārūna
wa-Mūsā (“They said: We believe in the
lord of Aaron [q.v.] and Moses” [q.v.]),
when a rhyme in -ā is required, as opposed
to the usual order Mūsā wa-Hārūn, “Moses
and Aaron” ( :; :; :; :,
) or iyyāka nabudu wa-iyyāka nastaīn,
“You we worship and from you we seek
help” ( :), rather than nabuduka wanasta īnuk* (“We worship you and seek help
from you”). Prepositional phrases are often
made to precede the adjectives, nouns, or
verbs on which they depend, as in inna
l-insāna li-rabbihi la-kanūd (“verily humankind is to its lord ungrateful”;  :; see
  ) where the
ordinary order would be inna l-insāna lakanūdun li-rabbih* (“verily humankind is
ungrateful to its lord”), or in wa-llāhu
baīrun bimā yamalūn (“God is watchful over
all that they do”;  :) in a context requiring the rhyme -ūn and wa-llāhu bimā
tamalūna baīr (“God is over all that you do
watchful”;  :) in a context requiring
the rhyme -īr⁄-ūr. As mentioned, Ibn
al- āigh al-anafī distinguishes forty features such as these. Many other “deviations” are so common within the Qurān as
to become standard features of qurānic
style. The verb kāna “was” and its derived
forms often appear in contexts where the
past tense is not appropriate. In these cases
it appears to be pleonastic, used primarily
to produce the required end-rhyme in -ā,
since its predicate requires the accusative,
without altering the meaning significantly.
This occurs often in the final clausulae that
end in double divine epithets, such as wakāna llāhu ghafūran raīmā (“God was forgiving and merciful”;  :, , , etc.) in
an environment requiring -ūnā⁄-īnā rhyme,
which seems equivalent in meaning to inna
llāha ghafūrun raīm, “God is forgiving and

merciful” ( :, , , etc.). Similar is
the common periphrasis min with a following definite plural for the indefinite
singular, as in wa-innī la-aunnuhu min alkādhibīn, “I think that he is indeed of the
liars” ( :), which may be equated
with wa-innī la-aunnuhu kādhiban, “I think
that he is indeed a liar” ( :), and the
use of the compound past imperfect (kānū
yafalūn) with the meaning of the perfect
( faalū), as in fa-yunabbiuhum bimā kānū
yamalūn, “and he will inform them of what
they were doing⁄used to do” ( :),
which appears equivalent to fa-yunabbiuhum
bimā amilū, “and he will inform them of
what they did” ( :).
Devin J. Stewart
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Ritual and the Qurān
Following a brief discussion of ritual in
modern academic discourse which proposes a functional typology of rituals both
within and involving the Qurān, and taking into account the context in which certain rituals occur and are performed, this
article will then explore the treatment of
qurānic rituals in works of Islamic jurisprudence (see    ).
Those rituals which employ verses of the
Qurān — written or spoken, individually
or collectively — in various ceremonial,
talismanic and therapeutic contexts will
also be examined. This article does not
deal extensively with those rituals specifically mentioned in the Qurān, as they are
more fully explained under the relevant
entries in this encyclopedia (see e.g. the
articles   ; ;
; ; ; and 
, in addition to the other entries
which are cross-referenced below).
Ritual is the cornerstone of the Islamic
faith and, as such, assumes a primary role
in the Qurān by making manifest a tangible, sacramental expression of God’s design for humankind. In comparing Islam to
other religions, the Dutch scholar D.C.
Mulder (Recitation) observed that Islam “is
not very rich in ritual.” But Mulder identified only three primary forms of ritual:
prayer (alāt), pilgrimage (ajj) and recitation of the Qurān (q.v.; tilāwa). Those ritual forms found in the Qurān and in the
adīth (see    ) are
not as numerous as those found in the
Talmud, a cornerstone of rabbinical
Jewish law which includes archaic rituals
no longer practiced by Jews after the destruction of the second temple in  .. It
might be argued, however, that the number
and diversity of ritual forms, practices and
observances within Islam are as prolific,
variegated and complex as those in
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Judaism and Christianity. Furthermore,
those rituals which observant Muslims
perform — from simply invoking the
divine name (see    ; ) to more elaborate
ritual forms such as supererogatory prayer,
supplication and recitation of verses
from the Qurān — emphasize the
richness and diversity of rituals and ritual
practice in Islam (see  ;
).
Ritual (from Latin ritualis) is a religiously
defined and prescribed set of actions
whose enactment symbolizes humankind’s
encounter with and reverence for the
divine. Anthropologists and scholars of
religion have defined it in various ways,
including as “a universal category of
human experience” (Bell, Ritual theory, )
or “those conscious and voluntary, repetitious and stylized symbolic bodily actions
that are centered on cosmic structures
and⁄or sacred presences” (Zuesse, Ritual,
; see   ). Jonathan
Z. Smith (Bare facts, ) defines ritual as
“a means of performing the way things
ought to be in conscious tension to the way
things are in such a way that this ritualized
perfection is recollected in the ordinary,
uncontrolled, course of things.” In other
words, ritual consists of structures of formalized and sometimes spontaneous behavior which emerge from a setting of
reverence for and engagement with the
divine in its diverse manifestations. The
definition of ritual may be broadened to
include rites of passage at which scripture
is invoked or displayed such as at births
and funerals (see ; ), indeed in
virtually all aspects of daily life.
The following is a typology of the rituals
in Islamic societies that are associated with
the Qurān. (Most of these rituals — as
seen in the overlap among the ten
categories — are not mutually
exclusive.)

() Transformative rituals (see also Rituals
of purification, below): the performance of
these has the effect of transforming one’s
spiritual, physical and mental state.
Transformative rituals may be prescriptive,
as in the five pillars, or may be pious practices (muāmalāt) or rules of etiquette (adab).
A transformative ritual may also have the
effect of transforming the state of a sacred
or venerable object. Often such rituals are
performed in fulfillment of a religious precept, as in the case of prayer, but also in
anticipation of receiving “blessing”
(baraka). In this category may be included:
the testament of faith (shahāda); ritual
prayer (alāt); pilgrimage (ajj); entering
(dukhūl) and sitting (quūd) in a mosque (Ibn
al-ājj, al-Madkhal, i, ); fasting (iyām,
 :-, , ); almsgiving (zakāt);
loyalty (q.v.) to the imām (q.v.; walāya);
reading⁄reciting the Qurān (dhikr, tilāwa);
seeking baraka from a qurānic codex
(tabarruk; see ;   
); kissing (taqbīl) the qurānic codex;
weeping (q.v.; bukā ) when the Qurān is
read; ritual purification ( ahāra; as a category it often includes wu ū, ghusl, tayammum; see   );
vows (nadhr, nab;  :; see ); vigils
(q.v.; tahajjud — spending the night in
prayer, praying the night prayer, reciting
the Qurān nightly); and humbling oneself
before God (ta arru).
() Rituals of purification, which are performed prior to prayer or coming into contact with the sacred. They employ the use
of water and other substances (sand, dust).
Included in this category is ahāra (ritual
purity;  :), which includes wu ū (ritual
ablutions), ghusl (ritual immersion;  :,
:), tayammum (ritual ablutions with fine
sand or dust;  :; :), ahāra (ritual
purity; i.e. as in Abraham’s purification
and re-consecration of the house of God;
cf.  :; see ; ,   ; ).
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() Rituals which mark the fulfillment of
religious obligation (muāmalāt; see 
;    ; see also
Obligatory rituals, below), such as marriage (nikā; see Rites of passage, below;
see   ) and the ritual
slaughtering of animals for food (talīl, cf.
 :; see   ;
).
() Rites of passage, such as birth (mīlād),
including the naming ceremony; death
(mawt, cf.  :, ; :; :; :,
; :; :; :, -; :; :;
see    ); marriage (nikā,
cf.  :; :, etc.); and the pilgrimage
(ajj).
() Obligatory rituals in the Qurān,
namely: prayer (alāt), including prostration (sujūd) and bowing (rukū; see 
 ); testament of faith
(shahāda); almsgiving (zakāt); pilgrimage
(ajj); and fasting (iyām).
() Rituals of abstinence (q.v.), which include fasting (iyām) and vows (nadhr or
nudhūr, nab;  :: man qa ā nabahu).
The vow involves making a dedication to
God, usually in the form of a sacrifice
(q.v.). In a historical context, Muslims, like
adherents to other faiths, make vows to
engage in or refrain from particular
actions. Abstinence from certain practices
and ajj rites, such as eating food and
shortening one’s hair are valid forms of
nadhr. In the qurānic context, God fulfills
vows (cf. Pedersen, Nadhr, for a discussion
of the pre-Islamic and Islamic context of
nadhr; see also   ;
; ).
() Rituals of sustenance (q.v.), health (see
  ), longevity (see also
Protective rituals, below), which include
consuming food and drink from plates and
cups inscribed with qurānic verses; consuming food on which qurānic verses are
inscribed; and seeking baraka from the

Qurān (tabarruk; see       ; 
,   ).
() Protective rituals, among which are
counted a number of activities. The mere
act of bringing out a codex at a public
gathering is a means to invoke the protection (q.v.) of God through his words (see
  ). Other rituals include reciting the basmala (q.v.; i.e. invoking the name
of God) orally or silently over somebody or
before undertaking an activity; reading⁄
reciting the Qurān; seeking baraka (tabarruk) from the qurānic codex by physically
touching it or reciting verses from it; carrying a qurānic codex to ward off disease,
illness, plague, bodily harm, evil, etc.;
wearing a garment with qurānic verses
inscribed on it (usually a tunic or talismanic shirt on which the ninety-nine
names of God and verses from the Qurān
are inscribed); wearing a necklace, amulet
(see ) or talisman with qurānic
verses and related expressions or a miniature Qurān in a muaf pendant of a precious metal, usually gold (children or adults
may engage in this practice; a popular
practice is for women and girls to wear
amulets); eating or drinking from a vessel
with verses of the Qurān inscribed; and in
Turkey there is the practice of writing the
word mashallah, literally “what God wants,”
on an amulet and placing it on the person
of a newborn child (see the illustrations of
     
 for some examples of the rich
variety of material objects employed in
protective rituals that involve the Qurān).
() Rituals acts meant to inflict harm or
spread evil. Such rituals appear in a limited
historical context. The only known instance in the Qurān is the “blowing on
knots” (al-naffāthāt fī l-uqad,  :; see
), but this appears in a negative sense
in that the verse alludes to women who
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failed in their objective to cause harm to
Muammad by blowing on knots (see
  ).
() Rituals that promote social cohesion
and group solidarity, such as prayer (alāt),
Friday prayer (q.v.;  :), or prayer in a
mosque (q.v.); pilgrimage (ajj); collectively
carrying scriptures in hand while walking
in procession at times of crisis, drought
and epidemics. This last named function
exemplifies the human need to repel imminent danger and disease. Such historical
episodes underscore the social function of
the Qurān in a group environment (see
     ;
   ).

dents and theologians, such as ta arru
( :, ), through which believers are
urged to reflect upon the lessons of the
past and humble themselves before God as
did those before them (see  
, ;   ; ;
 ; ;
   ). During the
fifth⁄eleventh and sixth⁄twelfth centuries,
the very act of remembrance of God (dhikr,
 :, ; :; :; :; :; :)
became enshrined in elaborate ūfī rituals
and ceremonies that became widespread
throughout the Islamic world (see 
  ).
All devotional acts (ibādāt) require of
those who undertake them to declare
clearly their intention (q.v.; niyya). In Kitāb
al-Arbaīn fī uūl al-dīn, al-Ghazālī (d. ⁄
) provides a succinct discussion of
ibadāt, which when performed properly,
lead to the perfection of both the outer
and inner self in fulfillment of one’s religious duties. In his elucidation of the ten
primary principles of religion (ritual
prayer; almsgiving and charity; fasting;
pilgrimage; recitation of the Qurān; dhikr,
remembrance of God; seeking what is permitted, i.e. alāl; upholding the rights of
other Muslims and maintaining proper
companionship with them; enjoining right
and forbidding wrong; following the sunna
of the Prophet), al-Ghazālī states that he
does not mean undertaking only the etiquette (ādāb) of the ritual acts, but everything associated with them (p. ). The
object in performing ritual acts is human
certitude in the remembrance of God in
order to attain the hereafter and withdraw
from the worldly life (p. ). Invoking this
work, the north African Mālikī theologian
Ibn al-ājj (d. ⁄) regards niyya and
amal (i.e. the actual performance of the
act) as complete ritual devotion (bi-himā
tamām al-ibāda) and niyya as the best of the

As seen from this typology, the word
“ritual” in the Islamic context cannot be
expressed by a single word found either in
the Qurān, the prophetic traditions, or in
works of jurisprudence. The closest approximation to “ritual” is ibādāt (sing.
ibāda, lit. “obedience, submission, humility,
devout worship”; see ) which is
also related to āa (lit. “obedience, submission”; see ). In the first instance,
ibādāt refers to religious practice and devotion to God ( :; :) and is commonly applied to the five pillars (arkān)
of Islam: shahāda (testament of faith;
 :-; :; :), alāt (prayer; e.g.
 :; :; :; :-; :; :;
:), zakāt (almsgiving; e.g.  :, ,
), iyām (fasting;  :-), and ajj (pilgrimage; e.g.  :, ). The Semitic
root -b-d from which ibādāt derives captures the relationship between the devotee
as the slave of God whose inner and outer
natures surrender to God, the exclusive
object of worship (e.g.  :; see ;
  ). “Ritual” also may
be applied to modes of religious behavior
and experience, and physical and mental
states not classified as ibādāt by jurispru-
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two parts (al-Madkhal, i, ). For without the
intention, the believer’s ritual is deemed
invalid and the threat of divine punishment becomes implicit (see  
;   ). According to Eliade (Patterns, -),
the division between the realms of the
sacred and the profane “serves the purpose
of preserving profane man from the danger to which he would expose himself by
entering it without due care. The sacred is
always dangerous to anyone who comes
into contact with it unprepared, without
having gone through ‘gestures of approach’ that every religious act demands.”

and “Only those who pray have my protection” (cf. Muslim, aī, bk. , chap. ,
no. ).
Sunnī and Shīī (see   
) works of jurisprudence ( fiqh)
differentiate between ibādāt and a closely
related word — muāmalāt, which refers to
the rules governing human behavior —,
and almost invariably discuss the former
before the latter. Bousquet recognizes that
fiqh is a deontology for ibādāt, the statements of the whole corpus of duties or acts
whether obligatory, forbidden or recommended, etc., which is imposed upon
people (Bousquet, Ibādāt; cf. id., Les
grandes pratiques, ). Apart from the five pillars, the question of which rituals are to be
classified under ibādāt is not always clearly
delineated in the organization of jurisprudential works. In the Qurān one finds
mention of such rituals as marriage (nikā;
e.g.  :; :) which Bousquet properly indicates should be classified as a pious
practice rather than placed among the
ibādāt. The same might be said of other
practices, not specifically mentioned as an
obligation in the Qurān, such as circumcision (q.v.; khitān), or qurānic recitation
(tilāwa). Unlike circumcision, however,
which is not a qurānic prescription but a
socially and religiously prescribed ritual
and rite of passage, recitation is usually
considered among the ibādāt.
In the adīth collections and in legal and
theological discussions of the sunna (q.v.)
of the Prophet (see   
), qurānic and extra-qurānic rituals are further elaborated. Various adīth
collections do not categorically separate
ibādāt from other ritual forms, though
ibādāt generally are grouped at the beginning of such works. In al-Bukhārī’s
(d. ⁄) aī, for instance, one finds
wu ū (ritual ablution), ghusl (ritual immersion), tayammum (ritual ablution with fine
dust or sand), alāt (prayer), janāiz (funer-

Rituals in the Qurān
Rituals in the Qurān can be classified
according to four primary categories:
() Prescriptive rituals include prayer (alāt),
almsgiving (zakāt), testament of faith
(shahāda), fasting during the month of
Rama ān (iyām), undertaking the pilgrimage (ajj) and ritual purity ( ahāra,  :);
() rituals of devotion and remembrance,
such as dhikr and tahajjud (night vigil spent
in prayer); () rites of passage, including
birth, marriage and death; () rituals that
are time and place specific and that refer to
a particular historical event or incident or
are otherwise related to the prophets before Muammad (see  
), like Abraham and
Ishmael (q.v.) ritually purifying the house
of God ( :), women’s use of black
magic against the Prophet by blowing
on knots ( :) and the allusions to
the — proscribed — prostration (bowing)
of the Israelites to the sun (q.v.) and moon
(q.v.; e.g.  :).
Ritual prayer (alāt) represents the ritual
enactment and re-enactment of the
Qurān par excellence. Several prophetic
traditions indicate this, including “The
difference between kufr (infidelity; see
  ) and Islam is alāt,”
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als), zakāt (almsgiving), and ajj (pilgimage).
The aī of Muslim (d. ca. ⁄) follows a different order and includes ahāra
(ritual purity), alāt (prayer), zakāt (almsgiving) and awm (fasting).
The Shīī theologian Sallār b. Abd alAzīz al-Daylamī (d. ⁄), the author
of al-Marāsīm fī l-fiqh al-imāmī, essentially
divides his work into ibādāt and muāmalāt,
the latter of which he subdivides into uqūd
(contracts, the performance of which does
not necessitate the declaration of intention; see   ;
   ) and
akām (rules governing conduct within
society, e.g. inheritance laws; see ;  ). AlMuaqqiq al-illī (d. ⁄) delineates
in his Sharāi al-Islām fī l-fiqh al-islāmī
l-Jafarī four primary categories of ritual
which formed the basis for the categories
found in later Shīī works of jurisprudence:
ibādāt, akām, uqūd, and īqāāt (legally valid
pronouncements which require only one
party to transact).
One of the most detailed expositions of
ibādāt can be found in the Shāfiī jurist alNawawī’s (d. ⁄) al-Tibyān fī ādāb
amalat al-Qurān. Al-Nawawī’s work is
unique for its discussion of those rituals in
which the Qurān is invoked, the times at
which it is efficacious to recite certain
verses or chapters of the Qurān, when it is
necessary to prostrate oneself upon hearing particular verses, and the proper etiquette for carrying and displaying a codex
and according it reverence. Al-Nawawī was
particularly concerned that Muslims display proper etiquette and reverence for the
Qurān. For instance, he observes that such
practices as putting the codex under the
head as a pillow are to be forbidden
(Nawawī, Tibyān, -). Perhaps some
believed that it would facilitate the acquisition of knowledge or protect them from
harm as they slept. Such beliefs are at-

tested to in late nineteenth century Iran:
Serena (Hommes, ; cf. Massé, Popular
beliefs, ) observed that the qurānic codex
was placed beneath the head of the newborn as a pillow.
The anbalī theologian Ibn Taymiyya
(d. ⁄) defines ibāda — more
broadly than the traditional delineation of
jurisprudential works — as “a collective
term [which encompasses] all that God
loves and [that] pleases him (kull mā yuibbuhu wa-yar āhu) from the words and inner
and external actions, like prayer, alms, fasting, ajj, veracious speech, keeping a trust,
and reverence for one’s parents (q.v.) and
close relatives (see ).” In a treatise
on ibādāt the modern Shīī scholar Jafar
al-Sijānī (Ibāda, ) argues that Ibn Taymiyya has confused ibādāt with acts of
nearness to God (taqarrub) by regarding
them as synonymous. In Sijānī’s view, acts
such as giving alms, respecting one’s parents, and the khums (a tax among the Shīa
which was originally applied to the fifth of
the spoils of war belonging to the ruler; see
) necessitate qurbā to God but are
not ibādāt.
The modern-day scholar and theologian
Amad al-u arī (Mina l-fiqh, ) defines
ibāda as “the obedience ( āa) which the
[divine] law-giver (shāri) has required his
slaves to carry out.” Al-u arī distinguishes between three categories of ibādāt:
() Purely physical rituals (ibādāt badaniyya)
for which one person is not permitted to
substitute for another, like prayer, fasting;
() rituals for which one person is permitted to substitute for another, like almsgiving (zakāt); and () physical rituals which
require the expenditure of property (q.v.;
with the stipulation that, in the case of
another’s substituting, one must be incapable of undertaking them on one’s own),
like the ajj (ibid., ).
The Shīī scholar Muammad Saīd alabāabāī (d. ) includes in his Minhāj
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al-āliīn the following categories among
the ibādāt: ahāra (ritual purity), alāt
(prayer), awm (fasting), itikāf (pious retreat
in a mosque which is generally associated
with the month of Rama ān; see    ), zakāt
(almsgiving), khums, and al-amr bi-l-marūf
wa-l-nahy an al-munkar (enjoining others to
do what is commendable and to refrain
from what is reprehensible; cf.  :, ;
:; see   ,   ).
The most important ayyibī-Mustalī
Ismāīlī work of jurisprudence which serves
as the basis for Ismāīlī law and which contains a detailed exposition of ibādāt is alQā ī l-Numān’s (d. ⁄) Daāim
al-Islām, “Pillars of Islam.” Al-Numān, the
chief qā ī under the Fāimid caliph alMuizz li-Dīn Allāh (r. -⁄-),
includes the following seven ibādāt: walāya
(devotion to the imām), ahāra (ritual purity), alāt (ritual prayer), janāiz (funerals),
zakāt (alms tax), awm (fasting), ajj (pilgrimage), and jihād (q.v.; holy war).
Immediately following awm, al-Numān
discusses itikāf.

(ibid., i, ). Al-Qā ī l-Numān states that
the performance of the ritual prayer (alāt)
is symbolic of the Prophet’s action in making these particular prayers and postures
obligatory (ibid., i, ). The inner meaning
of zakāt is that the act of giving purifies
(ta hīr) one’s personal wealth (q.v.; ibid., ii,
). Zakāt is not only associated with ritual
purity, but also with righteousness (alā)
and growth (numuww; ibid., ii, -). AlNumān quotes several verses to support
his interpretations (including  :, ;
:; :, ; :, ). A deeper meaning of zakāt is that it represents the one
who purifies (muzakkī) the people
(al-nās) — in this case, the foundations
(usus) and the proofs (ujaj) who are the
vicegerents of the prophets (ibid., ii, ).
The Ismāīlī scholar Abū Yaqūb alSijistānī (fl. fourth⁄tenth century) expounds the ibādāt as follows: Water which
represents knowledge purifies the soul from
doubt and uncertainty (q.v.). Walāya signifies devotion to the imāms. alāt (ritual
prayer) signifies devotion to the awliyā (the
friends of God, i.e. the imāms; see 
 ;   ). Zakāt signifies that those who possess
knowledge (i.e. the imāms) should send
forth guides to the people (see 
 ;   ). The
lower ranks become zakāt for the higher
ranks. Fasting (awm) means observing
silence and not revealing any secrets (q.v.)
to the uninitiated (see also  
 ). ajj represents the believer
having an audience with the imām, who
symbolizes the house wherein knowledge
of God resides (Sijistānī, Iftikhār, chaps.
-; especially useful is Poonawala’s commentary: see Poonawala⁄Husayn, Biobibliography, -; cf. Poonawala, Ismāīlī
tawīl, ). Today, Nizārī Ismāīlī prayer
consists of supplications, but unlike Sunnī
and Ithnā Asharī alāt, does not include
the same sequence of bowing (rukū) and

Esoteric interpretations of ibādāt
In Tawīl al-daāim, al-Qā ī l-Numān
stresses the importance for the Ismāīlī
believer of not only performing the ibādāt,
but also of understanding their esoteric
meaning (bā in). After providing an esoteric
interpretation of walāya (affirming the doctrine of belief in and devotion to the
imāms), al-Qā ī l-Numān explains the
ibādāt as follows: Ritual purity ( ahāra) refers to “purifying oneself through knowledge (al-ta ahhur bi-l-ilm) and what it
necessitates with respect to the impurities
of the soul (bi-mā yūjibuhu l-ilm min adāth
al-nufūs)” (Tawīl, i, ). In addition to
knowledge, wisdom facilitates purification
of the soul. Declaring one’s intention
(niyya) in performing ibādāt is like walāya
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prostration (sujūd). Usually prayer is performed in a sitting position.
ūfī works like al-Hujwīrī’s Kashf almajūb place importance on understanding
and implementing the esoteric and exoteric
interpretations in the practice of ibādāt. In
the chapter on ritual purity, al-Hujwīrī
emphasizes that while prayer requires
purification of the body, gnosis requires
purification of the heart (Hujwīrī, Kashf,
). In the chapter on prayer, he stresses
the importance of humility, awe, abasement and the annihilation of one’s attributes. The chapter on alms links the giving
of zakāt to poverty in this world, but the
giver should also aim to give for the blessings of health, mind and body and infinite
blessings should be rendered with infinite
thanks to God (see ; ;
  ). In the
chapter on fasting, al-Hujwīrī mentions
that fasting is abstinence which includes
the whole method of ūfism. In the chapter on the pilgrimage, the true meaning of
ajj involves the casting off of the worldly
life, sensual desires, the attributes of one’s
humanity, and the complete submission of
the believer to God.

base elements and negative attributes
associated with the worldly life. Ritual
purity ( :) and the pure water (q.v.;
 :; cf. :) with which it is associated
are referred to in the Qurān. The acts of
ritual purity practiced by the pre-Islamic
Arabs included irām (ritual consecration)
before entering Mecca (q.v.) and forbidding
menstruating women (see ;
-    )
from undertaking the pre-Islamic pilgrimage there. In Islamic times menstruating
women were allowed to perform the ajj,
although they were allowed to circumambulate the Kaba and undertake the running between afā and Marwa only when
they had achieved a ritually pure state (cf.
Howard, Some aspects, ).
A person in a ritual state is described as
ahūr or āhir (illī, Tadhkirat, ). Bousquet
(Les grandes pratiques, ) divides his discussion of the state of ritual impurity into two
major categories, which are further elaborated: () Minor ritual impurity such as
adath, which refers to minor emissions
from the openings of the body or contact
with an impure substance, and which invalidates prayer, circumambulation around
the Kaba, and touching the Qurān; ()
Major ritual impurity ( janāba) from sexual
intercourse (see   ) and
menstruation (ay ), as a result of which it
is generally forbidden to perform prayer, to
recite the Qurān, to enter a mosque, or to
perform the ajj.
Sunnī and Shīī legal sources usually
divide the category “ritual purity” ( ahāra)
into three sub-categories: wu ū (ablutions),
ghusl (ritual immersion), and tayammum
(making ablutions with pure sand or dust;
e.g. illī, Tadhkirat, , defines uhūr as
water). Sources usually distinguish between
these three forms of ritual purity and discuss the various states of ritual impurity
and the conditions under which it is
necessary or permitted to undertake ritual

Ritual purity
The Qurān itself is described as being
contained “in books held greatly in honor,
exalted, and pure” (mu ahhara,  :-;
see ; ;  ).
Ritual purity ( ahāra) is the foundation of
the ibādāt upon which the performance of
other rituals depends. The north African
Mālikī theologian Ibn al-ājj interprets
ahāra as interior ritual purification (alahāra al-bā ina). He invokes a tradition of
the Prophet (al-Madkhal, i, ): “Supplication (duā) is the essence of ritual devotion
(ibāda)” and refers to  :, which mentions ritual purity. Likewise, Ibn al-ājj
interprets other ritual acts such as wu ū
and zakāt as purifying humans from sin,
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purification. They also elaborate upon the
physical movements and gestures of the
body, as well as the oral formulae which
are to be performed.
Wu ū is necessary for prayer, making
awāf (circumambulation around the
Kaba), touching the text of the Qurān
and for other rituals (cf. illī, Tadhkirat, ).
Similarly, ghusl may be made for any one of
these three categories in addition to residing in mosques, for producing amulets or
talismans for the curing of diseases
(azāim) and for obligatory fasting, etc.
Tayammum is required for prayer or for the
ritually impure person ( junub, literally “precluded from ritual practice”), and in order
to set out for a mosque (ibid.). For a ritually
impure person ( junub, mudith, āi ) to
carry a qurānic codex or to touch its pages
or its writing is a reprehensible act (makrūh;
illī, Tadhkirat, ).
Being in a state of ritual purity is required for anybody who touches, reads or
recites the Qurān. On the basis of
 :, “none shall touch it [the Qurān]
save for those who are ritually pure (almu ahharūn),” al-illī deems it reprehensible for a ritually impure person to touch
the Qurān. Abū l-Qāsim al-Khūī (d. )
mentions that the one who is in a state of
ritual impurity is not permitted to touch
the writing of the codex or the vocalization
signs (see    ;
  ;
   ), nor the name
of God or the ninety-nine “beautiful
names.” According to al-Nawawī, other
books which contain verses from the
Qurān are to be treated in the same manner if the qurānic text they contain is significantly greater in length than the rest of
the text, e.g. a brief gloss or commentary.
Thus, it is forbidden for the ritually impure
person to touch and carry them (Nawawī,
Tibyān, ).
Theological and legal discussions focus

on the etiquette (adab) of what is permitted
and forbidden (q.v.; see also  
). For instance, the Qurān
should be treated with reverence as should,
more generally, books which contain the
name of God and Qurān writing boards
used by schoolboys (see  
  ). In a related cultural practice, a scribe does not leave a
book he is consulting on the ground for
fear an animal or person would walk over
it, thus divesting the writing of efficacy
(Westermarck, Pagan survivals, ). A state
of ritual purity is also required when one
writes a talisman which includes verses
from the Qurān or the ninety-nine beautiful names of God, for it is as if a scribe
were copying a codex.
Oaths
Oaths (sing. qasam, alf ) that are sworn on
the qurānic codex are seldom attested to
in pre-modern sources. Unlike in Christianity or Judaism, where the oath upon a
physical copy of scripture is presently a
requirement, there is no legal requirement
that the Qurān need be present or that
one place one’s right hand on a codex in
order to validate an oath. Legal sources
discourage the taking of oaths by anything
apart from God or his ninety-nine beautiful names (cf. Nawawī, Tibyān). The
eighth⁄fourteenth century traveler Ibn
Baūa mentions that Damascenes made
debtors and those against whom they had a
claim swear ( yulif ) on the Uthmānic
codex of the Qurān at the congregational
mosque (Ibn Baūa, Rila, i, ).
In Ibn Taghrībirdī’s al-Nujūm al-zāhira, a
chronicle of the Mamlūk dynasty of
Egypt, two references are made to emirs
taking oaths. In the first, an emir takes an
oath on a muhaf (alafa alā l-musaf, Ibn
Taghrībirdī, Nujūm, ed. Cairo, x, , for
⁄). In the second instance, an emir
holds the codex in his hand and takes an
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oath ( fa-tanāwala l-muaf al-sharīf bi-yadihi
wa-alafa lahum yamīnan, trans. Popper,
History of Egypt, xxiii, , for ⁄).
A type of oath is the oath of allegiance
(baya) which the Quraysh (q.v.) swore
when they pledged their fealty to the
prophet Muammad and which also
became the standard for the election of
a new caliph (q.v.;  :, ).
Today certain courts and administrative
bodies in western countries have required
that when Muslims swear oaths, they place
their right hand on the codex. Some consider placing the right hand on the Qurān
to be forbidden (arām), especially when
one is not in a ritually pure state. During
the early twentieth century .., Tewfik
Canaan observed that oaths by the Qurān
(wa-l-muaf ) were quite common throughout Palestine (Canaan, Modern Palestinian
beliefs, ). Modern day legal opinions
commonly regard swearing by the Qurān
(al-alf bi-l-muaf ) as tantamount to
swearing by God since the Qurān is God’s
words. The Azharī Abdul Azeem alMatani has issued a legal ruling that taking an oath on the Qurān is not valid
unless one clearly states one’s intention
(niyya) that in doing so one is swearing by
God (Fatwā, IslamOnline.net, Fatwa
id=: “Swearing by the Qurān”).
Certain court rulings discuss the expiation
(see ;  
) of one who has not carried out
an oath sworn by placing the right hand on
the muaf.

Certain highly commendable practices
include reciting particular qurānic verses
at different times. Before going to sleep
each night, the Prophet would cup his
hands together, blow into them and recite
over them   (“Sincerity,” Sūrat alIkhlā ),   (“Daybreak,” Sūrat al-Falaq)
and   (“People,” Sūrat al-Nās), and
would rub his hands three times over the
“permitted” parts of his body (cf. Bukhārī,
aī, vi, book , no. ).

Rituals and the Qurān
Among the rituals that are discussed at
length in legal sources are rituals of purification which are required in order to pray
and also those ritual practices which are
required before touching or reciting the
Qurān (see above). Beyond such rituals,
there are those which require physical contact with the Qurān or particular verses.

Kissing the Qurān
Upon holding the Qurān in the right
hand, Muslims often kiss its cover and raise
the Qurān above their heads in order to
derive baraka. Although this devotional act
is not generally deemed controversial, the
anbalī position as expounded by the
eighth⁄fourteenth century theologian Ibn
Taymiyya maintains that there is no basis
for this practice in the sunna of the
Prophet or in the deeds of the righteous
ancestors (al-salaf ). Ibn Taymiyya discusses
this practice in conjunction with other
practices, such as standing up (qiyām) for,
or in the presence of the muaf, though he
does quote a tradition of Ikrima b. Abī
Jahl in which he used to put his face to the
qurānic codex and say: “[These are] the
words of my lord (kalām rabbī); [These are]
the words of my lord” (Ibn Taymiyya,
Fatāwā, i, ). Elsewhere, Ibn Taymiyya
( Jāmi, ) argues that it is only permissible to touch and kiss the two “Yemeni”
stones (i.e. the black stone in the eastern
corner of the Kaba and that in the southwest corner of the Kaba; lā yushrau li-aad
an yastalima wa-yuqabbila ghayr al-ruknayn
al-yamāniyyayn).
Although no early traditions attest to kissing the qurānic codex or kissing it and
wiping it over the eyes and face, Wahhābīs
consider this a heretical innovation (bida)
which, based upon a legal ruling of the
Permanent Committee on Scientific
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Research and Religious Rulings, Saudi
Arabia (Bida, : question  of fatwā no.
), they discourage.

logians is that qurānic recitation (tilāwa) is
not included among the ibādāt. Al-Nawawī
does not specifically classify recitation
(tilāwa) under ibādāt. But, unlike alNawawī, the mystic al-Ghazālī in the
eighth chapter of Iyā ulūm al-dīn, “Revivification of the religious sciences,” cites a
prophetic tradition on the basis of which
he justifies the inclusion of the recitation of
the Qurān among devotional acts (ibādāt;
Quasem, Recitation, ). In the second
chapter of the eighth book of Iyā ulūm
al-dīn, al-Ghazālī mentions rules for the
oral recitation of the Qurān, and in the
third chapter he enumerates the associated
mental or esoteric tasks (al-amāl al-bā ina;
ibid., ).
According to a prophetic tradition narrated by al-Ghazālī, “[One of ] the best
devotional acts (ibādāt) of my community
is the recitation of the Qurān” (ibid., ;
this tradition is also mentioned in alBāqillānī’s Ināf ). The mere act of looking
at a codex while reciting the Qurān is also
an act of devotion to God (ibāda; Quasem,
Recitation, -).
There is no consensus about reciting the
Qurān over the deceased. Al-Nawawī
mentions   (Sūrat Yā Sīn) or   (“The
Cow,” Sūrat al-Baqara) as chapters of the
Qurān to be recited. For up to three days
after the funeral, the male and female
mourners would gather to mourn separately at the house of the deceased (Massé,
Persian beliefs, -). There they would
engage in the ceremonial recitation of
the entire Qurān (khatm al-Qurān). The
qurānic codex, which would be written in
thirty or sixty separate notebooks and
which was part of a waqf legacy, would be
distributed to mourners. Near the Qurān,
a repository (ral, i.e. for storing the various
parts of the codex read by the mourners)
would be placed.
A practice found among some mendicant
ūfīs (sing. faqīr) elicited the rebuke of Ibn
Taymiyya (Fatāwā, i, ). Ibn Taymiyya

Weeping
Weeping at the recitation of the Qurān is
commended by God ( :). Al-Ghazālī
states: “Read the Qurān and cry; if you do
not cry, force yourselves to weep. Weeping
is the sixth rule.” A Muslim should also
weep upon hearing the words ubān Allāh,
“Glory be to God” (see  
) and  :- (Quasem, Recitation,
).
Resolving conflict
A number of historical incidents are recorded in which verses from the Qurān
were invoked for the purpose of arbitration
(q.v.). The words of the sacred text were
used to bring about a desired result or resolution to war (q.v.), conflict (see )
or oppression (q.v.; see also  
). But — apart from the famous
battles of iffīn (see ,  ),
wherein Muāwiya and his partisans reportedly raised a copy of the Qurān upon
spears as a stratagem, and of the Camel,
where Āisha asked that the Qurān be
brought for the purpose of arbitration (see
   ) — only a single
incident involves the qurānic codex itself
in a particular historical event: in ⁄,
presumably after failing to pay a ⁄ levy
on their merchandise, the Kārimī merchants were deemed renegades by the
Mamlūk sultan Juqmuq. The Kārimīs took
the extraordinary measure of holding hostage the preacher of the mosque in Mecca
and raised the qurānic codices above their
heads and requested a fatwā concerning the
legality of the ⁄ tax (ushr; Abbās,
Tarīkh, ).
Recitation of the Qurān
The general, though by no means universal, consensus among Sunnī and Shīī theo-
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observed that a group of faqīrs who met
regularly to ritually remember God and to
recite a portion of the Qurān, would bare
their heads and humble themselves
( yata arraūna) for the sake of getting near
to God (alā wajh al-taqarrub). Ibn Taymiyya
labels this practice as reprehensible
(makrūh), especially if it is regarded as a
devotional practice (ibāda).

cure an illness. According to Ibn Taymiyya
(Fatāwā, i, -), however, the practice of
predicting the future with the qurānic
codex ( fat al-fal) is reprehensible (makrūh)
and should be forbidden as it did not exist
among the pious ancestors (salaf ).
When admiring a child, Egyptians would
invoke   (Lane, Manners, ). In Iran
when naming a child, the father or the eldest member of the family randomly
places slips with names between the pages
of the Qurān. Those present recite the
opening chapter of the Qurān, the Fātia
(q.v.) and the father or eldest male present
chooses a name (Massé, Persian beliefs, -).
Verses from the Qurān such as from
  were also engraved on the surface of
cups and bowls. Those who utilized them
were protected from harm (Lane, Manners,
-), and these vessels were also employed by magicians to reveal the unseen
( , ; cf. Lane, Manners, ). Amulets
containing certain verses from the Qurān
( , , , , , , ) were placed
under articles of clothing such as caps in
order to protect the wearer from the devil
(q.v.) and all evil jinn (q.v.).
Among the popular Shīī beliefs and
practices which have parallels among
Sunnīs is the inscription of certain passages from the Qurān with a variety of
writing substances (e.g. saffron, water, kohl)
in a number of media. Verses are pronounced over or dissolved in natural substances such as earth, water, or sand. They
are employed to realize certain objectives,
such as to affect a cure and alter the physical and mental states of the initiator or
other persons. Among the innumerable
examples of talismanic verses are the following:  :, which is inscribed on an
Indian oak board blackened at its beginning (Maghniyya, Mujarrabāt, ). Concerning   (Sūrat Yūsuf ): “Whoever
records it and buries it in his house and
after three days takes it out of the house
from its exterior, will experience that the

Healing and curing
The healing properties associated with the
Qurān and the efficacy of reciting specific
verses for particular ailments are widely
recognized among Muslims; its curative
power lies in the belief in God’s words
(cf. Nawawī, Tibyān, ). Among the most
widely recounted prophetic traditions in
this regard is that whenever the Prophet
became ill, he would recite   (“Daybreak,” Sūrat al-Falaq) and   (“People,” Sūrat al-Nās), then blow his breath
over his body. When he was unable to do
so, Āisha would take and rub his hands
over his body hoping for their blessings
(Bukhārī, aī, vi, book , no. ; see
   ).
Donning a garment with verses from the
Qurān and reciting certain verses and
chapters or other segments of the Qurān,
such as the muawwadhatayn (“the two chapters against evil”), are efficacious for protecting its wearer from harm and curing
illness. According to al-Nawawī, the
Qurān is more effective than the adīth
when one is ailing (Nawawī, Tibyān, ).
Talismanic and amuletic uses of the Qurān
and talismanic objects
Talismanic uses of the Qurān fall under
the heading of mujarrabāt; practices, methods, objects and rituals employed in humankind’s encounter with their fellows and
with the divine that are tried and proven
through personal experience or the experience of others. Such practices may include
the recitation of the Qurān in order to
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sultan’s messenger is calling out to grant
him victory and he will become important.
Whoever writes a verse and drinks it (i.e. its
ink) it will ensure prosperity.” Other chapters and verses are inscribed on strips of
silken white cloth which are affixed to the
upper arm of an infant to protect it from
harm and evil. Writing certain verses in
saffron and giving them as a drink for a
woman who has difficulty lactating, will
make her lactate. Whoever writes a certain
verse from   and puts it in his pocket or
chest pocket will prosper in his transactions
and in his livelihood. If   is written on
the wall of an orchard, trees that do not
bear fruit will produce an abundance of
ripe fruit. Its invocation also ensures prosperity (Maghniyya, Mujarrabāt, ). Certain
verses are efficacious for relieving poverty,
such as  : which is to be recited at the
time of the obligatory prayer.
  is often recited for the protection of
an unborn infant. The verses are to be
written on an animal skin and then hung
up during the first forty days of pregnancy.
During the month in which the mother is
due to give birth, she carries it on her person to ensure a successful birth. Marriage
will be facilitated for the unmarried person
who, every month, reads verses from  
twenty-one times, fasts for three days and
supplicates God (Maghniyya, Mujarrabāt,
). When written on a green silken cloth
which is hung up, other chapters (like  )
prevent individuals from drinking wine.
When placed on one’s bed,   prevents
one from dreaming.   is also believed to
be efficacious in treating animal ailments:
if written in a copper basin from which a
sick beast of burden is given to drink, and
also if water from the basin is sprinkled on
the animal, it will be healed. When  :
is read over a handful of soil, which is
thrown in the enemy’s face, God will defeat
and forsake the enemy (ibid., ; see
). Other verses constitute forms of

sympathetic magic which are intended to
alter the physical state of individuals or
groups.   (“The Pilgrimage,” Sūrat alajj) is employed to defeat one’s political
rivals, leaders, judges, etc. Other verses are
efficacious for the prevention of infidelity
and adultery (e.g. ibid., -; see 
 ).   is efficacious
against jinn and the evil eye (ibid., ),  
enables one who wears (a strip of cloth
with it) on his forearm to become popular
among the people (ibid., ), and   is
efficacious for ailments of the eye: it is
written with rainwater and erased, and
kohl is then ground into the water and
applied to the eye (ibid., ).
Women in modern day Morocco and
elsewhere carry miniature copies of the
Qurān or select verses of it on their persons. Amulets are also prescribed for various illnesses. Prescriptions may include
dissolving a piece of paper with verses
from the Qurān into water which the
patient is instructed to drink (Buitelaar,
Between oral traditions, -). Among the
popular Shīī customs attested to in the
modern era is the raising of the Qurān
over travelers or soldiers going to war in
order to protect them from harm.
When visiting the Prophet’s tomb in
Medina, Shīī pilgrims — and, previously,
Sunnī pilgrims — would make gifts in
charity (adaqa) referred to as najwā. Such
gifts are based on  :: “O you who
believe! When you consult the apostle in
private, spend something in charity before
your private consultation. That will be best
for you and most conducive to purity [of
conduct]. But if you find not [the wherewithal], God is oft-forgiving, most merciful.” According to al- abarī (d. ⁄)
and al-Nasafī (d. ⁄) the first person
to institute this practice was Alī b. Abī
ālib (q.v.; abarī, Tafsīr, xxviii, -;
Nasafī, Tafsīr, iii, ). In Fāimid Egypt,
najwā was a gift which was collected by
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Ismāīlīs attending doctrinal teaching sessions (Maqrīzī, Musawwada, -).
Rituals of group cohesion and solidarity
Among the qurānic rituals which promote
group cohesion is the Friday prayer (alāt
al-juma; cf.  :) and more generally,
congregational prayer at mosques where
believers are urged to come together to
remember God. The qurānic codex also
plays an important role in promoting
group solidarity. In times of crisis Muslims,
Jews and Christians turned to scriptures
which they publicly displayed as they
walked in procession (Meri, Cult of saints,
). In Damascus in -⁄, the
Uthmānic codex was brought out in order
to ward off an imminent Crusader attack.
Men, women and children gathered
around it in supplication and the attack
was averted. In ⁄, the Uthmānic
codex and other venerable copies of the
Qurān were once again invoked in several
Syrian cities in order to ward off a Mongol
invasion (ibid., -). The Qurān was
again used as a weapon against oppression
in ⁄ when the people of Damascus
marching in procession with the Uthmānic
codex and the sandal of the Prophet and
the caliphal standards confronted the governor of Damascus about oppressive taxes
(ibid., ).
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Ritual Purity
A state of heightened cleanliness, symbolic
or actual, associated with persons, activities
and objects in the context of ritual worship
(q.v.; see also   ;
). The Qurān imposes a
specific, two-tiered requirement of ritual
cleansing before prayer (q.v.) and this is its
most direct and detailed — and perhaps its
only — regulation of ritual purity in the
narrow sense. More general notions of
purity and impurity extend, however, to a
fairly wide array of persons, objects and
activities in contexts that are mostly not,
strictly speaking, connected with discrete
rituals. These range from qualities of substantive impurity affecting persons and
foods (see   ), to the idea of
purity as an ethical concept (see 
  ), to the use of a concept
of purity simply to denote what is good or
desirable.
Terminology
Words derived from the root -h-r (compare
Heb. oharot) denote the requisite state of
ritual purity for prayer as well as one of the
processes by which that state is achieved.
Major impurity in the context of prayer is
denoted exclusively by the term junub.
There is no qurānic term for minor impurity but such impurity (or perhaps more
accurately, the transient lack of requisite
purity) must be remedied prior to praying
by a combination of wiping (m-s-) and
washing (gh-s-l) of the body’s extremities.
Major impurity is removed by purification
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( -h-r, interpreted by jurists to refer to a
major washing). Words derived from the
roots z-k-y and -h-r are occasionally used
synonymously to refer to purity in a nontechnical sense. Also, ayyib may denote the
substantive purity of certain foods in some
contexts; its antonym is khabīth. The words
najas, rijs, rijz and rujz can also denote substantive impurity, though it should be
emphasized that the Qurān does not
exhibit a rigorously developed notion of
substantive impurity.

O you who believe: Do not approach
prayer while you are intoxicated (see
; ), until you understand
what you are saying, and not [while you
are] in a state of major ritual impurity,
unless you are [merely] passing by, until
you have cleansed yourselves. If you are sick,
on a journey, or one of you has come from the
privy, or you have touched women, and you do not
find water, then seek out a clean, elevated place,
and wipe your faces and your hands. God is forgiving and pardoning ( :; see
).

Ritual cleansing for prayer ( :; :)
The Qurān mandates that persons who
undertake to pray must first complete a
ritual cleansing. The details and requirements of this cleansing appear at  :
and  :, two partly overlapping passages
that are important, difficult to interpret
and central to the formation and classical
expression of the Islamic law of ritual
purity (see Paret, Koran, and id., Kommentar,
for the following translations; for the
subsequent discussion, see generally Katz,
Body of text; see also    ):
O you who believe: When you undertake
the prayer, then wash your faces (see )
and your hands (q.v.) to the elbows, and
wipe your heads and your feet [q.v.; or:
and wash your feet] to the ankles. If you
are in a state of major impurity, then
purify yourselves. If you are sick (see
  ), on a journey (q.v.),
or one of you has come from the privy, or
you have touched women (see  
), and you do not find water
(q.v.), then seek out a clean, elevated place,
and wipe your faces and your hands therefrom. God does not want to impose hardship on you but rather he wishes to purify
you and to complete his favor (see ;
) towards you. Perhaps you will be
thankful ( :; see  
).

(The italics indicate the overlap with  :
but note that  : contains one additional
word, minhu, rendered above as “therefrom.”) The overlap in wording notwithstanding,  : contains the more complete
statement of the purity requirements for
those intending to pray, with mostly supplementary details being supplied by
 :. The major exception to the basic
requirements set forth at  : appear, with
virtually identical wording, in both passages. The passages pose several problems,
though their general structure emerges
clearly enough.  : sets forth the following requirements: Prior to praying, certain
areas of the body must be wiped (m-s-)
and washed (gh-s-l). In case of major impurity ( junub), persons are required to
“purify” themselves ( -h-r), though the procedure for accomplishing this is not spelled
out. Then, the passage sets forth an apparent exception — wiping (m-s-) of specified areas of the body — for certain
enumerated situations in which no water is
available. The exception appears to apply
in lieu of the requirements for the ordinary
cleansing (wiping and washing) mentioned
at the verse’s outset since it neatly substitutes wiping of the faces and hands for the
washing of them. Thus, the exception
would, in the enumerated situations in
which water is not available, allow for the
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symbolic wiping of the face and hands,
and by implication also of the head and
feet.
To the foregoing requirements,  :
adds only the injunction not to pray while
intoxicated and the exception that persons
merely passing by the mosque (q.v.) need
not cleanse themselves of major ritual impurity. A state of intoxication seems to vitiate intent (“until you understand what you
are saying”) rather than the requisite degree of ritual purity. To the extent that this
rule, by negative implication, suggests that
intoxicants are licit (apart from the context
of prayer), Muslim jurists considered it
abrogated by subsequent denunciations of
wine (khamr) elsewhere in the Qurān (see
e.g. Abū Ubayd, Nāsikh, -;  : and
 :-; also below; see ).
The exceptive reference to persons merely
passing by the mosque was understood to
refer to travelers (e.g. Abd al-Razzāq,
Tafsīr, i, , ad  :), who, as noted,
were subject only to the requirement of the
substitute symbolic wiping, tayammum.
Scholarly and juristic interpretation combined with ritual practice to introduce several interpretive wrinkles into this complex
of rules (for the following, see Katz, Body of
text, chapter ). The interpretation of the
first sentence of  : differs fundamentally between Sunnīs and Shīīs (see ī
  ). The most syntactically
plausible reading of the Arabic (see 
;    )
would be “wash your faces and your hands
to the elbows, and wipe your heads and
your feet to the ankles,” in which washing
faces and hands is parallel to wiping heads
and feet. This is, however, the minority,
Shīī interpretation. The majority Sunnīs,
by changing one vowel, make “feet” a third
object of the verb to wash, thereby making
the verse read “wash your faces and your
hands to the elbows, wipe your heads, and
(wash) your feet to the ankles” (see -

   ). It should be noted
that, according to generally accepted
principles of Islamic law, invalid ablutions
lead to an invalid prayer, so the legal consequences of this minor dispute over vocalization can, in theory, have serious
consequences for individual believers’
salvation (q.v.).
There is also the question of how the
majority Muslim sect came to have a practice at variance with the grammatically
most probable vocalization of its scripture.
One possibility is that the Shīī understanding of the passage represents a survival of
the earliest practice of the Muslim community as a whole (for other claims of sectarian practice representing authentic
ancient survivals, see Crone, Roman, provincial and Islamic law, e.g. ; and generally,
Crone and Hinds, God’s caliph; see      ).
Another possibility is that ritual practice in
the period of the conquests simply evolved
on its own away from, or even independently of, the explicit text of the Qurān (see
   ). Once the pace
of conquest had slowed sufficiently to
allow Muslim communities and their scholars to engage in the intensive study of a
canonized qurānic text (see 
   ; 
   ), the
discrepancy was noted, and perhaps the
discrepancy in practice frozen, for reasons
that remain obscure, along emerging sectarian lines (see Katz, Body of text, -; on
the date of the Qurān’s canonization, see
Crone, Two legal problems; see    ;   
;    ).
 : and  : generated other exegetical debates as well. The phrase in  :
“when you undertake to pray” seems to
suggest that ritual cleansing is required at
every performance of the prayer, though
this is not how the rule has traditionally
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been interpreted. Instead, ablutions performed for the first prayer of the day suffice unless one has had an intervening
polluting bodily function (adath). What
constitutes a polluting bodily function was
inferred from subsequent clauses in the
rule that refer, or were assumed to refer
obliquely, to elimination of waste and
sexual activity. The phrase “when you
undertake to pray” was also read to mean
“when you arise [from sleep] to pray” and
so to require ritual cleansing after sleep
(q.v.), making sleep — like the enumerated
bodily functions — into something that
vitiates ritual purity (Katz, Body of text,
-).
A phrase common to both  : and :,
“or [if ] you have touched women” (aw
lāmastum al-nisāa) also generated exegetical
debate (see    :
  ). Does the verb
“to touch” (lāmasa) here refer to mere
touching or does it refer euphemistically to
sexual intercourse? How one answered this
question had deeper implications for the
meaning of the passage as whole. If mere
touching was meant, a literal reading of
the verse could produce the result that in
cases of simply touching of women — that
is, in cases where ablutions were vitiated
but no major impurity incurred — substitute wiping with dust (tayammum) would
be allowed if no water were available. By
negative implication, then, major ritual
impurity could not be cured by such substitute wiping. On the other hand, if lāmasa
referred to sexual contact with women,
then its mention in the clause in question
entailed the possibility that major ritual
impurity could be cured by substitute wiping with dust (Katz, Body of text, -).
It should be noted that the phrase
tayammamū aīdan ayyiban, “seek out a
clean, elevated place,” in  : likely originally referred to the seeking out of an appropriate place to perform substitute

ablutions but the verb (tayammama) eventually acquired the technical legal sense of
performing substitute ablutions or cleansing with sand (Paret, Kommentar, ).
Neither  : nor  : provide details
about what constitutes major impurity,
apart from giving it a name, junub, in  .
The term junub and its triliteral root j-n-b
have a connotation of being set apart or
being a stranger (Lane, -) and the connotation of being an outsider is perhaps
reinforced by resonances from cognate languages (e.g. Hebrew gannab, “thief ”; see
  ; ;
 ). Despite the potentially broad implications of the term’s
semantic range, however, Muslim jurists in
general recognized only two varieties of
this more serious degree of ritual pollution, or rather, two sorts of occurrences
that necessitated the more extensive ritual
washing: sexual activity and menstruation
(q.v.). Sexual activity was defined by Muslim jurists in the first instance as seminal
emission but also as any sexually related or
induced emission, whether by a man or
woman (Ibn Rushd, Bidāyat, i, ).
Menstruation (ay , maī ), on the other
hand, is addressed in the Qurān in several
passages, in regard to determinations of
paternity ( :; cf. :) and also as a
disability entailing impurity:
They ask you about menstruation (almaī ). Say: “It is a disability (adhā), so
sequester women during menstruation and
do not approach them until they become
pure (attā ya hurna). Once they have purified themselves (idhā ta ahharna), then approach them in the manner that God has
commanded you.” God loves the penitent
(see   ), and he
loves those who purify themselves ( :).
Although this verse does not mention any
particular ritual act the performance of
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which is impeded by menstruation, Muslim
jurists identified menstruation as a variety
of major ritual impurity that triggered the
more stringent prayer-related cleansing
requirements of  :. Presumably the
references in  : to purification — denoted by words derived from the root
-h-r — drew the jurists’ attention and led
them to read the requirement of purification in  : as parallel to that for major
impurity ( junub) in  :. A consequence of
reading these two verses together is that
human states of impurity and associated
cleansing requirements were understood to
have a limited and specific ritual purpose
and therefore to be relatively easily curable. Ritual impurity in human beings was
not seen as a general state of substantive
uncleanness. Given the lack of references
to specific rituals in  :, it would have
been possible, alternatively, to deem menstruation a form of substantive impurity,
but that is not the route taken by Islamic
law (Reinhart, Impurity⁄No danger, ;
Katz, Body of text, -). On the other
hand, Muslim jurists also consider menstruation a bar not only to prayer but also
to fasting (q.v.), circumambulation of the
Kaba (q.v.) and sexual intercourse (Ibn
Rushd, Bidāyat, i, ).
Performance of the minor cleansing
prior to prayer may have represented an
important symbolic act undertaken by converts to Islam in the time of Muammad.
It is reported (albeit in a very stylized manner) that some of the very first Medinese
(see ) to accept Muammad’s mission uttered the shahāda (see  
), performed the minor cleansing and
then prayed ( abarī, Tarīkh, iii, -; see
also Katz, Body of text,  n. ).

quirement of ritual purity in connection
with other rites. On the other hand, persons undertaking the pilgrimage (q.v.) are
considered to be in a special or sacred state
(pl. urum) and are subject to restrictions in
connection therewith (see ;
  ). The Qurān suggests that hunting land animals could vitiate this state ( :, ) but not fishing
( :; see   ), though
a more likely interpretation of these restrictions would be that the animals in
question enjoy a consecrated (taboo) status
because of their presence in the sacred
precinct (aram; see  
). In addition, some jurists considered the minor cleansing associated with
prayer a necessary prerequisite for circumambulation of the Kaba and also for
touching the Qurān (e.g., Ibn Rushd,
Bidāyat, i, -). Finally, although the
Qurān imposes no specific requirement of
cleansing in connection with fasting, sexual
intercourse (rafth) is expressly forbidden
during the daily fasting period of Ramaān (q.v.; cf.  :).

Other ritual contexts
Apart from prayer and the varieties of pollution that bar one from performing a valid
prayer, the Qurān makes no express re-

Substantive impurity
The Qurān indicates substantive impurity
by the terms najas, “unclean,” rijs, “filthy,”
rijz, “abomination,” and rujz (see below).
The first of these is used only once but the
latter appear in a number of passages (see
Izutsu, Concepts, -).
Even in the context of modern studies of
ritual purity and pollution that emphasize
the symbolic nature of such concepts
(Douglas, Purity, -; Katz, Body of text,
-; Reinhart, Purity⁄No danger, -),
the qurānic notion of substantive impurity
appears particularly abstract and ideological rather than matter-driven. The Qurān
labels persons who are portrayed as
opposed in one way or another to right
religion (q.v.) as unclean. In  : the
Qurān provides that non-monotheists (al-
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mushrikūn) are najas, “unclean,” and that
they should therefore “not approach the
sacred mosque,” their fundamental quality
of uncleanness precluding them from entry
to a sacred site (see   ;
  ; 
   ). Sometimes,
God is said to endow certain impious persons with the quality of rijs, or to add to
their rijs (see  :; :; :; :;
:). In one passage, uncooperative
Bedouin (q.v.) are said to be rijs ( :).
Finally, in another passage, God desires to
expunge rijs from Muammad’s family (or
the people of the Kaba, ahl al-bayt; see
   ;   
) and to purify them ( yurīdu llāhu
li-yudhhiba ankumu l-rijsa ahla l-bayti wayu ahhirakum ta hīran,  :). In this verse,
rijs is connected with practices labeled as
jāhilī (see   ), and these
practices are, in the same verse, opposed to
the most fundamental aspects of Muslim
practice: prayer, almsgiving (q.v.) and obedience (q.v.) to God and his messenger
(q.v.; see also ;  
). In all these passages, rijs can be
understood to refer to a condition in which
pre-existing commitments of one kind or
another (but above all, pre-Islamic Arabian
beliefs and practices; see -
   ;  ,
  -) interfere with
receptivity to Islam (see e.g. Izutsu,
Concepts, ).
The term rijz differs slightly from rijs in its
connotations. In several passages, it refers
to something punitive that comes from
God, perhaps in the nature of a plague or
a pestilence that descends from heaven (e.g.
 :; :-, ; :; meaning punishment in general:  :; :; see
  ; 
 ). In two other passages,
however, it seems to denote a general condition of uncleanness that can be remedied

by purification. In  :, God causes rain
to descend from the heavens (see 
 ; ) in order to purify ( -h-r)
persons and to drive away from them the
rijz of Satan (see ). In  :-,
Muammad is urged to purify ( -h-r) his
garment and to avoid al-rujz, a word of
disputed meaning. Its proximity to an injunction to purify something suggests that
it could refer to a variety of (figurative)
pollution, and this possibility is recognized
by the exegetical literature. Al-Bay āwī
(d. prob. ⁄-; Anwār, ii, ), for
example, paraphrases the verse as urging
avoidance of divine punishment by avoiding “abominations” (qabāi). Commentators also connect it with polytheism
(shirk) and idol-worship (awthān; see   ;   )
as well as with divine punishment (adhāb;
e.g. Abd al-Razzāq, Tafsīr, iii, ; Farrā,
Maānī, iii, ; Bay āwī, Anwār, ii, ).
Paret (Kommentar, , , ) opines that
rijs, “Unreinheit,” and rijz⁄rujz, “Strafgericht,” have been used interchangeably in
several passages, even though they are different words with distinct meanings. Jeffery
(For. vocab., ) agrees with those who
see rujz as a Syriac borrowing of rugzā,
“wrath,” i.e. God’s wrath. This last possibility fits with the traditional interpretation of the word as meaning adhāb but also
raises the question of whether both rijz and
rijs in certain passages (e.g.  : and
 :, respectively, both noted above)
might not also derive ultimately from
rugzā.
In other passages, what is substantively
unclean divides into sinful conduct and
forbidden foods. Wine and certain games
of chance (see ; ) are
rijs ( :) as are carrion (q.v.), blood
(see   ) and pork
( :; see Rivlin, Gesetz, -). Muslims
are also enjoined to “avoid the rijs of idols”
( :), a phrase which follows closely on
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the heels of a general provision of dietary
law (“livestock are made lawful for you
except for that which is recited to you [as
being unlawful]”; see Wansbrough,  , ).
Perhaps the reference is to food sacrificed
to idols (compare  : and similar
passages, in which Muslims are forbidden
to eat sacrifices made to other than God;
Abd al-Bāqī, , entry -l-l; see ). These passages could, together with
some of those discussed above that refer
to persons, be understood as a general
denunciation, in terms of ritual purity, of
pre-Islamic Arabian cultic practices.
Another group of prohibitions that overlap partly with notions of substantive
purity and impurity receive attention in
the Qurān under the rubric “lawful and
unlawful” (alāl and arām; see 
 ). For example, the list of
prohibited foods identified as rijs at  :
are, in the same passage, declared unlawful or forbidden, muarram. In addition, as
with the division of najas and rijs primarily
into persons and things, so too certain
persons (e.g. in regard to marriage; see
  ; 
) and things (especially foods, but
some conduct as well) may be declared
lawful or unlawful (see   ,
  ). The concept of unlawfulness — the quality of
being arām — entails simultaneously a
sense of taboo and of sacredness, probably
originally in connection with ritual-related
restrictions on certain activities (see
Heninger, Pureté; Izutsu, Concepts, -).
Connected with both the above sets of
notions — uncleanness, and lawful and
unlawful — is the use of the terms ayyib
and khabīth, “good” and “bad” (see 
 ). ayyib connotes in particular
something that is pleasing to the senses, but
it is sometimes expressly associated with
what is lawful, especially foods, as is khabīth
with what is unlawful (e.g.  :) and

both also have an ethical dimension (see
Izutsu, Concepts, -). In this connection,
the lone occurrence of the verb dhakkā in
 : may be noted: The passage in question forbids (urrimat alaykum) certain enumerated foods “except for those that you
purify” (dhakkaytum). Presumably the term
refers to a purifying ritual slaughter for
animals that are in the throes of a ritually
suspect death (the verb dhakkā may be
borrowed from Aramaic; cf. Jeffery, For.
vocab., ).
Note that persons are, in general, neither
substantively impure nor contagious under
the qurānic purity regime and also not
under general principles of Islamic law
(Reinhart, Purity⁄No danger, ), although
the labeling of polytheists as unclean at
 : has been read literally by Shīī
jurists (Katz, Body of text, ). It has been
suggested that the rubric lawful-unlawful
was more important to the pre-Islamic
Arabs than that of clean-unclean (Wellhausen, Reste, ). In the very earliest
period of Islam, however, it seems that
some regarded substantive impurity as
related, or equivalent, to major ritual
impurity ( junub). Under this view, substantive impurity would be polluting or contagious and so require a major cleansing.
By analogy, then, major ritual impurity
would also be contagious. This view was
rejected at a relatively early date, though,
and substantive impurity and major ritual
impurity were held distinct. Thus, ritual
impurity, of both the major and minor
variety, remained confined to individuals
and so not directly or indirectly communicable (Katz, Body of text, - and
chapter ).
General declarations of purity and impurity
In addition to its declarations concerning
the purity-status of worshippers and the
inherently unclean and so unlawful nature
of certain items and actions, the Qurān
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also identifies various persons, objects and
actions as pure or impure in a general,
non-technical manner. Although these
notions do not in strict terms delineate or
supplement rules governing the puritystatus of believers, they nevertheless form
an ethical discourse which inhabits, as it
were, the periphery of the Qurān’s more
expressly normative passages regulating
matters of ritual purity.
A prominent theme of the Qurān’s
purity rhetoric concerns God’s rendering
persons pure: He does this to whom he will
( :; :), though he also sends messengers to purify persons, especially in conjunction with the teaching of “the book
(q.v.) and wisdom” (q.v.;  :, ; :;
:). Conversely, God disdains to purify
those who break their troth ( :; cf.
:; see ;  
 ). The foregoing passages
employ the verb zakkā and seem to be of
general applicability. God’s purification of
individuals is also accomplished using the
verb ahhara but when that verb is employed, the context seems more specific.
He has angels (see ) inform Mary
(q.v.) that she has been purified ( :)
and it is said to those who will pray ( :)
and to Muammad’s family (or his wives,
or the people of the Kaba) that God
wishes to purify them ( :). He sends
rain to purify persons from Satan’s iniquity
( :; see ,   ) and he
also purifies Jesus (q.v.) from those who
disbelieve ( :).
In several passages, certain persons are
variously identified as pure or purified.
Moses (q.v.), for example, accuses Khi r
(see  ⁄) of killing a pure (or
innocent) soul (nafs zakiyya,  :) and
Mary is told that she is to receive a pure
youth (ghulāman zakiyyan,  :). Several
of these passages suggest, perhaps, that a
state of ritual purity is intended: The believers’ spouses in paradise (q.v.) will be

purified (azwāj mu ahhara,  :; :; :;
see ) and Lot’s (q.v.) followers purify
themselves (or hold themselves out as pure,
 :; :). A mosque worthy of being
prayed in contains persons who love to
purify themselves (an yata ahharū,  :).
The ideas of charitable giving and selfpurification are connected in the Qurān
by the fact that the root z-k-y can signify
either or both. The connection between
charity and self-purification is frequently
explicit, as in  :, in which it is said
that taking alms (adaqa) from people’s
property will purify them (tuzakkī, tu ahhir)
or,  :, in which those who donate
property purify themselves (alladhī yutī
mālahu yatazakkā; see   ). Other examples are more
ambiguous and may intend both
senses — purification and charity — at
once (e.g.  :; :; : and elsewhere; see Abd al-Bāqī, , z-k-y; on
z-k-y as a borrowing from Jewish Aramaic
in the sense of “alms,” see Zysow, Zakāt).
Certain items, especially if connected
with the divine, are also identified as pure
or purified in the Qurān. The pages of
revelation (uuf ) are called purified
(mu ahhara) at  :- and  : (see
; ). Abraham (q.v.) and
Ishmael (q.v.) were commanded to purify
( -h-r) the Kaba ( :; cf. :). God
sends pure rain (māan ahūran,  :, the
likely source of the idea that ritual cleansing should be performed with water) and
also gives the inhabitants of paradise a
pure draught (sharāban ahūran,  :).
Finally, notions of purity are expressly
connected with ethical (and especially
chaste) conduct and passages expressing
this idea employ the comparative form,
derived from either -h-r or z-k-y (see
). Adherence to certain rules regulating marriage, for example, is “more
pure” (azkā, a har,  :), as is adherence to the principle that one not enter
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another’s home without permission (azkā,
 :; see ,  
). For male believers, it is more pure
(azkā) not to stare (at women, presumably)
and also to cover their private parts
( :; see ). Similarly, it is more
pure (a har) to talk with Muammad’s
wives while separated from them by a curtain ( :; see ;   
;  ). Finally,
Lot announces that his daughters would be
more pure (a har) for his community
( :; that is, a chaste alternative to
their licentiousness; see  
).
It should be noted, that, although the
Qurān may be said to partake, in certain
(but not all) respects, in the generally misogynistic mood of late antiquity (see
), its notion of substantive
impurity does not, and was not interpreted
to, relegate women to a special and inherently problematic ritual status (Katz, Body
of text, ; see    ;
).

janāba is also employed. The minor cleansing is referred to as wu ū, “ablutions,” and
the associated verb is tawa a (for further
discussion, see   
and Chaumont, Wu ū). The term ghusl
denotes the major cleansing. None of these
three terms occurs in the Qurān but they
are commonplace in the adīth (see
   ).
Books of fiqh always begin with a chapter
on ritual purity, ahāra. Discussions of
ahāra, in turn, often start with a discussion
of what does and does not defile water
used for ablutions (see e.g. Shāfiī, Umm, i,
-). Major and minor states of impurity
and their causes are discussed, as well as
the procedures for remedying them,
namely ablutions (wu ū) and the major
washing (ghusl) and the exception allowing
substitute wiping with sand (tayammum).
Menstruation usually merits a separate and
detailed treatment in the chapters on
ahāra. Some authors also include information on cleansing after elimination of waste
and possibly other matters affecting the
body, such as personal grooming and also
circumcision (q.v.). Finally, the category of
the substantively impure may receive attention, though the forbidden quality of
certain foods may be treated in a separate
chapter on food and beverages, outside the
ahāra rubric.

Islamic law’s approach to ritual purity
The technical terms employed by Islamic
law to denote the various aspects of ritual
purity discussed above are mostly nonqurānic. Ritual purity in general is known
as and discussed in books of fiqh under the
rubric of ahāra. ahāra does not appear in
the Qurān, though it seems likely to be
originally a technical term, given its fundamental etymological and semantic congruence with Hebrew oharot (see generally
Reinhart, ahāra). Minor or transient
impurity entailing the minor cleansing is
generally denoted by adath, an “event,”
with a slightly negative connotation (see
Lane, ), though it can also refer to both
degrees of ritual impurity (e.g. Ibn Rushd,
Bidāyat, i, ). The qurānic term junub is
used for major ritual impurity, though it is
an adjective and so the non-qurānic noun

Conclusion
As discussed, the Qurān’s most basic rules
governing ritual purity, at  : and  :,
are embedded in a context of covenantal
themes (see ), constituted in
particular by references to God’s bounty
(nima) and human obedience (al-sam wal- āa; Katz, Body of text, -). Additionally, the theme of mobilization of the
community, especially for war (q.v.), seems
to be associated with such passages, suggesting that the purity strictures serve (or
served originally) also to demarcate the
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(early) Muslims from outsiders and to delineate community boundaries (ibid., -).
Another covenantal theme sounds in those
pronouncements concerning the purity or
licitness of certain foods, which are bestowed by God as part of his bounty (see
e.g. Gräf, Jagdbeute, -). This contextual
setting of pronouncements on purity and
licitness reinforces the impression that the
Qurān’s purity regime is connected with
the demarcation of the Muslims as a distinct community, constituted by a unique
and reciprocal relationship with the divine
(see Katz, Body of text, ).
The relative lack of systematic concern in
the Qurān with substantive impurity and
contamination suggests further, however,
that the principal focus of its purity regime
is on the immediate human relationship
with the divine and not with the hierarchical understanding of society in accordance
with exclusivist principles of holiness,
mapped on to the body as cleanness. The
highly symbolic, qurānically-mandated
wipings and washings contrast, for example, with other more intensive and intrusive modes of inscribing and ritualizing the
body, such as circumcision. Yet this tendency contrasts with the asserted covenantal aspects of the Qurān’s purity
regime. Thus, a fruitful tension obtains
between the appropriation of the body as a
symbol of a community specially situated
relative to the divine and a lack of dangersymbolizing, boundary-constituting purity
strictures.
Fundamental to modern studies of ritual
(im)purity is the recognition that notions
of purity and pollution do not necessarily
concern dirt and its removal but rather
symbolic ways of arranging the world.
Thus, it has famously been observed that,
in the context of ritual purity, dirt is
“matter out of place,” matter that upsets
a familiar pattern (Douglas, Purity, -, ,
). To the extent that it forms a system,

the qurānic purity regime centers almost
entirely on the purity status of persons
performing prayer. Thus, what it seeks
to organize, at one level of theological
abstraction (see   
), is a mode of human contact with
the transcendent by signifying the worshipper’s reassertion of bodily control, a
theme developed further by Muslim jurists
(Reinhart, Purity⁄No danger, ). Readiness for the holy is all.
Barriers to effective contact include the
symbolic (and occasionally the actual) residue of the most basic, and mundane, of
human bodily functions, urination, defecation, menstruation, sexual intercourse and
even (as a result of post-qurānic juristic
elaboration) prolonged sleep (Katz, Body of
text, -; Reinhart, Purity⁄No danger,
-). In this regard, the purity-related
practices mandated by Islamic law — noteworthy for their conspicuous grounding in
the qurānic text — have been interpreted
as gaining “their resonance not from the
recapitulation of ontology but in the anticipation of its reversal” (Katz, Body of text,
) as a symbolic prefiguration of the
recapture of the solidity and permanence
of the near-divine, heavenly, or paradisiacal state (see ; ).
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stories of how Moses received the rod (see
   :  
). Some relate that the prophet
Shuayb (q.v.), the father-in-law of Moses,
gave him the rod and that Adam brought it
from heaven when he was compelled to
leave (see   ;   ). It
was entrusted to Shuayb, who then passed
it on to his son-in-law Moses ( abarī,
Tafsīr, xx, ; Jalālayn, ).
The word first appears in the Qurān in
connection with a great need for water
(q.v.). On this occasion, the rod works as a
miraculous instrument to bring water from
the bottom of a rock. The verse says,
“When Moses asked for water for his people, we said, ‘Strike with your rod the rock,
and there will gush out from the rock
twelve springs’ ” ( :; :). On another occasion, the same rod works to
swallow sorcerers’ false snakes.  :
states, “And we inspired Moses, saying
‘Throw your rod,’ and thereupon it swallowed up their lying show.” Moses’ rod, on
this occasion, has been transformed into a
giant snake, to swallow up those of the
opposing sorcerers. Moses understood that
the power of the sorcerers was demonic,
which is why they were defeated by his
powerful and miraculously-bestowed rod.
The Qurān refers to the rod of Moses in a
conversation between Moses and God.
Moses seems unaware of the actual nature
of his rod: “‘And what is that in your right
hand, O Moses?’ He said, ‘This is my rod,
whereon I lean, and wherewith I beat
down branches for my sheep, and wherein
I find other uses.’ He said, ‘Cast it down,
O Moses.’ So Moses cast it down, and immediately it became a gliding snake.” The
end of the verse suggests that Moses was
told to catch the snake and not to be afraid
because God would transform it to its original state ( :-; cf. :). A mystical
interpretation claims that God blamed
Moses because he had related the rod to
himself in his presence, when he was sup-

Rivers see ; 
Road see   
Roast(ing) see ;   
Robber(y) see ;  


Rock see ; 

Rod
Staff or stick upon which one leans for
support or uses as a tool. In the Qurān,
the Arabic word for rod, aā, which is
mentioned twelve times, is used in the possessive form when speaking of Moses (q.v.),
that is, aā Mūsā, “the rod of Moses.” It is
used in a singular form (aā) when related
to Moses and in a plural form (iiyya) with
reference to Pharaoh’s (q.v.) sorcerers (see
). Events involving the word aā,
which has a variety of features in the
Qurān, have been presented in support of
its being one of the two great miracles of
Moses (see ; ). The
qurānic commentators narrate various
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posed to acknowledge that everything belonged to God (see   
;   ;
  ; ).
Accordingly, God asked him to throw his
rod, so that Moses could show God that he
was not the actual owner of the rod
(Qurubī, Jāmi, xi, ; for additional
comments, see ibid., vii, ; Ibn Kathīr,
Tafsīr, ii, ). Clearly Moses was entrusted
with such a miraculous rod so that he
could respond to the taunts of Pharaoh’s
sorcerers. They had magical rods and were
able to challenge Moses and his message.
They said, “by the glory of Pharaoh, we
will be victorious” ( :; cf. :; see
).
The Qurān presents the rod of Moses
as instrumental in opening a way in the
sea to help the Israelites (see  
) escape from Pharaoh’s oppression
(q.v.). This miraculous event appeared at a
time when Moses and his followers were
chased by Pharaoh’s troops. “Then we inspired Moses, saying ‘Strike the sea with
your rod,’ and it parted. Each part was as a
mountain vast” ( :). Al-Qurubī
(d. ⁄) comments that the rod was a
simple instrument in this case; the one who
parted the sea was actually God himself
( Jāmi, xiii, ).
Another word used in the Qurān to signify a rod is minsaa, which refers to the rod
of Solomon (q.v.).  : states, “And
when we decreed death for him (Solomon),
nothing showed his death to them (the
jinn), save a creeping creature of the earth,
which gnawed away his rod.” The verse
indicates that the jinn (q.v.) were unaware
of the world of the unseen (ghayb). Since
Solomon died while leaning on his rod,
they did not know he was dead until his
rod decayed, allowing him to fall (see
   ).
One can argue that the qurānic emphasis on the rod of Moses has resulted in the
idea that, in Arab culture, carrying a rod

has become a sign of faith (q.v.) and an
imitation of the prophets (see 
 ; although there is no
mention of Jesus’ [q.v.] rod in the Qurān,
al- abarī [Tafsīr, iii, ], an early qurānic
commentator, narrates that Jesus also had
a rod). The prophet Muammad used to
carry a rod and lean on it during the
Friday sermon (Qurubī, Jāmi, xi, ;
Bayhaqī, Sunan, iii, ; see 
). The rod of the Prophet remained
significant, even after his death. It is known
that the rod was entrusted to Abdallāh b.
Masūd, one of his great Companions
(see    ). He
was given the honorary title Holder of
the Rod of the Prophet (āib asā l-nabī,
Qurubī, Jāmi, xi, ). In Islamic culture, the use of a rod has been viewed
as a symbol of spiritual transition among
ūfīs. Al-Qurubī narrates that an ascetic
(see ) was asked why he
carried the rod despite the fact that he
was not sick or old. He answered, “This
reminds me that I am a traveler in this
world” (Qurubī, Jāmi, xi, ; see
).
Zeki Saritoprak
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Sabbath
Saturday, technically, Friday evening to
Saturday evening. While related etymologically to the Aramaic and Hebrew words for
the Sabbath (in which tradition it connotes
the day of “rest”), the Arabic term (sabt)
was provided with an appropriate Islamic
sense by the Qurān and later Muslim
interpretation.
The Qurān uses the word sabt six times
(plus once as a verb, yasbitu, “to keep the
Sabbath,” in  :) and clearly draws a
relationship between the Jews, the Sabbath
and not working on that day of the week,
in keeping with the Jewish tradition (see
  ). The day was imposed
upon the Jews at Sinai (q.v.) according to
 : through the statement from God,
“Do not transgress the Sabbath!” Some
Muslim traditions suggest that this regulation was a punishment on the Jews for their
refusal to worship (q.v.) on Friday (see
 ), the day designated for
such activities by God; God would accept
the Sabbath as long as the Jews ceased

from any work on that day (see abarī,
Tafsīr, ii, -). On the other hand, traditions can be found which legitimize all of
Friday, Saturday and Sunday as days of
worship (e.g. Muslim, aī, K. Juma ).
 : focuses on disputes over the observance of the Sabbath, “The Sabbath
was appointed only for those who were at
variance thereon; surely your lord will
decide between them on the day of resurrection (q.v.), touching their differences.”
This perhaps reflects earlier JewishChristian debates over the proper day of
worship (see   ; ). The breaking of the law of
the Sabbath attracts the most attention
with three passages,  :,  :, and
 : (where the root s-b-t is used twice),
speaking of those who transgressed the
Sabbath being cursed and transformed
into “despised apes” ( :, :; also see
 :; see   ;
   ). Opinion varied as
to whether this transformation was to be
understood literally or metaphorically, for
example as something that happened to
Jewish hearts (see ; ;
). Modern scholarship has not
reached a consensus on the origins of this
story.
The Qurān restates the biblical notion
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that there were six days of creation (q.v.;
 :; :; :, etc.) but denies the biblical implication that God “rested” from
creation and that this is to be commemorated through keeping the Sabbath as a
day of rest. God says after his experience
with creation, “Weariness did not touch
us” ( :). Thus the exegetical problem
arose of how to explain that the seventh
day of the week was called sabt while not
implying that the word conveyed that sense
of “rest.” The answer was contained in the
derivation of the word sabt from the verb
sabata restricted in its meaning to senses of
“ceasing” or “being still,” without conveying an implication of “rest”; the word subāt
was still seen to have that meaning, however, as was necessitated by  : and
 :, where sleep is termed a “rest.”
(See also   ; ;   
.)

  -). The identity of
the Sabians has puzzled both medieval and
modern scholarship.
 : states: “As for those who have
believed and those who have professed
Judaism and the Naārā and the Sabians:
those who believed in God and the last day
and did good, they shall have their recompense with their lord (q.v.) and there
shall be no fear (q.v.) upon them, nor shall
they grieve” (see   ;
  ; ).  :
is nearly identical with the verse just
quoted, apart from the fact that the
Sabians are mentioned before the Naārā.
 : states: “As for those who have
believed and those who professed Judaism
and the Sabians and the Naārā and the
Magians (q.v.; al-majūs, i.e. Zoroastrians)
and those who have associated, verily God
shall distinguish among them on the day of
resurrection” (q.v.). The first two verses
mentioned here seem to be imply that the
Sabians, like the believers (Muslims), the
Jews and the Naārā (generally understood
to mean Christians; see  
, but see de Blois, Narānī
and anīf ), are at least potential candidates
for salvation and enjoy the status of People
of the Book (q.v.). None of the three
verses, however, says anything specific
about the beliefs of the Sabians or gives
any other indication as to who they actually were.
The classical Muslim exegetes (see    :  
) offer a large number of conflicting suggestions. Some of these are
purely abstract, for example, “they are
between the Magians and the Jews”
(abarī, Tafsīr, ad  :), but a few are
more concrete. One account (not mentioned in al-abarī’s Tafsīr but cited by
some of the later commentators) identifies
the Sabians with a pagan community in
arrān, generally described as star
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Sabians
A religious community mentioned three
times in the Qurān. The Sabians (ābiūn)
should not be confused with the Sabaeans,
the inhabitants of Saba, the biblical
Sheba, a famous ancient nation in south
Arabia (see ; ; -
   ;  ,
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worshippers (cf. Shahrastānī, Mafātī, i,
f. b f.; id., Milal, -; Fr. trans. in
Livre des religions, ii, -). In fact, the
polytheists of arrān did call themselves
ābiūn, at least when writing in Arabic, but
among Muslim authorities the view was
widespread that these people had appropriated the qurānic name “Sabians”
merely so as to be able to claim the status
of “People of the Book” and thus to avoid
Muslim persecution (cf. de Blois, Sabians).
A few authors claim that the “real
Sabians,” i.e. the Sabians of the Qurān,
are a sect living in the swamps of southern Iraq. Ibn al-Nadīm’s (d. ca. ⁄)
Fihrist (Eng. trans. of this passage in de
Blois, Sabians, -) gives a fairly
detailed account of these “Sabians of
the swamps,” who, he claims, were
“numerous” in his own time (late fourth⁄
tenth century), from which description
their identity as a remnant of an early
Christian sect, the Elchasaites, emerges.
And, at a later date, the name “Sabians”
was also applied to a different community
in southern Iraq, the non-Christian
Mandaeans.
In  the Russian scholar Chwolsohn
observed, correctly, that Ibn al-Nadīm’s
“Sabians of the swamps” were Elchasaites
but, erroneously, identified the latter with
the modern Mandaeans, concluding that
the Mandaeans are the Sabians of the
Qurān. It is unfortunate that western
students of Islam almost unanimously
accepted this unfounded conclusion for
a long time. It is now clear that the
arrānians, Elchasaites and Mandaeans
are three different religious communities.
It is most unlikely that the original Muslim
community in western Arabia had any
knowledge of these isolated religious
groups in the Tigris-Euphrates area. From
the context in which they are mentioned in
the Qurān, it is also improbable that the
qurānic Sabians were either polytheist

nature worshippers (like the arrānians) or
a community that defined itself in stark
contrast to the Judeo-Christian prophetic
tradition (like the Mandaeans); if, on the
other hand, they were Elchasaites, one
could ask why they were not included
among the Naārā. It seems rather that
the Muslim tradition very early lost any
recollection of who was intended by the
qurānic term and that “Sabians,” consequently, became a convenient label for
a variety of small religious communities
seeking refuge from potential Muslim
persecution.
On the assumption that the qurānic term
refers to some community that is likely to
have existed in Mecca (q.v.) or Medina
(q.v.) and is not covered by other qurānic
names (associators, Jews, Naārā, Magians;
see   ), the present
author has suggested tentatively that the
Sabians might have been Manichaeans,
i.e. those whom Muslims writers on preIslamic Arabia called the zanādiqa among
the Quraysh (q.v.). In this case, the Arabic
ābi (or ābī) would not be a Babylonian
dialect form of the Aramaic ābi, “baptizing,” as previously proposed (linking it
either to the Elchasaites or the Mandaeans,
both of whom placed great emphasis on
baptism), but an Arabic participle from
abā, “to turn towards,” here with the sense
of “to convert to a different religion,” as
was proposed by some of the medieval
Arabic philologists.
François de Blois
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 :: “And when [Moses] came to [the
burning bush], a voice was heard from the
right-hand (ayman) bank of the valley in
the blessed spot ( fī l-buqati l-mubārakati) of
the bush, saying: ‘O Moses, surely I am
God, the lord of the worlds’.” This time,
the sacredness of a given precinct is conveyed by the Arabic adjective mubārak,
“blessed (by God).” Besides, the right-hand
side of the precinct is singled out, which is
another way of saying that this was the
most blessed zone of the place (see 
   ). The same designation is repeated in  :, where the
scene takes place on the “right-hand
(ayman) side of the mountain (al- ūr).” The
mountain is evidently Mount Sinai (q.v.).
This is also the place where God later
makes a covenant (q.v.) with the Children
of Israel as is indicated in  :. Here
again the right-hand side of the mountain
is explicitly mentioned.
The terms muqaddas and mubārak reappear
in relation to the holy land (al-ar al-muqaddasa; see ; ; 
  ). As for muqaddas, this is
how the Qurān describes the holy land
into which the Children of Israel are requested to go ( :): “O my people, enter
the holy land which God has prescribed for
you.…” But the holy land is described
more often as a precinct, which God has
blessed (bāraka). Thus in  : the land
which God has blessed for all people (alar i llatī bāraknā fīhā lil-ālamīn) appears as
the destination of Abraham (q.v.) and Lot
(q.v.), whereas in  : it is the place to
which the wind is taking King Solomon
(q.v.). In  :, the eastern and western
parts of the land which God has blessed
are said to have been given by God to the
Children of Israel. Specific places are also
described as blessed (see also ).
Sometimes they are described as towns
(al-qurā), as in  :, where they are said
to have been frequented by the merchants

Sacred see   ;
;  

Sacred Precincts
Areas considered holy, often associated
with places of worship or religious rituals.
Sacred precincts are treated in the Qurān
on two levels: Israelite and Arabian (see
  ; - 
  ;  ,   -). On the Israelite
level, a sacred precinct is mentioned, to
begin with, in the story of Moses’ (q.v.)
vocation. In  :, Moses stands before
the burning bush and God tells him that
the wādī, “valley,” i.e. precinct, he is standing in is of “multiple sacredness” (al-wādī
l-muqaddas uwan); therefore he must take
off his shoes. The same description of that
sacred precinct is repeated in  :. The
sacredness of the place is conveyed by the
Arabic form muqaddas, “holy.” As for uwan,
which can be rendered as “multiple,” some
Muslim exegetes suggested that it stands
for the name of that precinct.
The same scene is described in detail in
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of Sheba (q.v.). And finally, the farthest
mosque (q.v.) which is located in the precinct blessed by God (al-masjid al-aqā lladhī
bāraknā awlahu,  :) is identified by the
exegetes as the Temple in Jerusalem (bayt
al-maqdis).
On the Arabian level, sacred precincts
are mainly those found in and around
Mecca (q.v.). This town is said to have been
made sacred (arramahā) by God ( :;
see   ; ).
The axis around which its sacredness revolves is the figure of Abraham, which
means that the Arabian sphere runs parallel to that of the holy land. In fact, God’s
blessing and the figure of Abraham are
combined in  :- into a common
framework for the sacredness of the Ka ba
(q.v.), or al-bayt, “the house,” as it is called
here (see ,   ):
“The first house appointed for people is
the one at Bakka, blessed (mubārak) and a
guidance for all people. In it are clear signs
(q.v.), the standing place of Abraham
(maqām Ibrāhīm; see   ),
and whoever enters it shall be secure.…”
The passage ends with a statement to the
effect that everyone must perform pilgrimage (q.v.) to the house.
The exegetes explain that Bakka is a
name for Mecca and that the passage
asserts that the Ka ba was established on
earth forty years before the Temple in
Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis). Such an interpretation indicates that the sacredness of
the Ka ba was indeed shaped on the model
of Jerusalem, with a view to providing the
former with superiority over the latter. The
Ka ba is in fact considered a reflection of a
celestial house, an idea found in the commentaries on  :, which speaks about
an “inhabited house” (bayt mamūr). The
exegetes explain that the house is “inhabited” in the sense that angels always frequent it (see ).
The “standing place of Abraham”

(maqām Ibrāhīm) is mentioned also in
 :. Here the “house” appears again as
a destination for pilgrimage and as a place
of security, and the believers are requested
to appoint for themselves a place of prayer
(q.v.) at the maqām Ibrāhīm. Islamic tradition
contains vivid details about the history of
the sacred stone bearing this name, which
is found in the vicinity of the Ka ba to this
very day.  : ends with the assertion
that Abraham, as well as his son Ishmael
(q.v.), were commanded by God to purify
God’s house for the pilgrims and the believers (see also  :; see  
). Abraham and Ishmael are also
the ones who in  : “raise” the foundations of the house.
Abraham is credited not only with the
foundation of the house but also with the
prosperity of the people living in its vicinity. Their prosperity is the outcome of
Abraham’s prayer as recorded in  ::
“Our lord, I have settled a part of my offspring in a valley unproductive of fruit
near your sacred (muarram) house, our
lord, that they may keep up prayer; therefore make the hearts of some people yearn
towards them and provide them with fruits;
haply they may be grateful” (see   ). In another version of the same prayer Abraham refers to
the “town” (balad) in general and not specifically to the house ( :). The house
is mentioned in further passages with no
specific allusion to Abraham, while its
elevated status is conveyed by a straightforward epithet denoting sacredness,
namely, arām: In  :, al-bayt al-arām is
explicitly the title given to the Ka ba and in
 : it features as the destination of sacrificial animals (see ;   ). The ritual functions of
the house come out also in  :, which
refers to the “ancient house” (al-bayt alatīq), near which sacrifice takes place. In
 :, the believers are instructed to per-
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form circumambulation ( awāf ) around
the “ancient house,” and in  : pagan
rituals performed in front of the house
are denounced (see  
).
The most explicit manifestation of the
ritual functions of the Meccan sacred precincts is provided by the title al-masjid alarām, “the sacred mosque,” by which the
Qurān refers to the Meccan sanctuary. It
usually stands for the entire complex encompassing the Ka ba and in which some
rites of the pilgrimage, such as the awāf
around the Ka ba, take place. The title
“sacred mosque” occurs, to begin with, in
a passage ( :) asserting that the idolaters are nothing but unclean; therefore
they should not approach the sacred
mosque (see   ;
 ). The need to preserve the
purity of this precinct is closely associated
with the idea that entering it (during pilgrimage) entails ritual preparations such as
shaving one’s head or cutting one’s hair
( :). The guardians of the mosque are
sometimes mentioned, whom the exegetes
identify as the Quraysh (q.v.;  :; cf.
 :). These guardians must guarantee
for all believers free access to the mosque
but they fail to do so, for which they are
repeatedly deplored ( :; see also
 :; :; :; :). Because of its
utmost sacredness, pacts and covenants
concluded at the sacred mosque bear special solemnity, as implied in  : (see
  ; 
  ).
The sacred mosque is the starting point
of the Prophet’s nocturnal journey to the
“farthest mosque” ( :), which indicates
certain parallelism between the two
mosques (see ). Indeed, the
Qurān ( :, etc.) prescribes that it
should become the Islamic direction of
prayer (qibla) and, according to tradition,
this substituted a previous qibla (q.v.) that

was directed towards Jerusalem.
Sacred precincts outside the sacred
mosque are the two foothills, al- afā and
al-Marwa (q.v.), which are mentioned in
 :. The Qurān declares them to be
among God’s shaāir (sing. shaīra), i.e. his
prescribed pilgrimage stations, and permits
the believers to perform awāf around
them. The site of Arafāt (q.v.), another
station of the pilgrimage situated outside
the sacred territory (aram) of Mecca, is
mentioned in  :. The Qurān states
that when performing the rite named
ifā a — going in crowds from one place to
another — from Arafāt, the pilgrims
should come to the “sacred station” (almashar al-arām) and mention God’s name
there. The exegetes explain that by the
“sacred station” the site of Muzdalifa is
meant or, more specifically, the mountain
Quza, where the pilgrims stay during the
night before proceeding to Minā on the
tenth of Dhū l-ijja.
The Meccan precincts are not only
sacred but also secure. In fact, sacredness
and security go hand in hand, as indicated
in passages ( :; :) stating that
God has provided the inhabitants of
Mecca with a territory sacred and safe
(aram āmin). Therefore they are requested
to worship the lord (q.v.) of the house who
has fed them against hunger (see ;   ) and gave them
security against fear (q.v.;  :-). God
has actually made the house a place of resort (mathāba) for all men and a place of
security (amīn,  :). Therefore, whoever
enters it shall be secure ( :). Security is
the underlying idea also in the title al-balad
al-amīn, “the town made secure,” by which
Mecca is referred to in  :. The outcome of the combination of sacredness
and security is the prohibition of waging
war (q.v.) in the vicinity of the sacred
mosque, as indicated in  :. The
security of Mecca, much like its sacred-
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ness, is traced back to Abraham who is said
to have prayed to God to provide this town
with security and prosperity ( :;
:-; see ).
One particular sacred precinct in the vicinity of Medina (q.v.) is mentioned in
 :, namely, “a mosque founded on
piety (q.v.; al-taqwā) from the very first
day.[…] In it are men who love to be purified.” The Prophet is advised to go there
rather than to the mosque that was built
“to cause harm” ( irār,  :; see 
 ). The exegetes usually identify the mosque of piety with the one built
in Qubā, a district of Medina.
The Qurān also mentions places of sporadic worship (q.v.) whose sacredness is
derived from the rites performed therein,
mainly the mentioning of God’s name (see
;    ). They
are usually called “mosques” (masājid), in
the sense of sanctuaries. In  : these
mosques are defined as belonging to God
alone, not to any other claimed deity, and
therefore idolaters (mushrikūn) cannot visit
them ( :-; see  
). On the other hand, preventing believers from entering God’s mosques
is a grave sin, as stated in  : (see ,
  ). According to this
verse, no one is more unjust (see 
 ) than he who prevents the
believers from entering the mosques of
God and strives to ruin them. Some exegetes hold that this refers to the Temple in
Jerusalem and to the Romans who destroyed it, but other exegetes believe that
the verse deals with the sacred mosque in
Mecca.
The sporadic sanctuaries are also called
“houses” (buyūt), as in  :. In  :
the Children of Israel are requested to
turn their homes into a qibla, i.e. to use
them as sanctuaries and, according to the
exegetes, they had to do so because their
synagogues were destroyed. Monotheistic

non-Islamic places of worship are listed in
 : (see   ;   ): cloisters
(awāmi; see   ),
churches (biya; see ), synagogues
(alawāt) and mosques (masājid). The
Qurān states that only God protected
them from being pulled down. The word
mirāb (pl. maārīb), “praying chamber,” is
another term used in the sense of a sanctuary, being mainly part of the Temple in
Jerusalem. It is mentioned in passages dealing with King David (q.v.;  :), King
Solomon ( :) and Zechariah (q.v.;
 :, ; :).
Uri Rubin
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Sacrifice
The act of making an offering to a deity or
the offering itself. In Arabic, these are
commonly rendered by the roots, --y,
q-r-b and dh-b-. The first root, which in
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the second form can mean to sacrifice an
animal during the period of daylight called
al-duā, is not attested in the Qurān,
though īd al-adā, “feast of the sacrifice,”
has become the primary name for the one
great sacrificial ritual in Islam, occurring
during the daylight hours of the tenth of
the month of dhū l-ijja (see ; ,
 ; ) as a part of the major
pilgrimage (q.v.; ajj).
In contemporary usage, some Muslims
refer to this feast as īd al-qurbān or, in
Turkish, qurbān bayram, and this word
occurs in the Qurān three times.  ::
“… those who say: God has covenanted
with us that we not believe in a messenger
until he brings for us a qurbān that fire [presumably from heaven] will eat,” and
 :: “Relate to them the true story of
the two sons of Adam (see   ;
  ), when they [each] offered
a sacrifice (idh qarrabā qurbānan),” a reference to the narratives found in  Kings 
and Genesis . The root of qurbān is common in Arabic, Hebrew and Aramaic⁄
Syriac (in which “qūrbānā” is the term for
the Christian Eucharist; see 
 ) as well as Assyrian and
Ethiopian but the morphology of the word
suggests a NW Semitic origin. The third
locus,  :, is a difficult verse (see
 ). Some commentators
understand it to mean something like
“mediators” (Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, iii,
) but this seems to ignore syntactical
and contextual aspects of the verse (see
   ;  
 :   ).
Dh-b- occurs in three qurānic contexts
in the sense of sacrifice (as opposed to,
simply, “slaughter” in  :; :; :;
:; see ). In  : and ,
Moses (q.v.) tells the Israelites (see   ) that God commands
their sacrifice of a cow, which they do in a
sequence that recalls the “red heifer” of

Numbers : (see   ; ).  : forbids making sacrifice on
stone altars typically used for dedication to
an idol (alā l-nuub; see   ).
 : and  occur in the story of
Abraham’s (q.v.) intended sacrifice of his
son. Abraham informs his son that he will
sacrifice him (annī adhbauka,  :).
Later we are told that God redeemed
the son with a magnificent sacrifice as a
substitute (wa-fadaynāhu bi-dhibin a īmin,
 :). This is the “intended sacrifice”
(al-dhabī) that is today commemorated in
the “feast of the sacrifice” mentioned
above, though neither the Qurān nor early
tradition literature (see   
) makes this connection (abarī,
Tafsīr, xxiii, -).
The related word, uhilla (fourth form of
the root h-l-l ), is taken by some commentators to refer to slaughter but most understand it to mean invoking the name of God
upon an animal when slaughtering it
(abarī, Tafsīr, ii, -; abarsī, Majma, i,
; Qurubī, Jāmi, ii, -; see ;
  ). In all cases
the Qurān forbids doing so in the name of
anything other than God ( :; :;
:; :).
Tradition, then, understands the Qurān
to prescribe invoking the name of God
when slaughtering and that God rather
than anything other is the object to which
sacrifice is to be made.  :- places
both within the context of the pilgrimage.
Ritually fit animals are to be slaughtered as
the name of God is invoked over the act.
They are then eaten and shared with the
poor and unfortunate (see  
 ; ;  
   ). Perhaps because
this ritual act of eating a communal meal
represented a change from a system in
which sacrificial offerings were left for the
gods, the section concludes with the statement ( :): “Neither their flesh nor

  
their blood will reach God, but your religious devotion (al-taqwā minkum; see
) will reach him.”
Reuven Firestone
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Sadness see   

afā and Marwa
Two low hills near the Ka ba (q.v.) in
Mecca (q.v.) between which the pilgrim
engages in a brisk walk or trot called “the
running” (al-say) during the pilgrimage
(q.v.; ajj and umra). This running is an
obligatory station (mansik, pl. manāsik)
among the various ritual activities during
the ten days of the ajj pilgrimage ritual at
Mecca (see    ).
The root meaning of afā is to be clear or
pure, from which comes the familiar name
mu afā, meaning “elected” or “chosen”
(see    ; ),
but may also designate smooth stones.
Lexicographers define marwa as “a bright,
glittering stone that may produce fire.”
These words have been used since preIslamic times as the names for the two
Meccan hills and are mentioned once in
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the Qurān ( :): “al- afā and alMarwa are among the ritual ceremonies
(shaāir) of God. Therefore, whoever
makes the ajj or the umra to the house [the
Ka ba] incurs no sin by making the circuit
between them (an ya awwafa bi-himā). God
knows and is thankful to whoever voluntarily does a good deed (see  ).”
This passage attests to the antiquity of
the ritual circumambulation between afā
and Marwa. The act, referred to in postqurānic literature as al-say, is one of many
religious rituals that emerged in the preIslamic period in relation to the sacred sites
in and around Mecca, which were absorbed into Islam (see - 
  ;  ,   -). It is possible that
the old practice was an independent act of
divine worship but it was eventually absorbed into a series of ritual activities that
make up the ajj and umra. The tenor of
the Qurān indicates some ambivalence
regarding the ceremony.
Two positions emerged early on with
respect to the duty to engage in the ritual.
One understands the verse to mean that
it is not required in Islam because the
qurānic expression, “there is no sin in
doing it” implies legal neutrality (mubā;
see ,   ;   
). The second position, one that
quickly became the norm, assumes that the
ritual is obligatory. The latter position required additional support, however, which
it found in the sunna (q.v.) of the Prophet.
The argument, as put forth on the authority of Muammad’s wife Āisha (see
   ), was that if the rite
were not required, the verse would have
read, “Whoever makes the ajj… incurs no
sin by not making the circuit between
them.”
The origin of the running ritual is uncertain and two sets of traditions have
evolved to explain it. The oldest explains
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that in pre-Islamic times pilgrims who were
engaged in the “running” would touch two
sacred stones erected on the two hills, images of the gods Isāf and Nāila. The two
stones were once human lovers who had
engaged in sexual intercourse in the sacred
Ka ba for which they were turned into
stone. Their petrified images were later set
in place on the two hills in order to warn
pilgrims against improper conduct in the
sacred places. Over the years, the origin of
these stones was forgotten and people began to worship them as idols (see 
 ). Lazarus-Yafeh (Religious
dialectics) suggests that this legend attests
to the ancient Near Eastern cultic practice
of ritual prostitution practiced at one time
in Mecca.
A second set of traditions authenticates
the ritual by associating it with Abraham
(q.v.). Al-abarī (d. ⁄) includes the
suggestion that it was one of the stations
of pilgrimage (manāsik al-ajj) that
Abraham prayed God would teach him
and Ishmael (q.v.) as they raised up the
foundations of the “house” (bayt,  :-;
see ,   ). A
variation of the Abraham theme found
more consistently in the sources places the
origin in Abraham’s act of leaving Hagar
and Ishmael in the location of the future
sacred area of Mecca ( :, read with
Genesis  as subtext). According to a
number of variants attributed to Ibn
Abbās (d. ⁄-), Sarah’s jealousy of
Hagar after the birth of Ishmael caused
such strife in the family household that the
two women had to be separated. Abraham
therefore personally brought Hagar and
her son to Mecca and left them near the
location of the Ka ba. Before leaving
them, Abraham recited  :: “O lord! I
have made some of my offspring live in an
uncultivated wādī by your sacred house, in
order, O lord, that they establish regular
prayer (q.v.). So fill the hearts of some with

love toward them, and feed them with
fruits so that they may give thanks.” Hagar
and Ishmael’s water soon ran out and the
infant Ishmael began to die of thirst. In
desperation, Hagar climbed the nearby
hills of afā and Marwa seeking a better
vantage point in her search for water and
ran between them seven times. Her running is usually described in some way that
will shed light on how one should “run”
the say of pilgrimage. When she returned
to Ishmael, she found him with an angel,
sometimes identified as Gabriel (q.v.), who
scratched the earth with his heel or wing to
bring forth water, thereby saving the progenitors of the future northern Arabs. This
legend also serves as an etiology for the
sacred Zamzam spring in Mecca (see
  ).
Each of these two traditions provided an
acceptable etiology and, therefore, justification, to continue practicing a religious
ritual within Islam that was clearly associated with idolatrous practices in the preIslamic period. The specific qurānic verse
referring to afā and Marwa occurs shortly
after verses treating the controversy over
the proper qibla (q.v.), or direction of
prayer ( :-). This suggests that the
qurānic redactors may have understood
 : as supporting an Arabization of
emerging Islam as adherents of the new
monotheism strove to understand their
particular religious system in relation to
Judaism and Christianity on the one hand
and indigenous Arabian religious practice
on the other.
Reuven Firestone
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is theirs in this world and the next”
( :-).
Once the idea of specially distinguished
people had formed in the second⁄eighth
century, these two verses in particular were
taken as documentary evidence and the
“friends of God” became “saints,” special
people chosen by God and endowed with
exceptional gifts, such as the ability to work
miracles (see ). They were loved
by God and developed a close relationship
of love to him. The origin of the idea is
unclear; ancient Christian and Jewish elements can be identified (Mach, Der Zaddik,
-; see   ; 
 ). A system of concepts
associated with this holiness (wilāya⁄walāya)
was developed in the second half of the
third⁄ninth century by al-akīm alTirmidhī (d. prob. bet. ⁄ and
⁄). Later authors, such as for instance Ibn al- Arabī (d. ⁄) simply
had to expand on al-Tirmidhī’s ideas.
Among other things al-akīm al-Tirmidhī
developed rudimentarily the concept of a
hierarchy of saints⁄friends of God.
Although the names of the individual
ranks were later stipulated more precisely,
his terminology fluctuates: besides awliyā
he also uses iddīqūn (a term which, with
the singular iddīq, occurs five times in the
Qurān; cf. Heb. addīq; see Ahrens,
Christliches, ), abdāl (a non-qurānic
term), umanā (the singular form of which
appears in the Qurān, and is applied to
the messenger and to God), and nuaā
(this term and its singular appear four
times in the Qurān, although not in the
mystical sense). For the concept of
“sanctity” and “sacred” as applied to
places, states or things, see e.g. 
 ; ; 
.

Safety see ;  

Saint
Person marked by divine favor, holiness.
The idea of special, chosen people,
“saints,” is alien to the Qurān (for the closest qurānic attestation of this concept, see
). The word walī (pl. awliyā ) used
later for these people, though occurring
very frequently, does not designate special
people distinguished by striking qualities
but the faithful as such, who are devout
(āliūn, muttaqūn; see   ;
). This makes them friends of God
and he is their friend (see  
;   ).
Satan (see ), who is the enemy
(aduww) of God and the faithful, also has
his followers and friends (see ;
  ). God loves his
friends and they love (q.v.) him ( :-).
Therefore they do not need to fear the last
judgment (q.v.): “The friends of God, they
need have no fear (q.v.) and will not be sad
(see   ). The good news (q.v.)

B. Radtke
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see  

Sakīna see 
alāt see 

āli
A messenger (q.v.) sent to the people of
Thamūd (q.v.), named nine times in the
Qurān. His story is dealt with in a number
of passages ( :-; :-; :-;
:-; :-; :-), and in other
verses mention is made of the people of
Thamūd and their fate.
The Qurān does not contain a complete
narrative of the story of this messenger
and the events that led his people to punishment and destruction, but it does mention (and occasionally repeats some details
of) his mission among his people. Particular
attention is given to the words of āli
when summoning his people to faith in
God ( : f.; : f.; : f.; : f.).
Despite his urgings, they refuse to abandon
the faith of their fathers ( :). When
introducing the various versions of the
speech of the messenger (q.v.) to his people, āli is described as their “brother”
( : and passim; see  


). A chronological setting
for these people and the story of āli is
clearly given when it is said that the
Thamūd were the successors of the Ād
(q.v.). The Qurān describes the Thamūd
as a prosperous people with castles, impressive buildings and gardens; one passage
suggests that they rejected various messengers ( :).
The story of āli proper is introduced
with the statement that he was sent with a
she-camel as a sign ( :; :; :;
see ; ), a test ( :; see
), or a proof (q.v.; i.e.  :) from
God. This camel variously has the right to
drink ( :; :), or the water has to
be shared between her and the Thamūd
( :). In the meantime, āli’s calls to
faith prove fruitless, with the exception of a
few followers. The haughty elders refuse to
believe ( :) and openly challenge āli,
accusing him of being a simple man like
themselves ( :; :; see ) and even of being bewitched
( :; see ). The destruction
of these unbelievers (see  
) is precipitated when they hamstring the she-camel ( :; :; :;
:) as an act of resistance and rebellion,
particularly on the part of one individual
among them ( :). That malevolent
act made punishment inevitable (see
 ;  
). It took the form of an earthquake that seized them ( :) or a thunderbolt that left them all dead. The end
was, in fact, announced by āli himself
when he became aware of what had been
done to the camel: he stated that the punishment would be upon them in three days
( :). In some passages allusion is made
to the punishment by the expression that
the Thamūd were overtaken by a shout (or
cry) sent by God ( :; :), which left
them prostrate in their dwellings ( :).
āli and those who believed were
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naturally placed in safety ( :; :).
Finally, it should be noted that the version
in  :- differs almost completely
from that given in the other passages, excluding details such as the she-camel, or a
description of the type of event that
caused the destruction of their houses.
Commentators on the Qurān (see
   :  
) and authors of literature on the
prophets add further particulars to the portrait given here. For instance, some state
that āli started his prophetic mission
when he was forty years old, as did
Muammad; it is also said that he died in
Mecca (q.v.) when he was fifty-eight. There
are differing reports about āli’s genealogy and about the manner in which the
she-camel was killed; sometimes the names
of the torturer of the she-camel and his
collaborators are given. The punishment
that destroyed the Thamūd was announced three days in advance: first their
faces turned yellow, then red, then black,
and on the fourth day they were all dead.
A report going back to the Prophet (see
   ) mentions the
case of one individual of the Thamūd who
had escaped death because he was in the
holy territory of Mecca when the destruction took place. This man, named Abū
Righāl, did not, however, escape punishment after he left the holy territory.
Though the Thamūd are known from
other sources, pre-Islamic attestations of
the name āli are very rare (see Rippin,
āli). Moreover, the story of āli and the
she-camel has no parallel in other religious
traditions.
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Salt see   

Salvation
Preservation from destruction or failure; in
eschatology, deliverance from sin and eternal damnation. Salvation has many meanings in the Qurān. Contrary to the final
Christian salvation (khalā), which supposes
deliverance from sin and death for reconciliation and communion with God, the
qurānic “supreme success” ([al-]fawz
[al-]a īm,  :, ; :; :, , ,
; :; :; :; :; :; :;
:; :; :), sometimes called “the
great success” (al-fawz al-kabīr,  :) or
“the manifest success” (al-fawz al-mubīn,
 :; :), is always the ultimate
purpose of human life. Therefore the
believers “are the successful” (hum al-
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fāizūn,  :; :; :; :)
because they enjoy God’s pleasure
(ri wān Allāh).
This enduring and definitive success is
also called falā and it is hopefully proposed by the adhān, which calls to prayer
(q.v.; alāt ): “Come to success” (ayya alā
l-falā). It is well-known that all who are
on “the right path” (al-hudā, al-sirā almustaqīm; see   ; ; ;   ) will
be “the successful” (al-mufliūn). Eleven
times, the Qurān repeats “so that you may
be successful” (laallakum tufliūn; see
), and warns “the unjust” ( :,
; :; :; see   ), “the criminals” ( :; see ,
  ), “the sorcerers”
( :; :; see ), and “the disbelievers” ( :; :; see  
) that they shall never be successful (lā yufliūn, cf.  :). “The successful” are those “who have repented (see
  ), believed and
done righteousness” ( :; see 
), who “are on true guidance from
their lord” (q.v.;  :; :), who are
“enjoining good deeds and forbidding evil”
( :; see   ;  
,   ),
“whose scale will be heavy” ( :; :;
see   ), “who follow
the light (q.v.) which has been sent down”
( :; see   ;    ), “for whom
are the good things” ( :; see 
;   ), “who
say: we hear and we obey” ( :; see
  ; ), “who
seek God’s countenance” ( :; see
  ), and “are the party of God”
( :; see   ;
 ). Finally, “whosoever is saved from
his own covetousness” ( :; :; see
) and “purifies himself ” ( :; see
 ;   -

; ) shall achieve success and will
be a mufli.
But there is a first salvation during life on
earth for those whom God has chosen as
his prophets (see   ) or representatives among people.
Sometimes the verb anqadha, “to save”
(four times), is used for deliverance from
the fire (see   ): “You
were, it is said, on the brink of a pit of fire
(q.v.) and he saved you from it” ( :).
God is proclaimed to be the only savior, as
when Abraham (q.v.) proclaims that the
idols (see   ) or false deities could not save him ( :). A similar
case is that of Noah’s (q.v.) people
( :). Is the word fidā or fidya, “ransom,” used for redemption ( :, ;
:; :)? It seems to be only used for
human “ransom” from captivity (see
) or from the marriage bond (see
  ), but sometimes it
also means “ransom of punishment”
( :; see   ). Nevertheless, it is the root n-j-w
which mainly means salvation from perils
and deadly events, with its two verbal
forms najjā (thirty-seven times) and anjā
(twenty-three times). In history (see    ), God has always
saved each of his prophets “and those who
believed with him”: Hūd (q.v.;  :;
:), āli (q.v.;  :), Abraham
( :), Shu ayb (q.v.;  :), Lot (q.v.;
 :; :), Jonah (q.v.; cf.  :),
Moses (q.v.; “We saved you from great distress,”  :) and the Children of Israel
(q.v.; Banū Isrāīl: “When we delivered you
from Pharaoh’s [q.v.] people,”  :). To
escape “from the unjust people” ( :;
see ), to be “released” ( :),
to be “delivered from” the enemy (e.g.
 :; :; :; see ), this is
the “salvation” of people who believed in
God. Therefore the Qurān proposes to the
believers to repeat the prayer of the ones
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who were saved by God, as did Pharaoh’s
wife: “My lord! Save me from the unjust
people” ( :), and Moses himself:
“Save us by your mercy (q.v.) from the disbelieving folk” ( :). So salvation
(najāt) is always God’s gift granted to faithful people in the present time and in the
hereafter. See also .

islation of the imperial authorities.
The only unequivocal reference to
Samaritans in the Qurān is to al-Sāmirī,
the man who in  :- tempted the
Israelites (see   ) in the
desert, inducing them to throw their ornaments into a fire and producing a live calf
(see   ). Moses (q.v.) condemned him to saying, “do not touch me”
( :) for the rest of his life. The
Samaritans relate this qurānic expression
of al-Sāmirī, “do not touch me” (lā misāsa),
to a covenant (q.v.; see also 
 ) that they claim
Muammad made with them, saying: “In
your lifetime you can indeed say ‘Let no
one touch me.’ You have a pledge (see
). Do not violate it (see 
  ). Look to your
God whom you are still loyally following.”
That Muammad had some knowledge
of Samaritans and their beliefs (see
    )
is suggested by  :, which defends
Solomon’s (q.v.) piety (q.v.) — impugned
by the Samaritans — against unnamed
detractors.
The Samaritans appear to have viewed
the Muslim army that invaded Syria in
⁄- as liberators from Byzantine
oppression (see ). In the view
of some early Muslim authors, they were
exempted from paying the kharāj, or land
tax, and subjected only to the jizya, or poll
tax (q.v.; “four dirhams and a feed-bag of
barley”), because of the assistance they
rendered the invaders. The only Samaritan
mention of the Umayyad caliphate to
survive is a reference by the Samaritan
chronicler Abū l-Fat al-Sāmirī b. Abī lasan (fl. ⁄) to a devastating earthquake in the time of Marwān II (r. -⁄
-). The wars between the last of the
Umayyads and the Abbāsids are recorded
in Samaritan chronicles, as are the consequences for the Samaritans of the
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Samaritans
A tiny sect claiming to be Israelite, found
today principally in Nablus, biblical
Shechem, in the Palestinian territories; and
in Holon in Israel. The Samaritans call
themselves Shomerim, “observant ones,”
from Hebrew shamar, “to observe.”  Kings
:-, the earliest reference to them, calls
them Shomronim or “Samarians,” alleging
that they were pagan peoples settled in
Samaria by the Assyrians after the deportations of  ... Enmity between
Judaeans and Samaritans flared up with
the return of Judaean deportees from
Babylon in  ... and continued up
to and beyond the time of Jesus. Like
Jerusalem, Gerizim, the mountain in
Nablus holy to the Samaritans, was captured by the Roman armies and the emperor Hadrian built a pagan temple on its
summit. During the Roman and Byzantine
periods the Samaritans took part in numerous rebellions, provoked by both their
strong separatism and the repressive leg-
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Abbāsid victory and of the wars that followed the death of Hārūn al-Rashīd
(d. ⁄). The Samaritans appear to
have been treated well by the first Fāimid
caliphs of Egypt, al-Mu izz (r. -⁄
-) and al- Azz (r. -⁄-),
and during the crusades they enjoyed relative prosperity. The fall of Nablus to the
Mongols (⁄), combined with the
Egyptian Mamlūks’ destruction of Christian towns and strongholds throughout
Syria (between ⁄ and ⁄),
led to the suffering of the Samaritans,
along with that of the other inhabitants.
Numerous Muslim sources attest to a
Samaritan presence in the post-qurānic
Islamic milieu. Muslim geographers like
al-Ya qūbī (fl. later third⁄ninth cent.), alMas ūdī (d. ⁄), al-Idrīsī (d. ca. ⁄
), al-Iakhrī (fl. fourth⁄tenth cent.), the
polymath al-Bīrūnī (d. ca. ⁄) and
the historian of religions al-Shahrastānī
(d. ⁄) all describe some aspect of
Samaritan life and culture from the
third⁄ninth to the sixth⁄twelfth centuries.
Finally, even though the Qurān does not
mention the Samaritans in this context, the
jurists ( fuqahā; see    )
include them, along with Christians (see
  ), Jews (see
  ), Magians (q.v.) and
Sabians (q.v.), among the unbelievers (see
   ;   ) who, following  :, must be
fought until they pay the jizya (see ;
; ;   ; ).
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Samson
Biblical figure present in Islamic tradition
and qurānic commentary, but not the
Qurān. Called Shamsūn in Arabic, this
name is not mentioned in the Qurān but is
briefly mentioned in exegetical and historical works. His story is embellished with
miraculous anecdotes. Many reports on
him are cited by al-abarī (d. ⁄),
who narrates them mainly from Wahb b.
Munabbih (on whose authority Samson is
portrayed as an extreme and austere ascetic: for example, he is said to have put
out his eyes so as not to be diverted from
the worship of God, and to have castrated
himself so as to avoid the temptation of
women; cf. Khoury, Légendes, - for Ar.
text; see also Schwarzbaum, Biblical, ).
Al-abarī’s historical work places Samson
immediately before the coming of St.
George ( Jirjīs), suggesting that Samson
lived in the Christian era.
Although he was born in a community
of unbelievers (see   ) — other sources suggest a community of idolaters (see 
 ;  
) — Samson is portrayed as a
strong and powerful man of great faith
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(q.v.). An inhabitant of a Roman city, he
dedicated his life to serving God’s cause,
which often meant fighting the enemies
(q.v.) of God (see   ; ).
God guided him because of his moral probity and piety (q.v.). Samson is also portrayed as a great fighter (see ;
) who fought and defeated his
people in battle, frequently fighting on
his own.
He is reported to have received divine
assistance, especially during battles. Sweet
water would spring forth from stones to
quench his thirst. Samson’s enemies soon
realized that they could only overcome him
through his wife. Bribed by his enemies,
she agreed to help them capture her
husband. They gave her a strong rope and
told her to tie his hands to his neck when
he fell asleep. She tried several different
ways to tie him down, even with an iron
ring tied to his neck, but each time he
would break free. When Samson questioned his wife as to why she tied him
down, she claimed that she was testing
his strength.
Samson had long hair. He confided to his
wife that he could only be overcome if his
hair was tied. She tied his hands to his
neck with his hair while he was sleeping
and alerted his enemies. The enemies captured him, pierced his eyes, cut off his nose
and ears before bringing him to a local
minaret for public display. When he was
captured, Samson pleaded with God to let
him emerge victorious over those who had
captured him (see ). God miraculously restored his eyesight and the parts
of his body that had been mutilated. With
his strength restored, Samson was commanded to grasp and pull two of the main
pillars on which the minaret rested. As the
people jeered, the minaret came crashing
down, and the king and all those around
him perished.

The discussion on Samson to be found in
qurānic commentary is closer to the
Christian than the biblical account of his
life (cf. Rippin, Shamsūn; see Judges : f.,
where Samson’s mother is told by an angelic messenger that her son is to be consecrated to God from the day of his birth
[cf. Numbers :-] — a passage that likely
influenced the later Christian tradition, in
which he is depicted as an extreme ascetic;
cf. Schwarzbaum, Biblical, : n.  of
p. ). In Islamic tradition, no immoral
deeds (see  ), lust, or acts of
self-destruction (cf. e.g. Judges :-) are
mentioned in the exegetical stories about
him (see    :
  ): rather,
Samson is depicted as an upright person
and a great fighter who is betrayed by a
treacherous wife.
Liyakat Takim
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Samuel
While not mentioned by name in the
Qurān, there is little doubt that the
prophet (nabī; see   ) referred to anonymously in
 :- is the biblical Samuel, the last of
the “Judges” who administered the transition of Israel to a kingdom (see  
). This important historical detail is
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significantly preserved in the short qurānic
passage treating Samuel, “Have you not
looked to the chiefs of the Children of
Israel (q.v.) after Moses (q.v.) when they
said to a prophet among them, ‘Appoint
for us a king that we may fight in the way
of God’ ” ( :; see   ). In
contradistinction with the biblical version
of the story, however, the qurānic account
does not present the Israelites as disappointing God with their request for a king
(cf. i.e. I Samuel :: “… you said to me,
‘No, but a king shall reign over us,’ though
the lord your God was your king”); nor
does the Israelites’ request for a king carry
any negative connotation in subsequent
Islamic prophetology (e.g. al-Kisāī, Qia,
: “Samuel humbled himself before God
in order that a king might be appointed
from among them”).
The principal themes of  :-, the
verses in which this anonymous prophet of
the Children of Israel appears, are: the
Children of Israel’s request for a king; encouragement to fight according to divine
prescription (see ; ); questioning of Saul’s (q.v.) legitimacy as the
appointed king due to his lack of resources
and influence; and description of the resultant sign (see ) of Saul’s kingship,
i.e. the return of the ark (q.v.) of the covenant (q.v.). The anonymous prophet,
identified with Samuel, is asked by the
Children of Israel to furnish them with a
king; he says that God has appointed Saul
as their king, and to their protestations, he
replies that “God gives authority (q.v.) to
whom he wills” ( :; see  
). Finally, in  :, the unnamed Samuel tells of the sign of Saul’s
authority (āyat mulkihi) that will come as a
sign (āya) for those who believe (see ;
  ), namely the ark of
the covenant, containing the “shekhinah
(q.v.) of your lord.”


Exegetical tradition and “stories of the prophets”
literature
Identification of this anonymous prophet
of  :- is rendered variously in the
mainstream exegetical tradition (see
   :  
). Most commonly he is Shamwīl;
also Ashmawīl (occasionally transcribed
Ishmawīl ), Ashmāwīl and Shamwāīl (the
Protestant Arabic translation of the Bible
has rendered the name amūīl; and the
holy burial site of Nebi Samwīl preserves a
further slightly distinct form). Although
this form does not occur in Islamic literature, the properly Arabicized form of the
name “Samuel,” i.e. that closest to the
Hebrew morphology, is Samawal. Note,
for example, the Jewish pre-Islamic chieftain of Taymā, Samawal b. Ādiyā (d. ca.
 ..) or, more incidentally, the Jewish
vintner described in a celebrated khamriyya
by Abū Nuwās (d. ca. ⁄); and especially Samuel’s namesake, the Jewish
mystic and convert to Islam, Samawal b.
Yayā al-Maghribī (-⁄-), who
describes at the outset of his autobiography, Ifām al-Yahūd, how his mother, as a
result of the manner in which she conceived her child, identified with Hanna,
the biblical Samuel’s mother, and named
her son after him (Shamwāīl) “. . . which is
rendered in Arabic al-Samawal.”
Commenting on  :, al-Rāzī (d. ⁄
) finds specifying the identity of the
unnamed prophet to be less essential than
ascertaining the actual point of the short
passage in which he occurs (Tafsīr, ad loc.,
second masala), averring that the multifarious names, even identities, put forward for
Samuel detract from the essential message:
“. . . for the intent [of the verse] is [simply]
to encourage people to jihād (al-targhīb fī
bāb al-jihād).” Al-Rāzī distrusts the isnāds in
the traditions of identification (see 
  ) and vigorously rejects
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the claim ( pace Qatāda) that the prophet
was Joshua (based on the fact that the
prophet of  : is described as coming
“after” Moses: the temporal preposition
“after” is ambiguous and should not
override the consensus of historical chronology). Yet even al-Rāzī, the most sophisticated of the classical exegetes, is not
impervious to confusion: he cites anonymously those who offered the identity as
Ashmawīl b. Hārūn, “which is Ismā īl [sic]
in Arabic.” His claim that this is the majority view is dubious: it is clear that the more
consensual patronymic is Ashmawīl b. Bālī.
All commentators attribute to al-Suddī the
identification of the prophet as Sham ūn
(Simeon); this itself has given rise to further confusion (cf. al-Fasawī who, in Bad
al-khalq, relates separate stories for
Sham ūn and Ashmwāīl, as if they were
two distinct men with overlapping biographies; yet in al-abarī’s Tarīkh, Sham ūn
and Ashmwāīl are used interchangeably,
apparently as variants of the same name).
Identification of Samuel with Sham ūn
may be due to interference from the “story
of Leah, Jacob’s wife, who called her son
Simeon, ‘because the Lord hath heard that
I am hated’ (Gen :)” (cf. Katsh,
Judaism, ). It is thus the story of
Samuel’s conception that is the source of
confusion in prophetic lore. In modern
times, Sayyid Qub (d. ; ilāl, i, )
concurs with al-Rāzī’s disinterest in the
question of identity, deeming it irrelevant
(cf. also, for example, the fifth⁄eleventh
century mystic al-Qushayrī in La āif alishārāt who omits mention of Samuel when
discussing  :).
In the “stories of the prophets” (qia)
accounts of Samuel, to be found in tafsīr
and elsewhere, it is clear that there are distinctly Jewish, Islamic and even Christian
(see   ) elements (see e.g. Katsh, Judaism, -
regarding accounts of the prophet’s con-

ception and birth). Noticeable discrepancies between I Samuel and the Qurān
include details of his divine calling: in
I Samuel (:-) when he hears the voice
of his lord addressing him, he goes to Eli
(three times), whereas in the Islamic tradition it is to his father that he repairs, and
only then is he sent to Eli. Further, the
qurānic recognition of Saul by Samuel
follows a quasi-folkloric narrative pattern
absent from the Bible, to wit: the bubbling
of Samuel’s oil-horn in the presence of
Saul who has come to him in search of his
father’s lost asses. If, interpretatively, such a
theme can be considered a subtext of
 :-, it shades meaningfully into the
leitmotif of sūra : that concealed things
will come to light (see   
). Even the story of “the cow”
( :-), and its facilitating the unmasking of a murderer (see ), forces the
surrounding theme about the recognition
of true and authentic scripture (see )
and prophecy.
Finally, in addition to the exegetical discussion of  :-, there are references
to apparitions of Samuel in dreams (see
  ), tales which go beyond
the qurānic account and involve him further in the life of Saul. Regarding Saul’s
struggles against his enemies, al-Kisāī
(Qia, trans. Thackston, -) relates how
Saul consults Samuel: having summoned
him in a dream, he is scolded for having
relied upon himself, never having acted
upon the advice of Samuel while he lived.
The deceased prophet disappears from
sight and Saul awakens, frightened, from
this terse encounter. While this censorious
view of Saul attenuates the argument that
he is a type for Muammad (see below,
under A revisionist reading), it must be recognized that this kind of prophetic lore
postdates the Qurān and may therefore be
independent of the latter’s own rhetorical
agenda (see    ).
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A revisionist reading
In the light of a recent account of these
verses that cogently situates them within
the complex agenda of   (see 
    ), some
attention must also be devoted here to
 :-, verses which pay particular
attention to Saul (ālūt). N. Robinson has
identified four issues as crucial to their interpretation, as “what matters is not the
historical detail but the relevance of the
narrative to Muhammad’s situation”
(Robinson, Discovering, -; see
  ;   
;    ). The
first is refusal to fight, which may reflect
“the situation in Yathrib (see ),
where there was a widespread recognition
of the need for a strong military leader but
a general reluctance to do battle with the
superior forces of the Meccans” (see
;    ). The
second is Saul’s lack of sufficient wealth
(q.v.) to justify his selection as king
( :); this is distinct from the biblical
account in I Samuel, where it is Saul’s
problematic descent from Benjamin (q.v.)
that is questioned, by Saul himself. The
third is the return of the ark as a sign of
Saul’s sovereignty ( :). Again, distinction with the biblical account is noted:
“According to the biblical account the
Philistines returned the Ark to the
Children of Israel before Saul was made
king (I Sam. -).” Robinson maintains that
if the qurānic Saul is indeed a figure for
Muammad, this particular treatment of
the ark of the covenant “probably foreshadows the Ka ba (q.v.); those who questioned Muammad’s fitness to rule over
them would change their minds when, as a
result of his leadership, the Ka ba came to
their possession.” The fourth is the similarity of the qurānic account of Saul’s selection of his troops with the test of the
biblical Gideon (cf. Judges ): Robinson


observes (re  :) that this selection of
troops is “. . . probably mentioned in the
present context because it reinforces one of
the keynotes of the legislative sections (of
sūra ; see    ): the need
to be in control of one’s appetites in order
to be fit to engage in Jihad” (see ). It
is noticeable that, according to this reading, the qurānic Samuel is eclipsed in
importance in favor of Saul the king who
may thus emerge as a figure for Muammad. Use of the verb i afā for God’s selection of Saul in  : supports this view
and the differentiation between Samuel
and Saul in the Qurān — that is, the
quiet privileging of the latter over the
former — is mirrored by the twin roles of
Samuel and Muammad in the recounting
of the sixth⁄twelfth century Samawal b.
Yayā al-Maghribī’s conversion to Islam
(cf. Reynolds, Interpreting, -).
Intertextuality?
Some modern Western commentaries on
 : observe interference from the biblical accounts about Gideon; Wherry, for
example, commenting on Sale’s translation, wrote disrespectfully in the nineteenth
century: “The garbled rendering of
Israelitish history in this verse and those
following illustrates at once Muammad’s
ignorance of the Bible story, and his unscrupulous adaptation of Jewish tradition
to the purposes of his prophetic ambition”
(Wherry, Comprehensive commentary, i, ,
ad loc). Yet this may overlook the significance of the following cognate details in
the life of Samuel as developed in Jewish
lore, details that expand on I Samuel :
(Ginzberg, Legends, iv, -):
In the midst of the defeats and other calamities that overwhelmed the Israelites,
Samuel’s authority grew, and the respect
for him increased, until he was acknowledged the helper of his people. His first
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efforts were directed toward counteracting
the spiritual decay in Israel. When he assembled the people at Mizpah for prayer,
he sought to distinguish between the faithful and the idolatrous, in order to mete out
punishment to the disloyal. He had all the
people drink water, whose effect was to
prevent idolaters from opening their lips.

Sale’s translation and preliminary discourse with
additional notes and emendations,  vols., London
.

Sanctity and the Sacred see 
;   ;
; 

Sanctuary see  
Considering also that when Gideon was
asked to rule the people he directed them
back to their lord, saying, “… the lord shall
rule over you,” it is possible to detect an
important point of reference that distinguishes the changed situation in the time of
Samuel. This may also explain the (deliberate?) faint resonance of Gideon in the
qurānic account of Samuel and Saul.
Philip F. Kennedy
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Sand
Loose granular material resulting from the
disintegration of rocks. The most common
Arabic word for sand is raml, which is not
found in the Qurān. There are, however,
some other terms for sand in the Arabic
language, such as kathīb and hāib. These
two words are used in the Qurān, in a
variety of verses. The former is mentioned
explicitly only a single time in the Qurān
( :). Referring to the final hour
(qiyāma), the verse says, “On the day when
the earth and the hills rock, and the mountains become kathīb.” The word kathīb can
be interpreted as meaning “a huge amount
of sand” (qi a a īma min al-raml; addād,
Kashf, vii, ; see also Lisān al-Arab, i, ).
On the interpretation of the same word,
al-Shawkānī (d. ⁄), a Muslim
commentator and jurist, says that after the
final earthquake, the mountains will become like moving sand (Shawkānī, Tafsīr,
iv, ; see ;  ).
The word āib is mentioned in four
verses in the Qurān ( :; :; :;
:). On the meaning of the word there
are several interpretations by qurānic
commentators. Ibn Kathīr (d. ⁄), a
prominent commentator (see  
 :   ),
interprets the word in a way that can be
understood as “a rainy sandstorm.” It
comes as a punishment for those who disbelieve God’s message (see  
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;   ;  ). The people
of Lot (q.v.) were punished in such a way
( :; Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr, iv, ). Some
commentators believe that the army of
Abraha (q.v.), who had attempted to destroy what is now the holy shrine of Islam
in Mecca (q.v.), was destroyed in such a
sandstorm (Shawkānī, Tafsīr, vii, -,
-). The word is also interpreted as
“a strong wind which carries pebbles”
(addād, Kashf, vii, ).
The two words kathīb and āib are mentioned in reference to the punishment by
God of those who deny the message of the
prophets (see   ). The Qurān threatens its immediate audience, i.e. the Arabs (q.v.), that, if
they fail to listen to God’s messenger (q.v.),
they will be punished like the ancient disbelievers. A verse says: “Have you taken
security from him, who is in the heavens
(see   ), that he will not
send upon you the āib” ( :). It is interesting to note how the Qurān threatens
its initial audience with disasters with
which they were already familiar. In the
interpretation of the word āib, al- Ālūsī
(d. ⁄), a prominent nineteenthcentury qurānic commentator, says that
the destructive storm on the land is called
āib. A similar storm on the sea is called
qāif ( Ālūsī, Rū, xv, ).
The Prophet used the word raml in an
allegorical sense (see ; ).
Speaking of the attributes of God (see 
  ), and commenting on
the qurānic verse, “the one who forgives
all sins, the most forgiving one” ( :),
the Prophet mentions that anyone who
says a certain prayer before going to bed,
will be forgiven by God for all of her⁄his
sins, even if they are as numerous as sand
(Tirmidhī, aī, ; see also Ālūsī, Rū,
xxx, ; see    ;
   ;  

 
    ;
 ,   ; ,
  ; ).
Zeki Saritoprak
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Satan(s) see 

Satanic Verses
Name given by western scholarship to an
incident known in the Muslim tradition as
“the story of the cranes” (qiat al-gharānīq)
or “the story of the maidens.” According
to various versions, this is the assertion that
the prophet Muammad once mistook
words suggested to him by Satan as divine
revelation (see   ; ); that is to say, as verses of the
Qurān — the words reportedly interpolated by Satan are called the “satanic
verses.” The historicity of the satanic
verses incident is strenuously rejected by
modern Islamic orthodoxy, often on pain
of takfīr (being declared an unbeliever; see
  ).
The satanic verses incident is reported in
the tafsīr (qurānic exegesis; see 
  :   )
and the sīra-maghāzī literature (epic prophetic biography; see   
) dating from the first two centuries
of Islam. While the numerous reports on
the incident differ in the construction and
detail of the narrative, they may be
broadly collated as follows. The incident
is generally dated to the fifth year of
Muammad’s mission, when the small
Muslim community in Mecca (q.v.) was
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under persecution by the leaders of
Quraysh (q.v.; the dominant tribe in
Mecca), the most vulnerable of
Muammad’s followers having fled for
safety to Abyssinia. The reports indicate
that in these circumstances, Muammad
hoped to achieve reconciliation with
Quraysh. At this time, Sūrat al-Najm ( ,
“The Star”), was revealed to Muammad,
who recited the chapter to a gathering of
Quraysh (see   ;
   ). When
Muammad reached  :-, with their
reference to the female deities worshipped
by Quraysh — “Have you considered alLāt, al- Uzzā, and Manāt, the third, the
other?” — Satan was able to cast two
verses into Muammad’s recitation which
Muammad took to be divine revelation
and duly recited; in some reports,
Muammad is portrayed as being drowsy
and inattentive when he committed the
error. These are the “satanic verses”:
“Indeed they are the high cranes⁄the high
maidens (al-gharānīq⁄al-gharāniqa l-ulā), and
indeed their intercession is to be desired.”
(The precise wording of the satanic verses
varies with the different reports; a version
of the satanic verses is also reported as a
pre-Islamic talbiya or ritual invocation of
Quraysh; see  ; 
  .) The Quraysh were
greatly pleased at Muammad’s praise of
their deities and at his having accorded
them a place in the theology of his revelation, to the point that when Muammad
recited the closing verse of the sūra,
 :: “So: prostrate yourselves to God
and worship [him]” — the unbelievers
present prostrated themselves alongside the
Muslims (see   ).
Later, however, Gabriel (q.v.) came to
Muammad and apprised him of his error;
in some reports, Muammad is depicted
as realizing the error on his own. The

Prophet was greatly distressed, so God sent
down to him  :-, comforting him
and explaining to him what had happened:
We have not sent before you a messenger
(q.v.) or a prophet (see  
), but that when he
desired⁄recited (tamannā; the verb means
both “to desire” and “to recite”), Satan
cast into his desire⁄recitation (umniyyatihi),
so God eliminates ( yansakh) that which
Satan casts, then God establishes his own
signs [q.v.; āyāt] clearly — and God is
all-knowing, all-wise (see   
) — to make that which Satan
casts a trial (q.v.) for those in whose hearts
is sickness and for those whose hearts are
hardened (see ) — truly the wrongdoers are in deep dissension — and so that
those who have been given knowledge (see
  ) may know
that it is the truth (q.v.) from your lord
(q.v.), so that they might believe in it, and
that their hearts may submit to it — truly,
God guides those who have faith (q.v.) to
the straight path (see   ).
Muammad then acknowledged his error
and recanted the satanic verses, thereby
provoking the renewed hostility and persecution of Quraysh (see  
). Some of the reports cite
 :-, “Would you have sons, and for
him daughters? That, indeed, would be a
crooked division,” as having been revealed
in place of the satanic verses, while others
link the incident with the revelation of
 :, “And they strove to tempt you
away from that [with] which we inspired
you, that you might fabricate against us
something other than it; . . . and had we not
made you firm, you would have inclined to
them a little.” Generally, though, the incident is cited as the “occasion of revelation” (sabab al-nuzūl) for  :, although
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in some commentaries it appears in the
exegesis on  :. It is also widely reported that the news of the Quraysh prostrating themselves alongside the Muslims
made its way to Abyssinia (q.v.), prompting
some of the Muslim refugees — understanding Quraysh to have converted to
Islam — to return to Mecca, only to have
to leave again (see ).
The satanic verses incident is reported in
the respective tafsīr corpuses transmitted
from almost every Qurān commentator of
note in the first two centuries of the hijra
(see ): Sa īd b. Jubayr (d. ⁄),
Mujāhid b. Jabr (d. ⁄), al-aāk b.
Muzāim (d. ⁄), Ikrima the client
(mawlā) of Ibn Abbās (d. ⁄), Abū
l- Āliya al-Riyāī (d. ⁄), Aiyya b.
Sa d al- Awfī (d. ⁄), Aā b. Abī
Rabā (d. ⁄), Muammad b. Ka b
al-Quraī (d. ⁄), Qatāda b. Di āma
(d. ⁄), Abū āli Bādhām al-Kūfī
(d. ⁄), Ismā īl al-Suddī (d. ⁄),
Muammad b. al-Sāib al-Kalbī (d. ⁄
), Abd al-Malik b. Jurayj (d. ⁄),
Muqātil b. Sulaymān (d. ⁄), Ma mar
b. Rāshid (d. ⁄), Yayā b. Sallām
al-Barī (d. ⁄). Several of these
relate the incident on the authority of
Abdallāh b. Abbās (d. ⁄; see
   : 
 ). The incident also appears
in the respective sīra-maghāzī works transmitted in the first two centuries from
Urwa b. al-Zubayr (d. ⁄), Muammad b. Shihāb al-Zuhrī (d. ⁄),
Mūsā b. Uqba (d. ⁄), Muammad
b. Isāq (d. ⁄), Abū Ma shar al-Sindī
(d. ⁄) and Muammad b. Umar
al-Wāqidī (d. ⁄). Thus, the satanic
verses incident seems to have constituted a
standard element in the memory of the
early Muslim community about the life of
Muammad (q.v.). The incident continued
to be cited and its historicity accepted by

several Qurān commentators and authors
of sīra-maghāzī works throughout the classical period, including authors of important commentaries, such as Muammad
b. Jarīr al-abarī (d. ⁄), Abū Isāq
al-Tha labī (d. ⁄), Abū l-asan
al-Māwardī (d. ⁄), al-Wāidī alNīsābūrī (d. ⁄), al-usayn b. alFarrā al-Baghawī (d. ⁄), Jār Allāh
al-Zamakhsharī (d. ⁄), Jalāl al-Dīn
al-Maallī (d. ⁄) and others.
Strong objections to the historicity of the
satanic verses incident were, however,
raised as early as the fourth⁄tenth
century — as evidenced in al-Nāsikh wal-mānsūkh of Abū Ja far al-Naās (d. ⁄
) — and continued to be raised in subsequent centuries, to the point where the
rejection of the historicity of the incident
eventually became the only acceptable
orthodox position (see ;
   ). From among
the many important Qurān commentators
who rejected the historicity of the satanic
verses incident, the respective opinions of
Abū Bakr b. al- Arabī (d. ⁄), Fakhr
al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. ⁄), Abū
Abdallāh al-Qurubī (d. ⁄), Abū
ayyān al-Gharnāī (d. ⁄) and
Imād al-Dīn b. Kathīr (d. ⁄) have
been regularly invoked by their successors
down to the present day. Probably the most
authoritatively cited refutation of the incident, however, appears in the al-Shifā of
al-Qā ī Iyā al-Yaubī (d. ⁄), a
work written in demonstration of the
superhuman qualities of Muammad (see
   ; but see also
; ).
The historicity of the incident is rejected
on two bases. First, the satanic verses story
portrays Muammad as being (on at least
one occasion) unable to distinguish between divine revelation and satanic suggestion. This was seen as calling into
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question the reliability of the revelatory
process and thus the integrity of the text of
the Qurān itself (see ;
   ). The incident was thus viewed as repugnant to the
doctrine of imat al-anbiyā, divine protection of the prophets from sin and⁄or error,
as it developed from the third⁄ninth century onwards, all theological schools coming eventually to agree that God protected
prophets from error in the transmission of
divine revelation (see ). The
satanic verses incident was conceived to be
an especially egregious instance of error
since the praise of the deities of Quraysh
uttered by Muammad in his recitation of
the satanic verses would have been tantamount to the cardinal sin of shirk (associating divinity with an entity other than
God; see   ). The
claim that the Prophet could have committed shirk was denounced as kufr (unbelief ). The doctrine of ima has been most
forcefully and consistently upheld by the
Shī a (q.v.; see also    
), for whom it is a central tenet. It
therefore appears that no Shī ī of any
school has ever accepted the satanic verses
incident. Those Sunnī scholars who did
accept the incident had a slightly, but very
significantly, different understanding of
ima: like Taqī l-Dīn b. Taymiyya
(d. ⁄), some of them held that
prophets were not protected from error in
the transmission of divine revelation, but
rather from persisting in error after commission (Ahmed, Ibn Taymiyyah).
The historicity of the satanic verses incident is also rejected on the basis of the
isnāds, the chains of transmission that carry
the numerous reports of the incident. In
the standard Islamic methodology developed by the scholars of adīth (see 
  ) for assessing the veracity
of reports, a report is judged by the reputation for truthfulness of the individual

transmitters who constitute a complete
isnād that goes back to an eyewitness. The
satanic verses incident is not carried by
isnāds that are complete and sound (aī);
at best, some of the isnāds are aī mursal,
meaning that while the transmitters are
bona fide, the chains are incomplete and
do not go back to an eyewitness. Thus, the
reports are viewed as insufficiently reliable
to establish the factuality of the incident.
The incident is not cited in any canonical
adīth collection, although it does appear
in some non-canonical collections. Those
scholars who acknowledged the historicity
of the incident apparently had a different
method for the assessment of reports than
that which has become standard Islamic
methodology. For example, Ibn Taymiyya
took the position that since tafsīr and sīramaghāzī reports were commonly transmitted by incomplete isnāds, these reports
should not be assessed according to the
completeness of the chains but rather on
the basis of recurrent transmission of common meaning between reports (al-tawātur
bi-l-manā; Ahmed, Ibn Taymiyyah).
Other scholars accepted the idea that the
fact of widespread transmission meant that
the reports about the satanic verses incident could not be rejected outright but also
took the position that the equal fact of the
ima of Muammad meant that the incident could not have taken place in the
specific manner narrated. To reconcile the
apparently contradictory epistemological
claims of widespread transmission on
the one hand and ima on the other,
scholars such as Ibn ajar al- Asqalānī
(d. ⁄) applied the principle of
tawīl — what could be called rehabilitative
interpretation — to the satanic verses reports so as to bring the narrative of the
incident within the parameters of the permissibly conceivable. These scholars took
the position that since Muammad simply
could not have been deceived by Satan and
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have uttered the satanic verses himself, it
must have happened that when the
Prophet recited  :, he paused for
breath and at this juncture Satan, or one
of the unbelievers present, seized on the
opportunity to utter the blasphemous
verses (see ) while imitating the
Prophet’s voice, with the result that those
around assumed that the Prophet had
uttered them. (None of the early reports
actually presents the incident in this way.)
Islamic modernity has been especially
forceful and consistent in its rejection of
the historicity of the satanic verses incident. The modern locus classicus is probably
the article “Masalat al-gharānīq wa-tafsīr
al-āyāt” published by Muammad Abduh
in al-Manār in ; but widely-circulated
refutations of the incident have also been
authored by other influential moderns,
including Muammad usayn Haykal
(d. ⁄) in ayāt Muammad, Sayyid
Qub (d. ⁄) in Fī ilāl al-Qurān,
Abū l-A lā Mawdūdī (d. ⁄) in
Tafhīm al-Qurān, and Muammad Nāir
al-Dīn al-Albānī (d. ⁄) in Nab
al-majānīq li-nasf al-gharānīq (see 
  :   
). Orientalists (see     
), including the most widely-read
biographers of Muammad — such as
William Muir, D.S. Margoliouth, W. Montgomery Watt, Maxime Rodinson and F.E.
Peters — have tended (with few exceptions)
just as forcefully to accept the historicity of
the incident, the orientalist logic having
been epitomized by Peters: “This is the
indubitably authentic story — it is impossible to imagine a Muslim inventing such
an inauspicious tale.” The widespread acceptance of the incident by early Muslims
suggests, however, that they did not view
the incident as inauspicious and that they
would presumably not have, on this basis at
least, been adverse to inventing it.

The rejection — or simple omission from
tafsīr and sīra works — of the satanic verses
incident having become routine in modern
Islamic thought, the incident was somewhat rudely re-introduced to the larger
Muslim consciousness through the publication of Salman Rushdie’s novel The satanic
verses in . While the hostile Muslim
reaction had less to do with Rushdie’s
adoption of the satanic verses incident for
his titular phrase and central scene than
with other offensive motifs in the novel, it
is nonetheless noteworthy that Rushdie’s
publication did not re-open the debate
among Muslims over the historicity of the
satanic verses incident. Its only result was
reiteration of the orthodox view.
Shahab Ahmed
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army, however, assured others of the ability of a small army to triumph over a
larger force. As they proceeded to fight,
 : states that, with God’s help, David
(q.v.) slew Goliath. God then granted
David the kingdom and wisdom (q.v.), and
taught him what he wished.
The exegetes greatly embellish the story
of Saul and in doing so differ on many
points. Citing different versions from various sources, al-abarī (d. ⁄; Tarīkh,
i, -; Eng. trans. Brinner, History, iii,
) states that initially the Israelites rejected Saul because he was a descendant of
Benjamin (q.v.) and was from the house of
neither prophethood nor kingship. Saul
was chosen as king because his height corresponded exactly to the length of his staff.
Some commentators state that Saul
brought back the ark after the Amalekites
had captured it during a battle. This was a
sign from God (see ). The sakīna,
which Saul brought back, is identified in
some sources as the head of a dead cat,
whereas in others it is a fragrant wind with
a human face. According to al-abarī
(ibid.), the sakīna was a basin of gold in
which the hearts of the prophets were
washed (see ). The modern Shī ī
commentator abaābāī (d. ; Mīzān,
ad loc.; see     ) sees
the sakīna as “tranquility of the heart, firmness of purpose, and peace of mind.”
The remains that Saul brought are identified as the sandals of Moses and the turban
and staff of Aaron. Alternative understandings are that the remains refer to
knowledge and the Torah (q.v.). The commentators also differ on the number of soldiers in Saul’s army. Some claim that up to
eighty thousand soldiers were asked not to
drink from the river, which is identified as
the river Jordan.
Most sources agree that David killed
Goliath with a sling, although others say
that David threw a stone. Saul became en-

Saul
Israelite king mentioned in both the
Qurān and the Bible. Called ālūt, the
“tall one,” in the Qurān, Saul is mentioned briefly in  :-. After Moses
(q.v.), the Israelites (see  
) asked an unnamed prophet (see
  ) — identified in qurānic commentaries as Ashmawīl
or Shamwīl, Samuel (q.v.) — that God
appoint a king so that they could fight in
his path (see   ;  
). They were surprised to find that
Saul was appointed, especially since he was
a poor water-carrier. The Israelites considered themselves more worthy than he to
exercise authority. The prophet assured
them, however, that God had chosen him
and had granted him knowledge and stature (see   ;
).
Saul came with a divine sign, the ark
(q.v.) of the covenant (q.v.), which contained the sakīna, “tranquility” (see
), and relics left by the family of
Moses and Aaron (q.v.). Before fighting
Goliath (q.v.; Jālūt), the Israelites were
tested in a river (see ). They were
prohibited from drinking water, and were
allowed only to take small sips with their
hands. Most of the warriors disqualified
themselves from the army by ignoring this
prohibition. After they crossed the river,
Saul and his small band were frightened by
the size of Goliath’s army. Some within his
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vious of David as he grew more popular.
Before the battle, Saul promised to give his
daughter in marriage to David if he killed
Goliath. When David triumphed, Saul
regretted his earlier promise and now
stipulated that David slay three hundred
more enemies. When David fulfilled this
condition, too, Saul sought to have him
killed, resulting in David’s fleeing to the
mountains.
Most commentators identify David’s wisdom with the prophethood that he inherited from Samuel. Some state that God
taught him the Psalms (q.v.) and the art of
judging between people (see ;
  ). He also taught
him the language of birds and ants.

ālim, most commonly used to designate
“scholar” in Islamic societies, appears in
the Qurān only as a description of God, in
the sense of “knowing.” The plural ālimūn
is applied sometimes to God (cf.  :,
) and sometimes to human beings (cf.
 :; :; :), while the plural form
ulamā, which appears twice in the Qurān
(cf.  :; :), refers only to human
beings. The Qurān also denotes knowledgeable or learned human beings by a
number of phrases, including ūlū l-ilm,
“those possessed of knowledge,” alladhīna
ūtū l-ilm, “those to whom knowledge has
been given” and alladhīna yalamūn, “those
who know.”
As the numerous appearances of the root
-l-m suggest (Rosenthal, Knowledge, -;
cf. -), the concept of knowledge (ilm) is
central to the qurānic text (see   ). Knowledge appears
as one of the principal divine attributes
(see    ). God’s
knowledge has no limits: God is “knowing
of the hidden and the manifest” (ālim alghayb wa-l-shahāda,  :; :, ; :;
:; :; :; :; :; :; see
   ); he “comprehends all things in mercy (q.v.) and knowledge” ( :), and “encompasses all things
in knowledge” ( :). Like the term
ālim, the word allām, “most knowledgeable,” is reserved for describing God
( :, ; :; :) and alīm, “most
knowing,” refers in most instances to God,
who is frequently described as “most knowing and most wise” (alīm akīm, cf.  :;
:, , , , , , , ; :, ,
; :; :, , , , , ; :, ,
; :; :, ; :, , ; :;
:, ; :; :; :; :; :;
:; :; note, however, among other
exceptions, the use of alīm in  : to
describe the prophet Joseph [q.v.] as afī
alīm).
God’s knowledge is of an incalculably
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Sawda see    

Scholar
A learned person who has engaged in
advanced study and acquired knowledge,
generally in a particular field. The term
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superior order to that possible for human
beings. Yet all knowledge derives from
God, and he may choose to bestow a
degree of understanding on some of his
creatures (see, for example,  :, “Say:
Lord! Increase me in knowledge”). Among
those to whom God grants a portion of
knowledge are his angels (see ), who
assert, “We have no knowledge except
what you have taught us” ( :), and
prophets (see   ): to Lot (q.v.), Joseph, Moses (q.v.),
David (q.v.) and Solomon (q.v.), God gives
judgment (q.v.; ukm) and knowledge (ilm,
 :; :, ; :; on the sense of
ukm and ikma in the Qurān, see Rosenthal, Knowledge, -). The Sunnī commentator al-Bay āwī (d. ca. ⁄)
glosses these paired gifts as “wisdom” (q.v.)
and “prophethood” since “knowledge is
appropriate for prophets” (Bay āwī, Anwār,
i, , ad  :; cf. Anwār, ii, , ad
 :). Moreover, God increases Saul
(q.v.) “in knowledge and in body” ( :),
a text taken by some Imāmī Shī ī (see
    ) scholars as a
proof that among the conditions for the
imāmate is that the imām (q.v.) be the most
learned among his subjects and the most
excellent among them in good qualities
(ūsī, Tibyān, ii, ).
The qurānic concept of knowledge is
often closely connected to ideas of religious understanding and faith (q.v.;
Rosenthal, Knowledge, -; Rahman,
Major themes, ; Gilliot, Ulamā). For example, the Qurān refers to “those given
knowledge and faith” (alladhīna ūtū l-ilm
wa-l-īmān,  :; see Māwardī, Nukat, iv,
) and it states that “those who believe
know it is the truth from their lord”
( :; for further examples, see  :,
discussed below;  :-; ūsī, Tibyān, iv,
-; Rosenthal, Knowledge, -). It is in
this sense that the Qurān notes that most
people lack knowledge ( :; :, ;

:; :; :, , ; :, , ;
:; :; :, ; :, ; :;
:, ; :, ; :; :; :;
:), although they will come to know at
the time of judgment ( :, ; :;
:; :; :; :; :; :;
:, ; see  ).
Yet the Qurān also indicates that some
human beings other than prophets may be
endowed by God with a measure of knowledge and understanding. The terms and
phrases by which such persons are described have sometimes been understood
by later commentators as references to
those who pursue scholarship and, in particular, religious learning. For example, the
Qurān states that “Only the knowledgeable ones (ulamā) among God’s servants
(ibād) fear God” ( :; see further
Māwardī, Nukat, iv, ); and “[In these
things] are signs for the knowing” (alālimīn,  :), a reference, according to
the Sunnī jurist al-Māwardī (d. ⁄),
to jinn (q.v.) and humans, or to the ulamā
(Māwardī, Nukat, iv, ; for similar verses,
see  :, ; :; :; :; :, ).
The Qurān refers in several instances to
“those who know” (alladhīna yalamūn;
 : asks, “Are those who know and
those who do not know equal?”); it also
recognizes “people who understand” (qawm
yafqahūn,  :) and “people who know”
(qawm yalamūn,  :; :, ; :;
:; :; :; :); “those who have
been given knowledge” (alladhīna ūtū l-ilm,
 :; :; :; :; :; :;
:; :; :), and “the possessors of
knowledge” (ūlū l-ilm,  :; see also
 :). In  :, where the context is
eschatological (see ), the
phrase “those given knowledge” (alladhīna
ūtū l-ilm) refers, according to al-Bay āwī,
to prophets and the ulamā or alternatively
to the angels (Bay āwī, Anwār, i, ); for
the Imāmī Shī ī scholar al-ūsī (d. ⁄
), the phrase refers to “those given
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knowledge and cognizance (marifa) of
God” (ūsī, Tibyān, vi, ). In other cases,
the same qurānic phrase connotes the recognition of divine revelation and the preservation of it from error and alteration
( :; :; :; cf. Bay āwī, Anwār,
ii, , ad  :; see  
; ; ).
The Qurān also recognizes knowledgeable
persons among earlier religious communities (see    
); for example,  : refers to
“the learned ones (ulamā) of the Banū
Isrāīl” (see   ) and at
 :, the phrase “those who are firm in
knowledge” (al-rāsikhūn fī l-ilm) is sometimes taken as a reference to knowledgeable Jews (see   ), such as
Abdallāh b. Salām and his companions
(ūsī, Tibyān, iii, ; Bay āwī, Anwār, i,
). The verse  : (“God will raise by
degrees those among you who believe and
those to whom knowledge has been given”)
is taken by al-Bay āwī as a reference to the
ulamā, who will be especially elevated for
their combination of knowledge (ilm) and
action (amal). In support of this interpretation, the commentator cites the wellknown adīth according to which the
virtue of the scholar exceeds that of the
worshipper (Bay āwī, Anwār, ii, ; for the
adīth, see references in Wensinck,
Concordance, v, ; see   
). Similar interpretations are recorded in some of the exegetical literature
for several other qurānic passages, including “We raise by degrees whom we please”
( :; cf. Māwardī, Nukat, ii, ;
Bay āwī, Anwār, i, ), and “those possessed of knowledge” (ūlū l-ilm,  :; cf.
Abū l-Futū Rāzī, Raw, i, , although
here the Shī ī author states his preference
for taking the phrase as a reference to Alī;
see  .  ).
The qurānic phrase “those possessed
of authority among [you]” (ūlī l-amri

min[kum]), which occurs twice in the
Qurān ( :, “Obey God, obey the
messenger [q.v.] and those possessed of
authority [q.v.] among you” and  :,
“If they had referred it to the messenger
and to those possessed of authority among
them, then those who formulate ideas
among them would have known it”; see
;   ), has also
sometimes been interpreted as a reference
to the ulamā. This interpretation, supported by a number of adīths, is already
recorded by al-abarī (d. ⁄), who
nevertheless endorses the more commonly
expressed Sunnī view that the phrase refers
to the holders of political authority (see
   ), to whom obedience is due insofar as their commands
are in accordance with God’s (abarī,
Tafsīr, viii, -). Similar assessments
appear in the works of al-Māwardī (Nukat,
i, -, ), al-Zamakhsharī (d. ⁄
; Kashshāf, i, -) and al-Bay āwī
(Anwār, i, -, ). By contrast, Sunnī
exegetes Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. ⁄
; Tafsīr, x, -) and Ibn Kathīr
(d. ⁄; Tafsīr, ii, ) prefer to interpret the phrase ūlī l-amr as a reference to
the ulamā. The Imāmī Shī ī commentators
al-ūsī (d. ⁄) and Abū l-Futū
Rāzī (d. ⁄) interpret the phrase as
a reference to the imāms of the family of
Muammad (ūsī, Tibyān, iii, , ;
Abū l-Futū Rāzī, Raw, i, ; ii, ; see
   ;   
).
Another qurānic verse that has contributed much to discussions of knowledge and
scholarship is  :, in which the Qurān
summons its audience to be “masters”
(rabbāniyyīn) in the teaching of scripture
and study (variant readings of the latter
part of the verse are presented in the exegetical literature; see   
). This qurānic text has figured
with particular prominence in ūfī theories

   
of knowledge (Böwering, Mystical, -;
Chittick, Knowledge, ; see   
 ). For the term rabbānī, the classical commentators record several interpretations, most of which emphasize the
pursuit of religious knowledge, although a
number of secondary interpretations imply
social and political leadership (Māwardī,
Nukat, i, ; ūsī, Tibyān, ii, ; Abū
l-Futū Rāzī, Raw, i, ).
Louise Marlow
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Science and the Qurān
In his anthropological history of India,
Abū Rayān al-Bīrūnī (d. ca. ⁄),
one of the most celebrated Muslim scientists of the classical period, starts a chapter “On the configuration of the heavens
and the earth according to [Indian] astrologers,” with a long comparison between the cultural imperatives of Muslim
and Indian sciences. The views of Indian
astrologers, al-Bīrūnī maintains,
have developed in a way which is different
from those of our [Muslim] fellows; this is
because, unlike the scriptures revealed
before it, the Qurān does not articulate on
this subject [of astronomy], or any other
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[field of ] necessary [knowledge] any assertion that would require erratic interpretations in order to harmonize it with
that which is known by necessity (Bīrūnī,
Taqīq, ).
The Qurān, adds al-Bīrūnī, does not
speak on matters which are subjects of
hopeless differences, such as history (see
   ). To be sure,
Islam has suffered from people who
claimed to be Muslims but retained many
of the teachings of earlier religions and
claimed that these teachings are part of the
doctrines of Islam. Such, for example,
were the Manichaeans, whose religious
doctrine, together with their erroneous
views about the heavens (see  
;   ), were wrongly
attributed to Islam (Bīrūnī, Taqīq, ).
Such attributions of scientific views to the
Qurān are, according to al-Bīrūnī, false
claims of un-Islamic origins. In contrast,
all the religious and transmitted books of
the Indians do indeed speak “of the configuration of the universe in a way which
contradicts the truth which is known to
their own astrologers.” Driven, however, by
the need to uphold the religious traditions,
Indian astrologers pretend to believe in the
astrological doctrines of these books even
when they are aware of their falsity. With
the passage of time, accurate astronomical
doctrines were mixed with those advanced
in the religious books, leading to the confusion one encounters in Indian astronomy
(Bīrūnī, Taqīq, -; see Fig.  for a later
example of such “confusion” — in this
case, an Indian map of the world that is
replete with details derived from legends
surrounding Alexander the Great, including also some qurānic details of the life of
Dhū l-Qarnayn; see ; 
    ).
Although not all Indian religious views
contradict the dictates of the astronomical
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profession, the conflation of religious and
astronomical knowledge undermines
Indian astronomy and accounts for its
errors and weaknesses. And this conflation
of scripture and science is contrasted by
al-Bīrūnī with the Islamic astronomical
tradition which, in his view, suffers from no
such shortcomings (although scripture and
science may not have been conflated in the
classical Islamic period, see the qibla [q.v.]
compass as depicted in Figs.  and  for
evidence of a type of complimentary relationship between the two that dates to
the early centuries of Islam; see also
   ; 
  ). In al-Bīrūnī’s view,
therefore, the Qurān does not interfere in
the business of science nor does it infringe
on the realm of science.
Far from al-Bīrūnī’s contentions, contemporary Islamic discourse on the Qurān
and science abounds with assertions of the
relationship between the two. This presumed relationship is construed in a variety
of ways, the most common of which are
the efforts to prove the divine nature of the
Qurān through modern science. These
efforts cover a wide range of activities
including the establishment of institutions,
holding conferences, writing books and
articles, and the use of the internet to promote the idea of the scientific miracles of
the Qurān (see ; ;
   :  
 ). For example, a recent website search listed slightly fewer
than two million occurrences on Islam and
science, most of which assert that the
Qurān’s prediction of many of the theories and truths of modern science is evidence of its miraculous nature and its
divine origins (Muaffar Iqbal, Islam and
modern science, , ; see ;
  ). Such
contentions are not just part of folk belief
but are also reflected in the work and

writings of many contemporary Muslim
intellectuals. As a manifestation of the
popularity of this idea, the Muslim World
League at Mecca formed in the s the
Committee on the Scientific Miracles of
the Qurān and the Sunna (traditions of
the Prophet; see ;   
). The Committee has since convened numerous international conferences
and sponsored various intellectual activities, all aimed at exploring and corroborating the connections between science and
the Qurān. A recent meeting of this
Committee in Cairo, reported in the mass
media, urged Muslims to employ the
“scientific truths which were confirmed in
the verses of the Qurān and which, only
recently, modern science has been able to
discover” as a corrective to the current
misunderstanding of Islam. These
truths prove that “Islam is a religion of
science.” The current president of the
Committee, Zaghloul El-Naggar, asserts
that it was
only after man entered the age of scientific
discoveries, possessed the most accurate
instruments of scientific research, and was
able to mobilize armies of researchers
from all over the world… that we began to
understand the meaning of God’s word,
may He be exalted, “a time is fixed for
every prophecy; you will come to know in
time” ( :).
This verse, according to El-Naggar, refers
to the scientific truths that are in the
Qurān that would be discovered in modern times, centuries after the revelation,
and would “astound the contemporary
scientists and thinkers of the world” (alSharq al-Awsa ,  Sept. ). According to
him, these scientific miracles of the Qurān
are the only weapon with which contemporary Muslims can defend the Qurān
and the only convincing language in this
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age of science and materialism (ibid., 
Sept. ).
The qurānic attitude towards science, in
fact, the very relationship between the two,
is not readily identifiable and the discordance between the classical and modern
Islamic views on this subject is substantial (see   
 ). To be sure, almost all
sources, classical and modern, agree that
the Qurān condones, even encourages the
acquisition of science and scientific knowledge, and urges humans to reflect on the
natural phenomena as signs of God’s
creation (q.v.; see also   ;
  ;   ). In fact, a survey of
the material culture produced in the
Islamic world (see   
 ) manifests a plethora of “scientific” instruments inscribed with qurānic
citations (see e.g. Figs.  and ). Most
sources also argue that doing science is an
act of religious merit and, to some, even a
collective duty of the Muslim community.
Yet, as actual debates of the Qurān and
science show, the points of contention are
far more significant than this one general
convergence. More than any other place,
these debates can be traced in interpretations of the Qurān, and in several other
writings in which specific uses of the
Qurān are promoted or where a qurānic
framework and philosophy of science is
adduced. Therefore, the starting point for
the study of the Qurān and science is not
the Qurān itself since, as we will see, there
are considerable differences in the interpretation of the verses that may have a
connection to science or the natural phenomena. For this reason, it is not useful to
try to ascertain a particular qurānic position on science. Rather, it is more productive to look at the way in which the
relationship between science and the
Qurān has been viewed by various Mus-

lim thinkers, albeit with varying degrees
of authority. The main source in which
qurānic paradigms of science are articulated is the genre of qurānic exegesis (tafsīr,
plural tafāsīr; see    :
  ). Much as they
insist on grounding themselves in the
immutable text of the Qurān, exegetical
works are repositories of larger cultural
debates and reflect the views prevailing in
their times and places. Rather than identifying one fixed qurānic paradigm of science, the task then becomes one of tracing
the evolution of the Islamic discourse on
the Qurān and science and adducing
some of the factors that shaped this evolutionary process.
Classical qurānic exegetical works contain much material of possible scientific
import. Despite the contemporary interest,
however, in the Qurān and science, this
aspect of exegesis has not received much
scholarly attention. One possible reason for
this neglect is that, collectively, these traditional materials do not add up to what
might be legitimately called a scientific
interpretation of the Qurān. Traditional
interpreters did not present themselves as
engaging in such an interpretive exercise.
A minority of medieval scholars, notably
Abū āmid al-Ghazālī (d. ⁄) and
Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyūī (d. ⁄), maintained that the Qurān is a comprehensive
source of knowledge, including scientific
knowledge (Dhahabī, Mufassirūn, ii,
-). The basis of the contentions of
al-Ghazālī and al-Suyūī are such verses in
the Qurān as “for we have revealed to you
the book (q.v.) as an exposition of every
thing” ( :). It should be noted,
however, that the same verse starts with
“Remind them of the day when we shall
call from every people a witness against
them, and make you a witness over them”
(see   ; 
). After describing the book as an
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exposition of everything, the verse continues to say “and as guidance and grace
(q.v.) and happy tidings for those who submit” (see ; ; ;
;  ). Therefore, the
likely reference in this verse to the exposition of knowledge is connected to
knowledge of what would happen in the
hereafter and the fate of believers (see
  ;  
; ; ).
Despite their claims, neither al-Ghazālī
nor al-Suyūī proceeds to correlate the
qurānic text to science, in a systematic
interpretive exercise. Moreover, there are
no instances in which these two or other
exegetes claim authority in scientific subjects on account of their knowledge of the
Qurān. Perhaps the most relevant reason
for the absence of an articulation of a
qurānic paradigm of science in premodern times is that there was no need for
such an articulation in the absence of the
counter-claims of a hegemonic culture of
science and the ideological outlook that
accompanied the rise of modern science
(Iqbal, Islam and modern science, ).
To be sure, scientific subjects do come up
in many medieval qurānic exegetical
works, but their treatment in these sources
is radically different from their contemporary counterpart. The contemporary
uses of some of the commonly cited “scientific” verses will be discussed below but,
first, I will examine the meaning attributed
to these verses in classical commentaries,
including some in which such scientific
discourse is most pronounced, namely the
works of scholars such as al-Zamakhsharī
(d. ⁄) and Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī
(d. ⁄).
The instances of scientific discourse in
the classical qurānic commentaries are
invariably mixed with other kinds of discourse that have no connection to science.
Qurān commentators had a distinct con-

ception of what constitutes the main thematic emphasis of the Qurān and they
often, though not always, presented their
detailed discussions of specific subjects
within this framework. Thus, for example,
in his commentary on  :, al-Rāzī spells
out the four themes around which the various discussions of the Qurān revolve
(madār amr al-Qurān). Significantly, the
verse in question relates to the natural
order. It reads
Surely your lord (q.v.) is God who created
the heavens and the earth (q.v.) in six days,
then assumed the throne (see  
; ). He covers up
the day with night which comes chasing it
fast (see   ); and the sun (q.v.)
and the moon (q.v.) and the stars are subjugated by his command. It is his to create
and command. Blessed be God, the lord of
all the worlds.
Before embarking on a lengthy discussion
of this verse, al-Rāzī lists the four overriding qurānic themes: the oneness of God
(see    ), prophethood (see   ),
resurrection (q.v.) and the omnipotence of
God (see   ) or the
related question of predestination (Rāzī,
Tafsīr, xiv,  f., ad loc.; see also Abū
ayyān, Nahr, i, -; see  
); all other themes, including the ones in this verse, ultimately underscore one of these four essential motifs.
Al-Rāzī proceeds to explain the manner in
which this seemingly unrelated verse does
indeed relate to the oneness and omnipotence of God — and lists several interpretations that confirm this correlation. One is
to argue that the heavens and the earth are
created with a particular size, while their
natures do not preclude the possibiliy of
having a larger or smaller size. This shows
that a willing maker chose to give them this
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specific size and no other, thus proving the
existence of a free and willing creator
(Rāzī, Tafsīr, xiv, -). Alternatively, the
creation at a specific time of the heavens
and the earth, when they could have been
created at an earlier or a later time, is an
act of choice by God, and not due to the
inherent nature of either. The same thing
also applies to the configurations and the
positions of the various parts of the universe relative to each other, and so on
(ibid., -). After a lengthy digression to
disprove the attribution of place and direction to God (ibid.,  f.; see  ; ), al-Rāzī returns to the first
theme, albeit from a different perspective.
He enumerates the benefits that result from
the succession of day and night, again as
proof that God creates the world in a specific fashion in order to maximize the benefit for humans from this world (ibid., ).
He then undertakes a linguistic exploration, typical of qurānic commentaries of
all kinds (see    ),
of the meaning of the word “subjugated”
(musakhkharāt). The sun, he reports, has two
motions: one cyclical rotation is completed
in a year, and another in a day. The cycle
of night and day, however, is not due to the
motion of the sun but to the motion of the
great orb, which is also the throne (ibid.,
-). Moreover, each heavenly body or
planet has an angel assigned to it to move
it when it rises and sets (ibid., -), and
God has endowed the throne, or the great
outer orb, with the power to influence all
the other orbs, thus enabling it to move
them by compulsion from east to west, i.e.
in the opposite direction to their west-toeast slow motion (ibid., -). This,
according to al-Rāzī, is the meaning of
“subjugation”: that orbs and planets are
organized by God in a particular order for
no inherent reason of their own, so that
they produce optimal benefit for humans
(ibid., ; see ; ).

Al-Rāzī’s approach is typical of many
other commentators, both in its linguistic
turn, and in its emphasis on the benefits
of creation to humans as evidence of the
existence of the willing creator. Commentators often focus not just on the
meaning and appropriateness of using
certain terms but also on the logic of the
order of their appearance in the Qurān.
Such, for example, is one of the main
arguments raised in al-Rāzī’s commentary
on  :: “[It is he] who made the earth a
bed for you, the sky a canopy, and he sends
forth rain from the skies that fruits may
grow as food for your sustenance (q.v.). So,
do not make another the equal of God
knowingly” (see   ;
  ). In this verse, al-Rāzī
maintains, there are five kinds of signs
(q.v.) or proofs (see ) that reinforce
belief in God: two from within the self
(dalāil al-anfus) and three from the external
world (dalāil al-āfāq; Rāzī, Tafsīr, ii, ).
Since people are more likely to appreciate
signs from within themselves and since selfknowledge is clearer than other kinds of
knowledge, the Qurān first refers to the
creation of humans. An added reason for
beginning with this proof is that all of
God’s gifts to humanity presume the prior
creation of humans in order to benefit
from these gifts (see -;   ); in this way the
Qurān accounts for the creation of
humans before accounting for the creation
of that from which they benefit. Al-Rāzī
also suggests another reason for starting
with the creation of humankind, namely
that all the signs of the heavens and the
earth have their counterparts in humans,
whereas the reverse is not true; the unique
traits created in human beings include life
(q.v.), power, desire (see   ),
intellection (see ) and so on.
Elsewhere al-Rāzī explores the reasons
why the word “heavens” occurs before the
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word “earth” in most cases where they
occur together in the Qurān (see 
 ). Among the virtues of the
heavens is that they are ornamented by
God with the bright stars, the sun and the
moon as well as the throne, the pen (see
;   
) and the Preserved Tablet (q.v.).
God also uses complimentary names to
refer to the heavens in order to underscore
their high status. Other merits of the heavens are that they are the abode of angels
(see ) where God is never disobeyed
(see ; ;  
; ), that prayers are directed to
them (see ), hands are raised towards them in supplication and they have
perfect color and shape. The one advantage of the heavens over the earth which
invokes a scientific view common at the
time is the notion that the heavenly world
influences the sub-lunar world, whereas the
earth is the passive agent that is acted
upon. Al-Rāzī also lists some of the merits
of the earth according to those who prefer
it to the heavens, including the fact that
prophets are sent in it and mosques (see
) for the worship (q.v.) of God are
built in it (ibid., -). The noticeable feature in this comparison is the absence of
any discussion of a natural superiority of
heaven over earth, a point to which we will
return. Suffice it here to note that rather
than using the Qurān to elucidate science
or science to extract the proper meaning of
the qurānic text, quasi-scientific discussions often aim at explaining the order of
words in qurānic verses and at demonstrating the linguistic, rhetorical miracles
of the Qurān (see   
;  ; 
    ). Indeed, it is
not just the creation of a perfect and wondrous world that is underscored in the
commentaries, but also the fact that God
refers to this creation by using words that

cannot be emulated by the most eloquent
humans (ibid., ).
The marvel of creation is a recurrent
theme of qurānic commentaries. These
marvels are viewed as signs of God and
proofs that he exists, is all-powerful and
all-knowing, and is the willing creator of
all being. The frequent summons in the
Qurān for humans to observe and reflect
on the heavens and the earth (e.g.  :)
are seen by many commentators as evidence that there is no way to know God
directly and that he can only be known by
contemplating his signs (e.g. Rāzī, Tafsīr,
xvii, ; Abū ayyān, Nahr, ii [pt. ], ;
also Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, i, ). At a
basic level, such reflection leads to the conclusion that there is order and wisdom in
creation, which in turn means that a wise
maker must have created it. The complex
“secrets” of creation also lead humans to
recognize the limits of human comprehension and its inability to grasp the infinite
knowledge and wisdom (q.v.) of God. The
more one delves into the details of creation, the stronger the belief one develops
in the wisdom behind it (Rāzī, Tafsīr, xiv,
, ad  :).
One of the commonly cited verses which
urge contemplation of the signs of the
heavens and the earth is  :-:
In the creation of the heavens and the
earth, the alteration of night and day, are
signs for the wise. Those who remember
God (see ), standing or sitting or lying on their sides, who reflect on
and contemplate the creation of the heavens and the earth, [say]: Our lord, not in
vain have you made them. All praise (q.v.)
be to you, preserve us from the torment of
hell (see   ).
In his commentary on this verse, al-Rāzī
contends that the human mind is incapable
of comprehending the manner in which a
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small leaf on a tree is created, how it is
structured or how it grows; needless to say,
the larger task of discovering God’s wisdom in the creation of the heavens and the
earth is completely impossible. One must
therefore concede that the creator is beyond full comprehension. Consequently,
one should admit the utmost wisdom and
great secrets (q.v.) of creation, even if there
is no way of knowing what these are (see
   ). Ultimately,
when people reflect on the heavens and the
earth, they will come to realize that their
creator did not create them in vain but for
a remarkable wisdom and great secrets and
that the intellects are incapable of comprehending them (Rāzī, Tafsīr, ix, -).
This means that the ultimate purpose of
reflection is to establish the limitations of
human knowledge and its inability to
comprehend creation, not to establish a
scientific fact and demonstrate its correspondence with the Qurān. Moreover, as
understood in these commentaries, the
contemplation for which the qurānic text
calls lies outside the text, in nature, and
does not move back to the text — nor does
it follow or correspond to any particular
qurānic scheme. As such, contemplation
does not imply a correlation between
science — whether natural philosophy (see
   ), astronomy,
or medicine (see   
) — and the Qurān. The Qurān,
according to these commentaries, directs
people to reflect on the wisdom of the
creation of nature but provides no details
on the natural order or on ways of deciphering it; these details, if and when they
appear in classical qurānic commentaries,
are drawn from the prevailing scientific
knowledge of the time. This overview of
the mode in which the commentators invoke creation as evidence of God and his
traits illustrates the fundamental divide
between science and the Qurān.

As noted above, the qurānic signs of creation are often classified into those from
within the self (dalāil al-anfus) and those
from the external world (dalāil al-āfāq).
Alternatively, the qurānic signs are classified into signs in the heavens, on earth, or
in what falls in between. The heavenly
signs include the movements of the
celestial orbs, their magnitudes and positions, as well as signs specific to different
components of the heavens, such as the
sun, the moon and the planets. The earthly
signs include minerals, plants and humans
(e.g. Qurubī, Jāmi, ii, -; Abū
ayyān, Nahr, i,  f.; Rāzī, Tafsīr, ii,  f.;
ix, ; xvii, ; see   ;   ).
The most striking feature of the discussions of these signs, especially the heavenly
ones, is the mixing of some information
drawn from astronomy and natural philosophy with a wealth of other nonscientific material. Thus, for example,
one of the benefits of the rising and setting
of the moon is that, while its rising helps
night travelers find their way, its setting
shelters fugitives trying to escape from
their enemies. Additionally, among the
signs of the heavens is the fact that the
shooting stars or meteors serve as missiles
that drive devils away and keep them
from spying on the angels in the heavens
(Rāzī, Tafsīr, ii, -; cf. ibid., xv, ; xvii,
; Qurubī, Jāmi, vii,  f.; viii, ;
Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, i, , -; Abū
ayyān, Nahr, i [pt. ], ; ii [pt. ], -).
Another common feature of the commentaries on what is often referred to as the
“sign verses” (see ) is that, while
the complexity and perfection of creation
is, in and of itself, a sign of the wise creator, the primary proof is not just in the
creation of a complex natural order but in
the benefits to humanity from this creation.
A typical commentary thus focuses on the
specific way in which various aspects of the
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natural phenomena are arranged in order
to maximize the benefits to humanity from
them. Since there is no inherent reason for
the universe to be arranged in a particular
fashion, then there must be a willing maker
who chose to create it as such. Thus, it is
the benefit to humans that ultimately
proves the existence of a wise and willing
creator. To be sure, the subjugation by God
of all creation in the service of human beings serves both their needs for survival
and their independence without which
they cannot worship God; as such, benefit
lies both in this world and in the hereafter
(Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf, i, ; Abū ayyān,
Nahr, i, ). But benefit and utility are not
the ultimate purposes of creation; rather,
benefit is what induces people to reflect on
God’s creation, recognize the magnitude of
his power and then believe in him.
While material benefit serves as a secondary objective of creation, the primary
objective is the religious benefit in the
world to come, which results from belief in
God. Such, for example, is the gist of a
commentary on the above-mentioned
verse  :: “[It is he] who made for the
earth a bed for you, the sky a canopy, and
sends forth rain from the skies that fruits
may grow as food for your sustenance. So,
do not make another the equal of God
knowingly.” According to one commentator, the term bed ( firāsh) in this verse
means a place on which people could walk
and settle; and all parts of the earth play a
role in making human life on earth possible
(Qurubī, Jāmi, i,  f.). The ultimate
meaning of the verse, however, is that God
made humans independent of the rest of
creation so that they should not compromise, out of need, their exclusive worship
of God. Alternatively, ūfīs argue that this
verse teaches the way of poverty ( faqr) and
self-denial by directing people to sleep in
the open, with the earth as bed and the sky
as cover (ibid., -; see ;

    ;  
 ). Other verses occasion more
detailed debate of the meaning of benefit,
as in the commentaries on  :: “He
made for you all that lies within the earth,
then turned to the firmament. He proportioned seven skies; he has knowledge of
every thing.” Al-Qurubī (d. ⁄) reports that some people argue that this verse
proves that the rule with regard to all created things is that they are licit unless there
is clear textual evidence that prohibits or
regulates them (see ; 
 ). Benefit here is understood as making use of all created things.
Without questioning this notion of permissibility or licitness, al-Qurubī maintains
that the verse means that all things are created for human beings so that they may
reflect on the miracle of creation and
thereby believe in God, which is the ultimate benefit for human beings (Qurubī,
Jāmi, i, -; also Zamakhsharī, Kashshāf,
i, ; Abū ayyān, Nahr, i, ).
Classical commentaries often introduce
elaborate discussions of scientific subjects
to illustrate the idea of God’s wise choice
of creation as a way of maximizing human
benefit. For example, in his commentary
on  : mentioned above, al-Rāzī outlines the prerequisites for making the earth
a bed ( firāsh). After asserting that one of
these prerequisites is that the earth does
not move, al-Rāzī proceeds to prove his
contention (Rāzī, Tafsīr, ii,  f.). If the
earth were to move, its motion would be
either linear or circular. If it were linear, it
would be falling. But since heavier objects
move faster than slower ones, the earth
would fall at a faster speed than the people
living on its surface, with the result that
they would be separated from the surface
of the earth and hence could not use it as
a bed. If, on the other hand, the earth’s
motion were circular, the benefit for
humans from it would not be complete
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since a person moving in a direction
opposite to its motion would never reach
his destination. Al-Rāzī then surveys the
evidence adduced by various scholars to
prove that the earth is stationary. What
follows is a quasi-scientific discussion
which draws on but does not privilege science as the authoritative reference on this
subject. Some, al-Rāzī reports, argue that
the earth is bottomless and thus has no
bottom to move to, which is why it does
not move. This view, al-Rāzī contends, is
wrong because all created bodies are finite.
The finitude of created bodies, it should be
noted, is asserted on theological and not
scientific grounds. Others concede the finitude of objects but argue that the earth is
still because it is a semi-sphere whose flat
bottom floats on the surface of water. AlRāzī rejects this argument on the grounds
that even if this were true, both the earth
and the water on which it floats could be
moving. Moreover, al-Rāzī wonders, why
would one side of the earth be flat and the
other round? Again, while al-Rāzī could
have invoked arguments for the sphericity
of the earth which are more in line with
the sciences of the time, his response is
notably general and not grounded in science. A third argument which al-Rāzī
rejects is that the orbs attract the different
parts of the earth with equal forces from
all directions; these equal forces would cancel each other at the center, which is where
the earth is located. This theory is rejected
because lighter objects, and those farther
away from the center of the earth, would
be attracted faster than those which are
heavier or closer to the center and this
would mean that the atoms that are thrown
out, away from the center, would never fall
back to the surface. Irrespective of how
scientific these arguments appear to us,
from our modern perspective of science,
they do not reflect the prevalent scientific
view of al-Rāzī’s time. The closest he gets

to engaging the then-prevalent understanding of science is when he reports, and
rejects, the Aristotelian argument that the
earth, by nature, seeks the center of the
universe. This, al-Rāzī rightly notes, is the
view of Aristotle and the majority of his
followers among the natural philosophers.
Al-Rāzī objects to this view on the grounds
that the earth shares the trait of physicality
with all other bodies in the universe and its
acquisition of a specialized trait that makes
it stationary is by necessity logically contingent. Thus, it is the free volition of the
maker, and not any inherent nature, that
accounts for the stillness of the earth. If
anything, al-Rāzī adds, the nature of the
earth is to sink in water and God reverses
its nature so that it does not submerge
in water in order to maximize the
human benefit and to make it a place
over which they can reside (Rāzī, Tafsīr,
ii, -).
This elaborate, quasi-scientific discourse
which draws freely on the scientific knowledge of the time is evidently not aimed at
upholding a particular scientific view of
nature, nor does it strive to make positive
contributions to the accepted body of scientific knowledge. Rather, its primary purpose is to argue the contingency of the
created order and its ultimate dependence
on God (see ). Nowhere in this
and other classical commentaries does one
encounter the notion that a certain scientific fact or theory is predicted or even
favored by the Qurān. Instead, these commentaries emphatically reject explanations
of qurānic verses that are grounded in the
notion of a natural order. The sign verses
serve as evidence of the creator not in the
particular knowledge that they convey
about nature but in the ultimate conclusion
in each and every verse that there is a
choice in creation and thus a creator who
makes this choice, that the “world is created with perfect management, compre-
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hensive determination, utter wisdom, and
infinite omnipotence” (ibid., ).
Inevitably, any discussions of nature in a
medieval Islamic context must invoke the
question of causality and the natural order,
widely debated among intellectuals of the
period. The clearest articulation of the
traditional Islamic view on this subject is
Abū āmid al-Ghazālī’s Tahāfut al-falāsifa,
“The incoherence of the philosophers,”
but it was also addressed in tafsīr. As the
above examples already suggest, the tendency in tafsīr literature is to attribute the
natural phenomena to direct creation by
God, rather than to intermediary causes
which, once God creates and sets them in
motion, become autonomous causes in
their own right. For example, in the commentary on  : which speaks of God
who “sends forth rain from the skies that
fruits may grow…,” one commentator
states outright that this reference to the
growth of fruit due to the rain from the sky
is figurative and that the real cause is not
rain but the creator of all species (Abū
ayyān, Nahr, i,  f.). Al-Rāzī’s comments
on this verse are more exhaustive (Rāzī,
Tafsīr, ii, ): irrespective of whether the
cause of the growth of fruit is rain from
the sky or direct creation by God, the
existence of a wise maker is a necessity.
Thus, right from the beginning, he admits
both views within the realm of possibility.
He goes on to say, in conscious opposition
to the late mutakallimūn (speculative theologians), that God’s omnipotence would
not be affected whether he creates the fruit
from nothing or through the intermediacy
of the affective and receptive powers in
bodies. He also points out the possible wisdom inherent in creating intermediaries: if
creation were direct, then the role of the
maker would be all too obvious; whereas in
the case of intermediaries, people would
have to reflect on the intricacies of the process of creation to deduce the existence of

a creator. The second process of reflection,
according to al-Rāzī, is more difficult and
merits more reward for the person who
undertakes it.
A similar, perhaps even more pronounced
recognition of causality is reflected in alNīsābūrī’s (fl. ninth⁄fifteenth cent.) portrayal of nature in his Gharāib al-Qurān.
Al-Nīsābūrī’s work is the only tafsīr work
which has been systematically examined
for its portrayal of nature and for its relationship to science (Morrison, Portrayal
of nature). In his commentaries, alNīsābūrī draws on astronomy and natural
philosophy and provides descriptions of
the natural phenomena which are not
restricted to appearances but assume the
reality of the phenomena in question.
Al-Nīsābūrī thus recognized the existence
of a chain of real secondary causes in
nature (Morrison, Portrayal of nature,
,  f.). As the study of al-Nīsābūrī illustrates, however, this acceptance was somewhat tempered by the notion that these
real causes “operated under God’s direct
control, when God chose to use them”
(ibid., -). The concept employed by alNīsābūrī is that of taskhīr (subjugating), as
opposed to tafwī (entrusting or commissioning), of the power of the intermediary,
which implies the immediate role of God
in controlling these causes (ibid., ).
Moreover, regardless of his acceptance of
intermediary causes, al-Nīsābūrī’s discussion of the natural phenomena conforms
to the general outlines of other classical
commentaries in two main respects. First,
he does not use the Qurān as a source of
knowledge about nature. Second, his
exposition of various scientific theories and
explanations is seldom done for the purpose of favoring one over the others.
Rather, this exposition is usually undertaken to suggest that there are multiple
possible explanations, on which the Qurān
is neutral.
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Asserting the multiplicity of possible explanations of natural phenomena is hardly
compatible with the positivism of the scientific outlook. Classical tafsīr works, however, are full of such assertions. Most of
the commentaries on the sign verses contain multiple interpretations, of which only
some are connected to science. While some
of these “scientific” interpretations are
rejected, many are allowed as acceptable
possibilities. In many cases, information
culled from scientific discourse is countered, rather than confirmed, by what are
considered acceptable alternative interpretations. One example among many is
the commentary on  :-: “We have
placed the signs of the zodiac (burūj) in the
sky and adorned it for those who can see
(see   ). And we have
preserved it from every accursed devil.”
Al-Qurubī ( Jāmi, x, -) contends that
the word burūj means palaces and mansions
as well as the signs of the zodiac. In the
latter case, he adds, the reference to the
science of the stars might be because
the Arabs (q.v.) at the time of revelation
held the zodiac in high esteem. As usual,
al-Rāzī has more to say on this subject.
The signs of the zodiac, he argues, serve
as proofs of the existence of a willing
maker because, as authorities on astrology
agree, the natures of these signs vary. The
celestial orb is thus composed of many
components of varying essences. This in
turn means that the celestial orb is a composite entity and, as such, is in need of a
composer to put its different fragments
together in accordance with God’s choice
and higher wisdom (Rāzī, Tafsīr, xix, ,
ad  :; see Fig.  for an example of the
persistence of pre-Islamic depictions of the
signs of the zodiac in Islamic times). Both
al-Qurubī and al-Rāzī also maintain that
the preservation of the skies occurs by
unleashing meteors to drive away devils.
What is characteristic of such commentar-

ies is that the little explanation that is
drawn from common scientific knowledge
is embedded in a wealth of other material
that contradicts the common scientific
knowledge of the time. A similar example
occurs in the commentary on  ::
“While the sun moves to its resting place
(wa-l-shamsu tajrī li-mustaqarrin lahā). That is
the dispensation of the mighty, all-knowing
[God].” Contemporary translations usually
render the first part of this verse as “While
the sun keeps revolving in its orbit” and
this translation is not totally foreign to the
classical understanding of the verse. In
fact, the focus of most of the commentaries is on the possible meanings of the word
mustaqarr. These include a location beyond
which the sun cannot go, such that once it
reaches that location it starts heading back
to where it came from; this is obviously
the sense in which the word means orb
(Qurubī, Jāmi, xv, ; Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxvi,
, ad  :). Other meanings of equal
possibility, however, are also listed, including the possibility that mustaqarr means a
resting point under the throne where the
sun prostrates (see   ) before it is commanded to rise again
and go back from where it came; or the
day of judgment, after which the sun will
no longer move; or a specific location, and
so on (Qurubī, Jāmi, xv, ; Rāzī, Tafsīr,
xxvi, ). Al-Rāzī, however, is not impartial
to all of these interpretations. His preferred understanding of the word mustaqarr
is as a locality beyond which the sun can
not go. This, he continues, corresponds to
the highest as well as lowest points in the
daily rotation of the sun. Significantly,
however, al-Rāzī does not base his choice
on simple observation but on the fact that
this rotation of the sun generates the day
and the night, both of which are essential
for maximizing benefit to human beings.
Once again, despite references to science,
the guiding principle for the exegetical
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exercise is a theological one, and not a
scientific one which stands outside the
text itself.
In a move that further clarifies his exegetical strategy, al-Rāzī notes in the commentary on the same verse that most
commentators agree that the sky is a plane
and has no edges or peaks (Rāzī, Tafsīr,
xxvi, -). In response, however, he maintains that there is nothing in the text of the
Qurān which suggests with certainty that
the sky has to be flat and not spherical. On
the other hand, al-Rāzī adds, “sensory evidence indicates that the sky is actually
spherical, so it must be accepted.” After
giving some of this sensory evidence to
illustrate his point, he adds that such evidence is abundant and its proper place is in
the books of astronomy. To al-Rāzī, therefore, the authority on this matter is the science of astronomy and not the Qurān,
however understood. The only reason he
gets into this extra-qurānic discussion is to
undermine the claims of other commentators who wrongly extend the authority of
the Qurān outside its proper realm.
Another aspect of al-Rāzī’s exegetical
strategy with regard to the sign verses is
also revealed in his commentary on the
same verse. This time, however, he takes
issue with astronomers, and not the commentators. The astronomers maintain that
celestial orbs are solid spherical bodies,
but al-Rāzī contends that this is not necessarily the case. The basis for his objection
is that it is not impossible, from the standpoint of astronomy, to have an orb which
is a circular plate or even an imaginary
circle which the planet traces in its motion.
Furthermore, it is not beyond God’s power
to create any of these configurations (Rāzī,
Tafsīr, xxvi, ; see also Morrison, Portrayal
of nature, -, for the different views of
al-Nīsābūrī). While al-Rāzī’s interest in
these quasi-scientific subjects exceeds those
of other commentators, it still reflects a

pervasive attitude found in classical commentaries. Scientific knowledge is freely
invoked, and occasionally challenged in
these commentaries. Yet the purpose of
rejecting some scientific views is not to promote alternative ones or to assert the authority of the Qurān at the expense of the
various fields of scientific knowledge. In
the absence of a clear statement in the
Qurān, one seeks answers to scientific
questions in their respective fields. The
contrary, however, is not true, since the
qurānic text is not science. When there is
an apparent conflict between a qurānic
text and a scientific fact, the commentators
do not present the qurānic text as the arbiter. Rather, they simply try to explore the
possibility of alternative scientific explanations and thus suggest that scientific knowledge on such points of contention is not
categorical. This, for example, is the case
in al-Rāzī’s discussion of the numbers of
celestial orbs. After presenting a “summary
and cursory overview” of the prevalent
astronomical views on the subject, al-Rāzī
maintains that it is not beyond God’s
power to create the heavens in this particular configuration. He adds, however,
that there is no evidence that this is the
only possible order of the heavens (Rāzī,
Tafsīr, xxvi, ).
It follows from the above that religious
knowledge and scientific knowledge are
each assigned to their own compartments.
This would justify the pursuit of science
and even the use of scientific discourse in
commenting on the Qurān but it would
also limit this use. A case in point is alRāzī’s contention that some ignorant people may object to his unusual use of the
science of astronomy in explaining the
book of God. In response, he asserts that
God has filled his book with proofs of his
knowledge, power and wisdom which are
inferred from the conditions of the heavens
and the earth. If exploring these subjects
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and reflecting on them were not permissible, God would not have so frequently
urged humans to reflect on these signs.
“The science of astronomy,” he adds, “has
no other meaning than reflection on how
he ordered the [heavens] and created its
[different parts]” (Rāzī, Tafsīr, xiv, ). The
purpose of this exercise is not to establish
correspondence between scientific verities
and the Qurān, but simply to reflect and
hence to reinforce belief in the creator of
the awe-inspiring universe. This kind of
reflection in the service of belief does not
produce knowledge about the natural order. Despite all of his talk about the permissibility of using astronomy in exegesis,
al-Rāzī asserts that all creation is from
God, that the planets have no influence on
the sub-lunar world, and that the “assertion of natures, intellects, and souls in the
manner advocated by philosophers and
diviners is invalid” (ibid., -; see ).
These statements are, however, directed
primarily at fellow religious scholars and
not at scientists. When discussing the religious import of the Qurān, commentators are urged to stay within the realm of
the text and not to try to impose astronomical knowledge on it or, for that matter,
feign a qurānic understanding of astronomy. The qurānic text to which al-Rāzī
wants to restrict himself and his fellow
commentators does not have a scientific
import and does not translate into binding
scientific facts. It underscores the wisdom
and power behind creation but says nothing about the exact order of the created
world. The complexity and wondrous
nature of the world reinforce belief in God
but this is not contingent on the adoption
of any particular scientific view. In fact,
scientific facts and theories in themselves
do not provide evidence of the oneness of
the creator. Rather, it is the very fact that
other natural orders are possible that

points to a willing maker who chooses one
of these possibilities (e.g. Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxii,
-, ad  :). According to this logic,
everything in nature, however explained,
as well as all scientific discoveries and facts,
irrespective of their certainty, serve as
proofs for the existence of the maker. And
this is the fundamental reason why the scientific and unscientific could appear side
by side in the commentaries on the Qurān
(for example, ibid., ).
As the above overview suggests, alBīrūnī’s view was in conformity with the
prevalent view within the discursive culture
of qurānic exegesis. This confluence of
attitudes between scientists like al-Bīrūnī
and qurānic exegetes further suggests a
conceptual separation of science and religion in the mainstream of classical
Islamic culture. The same, however, cannot be said of modern Islamic discourse on
science and religion and on contemporary
Islamic views of the relationship between
the Qurān and science. Ironically, when
Muslims were the main producers of science in the world, they did not advocate
the idea of the marriage of science and
religion, while the contemporary call for
such a marriage is concurrent with the
dwindling Muslim participation in the production of the universal culture of science.
As the above cursory overview suggests,
classical commentators on the Qurān
never even hinted that the miracle of the
Qurān lies in its prediction of scientific
discoveries that were made centuries after
the coming of the revelation. Nor did these
commentators advocate an understanding
of the Qurān as a source of scientific
knowledge. Yet both claims abound in
contemporary Islamic discourse.
Questions of science and religion are
approached in manifold ways in modern
Islamic discourse. But by far the most common treatments of this subject maintain
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that many modern findings of science have
been predicted, or at least alluded to, in
the Qurān, and that these predictions constitute evidence of what is referred to as
the scientific miracle (ijāz) of the Qurān
(for example, Nawfal, Qurān wa-l-ilm, ).
To be sure, this view is articulated in more
than one way. In one form, this understanding maintains that, in contrast to
other scriptures, the Qurān does not make
any statements which contradict the findings of modern science. The most famous
proponent of this argument is the French
physician Maurice Bucaille. Bucaille’s book
The Bible, the Qurān and science. The holy scriptures examined in the light of modern knowledge,
in its many translations and editions, has
been extremely popular and has inspired
an almost cultic following among large
numbers of Muslims all over the world.
Bucaille argues that the Qurān is full of
discussions of scientific subjects, including
“[c]reation, astronomy, the explanation of
certain matters concerning the earth,…
the animal and vegetable kingdoms, [and]
human reproduction.” In contrast to the
Bible, whose treatment of these subjects is
full of “monumental errors,” Bucaille asserts that he “could not find a single error
in the Qurān.” In fact, Bucaille asserts, the
Qurān does “not contain a single statement which is assailable from a modern
scientific point of view” — which led him
to believe that no human author in the
seventh century could have written “facts”
which “today are shown to be in keeping
with modern scientific knowledge”
(Bucaille, The Bible, -, viii). Bucaille
also articulates in this book an idea which
is current among modern commentators
on this subject, namely that “modern scientific knowledge… allows us to understand certain verses of the Qurān which,
until now, it has been impossible to interpret” (ibid., ). The two main points of

this argument, therefore, are the miraculous conformity between qurānic statements and science, and the possibility, in
fact need, for a scientific interpretation of
the Qurān in the light of the findings of
modern science.
Once a correlation between the Qurān
and science is asserted, it only takes a small
extension of the same logic to embark on
an arbitrary exercise of collecting extraqurānic facts and discoveries, and mining
the Qurān for statements that seem to correspond to them. That these new scientific
discoveries have nothing to do with the
Qurān never hinders some modern commentators who proudly present these theories as evidence of the qurānic miracle.
The qurānic text is read with these socalled scientific facts in mind without any
recognition that this reading is itself an
interpretation of the text which is conditioned by the assumptions of the interpreters and by the restricted focus of their
textual examination. In extreme cases, this
approach borders on the cultic, as in the
widely circulated genre known as the ijāz
raqamī or adadī (numerical ijāz) of the
Qurān. This form of numerology (q.v.)
assigns an order to the occurrence of certain terms in the Qurān, which is seen as
yet another numerical miracle. Thus, for
example, one author maintains that the
term “sea” is mentioned thirty-two times in
the Qurān, and the term “land” thirteen
times; the ratio thirteen to thirty-two, the
author asserts, is equal to the actual ratio
of land to water on the surface of the earth
(Suwaydān, Ijāz al-Qurān, passim; and
Abū al-Su ūd, Ijāzāt adītha, passim). This
is by no means an isolated view, as is reflected in the scores of books published on
this subject, as well as the hundreds of
electronic postings on the web. Another
extreme to which this argument is carried,
again not without wide popularity, is to
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present the Qurān as a source of knowledge, a book of science of sorts and in
some cases even as the comprehensive
source of all forms of knowledge, including science.
The verses most frequently cited as instances of the qurānic anticipation of
modern science include references in the
Qurān to mountains as stabilizers for the
earth which hold its outer surface firmly to
prevent it from shaking (e.g.  :). This
“scientific fact” of the Qurān, according
to the current head of the Committee on
the Scientific Miracles of the Qurān and
Sunna, and author of a whole book on this
subject, was only discovered in the middle
of the nineteenth century and was not fully
understood until the second half of the
twentieth (Naggar, Sources, passim). The
qurānic references to the stages of development of the fetus are often quoted as
another example in which the Qurān is
said to have miraculously predicted the
discoveries of the modern science of embryology (see    
   ). In , Keith
Moore, the author of a textbook on embryology, published a third edition of his
book under the auspices of the Committee
on the Scientific Miracles of the Qurān
and Sunna, with “Islamic additions” by
Abdul Majeed Azzindani, the first head of
that Committee. The title of this new edition reads: The developing human: Clinically
oriented embryology. With Islamic additions:
Correlation studies with Qurān and adīth, by
Abdul Majeed Azzindani. More recently, the
most ambitious of all claims of scientific
miracles is that the references in the
Qurān to the heavens and the earth being
originally an integrated mass before God
split them (e.g.  :), are nothing short
of a condensed version of the big bang
theory (for example, Sa dī, Athār, ; also
Nawfal, Qurān wa-l-ilm, ).
The origins of the school of scientific

interpretation of the Qurān can be traced
back to the nineteenth century. After the
sweeping European takeover of most
Muslim lands, Muslim intellectuals often
attributed European superiority to scientific advancement. Science was, of course,
also part of the ideology of the conquering
Europeans, who often portrayed themselves as the superior carriers of the culture of reason and science. Faced with the
post-Enlightenment ideology of science as
well as the effects of European military
technologies, Muslim intellectuals generated an apologetic discourse which either
internalized European claims about science or simply claimed that the European
values of science were not foreign to
Muslims. The famous response of the
nineteenth century Muslim scholar and
activist Jamāl al-Dīn al-Afghānī (d. )
to the French Orientalist Ernest Renan
(d. ) addresses the very question of
the compatibility of science and Islam
(Keddie, Islamic response, -). Other
Muslims focused on the promotion of an
understanding of Islam which is in conformity with science. The notable example
of this trend is Sayyid Amad Khān
(d. ), who juxtaposed the Qurān, the
word of God (q.v.), and nature, the work of
God, as two manifestations of the same
reality that cannot be in conflict. With his
positivistic understanding of science, however, Khan maintained that in cases of
apparent contradiction between the word
and the work [of God], the latter takes
precedence while the former should be
interpreted metaphorically (Khan, Tafsīr,
passim; see ).
In addition to Afghānī and Khān, both of
whose assertions of harmony between the
Qurān and science served very different
political agendas, most discussions by
Muslims on this subject were for the purpose of establishing the adequacy of their
religion in the age of science and reason
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and to encourage Muslims to pursue the
sciences. Many of the leading Muslim intellectuals of this period wrote on this or
related themes, including Muammad
Iqbal (d. ) of India and Muammad
Abduh (d. ) of Egypt. The writings of
these intellectuals did not, however, elaborate on the details of the relationship between the Qurān and science and were
largely restricted to the realm of generalities. Iqbal, for example, passionately
argued that the rise of Islam marked the
birth of inductive reasoning and experimental methods, but he did not present the
Qurān as a repository of scientific knowledge nor did he suggest that one can arrive
at scientific facts through the Qurān (cf.
Iqbal, Reconstruction, -). Still, a more
elaborate discourse on this subject was produced as early as the late nineteenth century by Muslims who wanted to claim a
role for their scripture and belief system
in the making of the modern culture of
science. One major proponent of this
approach was Said Nursi (-),
whose interpretations were rather simplistic but had the notable effect of influencing
a large group of Turkish students and followers. Nursi’s scientific interpretations
included the assertion that the qurānic
story of the prophet Solomon (q.v.;
Sulaymān; i.e.  :) predicts the invention of aviation (see ), and that the
light (q.v.) verse ( :) is an allusion to
the future invention of electricity (Kalin,
Three views, -; also Nursi, Sözler, passim). Unlike earlier apologetics, Nursi’s
efforts had the added objective of establishing the truthfulness of the Qurān on
the basis of the findings of modern science. Another work that marks a turning
point in the same direction is anāwī
Jawharī’s twenty-six volume tafsīr entitled
al-Jawāhir fī tafsīr al-Qurān al-karīm. Jawharī
made a point which is frequently repeated
in the contemporary discourse on the

Qurān and science, namely that the
Qurān contains  verses pertaining
directly and clearly to the physical universe, while it has no more than  verses
on legal matters (see   
). Jawharī thus called on Muslims to
reverse the order of interest and to give
priority to the scientific verses, especially
since they were now living in the age of
science ( Jawharī, Tafsīr, ii, -).
The early attempts to interpret the
Qurān and verify it in light of the discoveries of modern science received added
impetus in the last decades of the twentieth century, when efforts were made to
articulate the theoretical foundations of a
new mode of tafsīr which aims not just at
providing a scientific interpretation of the
Qurān but also at illustrating its scientific
miracles. The main proponent of this theorizing effort is Abdul Majeed Azzindani,
the first head of the Committee on the
Scientific Miracles of the Qurān and
Sunna, as noted above. While many writers wrote on specific correspondences between the Qurān and aspects of modern
science, Azzindani wrote a separate work,
al-Mujiza al-ilmiyya fī l-Qurān wa-l-sunna, in
which he identities the rules of the new
science of the Qurān, the science of ijāz
al-Qurān. This new science, Azzindani
maintains, is the fruit of the “kind of tafsīr
which is known to Muslim scholars who
are cognizant of the secrets of creation”
and is different from the scientific interpretation of the Qurān (Azzindani,
Mujiza, ). The latter occurs when a commentator makes use of the latest developments in “cosmic knowledge” (al-aqīqa
al-kawniyya) in order to interpret a verse of
the Qurān. Scientific ijāz, however, is the
“very cosmic truth to which the meaning
of the verse points.” At the time when the
manifestation of the truth of the verse is
witnessed in the universe, the interpretation of the verse settles at that truth.
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Additional aspects of the universe may
become known with time, leading in turn
to further confirmation of the “depth and
comprehensiveness of the scientific ijāz”
just as the cosmic order (al-sunna al-kawniyya) itself becomes clearer (Azzindani,
Mujiza, -). Therefore, there are several
steps in the unfolding of this process of
ijāz. First, a universal cosmic truth, already expressed in the Qurān, though not
necessarily understood, is suddenly revealed by means of the experimental sciences. After much waiting, Azzindani
asserts, humanity has now been able to
develop the technical skills that would
finally “reveal the secrets of the universe,
only to realize that what researchers are
discovering, after much research and study
using the most complex modern instruments, has been established in a verse or a
adīth fourteen centuries ago” (ibid., ;
also see Sa dī, Athār, ). This discovery or
revelation then puts an end to the multiplicity of interpretations when the meaning of the verse finally reaches its resting
place (mustaqarr); more discoveries in the
future can only corroborate this fixed interpretation and thus deepen the sense of
ijāz (Azzindani, Mujiza, -). Azzindani
also maintains that, if there is a contradiction between the certain, unequivocal implication of a qurānic text (dalāla qa iyya
lil-na) and a scientific theory, then this
theory should be rejected; whereas if there
is conformity between the two, then the
text serves as proof of this theory. If, on
the other hand, the text is ambiguous (q.v.),
and the scientific theory is certain, then the
text should be interpreted in accordance
with the theory (ibid., ). Azzindani says
nothing about the case when both text and
theory are certain and unequivocal. What
is clear, however, is that the text serves as
the final authority in science and not just in
religion, ethics or metaphysics (see 
  ). It is important to note

here a distinction between two levels of
authority that are attributed to the qurānic
text: according to Azzindani, the text attests not just to the validity of a scientific
discovery but also to its invalidity. The former function is limited and serves to highlight the miraculous nature of the Qurān
without positing it as a source of scientific
knowledge, while in the latter case the
Qurān stands above science in its own
realm. In fact, Azzindani adds, Muslim
scientists can find leads in the Qurān that
would facilitate their future scientific research (ibid., ), presumably by identifying research projects or finding answers to
pending scientific questions.
The way Azzindani deals with instances
of conflict between qurānic statements
and scientific theories marks the main difference between his modern school of
interpretation and the classical ones. In
such cases of conflict, Azzindani insists on
the ultimate authority of the Qurān in
determining the validity or invalidity of
scientific theories. In contrast, classical
commentators would typically note the
possibility of multiple scientific explanations and theories without deploying the
qurānic authority in favor of any of these
theories, as was noted above. The effect of
this recurrent strategy is to guard the
autonomy of qurānic authority in the
realm of religious doctrine without infringing on the autonomy of science in its own
realm. In classical commentaries, the
Qurān and science were separate.
Modern discourse on Islam and science
is not restricted to the above attempt to
establish instances of scientific miracles in
the Qurān. Two additional approaches
have been influential recently in academic
circles. The first focuses on the epistemological critique of modern science and situates scientific knowledge in its historical
and cultural contexts (Sardar, Explorations;
id., Islamic futures). In opposition to the
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claims of universal truth by modern science, this approach underscores the cultural specificity of all forms of knowledge.
This critique of science, in its manifold
expressions, has been very influential
among philosophers of science and, the
desire to propose an Islamic epistemology
notwithstanding, there is nothing specifically Islamic about it. Moreover, the content of this proposed Islamic epistemology
remains undefined (Kalin, Three views,
-). The second approach questions
the fundamentals of the metaphysical
framework within which modern science
operates and attempts to articulate an
alternative Islamic framework. This approach, best represented by the writings of
S.H. Nasr, posits a dichotomy between
ancient and modern sciences and contends
that the ancient sciences shared conceptions of the sacredness and unity of knowledge (Kalin, Three views,  f.; see
  ). Yet if the distinctive mark of this ancient metaphysical
framework is in the sacredness and unity
of knowledge, then it is not clear how
Islamic science would be different from,
for example, pagan Hellenistic science.
Furthermore, as in the epistemological
approach, the content of the Islamic metaphysical framework remains unclear. To be
sure, both approaches are serious intellectual exercises: Even when they strive to
cite verses of the Qurān, however, they
remain largely extra-qurānic. Neither one
of these approaches systematically engages
the qurānic text as a whole or the cultural
legacy which endowed the text with its
specific historical meanings.
In all its varieties, the newly constructed
Islamic discourse on science is not rooted
in a historical understanding of the
relationship between the Qurān and science. On one level, this is understandable.
However defined, modern science has and
continues to engender multiple and intense

responses among Muslims and nonMuslims alike. The challenges posed by
the modern culture of science had no parallel in pre-modern societies. It is thus
understandable that Islamic attitudes towards modern science would have to confront challenges that were not addressed in
the classical period of Islam. But the desire
to articulate contemporary critical concerns about science in Islamic language
cannot conceal the radical departure of
these modern articulations from the classical ones. In contrast to the contemporary
readiness to strain and twist and, in effect,
manipulate, the qurānic verses to endow
them with a scientific meaning, classical
commentators refused to subordinate the
Qurān to an ever-changing science. In
insisting on the possibility of multiple scientific explanations of the natural phenomena, classical Qurān commentators
were able to guard the autonomy of
qurānic, religious knowledge not through
the co-option of science but by assigning
it to a separate and autonomous realm of
its own.
Ahmad Dallal
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forward and a complicated venture. It is
straightforward because in many respects
the Qurān itself puts forward a generic
concept of scripture that is consistent with
that widely used today in the general study
of religion. It is complicated because it
raises numerous questions of historical,
sociological and theological import for any
understanding of either Islamic scripturalism or the relation of Islamic scripturalism
to that of other religious traditions (see
   ). In short, the
meaning of “scripture” generally and its
use specifically in the Islamic context are
important but not as straightforward as
might be assumed.

Sciences of the Qurān see
   
;    ;
   :  


Scourge see 
Scribe(s) see    


Scripture and the Qurān
Addressing the issue of “scripture” in relation to the Qurān is at once a straight-

The generic concept of scripture
First, the history and phenomenology of
scripture as both a generic concept and a
global reality has only begun to be written
and only in recent decades has it become
the object of serious scholarly investigation
and reflection (Cf. Smith,What is scripture;
Graham, Scripture; id., Beyond; Levering,
Rethinking scripture; Leipoldt and Morenz,
Heilige Schriften). In particular, we are still in
the process of understanding how “scripture” as a conceptual category has developed and expanded in the past few
centuries from its specific (Christian or
Jewish) sense, referring to one’s own most
sacred and authoritative text(s), to a more
generic sense, referring to any text(s) most
sacred to, and authoritative for, a given
religious community.
Second, “scripture” as a particularistic
concept seems to have first developed most
fully in Jewish and Christian contexts and
it was in later phases of these and, most
recently, in secular contexts primarily
within the Western world (especially those
of the modern academy) that generic use
of the term was subsequently developed to
refer commonly not only to particular
Jewish or Christian biblical texts but also to
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the sacred texts of other religious communities. (For a discussion of the historical
emergence of scripture as an important
element in religious life, see Smith,
Scripture as form.) The earliest such documented usage found by the present author
is that of Peter the Venerable (d.  ..)
in his Summa totius haeresis saracenorum (cited
in Kritzeck, Peter the Venerable, ), where
the nefaria scriptura of the Qurān is contrasted to the sacra scriptura of the Bible.
This is not to say that in other religious
traditions there are no analogous concepts
that might be adduced (most obviously that
of kitāb in the Islamic case; see below);
rather it is to note that the inclusion of the
Qurān (or Veda or Lotus Sutra) under the
rubric of the Latinate word “scripture” is
not terribly old historically and was relatively infrequent until the past century or
so (at least since the - publication
of Max Müller’s edited series, Sacred books
of the east ). Such generic usage is now much
more common but scripture as a phenomenon occurring in diverse religious contexts and traditions is still something that
has only begun to be studied comparatively
and globally in any adequate way.
Third, “scripture” as a concept must be
understood to be relational, not absolute,
in nature. It needs still to be freed to a
greater degree from its etymological background and not taken to refer simply to
documentary texts or “books” (see
    ). What
we mean by “scripture” in the present discussion is very different from and very
much more than what we mean by “text.”
“Scripture” is not a literary genre but a
religio-historical one. No text is authoritative or sacred apart from its functional role
in a religious community and that community’s historical tradition of faith. The
sacred character of a book is not an a priori
attribute but one that develops and
achieves widespread recognition in the

lives of faithful persons who perceive and
treat the text as holy or sacred (see e.g.
   ). A text only becomes “scripture” when a group of persons value it as sacred, powerful and
meaningful, possessed of an exalted authority, and in some fashion transcendent
of, and hence distinct from, other speech
and writing. In other words, the “scriptural” characteristics of a text belong not
to the text itself but to its role and standing
in a religious community. A given text may
be “scripture” for one person or group and
merely another “book” or ordinary “text”
for others. It is possible to study the Qurān
either as text or as scripture but to study
the Qurān as text is generally very different from studying it as “scripture,” just
as to read and respond to it only as another
book is very different from reading and
responding to it as the verbatim word of
God (q.v.).
The qurānic concept of scripture
Such a generic and relational understanding of “scripture” as that now common in
the study of religion is largely compatible
with the Qurān’s own frequent use of kitāb,
“writing, book, what is laid down or ordained” (see ) and its plural, kutub, to
refer to scriptural revelation(s) given by
God to previous prophets or messengers
(see   ;
), especially Noah (q.v.),
Abraham (q.v.), and their descendants (see
  ), before the bestowing of the Qurān upon Muammad as his
kitāb (on kitāb⁄kutub generally, see Madigan,
Qurān’s self-image, passim). In the Qurān,
these earlier revelations are clearly considered to belong to the same general
religio-historical category (“scripture”) as
the definitive revelations to Muammad
(see   ). Jews
(see   ) and Christians (see
  ; and a
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group identified as the ābiūn; see )
in particular are referred to as ahl al-kitāb,
“people of scripture” (see   
). The Qurān conceives of itself as a
revelation intended to confirm the truths
and set right the distortions in the earlier
scriptures. Here we have already in the
seventh century .. the use of a generic
concept of scripture that is arguably
unique among major scriptures of the
world in its explicit recognition of the
sacred texts of other communities as
belonging to the same category as the
qurānic revelations themselves — the category of kitāb⁄kutub (see 
   ; although
early Christian Arabic texts name the
Qurān and Bible as “books of God,” kutub
Allāh, the exact signification of such terminology has yet to be determined; cf. e.g.
Sinai Arabic MS , f.  v., where, in
the conclusion to his responses to a Muslim interlocutor that are replete with
biblical and qurānic allusions, a Melkite
[monk?] states: “The answers are
finished — abbreviated — since the testimonies of the books of God are abundant”; see similar allusion to the “books of
God” in Theodore Abū Qurra’s Debate with
Muslim theologians in the majlis of the caliph
al-Mamūn, esp. pp. , , -, -).
It is, however, important to note that kitāb
can have other senses in qurānic usage,
notably that of a personal book of destiny
in which each person’s deeds, good and
evil (see  ;  ), are
written down and will be brought as testimony on the day of judgment (e.g.
 :; :; see  ) or that
of a heavenly book (q.v.) with God in
which everything in the world is written
before time (e.g.  :; :; :). The
qurānic concept of scripture as a general
phenomenon appears to be based on the
latter meaning of kitāb — especially when
it is used to refer to an original, heavenly

scripture with God from which all of the
earthly scriptures, or kutub, have been
drawn (see  ). One
example of this sense is found in  ::
“This recitation (qurān) is not such as
could be invented save by God. Rather it is
a confirmation of what came before it and
an exposition of the scripture (al-kitāb)
about which there is no doubt, from the
lord of all beings.” Sometimes the term
umm al-kitāb, literally “the mother of scripture” in the sense of the essence, source, or
prototype of scripture, “the original scripture,” also occurs ( :; :; see 
  ). This further reinforces
the notion of a divine kitāb that resides
with God.
It is, however, the generic use of kitāb⁄
kutub to refer to earlier scriptures and to
the Qurān itself that is special, or even
unique, about the qurānic notion of scripture. Typically, the other sacred texts of the
world’s religions that we call “scriptures”
were not written with any similar consciousness of belonging themselves to a
category of texts called “scripture.” Most
if not all great scriptural texts other than
the Qurān are unconscious of being even
potentially “scripture,” for “scripture” or
any analogous concept is usually a category developed ex post facto and then
applied to a text or texts that a community
has experienced as sacred, and consequently given special treatment. Thus the
Vedic texts of India do not speak about
themselves as śruti, nor the Jewish or
Christian Bible about itself as “scripture”
(although the Christian New Testament
does treat the earlier Hebrew scriptures as
scripturally authoritative); it is rather later
generations and their texts that recognize
them as “scripture.” The texts of the religious prophet Mani are possibly one prequrānic exception to this (Smith, Scripture
as form, -) and of course some later
Buddhist sutras such as the Lotus Sutra
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present themselves as the word of the
Buddha (buddhavacana); but there seems to
be no major scriptural text before the
Qurān that uses a generic concept of
“scripture” as a category to which it also
claims to belong.
The Qurān, for its part, is self-consciously explicit about its own function as
scripture, kitāb, and about being the latest,
culminating revelation in a long line of
scriptural revelations from the lord of all
beings to previous prophets and their
peoples. This notion of a succession of
prophets (anbiyā) or messengers (rusul) to
each of whom God gave revelations is
gradually fleshed out in the sequence of
qurānic revelations and is the leitmotiv of
the qurānic Heilsgeschichte. In qurānic
perspective, the fundamental pattern of
history is God’s sending a messenger or
prophet with revelatory guidance (see
; ) to nation after nation.
The revealed scriptures that embody this
guidance include the “pages” revealed to
Abraham (see ), the Psalms (q.v.)
given to David (q.v.), the Torah (q.v.)
vouchsafed Moses (q.v.), and the Gospel
(q.v.) sent to Jesus (q.v.), as well as the
Qurān revealed to Muammad. What
followed each of these prophetic or
apostolic missions was the creation of a
new community of those who heard and
responded in obedience (q.v.) to God’s
message (see    
 ). The Qurān, however, seems
to hold that while the earlier, successively
revealed kutub represent scriptures derived
from these earlier divine revelations, the
communities who preserved them did not
succeed in doing so scrupulously enough.
Each community that had received revelation previously let its scriptural text be partially lost or changed and thus debased
over time (see ; ;
  ;  
 ) — hence the need

for the qurānic revelations in “clear
Arabic” to rectify such lapses (see 
;     
). The Qurān portrays itself as a
renewed and presumably final revelation of
God’s word in the scriptural series. It was
revealed through the “seal of the prophets,” Muammad (see   
), and is intended to reiterate what
has been lost or corrupted in the previous
revelations to other prophets or messengers: “This is a blessed scripture (kitāb) that
we sent down to you, confirming that
which came before it…” ( :).
Thus it is arguable that the Qurān is the
first sacred text of a major religious tradition to offer a developed understanding of
itself as part of a larger scriptural history.
With the Qurān, scripture as a category
provides a clear context in which the
Muslim scripture could be revered as the
final revelation but also understood to be
the recapitulation of all previous revelations from God (and presumably from his
heavenly kitāb).
The Qurān as a discourse of signs
The Qurān’s own presentation of itself is
foundational in preparing the way for its
role as “the scripture” (al-kitāb) for
Muslims ever afterward. It presents itself,
and by extension all earlier divine revelations, as, first, a reminder of the manifold
signs (q.v.) of God in nature and in history
and, second, a compilation of divine words
that are themselves signs of God given by
him in his revelations. The key word for
“sign” here is āya (pl. āyāt), which in the
qurānic text can mean (as in the first case
above) simply a “sign,” or, as in the second,
a qurānic pericope or “verse” itself (see
).
Both senses of the word are never far
away when āya or āyāt occurs in the
Qurān, especially in the later revelations
when its manifold connotations have been
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fully developed (see   
). We need only consider a qurānic
āya such as  :, which, addressing
Muammad, speaks of the Qurān as “a
scripture (kitāb) that we sent down to you,
a blessed one, in order that they might
ponder its āyāt and in order that those of
intelligence might be reminded” (see
;   ;
  ). Here
one sees that the ambiguities of the word
āyāt allow for reading it as the signs of God
in nature and history or as the signs of
God as the verses of scripture. In general,
the qurānic discourse is one in which
scriptural words and divine signs in creation can be referred to with the same
term since both are ultimately the clearest
“signs” of the one God in mundane reality
(see   ;   
).
The Qurān conceives itself (and, by
extension, every previous scripture) as first
and foremost a vehicle for reminding
human beings of God’s miraculous works
in nature and history (see ;
), both of which contain the physical and temporal āyāt that alone should
convince anyone of good sense that there
is one God alone who is worthy of worship
(q.v.) and obedience. Second, it views itself
as a full-blown verbal miracle of God’s
direct revelation, his “signs” or āyāt as
words of revealed wisdom (q.v.) and guidance: “A revelation from the all-merciful
compassionate [one], a scripture the āyāt
of which have been made distinct as an
Arabic recitation (qurānan arabiyyan) for a
people of knowledge” ( :-). Here we
see the purpose of the constant qurānic
emphasis upon the clarity, explanatory
power and unambiguous force of its message: namely, to stress that even after providing such clear signs in his handiwork
and activity in the world, God has also

spoken his message in clear human language, so that no doubt can linger. Thus
the pointed question in  :: “How
can you reject [faith] when God’s āyāt are
recited to you, and his messenger is
among you?” (see ; 
 ).
What the “sign” language of the Qurān
offers is the unfolding of a sophisticated
and consistent understanding of God’s
revelatory activity in the created world.
This is an understanding that dovetails
logically and functionally with the piecemeal nature of the Qurān’s own revelations, its episodic and referential style, its
didacticism (see   
;     
), and its fundamentally oral character (see ) as a “reciting” of āyāt.
It is based upon the Qurān’s generic
understanding of divine revelation and
scripture as key elements of a Heilsgeschichte
that culminates in Muammad’s prophetic
mission and the qurānic revelations of
that mission themselves. When  :
commands Muammad, “Say, āyāt belong
to God” (innamā l-āyātu inda llāhi), the implication is that all the miraculous signs in
nature and history and all the miraculous
signs of revelation could come solely from
one omnipotent lord (q.v.), the creator and
sustainer of the universe (see  
; ; ). The
God who speaks in the Qurān (see
) is the one who throughout history
has never left his human creatures without
clear signs and tokens, whether in the
natural world, in human affairs, or, most
explicitly, in his revealed word. Scripture is
a discourse of God’s signs, the set of divine
āyāt that recount and call attention to
God’s other miraculous works; it is the
verbal recital of his signs, tokens, or miracles in the created world and its history,
a recital that is itself a kind of miracle.
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The Qurān as scripture
The Qurān has functioned as scripture for
Muslims from the inception of Islam as a
communal reality. If we take the traditional Muslim reports of Islamic origins
and the codification of the qurānic text as
a written codex at anything like face value,
the successive revelations to Muammad
were apparently promulgated and accepted
as divinely revealed words from the early
days of his prophetic mission, probably
well before the time they were codified as a
composite text of the many individual revelations (see    ;
   ). Even from a
more skeptical viewpoint regarding the
traditional accounts of the lifetime of
Muammad (see    ;
   ), the origin of the
Qurān, and the development of the early
Muslim umma, the Qurān must have functioned as scripture from almost the same
time that the Muslim community achieved
some kind of distinct identity over against
Jewish, Christian and other religious
groups (see -
    ). What
we understand under the rubric of
“Qurān as scripture” are its multifarious
roles in Muslim life across the centuries
and around the world, from the earliest
days of Islam down to the present moment. It is the cumulative history of these
manifold roles of the Qurān in Muslim
communities and individual Muslim lives,
not the history of the text, its genesis, or its
codification, that we study when we consider the Qurān as scripture.
These multiple roles of the qurānic
scripture involve perduring notions among
Muslims about () the status of the Qurān
as the word of God, () the concomitant
question of whether the Qurān is created
or uncreated (see   
), () the felt necessity that the
Qurān be perfect and free from all pos-

   
sibility of human corruption or tampering
(see ), () the crucial character of the Qurān as a word revealed in
Arabic rather than other languages (see
 ), () the exaltation
of the word of God by elaborately artistic
calligraphic and oral recitative embellishment (see ; 
 ;   
;  ;  
 ), and, finally, () the possibilities for Muslims’ employment of the authority of their scripture for both good and
evil purposes. These six issues demand individual consideration in what follows, and
the central and pervasive presence of the
Qurān in Islam to which they testify demands that we conclude by reemphasizing
() the permeating force of the Qurān as
scripture in the lives of Muslims across
the centuries and around the world (see
 ,   ).
The Qurān as the word of God
The theological centrality of the Qurān as
Muslim scripture is hard to exaggerate.
While the Torah’s massive importance in
Jewish life comes closest to this kind of
overwhelming centrality, the eventual
Muslim emphasis upon the Qurān as
God’s speech ipsissima vox — perfect and
complete — is unique. For Muslims, God’s
speech is found verbatim in the Qurān
and the concomitant of this is the overwhelming emphasis over the centuries
since Muammad on the perfection of
the qurānic text, the inerrancy of its transmission, and the direct experience of the
divine through the recitation, memorization and reverent study of its text (see
   
). The records of the words and
actions of the Prophet and his Companions (see    ),
known individually and collectively as the
adīth, are also often accorded the status
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of sacred texts in Islam but always as a
secondary order of divinely-inspired text
and always under the rubric of texts to
be transmitted “according to the sense”
(bi-l-manā), not “verbatim” (bi-l-laf ) like
the Qurān.
The issue of scriptural authority was
already being debated in the first few
Islamic centuries in the question of the
status of the adīth as a source of divinely
sanctioned authority alongside the Qurān.
A recent study of this issue shows that, for
example, in works ranging from the
second⁄eighth to the fifth⁄eleventh century, by al-Shāfi ī (d. ⁄), Ibn
Qutayba (d. ⁄) and al-Khaīb alBaghdādī (d. ⁄), we find evidence
of ongoing Sunnī debate as to whether or
not the Qurān alone or the Qurān supplemented by the prophetic adīth should
be considered the final authority⁄ies for
Muslim life (see ;   
). While the latter point of view
won out, this debate has never completely
died and is experiencing a new life today,
not least on the internet (Musa, Study of
attitudes; see also   
;    ). Even,
however, in the prevailing Sunnī view that
the adīth represent a second source of
revealed guidance for Muslims alongside
the qurānic word of God, the preeminence of the latter has never been seriously
challenged. In Muslim view, the Qurān
stands alone in its perfection and precision
of expression as the literal word of God
directly revealed in recitative units during
his messenger’s lifetime (see  
).
This unique scriptural status of the
Qurān is the expression of the strong
Muslim consciousness of being in the presence of God’s living voice and active, everpresent guidance whenever the words of
“the reciting” are being rehearsed or read
(see    ; 

   ). In a real
sense, the primary locus of the divinehuman encounter in the Muslim view is
God’s revealed word, the Qurān. This is
the reason that numerous modern scholars
trying to capture the force of this fact have
suggested that for Muslims the true analog
of the Christ as the instantiation of the
“word of God” for Christians is the
Qurān; the Bible is not commensurate in
Christian theological perspective with the
Qurān in the Muslim theological universe.
It is in their scripture that Muslims most
directly experience God’s presence and
mercy (q.v.), however much the person and
life of their prophet Muammad also testifies to both. Thus it is arguable that it is
recitation of God’s word that corresponds
in Muslim practice to participation in the
Eucharist in Christian practice (Söderblom, Einführung, ; Graham, Beyond, 
n. ; Kermani, Gott,  n. ). C. Geertz
(Art as a cultural system, ) catches
something of this in his strong claim that
in chanting the Qurān, a Muslim ideally
“chants not words about God, but of him,
and indeed as those words are his essence,
chants God himself.”
The uncreatedness/eternality of the
Qurān
This kind of ascription of divine ontological status to the qurānic scripture as God’s
verbatim speech was from at least the early
second⁄eighth century an issue of considerable moment in Muslim theological
discussions. Those philosophical theologians (mutakallimūn) who wanted to safeguard the oneness of God (notably the
Mu tazila) argued that the Qurān could
not be uncreated (ghayr makhlūq) without
being a second reality co-eternal with God
and therefore a dualistic threat to God’s
oneness (see   ),
omnipotence (see   ),
and unique transcendence as well as an
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anthropomorphic ascription of the human
attribute of speaking to God (see ;    ;
;  ). Their notion of
the creation of the Qurān was, however,
severely contested by those like Amad b.
anbal (fl. third⁄ninth cent.) and others of
the adīth specialists, or muaddithūn, who
insisted on both the speaking of God as a
proper eternal attribute of the divine and
therefore on the uncreatedness of the
Qurān as a safeguard of the eternality of
God’s speech as a divine attribute.
Ultimately the traditionalist and Asharī
insistence on the uncreatedness of the
Qurān won the day among most Muslims,
thus underscoring the eternality of the
Qurān as God’s word, but the very existence of the debate itself gives some indication of the importance ascribed to the
Qurān’s status as God’s word in the context of Islamic thought — an importance
not unlike that ascribed to the doctrine of
the virgin birth or the trinity (q.v.) in
Christianity (and productive of similarly
bitter controversy).

   ). The Qurān has
also been treated in the literature on
Muammad and the prophets as the special “proof ” (ujja) for his prophetic
mission — the particular miracle (one was
said to be given to every genuine prophet)
granted him by God as the ultimate guarantee of the truth of his prophethood (see
). It can even be argued that the
chief motivation for the later, classical
Muslim doctrine of Muammad’s “protection” (ima) from sin or major errancy was
probably ultimately developed to safeguard
the Qurān from any impugning of its ijāz:
had the messenger not been divinely preserved from at least major sins, how could
one be certain he did not make errors with
regard to the reception and transmission of
God’s sacred word? (Graham, Beyond, 
n. ; see also ).

The perfection of the Qurān
The axiomatic nature of the Qurān’s sublimity as the very speech of God is perhaps
most vividly seen in the post-qurānic,
apparently third⁄ninth-century, development of the notion of the ijāz, “(miraculous) inimitability” of the Qurān. This was
evidently an expression of the felt need to
substantiate the divine origin and perfection of the Qurān in its uniquely powerful
style and content by asserting that no
mere human author could write anything
remotely as sublime as the miraculous
qurānic word of God. This concept led to
the designation of the Qurān by the
mutakallimūn, among others, as a divine
mujiza, or “miracle,” a divinely given wonder, the like of which could not be reproduced by human effort (see ;

The Qurān as the Arabic scripture
A corollary of the Qurān’s miraculous
perfection is understandably the special
character of its language. From its early
days, Islam became not just an Arab faith
(see ) but ever more an international
one. Yet even down to the present moment,
the fact of the Qurān’s being revealed in
Arabic has remained a centrally important
dimension of the text’s function as scripture for Muslims of all nations and races
and language communities. While it can be
argued legitimately that the faith that
began with Muammad and a largely
Arab community became one ultimately
made great largely by non-Arabs, the
Arabic language has remained highly significant to Muslims whether or not they
speak or read the Arabic language. In a
practical sense, for Muslims God’s final
revelation came in the language of the
Arabs and its very perfection as God’s verbatim word has demanded that Muslims
protect and venerate its Arabic form. The
Qurān itself speaks of the “clear Arabic
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tongue” (lisān arabī mubīn,  :; :)
in which God speaks in the revelations of
the Qurān. One dimension of the history
of the Qurān as scripture has been the
generally observed axiom (to which the
anafī legal school has been an exception:
Pearson, Translations, ) that one cannot
translate the Qurān and have it remain
the Qurān (see   
). Interlinear translations and
glosses have existed in numerous languages
other than Arabic for hundreds of years
but even today there is a hesitancy about
letting translations threaten to take the
place of the pristine “Arabic reciting”
(qurān arabī,  :; :, etc.), even as
more and more translations appear. The
entitling of the popular Muslim translation
by M. Pickthall as “The meaning of the glorious Koran” is a good example of the attempt
to signal that any translation is an interpretation, not God’s word itself.
The most vivid consequence of this emphasis upon the importance of the language of scripture has been the insistence
in Muslim legal interpretation that a performance of the daily worship of ritual
prayer (q.v.; alāt) is only ritually valid if
some portion, however brief, of the Arabic
Qurān is recited at the appropriate points
in the ritual performance. In particular, the
memorization and recitation of the Fātia
(q.v.), the first sūra (q.v.) of the Qurān, is
essential to the performance of the alāt.
This is a key legal distinction between
God’s word and the adīth of the Prophet
since recitation of the latter (even those
adīth containing a non-qurānic divine
word, or adīth qudsī, reported on Muammad’s authority) would not validate one’s
alāt (Graham, Divine word, -). A reflex
of this necessity for the presence of the
Arabic “reciting” in worship is surely the
centuries-long insistence of Muslims
around the world that the adhān, or “call to
worship,” can only be given in Arabic. The

brief attempt of the s in republican
Turkey to substitute a Turkish call to worship ended in failure before this deeply
ingrained assumption about retaining the
Arabic language of the call to worship
God as he would be worshipped.
The Qurān has also served, along with
pre-Islamic and early Islamic Arabic
poetry (and to a lesser degree, other early
Islamic texts; see   ;
-    ), but
more emphatically, as the standard and
proof-text for classical Arabic literary
grammar, precisely because it is the divine
model of linguistic perfection. Even a
hapax legomenon in the qurānic text becomes
a proof of proper grammatical usage because it occurs in the speech of God.
Qurānic eloquence set the standards used
also in Arabic literary criticism. The ijāz of
the Qurān means that no other Arabic
composition can attain its eloquence and
its words and phrases have accordingly
permeated Arabic writing and speaking
and remained models of Arabic eloquence
(see    ;    ). The evidence provided, from the earliest centuries of Islam,
of qurānic pericopes found in political
speeches and on state identification documents such as coins, papyri or glass
weights — both within and outside of the
Arabic speaking Islamic world — attests to
this elevated status (cf. Dähne, Qurānic;
al-Qā ī, Impact; see ;
   ).
The visual and oral exaltation of God’s
word
An index of the central role of the Qurān
as scripture in Muslim life is the lavish
overt attention devoted to the special forms
of reverent and creative embellishment
aimed at exaltation of the scriptural word
in both its written and oral forms. Like its
Jewish and Christian cousins, the Islamic
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tradition has seen the highest development
of calligraphic art in the preparation of
magnificently lettered and illuminated copies of the qurānic text. Unlike either
Judaism or Christianity, however, it has
also seen the development of an almost
ubiquitous tradition of stunning monumental epigraphic inscriptions from the
Qurān on Islamic edifices, religious and
otherwise (see   
;     
;    ).
Muslims have focused — in part because of
their tendency to iconoclasm (q.v.) — almost exclusively on the calligraphed words
of the Qurān themselves and made them
the major form of visual representation in
Islam. Furthermore, this has been the case
not only in specifically religious contexts
such as those of mosques (see ), but
also as a dominant artistic mode of expression throughout the various sectors and
milieux of Islamic cultures more broadly
(see also    
).
At least as spectacular has been the
immense level of effort directed at the
embellishment of the qurānic word in the
popular practice and professional oral artistry of memorization and recitation. As
no other of the world’s great scriptures, the
Muslim scripture has been the object of a
mnemonic and recitative tradition that has
saturated and sustained not only Muslims’
devotional life and worship, but also the
quotidian life in Muslim societies large and
small around the globe with the rich, melodic, and moving strains of the recitation
of God’s word. From the very beginning,
as evidenced in the very name Qurān, the
qurānic revelations were rehearsed, memorized and recited, not only as a part of
the alāt and other worship observances,
but also as the highest form of popular
entertainment. The recitation of the
Qurān, whether as an almost ubiquitous

personal practice, a requisite component of
the universal performance of alāt, or a
public-performance art across the Muslim
world, has been a characteristic of Muslim
societies. The technical discipline of
Qurān recitation has further been one of
the central disciplines of Muslim scholarship, and its high level of technical sophistication and development reflects the
massive importance placed upon qurānic
recitation (tilāwa, tajwīd) in Muslim learning as well as everyday life (see Nelson,
Art).
Use and misuse of the qurānic scripture
Like religion itself, scripture is subject to
the failings as well as the strengths of the
human beings involved with it. Thus the
Qurān has been both well used and also
misused by its adherents. There is a good
argument to be made for the Qurān being
the inspiration for whatever spiritual greatness Muslims have achieved but also for
some of the saddest excesses of religious
fanaticism Muslims have suffered (see
   ). The greatest
Muslim religious minds have used their
scripture as the touchstone of their faith
and yet other Muslims have used a narrow
and selective, sometimes mindlessly literal,
interpretation of the Qurān to justify
actions and norms that belied and betrayed the sweeping religious vision that
the Qurān brought to the period of its
revelation. In these things, the Muslim
scripture has been no different than any
other scripture in any other religious community: even if one were to accept that a
given scripture is divinely inspired, human
beings can use it to evil or perverted, as
well as to noble or spiritual, purposes.
Religious people, Muslims among them,
have used and do use their scriptures for
diverse purposes, from bibliomancy,
talismanic help (see  
    ), and
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divination (q.v.; see also ) to
legal argumentation, mystical speculation
(see     ) and theological reasoning. For this reason, the formal
and informal interpretation of the Qurān,
like that of other scriptures, has been and
remains a constantly changing and
dynamic dimension of the Qurān’s role
as scripture, both for good and ill (see
   :  
;    :
   ).
The vast range and extent of interpretations accorded individual portions of the
Qurān are indices of its immense influence as scripture in Islam: when the
Qurān or any other scriptural text
achieves such massive authoritative and
sacred status among its adherents, it will be
appropriated to justify and explain any and
everything that a person or group may
want to do, for it will be understood to deliver divine sanction to actions taken to be
in accord with its message. From the point
of view of the history of religion, one
might reasonably argue that the Qurān,
like any of the world’s major scriptures,
has been much more frequently used to
good than to evil ends — otherwise, it
could not long have sustained so great and
influential a tradition as that
of Islam.

venerated as scripture, looked to for authoritative guidance as scripture, and received as the direct and powerful presence
of the divine working in the world through
scripture that has placed the Qurān at the
center of what it is to be Muslim.
For an adequate understanding of the
Qurān in its function as scripture, one has
to look to the centuries-long, defining
impact of this text on Muslims in multiple
dimensions of their lives. The full extent of
this impact can only be adumbrated here
by noting briefly some of the most salient
instances of qurānic influence beyond
those already mentioned above. These
include the central role of the qurānic
scripture as a source for personal and communal norms, legal justification, and religious guidance (see   ,
  ). They
include also the Qurān’s preeminent role
in personal spirituality and piety (q.v.), in
popular superstition and bibliolatry, in
high culture, in education and moral guidance, in liturgical and ritual use, and in
inspiration for (as well as justification of )
religious faith and dogma. These dimensions of the Qurān’s roles as scriptural
authority and source of divine power cannot be adequately pursued in the compass
of the present article; for a fuller sense of
the extent and depth of the Qurān’s role
as scripture, see inter alia  
 ;     ;
;  
   ; ;
;   ;
    ;
;  ; ;    
;  ; 
    ;
    
;    
;    ;

The permeating force of scripture in
Muslim life
As the foregoing suggests, it is difficult to
overemphasize the degree to which Islamic
societies, both those of Muslim-majority
countries and those of Muslim minorities
in non-Muslim countries, have been saturated in most aspects of everyday life with
the presence of the qurānic scripture and
informed in a variety of specialized disciplines and fields by focus on the Qurān
as scripture. It is the very fact of its being
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   , in addition
to the articles already cross-referenced
above.
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Scrolls
A roll of paper or parchment for writing a
document. The Qurān refers to scrolls
(uuf and zubur — see also ; for the
different terminology for writing as vehicle
of divine command, see Ghedira, aīfa,
and Madigan, Qurān’s self-image, -) as
written documents (and thus conflated to
kutub, e.g.  :-; see ) that contain
God’s edicts (cf. Schoeler, Writing), especially his judgments against former nations
(see abarī, Tafsīr, ad  :; see ; ;   
). The idea of scrolls is thus meant
to be a clear sign (bayyina) to Muammad’s
audience of the consequences they will
face if they persist in their ingratitude (see
  ) and resistance to the divine communication (for
scrolls as a sign of religious authority see
Madigan, Qurān’s self-image, ; see ;
; ; 
 ). The demand for scrolls by
Muammad’s audience ( :; abarī,
Tafsīr, ad loc. gives the report of Qatāda
and Mujāhid that people wanted to know
who specifically was being addressed by
God; for demands that Muammad produce a book, see  :; :; :) is met
with the claim that there is evidence
(bayyina) of God’s will in previous scrolls
(i.e. scripture; see   
) given to Adam (i.e. the first scrolls,
 :; :; see   ) and
to Moses (q.v.) and Abraham (q.v.;
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 :-; :-; see also  
; ). The conclusion is drawn that these prophetically conveyed scrolls, having caused division and
ingratitude among former nations, will also
be met with disagreement — now as an
authoritative sign of Muammad’s mission
( :-; abarī, Tafsīr, ad  : gives the
report of Mujāhid that Muammad is no
mere prophet within the Judeo-Christian
heritage and that he has been given evidence of divine truth, making disagreement over it henceforth impossible; see
). The demand for scrolls is thus
turned into an opportunity to accuse people of disdain for the next world and a
warning for them to take heed (see
; ;  
). Indeed, the Qurān expresses surprise that people have not heard
the news contained in scrolls about the fate
of former nations ( : f.; see
 ).
The point is clear: socio-political prosperity (see    ;      ), i.e.
avoiding destruction by God, depends on
obedience (q.v.) to God’s edicts promulgated in scrolls via messengers of God. It is
thus in an eschatological tone that mention
is made of the scrolls which will divulge
human deeds on judgment day ( :;
abarī, Tafsīr, ad loc. associates scrolls with
a record of human deeds to be published
on judgment day; see  ;
 ) — rhetorical encouragement for Muammad’s audience to choose
the next world over this one by recalling
the stories contained in the scrolls
( :-; abarī, Tafsīr, ad  : associates them with the “preserved tablet”
[q.v.], al-law al-mafū , that the angels
have periodically recited as scripture to
various prophets; see ), i.e. the destruction met by former nations (umam
khāliya, not mentioned but clearly assumed,

see abarī, Tafsīr, ad  :) for refusing
to accept God’s judgment (cf.  :-).
Those who accuse Muammad of lying
about the source of his message should
recall that the same accusation was faced
by previous messengers of God who came
with evidence, scrolls and the illuminating
book ( :; :), in which it is recorded that God caused the earth to swallow up people who did not give heed to
former prophets ( :-). In short, the
idea of scrolls is a rhetorical tool used by
the Qurān to signify that the record of
human deeds has been well documented
and should be taken as a warning to those
who do not give heed to the divine reminder ( :-; see  
), making the notion of scrolls
an important element in understanding the
qurānic conception of scripture.
The idea that revelation was not disclosed
at once ( :-) corresponds to the fact
that scrolls containing verses of the Qurān
were not initially recorded in a single text
(see Burton, Collection, , , ), giving
to qurānic textual material a fluidity in its
earliest form (i.e. pre- Uthmānic recension;
see    ; 
  ; ) and thereby enabling Muslim scholars to posit an incomplete qurānic text (muaf ) as reason to
explain occasional conflict between Qurān
and sunna (q.v.; see Burton, Collection,
-). It is the idea of an open-ended
qurānic revelation that can help us to understand the early recourse to scrolls as
extra-qurānic scriptural authority (e.g.
Baghdādī, Taqyīd, -; the first written
collection of prophetic reports, allegedly
by Abdallāh Amr al- Ā [d. ⁄], was
called “the true scroll,” al-aīfa al-ādiqa;
see ). The possibility of confusing
non-qurānic prophetic material in written
form with qurānic textual material resulted in strong warnings in certain circles
against writing down such material (see
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Cook, The opponents). Indeed, the concept of scrolls as divine revelation recorded
in writing has caused considerable ambiguity over the value of books as vehicle for
the transmission of prophetic material (see
Heck, Epistemological problem; cf.
Melchert, Ibn Mujāhid). See also ;
;   ;
;   
;    
;    .

are mild. There is no word for season in
the Qurān. The word mawsim (pl. mawāsim)
occurs in adīth (see   
) in the sense of market or fair,
mostly combined with a pilgrimage (q.v.;
ajj) to a sanctuary, like those held in various places in pre-Islamic and early Islamic
Arabia (see -   
). Because these markets (q.v.) took
place at a fixed season, the word has also
assumed this latter meaning.
In the Qurān most references to season
are related to the calendar (q.v.). In Islam
the calendar is based on a purely lunar
year, but in pre-Islamic Arabia this was not
the case. Because various names of the
Arabian months (q.v.), in so far as these are
clear, are related to seasons, it is commonly
thought that the old Arabian year was a
solar year. For instance, the name Ramaān (q.v.), the only name of these months
mentioned in the Qurān ( :), is derived from a root that indicates the heat of
the summer. From  : and  :,
however, it can be concluded that shortly
before the advent of Islam the “stations”
(manāzil) of the moon (q.v.) were used as a
measure of time. Because in the period
prior to Islam the annual Meccan ajj (pilgrimage plus market) had to take place in a
suitable season of the solar year, it became
necessary to prolong the lunar year by intercalating a month every three years to
correct the discrepancy between the lunar
and the solar year and thus make the lunar
month of the ajj fall within the same season every year. This intercalation (nasī) is
mentioned in  :, which characterizes it
as “an increase in unbelief ” and consequently forbids this practice. Since then, a
purely lunar year has been the standard in
Islam and consequently the various months
of the lunar year move independently of
the seasonal year (Wellhausen, Reste, ,
-).
In only two cases in the Qurān do the
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Sea see ;   
Seal [of the Prophets] see
;    

Seasons
Each of the four divisions of the year
(spring, summer, autumn, and winter),
marked by particular weather patterns and
daylight hours. Arabia, the cradle of Islam,
has different seasons, notably a suffocatingly hot summer, while in the higher
places it can be bitterly cold during the
winter. In spring and autumn many days
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names of a particular season occur, namely
in  :, where the winter and summer
journey (q.v.; rilat al-shitāi wa-l-ayfi) of
the Quraysh (q.v.) are mentioned. Usually
this winter journey is interpreted as a trade
caravan (q.v.) heading from Mecca (q.v.) to
the Yemen (q.v.) in the cold season, while
the summer journey is identified with the
trade caravan from Mecca towards Syria
(q.v.) in the hot season.   in its entirety
should be understood as a sign of God’s
benevolence towards the Quraysh since,
after the rise of Mecca as sacrosanct territory (see   ), the city
had become the most important center of
pilgrimage and trade in Arabia, as a consequence of which the Quraysh were no
longer forced to endure the hardships of
the seasonal trade journeys to support
themselves (Rubin, Īlāf, ).

muqa aa; cf. Rāzī, Tafsīr, ii, ; see  ) and the hidden or inward meanings (bā in) of the qurānic passages, which are different from their literal
or outward meanings ( āhir; see ).
Some of the mystics and Shī ī thinkers (see
    ;    
) claim this way of thinking, which
is often supported by a adīth report (see
   ) regarding the
fourfold sense of the qurānic text (cf.
Böwering, Mystical, -; Mullā adrā,
Mafātī, ; cf. Böwering, Scriptural
“senses”; Lazarus-Yafeh, Are there allegories). Different kinds of secret knowledge
are also subsumed under the divine mystery (ghayb), which no one knows except
God (cf.  :; see   
).
The word ghayb implies exclusively divine
secrets to which human senses are unable
to gain access. On the other hand, the
word sirr, “secret,” refers to hidden matters
in general and, in particular, to matters
that human beings keep secret in their
minds. Different verbal forms of the root
s-r-r are utilized as signifying the act of
hiding and concealing together with the
words derived from the roots kh-f-y and
k-t-m. The words derived from these three
roots are often used in a similar way, as
found in  : (s-r-r),  : (kh-f-y) and
 : (k-t-m).
The Qurān stresses that God knows
everything regardless of whether human
beings make it hidden or evident, simply
because he is the master of the worlds (see
). Since the heavens and the world
include human beings as well as their external conduct and psychic characteristics,
the master of the worlds naturally governs
human beings and their souls (see ).
Such different characteristics of the soul as
virtue (q.v.), evil (see   ), faith
(q.v.), unbelief (see   ),
love (q.v.) and anger (q.v.) may be ex-
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Seat [of God] see   ;
   

Sechina see 
Secretaries of Muammad see
   ; 
   ;  
 

Secrets
Hidden matters. Broadly conceived, secrets
as a concept relevant to the Qurān may
include the “unconnected letters” (urūf
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pressed in their bodily and verbal acts or
may remain hidden. God’s final judgment
(see  ) is always based on the
inward aspects of the soul that form the
basis of external conduct, be they apparent
or hidden, as understood in the context of
 :,  : and  : (cf.  :
and abāabāī, Mīzān, ii, -). The
doctrine of religious dissimulation (q.v.;
taqiyya), which is based on  : (also cf.
 :), presupposes the qurānic notion of
divine omniscience (see  
;   ),
through which God perceives the believer’s
true intention hidden behind an outward
statement made against his will.
Because the words sirr and khafī (akhfā) in
the Qurān seem to refer to something
secret or to hidden aspects of human consciousness, ūfīs have incorporated them in
their theories of the inner subtleties
(la āif ), a type of religious psychology that
analyzes the structure of human inward
consciousness. For example, in his Risāla
(, ), a well-known compendium of
mysticism, al-Qushayrī (d. ⁄) presents a four-dimensional structure of human consciousness, which consists of soul
(q.v.; nafs), heart (q.v.; qalb), spirit (q.v.; rū)
and inmost consciousness⁄secret (sirr). The
sirr, the last and deepest dimension of human consciousness, is characterized by a
place of contemplation (mushāhada) and
realization of divine unification (tawīd).
Although different thinkers present different schemes of la āif, many of the ūfīs
and mystical philosophers locate sirr at the
deepest dimension in the human consciousness, where they realize enlightenment with a divine encounter.
Shigeru Kamada
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Seeing and Hearing
The action of the eyes (q.v.), and of the
ears (q.v.), respectively. Seeing and hearing
are understood to be attributes of God and
the terms are used literally as human
bodily senses as well as metaphorically in
the senses of “to know,” “to understand,”
and “to learn” (see  
;    ;
  ;  
; ).
Baīr, “the one who sees, the all-seeing,” is
an attribute of God mentioned forty-two
times in the Qurān, ten times immediately
following “hearing” or “all-hearing,” samī.
The sequencing of these two attributes
probably reflects the constraints of the
rhyme scheme of the sūras (q.v.) in which
this refrain is found rather than a presumed privileging of one sense over the
other (see     
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;     
). Nine times the adjective baīr is
used in reference to humans, including the
statement, “We [i.e. God] made him hearing, seeing” ( :) and “The likeness of
the two parties is as the man blind and
deaf, and the man who sees and hears; are
they equal?” ( :); the other seven instances contrast sight and blindness. The
sense of “sight” as the noun baar (pl. abār)
is a human trait only, the word often meaning the physical eye, as in, “It is not the
eyes (al-abār) that are blind” ( :) and
“They cast down their eyes” (abārihim,
 :-). The physical “eye” is also referred to thirty-six times with the word ayn
(pl. ayun), which is used of both humans
and God as in  :, “Make the ark (q.v.)
under our eyes!” and  :, “You are
before our eyes.” The related verbal usage
“seeing” as conveyed through abara and its
derivatives (used thirty-six times), predominates in qurānic mentions of humans and
their ability to perceive: “They have eyes
(ayun) but perceive not (lā yubirūna) with
them” ( :). B--r (and its derivatives) is
sometimes used in opposition to being
blind and, at other times, is used rhetorically (see    ), as
in “Will you [or they] not see?” (e.g.
 :; :). The verb is also used on a
few occasions in reference to God, as in
 :, “God knows how long they [the
men of the cave; q.v.] stayed; to him belong the unseen in the heavens and the
earth (see    ). How
well he sees (abir)! How well he hears!”
More common words for dealing with
human perception are related to na ara,
which is used over one hundred times in
the Qurān. This root incorporates a broad
range of usages, including the imperative,
where it is usually translated as “Behold!”
Here, the sense is turning one’s attention to
something, making it the focus of one’s
gaze. Among the instances of the use of

this root is the famous passage  :-,
“Some faces on that day will be radiant,
upon their lord they will be gazing
(nā ira),” which created significant theological controversy by suggesting that
God could be perceived physically in the
hereafter (see   ; ;   
).
Raā, on the other hand, is the most
widely used root suggesting “seeing” and it
conveys a sense of seeing with the eyes but
with a strong tendency towards “thinking”
as well, especially in the rhetorical, “What
do you think (a-raaytum)? ” and variations
thereon ( :; :, ; :; :, etc.).
Moses (q.v.), however, “saw (raā) a fire”
(q.v.;  :) and “saw (raā) [his staff ]
quivering like a serpent” ( :; see ).
The word is also used of God but infrequently, as in “Surely I will be with you
[Moses and Aaron], hearing and seeing
(arā)” ( :; see ); the fact that
the rhyme of this section of the Qurān
(see  ) is long “a” undoubtedly dictated this usage of arā rather than
the more common baīr in reference to
God. Other instances include  :, ,
and  : in which God sees what people
do, once again a sensation more often invoked by baīr, as in  :, , , etc.
Fundamentally, the use of all these words
suggests that the metaphor of sight as “insight” is well entrenched in Arabic and the
Qurān. This metaphor appears in many
cultures and time periods and reflects what
is often termed the prejudice of sight as
the “queen of the senses.” This becomes
especially clear when it is contrasted to the
way in which the word for “hearing” is
used. “Hearing” (samī) is less fully metaphorized in the Qurān compared to sight,
but on occasion clearly tends towards
“learn,” suggesting a somewhat more passive action than the active sense “insight”
suggests. This applies to God as well,
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with the frequent conjunction of the “allhearing, all-knowing” (alīm) and the descriptive “hearing, knowing,” which occur
thirty-two times in total (e.g.  :, ,
, ; :; :; :; :; :; :;
etc.). Such a combination highlights the
physicality of knowledge — hearing in
order to learn — as compared to the
greater inner sense of “insight” through
focused seeing; however, as mentioned
above, God is both the all-hearing and the
all-seeing. Once again, given the predominance in the qurānic rhyme scheme of
“m” rather than “r,” it is not surprising
that “all-knowing” (alīm) should gain
quantitative preference over “seeing”
(baīr) when used in the rhyme position.
In a physical sense, God “hears” petitions
from believers ( :; :) and hears
human speech as in  :, “God has
heard the words of her that disputes with
you about her husband.” Overall, the literal sense of “hearing” is strong in the
Qurān, often emphasizing the aspect of
the orality (q.v.) of the Qurān itself in
conveying the message. Believers must listen to the Qurān (see   
;    ). The
ear (udhun, pl. ādhān) is clearly indicated as
the physical part of the body associated
with the sense of hearing, being named
eighteen times in the Qurān;  : suggests putting fingers in one’s ears in order
not to hear, for example.
Islamic law worked out the metaphorical
implications of the conceptions related to
“seeing” and “hearing” in the Qurān in
the realm of Muslim practice (see 
  ). Blindness and deafness
were seen as bodily defects that could disqualify a person from certain legal duties.
This is inherent in the Qurān when it
suggests, for example, that “blindness” is
associated with doubt (see ),
error (q.v.), dark (see ), lacking
understanding (see ) and sick-

ness (see   ), as when
the heart (q.v.) is metaphorically linked to
blindness in  :, “What, have they not
journeyed in the land so that they have
hearts to understand with or ears to hear
with? It is not the eyes that are blind, but
blind are the hearts within the breasts.”
While there are many statements in the
Qurān which suggest that the blind and
the seeing are equal (as are the deaf and
the hearing), the negative connotations
that were carried through the metaphorical
usages tended to influence the definition of
a full human being. For example, in most
law schools a judge (qā ī) must be of sound
sight and hearing but such strictures did
not prevent many unsighted people from
becoming famous in the classical and modern Islamic world, a world where blindness
was, and continues to be, a significant sociological fact.
Other aspects of “seeing and hearing”
can be considered in relationship to the
Qurān and its mode of existence and production in the world. That is, Muslims
have seen the interaction of both of these
human senses with the text of the Qurān
as vitally important. The Qurān has been
produced in a manner most pleasing to the
sense of sight (see ; ;    ;
  ) and
the recitation of the text is designed to produce an aural effect on the person. The
privileging of the aural⁄oral results more
from dogmas related to the transmission
and preservation of the text of the Qurān
(which likely evolved in contexts of interreligious polemic; see   
;    ; 
  ; ) than
from the appreciation of one range of
sense data over another.
Andrew Rippin
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Servants
Creatures bound in service to God. In over
 places, the Qurān describes prophets
(see   ), believers (see   ), jinn (q.v.;
cf.  :) and angels (see ) as servants (abd, pl. ibād, abīd; also ābid, pl.
ābidūn) of God. Human beings in general
are also described as God’s servants,
though they may be currently worshipping
Satan (see ) or another false god
(e.g. the abada l- āghūt in  :, the only
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occurrence of this plural form; see 
 ;   ).
The relationship of master and servant is
one of the key metaphors (see )
used by the Qurān to describe God’s relationship to his creatures (see ).
In classical Arabic, abd has two primary
meanings: slave to a human being (see
  ) and servant of a
divine being. The Qurān, however, nearly
always uses -b-d in the sense of divine service or worship (q.v.). The five or six places
where this root refers to slaves are usually
marked by semantic qualifiers, such as abd
mamlūk in  :. The qurānic commentary known as al-Jalālayn (ad loc.) explains:
“[Mamlūk] is an adjective which distinguishes [the slave] from the free [servant],
who is ‘the servant of God.’” As discussed
below, the Qurān sometimes plays off
these two meanings in explaining the
proper role for God’s servants. The
medieval distinction, however, between
plurals of abd (ibād for servants, abīd for
slaves; see Lisān al-Arab, iii, ) does not
obtain in the Qurān, where with one exception both refer to servants. This change
in meaning accords with the semantic
range of Semitic cognates ( Jeffery, For.
vocab., -; Dandamaev, Slavery, n).
One can identify four distinct categories
for servants in the Qurān. First, all human
beings are God’s servants, whether they
recognize this fact or not. For example,
 : states: “There is no one in the
heavens and earth but comes to the allmerciful as a servant.” Unbelievers are also
explicitly described as God’s servants in
 :, where God gathers together the
false gods and says: “Was it you that misled
these my servants (ibādī) or did they stray
from the path (see ; ; 
 )?” There are also statements that
could refer to all humankind or to believers, such as numerous refrains describing
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God as generous, all-seeing, or not unjust
to his servants (e.g. Allāhu raūfun bi-l-ibādi
in  :; see -;  
;   ; 
  ).
A second category comprises those who
explicitly believe in God. A partial definition of what this service entails is found in
 :-, which describes the ibād alramān as those who speak peacefully (see
), pray (see ), spend money
moderately, and do not call on other gods,
kill or commit adultery (see ;
  ). God’s servants are also described in several places as
mukhli⁄mukhla (sincere, pure in faith;
alternatively, chosen; see ), and in
 :- Iblīs threatens God that he will
lead astray all except his sincere servants.
In  : f., these sincere servants are
promised paradise (q.v.).
The title abd Allāh, “God’s servant” (var.
abdī, abduka, abduhu, etc.) forms a third
category, usually reserved for God’s prophets, specifically Muammad (q.v.), Jesus
(q.v.), Zechariah (q.v.), Job (q.v.), Solomon
(q.v.), David (q.v.), Aaron (q.v.), Moses (q.v.),
Joseph (q.v.), Lot (q.v.), Abraham (q.v.) and
Noah (q.v.). Moses’ companion in  :,
often identified in the commentaries as
Kha ir⁄Khi r (q.v.), is also abd min
ibādinā. Several times, Muammad is referred to obliquely as “my⁄his⁄our servant” (e.g.  :; :; :; :) or even “a
servant” in  :. The restriction of this
usage suggests a special relationship between God and his prophets.
The final category of servants in the
Qurān includes angels and other creatures, some of whom may have been worshipped by human beings. For example,
 : is generally understood to refer to
idols when it states, “those on whom you
call apart from God, are servants (ibād) the
likes of you.” In contrast,  : refers to

“servants belonging to us and possessing
great strength,” which most commentators
connect to various armies or warriors from
biblical stories (see   
; ; ; ).
Many qurānic verses refer to angels and
 : states directly that angels are ibādu
l-ramāni. The commentators, however,
clarify that angels are absolutely obedient
to God’s will (see ; 
 ), unlike human
servants who may go astray.
Several contexts are useful in making
sense of these various meanings. First, service to deities was something well known in
seventh-century Arabia, as evidenced by
theophoric names. For example, the greatgreat-grandfather of the Prophet, Abd
Manāf, was so called “because his mother
ubbā offered him to Manāf, the greatest
of the idols of Mecca (q.v.), to show her
devotion (tadayyunan) to it” (abarī, Tarīkh,
ii, , trans. in Watt, Muammad, ).
Other attested names were Abd al- Uzza,
Abd Shams and Abd Manāt. This form of
naming, and the attendant right to service,
has a long history in Near Eastern cultures
(Dandamaev, Slavery, -; and Herrenschmidt, Bandaka, iii, ). But the claims
of the gods to service extended only to
their devotees, not to humankind in
general.
A second, more distant context, that of
the Hebrew scriptures, accords more readily with the qurānic conception of God as
universal lord (q.v.), though the language of
servanthood is more restricted. As in the
Qurān, various prophets are occasionally
described, or describe themselves, as God’s
servant (Hebrew eved ), such as Abraham,
Isaac, Caleb, Joshua and Samuel. But
Moses is God’s servant par excellence in
the Bible, and is designated dozens of
times as such. God’s people, the Children
of Israel (q.v.), are also described as his
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servants (e.g. Lev :), but, in the Bible,
this term is nowhere universalized to encompass all humankind as in the Qurān.
Neither are angels explicitly called God’s
servants, though they clearly carry out
his will.
The Christian scriptures are even more
reticent to designate someone a servant of
God, and when this term does appear, it
usually echoes the Hebrew scriptures (Luke
:; Acts :). Two innovative uses, however, are worth noting. In Revelation
:-, John prostrates himself to an
angel, who responds, “You must not do
that. I am a fellow servant with you and
your brethren” (also Rev :-). This is
the only naming of angels as God’s servants in the Bible, and the accompanying
command not to worship angels finds a
parallel in the Qurān. Second, while the
teachers of the early church were not
called servants of God, they were referred
to as “servants (Gr. douloi, sing. doulos) of
Christ” (Rom. :; James :, ; Peter :;
etc.). Martin sees this title as an attempt to
raise these men to the status of Moses and
the prophets (Martin, Slavery, -), but it
may also be seen as a claim about the divine status of Jesus.
That title continued to be used in the
Christian church, and it may have provided the context for  : which states:
“It is not for a human being (bashar) that
God should give him the book (q.v.), judgment (q.v.), and prophethood, and then he
should say to people, ‘Be my servants,
apart from God (kūnū ibādan lī min dūni
llāh).’ Rather, ‘Be you masters (rabbāniyyīn)
by knowing the book and studying’’ (see
  ; ).
The commentators gloss bashar here as
Jesus and cite the following occasion of
revelation (see   ): “It was revealed when a Christian
from Najrān (q.v.) said that Jesus ordered
them to take [himself ] as a lord (rabb), and

when [the Christian] demanded that some
Muslims prostrate to [ Jesus]” ( Jalālayn, ad
 :; see also Wāidī, Asbāb, ad loc.; see
  ; 
 ). This is just one example in which the Qurān sets up its theology of servanthood in contrast to
servants of other religious traditions.
The Qurān explicitly rejects local conceptions of what it means to be a servant
when Muammad is instructed to say, “I
am not serving (ābid) what you serve”
( :; see   
). Further correction of contemporary misconceptions is found in
 :-: “I created jinn and humankind
only to serve me (li-yabudūnī). I do not desire provisions from them, nor do I wish
them to feed me.” This idea of “feeding”
God might be a reference to pre-Islamic
sacrifices to idols (see ;   ), although most
commentators understand it as a metaphor
for God’s self-sufficiency. For example, alRāzī (d. ⁄) imagines these words in
God’s mouth “I am not like a [human]
master in demanding service, for [masters]
profit from the service [of their slaves]”
(Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxviii, , ad  :-). In
other ways, however, God’s relationship to
his servants is seen as precisely cognate to
the master-slave relationship. In  :,
Jesus addresses God, saying, “If you
chastise them (see  
), they are your servants; if you
forgive (see ) them, you are
the almighty.”
In these passages, important theological
distinctions are expressed in the language
of servitude (see   
). Human beings are servants and
God is their master but, unlike human
masters, God is utterly self-sufficient and
does not benefit from the service of the
believers; nonetheless, he retains rights
over them much as a master has over a
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slave. For their part, human believers are
not to think of themselves as servants of
anyone or anything else but rather are to
gain mastery through knowledge (ilm),
usually understood as knowledge of the
law (see    ). Therefore
it is through their righteous actions that
Muslims exhibit their service to God.
As regards God’s special servants, his
prophets, the Qurān seems to speak in a
Judeo-Christian idiom. It is primarily interested in extending the rank of prophet
to Muammad and in reducing Jesus and
other local deities to the rank of servant.
For example,  : states: “The Messiah
will not disdain to be a servant of God,
neither the angels who are near [to God].
Whoever disdains to serve him, and waxes
proud (see ; ), he will
compel all of them to come before him.”
Jesus’ statement from the cradle that he is
God’s servant (abdu llāhi) in  : is also
a rejection of Christian conceptions of
Jesus as the son of God (Anawati, Īsā, ).
While the religious implications of the
lord-servant relationship were well established in Arabia, this metaphor gained
additional meaning from the local practice
of slavery (see -  
 ). For example,  : states:
“God has preferred some of you over
others in provision; but those that were
preferred should not relinquish their provision to their slaves to make them equal; do
they deny God’s blessing?” In what appears to be a straightforward regulation of
slavery, some commentators see an allegorical polemic explaining why God does
not accept worship of idols. For example,
al-Qurubī (d. ⁄) writes: “If you do
not allow your slaves (abīdukum) to be
equal with you, then how can you make
my servants (abīdī) equivalent to me?”
( Jāmi, x, , ad  :; cf. abarī, Tafsīr,
ad loc.). Such a statement depends on a
culture with clear class distinctions be-

tween master and slave to make sense (see
     ;
  ). On the other
hand, slaves were treated as members of
the family and could even serve as the master’s agent in business affairs. Such practices provide a context for explaining that
God’s sincere servants are also granted a
level of intimate contact, and that God’s
prophets serve as his representatives in reminding and warning humankind (see
; ).
In the modern world, where slavery has
been nearly eradicated, the prominent
qurānic metaphor of master-servant may
seem authoritarian and restrictive. Yet
medieval commentators found this metaphor to be a rich source for describing the
believer’s relationship to God. In the introduction to his Revivication of the religious
sciences, al-Ghazālī (d. ⁄; Iyā, i, )
demonstrates the range of “the desirable
characteristics by… which the servant can
gain the favor of the lord of the worlds,”
devoting hundreds of pages to ten main
characteristics, such as repentance (see
  ), patience (see
  ), and thankfulness
(see   ). ūfīs
and other devotees were pleased to call
themselves slaves of God, and female ūfīs
even gained a measure of worldly freedom
by devoting themselves entirely to God
(Cornell, Early Sufi women, -; see  
  ). Muslims continue to
demonstrate their devotion to God by taking on typical names, such as Abdallāh or
Abd al-Ramān.
Recent translations of the Qurān by
Muslims steeped in this tradition sometimes prefer to translate abd as slave instead of servant (e.g. Pickthall, al-ilālī
and Khān; see   
). Such a translation reflects the
Qurān’s propensity to use the human
master-slave relationship to explain the
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believer’s relationship to God; but in a
world where slavery is rightly condemned
as an objectionable practice, it can also
hide the rich variety of meanings inherent
in the Qurān’s conception of God’s servants. See also   .

an important feature of the natural world
and subjects it to legislation in a number of
passages (see    ). It
accepts sex as a natural and regular part of
human existence, specifically authorizing
sexual pleasure and not simply condoning
sex for the sake of procreation. It restricts
sex to the institutions of marriage and slavery (see   ; 
 ), and condemns incest,
adultery, fornication (see  
), prostitution, promiscuity,
lewdness (see ; ), and
male homosexual sex (see ), while defining marriage and divorce
in ways which modified and restricted the
variety of unions found in pre-Islamic
Arabian practice (see - 
  ). Sex also plays an
important role in several narratives (q.v.)
related to the biblical tradition, including
the stories of Adam and Eve (q.v.), Lot
(q.v.), Joseph (q.v.), and Mary (q.v.), as well
as in descriptions of paradise (q.v.).
Licit sex in the Qurān is designated by
the term nikā, “intercourse, marriage” and
its derivatives ( :, , , , ;
:, , , , ; :, , , ; :;
:, , ). Illicit sex or sexual infractions are termed fāisha ( :; :, ,
, ; :, ; :; : ; :; :;
:; :), pl. fawāish ( :; :;
:; :), usually referring to specific
instances of adultery, fornication, or other
sexual offenses, or the collective term alfashā ( :, ; :; :; :;
:; :). Adultery or fornication is
designated by the term zinā and the related
verb zanā, yaznī; adulterers are al-zānī and
al-zāniya (e.g.  :; :, ; :; :),
which is related to Hebrew zonah, “prostitute,” and perhaps derives ultimately
from the biblical tradition (see 
  ). The most frequent
terms for both male and female genitals
are farj, pl. furūj, literally “cleft, opening”
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Seven Sleepers see    

Sex and Sexuality
The act by which humans procreate, and
the sum total of those attributes that cause
an individual to be physically attractive to
another. While the Qurān does criticize
lust for women as an example of man’s
infatuation with worldly pleasures (cf.
 :), it does not categorically condemn
sex as a cause of evil and attachment to the
world. The Qurān does recognize sex as
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( :; :, ; :; :; :) and
sawa, sawāt “pudenda, bad part” ( :,
, , ; :).
Naturally occurring pairs are an important part of the order of the universe
which the Qurān cites again and again as
evidence for God’s existence and unity (see
  ;    ). Pairs appear in the example of the
animals brought onto Noah’s (q.v.) ark
(q.v.;  :; :), fruit trees on earth
(q.v.) and in paradise ( :; :; see
 ;   ), and generally: “He created the pair,
male and female” ( :); “We have created everything in pairs, that you might
reflect” ( :; see ;   ;  
). This general principle applies to
humans as well: “And [God] made from it
[a drop of sperm] the pair, the male and
the female” ( :); “O humankind! We
have created you male and female, and
have made you nations and tribes, that you
may know one another…” ( :; see
  ); “God created you
from dust, then from a sperm-drop, then
he made you pairs…” ( :; see       
); “Among his signs (q.v.) is that he created for you mates from yourselves so that
you might find tranquility in them, and he
put love (q.v.) and mercy (q.v.) between
you. Therein are indeed signs for folk who
reflect” ( :). One understands from
such statements that pairs occur by divine
design and that the bond between sexual
partners is therefore natural and subject to
divine sanction. This view is corroborated
by a number of passages elaborating an
idea found in post-biblical Jewish texts
and in Plato, that men and women are
attracted to each other naturally by virtue
of having been created out of a single original being: “Humankind! Fear (q.v.) your
lord (q.v.), who created you of a single soul,

and from it created its mate, and from the
pair of them scattered abroad many men
and women” ( :); “He it is who created
you from a single soul, and made from it its
mate, so that he might find tranquility in
her…” ( :); “He created you from a
single soul, then from it made its mate”
( :). The Qurān avoids the hierarchy
involved in viewing Eve as created from
Adam’s rib, a story the Qurān does not
include, and a adīth (see  
 ) describes women as shaqāiq
“slices, or split halves” of men. The
Qurān stresses that the sexual bond is
intended as a comfort for both partners:
“They [women] are a garment for you,
and you a garment for them (see )… So lie with them (bāshirūhunna), and
seek what God has prescribed for you”
( :). Marriage is understood to prevent sexual frustration and temptation to
sin ( :; see ,   ).
The command to marry is general; all
who can afford it are enjoined to do so
( :). Celibacy is not regarded as a
virtue, and a well-known adīth of the
Prophet states, “There is no monasticism
in Islam” (see ; ;
  ). The Prophet is
also reported to have advised, “Whoever is
well-off, let him marry; he who does not
marry is not one of us”; “O assembly of
young men! Whoever among you can
afford to, let him marry, for it is more
effective in lowering one’s gaze and keeping one’s genitals chaste. Whoever cannot,
should fast; it has the effect of restraining
lust.”
The Qurān conceives of marriage as a
legal contract, one of God’s fundamental
laws (udūd Allāh,  :, -; :-;
:; see   ;
  ). The relatives
with whom sexual relations would be
considered incest are listed as follows (see
 ): “Forbidden (q.v.) to
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you are your mothers, your daughters, your
sisters, you father’s sisters, your mother’s
sisters, your brother’s daughters, your sister’s daughters, your foster-mothers, your
foster-sisters, your mothers-in-law, your
step-daughters who are under your protection (born) of your wives unto whom you
have gone in — but if you have not gone in
unto them, then it is no sin for you (to
marry their daughters) — and the wives of
your sons from your own loins. It is forbidden that you should take two sisters together, except what has already happened
in the past. God is forgiving and merciful”
( :; see ). First cousins are
acceptable mates ( :). Qurānic legislation prohibits what were evidently preIslamic Arabian practices including the
inheriting of wives or marrying women
formerly married to one’s father (cf.  :,
) and effecting a divorce by ihār, that is,
for a man to repudiate his wife by uttering
the traditional oath, “You are to me like
my mother’s back” ( :-). The number
of wives has traditionally been limited to
four on the basis of the verse “marry the
women who are pleasing to you — in twos,
threes, or fours — and if you fear that you
cannot be fair, then one, or those that your
right hands possess” ( :). The suggestion here is that while it is permissible to
have four wives, one wife is preferable in
some cases. The prophet Muammad is
known to have had more than four wives,
but this is explained as a special dispensation for prophets (cf.  :; see  
 ). Muslim men and women
are forbidden to marry idolaters ( :;
see   ). It is permitted for masters to have sex with their
slave-women, “what your right hands
possess,” and this is recommended as an
appropriate alternative for men who cannot afford a regular marriage and fear that
they will be tempted ( :, , ; :;
:). The mahr or adāq, “dower,” is an

essential feature of the marriage contract;
it is specified as a payment to the bride
herself, and not to her father or guardian
(cf.  :; see ). The shighār,
by which two men agree to marry their
wards to each other in order to avoid paying the mahr, is condemned in adīth and
the legal tradition, though it does not appear in the Qurān (Ibn Rushd, Bidāyat almujtahid, ii, ). The legality of temporary
or fixed-term marriage (muta) in return
for payment is a complex issue and is a
matter of controversy (see 
). For example, the Shī ites claim
that the second caliph (q.v.), Umar,
banned the practice and that it is condoned by the qurānic verse, “Those of
(the women) from whom you seek contentment ( fa-mā stamtatum bihi minhunna), give
to them their payments (ujūr) as an obligation” ( :; see ī    ).
Sunnī authorities argue that the Prophet
banned the practice shortly before his
death, though it had been condoned during his mission, and that this verse refers
to the mahr in a regular marriage (Ibn
Rushd, Bidāyat al-mujtahid, ii, ).
According to tradition, marriage must be
publicized: a feast or celebration (walīma) is
thought to be necessary. A well-known
adīth report states, “What distinguishes
the lawful from the unlawful is the drum
and shouts of the wedding” (see 
 ). Accepting an invitation
to a wedding feast is strongly encouraged.
The Qurān does not restrict sexual positions, and specifically permits husbands to
take their wives as they wish: “Your wives
are a field for you. Come at your field from
where you will” ( :). The commentaries specify that this verse was directed at
the Jews’ (see   ) condemnation of vaginal intercourse from behind,
which they claimed would produce crosseyed children (Nasāī, Ishrat al-nisā, -).
Sex during menstruation (q.v.) is forbidden
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( :). Though not mentioned in the
Qurān, anal sex is forbidden in the adīth
and the legal tradition; a few adīth reports allow it (Nasāī, Ishrat al-nisā, -).
Coitus interruptus (azl) is sanctioned in the
adīth; this ruling is presented as a correction of Jewish tradition (Nasāī, Ishrat
al-nisā, -). Some authorities stipulate
that a husband must have a wife’s permission to do this, in contrast to his treatment
of a slave-woman; others hold that it is
reprehensible though not forbidden. Tradition also recommends invoking God’s
blessing before sex, “In the name of God.
Oh God, keep Satan away from us, and
keep away from Satan what you have
granted us.” This is supposed to protect
any offspring conceived from being
harmed by Satan (Tirmidhī, aī, no.
; Nasāī, Ishrat al-nisā, -; see
). One should have some sort of
cover over both partners’ buttocks during
sex; it is improper to be completely nude
and exposed (Nasāī, Ishrat al-nisā, ; see
). Men are advised to wait until
their partners are satisfied during sex
before terminating (Tijānī, Tufat al-arūs,
-). The Prophet is supposed to have
advised, “One among you should not fall
upon his wife as a beast does. Let there be
between you a messenger.” He was asked,
“What is that, O messenger of God?’ He
answered, “Kissing and talk” (Tijānī, Tufat al-arūs, ). Some reports, particularly
sex manuals, stress that the Prophet condoned making excited noises during sex
(ghunj), including grunting and snorting.
These texts connect such sexual noises with
the qurānic term rafath, which is forbidden
during the pilgrimage (q.v.;  :, ).
The term is taken either to be a euphemism for intercourse or to mean sexually
explicit talk in general or making noise or
engaging in sexually explicit talk during
sex (Tijānī, Tufat al-arūs).
Some passages stress the symmetry of the

sexual and marital relationship, but other
passages make it clear that the rights of
men and women concerning sex differ (see
;    ). The
Qurān regularly addresses men primarily
regarding sex, marriage, and related issues
(see ). Men have the prerogative of polygamy and repudiation, and the
main purposes of marriage, judging from
the presentation of its rules, are to satisfy
male sexual needs and to allow procreation
while preserving accurate male genealogy.
Women, though, have an understood right
to conjugal duties; we may understand this
as not only the opportunity to conceive
and procreate, but also that for sex and
companionship. The Qurān condemns the
Prophet’s withholding of sexual relations
with his wives ( :), and leaving wives
alone in their beds is deemed a punishment for rebelliousness ( :). In addition, īlā, a husband’s oath foreswearing
sex with his wife, was held to dissolve the
marriage contract if they did not resume
after four months (cf.  :).
Prostitution is condemned, particularly as
directed toward slave-women (cf.  :;
:; :). A adīth holds that the
Prophet outlawed three fees customary in
pre-Islamic Arabia: the fee (mahr) of a
prostitute, the price (thaman) of a dog, and
the honorarium (sulwān) of a soothsayer
(see ). Promiscuity and lewdness are also condemned. The Qurān
praises devout women who preserve the
“secret” or “mystery” of sex: “Good
women are obedient and guard in secret
that which God has guarded” ( :).
Believers are entreated to exhibit what is
termed iān or taaun (cf.  :, ; :;
:; :, , ; :, ; :), the basic
meaning of which is to guard, preserve.
Mary the mother of Jesus (q.v.) is described
as having “guarded” her genitals ( :;
:); this is parallel to verses which use
the verb afi a, yafa u and its derivatives to
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describe both men and women as “guarding” or “preserving” their genitals ( :;
:, ; :; :). Married persons,
those with a licit sexual partner, are termed
muan, muana, “guarded, fortified.”
Adultery and fornication are forbidden,
but the punishments prescribed vary (see
  ). The
punishment is set at one hundred lashes
for both men and women in one passage
( :); another verse instructs that
women are to be confined in their houses
until death ( :); the punishment for a
false accusation of adultery against a married woman is eighty lashes (cf.  :; see
). Slave-women are to receive
half the punishment of free, married
women ( :); the Prophet’s wives are to
receive double ( :). The punishment
of stoning (q.v.) for married adulterers,
which became a standard feature of
Islamic law, is based on the sunna (q.v.),
including a report that the Prophet
ordered that a man be stoned after he
confessed to adultery, and the claim, attributed to Umar b. al-Khaāb, that the
Qurān originally included a command to
stone adulterers (āyat al-rajm) that was subsequently lost (Shāfi ī, Kitāb al-Umm, vi,
-). The Qurān is silent on certain
other sexual infractions, including lesbianism (saq, siāq), bestiality, and masturbation (istimnā, nikā al-yad, jald Umayra).
Adam and Eve’s recognition, at Satan’s
urging, of their nakedness and shame, at
which they cover their pudenda (sawāt)
with leaves of the garden (q.v.) is apparently to be understood as an awareness of
sex ( :-; :). As confirmation, we
may cite one passage that, though it does
not mention Adam or Eve by name, refers
to the original man’s “covering” the original woman and the resulting pregnancy:
“It is he who created you from a single soul
and made from it its mate, that he might
take rest in her. Then, when he covered

her, she bore a light burden, and went on
her way with it, but when it became heavy
they call to God, their lord: If you give us
an upright (child?), we shall indeed be
thankful” ( :; see  
). In the story of Lot, the
inhabitants of the “sinning cities” (almutafika⁄al-mutafikāt), corresponding to the
biblical Sodom and Gomorrah, are clearly
addicted to pederasty, later called liwā or
lū iyya, which derive from (qawm) Lū ,
“Lot’s people,” but referred to in the text
as an abomination ( fāisha) or lusting after
men rather than women. Furthermore, the
inhabitants of these cities habitually rape
male wayfarers. This is denounced in no
uncertain terms, and appears to be the
main cause for the cities’ destruction. The
Lot story includes a morally difficult passage for the commentators (see 
  :   ), where Lot offers his daughters to the
crowd clamoring outside his door to deter
them from raping his male guests. This
seems to be done on the logic that heterosexual sex is a much lesser infraction. The
commentators want to avoid attributing
such an act to Lot and insist, on little evidence, that he intended to offer his daughters to them in marriage, and not just for
sex. In any case, his assailants refuse the
offer, confirming their obstinate pursuit
of Lot’s male guests ( :-; :-;
:-; :-; :-).
Perhaps the most dramatic sexual passage
in the Qurān is the story of Joseph and
Potiphar’s wife (identified as Zulaykhā
in later tradition, but unnamed in the
Qurān), referred to as the wife of al- Azīz
( :-). She tries to seduce Joseph and
then accuses him of attempted rape, but he
is exonerated and she is rebuked for her
misbehavior. The qurānic version of the
story makes it clear that Joseph is indeed
tempted, and would have succumbed had
it not been for God’s guidance: “She de-
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sired him, and he would have desired her
had it not been that he saw the sign
(burhān) of his lord (see ). Thus it
was, that we might ward off from him evil
and lewdness…” ( :). His master’s
wife is clearly driven by lust incited by
Joseph’s incredible beauty, and she is vindicated when the women who had accused
her of improper behavior cut their hands
upon witnessing Joseph before them. She is
thus excused, to some extent, for her lust,
and the commentary tradition portrays her
as repenting and being married to Joseph
in the afterlife. Sex also plays an important
role in the story of Mary, serving to emphasize the miraculous nature of Jesus’
birth and the difficult position in which she
found herself. Mary fears that the angel
(q.v.) sent to announce Jesus’ birth is going
to rape her. After Jesus is born, she is also
accused of being a harlot (baghiyy, cf.
 :, ), but the infant Jesus himself
speaks up to defend her (cf.  : f.).
Descriptions of the afterlife involve elements of sexual fantasy (see ). The believers are promised beautiful female companions to whom they will
be wed in paradise. These companions are
large-eyed (īn, sing. aynā ), with marked
contrast between the whites and the dark
pupils (ūr, sing. awrā ) and fair-skinned,
being likened to pearls and eggs (see
). They are “of modest gaze” and
virgins, not having been touched before by
men or jinn (q.v.;  :-; :; :,
; cf. :; :; :). The believers
are to be served in paradise by beautiful
boys (ghilmān, wildān) as well, also likened
to pearls ( :; :; cf. :).
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Sheba
Name of the land in south Arabia whose
people developed a prosperous trading civilization in the middle of the first millennium ..., marked by the creation of a
kingdom alongside other local states:
Ma in, Qatabān and a ramawt. Famous
for its caravan (q.v.) traffic and trade in
incense and rare spices exported to
Babylonia, Egypt and the Mediterranean,
the region was called “Arabia Felix” by
historians of classical antiquity like
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Ptolemy, Strabo or Pliny the Elder. The
very existence of the inhabitants of Sheba,
the Sabaeans — not to be confused with
the Sabians (q.v.), who are discussed in the
context of their disputed religious practices
(cf.  :; :; :) — is first attested
in the Hebrew Bible ( Kgs :- and
 Chron :-) which reports the meeting
between Solomon (q.v.; ca. - ...)
and the legendary Queen of Sheba, known
by the name Bilqīs (q.v.) in qurānic exegesis and Islamic sacred history (see
   ;  
 :   ).
The New Testament also evokes this
“event” in Luke :. In the Qurān, a
whole sūra (q.v.) bears the name of
“Sheba” ( ). It specifically refers to
the urban and trading culture of the
Sabaeans ( :-) for which, in fact, the
archeology bears witness through buildings, steles, altars and inscriptions (see
   ). The latter attest the local language affiliated with
Arabic, designated by the terms “south
Semitic” or “south Arabian,” from which
many qurānic names and nouns derive
(see  ). This language
resisted the regional spread of Aramaic
until the rise of Islam, when it was replaced by Arabic.  :- point out the
wealth of the country of Sheba, with its
skillfully domesticated landscape endowed
with two luxurious gardens and irrigation
systems (see ), as God’s sign (see
). Verse , in particular, alludes to
the flood caused by the break of the dam
of al- Arim (q.v.; see also 
) that occurred circa  .. in
the Yemeni city of Mārib (see -
   ).
The Qurān provides the Sabaeans with
a religious status comparable to that of
the Jews and Christians (see  
;   ),
for some of them became believers

( :; see   ) as did
their queen ( :).   (Sūrat al-Naml,
“The Ant”) tells the story of the Queen of
Sheba’s conversion during her reception by
Solomon in his fabled palace with a transparent glass floor (see   
  ). This qurānic narrative
(see ; ) yielded abundant commentaries and stories related in
the books on the history of the prophets
(Rāzī, Tafsīr, xxiv, ; abarī, Tarīkh, i,
; id., Tafsīr, xix, -, ad  :;
Tha labī, Qia, -; see  
). These texts evince a particular concern with the illusion effected by
the enigmatic glass device, when it appeared to be a pool with which Solomon
(q.v.) tested the queen in order to lead her
to convert (see ). Contemporary exegesis demonstrates how the aesthetic cognitive function of the narrative of the
Queen of Sheba’s conversion complements
its main religious message (Gonzalez, Le
piège, -; id., Beauty and Islam, -).
Finally, further details of Sheba are also
known through an early (but post-qurānic)
account related by the historian and commentator Wahb b. Munabbih (d. ⁄
or ⁄) and preserved in Ibn Hishām’s
(d. ca. ⁄) Kitāb al-Tijān fī mulūk
imyār. His report assimilates the kingdom
of the imyarites, who were ruling south
Arabia in the third century .., to the
Sabaeans and descendants of the prophet
Hūd (q.v.). In the Qurān, Hūd was sent to
the Arab tribe of the Ād (q.v.) before
Muammad, but they rejected him
( :-; :-; :; :-;
:-).
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(whole or partial) texts thus recorded, synonymous with kitāb (pl. kutub; see ),
daftar (pl. dafātir) and kurrāsa (pl. karārīs).
Etymologically derived from South Semitic
aafa, “to write,” aīfa literally means “[a
thing] written upon” (Nöldeke,  , ii, 
n. ; for qurānic attestations of terms relating to the various media used in writing,
see ;   
; ).
Like qir ās and waraq (“sheet, leaf ”), aīfa
does not designate a specific writing material; but unlike both these terms, it also
does not specify quantity. Instead, it
denotes anything from a single to multiple
sheets, the latter rolled up as a scroll (darj,
majalla) or folded and sewn together as a
notebook (Abbott, Studies I, -, -, ).
Sheets were kept in scabbards or gathered
in bundles, bags, boxes, and other containers. Bound between two covers (lawān,
daffatān) they become a codex (muaf; q.v.),
a term early restricted to the Qurān. In
the plural, uuf may comprise the complete Hebrew or Muslim scripture or a
scholar’s collected papers.
In pre-Islamic times, a aīfa might contain a letter, a legal contract, a poem, an
oration, or a collection of sayings. In the
Qurān, uuf refer to the Hebrew scripture (see    ), the
Qurān itself, and metaphorically to the
divine records of human deeds (see
 ). According to tradition,
the first redaction of the Qurān was comprised of uuf written by the Prophet’s
secretary Zayd b. Thābit (d. ca. -⁄
-) and preserved by Umar’s daughter
afa (q.v.); they formed in turn the core
for the official redaction led by the same
Zayd at the behest of Uthmān (see    ;   
). Ibn Hishām’s Sīra attributes
Umar’s conversion (in one of two accounts) to his reading of a aīfa containing
  (Sūrat ā Hā; Ibn Hishām, Sīra, i,

Sheep see  

Sheets
Flat writing support, made of papyrus
(bardī), parchment (raqq, riqq), leather (adīm,
jild) or, since the late second⁄eighth century, paper (kāghadh), and used for recording mostly religious, legal and historical
texts during the pre- and early Islamic periods (see   ; -
   ). The term
“sheets” (uuf, sing. aīfa) extends to the
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-). In the sunna (q.v.), aīfa refers not
only to the Qurān but also to early adīth
collections (see    )
by Companions (see   
) and Successors, written ordinances by the Prophet (both of which were
handed down in families from one generation to the next) and other writing
(Wensinck, Concordance, s.v.). adīth collections such as that of Ibn Abbās (d. ⁄
), or the aīfat al-ādiqa of Abdallāh b.
Amr b. al- Ā (d. ⁄), were numerous
(Goldziher,  , ii, -, -; Sezgin,  ,
i, -; Motzki, Anfänge,  n. ;
Azami, Studies, -). The Umayyad caliphs
Umar II (r. -⁄-) and Hishām
(r. -⁄-) made the first efforts to
collect these with the assistance of the traditionist al-Zuhrī (d. ⁄). uuf further
served to record historical accounts (akhbār;
see    ) about the
creation (q.v.), pre-Islamic legends (see
     ), the
life of the Prophet (see   
), and the early Muslim community
(see e.g. Abbott, Studies I; see 
    ) as well as
works of linguistics and poetry (see
   ;  
). The earliest extant specimens of
such works on papyrus and paper date to
the late second⁄eighth and third⁄ninth
century (see Abdallāh b. Wahb, d. ⁄
; cf. Abbott, Studies I ); others survive
independently in later copies (Hammām b.
Munabbih, d. ⁄; cf. Azami, Studies,
appendix) or as part of larger collections,
as, for instance, Ibn anbal’s (d. ⁄)
Musnad (see    ).
A aīfa served to jot down information as
an aid to memory (see  
  ). It played an important part in the practice of teaching and
transmission, which followed procedures
such as in-class audition (samā) with subsequent recording at home, in-class dictation (imlā), reading an existing copy back

to the teacher for correction (ar ) or receiving from him a written copy (munāwala;
cf. al-Sam ānī, Adab al-imlā; see 
   ; 
  ). Preserved uuf of the late
second⁄eighth century show a concern for
precision in the use of diacritics, vowel
markers, muhmal signs, symbols for adīth
division and annotations (see Abbott,
Studies I, document  and Studies II, document ; see   ;    ).
Typologically the unstructured aīfa belongs to the formative period of ArabicIslamic book culture; it precedes the epistle
as well as the larger adīth collection
( jāmi), organized by topic (muannaf,
mubawwab) or source (musnad), which some
scholars prepared for their students from
the late second⁄eighth century onward.
Nonetheless, the term is occasionally applied to a student’s whole or partial copy of
a thematically organized work (equivalent
to nuskha, juz ). Only from the third⁄ninth
century, with its mass production of manuscript books in the proper sense with title,
preface, overall plan, cross references, and
addresses of the reader is the aīfa truly
superseded (Schoeler, Écrire, -).
Repeated bans on the writing down of
adīth by the Prophet and the four “rightly
guided” caliphs (rāshidūn), as well as the
Umayyad caliphs, together with the claims
of some scholars of never having used
books, conflict with the more frequently
cited permission to do so, as well as accounts about the use of writing beginning
with Muammad’s generation (Baghdādī,
Taqyīd; see ). Political motives
aside (see    ), underlying this apparent contradiction is a
bimodal, interconnected use of memory
(q.v.) and writing for mutual correction,
with the latter increasing in importance
over time (Rāmahurmuzī, Muaddith, nos.
-). This notwithstanding, oral performance and teaching never ceased com-
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pletely and a good memory continued to
be an adornment for a scholar in religion,
law and philology. Conversely, a student
who learned only from written notes risked
being branded a uufī, i.e. someone who
misunderstood and mispronounced his
texts for lack of an accompanying oral
transmission (Schoeler, Écrire, , -;
see    ).
As the earliest source for the sunna, uuf
have received great attention. No preserved aīfa, however, antedates the late
second⁄eighth century, and the authentic
survival of the uuf ’s adīth content and
notably the chains of transmitters (isnād,
pl. asānīd ) in later literature has been challenged in the critical studies of I. Goldziher and J. Schacht (see response by
Azami, Studies, -) and, more recently,
in those of J. Wansbrough, P. Crone and
M. Cook. Taking account of the latter
scholars’ reservations, H. Motzki and
G. Schoeler have proposed careful reviews
of the sources for jurisprudence and historiography, respectively (on this debate,
see Motzki, Anfänge, -; Schoeler,
Charakter, -).
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The earthly manifestation of God’s presence, a concept common to the Bible and
the Qurān. Occurring in six verses, alsakīna derives from God and is usually
“sent down” to Muammad and⁄or his
fellow believers. The Arabic root, s-k-n,
denotes “stillness, quiet, calm, being
motionless,” as in  :: “[God] has
made the night [for] stillness⁄quiet” (see
also  :; :; :; :, etc.), with
a secondary meaning (sometimes expressed
in the causative fourth form) of “to settle
down, to dwell in a habitation” ( :;
:; :, etc.). This parallels the
Hebrew⁄Aramaic⁄Syriac triliteral root
sh-k-n, “to settle down, or dwell.” The
Arabic term sakīna also parallels the
Hebrew⁄Aramaic shekhīnā (shekhīntā) both


linguistically and semantically. Both
represent, in the general sense, a divine
“in-dwelling.”
All qurānic renderings of the term sakīna
occur within militant contexts (see ; ;   ). In
 :-, the Israelites (see  
) asked their unnamed prophet to
raise up a king to lead them in battle
(cf.  Sam  f.; see   ;
  ). When he
informs them that God has chosen Saul
(q.v.; ālūt), they object because of his
lowly stature. In order to prove Saul’s
divinely chosen status, “Their prophet said
to them, the sign of his kingship will be
that the ark (q.v.) will come to you containing a sakīna from your lord (q.v.) and a remnant of what the family of Moses (q.v.) and
the family of Aaron (q.v.) left behind” (cf.
Exod :).
In three cases, sakīna is associated with
invisible armies that God sends down from
heaven (see   ). In  :
(after God has just given Muammad a
clear military victory [q.v.] in a preceding
verse: fat mubīn,  :), “He [God] is the
one who sent down the sakīna into the
hearts of the believers (see ; 
 ) to add faith (q.v.; or, īmānan? )
to their faith. To God are the armies of the
heavens and the earth.…” In  :, after
victories followed by defeat, “Then God
sent down his sakīna to his messenger (q.v.)
and onto the believers and sent down
armies you could not see.…” In  :,
“… So God sent down his sakīna to
him [presumably Muammad] and
supported him with armies that you
cannot see.…”
In  :, “God was pleased with the
believers when they swore allegiance to
you [Muammad] beneath the tree (see
  ; ), and
he knew what was in their hearts. So he
sent down the sakīna to them and rewarded
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them with an approaching victory.”
 : follows within the same general
context of warring and of tension with
unbelievers: “When those who disbelieve
established scorn in their hearts, scorn of
the Age of Ignorance (q.v.; jāhiliyya), then
God sent down his sakīna to his messenger
and onto the believers, but required of
them a word of piety (q.v.; al-taqwā). They
were worthy of it and fit for it; and God
knows everything.”
Traditional Muslim scholarship generally
holds that sakīna means “quiet” or “tranquility” in most of these verses, based on
the Arabic root and buttressed especially
by  :; but because this explanation
clearly does not fit  : and remains
problematic in all but  :, the exegetes
(see    : 
 ) also rendered it as nar,
meaning “aid,” “victory,” or even “conquest.” Western scholarship considers the
term to have derived from the rabbinic
concept of shekhīna, based on  :, but
has had difficulty fitting such a concept
into all the other verses.
In every context the sakīna is sent down in
order to demonstrate God’s support for his
chosen agent (Saul or Muammad) in the
face of unbelief, sometimes even among
the agent’s followers (see  
;   ).
The contextual meaning of the term therefore denotes divine aid and proof of the
authenticity of God’s agent in the face of
disbelief and adversity, and this aid or
proof (or divine presence) comes in the
form of divine victory in battle or its
potentiality. This representation would
fit all qurānic contexts.
It is not clear whether sakīna in its
qurānic loci is abstract or has a concrete,
tangible existence. In the secondary literature, however, it is clearly represented
as the latter. Al-Azraqī (d. ca. ⁄;
Akhbār Makka, ) defines the sakīna as rī
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khajūj lahā ras, “a gale wind with a head,”
in reference to the extraordinary being
that led Abraham (q.v.) to Mecca (q.v.;
cf. Babylonian Talmud, Megilloth, a:
“Wherever [Israel] was exiled, the shekhīna
went with them”). We find the same and
alternative, occasionally sometimes quite
fanciful definitions of a sometimes frightening but benevolent being in other works
as well (e.g. abarī, Tarīkh, i, ; id., Tafsīr,
ii, ; Thalabī Qia, ; Ibn al-Athīr,
Kāmil, i, ; Lisān al-Arab, xiii, ). Sakīna
is attested in pre-Islamic sources as meaning quiet and calm, and this may have
been associated also with a wind (see 
 ). The Islamic legends therefore
describe an incarnate wind that had become associated with the concept of the
shekhīna as the latter became integrated into
Arabian culture (see - 
  ;  ,   -). In the Arabian context, this incarnate and divinely sent sakīna
wind took on martial power in order to
protect its human beneficiaries and bring
aid and even victory, especially against the
doubters (see ) or unbelievers. Finally, al-Bukhārī (d. ⁄) records
a tradition that associates this divine presence with the recitation of the Qurān
(q.v.; cf. aī, bk.  [K. Fa āil al-Qurān],
no. ).

Secondary: R. Firestone, Journeys in holy lands.
The evolution of the Abraham-Ishmael legends in
Islamic exegesis, New York , -, -;
I. Goldziher, La notion de Sakîna chez les
Mohamétans, in   (), -, repr. in
Ignaz Goldziher Gesammelte Schriften, ed. J. Desomogyi,  vols., Hildesheim -, iii, -;
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in the Koran, in Hebrew Union College annual 
(), -; Jeffery, For. vocab.; A.J. Wensinck,
The ideas of the western Semites concerning
the navel of the earth, in Verhandelingen der
Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen [N.S.] 
(), repr. in Studies of A.J. Wensinck, New York
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Shīa
Literally, “party⁄followers.” The term shīa
occurs eleven times in the Qurān, with the
first use in Sūrat al-Anām ( , “The
Cattle”) and the last in Sūrat al-Qamar
( , “The Moon”). The word itself is
lexically derived from the Arabic verb
shāa, yashīu, meaning “to spread, disseminate, divulge, publicize or become known,”
and in this sense occurs once, in  ::
“Those who love to spread (an tashīa) scandal among the believers….” The primary
meaning of the term shīa (pl. shiya and
ashyā ) that is conveyed in the Qurān is
that of factions, communities, people with
similar views and faith, followers and supporters, as portrayed in  :, “Verily
Abraham (q.v.) was surely among the followers [of Noah; q.v.]” (wa-inna min shīatihi
la-Ibrāhīm; see   ).
 : speaks of God’s power to reduce
humankind to factions (aw yalbisakum
shiyaan), with exegetes offering varying
opinions as to whether shiya meant the
Jews and Christians in particular or the
consequence of arbitrary human conflict
(see   ;  
;  
  ). Al-Qummī (fl. mid
fourth⁄tenth cent.; Tafsīr, ad loc.) alludes
to religious differences and Alī b.
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Muammad b. al-Walīd (d. ⁄; Tāj,
ad loc.) to community dispute after the
Prophet.  : refers to those who split
their religion and become disparate groups
(kānū shiyaan), and  :- exhorts believers not to be part of them (see ;   ).  :
addresses Pharaoh (q.v.) who arrogantly
created divisions among his people (wajaala ahlahā shiyaan). The plural form ashyā
in  : as interpreted by al-abarī
(d. ⁄; Tafsīr, ad  :), refers to
those who had intensely questioned the
truth (q.v.), while  : addresses the
polytheists (see   )
among Quraysh (q.v.), warning them about
how communities in the past had been
destroyed (kamā fuila bi-ashyāihim; see
 ).
 :, on the other hand, employs the
term to portray communities to whom
messengers (see ) had been sent:
“Indeed, we sent [messengers] before you
among communities of the past” (arsalnā
min qablika fī shiya al-awwalīna). Twice in
 : it is used for Moses (q.v.), exegetes
agreeing that shīatihi meant the religion of
Moses, just as they explain min shīatihi in
 : as Abraham following Noah’s
religion. In Ibn al-Walīd’s Tāj al-aqāid,
these verses appear inter-textually to reflect
religion as affection for Alī (see  . 
) alongside the prophetic tradition
regarding Noah’s ark (q.v.), which states
that true believers are henceforth called
shīa.
Thus, in four instances ( :, ; :;
:), the term shīa has been used to convey the meaning of factions while on four
other occasions the word is applied to ancient communities of faith to whom prophets were sent (q.v.;  :; : twice;
:; see   ).
When the Qurān speaks of shiya alawwalīn and shīatihi, it essentially refers to
previously rightly-guided communities (see

), but kānū shiyaan is used
in the divisive sense, while the plural
ashyā is applied to formerly erring
people (see ; ), and min kullī
shīatin in  : means communities in
general.
In post-qurānic Arabic writings, the
word shīa can be used in either a qualified
or unqualified form, as definite or indefinite. The word can be used in a construct
phrase to indicate the “followers” of a particular individual: shīat Muāwiya, for example. Invariably, when the term is found
with the definite article (al-) and no other
qualifier, the followers of Alī are meant:
al-shīa are the “followers [of Alī]” (shīat
Alī), those who, as described in Abū ātim
al-Rāzī’s (d. ca. ⁄) Kitāb al-Zīna,
were intimate with Alī during the lifetime
of the Prophet (see also   
 ;    ;
   ;  
 ).
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Shī ism and the Qurān
At present, the Shī īs, who differ from the
Sunnī majority concerning the legitimacy
of the political and spiritual succession to
Muammad, comprise about ten percent
of the Islamic community. Like the Sunnīs,
they enjoy a rich tradition of scholarship in
Islamic sciences, including both adīth
collection and classification as well as
qurānic exegesis. Just as their conception
of the legitimate leadership of the Muslim
community evolved differently from that of
their Sunnī counterparts, so, too, did their
understanding of the Qurān itself. The
following, therefore, will discuss, first, the
attitude of the Shī a towards the Qurān
and then provide an overview of the principles and methods of Shī ī exegesis. It will
conclude with a presentation of some of
the major Shī ī exegetes and their works.
The attitude of the Shīa to the Qurān
One of the bones of contention between
Sunnī and Shī ī Islam concerns the integrity of the Qurān. The Shī a (q.v.) disputed the canonical validity of the
Uthmānic codex, the textus receptus, of the
Qurān (see    ;
   ) and cast doubt
on the quality of its editing, alleging political tendentiousness on the part of the
editors — namely, the three first caliphs
(see ), particularly the third of
them, Uthmān b. Affān (r. -⁄-).
Shī ī (mainly Imāmī) criticism of the
qurānic text was most severe in the first
centuries of Islam (see   
;    
). The editors were accused of falsification (tarīf ) of the qurānic text by
both the omission of some phrases and the
addition of others (see  
). Moreover, the claim that the
Qurān had been falsified is one of the
principal arguments to which early Shī ī

    
tradition resorted to explain the absence of
any explicit reference to the Shī a in the
Qurān.
In Shī ī qurānic commentaries many
traditions are found accusing the Companions of the Prophet (q.v.) of violating
the integrity of the qurānic text. In one of
these traditions, cited in the commentary
(tafsīr) ascribed to the Imām asan alAskarī (d. ⁄-), it is stated that
“Those whose ambitions overcame their
wisdom (alladhīna ghalabat ahwāuhum
uqūlahum, i.e. the aāba) falsified (arrafū)
the true meaning of God’s book and altered it (wa-ghayyarūhu)” ( Askarī, Tafsīr, ;
cf. Kohlberg, Some notes,  and n. ).
A treasure trove of such traditions is Kitāb
al-Qirāāt ( known also as Kitāb al-Tanzīl
wa-l-tarīf ) by Amad b. Muammad
al-Sayyārī (fl. late third⁄ninth century),
of which an annotated edition is in
preparation by M.A. Amir-Moezzi and
E. Kohlberg. A similar tradition — which,
however, does not blame the Companions
of the Prophet for the falsification — is
found in the Qurān commentary of alAyyāshī (d. ca. ⁄): “Had the book of
God not been subject to additions and
omissions, our righteousness would not
have been hidden from any [person] of
wisdom” (lawlā annahu zīda fī kitāb Allāh wanuqia minhu mā khafiya aqqunā alā dhī ijan;
Ayyāshī, Tafsīr, i, ). In a similar tradition
it is stated: “The [Qurān] contained the
names of [various] persons, but these
names have been removed” (kānat fīhi
asmāu l-rijāl fa-ulqiyat; ibid., i, ). The
commentator does not attempt to validate
this general claim with examples of texts
that, in his opinion, have been altered.
Just how unspecific these traditions are
can be demonstrated by an account ascribed to Imām Ja far al- ādiq (d.
⁄), cited in relation to verse  ::
“On leaving the house of the [caliph]
Uthmān, Abdallāh b. Amr b. al- Ā met
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the Commander of the Faithful [ Alī; see
 .  ] and said to him: ‘O Alī,
we have spent the night on a matter with
which we hope God will strengthen this
community.’ Alī answered him: ‘I know
how you spent the night: you have falsified,
altered and changed (arraftum wa-ghayyartum wa-baddaltum) nine hundred letters⁄
words (arf ); falsified three hundred
letters⁄words, changed three hundred
letters⁄words and altered three hundred
letters⁄words. [And then Alī added this
verse,  :]: Woe to those who write the
book (q.v.) with their hands and then say,
‘this is from God’ ” ( fa-waylun lilladhīna yaktubna l-kitāba bi-aydīhim thumma yaqūlūna
hādhā min indi llāhi; ibid., i, ). It is obvious that the figures quoted here are not to
be taken at face value, just as the three different verbs used to describe the editorial
activity (arrafa, ghayyara and baddala) in no
way indicate discrete falsification techniques (see ; ).
Numerous Shī ī utterances refer to the
nature of the original text of the Qurān
prior to its alleged corruption by the
Sunnīs. In a well-known tradition, which
appears in the writings of most early
Imāmī commentators, Imām Muammad
al-Bāqir (d. ca ⁄) declares: “The
Qurān was revealed [consisting of ] four
parts: One part concerning us [the Shī a],
one part concerning our enemies, one part
commandments (q.v.) and regulations
( farāi wa-akām; see   ,
  ;   ;   
) and one part customs and parables (sunan wa-amthāl; see ). And
the exalted parts of the Qurān refer to us”
(wa-lanā karāim al-Qurān; ibid., i,  and 
where a tripartite division is suggested; cf.
also the following sources, in which allusion is made to division into either three or
four parts: Sayyārī, Qirāāt, tradition no. ;

Furāt, Tafsīr, , ; Kulaynī, Kāfī, ii, -;
Goldziher, Richtungen, ). Other accounts
refer to the length of the original Qurān.
It is believed to have contained ,
verses (q.v.; Sayyārī, Qirāāt, tradition no.
).   is given as an example of a text
that in the original Qurān was two and
two-third times longer than Sūrat alBaqara (“The Cow,”  ; ibid., tradition
no. ; see  ), which in turn was
longer than the version in the Uthmānic
codex (ibid., tradition no. ).
The discrepancy between the qurānic
text and the Shī ī viewpoint is not necessarily one that a “correct” interpretation
can remedy. This discrepancy results from
a textual gap between the incomplete
qurānic text found in the possession of
the Sunnīs and the ideal text that, according to Shī ī belief, is no longer in anyone’s
possession but will be revealed by the
Mahdī in the eschatological era (see
).
Later, beginning in the fourth⁄tenth century, in the wake of the political and social
changes that Shī ism underwent, a tendency to moderation became apparent,
and some of the criticism became muted.
Imāmī-Shī ī scholars — among them
Muammad b. al-Nu mān, better known
as al-Shaykh al-Mufīd (d. ⁄), alSharīf al-Murta ā (d. ⁄), Abū
Ja far al-ūsī (d. ⁄), one of the
eminent Imāmī-Shī ī exegetes, and Abū
Alī l-Fa l b. asan al-abarsī (d. ⁄
) — held that although the text of the
Qurān as we have it is incomplete, it does
not contain any falsifications. In other
words, what is found in the Uthmānic
codex is the truth but not the whole truth
since it does not include all the revelations
made to Muammad (see 
 ). (On the various positions taken by Imāmī-Shī īs on this question, see Kohlberg, Some notes.)
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Despite the moderate views expressed by
these and other Shī ī scholars, the opinion
that the Qurān was falsified has been perpetuated throughout the history of Shī ism
and persists to this day. Prominent scholars
in Iran during the afavid period — including Muammad b. Murta ā al-Kāshānī,
known as Musin al-Fay (d. ⁄),
Hāshim b. Sulaymān al-Barānī (d. ⁄
 or ⁄), and Muammad Bāqir
al-Majlisī (d. ⁄ or ⁄) — revived the debate about the integrity of the
Qurān, basing their anti-Sunnī polemics
upon traditions extant in the early Shī ī
corpus of tafsīr and adīth (see 
  ).
One of the most radical works ever written on this matter is the Fal al-khi āb fī
tarīf kitāb rabb al-arbāb by the eminent Shī ī
scholar usayn Taqī Nūrī l-abarsī
(d. ⁄). In this work Nūrī brought
together a great number of traditions referring to the question of the falsification
of the Qurān. A recurrent tradition on
which Nūrī bases his argument in favor of
tarīf draws an analogy between the Shī īs
and the Jews (a notion that in itself is very
common in Shī ī literature): “Just as the
Jews and the Christians (see  
;   ;
   ) altered and falsified the book of their prophet [sic; see
  ] after him,
this community [i.e. the Muslims] shall
alter and falsify the Qurān after our
Prophet — may God bless him and his
family — for everything that happened to
the Children of Israel (q.v.) is bound to
happen to this community” (inna l-yahūd
wa-l-naārā ghayyarū wa-arrafū kitāb nabiyyihim badahu fa-hādhihi l-umma ay an lā
budda wa-an yughayyirū l-Qurān bada
nabiyyinā allā llāh alayhi wa-ahlihi li-anna
kulla mā waqaa fī banī Isrāīl lā budda wa-an
yaqaa fī hādhihi l-umma; Nūrī, Fal, ;

whence Brunner, The dispute, ; see
     ).
It should be stressed, however, that Nūrī’s
extreme anti-Sunnī tone was criticized
even by the Shī ī scholars of his day.
Nevertheless, the question of tarīf never
ceased to be a burning issue in Shī ī-Sunnī
discourse, to the point that “there is hardly
a new book on the general subject of the
qurānic sciences whose author can afford
not to include a long chapter dealing with
tarīf ” (Brunner, The dispute, ; see
   
).
Significant as it may be, the claim of
forgery — i.e. that issues relating to the
Shī a were deliberately omitted from the
Qurān — is not the sole argument used by
Shī ī authors to explain the absence of any
explicit mention of the ahl al-bayt⁄Shī a in
the Qurān (see    ).
Two additional arguments are (a) the
Qurān contains hidden meanings, which
the exegete should decipher (see ) and (b) the Qurān teaches principles
while tradition expounds their details.
The most common approach explaining
the absence of references to the Shī a
in the Qurān asserts that it is in the nature
of the Qurān to speak in symbols and
codes (see ; ; 
) and according to this approach it
should come as no surprise that the Qurān
does not mention the Shī a explicitly: those
who know how to read between the lines
can decipher the passages that allude to
the Shī a. This is the principle underlying
the broad attempt to interpret many obscure qurānic verses (mubhamāt) as well as
some quite clear ones, as referring to the
Shī a. Even a cursory reading of the early
Shī ī tafsīrs reveals how wholeheartedly
this approach was embraced by Shī ī
commentators.
The other approach — that the Qurān
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teaches principles while tradition expounds
their details — is expressed, for example,
in the answer al-Bāqir gave to one of his
disciples concerning the reason Alī is not
mentioned in the Qurān:

supernatural and mystical qualities, their
authority to interpret the Qurān and other
religious scriptures, or such major Shī ī
doctrines as the duty of loyalty (q.v.) to the
imāms (walāya) and dissociation from their
enemies (barāa).
A fundamental principle of Shī ī exegetical tradition is that the authority to interpret the Qurān is reserved for Alī and his
descendants, the imāms. In a well-known
adīth, cited in both Sunnī and Shī ī
sources, Muammad is said to have declared: “There is one among you who will
fight for the [correct] interpretation of the
Qurān just as I myself fought for its revelation, and he is Alī b. Abī ālib” (inna
fī-kum man yuqātilu alā tawīl al-Qurān kamā
qātaltu alā tanzīlihi wa-huwa Alī ibn Abī
ālib; Ayyāshī, Tafsīr, i, ; Shahrastānī,
Milal, ; and cf. Gimaret and Monnot,
Livre, i, , and n. , where further
sources are cited; also Poonawala, Ismā īlī
tawīl, -). This idea of Alī and
(implicitly) also his descendants being
presented by the Prophet himself as
interpreters of the Qurān is also deduced
from other traditions, the most famous of
which is “the tradition about the two
weighty things” (adīth al-thaqalayn), i.e. the
two things that Muammad is reported to
have bequeathed to his believers. There
are significant differences between the
Sunnī and Shī ī exegetical traditions regarding both the identity of these two
“things” and the interpretation of the
adīth. According to one version, they are
the book of God (kitāb Allāh) and the
Prophet’s practice (sunnat nabiyyihi, Ibn
Isāq-Guillaume, ; see ). Other
versions of this tradition, recorded in both
Sunnī and Shī ī works, mention as the
thaqalān the Qurān and the family of the
Prophet (q.v.; ahl al-bayt). The explanation
given in Shī ī sources as to the discrepancy
between the two versions of this tradition
is that while in Sunnī exegesis the practice

Say to them [i.e. to those who put this
question to you]: God revealed to his messenger [the verses about] prayer (q.v.) and
did not [explicitly] mention three or four
[prayers] until this was interpreted by the
messenger. So also he revealed [the verses
about] the pilgrimage (q.v.), but did not
reveal the injunction “encircle [the Ka ba
(q.v.)] seven times.” So too is the meaning
of the verse [ :] “Obey God and obey
the messenger and those in authority (q.v.)
among you.” This verse was revealed in
relation to Alī, asan and usayn
( Ayyāshī, Tafsīr, i, ; see ;
  ).
According to this tradition, the reason Alī
and his disciples are not mentioned explicitly in the Qurān is that the Qurān, by
its very nature, restricts itself to general
principles; it presents religious laws and
general rulings yet does not go into details,
a prerogative reserved for the interpreter.
This tripartite argumentation in no way
suggests that these were three separate
approaches to the problem, each exclusive
of the other. Rather, the three together
demonstrate the problems that Shī ī exegetes faced and the attempts they made
to resolve them.
Principles and methods of Shīī exegesis
Shī ī exegetes, perhaps even more than
their Sunnī counterparts, support their
distinctive views by reference to qurānic
proof-texts (see    :
  ). A major distinction is that the Shī ī exegetes attempt to
find in the Qurān explicit references to
such themes as the imāms’ (see )
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of the Prophet is considered a tool for interpreting the Qurān (and is therefore
mentioned in conjunction with the book
itself ), in Shī ī tradition the family of the
Prophet plays the equivalent role: only
through the mediation of the imāms, the
descendants of the Prophet, are both the
exoteric ( āhir) and the esoteric (bā in)
meanings of the qurānic text revealed to
believers. The thaqalān are further viewed
as being forever intertwined with each
other (lan yaftariqā) or, in the words of alūsī (d. ⁄): “This tradition proves
that [the Qurān] exists in every generation, since it is unlikely that [Muammad]
would order us to keep something which
we cannot keep, just as the family of the
Prophet, and those we are ordered to follow, are present at all times” (ūsī, Tibyān,
i, -). The distance from here to the creation of the metaphor describing the
imāms as “the speaking book of God”
(kitāb Allāh al-nā iq) is short indeed (see e.g.
Bursī, Mashāriq, ; Ayoub, The speaking
Qurān, , n. ; Poonawala, Ismā īlī
tawīl, ).
The authority of the imāms as interpreters of the Qurān is reiterated in many traditions other than the adīth al-thaqalayn.
One tradition defining the many functions
of the imāms includes their role as interpreters of the Qurān: “We know how to
interpret the book [i.e. the Qurān] and
how to speak clearly” (narifu tawīl al-kitāb
wa-fal al-khi āb; Ayyāshī, Tafsīr, i, ).
These as well as numerous other traditions have but one purpose — to make
clear that those qualified to interpret the
Qurān are the imāms, and that this right
was bestowed upon them directly by God.
In the absence of the imāms, the duty of
the text’s interpreters is restricted to preserving traditions in their name and
making these available to believers (see
    ).
The interpreters are thus no more than a

vehicle and, at least theoretically, are not
authorized to pronounce their own views
(ibid., i, ; Qummī, Tafsīr, ii, ).
Among Shī īs, as among other religious
circles and groups operating on the fringes
of society, allegory, typology and secret
codes became favorite methods of interpreting the Qurān. Nevertheless, only heterodox factions such as the Nuayrīs and
the Druze (see ) went so far as to
view the inner meaning of the Qurān as
the exclusive, binding authority. At times
such techniques derive from an elitist outlook, one which maintains that religious
secrets (q.v.; see also   
) should be concealed from the
masses and be the unique privilege of the
elect. Sometimes it derives from an existential necessity: religious and ideological
minorities may find themselves in danger
as a consequence of overt and careless expression of ideas unpalatable to the ruling
majority (see ;   
). And indeed, the fact that many
Shī ī factions throughout their history
flourished under Sunnī rule required the
use of survival techniques both in everyday
life and when committing their religious
doctrines to writing. Shī ī scholars had to
walk a fine line: on the one hand, they
wished to give whenever possible expression to their real intentions; on the other
hand, they had to make sure that the
expression of such ideas did not arouse
the wrath of their Sunnī opponents. This
is one of the clearest manifestations of the
doctrine of precautionary dissimulation
(q.v.; taqiyya).
An illustration of the allegorical approach (tawīl) of Shī ī Qurān exegesis
may be seen in the interpretation of the
night journey of Muammad referred to
in the first verse of   (Sūrat al-Isrā,
“The Night Journey”; see ).
Although aware of the conventional interpretation of this verse as referring to an
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actual journey during which the Prophet
was borne from Mecca (q.v.) to Jerusalem
(q.v.), Ismā īlī as well as Nuayrī authors
interpreted this passage as a symbol of the
spiritual progress of the imāms or other
persons within the divine realm. (For the
Ismā īlī approach, see e.g. al-Qā ī
l-Nu mān, Asās al-tawīl, ; for the
Nuayrī interpretation, see the epistle of
the Nuayrī author Abū Abdallāh alusayn b. Hārūn al- āigh [fl.
fourth⁄tenth century] in Bar-Asher and
Kofsky, The Nuayrī-Alawī religion, -.)
Ismā īlīs tend to employ allegory to, inter
alia, interpret Muslim law. Thus, for example, “the pillars of Islam” are given in
Ismā īlī writings symbolic meanings: the
five obligatory prayers correspond to the
five divine ranks (udūd) in the Ismā īlī
hierarchical system; almsgiving (q.v.; zakāt)
means that those with knowledge should
provide reliable mentors to guide the people (see   ); fasting (q.v.; awm) entails observing silence
and not betraying religious secrets to the
uninitiated; pilgrimage to Mecca, the
house of God (see ,  
), symbolizes an audience with the
imām, since God’s knowledge resides with
him (Poonawala, Ismā īlī tawīl, , paraphrasing Kitāb al-Iftikhār,  f., by the
prominent Ismā īlī dāī Abū Ya qūb alSijistānī [d. ca. ⁄]). It is worth mentioning that this tendency, prevalent in
Ismā īlism, is shared by Ghulāt groups such
as the Nuayrīs and the Druzes. A significant difference, however, should be noted.
Moderate allegorists — e.g. Imāmī Shī ī
and most Ismā īlīs — maintained that the
allegorical interpretation that extracts the
true meaning of the Qurān does not aim
to invalidate the plain meaning of the text
(see e.g. Bar-Asher, Scripture and exegesis,
-). Heterodox groups, in contrast, often held that allegory was the only correct
interpretation and thus belittled and even

ignored the revealed meaning of the texts.
This distinction became especially glaring with regard to legal matters. Consistent
allegorical interpretation led its practitioners, more often than not, to adopt
antinomian attitudes toward the religious
precepts of the Qurān, and once a law
assumed a symbolic meaning its literal
meaning, according to these circles, was
no longer binding. A blatant antinomian
interpretation of the pillars of Islam is
offered e.g. by the fourth epistle of the
Druze canon (al-Kitāb al-Marūf bi-l-naq
al-khafī; an unpublished critical edition of
this epistle is offered by Bryer, The origins,
ii, -; cf. De Sacy, Exposé, ii, ).
Shī ī Qurān exegesis is further characterized by a radical anti-Sunnī bias. Many
qurānic verses whose apparent meanings
have a negative connotation or refer generally and vaguely to evil or to evildoers (see
  ;  ; )
are taken, through allegorical or typological interpretation, to refer to specific historical luminaries of Sunnī Islam. Negative
qurānic terms such as baghy (insolence; see
  ; ;
), fashā (indecency; see 
 ; ; ),
munkar (dishonor), al-fujjār (the wicked),
al-mufsidūn fī l-ar (corrupters on earth; see
; ), al-shay ān
(Satan; see ), al-magh ūb alayhim
(those against whom [God] is wrathful; see
), al- āllūn (those who are astray; see
; ) and the like are interpreted as referring to the enemies of the
Shī a in general or to specific persons
among them, in particular the first three
caliphs, two of Muammad’s wives ( Āisha
and afa [q.v.], the daughters of the first
and the second caliphs, respectively; see
also    ;  
 ), the Umayyads and the Abbāsids. In an utterance attributed to al-Bāqir
he goes so far as to state that “every occur-
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rence in the Qurān of the words ‘Satan
says’ is [to be understood as referring to]
‘the second’ [namely the caliph Umar b.
al-Khaāb]” (wa-laysa fī-l-Qurān [shay]
wa-qāla al-shay ān illā wa-huwa al-thānī;
Ayyāshī, Tafsīr, ii, ). In another tradition, cited in the same source, a more
general formulation of this idea is also
attributed to this imām. To Muammad b.
Muslim (d. ⁄), one of his disciples,
the imām said: “Whenever you hear God
[in the Qurān] mentioning someone of
this nation in praise, it refers to us [i.e. the
Shī a]; and when you hear God denigrating people who flourished in the past, it
refers to our enemies” (idhā samita llāha
dhakara aadan min hādhihi l-umma bi-khayrin
fa-nanu hum wa-idhā samita llāha dhakara
qawman bi-sūin mimman ma ā fa-hum
aduwwunā; ibid., i, ; see 
 ;  ;
  ).
Secret language in Shī ī exegesis is evident on two levels. The first level, the
exegetes believe, is found in the Qurān
itself; it underlies such obscure or general
qurānic expressions as al-jibt wa-l- āghūt
(see   ; ), al-fashā
wa-l-munkar and many others. The second
level is added by the Qurān commentator
himself. When tracing the exegete’s
method of unraveling the meaning of
obscure expressions one often discovers
that the exegete not only avoids disclosing
the secrets of the text but actually further
conceals them. The commentator never
claims explicitly that expressions such as
those just mentioned refer to Abū Bakr,
Umar or other enemies of the Shī a;
rather, he resorts to code words such as
“the first” (al-awwal) and “the second”
(al-thānī), abtar, “fox” (usually applied to
Abū Bakr “because of his cunning and
fraudulence” (li-ilatihi wa-makrihi, Majlisī,
Biār, lith., , ; , ) and zurayq, “shinyeyed” or “blue-eyed” (referring to Umar;

e.g. Furāt, Tafsīr, ; see also -
   ). This physical
feature was considered unfortunate by the
ancient Arabs (q.v.) and finds an echo in
 :, according to which the wicked
will rise on the day of resurrection (q.v.)
with shiny (or blue) eyes (q.v.; for these and
other derogatory appellations, see Goldziher, Spottnamen, -; Kohlberg,
Some Imāmī Shī ī views, esp. -; BarAsher, Scripture, -). In other words, the
transition from the covert stratum in the
Qurān to the overt stratum of the interpretation is not direct but undergoes a
further process of encoding. The underlying assumption is that every Shī ī is familiar with these code words which are an
integral part of his religious-cultural
upbringing.
In other cases Shī ī exegesis is designed to
support the Shī ī doctrine of the imāmate
and concepts derived from it, examples
being ima (see ), or the
immunity of prophets and imāms from sin
(see ,   ) and error; the
intercession (q.v.; shafāa) of prophets and
imāms on behalf of their communities;
badā (the appearance of new circumstances that cause a change in an earlier
divine ruling); and, in the case of the
Ismā īlī, Druze and Nuayrī factions, such
additional concepts as the cyclical creation
(q.v.) of the world and the transmigration
of souls (q.v.).
Another current feature of early Shī ī
(mainly Imāmī) exegesis is the use of variant readings (qirāāt) of the qurānic text or,
in certain cases, the addition of words believed to have been omitted from it (see
   ). Such textual
alterations are based on the assumption
that the qurānic text is flawed and incomplete. Scholars who held the view that the
Qurān is corrupt believed that the Mahdī
will eventually reveal the true text and
uncover its original intention. Examples of
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these alterations are the common textual
substitution of aimma (imāms) for umma
(nation or community) or slight changes to
the word “imām” itself. The implication of
these variants is that the institution of the
imāmate and other principles associated
with it originate in the Qurān. For example, for  : most early Shī ī exegetes
read: “You are the best leaders [leg.
aimmatin rather than ummatin, nation] ever
brought forth to humankind” (kuntum
khayra aimmatin ukhrijat lil-nās); or in
 :: “Thus we appointed you midmost
leaders” (wa-kadhālika jaalnākum aimmatan
wasa an), etc. (For the first verse, cf.
Qummī, Tafsīr, i, ; Ayyāshī, Tafsīr, i, ;
for the second, cf. Qummī, Tafsīr, i, .)
Prominent among the other type of alterations is the insertion of certain words generally proclaimed to be missing from the
Uthmānic codex of the Qurān. These are
primarily (a) the words fī Alī (concerning
Alī) in various qurānic verses, among
them  :: “Believe in what God has revealed to you [+ concerning Alī]” (āminū
bi-mā anzala llāh [+ fī Alī]) or  :: “But
God bears witness to what he has revealed
to you [+ concerning Alī]” (lākinna llāh
yashhadu bi-mā anzala ilayka [+ fī Alī]); or
(b) the words āl Muammad (the family of
Muammad) or occasionally āl Muammad
aqqahum ([deprived] of their rights) as the
object of a verb from the root -l-m (to do
an injustice to⁄to usurp), which appear
often in the Qurān. Shī ī commentators
believe that this addition stresses that the
injustice (see   ) referred to by words and verbs derived from
the root -l-m alludes specifically to the
injustice perpetrated against the family of
the Prophet and his offspring, i.e. the Shī a.
The same method is applied with regard to
other doctrines. The insertion of the words
fī walāyat Alī (concerning the [duty of ]
loyalty to the house of Alī) in several
places in the Qurān is intended to provide

scriptural authority to the doctrine of
walāya, as the addition of the words ilā
ajalin musamman (for a given time) to the
muta verse ( :), is meant to emphasize
the temporary nature of muta marriage
(see   ; 
;   ). Less
known is the addition of the word muta in
 :: wa-l-yastafifi lladhīna lā yajidūna
nikāan [+bi-l-muta] attā yughniyahumu llāhu
min fa lihi, “And let those who find not the
means to enter into a [+ muta] marriage be
abstinent till God enriches them of his
bounty” (Sayyārī, Qirāāt, tradition no. ;
see ).
The differentiation between variant readings and additions by the commentators or
their sources inheres primarily in terminology. In many places where the commentator introduces a Shī ī version of a qurānic
verse, he does so by using typical formulas.
The Shī ī version is preceded by such
utterances as (a) nazala Jibrīl [or Jibrāīl] bihādhihi l-āya hākadhā alā Muammad, “thus
the verse was revealed to Muammad by
[the angel] Gabriel” (q.v.; see e.g. Ayyāshī,
Tafsīr, ii, ; and for similar versions, ibid.,
i, ; Qummī, Tafsīr, ii, ); or followed by
(b) hākadhā nazalat, “thus [the verse] was
revealed” (see e.g. Qummī, Tafsīr, i, ,
; ii, ); at other times it is stated that
the version cited was the reading of one of
the imāms (e.g. Ayyāshī, Tafsīr, i, , ;
Qummī, Tafsīr, i, ). At times even stronger expressions are used to stress that certain passages in the canonical text are
incorrect. These include statements formulated in the negative such as (a) alā
khilāf mā anzala llāh, “[the version in the
textus receptus] contradicts the form in which
it was revealed” (see e.g. Qummī, Tafsīr, i,
, which cites  : or  : as examples of such verses); or (b) fīmā urrifa
min kitāb Allāh, “[This verse] is one of those
falsified [or altered] in the book of God”
(Qummī, Tafsīr, ii, ).
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In the absence of such a firm declaration
it is difficult to decide whether the alteration is a mere commentary or whether the
exegete is in fact suggesting an alternative
reading to the canonical text despite the
absence of such typical expressions as
those mentioned above.
On the basis of such a rejection of the
“Sunnī” text one might have expected the
Shī a to insert these alternative versions
and additions into the text of the Qurān
or at least to implement them when the
text is read on ritual occasions (see 
  ;   
). In reality, however, almost no
action was taken by the Shī a to canonize
their variant readings. One exception is a
late attempt reflected in a manuscript of
the Qurān, said to have been discovered in
the city of Bankipore, India, in which, besides the Shī ī alternative versions to some
of the qurānic verses, two apocryphal
sūras were also included: sūrat al-walāya,
“the sūra of divine friendship (i.e. between
God and Alī; see   ;   )” and sūrat
al-nūrayn, the sūra of the two lights (i.e.
Muammad and Alī; on this issue, noted
by scholars as early as the nineteenth
century, see Amir-Moezzi, Le guide divin,
-; The divine guide, -, -;
see ).
This behavior of the Shī a reveals a paradox. On the one hand, Shī īs are certain
that the true version of the Qurān is that
known to them; on the other hand, not
only do they not reject the canonical
codex, they actually endorse it (see e.g.
Goldziher, Richtungen, ). This contradiction is typical of the Shī a: on the one hand
an uncompromising position of superiority
was adopted on the theoretical-doctrinal
level; on the other hand the constant fear
of persecution from the hostile Sunnī environment brought about, on the practical
level, a pragmatic attitude that included

the adoption de facto of the Uthmānic
codex. This tension and paradox is reflected in the many Shī ī exegetical traditions in which Shī ī qirāāt are mentioned.
In some of them one finds the following
situation: A disciple of the imām is reading
from the (canonical) Qurān in the presence of the imām, who tells him that it was
revealed in a different version. The imām
then proceeds to read the “true” (i.e. the
Shī ī) version. As, however, against such
accounts, which underrate the importance
of the Uthmānic codex, an opposing tendency is sometimes revealed: Someone is
reading from the Qurān in the presence of
one of the imāms, and inserts in his reading the Shī ī version of the verse. At this
point he is stopped by the imām, who instructs him to read according to the version followed by the people (i.e. the textus
receptus) until such time as “the righteous
savior” (al-qāim) shall come with the
correct version of the Qurān, identical
with the one that Alī possessed and bequeathed to his daughter, Fāima (q.v.),
whence its title muaf Fā ima, “the codex
of Fāima” (see ).
Other methods of Shī ī exegesis are
based on the word and letter order and
calculations of the numerical value of
letters (see ). In his interpretation of   (Sūrat al-Kawthar), alSijistānī presents a transposition of the
words and letters of the sūra, thus reading
into it the Shī ī tenet of waāya, the rank
of plenipotentiary among the imāms
(Poonawala, Ismā īlī tawīl, -). The
technique of numerical calculation of letters is primarily applied to the mysterious
letters (q.v.; fawāti al-suwar) appearing at
the head of twenty-nine sūras. For example, the letters alif, lām, mīm, ād (the total
numerical value of which is ) at the
head of   (Sūrat al-A rāf, “The Heights”;
see    ) allude,
according to an account attributed to
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al-Bāqir, to the year  of the hijrī calendar ( ..), a year which had been
(incorrectly) predicted as the one in which
the fall of the Umayyad dynasty would
occur ( Ayyāshī, Tafsīr, ii, -).
It should further be noted that Shī ī, and
particularly Ismā īlī, exegesis is characterized by the use of a secret script designed
to encrypt information — mainly names of
persons — that the author wishes to conceal for precautionary reasons. Numerous
examples of this practice are found in the
Kitāb al-Kashf by the dāī, Ja far b. Manūr
al-Yaman (fl. first half of fourth⁄tenth century), and Mizāj al-tasnīm by the Yamamite
Ismā īlī Sulaymānī dāī, Ismā īl b. Hibat
Allāh (d. ⁄).

are al-ūsī’s Tibyān, al-abarsī’s Majma
and the Raw al-jinān wa-rū al-janān, a
Qurān commentary in Persian by Abū
l-Futū usayn b. Alī al-Rāzī (fl. first half
of the sixth⁄twelfth century). Some very
comprehensive Imāmī-Shī ī tafsīr works,
which are mainly compilations of early
sources, were composed in afavid Iran.
The most prominent among these are
Tawīl al-āyāt al- āhira fī fa āil al-itra alāhira by Sharaf al-Dīn Alī l-usaynī
l-Astarābādī (fl. tenth⁄sixteenth century),
Kitāb al-āfī fī tafsīr al-Qurān by Musin
al-Fay and Kitāb al-Burhān fī tafsīr al-Qurān
by Hāshim b. Sulaymān al-Barānī.
Representative of modern Imāmī-Shī ī
Qurān exegesis are abāabāī’s Mīzān
and Min way al-Qurān by Muammad
usayn Fa l Allāh. Needless to say, exegetical material other than Qurān commentaries per se proliferates in all genres
of Imāmī-Shī ī literature. (For a detailed
survey of Shī ī tafsīr works, see ihrānī,
Dharīa, iii, -; iv, -.)
Ismā īlī doctrinal writings include a vast
amount of exegetical material but little is
known of specific Ismā īlī exegetical
works. Among the few that have come
down to us are Kitāb Asās al-tawīl by the
dāī al-Qā ī l-Nu mān b. ayyūn
Maghribī (d. ⁄) and Kitāb al-Kashf
by Ja far b. Manūr al-Yaman. (For other
Ismā īlī exegetical works, see Poonawala,
Biobibliography, index, s.v. tafsīr and tawīl.)
The Zaydī exegetical tradition remains
largely unexplored and most Zaydī works
of tafsīr are still in manuscript form. The
Zaydī imāms al-Qāsim b. Ibrāhīm Rassī
(d. ⁄), al-Nāir lil-aqq al-Urūsh
(d. ⁄) and Abū l-Fat Nāir b.
usayn al-Daylamī (d. ⁄) are
among those credited with a tafsīr (ihrānī,
Dharīa, iv, , ; Abrahamov, Anthropomorphism). A Qurān commentary is also
ascribed to Ziyād b. Mundhir Abū l-Jārūd,
the eponym of the Zaydi-Jārūdī sub-sect,

Major Shīī exegetes and their works
The earliest Imāmī-Shī ī Qurān commentaries known to us are from the end of the
third⁄ninth century. These include the
works of Furāt b. Furāt b. Ibrāhīm al-Kūfī
(Tafsīr Furāt al-Kūfī), al- Ayyāshī (Tafsīr) and
al-Qummī (Tafsīr), all of whom flourished
in the last decades of the third⁄ninth century and the beginning of the fourth⁄tenth
century, that is, prior to the Great Occultation (al-ghayba al-kubrā) of the twelfth
imām, which occurred in the year ⁄.
Somewhat later is Muammad b. Ibrāhīm
b. Ja far al-Nu mānī (d. ca. ⁄), to
whom is ascribed a treatise constituting a
sort of introduction to the Qurān (Majlisī,
Biār, xc, -). Other compositions are the
two commentaries ascribed to the sixth
and eleventh imāms, respectively: aqāiq
al-tafsīr al-qurānī, a small exegetical treatise
of a ūfī character (see    
) attributed to Imām Ja far al- ādiq
and Tafsīr al-Askarī, a comprehensive commentary of a legendary-mythical nature on
the first two sūras of the Qurān attributed
to Imām asan al- Askarī (d. ⁄; on
which see Bar-Asher, al- Askarī). The most
outstanding tafsīrs of the post-ghayba period
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the Jārūdiyya (ihrānī, Dharīa, iv, ).
The work is not extant; excerpts of it are,
however, incorporated in al-Qummī’s Tafsīr
(Bar-Asher, Scripture, -, -). Another
outstanding Jārūdī scholar who is credited
with a tafsīr is Amad b. Muammad
Hamadhānī, better known as Ibn Uqda
(d. ⁄; cf. ihrānī, Dharīa, iv, ).
Finally, there is the tafsīr by Shawkānī
(d. ⁄), one of the best known and
most prolific authors of the late Zaydiyya.
There is no evidence that Qurān commentaries were written by members of
Ghulāt groups (such as the Druzes and the
Nuayrīs), although the Qurān is widely
cited and often commented on in their
sacred writings. See also     .

jinān wa-rū al-janān, Tehran  Sh.; al-Sayyārī,
Amad b. Muammad, Kitāb al-Qirāāt (or Kitāb
al-Tanzīl wa-l-tarīf ), ed. M.A. Amir-Moezzi and
E. Kohlberg (forthcoming); Shahrastānī, Milal,
ed. F. Muammad; trans. D. Gimaret and
G. Monnot, Livre des religions et des sectes,  vols.,
Paris⁄Louvain , i, ; Shawkānī, Tafsīr;
al-Sijistānī, Abū Ya qūb, Kitāb al-Iftikhār, ed.
I.K. Poonawala, Beirut ; abarsī [abrisī],
Majma; abāabāī, Mīzān; al-ihrānī, Āgha
Buzurg, al-Dharīa ilā taānīf al-shīa, Najaf
-⁄ -; ūsī, Tibyān.
Secondary: B. Abrahamov, Anthropomorphism and
interpretation of the Qurān in the theology of al-Qāsim
ibn Ibrāhīm. Kitāb al-mustarshid, Leiden⁄New York⁄
Cologne ; M.A. Amir-Moezzi, Le guide divin
dans le shiisme originel. Aux sources de l’ésotérisme en
Islam, Paris , -; trans. D. Streight, The
divine guide in early Shiism. The sources of esotericism
in Islam, New York , -, -; id. and
C. Jambet, Qu’est-ce que le shî’isme? Paris ,
- (on the Qurān), -; M. Ayoub, The
speaking Qurān and the silent Qurān. A study
of the principles and development of Imāmī
Shī ī tafsīr, in Rippin, Approaches, -; M.M.
Bar-Asher, The Qurān commentary ascribed to
the Imām asan al- Askarī, in   (),
-; id., Scripture and exegesis in early Imāmī
Shiism, Jerusalem⁄Leiden ; id., Variant readings and additions of the Imāmī-Ši a to the
Quran, in   (), -; id. and A. Kofsky,
The Nuayrī-Alawī religion. An enquiry into its theology
and liturgy, Leiden , -; R. Brunner, Die
Schia und die Koransfälschung, Würzburg ; id.,
The dispute about the falsification of the Qurān
between Sunnīs and Shī īs in the th century, in
S. Leder et al. (eds.), Studies in Arabic and Islam.
Proceedings of the  th Congress, Union Européenne des
Arabisants et Islamisants (Halle  ), Leuven⁄Paris
, -; D.R.W. Bryer, The origins of the
Druze religion. An edition of amza’s writings and an
analysis of his doctrine,  vols., DPhil. diss.,
U. Oxford , ii, -; J. Eliash, The Ši ite
Qurān. A reconsideration of Goldziher’s interpretation, in Arabica  (), -;
Goldziher, Richtungen, -; id., Spottnamen
der ersten Chalifen bei den Schi iten, in id.,
Gesammelte Schriften, ed. J. Desomogyi,  vols.,
Hildesheim -, iv, -; E. Kohlberg,
Authoritative scriptures in early Imami Shī ism,
in E. Patlagean and A. Le Boulluec (eds.), Les
retours aux écritures. Fondamentalismes présents et
passés, Louvain-Paris , -; id., Some
Imāmī Shī ī views on the aāba, in   (),
-; repr. in id., Belief and law in Imāmī Shīism,
Aldershot , chap. ; id., Some notes on the
Imāmite attitude to the Qurān, in S.M. Stern,
A. Hourani, and V. Brown (eds.), Islamic
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al-Rāzī, Abū l-Futū usayn b. Alī, Raw al-
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to Richard Walzer, Oxford , -; B.T.
Lawson, Note for the study of a ‘Shī ī Qurān,’
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ūī) on which it finally rested after the
flood, described in  :, which has been
rightly considered one of the summits of
qurānic literary excellence (see ). Less significant are references to
the ship (safīna) that Moses boarded with
the “servant of God” ( :, , ; see
 ⁄) and the fulk that Jonah
boarded, whence he was ejected ( :).
During the lifetime of the prophet
Muammad, ships re-entered the framework of the divine economy on two important occasions. When the Ka ba (q.v.),
the house that Abraham (q.v.) and Ishmael
(q.v.) built (see ,  
), was burnt down sometime before
Muammad’s prophetic call, it was rebuilt
by a certain Bāqūm, possibly a Copt, and
either a carpenter or the ship’s captain.
The wood came from a Byzantine ship
which had run aground at al-Shu ayba,
Mecca’s port at that time. And when some
members of the nascent Muslim community in Mecca (q.v.) emigrated to Ethiopia
(q.v.; see also ; ), it
was ships that transported them and, later,
brought most of them back. Thus, ships
twice performed a crucial function in
saving the believers (see  
), in diluvial and post-diluvial
times.
The many references to ships and to their
element, the sea, especially to striking specificities involving them, and to human conduct and behavior during sea-voyages,
strongly suggest that the Meccans had personal experience of sailing the sea. This
sea can only have been the Red Sea,
which some of the Meccan merchants
must have crossed on their way to its
African side, well known for its attractive
products and exotica. This is valuable
qurānic confirmation of what the sources
say on commercial intercourse between
Mecca and Ethiopia and it has important
implications for qurānic studies, especially

Ships
Means of transportation over water. The
terms for ship in the Qurān are three: fulk,
which occurs twenty-three times; safīna,
four times and jāriya (pl. jāriyāt, jawārī) also
four times. The first is probably Greek
(epholkion), while the third is a purely descriptive term, “the (mellifluously) moving
one.” In addition to being the most frequently employed, fulk is the most significant in qurānic thought.
Ships in the Qurān appear as an important sign of God’s providential care for
humankind, an element in the divine economy (see ; ). It is through
the employment of ships that humankind
catches fish for food (see  
) and acquires marine ornaments
(sing. ilya); the ship is the means of transportation in maritime commerce, beneficial to humankind ( :; :; :;
:).
In the Qurān, ships are associated with
four prophets; Noah (q.v.; Nū), Moses
(q.v.; Mūsā) and Jonah (q.v.; Yūnus) and, by
implication, with Solomon (q.v.; Sulaymān;
 :). The most significant of the references are to Noah, especially  :-.
Humankind was saved from extinction
through his fulk (see ), the only ship
described with some detail à propos of its
construction, its planks (alwā) its nails
(dusur) and the mountain (al-Jūdiyy; see
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if the prophet Muammad himself was
one of those who crossed over to the
African side, sometime in the period which
antedated his call around  .. (see also
;   ).

rupt behavior (see ) nor to lurk
on any road with the intent to threaten
people (:-; see ). The Qurān
does not give further information about
the acts to which these exhortations refer.
The haughty elders of his people arrogantly refused, in the name of the religion
of their fathers — even accusing Shu ayb
of being bewitched (see ) and
challenging him and his followers to renounce their faith or be thrown out
( :). Elsewhere, in another verse, the
people state that they refrain from stoning
(q.v.) the prophet only out of respect for his
family ( :). Shu ayb obviously rejected
their injunctions and invoked God to judge
them and thereby establish who was on the
correct path ( :; see   ).
The judgment went in his favor, while
those who opposed him were tragically
punished. An earthquake seized them
( :; :), a clamor (al-aya,  :)
or a black cloud ( :) befell the unbelievers within their habitations (see
 ). Shu ayb and those
who believed were placed in safety
( :; see ).
 : gives an approximate chronology
for Shu ayb’s mission, for in his preaching,
Shu ayb urges his people not to follow the
fate of the peoples of Noah (q.v.), Hūd
(q.v.) and āli (q.v.), adding “the people of
Lot (q.v.) are not far away from you [i.e. his
people].” The Qurān does not contain
any other details of great significance that
relate to the setting for Shu ayb’s life, with
the exception of the name “al-Ayka” (also
read as “Layka”; see   
; ) that is found at
the start of a passage that tells of Shu ayb
( :). This term is thus understood to
be the name of the people to whom he was
sent. This term should not be confused
with the “people of al-Ayka” cited in other
passages ( :; :; cf. :), who
appear to be a different group than the
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Shu ayb
Name of a messenger mentioned eleven
times in the Qurān. His story is dealt with
in a few passages ( :-; :-;
:-; :-) where his vicissitudes
with his people are described. According to
the Qurān, Shu ayb was sent to Madyan
( :; :; :; see ). He exhorted his people (to whom, it is stated, a
sign was sent; cf.  :; :; see ) to
believe in God (see   )
and he urged them not to cheat people by
altering weights and measures (q.v.;  :;
:-; :-; see also ). He
also summoned them not to engage in cor-
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people of Madyan. Both expressions have,
however, remained rather puzzling to the
exegetes who have proposed various explanations (see below; see also  
 ).
None of the elements listed above permit
the identification of Shu ayb with any
other known personage. Madyan, on the
other hand, is related to the biblical
Midian and to the story of Jethro and
Moses (q.v.), and this is confirmed by the
fact the name is also cited in the Qurān in
connection with those events ( :;
:-, ). The identification, however, of
Shu ayb in later traditions with Jethro finds
no confirmation in the sacred text. “Tales
of the prophets” (qia al-anbiyā) traditions
expanded the qurānic content adding further particulars. Depending upon the contrasting and unclear qurānic passages
stating that he was sent to Madyan and to
al-Ayka, some exegetical reports maintain
that Shu ayb was sent to two different peoples. The name al-Ayka also finds various
explanations based mainly on the meaning
of the word, usually given as “thicket” or
“grove of palms.” Further reports describe
with full details the punishment that erased
Shu ayb’s people or, for example, state that
the tombs of Shu ayb and of his followers
are around the Ka ba (q.v.). All these elements have also prompted various interpretations by Western scholars, especially
in connection with the origin of the names
Shu ayb and al-Ayka (for further details see
Bibliography).
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figures IVI

ÞUNB·R

[i] Magic medicine bowl, back (lead): unknown provenance,
second/eighth or third/ninth centuries. The center is inscribed
with a portion of the basmala, In the name of God and, below it, God suffices me (Q 9:129; 39:38). Courtesy of the
Nasser D. Khalili Collection (MTW 621).

ÞUNB·R

[ii] Magic medicine bowl (bronze): Iran, eleventh/seventeenth century. The interior of the bowl,
depicted here, is filled with invocations and prayers in Arabic and Persian. Three of the four roundels contain prayers, the shahàda and invocations, while the fourth contains Persian and Arabic titles
and formulas typical of Íùfì dervish orders. The attached cartouches contain additional formulas
and titles that indicate a Íùfì context, as well as verses from Q 109, 113 and 114. Other qur}ànic
citations are found throughout. Courtesy of the Nasser D. Khalili Collection (MTW 1444).

ÞUNB·R

[iii] Amulet (tusk): Iran, ca. third/ninth century. Q 1:1-7 form part of the six lines of Kùfic text
inscribed on this object. Courtesy of the Nasser D. Khalili Collection (TLS 2466).

ÞUNB·R

[iv] Talismanic book with chart: Iraq?, 828/1425. This manuscript contains the earliest recorded
copy of a treatise (five of the six parts of which discuss the magical uses of the names of God)
written by Abù l-{Abbàs Amad b. {Alì b. Yùsuf al-Bùnì l-Qurashì (d. ca. 622/1225). The sixth
section provides specific talismans employing the divine names, individual verses of the Qur}àn
and their talismanic uses, and a general discussion of magical alphabets. The folios shown here,
which are taken from the sixth section, discuss Q 15:87-8, 17:45-6, and 9:129. Courtesy of the
Nasser D. Khalili Collection (MSS 300, folios 62b-63a).
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[v] Talismanic shirt, front (cotton): Iran?, tenth/sixteenth or eleventh/seventeenth centuries. The
shirt is comprised of two large rectangular pieces, joined at the shoulders, while six smaller pieces
form the sleeves and under-arm areas. Each piece of material is framed by a wide band containing
prayers, invocations and qur}ànic quotations (e.g. Q 2:255; 24:35; 110; 112). Courtesy of the Nasser
D. Khalili Collection (TXT 77).
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[vi] Talismanic chart (parchment): Iran, 1919. The bulk of this chart (i.e. most of the
lower two-thirds) is a 100X100 magic square composed of 10,000 individual cells,
each of which contains a numeral. The border of each of the four large circles in the
upper third of the chart contains the Throne Verse (Q 2:255); the lower two circles
frame two 16X16 magic squares that flank a 10X10 Latin square (wafq majàzì ) composed of the mysterious letters that open a number of qur}ànic sùras. Courtesy of
the Nasser D. Khalili Collection (MSS 755).
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figures IVI
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[i] Hinckelmanns Qur}àn (Hamburg, 1694). Sùrat al-Fàtia (Q 1:1-7), and the beginning of Sùrat
al-Baqara (Q 2:1f.), from this German printed Qur}àn are depicted here. Courtesy of Harvard
University (OL 24152.2).
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[ii] Ludovico Marraccis Alcorani Textus Universus (Padua, 1698). This Italian printed Qur}àn
contains Latin translation and notes, in addition to the Arabic text. Courtesy of Harvard
University (OL 24155.1F).
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[iii] St. Petersburg Qur}àn of 1790. The margins of this edition contain notes that
primarily indicate variant readings. Courtesy of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich
(ESlg/2A.or.39).
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[iv] Kazan Qur}àn of 1803 with page showing Sùrat al-Fàtia (Q 1:1-7). Courtesy of
the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich (A.or.551-1-6).
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[v] Early Turkish printed Qur}àn (Istanbul, 1299/1881-2) with first sùra.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress (Orien Arab BP100.A1).
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[vi] al-Mußaf al-Sharìf (Cairo: Bùlàq, 1882), with the first sùra. Courtesy of
Princeton University (Princeton, 2273.1882).
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[i] Diagram of the points of articulation (makhàrij al-urùf ) for the Arabic language, illustrating
Yùsuf b. Abì Bakr al-Sakkàkìs (d. 625/1228) compendious Miftà al-{ulùm (taken from an early
twelfth/eighteenth century manuscript, Taßwìr makhàrij al-urùf li-ßàib al-Mifta). Courtesy of Beinecke
Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University (Arabic MSS suppl. 143).
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[ii] Judging the Qur}àn memorization event, National Recitation Contest, Indonesia,
1997. Courtesy of Anna Gade, Oberlin College.
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figures IVI

ÞUNB·R

[i] Nilometer (miqyàs), interior, with measuring column in foreground: Cairo, 241/867. Built
after the Arab conquest in order to measure the annual flooding, it consists of three tunnels
extending from the Nile, at various levels, which feed into the east side of a stone-lined pit, in
which the measuring column is found. Each of the four sides of the pit, which extends below
the level of the Nile, contains a pointed-arch vault, constructed three centuries before any
Gothic example of the same. For a detailed description of the Nilometer, see pp. 383-4 of
K.A.C. Creswell, A short account of early Muslim architecture (rev. ed. Aldershot 1989). See E.
Dodd and Sh. Khairallah, Image of the word (Beirut 1981), ii, 171-2 for the qur}ànic verses
that are inscribed on the miqyàs. Courtesy of the Ashmolean Museum, Creswell Archives,
Oxford (E.A., CA. 2484).
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[ii] Zodiac plate (ceramic): Iran, 971/1563-4. The twelve circles depicting the twelve signs of
the zodiac are a pre-Islamic pictorial tradition that persisted into Islamic times. Courtesy of the
Staatliche Museen, Berlin (I. 1292). Photograph: Karin März.
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[iii] Astrolabe (brass): Iran, early twelfth/eighteenth century. The cartouche in the center of the
kursì (i.e. the top of the astrolabe) is inscribed with His throne extends over the heavens and the
earth (Q 2:255). Courtesy of the Museum of the History of Science, Oxford (inventory no. 37940;
image no. 153307).
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[iv] Qibla compass and sundial, open: Istanbul, 1161/1748. This complex device, termed an equatorial circle (dà}irat al-mu{addil) by its ninth/fifteenth century Egyptian inventor, combines a qibla
compass with a sundial. Courtesy of the Nasser D. Khalili Collection, London (SCI 270).
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[v] Qibla compass and sundial, view of dial: Turkey, late twelfth/eighteenth century. The religious purpose of this instrument is demonstrated by the depiction of the Ka{ba and some of the
other monuments of the aram of Mecca. Courtesy of the Nasser D. Khalili Collection, London
(SCI 49).
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[vi] Map of the world, detail showing horses swimming in the Caspian Sea: India late twelfth/
eighteenth century. The map, the primary explanatory details of which are in Arabic, contains
images from the stories surrounding Alexander the Great (Dhù l-Qarnayn), such as the wall he
built against the people of Gog and Magog (cf. Q 18:94). Courtesy of the Staatliche Museen,
Berlin (I. 39/68).
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[i] Notebook of sewn papyrus sheets, resembling the medium of some of the earliest Qur}àn
maßàif. Taken from A. Grohmann, Arabische Paläographie, vol. 1 (Vienna 1967), pl. IX, 2. Courtesy
of Harvard University (LSoc 386.3).
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[ii] Fragment of papyrus sheet, similar to those upon which early Qur}àn manuscripts would have
been inscribed, mid second/third quarter of the eighth century. The specimen depicted here contains a speech of {Amr b. al-{Àß and descriptions of the ideal maiden. Taken from Abbott, Studies,
iii, document 3, pl. 4. Courtesy of Harvard University (OL 19038.26f).
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[iii] Folio from the Qaßr Qur}àn containing Q 55:16-53, with marginal notes: Egypt, early
twelfth/eighteenth century or before. Courtesy of F. Leemhuis, Groningen University
(D03.007b v).
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[iv] Folio from the Qaßr Qur}àn containing Q 55:54-56:17, with marginal notes: Egypt, early
twelfth/eighteenth century or before. Courtesy of F. Leemhuis, Groningen University
(D03.007b r).

